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Foreword

The 18th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCI International
2016, was held in Toronto, Canada, during July 17–22, 2016. The event incorporated
the 15 conferences/thematic areas listed on the following page.

A total of 4,354 individuals from academia, research institutes, industry, and gov-
ernmental agencies from 74 countries submitted contributions, and 1,287 papers and
186 posters have been included in the proceedings. These papers address the latest
research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of the design and use
of computing systems. The papers thoroughly cover the entire field of human-computer
interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in
a variety of application areas. The volumes constituting the full 27-volume set of the
conference proceedings are listed on pages IX and X.

I would like to thank the program board chairs and the members of the program
boards of all thematic areas and affiliated conferences for their contribution to the
highest scientific quality and the overall success of the HCI International 2016
conference.

This conference would not have been possible without the continuous and unwa-
vering support and advice of the founder, Conference General Chair Emeritus and
Conference Scientific Advisor Prof. Gavriel Salvendy. For his outstanding efforts, I
would like to express my appreciation to the communications chair and editor of HCI
International News, Dr. Abbas Moallem.

April 2016 Constantine Stephanidis
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HCI International 2017

The 19th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCI International
2017, will be held jointly with the affiliated conferences in Vancouver, Canada, at the
Vancouver Convention Centre, July 9–14, 2017. It will cover a broad spectrum
of themes related to human-computer interaction, including theoretical issues, methods,
tools, processes, and case studies in HCI design, as well as novel interaction
techniques, interfaces, and applications. The proceedings will be published by
Springer. More information will be available on the conference website: http://2017.
hci.international/.

General Chair
Prof. Constantine Stephanidis
University of Crete and ICS-FORTH
Heraklion, Crete, Greece
E-mail: general_chair@hcii2017.org

http://2017.hci.international/

http://2017.hci.international/
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Abstract. One of the most valuable applications of virtual reality (VR) is in the
domain of rehabilitation. After brain injuries or diseases, many patients suffer
from impaired physical and/or cognitive capabilities, such as difficulties in
moving arms or remembering names. Over the past two decades, VR has been
tested and examined as a technology to assist patients’ recovery and rehabilitation,
both physical and cognitive. The increasing prevalence of low-cost VR devices
brings new opportunities, allowing VR to be used in practice. Using VR devices
such as head-mounted displays (HMDs), special virtual scenes can be designed
to assist patients in the process of re-training their brain and reorganizing their
functions and abilities. However, such VR interfaces and applications must be
comprehensively tested and examined for their effectiveness and potential side
effects. This paper presents a review of related literature and discusses the new
opportunities and challenges. Most of existing studies examined VR as an assess‐
ment method rather than a training/exercise method. Nevertheless, promising
cases and positive preliminary results have been shown. Considering the
increasing need for self-administered, home-based, and personalized rehabilita‐
tion, VR rehabilitation is potentially an important approach. This area requires
more studies and research effort.

Keywords: Virtual reality · Virtual rehabilitation · Cognitive impairment ·
Biomedical engineering

1 Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) technologies use multimedia devices and computer simulation to
allow users to interact with a simulated environment, creating life-like experience.
Display devices present sensory information, such as vision, auditory, and touch sense,
to the user; control devices collect user actions such as motion, gesture, and voices. The
term VR is a very broad term, and researchers have used it to refer to a wide range of
systems. A system using motion sensing gloves and a desktop display can be called VR,
which emphasizes life-like hand control and feedback. In some studies, especially early
studies, a system using standard computer input (keyboard and mouse) and output
(desktop displays) devices can also be called VR, which emphasizes the virtual envi‐
ronment generated by the software. In this sense, many first-person computer games can
be called VR. Recently, VR is used more to specifically referring to systems using head-
mounted displays (HMDs), which can create 3D depth perception and change the view
as the head moves.
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Since VR enables users to gain experience without exposing them to risks in the real
environment, VR has been widely used for gaming and training purposes. A relatively
new and less explored area of VR applications is rehabilitation, helping patients who
have lost some of their physical and/or cognitive abilities to regain the abilities. The
goals of the current paper are to summarize recent research efforts, discuss the benefits
and potential side effects of VR, and discuss practical issues for researchers who are
interested in conducting their studies in this area.

In general, rehabilitation in healthcare refers to the treatment and process to restore
good health and regain impaired functions and abilities. The impaired functions can be
categorized into physical and cognitive groups. Physical functions include movement
and control of physical body parts such as limbs, hands, fingers, and head. In contrast,
cognitive functions are related to information processing such as vision, hearing, task
execution, memory, and decision. While some loss of physical functions happens in the
motor system, the most challenging cases are due to injuries or diseases in the central
neuron system (i.e., brain). Different brain areas are in charge of different functions. The
type of function loss depends on the damaged area. In Parkinson’s disease, the degen‐
eration of brain cells mainly affects the motor system, so the symptoms are mainly related
to walking and hand movement. In Alzheimer’s disease however, the degeneration of
brain cells starts in brain areas that control cognitive functions, so memory and language
are mostly affected. For stroke and traumatic brain injuries, the impaired functions can
be both physical and cognitive, depending on the specific areas of damage.

Current neuroscience theories commonly believe that adult brains have very limited
capability to replace damaged and dead cells, but new connections can be formed between
existing cells to support reorganization of impaired brain functions [1, 2]. Rehabilitation
therapy and treatment often use repetitive physical and cognitive exercises as a way to
stimulate neuron reorganization and achieve restoring and regaining some functions and
abilities. Complete recovery is not common, but many patients can gain improved quality
of life and do better in their activities of daily life (ADL). In general, there are the following
five important components in a rehabilitation program [3].

1. Diagnostic assessment and evaluation.
2. Introducing assistant devices.
3. Educating the patients about the diseases.
4. Repeated practice of exercise and training activities.
5. Developing compensation and adaptation strategies.

Most of the existing studies using VR in rehabilitation mainly focused on applica‐
tions in Step 1 Assessment. A relatively small number of studies have also examined
the effectiveness of VR designed for Step 4 Exercise.

2 Previous VR Applications in Rehabilitation

2.1 VR Applications for Rehabilitation Assessment

Many studies have examined VR as a tool to assess the level and type of cognitive
impairment; for reviews, see [4, 5]. The following studies are reviewed as an illustration
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of typical research in this area. An early study in 1998 used HMD (486 PC platform) to
present a household kitchen environment [6]. A meal preparation task was used to eval‐
uate memory and executive functions of patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI).
Thirty participants were tested twice within 7 to 10 days, and the results showed good
test-retest reliability; however, there was no comparison between VR and traditional
assessment methods.

A study in 1999 [7] reported an HMD-VR system (Pentium 166 MHz) developed to
assess patients’ driving abilities. Driving test performance such as lane keeping and stop
sign stopping were compared between 17 brain-injured adults and uninjured participants
matched in age, gender, and education. The results showed some trend of worse
performance by brain-injured patients, but no statistical significance was reported.

A study in 2008 [8] showed that HMD-VR (Onyx2 Reality; 640 × 480) can be used
to differentiate two types of Parkinson’s disease. Participants were asked to walk while
wearing the system that showed a virtual corridor with optic flow. Patients with predom‐
inant left-hemisphere dysfunction deviated right of centre, whereas patients with
predominant right-hemisphere dysfunction did not.

In a recent study in 2012 [9], the authors implemented a simple driving simulation
with PC and a projector, which allows a user to navigate a virtual city or town passively
as a passenger or actively as a driver. After the exploration, participants’ episodic
memory about the virtual place was tested in recall and recognition questions. The results
showed that the method was sensitive enough to tell the difference between three groups,
healthy older adults, early clinical manifestations of Alzheimer’s disease, and amnesic
mild cognitive impairment.

2.2 VR Applications for Rehabilitation Exercise

In contrast to the high number of rehabilitation assessment studies, there are very few
studies that have investigated VR applications in rehabilitation training and exercise. In
a case report in 2001 [10], a 65-year old woman with impaired memory functions
received a 24-week rehabilitation exercise with both music-story therapy and HMD-VR
experiences (Pentium III) that visualized the scenes told in the stories. The results
showed improved clinical conditions, and the authors suggested that the interactive and
immersive features of VR could benefit music-enhanced therapy and better involve the
patient during the training.

A later controlled study by the same research group in 2010 [11] compared HMD-
VR memory training (Pentium III) and traditional face-to-face music training, where
the participants were encouraged to sing and play music instruments, in six months. The
VR scenes included home, park, and streets familiar to the participants. The tasks were
exploration and navigation using a joystick. The results showed that the VR training
was more effective than the music therapy training. The fifteen elderly patients (with
memory deficits) in the VR group showed significantly improved memory test scores;
in contrast, the sixteen elderly patients in the control group of the face-to-face music
therapy showed progressive declined memory.

In addition to HMD-VR studies, there are also studies demonstrating the effective‐
ness of non-wearable VR systems using computer monitors or projectors as displays.
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An early study in 1999 [12] reported the case of an amnesia patient (female, age 53)
who received route finding training and testing in eight weeks using a desktop VR system
(Pentium 133 MHz; 15′′ monitor). She was able to learn the three routes practiced in VR
but not the one route practiced in the real world. A potential explanation is that training
in VR allows the isolation of the core route knowledge and avoids the distraction of
other objects and events in the real world.

A study in 2003 [13] examined a simple VR shopping exercise created by digital
photos, programmed navigation steps, and interactive functions on a touch screen. Nine
patients with Alzheimer’s disease received four-week training. Their performance
(speed and error rates) and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores improved
after the training and sustained after following-up three weeks later.

A recent study in 2011 [14] examined a desktop VR exercise where patients see their
image mirrored in a virtual space and wave hands to hit virtual targets. Fifteen stroke
patients were assigned to the VR group, where they received the VR exercise and
computer-based cognitive rehabilitation training (tasks such as matching cards, memo‐
rizing numbers, and finding pictures by names); thirteen patients were assigned to the
control group, where they received only the cognitive rehabilitation training. The results
after four-week training showed that the VR group had significantly larger improvement
than the control group in visual attention and short-term visuospatial memory related tests.

An interesting study in 2013 [15] examined desktop VR vocational training on
schizophrenic patients with cognitive impairments. The VR environment (Pentium IV;
38′′ monitor) simulates a clothes shop where the patient was trained for a shop clerk job,
performing tasks such as sorting clothes and handling customers’ requests. The results
showed that VR vocational training was more effective than therapist-administered
vocational training and conventional training without the shop scenario, in terms of
better problem solving and executive control abilities measured by Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test and better self-efficacy scores. The findings suggest that an immersive
environment and real-world purposes are both important in rehabilitation.

It would be interesting to compare VR implemented on HMDs and desktop displays.
Since 2D displays are less expensive and more available, if VR training using desktop
displays can be equally effective for certain types of exercises, there will be no need to
use HMDs. Previous studies showed that both HMD and non-wearable VR systems have
value for rehabilitation. Unfortunately, no study found in the current review directly
compared HMD-VR with non-wearable VR.

3 Potential Advantages and Side Effects of VR Rehabilitation

Although there is not sufficient evidence to confirm the effectiveness of VR exercise or
its advantages over traditional training methods, it is expected to have several benefits
in comparison to conventional computer-based rehabilitation training [16, 17].

1. Increase the degrees of immersion and interaction (especially HMD-VR), making
the exercise interesting and motivating persistent practice.

2. Allow tests and exercise of activities (such as driving) that would be too dangerous
for patients to do in the real world.
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3. Allow tests and exercise (such as visual perception and field of view tasks) that are
otherwise too difficult, time-consuming, or impossible to do in the real world.

As a computerized method, VR rehabilitation also has similar benefits as computer-
based rehabilitation training over traditional therapist administered training, for
example, improved standardization of protocols, better control of stimulus presentation,
and easier collection of response measures.

However, the potential side effects of VR must be thoroughly studied before wider
rehabilitation applications of the technology. The first major area of concern is simulator
sickness. It is a kind of motion sickness experienced by people in motion or vehicle simu‐
lation. In most virtual simulators, the visual and auditory stimuli can be presented closer to
real-life experience, but real acceleration and orientation are difficult to create. The discrep‐
ancies between the stronger motion perceived by vision and hearing and the weaker motion
perceived by the vestibular system and proprioception can lead to simulator sickness.
Typical syndromes include discomfort, fatigue, nausea, and disorientation.

From the literature, it seems that there is a large individual difference in simulator
sickness. There are case studies that reported no or little simulator sickness, e.g., [6].
There are also cases where participants were excluded due to strong simulator sickness.
In 2000, Kesztyues et al. [18] compared the difference of side effects between a HMD
(800 × 600; Pentium-II 266 MHz; two Vodoo2 graphic cards) and a projector. Simulator
sickness was measured by a subjective questionnaire—Simulator Sickness Question‐
naire (SSQ) [19]. The tasks were to navigate (walking) and find targets in relatively
simple virtual environments (a maze and a park). Valid results were collected from 21
healthy participants (most in age 20–29). One of them (5 %) could not complete the tasks
using HMD due to strong nausea. For both HMD and projector conditions, simulator
sickness was reported, but the levels were considered tolerable.

Since the level of simulator sickness also depends on the device (HMD vs. non-
wearable displays) and the type of tasks (e.g., walking vs. driving), these factors need
be considered for the cost-benefit trade-off of VR rehabilitation.

The second major group of side effects is eye strains related issues, such as eye
dryness, redness, discomfort, and reduced visual acuity. Some subjective measuring
methods of simulator sickness (e.g., SSQ) include eye fatigue and discomfort as part of
the scales. The effects of using standard non-wearable displays have been relatively well-
established as the computer vision syndrome [20]. Regarding HMD, previous studies
have examined its effects on visual perception (e.g., flicker fusion frequency, distance
estimation), subjective comfort (e.g., fatigue, comfort), and visual acuity [21]. In
comparison to projectors, HMDs were reported to result in significantly higher levels
of subjectively reported eye strains and fatigue [18]. However, there is a lack of evidence
for comparison about eye dryness and redness between HMDs and standard displays.
These important ocular health concerns require future research.

The third area of concern is related to particular groups of patients who are afraid of
new devices or are very sensitive to their environment. For example, introducing VR
devices may agitate schizophrenia patients with persecutory delusion and paranoia. The
cost-benefit trade-off of using VR rehabilitation needs to be evaluated for each patient
based on their specific cases. There is no existing standard or guideline available in the
literature.
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4 Practical Issues for Researchers in This Field

HMD vs. Standard Display. Wearable HMDs are expected to create better immersion
and life-like experience than standard non-wearable displays (e.g., desktop monitor,
projector) because HMDs support 3D depth perception through binocular discrepancy
and a dynamic field of view through head tracking. However, many participants reported
oppressiveness using HMD [18]. It is very difficult to wear HMD while wearing frame
glasses. Cost-benefit analysis should be conducted to select a suitable display for each
kind of VR rehabilitation applications.

Control Groups. Many existing studies (especially case studies) lack the comparison
between VR and traditional rehabilitation methods. A control group that consists of
randomly assigned patients with matching background is needed.

Access to Patients. It is important to have access to a large patient pool. This may be
achieved by collaborating with hospitals and assisted home care providers. When plan‐
ning a study, researchers should be prepared that many patients may be ineligible or
refuse to participate for various reasons, and elderly patients may die or become unable
to continue their participation later in the study. For example, in one study focusing on
elderly patients (age 65 years or older) with cognitive impairments, 159 individuals lived
in a rest-care home were assessed for eligibility, 123 (77 %) were excluded, 5 died or
left the rest-care home during the study, and finally data from only 31 individuals (19 %)
were good for analysis [11].

Ethics and Safety. Although VR rehabilitation does not involve medication and drugs,
research ethics and safety of patients still require careful planning and administration.
The ethics review process may take a long time, especially if the VR device is catego‐
rized as a medical device by the reviewing authority. Safety of the participants needs to
be considered not only during but also after the experiment. In one case [22], the authors
specifically emphasized the importance of arranging transportation for elderly persons
after they have participated in a VR study. Because even if one case of a car accident
happened after exposing to VR, it would be extremely detrimental to the research project,
no matter whether there was a causal link or not between VR and the accident.

Development Cost. The cost of VR devices have dropped significantly during the last
decade. An HMD device can be purchased with only a few hundred dollars right now.
However, the programming and development of the virtual scenes and interactions still
require a lot of effort. Time and programmer salaries should be properly estimated when
writing research proposals, especially if customized virtual scenes for each individual
is needed.

5 Conclusions

Over the past two decades, VR applications have been proposed and examined for reha‐
bilitation purposes. Existing studies are mostly preliminary ones with low participant
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numbers, and most studies examined VR as an assessment method rather than a training/
exercise method. The reviewed case studies and control studies showed positive and
promising results of using VR for rehabilitation exercise. Considering the increasing
availability of low-cost VR devices and the increasing need for self-administered, home-
based, and personalized rehabilitation approaches, VR applications are expected to play
an important role in reducing healthcare cost and improving rehabilitation outcomes.
The existing literature lacks controlled studies to support cost-benefit analysis required
for practical applications. More studies are needed to examine the effectiveness and side
effects of VR systems, especially HMD-VR, for health and work rehabilitation.
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Abstract. In this paper we outline an initial typology and framework for the
purpose of profiling human-machine networks, that is, collective structures where
humans and machines interact to produce synergistic effects. Profiling a human-
machine network along the dimensions of the typology is intended to facilitate
access to relevant design knowledge and experience. In this way the profiling of an
envisioned or existing human-machine network will both facilitate relevant design
discussions and, more importantly, serve to identify the network type. We present
experiences and results from two case trials: a crisis management system and a peer-
to-peer reselling network. Based on the lessons learnt from the case trials we suggest
potential benefits and challenges, and point out needed future work.

Keywords: Human-machine networks · Typology · Network profiling ·
Human-centred design · Case trials · Human-computer interaction

1 Introduction

The world we live in is suffused with interconnected information and communication
technology (ICT) components that have become a ubiquitous part of virtually every
aspect of our daily lives. At work and in our private lives, when we socialize, create,
collaborate or play, we often do so in networks of both humans and machines (e.g. in
online social networks, online retail platforms, collaboration platforms, crowdsourcing
engines, decision support systems, and massive multiplayer games). Designing and
developing for such human-machine networks (HMNs) poses immense challenges.

As technologies and services are integrated into interacting networks of humans and
machines rather than being taken up by individual users, classical approaches to human-
centred design (HCD) may no longer provide a sufficient degree of design support.
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This is for example borne out by the challenges involved in establishing sustainable
social networks [1], collaborative systems for knowledge workers [2], and citizen-
government collaboration systems [3].

To improve the general understanding of HMNs and strengthen our capability to
design for such networks, we are developing an HMN typology and associated profiling
framework that can be used by designers and developers during the HCD development
cycle. A typology is an approach to classification, where the basic concept is detailed
according to its salient dimensions [4]. The profiling framework is intended to support
access to design knowledge and experience on the basis of the typology.

This paper describes the initial versions of the typology and profiling framework,
and illustrates their usefulness through case examples on real-life HMNs. We first
present the background on which the typology is based. We then set out the objectives
for the typology and profiling framework, before describing their current, initial
versions. Finally we present two case trials in which the typology and profiling frame‐
work have been applied, before discussing lessons learnt, limitations, and future work.

The typology and associated profiling framework are developed as part of the
HUMANE project (http://humane2020.eu). A comprehensive presentation of the
typology and framework can be found in the HUMANE technical report Typology and
method v1 [5].

2 Background

In human-centred design, as described in the relevant international standard [6], much
emphasis is put on the context analysis and requirements phases of development.
However, whereas context analysis and requirements in HCD is skewed towards under‐
standing and specifying the required interactions between individual users and machine
interfaces, design for human-machine networks needs strengthened support for identi‐
fying and modelling the entire network during these phases. Hence, we need design
support that allows human-centred designers and future thinkers to benefit from existing
knowledge and experience on the level of HMNs.

A number of theoretical concepts have been developed to understand aspects of what
we term HMNs. One example is the theory of socio-technical systems, which provides
insight into the dual shaping of technology and the social (work) context in which it is
implemented, recognizing organizations as complex systems of humans and technology
[7]. Another example, actor-network theory, argues that we explicitly need to take into
account that any social system is an association of heterogeneous elements such as
humans, norms, texts, devices, machines, and technology, thus granting equal weight to
humans and non-human (machine) entities in the analysis of the social [8]. A third and
newer perspective, the study of social machines, focuses on online systems that combine
social participation with machine-based computation, connecting with Berners-Lee’s
original vision of the Web more as a social creation than a technical one [9]. Though
insightful, these theories tend towards a narrow scope, too restrictive to provide a unified
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framework for understanding HMNs. Instead, selecting high-level constructs of inter‐
active synergies resulting from the behaviours of all actors, we may begin to develop a
unified approach.

To establish the background required for developing the HMN typology, we need
to define the term and its scope. Based on a systematic literature review across fields of
research that attempt to conceptualize networks comprising both humans and machines
[10], we defined HMNs as networks in which the behaviours of different actors result
in synergistic effects. That is, in human-machine networks, the interaction of human and
machine actors allows for objectives to be set and met that would not be feasible without
such networked interaction.

The review suggested four analytical layers for studying HMNs: actors, interactions,
networks, and behaviours. Actors are the nodes in the HMNs. We distinguish between
human actors, who may be represented by individuals, organizational roles, or entire
organizations, and machine actors, which may be represented by single devices, as well
as by complex back-end systems, as long as they behave in the HMN as a single node.
The human and machine actors interact in the HMN. Thus, at the interaction layer, we
focus on the (mediated) human-human interactions, human-machine interactions, and
machine-machine interactions. The network layer concerns the integration of actors and
interaction into larger compounds and aims towards defining types of such sets of actors
and interactions. The behavioural layer concerns the emergent qualities of HMNs.
Among these are the changing characteristics or roles of actors depending on network
context, emergence of new patterns of interaction in the HMN, new applications of the
network, and the overall evolution of the network.

As explained further below, the proposed typology was built upon the four layers of
actors, interactions, networks, and behaviours.

3 Objectives

The main aim of this paper is to present an initial typology and framework towards
efficient and accurate profiling of human-machine networks. Profiling a human-machine
network is intended to identify the network type, thereby facilitating access to relevant
design knowledge and experience where successful HMNs are analysed for the purpose
of reusing generic design solutions contributing to their success [11]. Moreover, the
profiling’s process aims to facilitate relevant design discussion, where the stakeholders
may address a richer set of aspects pertaining to the network of humans and machines
as part of the context analysis and requirements phases than what is typically done today.

To that end, the typology on which the profiling framework is based should include
the key dimensions to support HMN design decisions; that is, the dimensions that ICT-
developers typically need to consider in analysis, design, and evaluation. Furthermore,
the dimensions should clearly discriminate between different human-machine networks
of individual ICT projects. The key objectives of the HMN typology and profiling
framework are to:

(1) Help design teams reflect upon system characteristics at the level of networks of
humans and machines,
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(2) Support creation of a profile of the HMN that works as a documentation of its
envisioned network characteristics,

(3) Enable designers to identify relevant successful HMNs,
(4) Support elicitation of relevant design implications.

4 HMN Typology and Framework

4.1 Developing the Typology

This first version of the HMN typology was developed following the steps outlined in
Fig. 1. Through the initial literature review [10], key constructs were identified and
analytical layers established. The literature review also provided insight into relevant
dimensions for classification. Then, an initial set of dimensions were suggested and
applied to six cases during a workshop. The workshop experiences suggested the initial
dimensions be refined into an interim set of dimensions, which was then applied by way
of an initial profiling for each of those same cases. Following from the experiences of
this initial profiling, a refined set of dimensions were established. This refined set consti‐
tutes the first version of the HMN typology.

Fig. 1. Overview of the process leading to the initial HMN typology and framework

4.2 The Typology

We structured the typology based on the four analytical layers (actors, interactions,
network, and behaviours) detailed in Sect. 2. We assigned two dimensions to each layer
representing key defining characteristics of HMNs. The typology dimensions are given in
Fig. 2.

The “actors” layer comprises two dimensions – Human agency and Machine agency.
Agency is the capacity of the actors in terms of what they can do and achieve in the
network. The two dimensions facilitate distinctions between HMNs characterized by
varying degrees of automation, artificial intelligence and robot actors, as well as HMN
characterized by active collaboration between human and machine agents. We do not
imply that machines can exhibit agency on the same level as humans. However, it is
practical for the purposes of this typology to refer to machine agency, especially as
machines may influence and affect the agency in human actors [12].

At the “interactions” layer, we consider the strength of human to human ties and
human to machine interactions as the two dimensions. Tie strength between humans is
important for familiarity and trust on the one hand, and social heterogeneity and access
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to complementary skills and knowledge on the other. While tie strength is much
explored, human-machine interaction strength is less studied. However, as machine
agency increases, e.g., with the increasing use of social robots, the interaction strength
between humans and machines may become increasingly important to HMNs, as is for
example seen in some health-care areas [13].

Fig. 2. Overview of the typology dimensions

Several dimensions may be considered as critical at the “network” level of HMNs.
In the initial version of the typology, we have chosen to include the dimensions of
network size and geographical space, due to their importance for the sustainability of
HMNs. Growth in terms of size and spread are today seen as key objectives for many
HMNs, seen particularly for social networks such as Facebook and Twitter that rely on
network effects both for functional and commercial reasons. Furthermore, network size
and geographical space have important implications for other dimensions of the network,
such as the need for increased machine agency and decreasing of social tie strength with
increasing network size.

Finally, at the “behaviours” layer, HMNs are characterized by their workflow inter‐
dependence and network organization. Both dimensions concern networks’ capacity for
emergent change. The former concerns the degree to which the actions of the actors in
the network are dependent on and need to be synchronized with the actions of others.
The latter concerns the degree of bottom-up vs. top-down organization of the network,
where in top-down networks organization is imposed and controlled whereas in a
bottom-up network it is self-organising and organic. For example, emergent change may
be more prevalent in networks characterized as bottom-up, where initiatives may spread
from the grassroots. While efficient spread and refinement of emerging practices may
require a certain level of interdependence between the network actors.
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4.3 The Profiling Framework

The typology and dimensions alone provide limited support for HCD. To facilitate use
by others, we have developed a profiling framework as summarized in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Overview of profiling framework procedure

The profiling framework comprises four steps, during which various levels of inter‐
action and discussion are possible, and lead to a set of comparative descriptors for a
given HMN along with some indication of common HCD design features and issues.
Step 1, as shown above, involves an initial estimate of the overall characteristics of the
network as defined in regard to the four analytical layers and associated dimensions.
Human agency, for example, may be seen as high, but machine agency as low or inter‐
mediate; this would relate to a network where most activity is initiated by human actors,
with technology components simply responding to their requests. Once some indication
of values associated with dimensions has been achieved, collectively these would lead
to an overall profile of the HMN (Step 2).

Our own experience to date has been largely confined to these first two steps.
However, we have begun to characterize multiple networks as part of Step 3 (see also
the Sect. 5 below), and in so doing, a set of profiles will be created which may be used
to compare similar networks. Such cross-network comparisons will potentially identify
common features and designs for similar networks (Step 4 in our methodology),
revealing parallels in the HCD of HMNs not previously evident.

5 Case Trials

The initial typology and framework has been applied to case studies pertaining to ICT
innovation and development projects. In the following, we present two of these along
with experiences and results. The case trials concern human-centred design processes
in which the typology and framework is applied, including a crisis management system
and a peer-to-peer reselling network. The cases exemplify how the typology
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and framework provide increased insight during the HCD phases concerning context
analysis, user requirement engineering, and design.

5.1 Case 1: Crisis Management System

The eVACUATE project (http://www.evacuate.eu) provides a decision-support system
to help operational staff as well as (potentially) emergency services to track and safely
guide evacuees in a crisis situation ranging from severe events such as a fire or terrorist
threat to less severe operational responses such as responding to overcrowding.
Following the initial steps outlined above (Fig. 3), we generated two profiles in connec‐
tion with this case, one representing normal operations when effectively the HMN is
simply monitoring activity, and a second for a possible emergency situation. The
resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Joint profile for the eVACUATE HMN

For normal operations (“monitoring”: the dashed line in the figure), the network is
relatively constrained (shown by network size and geographical space), with low human
and machine agency: the network as a whole is simply ticking over (low in both cases),
checking that the situation is normal and no intervention is required; human interaction
with machines is moderate and confined essentially to operational staff (H2 M interaction
strength: independent and necessary), who need to review machine input (sensor data)
and reporting from the decision support system itself. In consequence, tie strength,
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for instance, remains latent: operational staff has little interaction with members of the
public being monitored, who in turn have little interconnection beyond family or friend‐
ship groups, and incidental proximity to others.

Contrast this, though, with an emergency situation (“evacuation”: the solid line in
Fig. 4). Focus simply on the machine and human parts of the network: both change
dramatically in terms of size, but especially in the level of agency apparent for each.
The decision support system may physically increase, for instance, by recruiting addi‐
tional devices in the crisis situation itself, such as personal communication devices,
intelligent signage and so forth, but also by connection from an emergency services
network if warranted. Evacuees in extremis will become more interdependent for their
own well-being and even survival; operational staff themselves may become evacuees
depending on location and situation. In consequence, tie strength becomes ‘strong’, and
human agency ‘high’.

An initial validation of the accuracy of the profile was effected through discussion with
software engineers with experience of the eVACUATE system and knowledge of the
related scenarios. Having introduced them to the rationale behind the profiling frame‐
work, they were presented with the profiles in Fig. 4 and asked for their comments.
Although in broad agreement with the dimensions and our interpretation in connection
with the eVACUATE system, they believed that other dimensions, such as an indication
of machine-to-machine dependence or at least interaction, might be necessary to describe
such networks accurately. Notwithstanding such omission and a concern about the scala‐
bility of the visualisation itself, the software engineers were positive in two important
aspects. First, the profile we provide highlights behavioural aspects of the overall system
which may not be apparent from more traditional formal methods: a network, as pointed
out by one of the engineers, is much more than its constituent parts. Second, they emphas‐
ised that this sort of approach would help communication between the engineers and other
‘actors’ in the network, namely operational staff and even potential evacuees, in providing
a common understanding of the network and what it is there to do. These aspects of the
profiling framework are now being investigated further in relation to other HMNs as we
build up experience and a repertoire of network types and profiles.

5.2 Case 2: Peer-to-Peer Reselling Network

The HMN typology and profiling framework was next applied to the Conserve &
Consume project (http://conserveandconsume.wordpress.com/), which focuses on peer-
to-peer reselling markets. Here, we have utilized the dimensions of the typology to
analyse and discuss a recently launched iOS/Android app for such markets. The app is
designed to enable direct selling of goods: sellers snap a photo of the item for sale, add
a maximum of 58 character description, and publish the ad. Potential buyers see a
thumbnail of the image, the distance to the seller, the price, and the time since the ad
was published, and can then choose to open the item to read the description. The analysis
has included data from developer and stakeholder collaboration, user interviews, as well
as content analyses of classified advertisements posted by users. The resulting profile is
shown in Fig. 5. In this paper we will focus on the dimensions network size, geographical
space and machine agency.
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Fig. 5. Joint profile for the peer-to-peer reselling HMN (The joint profile for Case 2 differs from
that presented in the HUMANE technical report Typology and method v1 [5], due to updates
following data collection and collaboration with the users and stakeholders.)

As is seen in the profiling, network size and geographical space are scored at different
values (desired and current profile), reflecting the developer and stakeholder aim of
increasing network size and eventually to become an app with global reach.

Machine agency is considered to be intermediate, with an important role for human
nodes in the network. In its current version, the app performs a small set of functions,
notifies users, and influences user-experience. The latter is apparent in how the app is
designed to take off as much of the work-load in creating ads as possible, and in the
features helping users discover items, and follow peers. End-user interviews demon‐
strate how users appreciate these functions, making the app functional, efficient and
enjoyable both for users as sellers and buyers.

From working with the typology and profiling, several aspects of the network design
became apparent as a consequence of how network size, geographical space and machine
agency interrelate.

First, the desired increase in network size may require increased, or improved,
machine agency to facilitate emergent change. As the group of typical users of the
network evolves, the categories of items sold through the network also need to evolve.
To support this, the developers prioritize functions for automatic classification of content
in ads based on image- and text-recognition, and supports automatic updating of filtering
categories to keep up with the evolving characteristics of the stuff sold through the
marketplace. Hence, the link between machine agency, network size, and network
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capacity for emergent chance (related to the behaviour layer) has become apparent to
the Conserve and Consume project through the profiling activity.

Second, whereas the app has a national reach, with some occasional users present
also across the world, networks of human nodes seem to gather locally. Transactions
between buyers and sellers are made locally, and end-users request improved functions
that limit the availability of items for sale to their region. Such user-patterns and pref‐
erences call for design supporting the local, even for HMNs that on an aggregate level
are global.

Third, the profiling activity provides terminology for discussing characteristics, and
enables stakeholders to consider both the current state of an HMN and the desired state.
For example, whereas the local will likely remain important, content-analysis of ads
indicates heterogeneous user-patterns. Geographical proximity appears important for
transactions to be completed, yet analyses of users’ ads show that close-by items do not
get more views than far-away items.

6 Discussion

6.1 Lessons Learnt

The application of the proposed typology in the cases described in Sect. 5 provides useful
insights into the potential benefits but also the challenges associated with the dimensions.
Significant benefits of the typology include the usefulness of the dimensions to support
cross-disciplinary discussion of non-functional aspects of design (Case 1) and the novel
understanding of HMN characteristics (Case 2). Furthermore, the profiling procedure
was found to support the intended first two steps of defining network characteristics and
establishing a network profile effectively.

At the same time, a number of challenges were identified. For instance, developers
or stakeholders may desire additional dimensions to accurately describe the HMN.
Furthermore, whereas the dimensions were found to support dialogue and aspects of
analysis, the reliability in classifying HMNs on the individual dimensions were ques‐
tioned. Future work is needed both to refine and consolidate the dimensions, and also
to improve reliability in analysis for the dimensions.

Another critical challenge derived by the implementation of the dimensions
concerned the identification of specific network types based on network profiles, that is,
step 3 in the profiling process. This step requires the grouping of similar profiles; the
mapping of these profiles would make this easier to carry out. However, the grouping
rules and network types’ identification remain a challenge. Future work is needed to
deploy the typology for matching or clustering HMNs on the basis of their type.

Finally, some early indications have been provided concerning how the profiling
framework may support the extraction of design guidelines. For example, in Case 2
considerations regarding machine agency serve to clarify the benefit of increasing auto‐
matic support for content classification and categorization; that is, increasing machine
agency rather than working towards increased human agency to support growth in
HMNs that are comparable to such reselling markets. At the same time, the cases only
show early indications as to how such profiling may elicit design knowledge
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and experience, and future work is needed for the profiling framework to deliver more
robust design support for future HMNs.

6.2 Limitations

The typology described here is not an exhaustive representation of all possible HMNs.
The typology has emerged from and been tested against only a limited number of cases
so far, and many more possible configurations will need to be considered as this typology
matures. Also, the cases thus far are retrospective analyses of existing HMNs; to be of
most value, the typology should also be tested at the design and initiation phases of
HMNs to understand the extent to which the typology can help designers achieve their
goals for the HMN.

Nevertheless, there are some early signs that there are benefits to this approach based
on feedback from people close to the cases where it has been applied. What needs to be
done now is work on resolving issues and concerns around both dimensions and meth‐
odology to capitalise on such potential. In our initial approach, the risk of overlooking
some critical dimensions is inevitable. We attempted to scale each dimension as gener‐
ally as possible, but the coarseness and the discrete nature of scales in each dimension
will limit the applicability of the framework to certain cases.

Even though we believe that our typology can be very useful in understanding HMNs
at the theoretical level, we provide no verification of its usefulness as a means to access
design support in this paper. This is recognised as a significant gap which needs to be
addressed as part of future work.

6.3 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an initial typology and framework for profiling HMNs in order to
support HCD practitioners in the design of more successful systems, focusing on aiding
the context analysis and requirements phases. Initial results from case studies in the
HUMANE project have demonstrated value, such as helping system designers under‐
stand the relationship between aspects of the technical system and its users in order to
achieve their vision of their desired system, and improving cross-disciplinary commu‐
nication when performing requirements elicitation.

In the short term, we will continue to evaluate the typology and profiling framework
against more current ICT projects based on superficially different HMNs. The purpose of
this is twofold: first, we can thereby extend the investigation of dimensions; and secondly,
we will begin to establish a set of profiles for future comparison. On this basis, the typology
can then be assessed and validated against a larger set of case studies to ensure it is widely
applicable. Network profiling on an even larger scale will pave the way for an analysis into
network types and correlations between the dimensions in order to develop an extended
technology for identifying a) similar networks and b) relevant design guidance and shared
experience. This will address the two final steps of identifying similar networks and
extracting design principles in the profiling framework proposed in this paper in order to
maximize the potential value of this work to the system designers.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to provide enterprises with valuable
input when selecting ERP. This study resulted from a case study on an Air
Conditioning Company in Florida, USA. Case study research technique eval-
uated the data collected from interviews, documents, and observations. The
results show the importance of embedding every single factor in order to make a
decision. The data analysis confirmed the ultimate decision that was reached by
the company.
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1 Introduction

In today’s globally competitive environment, a business will find it very problematic to
operate without a structured and uniform information system. Currently, all the busi-
ness companies are now armed with the ERP system in order to follow the environment
change and business development (Zouine and Fenies 2014). Also enterprises need to
be responsive and flexible, and will require the same from their information systems.
Motiwalla and Thompson (2012) point out that these “integrated information systems
are needed today to focus on customers, to process efficiency, and to help build teams
that bring employees together that cross functional areas. ERP systems are the specific
kind of enterprise systems to integrate data across and be comprehensive in supporting
all the major functions of the organization”. The goal of ERP system is to make data
stream be both dynamic and instant, consequently increasing the usefulness and value
of the data. Companies chose to implement ERP because they can reduce costs,
increase workflow efficiency, respond rapidly to an always changing marketplace, and
excerpt business intelligence from the data.

The theory behind implementing ERP system is to make every aspect of business
organized and uniform and also to provide an integrated access to all areas of business.
While some enterprises choose ERP solutions from vendors, others benefit from
constructing an ERP system in-house. When business executives decide to obtain ERP
integrated system, they are faced with evaluating possibilities to have an in-house
applications or get it from the shelf of a vendor.

In this research paper we would like to find out key factors influencing the decision
making process for the ERP solution selection in small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). We want to study more toward the reasons whey a medium size company to
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buy an ERP system or if they should develop their own system in-house. Each option
has to provide a suite of software modules that cover all functional areas of a business
(Finney and Corbett 2007). For this purpose, we do not only want to highlight all the
advantages and disadvantages that already have been discovered by previous studies,
but also analyze different opinions from different employees of a company and the
reasoning behind their thoughts about buying a vendor-package or developing a new
system in-house. Do they prefer to buy a standardized vendor-package even if it means
to customize it in addition to their needs and to learn how the new system works? Or do
they prefer to develop their own system in-house? This case study will give an over-
view of key issues that explain such decisions.

2 Literature Review

Nowadays ERP systems are more popular than ever and more specialized in all
business areas. On the competition edge many companies try to elevate qualities of
their products and services and get the focus of their customers’ attentions (Moohebat
et al. 2011). Among the most important attributes of ERP systems are their abilities to
automate and integrate an organization’s business processes, share common data and
practices across the entire enterprise, and produce and access information in a real-time
environment (Kamhawi 2007). They have developed enormously over time, so they got
very complex and expensive. Based on the situation that almost every vendor-package
has to be customized to the specific needs of a company - because the standardized
vendor-packages does not suit to all needs - it even get more expensive to buy and
implement an ERP system, as well as increase the time required (Harrell et al. 2001).
Before beginning an ERP implementation, much planning and thought must go into the
process (Gargeya and Brady 2005). In order to achieve this, enterprises should consult
experts during the implementation process in order to deliver the above-mentioned
benefits, and avoid system failure (Shatat 2015).

For this reason there are many companies that are thinking about if they should buy
a vendor-package, lease, outsource, or develop their own system in-house (Harrell et al.
2001). Especially, for SMEs it is more complicated to afford the huge expense of
buying an ERP system of a vendor.

The decision about if a company should implement an ERP system of a vendor or
try to build one in-house could be one of the most important decisions an enterprise has
to do because it determines which way a company will go in the future. As we know an
ill-conceived decision could break your company up.

Both solutions have their advantages and disadvantages. Starting with an
off-the-shelf ERP software, the two main points of buying are that it does not meet all
the needs of a company’s operations but on the other hand it seems to be faster and the
prices are reasonable at the beginning (Harrell et al. 2001). Table 1 summarizes the
advantages and disadvantages of both solutions.

Furthermore, buying a software indicates higher upfront costs and less control
because companies are more dependent on external (vendor, consultant) support
(Panorama Consulting Solutions 2013).
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The other alternative of building the software in-house could be the better solution
if you want the most customized system which fits perfectly to your business. Also if
you want to have most flexibility you should think about develop your own system.

To be sure which alternative should be chosen the managers/companies have to
decide well-thought-out how to overcome all of these disadvantages and consider all
advantages and disadvantages for both alternatives. For this purpose Harrell et al.
(2001) created a few questions to find out if you should consider buying or building a
software. Based on your individual situation you have to try to honestly answer those
questions, so you are able to find out which alternative suits best to your company.

Olsen (2011) stated that if a small sized company wants to survive it has to be
flexible, able to react quickly to market needs, and dynamic and therefore being in
control of its own IT system (Olsen and Saetre (n.d.)). Buying an ERP software could
be too expensive (customizing, updates, consultants, etc.) and the implementation
could be challenging to the company. The company would be too dependent on the

Table 1. Comparison of ERP solutions

System
solution

Advantages Disadvantages

Off-the-shelf
ERP

- Based on a good software
sophistication there are less
complications/“bugs”

- If the company’s operations can
be adjusted to the software then
it is a good choice

- Provided with long-term training
and support from experts

- Cost effective
- It is continuously improving the
software

- The use of customization is often
necessary (is often inflexible and
has the same functionalities as
everyone else who buy the
program)

- It requires an increase of costs
- The time of implementation

increases if a customization of
the software is necessary

- It does not meet all the needs of a
company’s operations

- It creates conflicts if other software
are included

- To execute an upgrade could be
difficulty if your software is
already customized

Built-on-house
ERP

- Most customized to a company’s
business and tailored to
individual operations

- Full ownership of the system
- Possibility of a bigger

competitive advantage
compared to a bought
well-known software

- Social benefits

- Requires programming skills in
the company (hired or
subcontracted)

- Requires a lot of time to develop
the system

- Company is responsible for
maintenance

- Expensive (not only the
development and implementation
but also maintenance and
IT-skilled personnel)

- “Bugs” could appear
- Hard to upgrade the system
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vendor. If a small sized company wants to gain an advantage it has to be flexible and
the IT system has to go along with the business of the company.

Olsen and Saetre (n.d.) said that one major effect of building the ERP system
in-house is the specification part in which the company has to define functionality,
terminology, and important processes. Although it needs a lot of time and be a very
complex part of the whole system development, it will create many positive side effects
so it should not be interpreted as an IT-cost. Another positive effect is that an in-house
built ERP implicates social benefits. Employees could feel more comfortable with the
system and they possibly can identify themselves with the own developed system of the
company. Preferences of the users could be met much easier compared to those
companies who buy an ERP package. If you buy a package then you have to adjust
your business processes to the bought ERP system, on the other hand if you develop
your own system in-house your system will be created based on the company’s
business processes. All requirements of the company and its users should be met with
the use of an in-house ERP system.

In addition, Umble et al. (2002) mentioned that with the use of developing an
in-house ERP system a company is able to find more and creative solutions concerning
integration problems. All in all you will have more freedom in your solution creation.

Nevertheless, an in-house development is still viewed as expensive and it takes too
much time. “The software costs must be included with all the other costs in the business
case for the new processes” (Newing 2000). In addition, Ifinedo (2011) mentioned for
having success in ERP systems it is very important to have in-house IT professionals
and external expertise, otherwise it would even get more difficult to develop an
in-house system without external help. Piturro (1999) stated that it is important to make
sure having enough people who are able to complete the implementation. Avoiding
personnel shortages is a criteria that has to be considered.

Furthermore, if an organization considers to buy an ERP system it often under-
estimates the costs by 40 % to 75 % (Piturro 1999). An off-the-shelf system rarely fits
perfectly to the needs and requirements of the business of an organization, so they need
to customize the program and get external help which will immensely increase the costs
in an instant.

King (2005) said that most firms buy packaged software from vendors instead of
develop their own system in-house because it is still too difficult to develop and
additionally too expensive. Furthermore, another point which has to be considered in
an in-house development is how stable and strong an IT department of a company is.

Companies entrust the knowledge and the development of an in-house system to its
current employees (IT) but this could be a very risky business and situation if the
employees would leave the company (“ERP buy versus build”, 2002). In that case they
would take the unique knowledge with them and in the end the company would have a
problem with its system. Without the responsible persons who are in charge of the ERP
system the company is not able to take care and handle this situation.

Rao (2000) tried to find out whether an organization should think about buying or
building its ERP system in-house. He used a decision tree model that includes four
different options:
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1. Developing an own ERP package: This option needs many functional specialists
who possess the right knowledge and skills to develop the ERP system in-house.

2. Enhancing the capabilities in the existing system: All the non-integrated comput-
erized business functions has to be measured for integration. Also for this option
you need specialized skills otherwise it will not be possible.

3. Buying a ready-made package: To use the vendor-package effective it often requires
a specific customization to the needs and requirements of a company.

4. Engaging a software company: In this case it is the use of outside resources. There
are some companies who already have developed a software for a client, which can
also be used for others with or without any changes.

Daneshgar et al. (2011; 2013) analyzed in their study what kind of factors affect the
decision of software acquisition method by large organizations and SMEs. The study
was based on a survey of Thai SMEs as a general representative of today’s SME. They
found out that the following factors are more relevant for large companies than for
SMEs:

1. Strategy and competitive advantage
2. Intellectual property
3. Risk (of negative outcome)

Factors that are relevant and important to SMEs and large organizations are:

1. Cost
2. Commoditization
3. flexibility/change
4. Time
5. Scale and complexity
6. Support structure
7. Requirements fit
8. In-house experts
9. Operational factors

And finally, factors that are especially relevant to SMEs (Daneshgar et al. 2013):

1. Availability of free download
2. Ubiquitous systems
3. It should be customizable to specific government or tax regulations

Socrates (2015) mentioned in a general study about decision-making criteria con-
cerning make-or-buy issues that the two most significant criteria in such a situation are
cost and quality. On the one hand organizations want to achieve cost savings and on the
other hand gain operational advantages.

Overall it can be said that strategical factors are not as relevant as operational
factors to SMEs and that in general there are some important factors that affect more the
decision process depending on the size of the organization. Furthermore, Daneshgar
et al. (2013) speculated in their study that compared to larger organizations SMEs do
not chase long-term visions too much and competition seems not to be as intense for
SMEs as it is for the larger organizations which are more integrated in a global
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competition and not in a local market (but this statement was only based on their study
which analyzed SMEs in the Asian region, so it cannot be used as a general statement).

Proper project planning is widely recognized as a critical success factor for a
successful vendor packaged ERP implementation for medium-sized enterprises (Doom
et al. 2010). This includes:

The project scope - the identification of the business processes affected by the ERP
implementation, the choice of ERP modules and the identification of the changes to the
standard ERP packages. It is essential that these choices are made correctly;

• The project plan with phasing and the critical path;
• The milestones and deadlines;
• The resources plan;
• Contingency measures.

Thus it is not surprising to see that having clear goals and objectives, user training
and education as well as user involvement in evaluation and implementation were
commonly considered by companies as key success factors (Beheshti et al. 2014).

However sometimes, ERP implementation creates a major challenge. It has become
common to see a gap between results and the initial objectives (Olivier et al. 2009). The
study by Wang et al. (2005) showed that costs average 178 % over budget and
implementation periods 2.5 times longer than anticipate. It is a crucial factor in detecting
the overall triumph of the ERP implementation, since if the allocated budget is exceeded
there is a pressure to reduce the cost on downward phases like training, which are core
for implementation project (Saini et al. 2013). “Project managers must grasp technical
issues such as system development and process reengineering. But they must also
master the human and organizational domains such as change management and end-user
involvement.” (Olivier et al. 2009). If top management is not actively backing an ERP
implementation, there is little hope for it (Akkermans and Helden 2002).

3 Case Study

In order to research questions thoroughly and extensively, case study research method
was chosen. This research method allows to dig into true reasons why enterprises go
one way or another. Woo (2007) points out that case studies are suitable to explore new
areas and issues where little theory is available. The research was conducted on the
premise of a middle-size company, which specializes in air conditioning repairs and
installations. The research included numerous interviews with executive team using
open-ended questions, and multiple observations.

Data for the research study was collected from an air conditioning company in
Bonita Springs, Florida, USA. This type of service business was chosen to display how
small and middle-sized companies nowadays truly depend on Internet services and
software applications. SMEs have such characters as small-scale production, flexible
operation, high rate of assets and liabilities, less competitive, etc. (Zhang and Li 2007).
The study was conducted by interviewing IT Director of the company, Steven Smith,
HR Director, Jennifer Colombo, CFO, Cathy Baker, and CEO, Louis Bruno. Also, the
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data was collected from multiple observations by one of the researchers, Olga Gomez.
She spend about two months diagnosing the need of bringing in the new ERP system to
the company.

Bruno Air Conditioning company was founded in 2012 by a young entrepreneur
Louis Bruno and grew substantially by 2015. Right now the company has 3 locations:
Bonita Springs, Tampa, and Orlando, and by December of 2015, company’s sales will
exceed 27 million dollars with staff of over 130 individuals. IT director of the company
was hired at the enterprise five months ago and recognized the need to have an ERP
system for the growing business.

Bruno Air Conditioning Company has multiple departments that structure air
conditioning business. From customer service department to accounting department,
the enterprise uses at least three different systems to operate.

For instance, dispatch department, and customer service experience department use
program AcoWin to efficiently record data and extract information when needed.
Accounting department operates on Quickbooks program which is synced with Aco-
Win. Accountants pull numerous reports from AcoWin database to record profits,
losses, sales, and expenses. For human resource management, ADP cloud software was
chosen to register all the records of employees and account for their salaries. Sales and
lead generation department uses Excel program to track information. Also, each sub-
division of Bruno Air Conditioning uses Outlook program to communicate between
each other. Platforms that company currently uses include Microsoft 7, which is
installed on every work computer in the main office, and IOS platform for technicians
who use tablets while they are out on the road or at the job site.

The main Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application, AcoWin was
chosen by executive team in order to facilitate growing customer orders. The appli-
cation was chosen because at that time it did provide the enterprise with aspects that
were needed. The application uses FoxPro database, which is outdated for current
management and cannot do upgrades. Each license per seat costs 1500 dollars, which
makes AcoWin extremely expensive. In addition the license for AcoTruck system used
by technicians is also costly.

When company brought AcoWin to become major CRM, a lot of expectations were
not met. For example, it was not capable of doing much for the company with extreme
growth. With the amount of data, that was pushed into it, and the amount of data that
needed to be extracted, often AcoWin would spit out reports with errors, corrupted
data, or simply freeze during the work process not allowing the users to finish the job
timely. Diagram 1 shows where the process was slowing down and how complicated
the structure of software is (red lines are examples of the “bottleneck” processes).

The decision to acquire ERP system was made by executive team in August 2015.
CEO and CIO of the company tried to look for an ERP application that will suit their
business the most, increase productivity by 30 %, and reduce costs.

The company was considering two opportunities: ERP system from vendor Oracle
or build in-house ERP, that will be created with the help of outsourcing company
ECOS. In addition, Bruno Air Conditioning was considering cloud-based ERP, how-
ever, fast enough refused that prospect, because of Internet Service Provider, Comcast.
It was found that Comcast could not support the company on the high level because of
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the connectivity problems and the geographical area. Also, the company’s business is
highly dependent on Internet use, thus, a loss of Internet connection can cause the
company to fail.

Executive team debated between purchase of Oracle ERP and build-in house ERP
for three months. The Chief Financial Officer of the company tried to convince the rest
of executive team to go with Oracle. She recognized many advantages for the company
if they were to buy from the popular vendor. For instance, all members of the executive
team were familiar with the package. They used to work on Oracle platform while they
were working at big corporations like Boeing, Hertz, and Gartner. Also, CFO stressed
the importance of upgrading opportunities for the growing company. In addition, she
pointed out that Oracle is a respected vendor, and will have a lower risk of failure. The
disadvantages of buying Oracle were also taken into account. For instance, the com-
pany would get little to zero customization, high upgrade costs, and the asking price of
three hundred thousand dollars was above company’s budget.

The other option of building ERP in house was discussed much more thoroughly
than buying from a vendor option. IT director, Steven Smith, was working on in-house
ERP project for a long time. He considered working with outsourcing company ECOS
from India to acquire the software. Four developers flew from India to meet with
executive team for a discussion. The asking price for a project was sixty thousand
dollars and project could go to alpha-test in about 6-8 months. The advantages of
acquiring ECOS custom-built software seemed very substantial. The company uses
DotNet platform and SQL database, which is very convenient for the enterprise. Also,
the demos that were demonstrated in front of executive team impressed everybody.
Other companies that were considered as candidates for partnership did not even have
half of functionalities needed by Bruno Air Conditioning. In addition, the enterprise
will own the software, which means that the company does not need to pay anybody
for licensing.

In October of 2015, Bruno Air Conditioning reached the decision of building ERP
in house. By next year, company projects to operate on a new ERP system, which
allows for reduction of costs, user-friendly interface, and full capacity of customization.
Projected ERP functionality is counted to be at 90 %.

4 Discussions and Conclusions

Analysis of data was completed through extensive interviews, collections of data, and
numerous observations. No surprisingly, most of the key issues we found through our
literature review were discussed and emphasized by the company, such as cost,
implementation time, requirements fit, and so on. However, there are several interesting
findings that we want to share in our case study.

First, even most of the key issues were mentioned during the interview, the com-
pany has a full list of all the key factors with different priorities. From the company’s
perspective, the most important factor they considered was functionality. This seems
different with other SMEs who more focus on the cost as the first priority factor. As the
IT director mentioned “the main reason we go with in-house system is because we can
cover over 90 % of our required functions and features. Other companies that we were
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looking at only had half of functionalities.” Cost was the number 2 in their list. The
number 3 factor they considered is customization. They prefer “more ability to change
on demand.” Next one in their list is the ownership of the ERP package. They enjoy to
own the package with “no copyright agreements, no infringements, and no fees.” The
next factor they talked is time. “We only need 6–8 months to go alfa.” This includes
both development time and implementation time.

Second, as we mentioned previously, the IT director worked on in-house ERP
project for a long time. We believe the technical background of the key decision maker
may impact the decision significantly! In this case study, even CFO with Oracle
background tried to convince everyone to go with Oracle, because of the technical
background of IT director, who is the key decision maker, eventually, the final decision
turned to be an in-house system.

Third, the most popular ERP solution for SMEs is cloud ERP. The company did
considered this option, but they have a strong reason to not go with cloud: “We cannot
completely rely on cloud, because Comcast shuts down quite often.” Therefore, the
Internet hardware will be another factor to be considered when a company makes the
decisions.

Nowadays, numerous SMEs face a decision to acquire ERP system. As we found out
many companies implement ERP system from a popular vendor, however, others try to
go their own way by building customized application. This research shows that there are
advantages and disadvantages of choosing one approach or another. In our research we
found the following trend that buying ERP for the middle size company is more effi-
cient. This research was done only on one company which limits its scope. However,
there was enough literature research findings supporting our assumption. Nevertheless,
more research has to be done to reach a more accepted solution on this topic.

This paper provides valuable insights towards understanding executives’ decision
when selecting ERP. Overall we can say that every company has to evaluate its current
situation in connection with a rating of all advantages and disadvantages of buying or
building an ERP system concerning the specific needs and requirements of the com-
pany’s business. It is also important that if you want to build your ERP in-house you
need to have at least internal expertise and personnel who are able to support your
decision. If a company wants to gain most control out of its core IT functions then it
has to develop its ERP system in-house because only with this option you are able to
create the system you need most and that fits perfectly to your business. Based on our
selected company - Bruno Air Conditioning - we can say that it would make sense for
medium-sized companies to build an ERP system in-house. However, it has to be taken
into account that each different type of business is not the same, thus each individual
case has to be valuated with additional courtesy.
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Abstract. Research in human-computer interaction is dominated by institutions
characterized by a deep involvement in the evolution of the field, and their
ability to successfully network and collaborate with others. Network analysis
and information flow visualization are useful techniques to help understand their
influence and centrality. We use data visualizations of publication data to
examine how collaborative research institutions are with each other in HCI
research.
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1 Introduction

Studies of industry research labs show that institutions that collaborate with other
institutions tend to produce more research and are generally more innovative [1].
Examining such collaboration and innovation patterns in institutional settings, we
compared universities and industry research labs specializing in human-computer
interaction (HCI). Research in HCI has greatly influenced everything from graphical
user interface prototypes to the notions of ubiquitous computing, and the HCI field at
large continues to dramatically influence trends in modern computing. We find that
institutions doing research in HCI that actively collaborate with other institutions (both
universities and industry research labs) have greater numbers of published research
papers (productivity), and possibly higher impact (innovativeness).

1.1 Patterns of Collaboration and Innovation Within HCI

HCI’s origins can be traced back to the 1970s when prototype computer systems such as
Xerox PARC’s Alto system started to emphasize human factors in computing. HCI
research activity has seen steady growth over the past few decades and this is reflected in
the increasing popularity of ACM’s Computer-Human Interaction conference and pub-
lished papers in the field of HCI [2]. Major contributors to HCI research include Carnegie
Mellon University, Georgia Institute for Technology, IBMResearch,Microsoft Research
and StanfordUniversity.Many theories and concepts from these institutions have defined
HCI and continue to influence computing today ranging from research in user interface
software development to ethnographic techniques adopted for computing [2].
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Top institutions are recognized for their research prominence by word of mouth
reputation, citations, and so on; however, we attempt to show that these institutions are
partially successful because of inter-institutional collaboration. Collaboration not only
enhances innovation, but also can help an institution become more central and
influential to a field. A number of studies show how centrality is created and why it is
useful. Suarez and Utterback [3] discussed how alliances are formed between institu-
tions when a dominant standard is established. At research universities, often the
dominant players in a research area are hard to surpass and these key players often
remain at the forefront of an established research area for decades. These key research
universities often get the best faculty and students. In industry, Cusumano and
Nobeoka [4] found that research and development (R&D) used to shape business
strategy has a significant impact on overall financial performance of companies. For
firms involved in commercial R&D, this means that R&D needs to be an integral part
of product planning and strategy [1, 5].

2 Methodology

Network analysis and information flow visualization are useful techniques to help
understand influence and centrality with respect to research activity. Polites and
Watson [6] studied the influence of journals within the information systems discipline
using social network analysis and information flow. Polites and Watson found Com-
munications of the ACM to be one of the most influential and respected publications in
the field and demonstrated that prestige does matter in the sense that core journals have
substantial effects in influencing the research of many related journals in closely related
fields. Therefore, centrality in network graph visualizations is a good indicator of
influence.

To discover collaborative relationships within the domain of HCI, we used data
from the Association of Computing Machinery’s online digital library (ACM DL) to
obtain author and institution collaboration data by searching for the keyword “HCI”
and grouping results by institution. From each institution, ACM DL lists the top 100
contributing authors for publications affiliated with that institution based on a keyword.
Authors are listed in descending numerical ranking, with the authors associated with
the most papers at the top of the list. Authors can be either a primary author or a
co-author of a paper to show up in an author ranking associated with an institution.
Using primary author and co-author institution affiliation data we linked institutions by
collaborating authors. Authors may be affiliated with multiple institutions since one
author may show up in different institution rankings. We used D3 for Data-Driven
Documents, a data visualization JavaScript library to create our network visualizations.
This tool is commonly used for data visualization of social networks, amongst other
purposes [7]. D3’s primary use is for data visualization so deriving relationships
between data is limited to spatial analysis and approximating the proximity of nodes in
the graph. Because of how D3 animates graphics there is some variability in how
graphs are rendered. Despite these limitations Weng and Menczer [8], Wu et al. [9] and
others have used the tool for social network data visualization.
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3 Analysis and Key Findings

This analysis examined the top 20 institutions contributing to HCI research analyzing
the profiles of approximately 2000 authors and co-authors contributing to the field of
HCI research. We compared the social network data visualizations to a ranked table of
institutions publishing HCI research (Table 1) to provide further analysis of top HCI
research institutions.

We used author publication count data and author institution affiliation data to create
social network visualizations. In a social network visualization, each node represents an
author with the size of the node representing the number of papers an author published
as a primary author or co-author. Authors, nodes in the network, are clustered together
by institution. Institutions are connected to each other using co-author relationships.

Table 1. Institutions and the number of corresponding HCI papers. 2014 ACM Digital Library

Institution Papers Institution Papers

Carnegie Mellon University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Microsoft Research
Stanford University
University of Washington Seattle
University of California, Irvine
Nokia
University College London
Eindhoven University of Technology
Indiana University
University of California, Berkeley
Lancaster University
University of Maryland
University of Glasgow
Pennsylvania State University
Virginia Tech
University of Toronto
University Michigan Ann Arbor
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
University of Nottingham
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The University of British Columbia
Microsoft Research Cambridge
University of Aarhus
Aalto University
Cornell University
Open University
University of Cambridge
University of Tokyo
City University London

799
568
387
337
336
290
271
268
267
254
247
240
235
230
228
226
224
217
216
212
204
202
189
186
181
180
164
163
163
163

University of Oulu
University of York
MIT Media Laboratory
Newcastle University, UK
National University of Singapore
Simon Fraser University
Aalborg University
University of Salzburg
Korea Adv Institute of Sci & Tech
Delft University of Technology
IBM
University of Melbourne
University of Twente
University of Manchester
Ludwig Maximilian Uni of Munich
University of Colorado at Boulder
University of Calgary
Microsoft
Brunel University
University of Tampere
Tampere University of Technology
University of Illinois
University of Saskatchewan
RWTH Aachen University
German Research Center for AI
Palo Alto Research Center
Vienna University of Technology
Intel Corporation
University of Dundee

161
160
160
159
157
155
149
148
147
146
145
144
142
141
137
136
133
133
133
131
130
127
127
124
124
121
121
120
119
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We created social network visualizations on the top 10 and 20 institutions publishing
HCI papers. Collaboration trends and connections between institutions became visible
through these visualizations.

3.1 Analysis of Institutional Collaboration

The author collaboration visualization by the top 10 HCI institutions (Fig. 1) captures
collaboration and influence, showing the most collaborative institutions at the center of
the graph. Each node in the social network graph visualization represents an author,
where a node’s size is based on the number of papers an author has published. These
nodes are grouped together by institution so each author is affiliated with a parent
institution. Authors are affiliated with their institution and their co-author’s institution,
creating connections between collaborative institutions. The top 10 institutions pub-
lishing HCI research show distinct patterns of collaboration and influence. The most
prolific authors are the largest nodes in the graphs—an indicator of influence.

Fig. 1. Author collaboration amongst the top 10 institutions involved with HCI research
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There are high degrees of collaboration between Carnegie Mellon, Georgia Tech and
Microsoft Research. Georgia Tech is the most central institution in this visualization,
demonstrating that it is one of the most collaborative. Nokia collaborates a great deal
with Eindhoven University of Technology in the Netherlands, perhaps indicating that
geographic distance helps these two institutions collaborate a great deal. University of
California, Irvine, is also fairly central in the graph, indicating it also does quite a bit of
collaboration with other institutions. Finally, Stanford University has many prolific
authors in the field of HCI, but there appears to be little collaboration at Stanford
occurring with other institutions within the top 10 HCI publication contributors.

Expanding social network analysis to the top 20 institutions involved in HCI
research (Fig. 2), some of the patterns of collaboration and influence from the top 10
institutions become clearer. The pattern of geographic collaboration within clusters of
innovation becomes more evident. There are clear geographic patterns to collaboration.
Institutions based in Europe, for example, collaborate with other European institutions
more than they do with American based institutions. Even within the U.S., Pacific
Northwest based institutions, such as Microsoft Research and the University of
Washington, Seattle seem to collaborate more with each other than with other insti-
tutions elsewhere in the country. The University of Nottingham collaborates a great
deal with University College London presumably because they are both in the U.K.,

Fig. 2. Author collaboration amongst the top 20 institutions involved with HCI research
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and so on. Porter [10] found symbiotic, collaborative relationships evolve within many
industries based on geography and economies that evolve within a region, and this
pattern appears to hold true of institutions conducting HCI research.

Some of the most influential institutions tend to be able to collaborate across
geographic clusters. Carnegie Mellon and Georgia Tech are at the center of the social
network graph, demonstrating their centrality and influence. Stanford and UC
Berkeley, both in the San Francisco Bay area, also collaborate a great deal with each
other, but appear to be some of the least collaborative institutions within the top 20 HCI
researcher publishers. Because research tends to be very specialized even within the
field of HCI, part of this could indicate that those who are in the center of the social
network graph do the most interdisciplinary work or have the most diverse set of
research interests. Stanford and UC Berkeley, for example, do a great deal of research
in HCI with computer science centric topics, whereas UC Irvine focuses more on the
social science aspect of HCI [2]. Given Georgia Tech and Carnegie Mellon are more
central in the graph indicates that they are perhaps doing both computer science and
social science research within HCI.

Another interpretation of centrality could have to do with the immediacy of impact
of research. Institutions on the periphery of the social network graph with prolific
researchers could indeed be conducting highly impactful research, but researchers at
those institutions may be doing research that is many years away from having an
impact [3]. Leonoard-Barton [11] has shown that while institutional specialization can
increase impact, it can also lead to rigidities that can impede innovation.

3.2 Corporate Research in HCI

While it is common for research labs in private industry to collaborate with universities,
firm-to-firm collaboration solely within industry is another matter. Intellectual property
and proprietary research tends to be more difficult to disseminate externally due to
more legal restrictions and perhaps the fear of losing a competitive edge [1, 5]. Not
surprisingly, Microsoft Research in Cambridge, England collaborates a great deal more
with Microsoft Research in Seattle, Washington than with any arm of IBM. Similarly,
IBM researchers collaborate a great deal with their respective corporate labs.

The author collaboration visualization by the top three research labs (Fig. 3)
examines collaboration amongst research labs in private industry and shows that this
type of collaboration is more common than one would expect. In fact, avoiding these
types of firm-to-firm research lab collaborations appears to put more independent labs
outside of the purview of influence in the HCI domain, limiting the influence and depth
of research understanding of the firm. Perhaps not surprisingly, research labs that are
affiliated under the same corporate parent collaborate with each other a great deal.

Microsoft, IBM and Nokia rank near the top of corporate contributors that publish
research in HCI. Google is below average in terms of its contributions to publishing
within the HCI community. It ranks 65 in HCI publications with 111 publications.
Nokia is one of the top HCI publication contributors, even surpassing Microsoft
Research Cambridge. Figure 4 shows the top 10 corporate research labs conducting
HCI research.
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Corporations are taking advantage of clusters by positioning their research labs in
areas where there is a great deal of technological innovation [10]. Silicon Valley,
Seattle, New York and Cambridge, England are all thriving technology clusters. IBM,
Microsoft and Nokia have all opened research labs in these clusters. While there are
benefits from locating a research lab within an existing cluster, this does not necessarily
mean that all the benefits of the cluster will benefit the research lab [10, 12]. Silicon
Valley arguably has more companies, human capital, financial capital and social net-
works that are aimed at growing technology than anywhere else in the world. Corporate
research labs based in technology-oriented clusters don’t necessarily seem to benefit
from being in stronger clusters. IBM T.J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown
Heights, New York had 216 publications versus IBM Almaden Research Center in San
Jose, California with 109. Silicon Valley is typically viewed as the world’s center of
innovation and clusters with strong ecosystems are supposed to foster innovation, yet
IBM’s Silicon Valley research center is producing half the amount of HCI oriented
research as its New York counterpart. Microsoft Research Cambridge, England pro-
duced 189 publications versus U.S. based Microsoft Research in Redmond, Wash-
ington that produced 387 publications. In the case of corporate research labs what
seems to matter is not necessarily being in the best technology cluster, but rather
proximity to corporate headquarters. IBM headquarters are in Armonk, New York.
Microsoft is based in Redmond, Washington.

Fig. 3. The top three corporate research labs contributing to HCI research
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3.3 Company-University Collaborations and Research Productivity

One characteristic that becomes clear from a cursory analysis of collaboration between
universities and research labs is that more collaboration is an indication of better
corporate research lab performance in terms of HCI publications. More often than not
firms are unwilling to share information when it is known how to apply the information
in some advantageous way in the market [3, 13]. Typically, it is information with
unknown value or seemingly insignificant value that is shared in collaborative
endeavors. In other words, firms are only willing to share their lemons, so to speak [1].
Perhaps it is this mentality of conservatism and restriction of information intended to
save a firm that ironically leads the firm to lose its competitive position by not being
able to collaborate as effectively with partners due to a lack of useful information to
share in a collaborative endeavor.

Cohen and Levinthal [14] argue that research and development can help increase a
firm’s absorptive capacity—their ability to interpret and apply research. Clearly, IBM
and Microsoft’s research in HCI have increased their absorptive capacity as much HCI
related research coming out of the labs have been applied towards improving a pro-
duct’s user experience or towards implementation of innovative user interfaces.
Research within the broader HCI community has also influenced work at Microsoft and
IBM. For example, research in social network analysis coming from the University of
Michigan and Carnegie Mellon University has been applied to research at IBM and

Fig. 4. The top 10 corporate research labs contributing to HCI research
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Microsoft. Both firms are prodigious producers of HCI related publications and rank at
the top of the list of HCI research contributors. Nokia is also a top producer of HCI
publications, but arguably, it’s innovation in its research and development labs have
not positively affected the company’s bottom line in the mobile phone industry.

Nokia’s organization structure may not have the same direct connections to product
that IBM and Microsoft have. IBM’s consulting model has some emphasis on making
high value products that commercialize research done within R&D labs. For example,
the company spent millions of dollars on R&D for its Watson technology that is able to
answer domain specific questions. Watson is best known for competing with humans in
Jeopardy and winning. However, the technology has since been commercialized and
applied towards medical and financial domains to help answer complex questions [15].
Microsoft has done years of HCI research related to touch interfaces and computer
vision. This work has been commercialized in its gaming division and implemented in
its Xbox gaming consoles [16]. While long-term research with no commercial appli-
cation is done at both IBM and Microsoft, there is a culture and directives in place that
encourage researchers to find ways to create products that can be commercialized.
Product groups are also encouraged to work with researchers to find commercial
applications of research products. This sort of organizational structure does not seem to
be in place at Nokia. Despite being a major contributor to HCI publications, the firm
has not been able to apply this research to commercial products.

Pisano [1] showed that collaborative arrangements between companies can help
improve research and development performance. These developments in R&D can help
firms develop commercial products faster and efficiently. Firms tend to make these
collaborative research arrangements in areas where their expertise is complimentary,
for competitive reasons [11, 17]. While outside technology has a higher rate of failure
than internal technology, the overall domain-specific knowledge a firm generates
through collaborations can help extend expertise to many areas, which can benefit the
firm overall. This model of research collaboration seems to work well with companies
collaborating with universities.

An indicator of these collaborations between a university and company are
co-authored papers and journal articles. Microsoft and Carnegie Mellon University
co-authored 478 HCI related publications. IBM and Carnegie Mellon authored 292
HCI publications. Nokia only authored 88 HCI publications with Carnegie Mellon.
Collaborations between those same companies and Georgia Tech numbered 255, 153
and 73 respectively. While Nokia is a strong producer of HCI publications in general, it
is evident that its university collaborations are far less than Microsoft and IBM.
Microsoft has the best track record of working with universities on HCI publications.
These numbers may be an indication of the core capabilities and rigidities within each
respective company.

Comparing collaboration with Georgia Tech on HCI papers to the total number of
HCI papers, 36 % of Microsoft papers have university collaborators, 33 % at IBM and
27 % at Nokia. Similar numbers appear for collaboration with Carnegie Mellon
University. As an overall percentage of its HCI publications Nokia does fewer uni-
versity collaborations than Microsoft or IBM. Work in certain parts of an organization
may not be valued as much as in other parts of an organization due to incentive systems
and the like [11]. Nokia may not have an incentive system in place that values sharing
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of information and collaborating with outside universities. Firms that do not collaborate
are literally on the edges of network visualizations, while those that do collaborate are
in the center of the visualization, benefiting from knowledge coming from a variety of
institutions that collaborate within the HCI research ecosystem.

4 Assessing the Strength of HCI Programs

Measuring the quality of HCI programs is in many ways a highly subjective process.
Because the research foci of university labs may differ greatly from one to another,
sometimes comparing HCI programs from one institution versus another is like com-
paring apples and oranges. However, a general indication of the research strength of a
program can be demonstrated through the number of publications it produces. These
data can be captured using data from the ACM DL. ACM DL provides publication data
from the top 100 institutions that publish HCI research simply by searching for the term
HCI and using institution as a criterion to narrow search results. Sorting by this list
provides a rough ranking of research strength.

The top five contributors in the research area of HCI (from ACM Digital Library
2014) in order of rank are Carnegie Mellon University, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Microsoft Research, Stanford University and University of Washington, Seattle. From
1977 through 2014, the top 100 contributors to HCI published 15,631 papers and journal
articles pertaining to HCI. The top five contributors published 2,427 or 15.5 % of the
total amount of publications. The next five contributors published 1,350 papers, or about
8.6 % of total contributions or 55.6 % of the amount of the top five contributors.
Institutions on average have 156 publications and have a median of 131 publications.

Some institutions publish under different names though they are affiliated with a
larger organization. For example, Microsoft publishes under Microsoft Research,
Microsoft Research Cambridge and Microsoft. IBM also publishes under its various
research labs including T.J. Watson Research Center and Almaden Research Center.
MIT publications fall under the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the MIT
Media Laboratory. Combining total publications of affiliated institutions increases their
ranks significantly. MIT, for example, rises from a rank of 21 to 5, replacing University
of Washington, Seattle, when its publications are combined with MIT Media Lab
(ranked 33). Microsoft and IBM move to 2 and 4 respectively when their affiliated
institutions are combined, raising their rankings from 3 and 41 respectively.

By using the simple metric of publication ranking it becomes clear that some
institutions are substantially more prolific than others. Few other institutions match the
sheer quantity of publications coming from Carnegie Mellon and Microsoft. Georgia
Tech and IBM come close, but would have to increase their output close to 30 % to
compete with the top two contenders. Georgia Tech has 4,875 academic faculty and
staff versus 1,442 at Carnegie Mellon. Similarly, IBM has four times the number of
employees as Microsoft, 434,246 versus 100,932 respectively. Yet Microsoft has more
than a third more publications than IBM. HCI research is prioritized at leading insti-
tutions, but certainly having nearly quadruple the faculty resources or employees
should help Georgia Tech or IBM at least have similar output to Carnegie Mellon or
Microsoft, though this is not the case.
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5 Conclusion

We used quantitative data of academic paper citations and collaborations from the
Association of Computing Machinery’s online digital library (ACM DL) to construct
social network graph data visualizations. We used published conference and journal
papers as a proxy to indicate the influence and magnitude of research conducted at the
institution. Through these visualizations it became evident which institutions within the
HCI community are most central, influential and collaborative; and similarly, which
institutions tend to not be as influential and collaborative. These visualizations corrob-
orate some opinions from expert researchers within the HCI community on which
institutions are most influential and the type of work that is most important [2]. The social
network graph visualizations show greater connections between institutions that col-
laborate more and these institutions appear closer to the center of the social network
graph.

Visualized social network publication data based on quantity of publications and
incidence of joint activities clearly shows that the most collaborative institutions, and
those that are the most highly regarded in rankings, are at the center of social network
visualizations. Visualization data show collaborative institutions at the center and
non-collaborative institutions in the periphery. Collaboration occurs within clusters to
some degree and geographic clusters evident in collaboration. Merely having highly
prolific authors that publish a great deal and do not collaborate leads to less impact and
influence, if influence is indicated as being closest to the center of a social network
graph visualization. From these visualizations and data it is evident that there is a
relationship between collaboration and how prolific an institution is in publishing
papers related to HCI. In future research we hope to apply similar network analysis to
other measures of influence such as paper citations. There are opportunities to apply
this type of analysis to other fields within computer science to understand influential
institutions in other areas of specialization.
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Abstract. This paper reports on the overview of the research field of Kansei
Engineering that originated in Japan. The paper traces back the history of the
word “Kansei” and reviews its current use as an indigenous academic term
specific to Japan and some Asian countries. The field of Kansei Engineering will
be explained and its implication for the international use is examined, and the
word “Kansei” could be used internationally more than before and it will help
develop the better user interface of products and services. Kansei Engineering
set a goal of improving the quality of life with comfort and enjoyment for
people.

Keywords: Kansei � Kansei Engineering � Emotion � Feeling � Sensibility

1 Introduction

Kansei Engineering was born by Mitsuo Nagamachi in the 1970 s in Japan. Kansei
Engineering and Affective Engineering is “the science of translating the images and
emotions representing human desires into physical design components, and specifically
designing them [1].” Kansei Engineering is used as a method for translating feelings
and impressions into product parameters. It can “measure” the feelings and shows the
relationship for certain product properties.

At least in Japan, “Kansei” is used as a word meaning what is outside of the realm
of rationalism. Hence MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology) and METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) supported to
promote the “Kansei” aspects in industrial activity [2–4]. The Japanese government
recommended for industries to create high-valued products and services that appeal to
user’s interests. Kansei value is an “added value”, which makes a large impact on the
first impression of the customer. It is the key to understanding the buying motive.
Hence, the word “Kansei” could be used internationally more than before and it will
help develop a better user interface.

In this paper, the historical background and the significance of the word “Kansei”
that originated in Japan will be explained and its implication for the international use
will be examined.
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2 The Historical Background of the Word “Kansei”

The term “Kansei” that we use today originates from the “Aesthesis” (an ancient Greek
word meaning sensitivity/senses) used by Aristotle and is thought to have similar
meaning to ethos [2]. The German philosopher Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714–
1762) specified the study of sensible cognition as “Aesthetics” for the first time in the
history of philosophy, and this influenced Immanuel Kant. Baumgarten defined the
term “sensible cognition” using the Latin word “Aesthetica” as in “Aesthetica est
scientia cognitionis senstivae” [Aesthetics is the study of sensible cognition]. He
defined “beauty” as a “perfection of sensible cognition with a coordinated expression”
and defined “aesthetics” as “the study of natural beauty and artistic beauty.” Lucien
Paul Victor Febvre (1878–1956) understood Kansei as the French word “Sensibilite”,
which can be traced back to the early fourteenth century. He also mentioned that
Kansei meant human sensitivity to ethical impressions such as “truth” and “goodness”.
In the seventeenth century, and in the eighteenth century, it referred to emotions such
as “sympathy”, “sadness”, etc. On the other hand, in Japan, aesthetica was translated as
“Bigaku” [science of beauty].

Given this international trend including Japan, Kansei research was activated and
attempts were made to understand Kansei from various perspectives [5]. A major
argument was that it could be interpreted in many ways based on the meaning of its
Chinese characters, such as sensitivity, sense, sensibility, feeling, aesthetics, emotion,
intuition, etc. Another argument was that from a philosophical standpoint, the term was
created through the translation of the German word “Sinnlichkeit” in the 18th century.
Kansei (感性) consists of two Chinese characters – “Kan” [感 (meaning feel and
sympathize)] and “Sei” [性 (meaning character and property)], which represent yin and
yang respectively, and if combined, constitute the universe. The two different natures of
yin and yang influence and interact with each other to exert power [6].

Another interpretation was that “Sinn” in the word Sinnlichkeit includes such
meanings as senses, sensuality, feeling, awareness, spirit, perception, self-awareness,
sensitivity, intuition, giftedness, talent, interest, character, taste, prudence, discretion,
idea, intelligence, reason, judgment, mind, will, true intention, soul, etc. These suggest
that the word “Kansei” has not only innate aspects such as giftedness and talent but also
acquired aspects such as interest, prudence, etc. It is supposed to be polished while
exerting its power through interaction with others in various environments (Fig. 1).

3 Toward the Internationalization of Kansei

Hisorically, “Kansei” is a mixed concept of “Aesthetics” and “Sinnlichkeit” and have
been disregarded because of its ambiguity. As described above, the word “Kansei”
carries a great deal of meaning, it is multivalent and there are various ways Kansei
could be translated, such as sensitivity, sense, sensibility, feeling, aesthetics, emotion,
intuition, etc. In addition, the issue we have to deal with is the lack of a consistent
definition for Kansei, because each discipline has different viewpoints on it. In Japan
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there are academic societies, such as “Japan Society of Kansei Engineering (JSKE)”
and “Japanese Society for Kansei and Well-being (SKW)”. Although they focus on
Kansei, they do not have the unique and explicit definition of Kansei.

Fig. 1. The root of the word “Kansei”
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There is no word in English that is an exact translation of Kansei, but occasionally
some English words such as “sensibility” and “emotion”, are used. They are inaccurate
in that they don’t convey a subtle sense, though it is very difficult to translate languages
without losing some of the meaning and subtle nuances. There are certain typical
Japanese expressions that have some difficulties when translating them into English.
Lately, some Japanese words that have been adopted in the English language such as
“Tsunami,” “Karaoke” and “Manga.” The word “Kansei” could be another example
too.

In fact, most East Asian countries (i.e. China, South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan)
adopting the Chinese writing system, use the Kanji word “感性,” and they have almost
exactly the same meaning. However, as is illustrated in Table 1 the pronunciation is
different in each country, with the exception of Taiwan where the pronunciation of
“Kansei” is used. Therefore, there is no standard English translation, but in Taiwan and
Japan, they normally use “Kansei” as an English word. Although there is no academic
society on Kansei research in China, they are using the word emotion or Kansei as
English words in research concerning Kansei.

4 The Field of Kansei Engineering

To integrate many different technologies of collaboration from the late 20th century,
much attention has been given to Kansei, and spawned a new field called Kansei
Engineering. The basic principle in the fields of Ergonomics/Human Engineering and
Kansei Engineering/Affective Engineering is the central position of humans as con-
sumers of products and services. This includes the concept of the Human-Centered
Design (HCD), wherein goods and services are designed for the primary purpose of
meeting human needs. Ergonomics and Human Engineering focus particularly on
physical aspects or physiological characteristics of humans and seek to design goods
and services that humans can use with the most natural motions and states possible.
Kansei Engineering, however, focuses particularly on subjective psychological aspects,
such as feelings and images. The goal is to design products that can have a positive
effect on humans. Thus, Kansei Engineering includes components that meet the
expectations humans would have for certain goods or services and particularly
emphasizes the enjoyable experience of their use.

Kansei Engineering covers broad academic fields from humanities and social sci-
ences fields such as philosophy, education, psychology, the arts, politics, economics,
management, sociology, etc. to natural science fields such as medicine, physiology,
chemistry, materials science, mechanics, information technology, computer system and
so on. Kansei Engineering facilitates the progress of industry, economics and culture. It
also creates new values from attention on the functions of Kansei. Although “Kansei”
is a popular word in Japan, there is no adequate English translation for the word.
Sometimes, ‘sensibility’, ‘feeling’, and ‘emotion’ were used to translate “Kansei”.

Kansei Engineering has developed as a study of manufacturing for respecting the
diversity of human’s Kansei, while conventional technologies are purely rational.
Hence, Kansei Engineering has relevance to various research fields. Figure 2 is drawn
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based on the results of a survey for Kansei researchers on their view of the term Kansei.
These findings lead us to believe that Kansei is multifaceted.

There is a little difference in the interpretations of Kansei by Researchers in their
fields, even in Japan. For example, researchers in Design think that kansei has sec-
ondary aspects that can be acquired through expertise, experience, and learning, such as

Table 1. Using the word “Kansei” in East Asian countries
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Fig. 2. Interpretations of Kansei by researchers in various fields
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cognitive expressions, etc. Those in the Information Science field feel it is a repre-
sentation of external stimuli, is subjective, and is expressed by actions that can’t be
defined logically. People in the Linguistics, Design, and Information Science fields
tend to agree that Kansei judges the shifts made by integration and interaction of
intuitive creativity and intellectual activities. Kansei Information Processing
Researchers think it is a function of the mind to reproduce and create information based
on images generated. Those in the Art, General Modeling, and Robot Engineering
disciplines feel it is the ability to quickly react and assess major features of values.

5 Conclusion

Historically, “Kansei” was brought back from Europe and is the combination of
“Aisthesis” and “Sinnlichkeit.” At least in Japan, “Kansei” is used as a word meaning
what is outside of the realm of rationalism and is an ambiguous from the viewpoint of
rationalism. However, the Japanese Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Econ-
omy supports the promotion of the “Kansei” aspects in industrial activities in Japan.
Kansei Engineering set a goal of improving the quality of life with comfort and
enjoyment for people.

In the field of Kansei Engineering, each researcher tries to combine each tech-
nology that develops in the various fields with Kansei. It aims to improve the quality of
life, and promote a safe and affluent society. Both Kansei Engineering and Ergonomics
have a basic philosophy of HCD. While Ergonomics only puts emphasis on the con-
formance to a human’s physiological and somatic aspects, Kansei Engineering also
focuses on the mental side. Not only does it try to give physiological Kansei (a good
feeling for users), but it also tries to give psychological Kansei so that users can enjoy
using the product.
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Abstract. To enable a natural interaction with future technical sys-
tems, not only the meaning of the pure spoken text, but also meta-
information such as attention or turn-taking has to be perceived and
processed. This further information is effectively transmitted by seman-
tic and prosodic cues, without interrupting the speaker. For the German
language we rely on previous empirically discovered seven types of form-
function-concurrences on the isolated discourse particle (DP) “hm”.

In this paper we present an improved automatic classification-method
towards non-isolated DPs in human-human interaction (HHI). We show
that classifiers trained on (HCI)-data can be used to robustly evalu-
ate the contours of DPs in both HCI and HHI by performing a classi-
fier adaptation to HHI data. We also discuss the problem of the pitch-
contour extraction due to the unvoiced “hm”-utterances, leading to gaps
and/or jumps in the signal and hence to confusions in form-type clas-
sifications. This can be alleviated by our investigation of contours with
high extraction completion grade. We also show that for the acoustical
evaluation of the functional-meaning, the idealized form-function proto-
types by Schmidt are not suitable in case of naturalistic HHI. However,
the precision of acoustical-meaning prediction with our classifier remains
high.

Keywords: Human-human interaction · Human-computer interaction ·
discourse particles · Automatic form-function classification

1 Introduction

In HHI the behavior of the speaker is mainly characterized by semantic and
prosodic cues such as short feedback signals. These signals further the progress
and coordination of interaction. These cues transmit so called meta-information
about certain dialogue functions such as attention, understanding, confirmation
or other attitudinal reactions [1]. DPs such as “ja”, “so”, “wie” or “hm” belong to
these feedback signals and serve as independent small utterance units, occurring
at communicative decisive points of the conversation, without interrupting the
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speaker [16]. As these signals only have a very small semantic content, special
attention needs to be paid to their prosody. By changing the intonation, a DP can
have several different meanings. Therefore, “hm” is one of the most diverse DP.
For the German language seven form-function-relations for the isolated speech
signal of the DP “hm” have been revealed by Schmidt [12]. They describe the
relation between the functional-meaning of the DPs and specific pitch-contours,
see Table 1.

Table 1. Form-function relation of DP“hm” according to [12], the terms are translated
into appropriate English ones.

Furthermore, DPs are verifiably used in both HHI and HCI [5,12,15] and spe-
cific form-function-relations could be confirmed [8,9]. Also influences of specific
subject characteristics, as age and biological gender, as well as certain personality
traits on the use of DPs were uncovered [6,14].

To obtain a more human-like interaction in communicating with a technical
system, the system needs to be capable of understanding these feedback signals
and react appropriately. This enables a more natural interaction and the system
thus becomes the users’ attendant and ultimately his companion [2].

To achieve this aim, we developed a classifier to distinguish between the
different functional-meanings of the DP “hm” [8]. The classifier is trained on
speech material from HCI. In this paper we describe the adaptation of this
classifier to a HHI corpus and show that it is possible to assign non-isolated
DPs from HHI. Furthermore, we show the possibility to assign one of the seven
prototypes obtained by Schmidt by only applying small changes to the existing
algorithm. Compared to the results of HCI we assume an increase of partner-
oriented feedback signals in case of HHI [5].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 shortly describes
the utilized dataset providing HHI as well as HCI. Then, Sect. 3 describes the
DP-classifier developed on the HCI data in detail. Afterwards, Sect. 4 describes
the conducted manual labeling process as well as the adaptation of the classifier
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based on the new obtained HHI data. Section 5 presents and discusses the results
of the improved DP classification algorithm and analyses the manual labeling.
Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper and provides an outlook for further research
directions.

2 Datasets

The LAST MINUTE Corpus (LMC) contains 130 high-quality multi-modal
recordings of German speaking subjects during Wizard-of-Oz experiments
[10,11]. The setup of the HCI revolves around an imaginary journey to the
unknown place Waiuku. With the help of an adaptable technical system, the
subjects have to prepare the journey, by packing the suitcase, and select cloth-
ing and other equipment by using voice commands. Each experiment takes about
30 min. For a sub-set of the corpus a total number of 259 DPs are extracted from
25 h of speech material received from 56 subjects. They serve as training data
for the basis classification algorithm presented in [8].

The ALICO Corpus is recorded to investigate feedback behavior changes in
HHI concerning distraction of the listener [4]. The corpus consists of 2×25 dia-
logues in German language, in which one person is telling the other participant
two stories. In the first talk the listener gets the instruction to pay attention,
make remarks and ask questions. In the second one an additional distraction task
is given to the listener. He gets the instruction to press a button on a hidden
counter every time the story teller utters a word starting with the letter ‘s’. A
sub-set of 40 dialogues is annotated, resulting in 1505 feedback signals from 3 h
of speech material. Out of these signals 537 are marked as “hm” and used for
the investigation presented in this paper.

3 The Discourse Particle Classifier

The DP-classifier uses a rule-based approach. Before the classification a pre-
processing step is conducted, see Fig. 1. The following function analysis is based
on regression calculation on the pitch-contour. Depending on certain threshold
values the classifier decides to which form-prototype the given pitch-contour
belongs. The thresholds were set by preliminary investigations. During these
investigations, additionally to the seven form-function-prototypes of Schmidt,
two more frequently occurring formtypes were identified, see Table 2. No infor-
mation about the functional use of these formtypes is given, as the work [8]
only deals with the course of the pitch-contour and not the identification of its
meaning.

Fig. 1. Structural flowchart of the classification-algorithm
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Table 2. Additional form types as stated in [8].

Depending on the coefficient of determination (R2) either a first, second or
third order regression is performed. If the coefficient exceeds the threshold value:

THdetermination = 0.9 (1)

It is assumed that the regression function describes the original pitch-contour
sufficiently. Only regarding the slope of the first order regression line, the ten-
dency of the contour is determined (horizontal, rising or falling). This allows the
classifier to neglect some prototypes for further assignment. For example, if the
first order regression line has a rising tendency, all prototypes with a horizontal
(DP-2) or falling tendency (DP-1, DP-3, DP-5 or DP-8) can be neglected. This
leaves only the prototypes DP-4, DP-6, DP-7 or DP-9 for the later assignment.

Considering the order of regression, the prototype-courses can be distin-
guished into 3 types: linear (DP-2, DP-3, DP-7), quadratic (DP-4, DP-5, DP-8,
DP-9) and cubic ones (DP-1, DP-6). If a pitch-contour is sufficiently described
by a linear regression function, it can be unambiguously assigned to a linear
prototype by looking at its course tendency. In case of contours described by
higher order regression, the course is divided into sections limited by their turn-
ing points. Based on the timeratio and slope of these sections the prototypes are
assigned. The thresholds for these parameters are:

THtimeratio = 1/3 (2)

THslope = 40 Hz/s (3)

If two consecutive sections exceed THtimeratio, both sections will be taken
into account for further assignment. Otherwise, only the dominant part (longer
section) will be considered. For THslope, the courses (linear regression) and sec-
tions (higher order regression) are assumed to be horizontal if the absolute slope
is below the threshold and rising or falling for slopes exceeding the threshold,
respectively.

As the investigation is implemented on a HCI corpus, most DP samples
express talk-organizing or expressive functions. These are mainly DPs of type
DP-2. Therefore, an exception in the algorithm is made for regression lines with
horizontal tendencies. Disregarding THdetermination, if the standard deviation of
the original pitch-contour is less than 7 Hz the type DP-2 is assigned. Variations
of this size can be neglected, as the human ear is not able to perceive them [17].
More information on the classification algorithm especially the pre-processing of
the original pitch-contours is given in [8].
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To evaluate the implemented classifier a manual annotation of the pitch-
contours is performed. A consistency of the results is obtained in approx. 79 %
of the given DPs contained in the LMC HCI corpus.

4 Adaptation of the Classifier

As the existing classifier is only trained on the LMC HCI corpus, the amount
of training material for partner-oriented prototypes is recognizably low, see
row HCI in Table 4. As most of the prototypes detected in HCI are of type
DP-2, DP-3 and DP-7, having a linear course of the pitch-contour, a verifica-
tion of contours described by higher dimensional functions is not given. Another
problem is the low number of DPs used to evaluate the classifier, as not all
pitch-contours occurring in HHI are considered in the original implementation,
leading to impossible assignment of prototypes. Therefore, an adaptation of the
classifier is needed.

4.1 Manual Labeling

To verify the results of the algorithm [8] and adapt the classifier to non-isolated
DPs from HHI we first utilized a manual labeling. The labeling was conducted in
two stages: First, a visual assignment of the intonation curve, based on extracted
pitch-values, to one of the seven idealized pitch-contours was performed. DP-
8 and DP-9 were left unconsidered on purpose, as no functional-meaning of
these types is known. We assumed that these formtypes are variants of the veri-
fied form-function-prototypes by Schmidt. Second, an acoustic annotation of the
functional-meaning without knowledge of the pitch-contour was conducted (see
Table 1). For the acoustic annotation, a modified version of ikannotate (cf. [3])
was used. To clarify the results stated in Sect. 5.2: For the acoustic annotation
the labelers were not instructed to annotate the perceived intonation-curve but
the functional-meaning according to the audible context the DPs occurred in.

4.2 Adjustment of the Threshold Parameter

As already stated in our earlier investigation on DPs in HCI [7], one major
problem of a classifier using the intonational-curve of the signals is the subject
of pitch-extraction. In our case the considered DP “hm” is a unvoiced utterance.
This makes it hard to get a robust pitch-estimation, as there is no stimulation of
the vocal cords at the glottis. The pitch-extractor will not be able to continuously
estimate a pitch-contour. This leads to gaps and/or jumps in the signal. To
ensure the reliability of the classifier, we assumed that at least 50 % of the contour
needs to be available to the function analysis algorithm. For all contours with a
lower percentage of existence a correct assignment of the prototypes’ functional-
meaning by the classifier is not implied. Figure 2 depicts a frequently occurring
mismatch of prototypes: While the extracted pitch-contour will lead to a DP-3
(finalization signal) assignment, the complete contour will get assigned to DP-4
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(confirmation). The made assumption has no influence on the actual assignment
of the prototypes, but there is no point in correctly assigning a formtype, if it is
not possible to assign the functional-meaning correctly.

Fig. 2. Frequently occuring mismatch in prototype.

To optimize the performance of the classifier, first, the function analysis algo-
rithm was extended. Therefore, a new threshold was introduced THsloperatio. In
cases of the description of the pitch-contours using higher order regression func-
tions, not only the timeratio but also the sloperatio of two consecutive sections
needs to be considered for the assignment of the prototypes. This will lead to
a better differentiation of linear and higher polynomial (quadratic and cubic)
prototypes (cf. Sect. 3), which were rarely considered in the earlier investigation
on DPs in HCI [8]. Furthermore, the thresholds were adjusted:

THtimeratio = THsloperatio = 1/6 (4)

This is necessary to make the classifier more sensible for higher polynomial
prototypes.

5 Results

In this section the results of the original and optimized classifier are compared.
The performance of the classifier is determined depending on the visual and
acoustic annotation of the labelers. If not indicated differently, all results refer
to the 537 extracted DPs obtained from the ALICO HHI Corpus.

5.1 Classification-Algorithm

In the pre-processing of the classifier, all pitch-contours that are too short (114)
or failing the requirement made in Sect. 4.2, saying that at least 50 % of the pitch-
contour needs to be available to the classifier, (177) were not considered for the
classification. In total 537 DPs were given as input to the function analysis loop,
leaving 423 for further investigation to the original and 246 to the optimized
classifier. The results can be found in Table 3.

In both cases (original and optimized classifier) a high number of DP-2 was
recognized. In case of the original classifier there was an assignment of linear
courses of type DP-3 and DP-7. This is explainable by the development of the
rule-based classifier on a corpus for HCI, including mostly linear prototypes.
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Table 3. Frequency distribution of the results of the classification-algorithm. (a) orig-
inal classifier (423 DPs) b) adjusted classifier (246 DPs); additionally used labels: NSP
“no specification possible”

Label DP-1 DP-2 DP-3 DP-4 DP-5 DP-6 DP-7 DP-8 DP-9 NSP

Item [%] (a) 0 30.5 15.4 18.0 0.7 2.1 24.6 5.7 1.7 1.4

(b) 0 31.7 11.8 30.5 0.8 4.9 6.5 11.4 2.4 0

The optimization of the classifier led to a decrease of these linear types and an
increase of quadratic and cubic prototypes of type DP-4, DP-6 and DP-8, as
assumed and supported by the results of the following Sect. 5.3. In comparison
to HCI (cf. Table 4), we obtained a remarkable number of detected DP-4 which
corresponds to the assumption made in the introduction, that the number of
partner-oriented feedback signals will increase in HHI. This is expectable, as the
style of the dialogue is more interview-like leading the listener to use feedback
signals such as the DPs to express confirmation.

Table 4. Frequency distribution of the results of the original classifier comparing HCI
(LMC corpus) with HHI (ALICO corpus)

Label DP-1 DP-2 DP-3 DP-4 DP-5 DP-6 DP-7 DP-8 DP-9

Item [%] HCI 0.5 49.3 30.6 3.7 2.7 1.8 7.8 2.7 0.9

HHI 0 30.5 15.4 18.0 0.7 2.1 24.6 5.7 1.7

5.2 Manual Labeling

The manual labeling was assessed using majority voting. For both assignments
(visual and acoustic) 10 labelers were consulted. Then a majority voting of the
results of the 5 labelers with the highest inter-rater reliability (Krippendorff’s
αvisual = 0.64 and αacoustic = 0.16) was carried out. The low reliability for the
acoustic labeling is due to the many degrees of freedom the labelers had, as no
further restrictions was given except for the functional-meanings. These mean-
ings, defined by Schmidt, describe sometimes quite similar functional-meanings,
which are hard to distinguish acoustically. The low values of αacoustic are rather
typical across several databases, as it was shown in [13] for various emotional
assessments.

The results of the majority voting are stated in Table 5. Considering the
inter-rater reliability and the results of the majority voting we can already see,
that it is hard for all labelers to agree on one functional-meaning. The low inter-
rater reliability of the annotation of the functional-meaning can also be justified
by the calculation algorithm of Krippendorff’s α. As the majority of the data is
rated as DP-4, all single mismatches are rated as unlikely and therefore are less
reliable.
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Table 5. ALICO data: Frequency distribution of the majority voting. (a) visual assign-
ment of the idealized pitch-contours (b) acoustic annotation of the functional-meaning;
additionally used labels: NSP “no specification possible” and NM “no majority”

Label DP-1 DP-2 DP-3 DP-4 DP-5 DP-6 DP-7 NSP NM

Item [%] (a) 0.6 35.6 7.8 16.8 0.7 1.9 15.3 13.6 7.8

(b) 0 0.2 0 89.0 0.4 2.6 0 0.7 7.1

5.3 Pitch-Contour Assessment

For the manual labeling process DP-8 and DP-9 were left unconsidered, as no
statement about the functional-meaning of these prototypes is given. The pitch-
contours assigned to DP-8 or 9 by the classifier will, accordingly, never match
with the manually annotated labels and therefore, not be taken into account
to calculate the performance of the classifier concerning the visual annotation
results. Without any adaptation of the function analysis algorithm or threshold
parameters, the original classifier correctly identified 70.5 % of all DPs in non-
isolated HHI. By optimizing the classifier this value was raised up to 74.5 %.

Table 6. Confusion matrix of the prototype assignment of the original classifier com-
pared to the manual labeling; additionally used labels: NSP “no specification possible”

Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of the manual labeling of the formtypes
and the results of the original classification algorithm. Most of the mismatches
are noticed between DP-2 and DP-3, DP-7. In these cases only a disagreement
in the slope of the course was found. It can be concluded, that the labelers were
more likely to identify the perceived signals as sloping than horizontal.

Moreover, we recognized a high confusion between the formtypes DP-7 and
DP-4, illustrated in Fig. 3. This also explains the unexpected high number of
DP-7 in the visual annotation of the pitch-contours. In these cases the labelers
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the confusion of real signals between the prototypes of DP-4 and
DP-7.

were not sure on which prototype to decide on. Both cases of mismatch were min-
imized by the adjustment of the classification algorithm described in Sect. 4.2.
For the optimized classifier no clear majority in the mismatches of prototype
assignment was recognized.

5.4 Functional-Meaning Assessment

We now considered the results of the acoustic functional-meaning assessment.
Regarding the results stated in Table 5 (b) a clear majority of DP-4 (confirma-
tion) was recognized. In comparison the results of the pitch-contour assignment
showed a distribution over all considered prototypes. The high deviation of both
assignments will clearly lead to a low performance of the classifier concerning
the functional-meaning of the DPs. Only considering the annotation results of
the labelers, will lead to a consistency in 28.45 % of all cases. The classifier
obtained a slightly higher performance of 33.49 %. This makes it impossible for
the user to get a reliable statement on the functional-meaning of the pitch-
contours. A reason for this low agreement is the number of overlaps contained
in the DP audio-samples. To still be able to rate the performance of the classi-
fier for the ALICO Corpus a new approach is introduced. As the annotation of
the functional-meaning has a strong majority of DP-4 we reduced the classifica-
tion problem from a seven class problem to a two class problem containing the
classes “DP-4” and “other DP”. The confusion table of this new classification
problem is depicted in Table 7, resulting in a (foreseeable) recall of 31.05 % and
a (remarkable) precision of 90.67 %.

This means, almost all prototypes assigned to type DP-4 are true confirma-
tion signals. Furthermore, looking at the idealized pitch-contours of DP-6, DP-4,
DP-8 and DP-9 we noticed, that all of these prototypes can be represented within
DP-6. This phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 4. As the functional-meaning of DP-6
and DP-4 state similar descriptions (confirmation and positive assessment →

Table 7. Confusion table of the reduced 2-class classification problem. Recall =
31.05 %, precision = 90.67 %

classified DP-4 classified other DP

Acoustically labeled DP-4 68 7

Acoustically labeled other DP 151 20
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positive feedback) we generalized these functional-meanings into one class, also
containing DP-8 and DP-9. The acoustic evaluation of these formtypes also con-
firms this assumption. This led to an even higher recall of 51.10 % and precision
of 95.08 %.

Fig. 4. Comparison of pitch-contours with similar functional-meanings

In case of the LMC HCI dataset we got a higher match (cf. Table. 8) of
the acoustic labeling. Only the ratios of the assignments were available and
not the direct assignments of the data-samples. Nevertheless, a high agreement
in the frequency occurring of DP-2 and DP-4 is recognized. We assume that
a direct assignment of the data-samples will also lead to a better match of
pitch-contour and functional-meaning compared to the results of the seven class
problem presented earlier in this section. This is explainable by the style of
interaction: In almost no cases the computer interrupts the speaker. This leads to
a low number of overlaps in the DP-samples and an almost “isolated” occurrence
of the pitch-contours.

Table 8. LMC data: Frequency distribution of the a) classifier b) acoustic annotation
of the functional-meaning; additionally used labels: NSP “no specification possible”

6 Conclusion and Discussion

As a conclusion, we state that a high congruence of the visual manual labeling
and the DP-classifier for pitch-contours could be shown (74.53 %). Thus, a cross-
usage of HCI-trained classifiers applied on HHI data is viable, and our classifier
can be used, to robustly evaluate the contours of DPs in both HCI and HHI. For
the acoustical evaluation of the functional-meaning, the idealized form-function
prototypes by Schmidt are not suitable in case of naturalistic HHI. For the given
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ALICO dataset it was possible to reduce the seven class classification problem
to a two class problem obtaining a foreseeable recall of 31.05 % and a remarkable
precision of 90.67 %.

Furthermore, we can state that the given audio material of the ALICO corpus
is not the most suitable dataset for this investigation. As the annotated feedback
signals were not assigned to the different speakers, an overlap of the speakers
is possible. This can lead to failures in the pitch-estimation, resulting in a high
number of correct assignments of pitch-contours to the prototypes but no corre-
lation of their functional-meaning. A mapping of the DPs to the speakers could
lead to an increase of matches in the functional-meaning, as for both, speaker
and listener separate headset microphone recordings are available. Additionally,
most of the DPs contained in the corpora were of type DP-4. To get a signif-
icant statement about the classification of the functional-meaning the dataset
should include a balanced distribution of all form-function-prototypes identified
by Schmidt in an appropriate audio quality. As the investigation so far only
deals with the classification of “isolated” DPs, in terms of no surrounding con-
tent of the considered DPs, the desired dataset can be merged from different
corpora of the same conversational style (HCI/HHI) and level of naturalness
(naturalistic/acted).
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Abstract. To efficiently support novice programming learners feeling
programming difficult, clarifying the cause of preventing programming
understanding, and developing a new teaching method appropriate for
their understanding degree would be necessary. The objective of this
paper is to develop a learning support system with reading source codes.
This paper also aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system
from the subjective viewpoint of learners. The developed system can
automatically generate a source code of C programming language in
which there is no particular meaning because the source codes as learning
materials are generated randomly. The developed system was utilized
in a programming lecture for novice programming learners. This paper
obtained student responses from a questionnaire, after the students had
completed one semester of the instruction in programming, and analyzed
the data. From the analysis result, it turned out that different evaluation
patterns existed depending on the learner’s basic programming skill.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, today’s society has been
requiring a lot of software development engineers. Among software development,
programming has been considered as an essential skill. However, usual program-
ming instructional methods cannot afford to neglect an issue: polarization. The
polarization consists of two group; the one is a group of learners who are readily
acceptable to learn to program, and the other is a group of learners who does not
receive any concept of programming. This problem would be uniformly contin-
ued to be repeated even though the programming education has promoted and
various learning materials of programming have been actively developed. About
this problem, Konecki mentioned that programming education comes with many
reoccurring problems and difficulties that its novice learners experience, and
offered suggestions on these reasons [1]. Our previous study [2,3] also noted
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39510-4 7
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a similar tendency. An effective instructional method to support a learner not
good at programming has not constructed enough as long as the authors survey.
This reason would be in the point that programming requires various skill such
as logical thinking, language, imagination, ingenuity, and mathematical ability.
On the other hand, we are not still sure what and how much skill is necessary
for programming. Additionally, there is no method to indicate learner’s detail of
the degree of each skill, so a learner is also not sure what kind of skill should
be trained to overcome the difficulty of programming. Therefore, a system and
a method, which can effectively collect data of learning leading to the definition
of understanding degree in each skill field while supporting daily programming
education, would be effective for a learner not good at programming.

The aim of this paper is to develop a source code reading based learning sup-
port system to enrich a programming lecture, which is available for self-study
and mini-examination. The developed system of this paper can automatically
generate a source code of C programming language used as a learning material.
Since the source code is generated randomly, there is no particular meaning in
the source code. The type of question with the source code is to answer the
proper value of a variable after the execution of source code. With the devel-
oped system, a learner would learn the basis of the processing flow, memory
retention, calculation ability, and basic knowledge such as the assignment oper-
ator and the increment/decrement which are the difficult concept for learners not
good at programming. The developed system aims to equip minimum knowledge,
but necessary for programming without describing a source code, and to rebuild
his/her confidence to make a program. The authors expect that the writing skill
of source code would be eventually improved because the psychological resis-
tance will be reduced from his/her confidence for programming. Additionally,
experiencing much source code reading not depending on a particular context
will contribute to writing a readable code [4,5]. The developed system would
be also useful as a method to grasp what and how much a skill is insufficient
for improving programming ability because it can collect each learner’s response
according to the characteristic of a question from daily education.

This paper also aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system
from the subjective viewpoint of learners. The developed system was utilized in
a programming lecture for novice programming learners majoring Informatics
and tried to support the instruction of source code reading. This paper obtained
student responses from a questionnaire, after the students had completed one
semester of the instruction in programming, and analyzed the data. From the
analysis result, it turned out that different evaluation patterns existed depending
on the learner’s programming skill.

2 Developed System

2.1 Source Code Reading

The developed system in this paper is for training the skill of reading source code
of C language. Writing a program is particularly difficult for learners being not
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the developed system

good at programming, so this system tries to reduce the psychological resistance
to programming.

The system can automatically generate source codes as a learning mater-
ial and give a question that requires students to answer the proper value of a
variable after the execution of a source code. The source code is randomly gen-
erated, i.e., it consists of the series of meaningless procedure, so it does not have
a meaning to process. This paper considers that a source code without a cer-
tain meaning would be effective to equip the basic knowledge of programming
language specification. The total lines of the generated source are several dozen.
Such source code is not common because a source code with several dozen lines
is too short to process a certain meaning work, but this paper considers that
reading source code described in a short sentence is important to get used to a
large-scale practical program as a first step. In addition to these, recently since
many software development sites have actively adopted programmer-centered
software development approach with utilizing open source software, the need for
reading technique of source code not depending on comment is now becoming
greater and greater. Additionally, most of the time to program is said to be
reading [4]. These backgrounds mentioned above are the main reasons that the
authors focused on the source code reading blended programming education.

2.2 Specification of Implementation

The developed system is a web application. All functions of the developed system
are available through the Internet as long as a client device equips a web browser
available the standard of HTML5. The developed system runs on an operating
system with Linux kernel 3.16, and uses the following software: Apache 2.4.7, a
web server program, to provide web service, PHP 5.5.9, a server-side scripting
language, to implement the function, jQuery 1.7.2, a cross-platform JavaScript
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library, to perform dynamic UI, and MySQL 5.6.16, a database server program,
to manage all system data.

Figure 1 shows an example of a screenshot of the developed system, and
the source code shown in Fig. 1 is a question for a learner. The question type
requires a learner to answer the value of a variable after the execution of a
presented source code, and the variable is randomly chosen. Some question styles
are available in the developed system, such as a free descriptive question, and a
multiple choice question. The details are as follows.

Free Descriptive Question. This type of question is addressed in this paper.
All learners should put an integer number into a specified textbox by using a
keyboard. The developed system picks up a variable randomly from a presented
source code, and the variable is used as a question. There is another type of free
descriptive question which requires answering all variable values in a presented
source code, but this capability is not mentioned in this paper.

Multiple Choice Question. This type of question requires a learner to select
an option whose all variable values after execution are proper. All variable values
in an option are different each time except the correct option because they are
randomly generated.

Alignment Question. This type of question is multiple choice, and the question
requires a learner to select an option with the proper order of statements. The
distracter’s order of statements is randomly generated. As all variable values
after execution are shown, each learner can think the order of statement by
using the values. The difficulty level of this question is not influenced much by
the combination of the distracters, and this point is different from the above two
types of question.

Statement Supplement Question. A source code lacking a statement, and
all variable values of this source code after execution are given to a question.
This type of question is multiple choice, and the question requires a learner to
select an option with a proper statement for the lacked place. The lacked place
is randomly given, and the distracters are also randomly generated.

As shown above, this paper addresses only the trial result of free descriptive
question. All source codes used as questions consist of only sequential process-
ing, do not include branch and repetition to give learners a firm foundation
in programming. Besides, all source codes consist of only integer variables. In
the developed system, a question and its difficulty level differ for each learner
even though the source code is same. Therefore, a sufficient number of questions
statistically guaranteed should provide when executing a test.

2.3 Automatic Generation of a Question

The developed system has the capability to generate a source code automatically
as a question. As the statements of a source code are randomly ordered, there is
no meaning in the source. The administrator of this system can give following
the conditions to obtain a source code by the configuration form:
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Table 1. Conditions to generate a source code

Term S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S7 S11 S12 S13

1 3 4 3 0.3 +,-, *

2 3 4 2 0.3 +,- *

3 3 4 3 0.3 +,-,*,/,% +,- *

4 3 4 3 0.4 +,-,*,/,% +,- *

5 3 4 2 0.4 +,-,*,/,% +,-,*,/,% * *

6 3 4 2 0.6 +,-,*,/,% +,-,*,/,% * *

– S1: The number of variables: 1–9 variables are available, where variable names
are alphabetical sequence, i.e., a, b, c, ...,i or array a[0], a[1], ..., a[9].

– S2: The number of statements: 1–10 statements are available, where a closing
curly bracket does not include the number.

– S3: The maximum number of variables calculated: 1–10 variables are available.
– S4: Appearance ratio of variables in a calculation: 0–100% is available.
– S5: Use/disuse of operators: use/disuse of addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division, and remainder operators are selectable. A source code consists
of only simple assignment statement when all operators are disused.

– S6: Use/disuse of the selection (if) and the repetition (for, while) statement.
– S7: Use/disuse of compound assignment operators: use/disuse of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and remainder operators are selectable.
– S8: Constraints for conditional expression: 4 settings are available for condi-

tional expression of “if” or “while”: only numerical values (both right and
left sides), variables and numerical values (Appearance ratio of variables is
stochastically determined), variables and numerical values with a constraint
(a variable is certainly in the left side), only variables (both right and left
sides).

– S9: Complex condition: use/disuse of complex condition, and the number of
conditions (1–9).

– S10: Nest: use/disuse of nest, the number of nests (1–9), and the appearance
ratio of nest (0–100%).

– S11: Use/disuse of increment/decrement.
– S12: Use/disuse of initialization.
– S13: Appearance ratio of a redundant statement (0–100%): e.g. “a = 1; a = 2;”.

3 Experiment and Result

This paper tried to support a programming lecture by using the developed sys-
tem. The lecture is for freshman students majoring in Informatics, most of them
are a beginner of programming, and used C language. This programming lecture
continued one semester, and it consisted of 15 lectures. The developed system
was utilized with examination style in 6 lectures among the 15 lectures. The
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Fig. 2. Examples of a question in each term

author provided 15 questions for each test, and each testing time is 10 min. The
amount of knowledge in each test was related to the contents of the lecture
according to the progress of this lecture. Concretely, in the early stage of this
lecture, a test includes only simple calculation with addition and subtraction,
on the other hand, in the closing stage, svarious operators and techniques are
given to generate a source code in the late stage. The detail of the settings to
generate a source code is shown as Table 1, and examples of a question in each
test are shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, as the source codes only including simple
assignment operators were given for students, the settings for generation code
S6, S8, S9, S10 are not mentioned. After each test, questions included in a test
are available to practice as much as a learner wants.

This paper obtained 108 student responses from the questionnaire, after the
students had completed one semester of the instruction in programming, and
analyzed the data. The objective of the analysis to check the effectiveness of
reading source code, so each question does not ask students for the effectiveness of
the developed system itself. Namely, as the developed system is only to facilitate
the automation of scoring a test, what this paper wants to do is to clarify the
degree of contribution of reading source code for programming learning, and the
content of source codes generated by a method in this paper. This paper gave 15
questions asking how much reading source code contributed to the programming
learning and obtained student responses with 6 grade Likert scale. Questions
given to a student are as follows.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation result of all students

– Q1: The degree of contribution for understanding the fundamental concept of
programming.

– Q2: The degree of contribution for understanding the mechanism of assign-
ment operator and the sequence of operation in the assignment operator.

– Q3: The degree of contribution for understanding/giving attention to the
advanced knowledge such as compound assignment operator and increment/
decrement.

– Q4: The degree of contribution to getting used to programming.
– Q5: The degree of contribution to reading another man’s program and for

fixing a bug.
– Q6: The degree of contribution to getting used to a calculation with a remain-

der operator.
– Q7: Will you be able to read the remainder operator “%” properly if you

continue to train reading source code?
– Q8: Will you be able to read the increment/decrement “++, - -” properly if

you continue to train reading source code?
– Q9: Will you be able to read the compound assignment operators “+=, -=”

properly if you continue to train reading source code?
– Q10: Will you be able to read the compound assignment operators “*=, /=,

%=” properly if you continue to train reading source code?
– Q11: Will you be able to deal with the difference in the sequence of operation

depending on compilers?
– Q12: The degree of contribution of reading randomly and automatically gen-

erated source code for acquiring knowledge of programming.

Questions Q1–6 are to reveal the contribution of reading source code for
programming learning, Q7–10 are to reveal the expectation of reading source
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Fig. 4. Gap between top and bottom 50 %

code for improving programming skill, and Q11 and Q12 are to reveal the quality
of source code.

From the normality testing with skewness and kurtosis for each item, ques-
tions except Q1 indicated normality (p < 0.05). Therefore, this paper assumed
each learner’s response as interval scale and applied parametric testing method.
Additionally, from the Bartlett’s and Levene’s tests, the null hypothesis of equal
variances was rejected (p < 0.01), and the result suggested that the result of each
item’s response includes its own feature. The summary of evaluation results is
shown in Fig. 3, where * indicates a significant difference p < 0.05, and ** indi-
cates p < 0.01 respectively. From the high evaluation results of Q7 and Q9, the
reading source code blended programming learning would be strongly expected
for improving the reading of remainder operator and compound assignment oper-
ators +=, -=. On the other hand, the results of Q3, Q4, Q5, Q11, and Q12
were relatively low, and especially the evaluation result of Q5 was worst. From
these findings, most students would feel that reading the automatically generated
source codes contributed to acquiring the fundamental programming knowledge,
but the effectivenesses for getting used to programming, reading another man’s
program and fixing a bug were less. As these reasons, the source codes in this
experiment were strikingly different from a practical source code and were not
the contents for fixing a bug. Based on the assumption, the evaluation for fixing
a bug will improve if a source code with a bug is used as a question. Similarly,
the evaluation of Q4 will improve if a practical source code is used as a question.
The results of Q3, Q11, and Q12 are considered to be strongly related, i.e., the
factor in Q12 affected the result to Q3 and Q11. Reading randomly generated
source codes forced to touch a confusing thing about programming. Concretely,
the factor in Q12 would give a strong impact to the evaluation of Q11 because the
execution result of a complex statement including both a compound assignment
operator and a increment/decrement differs according to compiler. For example,
the execution result of the source code (f) shown in Fig. 2 depends on the kind
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Table 2. Comparison of each item’s average value between top and bottom and its
significant difference

Students Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12

Top 3.593 3.833 3.556 3.556 3.389 3.852 4.537 3.944 4.370 4.056 3.778 3.333

Bottom 3.333 3.407 3.278 3.222 2.981 3.444 3.556 3.556 3.278 3.278 3.074 3.333

Sig. Dif * ** ** ** **

of compiler, and also its version. This point would be an extremely troublesome
mechanism for students not good at programming. Similarly, the consideration
that Q12 would give a high impact to Q3 was based on the assumption that
source codes including extremely complex statements as shown in Fig. 2 would
cultivate a sense of fear for programming.

All students in this experiment have taken a course in the algorithm at last
semester. In this course, students learned a fundamental concept of algorithms,
such as sequence, selection, and repetition, which are also the essential knowl-
edge to the program. It is reasonable to assume that the score of the algorithm
course would be strongly related to the programming skill because the correla-
tion of score between algorithm and programming was high in the previous data.
Based on this reason, students were divided into 2 groups based on the score of
the algorithm, the top 50 % of 54 students, and the bottom 50 % of 54 students.
Two-way ANOVA analyzed the difference of the averages of all items for each
group. As shown in Fig. 4, there was a significant difference p < 0.01 between
2 groups. Since the evaluation result of the bottom 50 % students, whose basic
skill of programming are not probably enough, was lower than the top 50 % one,
the result would suggest that reading the source codes generated by the method
in this paper failed to contribute fully to reduce a resistance for programming.
However only in this result, we cannot say for sure that a student whose program-
ming skill is insufficient is certainly a student feeling not good at programming.
Therefore, shortly we will obtain a subjective evaluation of the developed system
from the interview of a student not good at programming. This paper examines
the reason of the tendency in Fig. 4 as follows. A student with enough program-
ming skill can realize one’s sufficient/insufficient points in programming from the
scoring result of reading source codes because he/she had enough skill to make a
self-assessment. The developed system gave an opportunity to reflect, so he/she
would give the learning of reading source codes a good evaluation. On the other
hand, a student whose fundamental programming skill is not enough cannot do
them. Therefore, positive correlation between the basic programming skill and
the evaluation result of reading source code is considered to be quite natural.
Based on this consideration, to make the developed system more acceptable to
every student, we ought to give feedback with an easy-to-understand comment
just after the scoring to support one’s reflection about reading.

Table 2 shows each item’s averages of the top and the bottom 50 % students
with significant differences. The result of the top and the bottom was same in
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Q12, and it is the noted point because the whole trend is that the top’s evalu-
ation was over the bottom’s evaluation, but Q12 was its exception. The results
must be either the high expectation from the bottom or the low expectation
from the top about reading the source codes generated by the method in this
paper. Considering a balance between Q12 and the other questions, the former
assumption is natural. Due to this reason, the significant differences would be
generated by the high evaluation of the top 50 % students. So, we might be pos-
sible to devise a way to improve the satisfaction of the bottom because there is
enough possibility to improve the evaluation of the questions with a significant
difference. Namely, this paper considers that we can reduce the gap to the level
with no significant difference, and a method to reduce the gap is to give feedback
mentioned above.

4 Related Works

Previous studies on programming are roughly classified into three objectives
[6,7]: analysis of student’s learning history data and discovery of student’s char-
acteristic, proposal of a programming teaching method, and development of ICT-
based learning support system. So far, researches on programming education
have often focused on writing source code, but some of them have addressed
reading source code [8]. Reading source code has also been considered to be
an important ability for obtaining a deeper understanding of programming, but
good reading strategies have not been known so much.

Earlier programming education studies on reading source code provide a lot
of valuable knowledge about a characteristic of programming learners, teaching
method, and programming learning support system. Firstly, this paper shows the
remarkable efforts of software development. A framework on reading source code
was proposed [9] where the process of reading code consists of two steps: reading
comprehension and meaning deduction. Reading comprehension was defined as
the inverse of coding, and meaning deduction was also defined as the inverse of
algorithm design. Arai et al. developed a learning support system for program-
ming beginners that facilitates the process of learning by reading source code,
and confirmed that the system was effective [10]. Arai’s work trained the skill to
convert source code into an equivallent abstract processing flow, and the skill was
positioned as the reading comprehension. There is also an interesting learning
support system for code reading [11,12]. They assumed that learners will under-
stand programs and algorithms by recalling an image consisting of three fields:
the program code, objects processed by the program, and a sequence of concrete
operations for the objects. Their proposed system visualized the three fields and
their relationships to support understanding the relationships and correspon-
dence among their components. Additionally, they discussed how code reading
using their proposed system allows learners to cultivate a superior understanding
of programming. Tang developed a distributed, social code review tool designed
for the specific constraints and goals of a programming course named “Caesar”
[13]. Caesar is capable of scaling to a large and diverse reviewer population,
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provides automated tools for increasing reviewer efficiency, and implements a
social web interface for reviewing that encourages discussion and participation.

Busjahn et al. took a further look into the role of reading source code in
programming learning from the result of interviews with programming instruc-
tors using the miracle question, on the role of code reading and comprehension
[14]. They claimed that a possible means to foster programming learning is to
teach reading directly, including reading strategies, and besides, reading should
probably be made more explicit as learning goal in itself.

Lopez analyzed student responses to an examination, after the students had
completed one semester of instruction in programming [15]. He showed that the
performance of students on code tracing tasks correlated with their performance
on code writing tasks, and a correlation was also found between performance on
“explain in plain English” tasks and code writing.

5 Conclusion

This paper developed a learning support system for reading a source code and
showed the detail of the developed system. This paper implemented a function
of automatic C source code generation for a learning material. This paper also
aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system from the subjec-
tive viewpoint of learners and tried to support a programming course by using
the developed system. Mini-tests were given several times in the programming
lecture by using the function of automatic generation of C source codes. This
paper obtained 108 student responses from the questionnaire, after the stu-
dents had completed one semester of the instruction, and analyzed the data.
From the analysis result, firstly it turned out that most students would feel that
reading the automatically generated source codes contributed to acquiring the
fundamental programming knowledge, but the effectivenesses for getting used
to programming, reading another man’s program, and fixing a bug were less.
From the evaluation result, we can understand that reading randomly gener-
ated source codes forced to touch a confusing thing about programming, and it
would cultivate a sense of fear for programming. Secondly, students were divided
into 2 groups based on the basic programming skill, and Two-way ANOVA ana-
lyzed these differences. The analysis result showed that reading the source codes
generated by the method in this paper failed to contribute fully to reduce a resis-
tance for programming. Based on this result, it was found that we ought to give
feedback with an easy-to-understand comment just after the scoring to support
one’s reflection about reading to improve the student’s satisfaction not good at
programming. But, we confirmed that it might be possible to devise a way to
improve the satisfaction of the bottom group of students because there would
be enough possibility to improve the evaluation from the data of responses.
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Abstract. We report about a transsituational study where a representa-
tive subsample of twenty of the subjects from the LAST MINUTE experi-
ment underwent two additional independent experiments: an fMRI study
and a psychophysiological experiment with emotion induction in the
VAD space (Valence, Arousal, Dominance). A major result is that dialog
success in the naturalistic human machine dialogs in LAST MINUTE
correlates with individual differences in brain activation as reaction to
delayed system responses in the fMRI study and with the classification
rate for arousal in the emotion induction experiment.

1 Introduction

Empirical research in HCI is conducted by different disciplines with a multitude
of approaches. Such empirical investigations range from in-depth analysis of full
fledged human dialogs and naturalistic dialogs between humans and Wizard of
Oz simulated systems (e.g. [11,22,23]) to psychophysiological and neurophysi-
ological studies utilizing controlled stimuli, e.g. for the induction of emotional
responses (e.g. [6,21]) or the neural responses elicited by computer feedback in
dialog-like situations (e.g. [8]).

Despite the relative merits of such experiments, their outcome can not easily
be combined and generalized when the experiments are performed completely
independent and with different cohorts. This changes remarkably in a transsitu-
ational setting with a common cohort of subjects undergoing a series of different
experiments.

In the following we report about such a transsituational study. A repre-
sentative subsample of Nexps = 20 subjects from the LAST MINUTE experi-
ment (LME) [5,15,16] has undergone two additional independent experiments:
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an fMRI study [9] and a psychophysiological experiment [18,24]. We will present
and discuss what the transsituational analysis of data from all three experi-
ments revealed about correlations between dialog success in LME and results
from fMRI and analysis of biopsychological data.

2 The Experiments

2.1 The LAST MINUTE Experiment

The LAST MINUTE corpus (LMC) is derived from a large scale Wizard of Oz
(WoZ) experiment – the LAST MINUTE experiment (LME) – that required
users to solve a mundane task with the need for planning, replanning and strat-
egy change (cf. [5,15]). The LMC comprises multimodal recordings (audio, tran-
scripts, video, biopsychological data, . . . ) from a cohort of Ntotal = 133 subjects.
The cohort was balanced in gender (68 women and 65 men) and age group (72
subjects aged between 18 and 28 vs. 61 aged above 60 years).

The LMC has been intensively investigated with respect to differences in
dialog success (e.g. [14,15]). For example, significant differences between the age
groups could be found, whereas global differences in gender were insignificant
[17].

Dialog Acts and Interaction Success. In the transcripts of the LMC all
user and system utterances are semi-automatically enriched with dialog act labels
in the format of the dialog act representation (DAR) [15]. The DAR employs
triples that first encode the speaker (i.e. S for subject, W for wizard), then the
dialog act (e.g. R for REQUESTs, A for ACCEPTs or Rj for REJECTs, cf. [3])
and finally an optional subtype (e.g. a REQUEST for an action may be subtyped
with the shorthand code for the action: P for packing, U for unpacking, C for
changing category, . . . , [15]).

These local DAR annotations are exploited for defining measures for global
dialog success by integrating over local interaction success or failure in problem
solving [15]:

– DSM1: ratio between accepted subject requests and total number of subject
requests;

– DSM2: ratio between accepted subject requests and total number of turns
(i.e. not only subject requests).

By definition the following holds for all transcripts: 0 ≤ DSM2 ≤ DSM1 ≤ 1. In
the following evaluations we work with these measures.

Subphases. As a key aspect, an inherent need for re-planning and strategy
change was built into the WoZ scenario of LAST MINUTE (cf. [5]). Therefore
problem solving was divided into three major subphases which where demar-
cated by the weight limit barrier (WLB, after the eighth of twelve consecutive
selection categories) and the weather info barrier (WIB, after the tenth selection
category).
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Fig. 1. DSM1 values in the three sub-
phases of problem solving (Ntotal =
133): (1) before weight limit barrier
(WLB), (2) from WLB to weather info
barrier (WIB), (3) from WIB to end of
experiment. Please note outliers in (1)
and (3).

Fig. 2. DSM2 values in the three sub-
phases of problem solving (Ntotal =
133). Please note outliers in (1) and (3).

The WLB enforces re-planning. Up to the WLB there is no need for unpack-
ing, but thereafter it becomes crucial, for no progress can be achieved without
at least one successful unpacking attempt.

At the WIB the subject receives a deliberately delayed weather information
about the target location. This enforces a strategy change. Now items for cold
and rainy weather are needed in exchange for e.g. bathing suits and other sum-
mer items.

Reasons to Fail. At first glance packing a suitcase by selecting items from
menus seems to be a fairly easy task. How can the resp. dialogs become prob-
lematic? The weight limit barrier (WLB) poses a major challenge for many
subjects. They have to successfully unpack items in order to make room for
additional items. What can prevent subjects from successful unpacking? There
are a variety of potential failures:

– Subjects may try to unpack items that are not in the suitcase.
– A variant of this failure is when subjects employ synonyms or hypernyms for

items and when the wizards are not accepting these terms. Such rejections
often proof to be very puzzling for subjects.

– In its verbal explanation of the weight limit the system has offered the option to
enumerate the suitcase contents (verbally). Such a listing may be very helpful.
However, subjects have to be aware of this option. Quite a number of subjects
seem to be unaware of this option, at least they do not make use of it.

Examples of Transcripts. In the following we shortly present excerpts from
transcripts illustrating these points.
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The transcript example in Table 1 with DAR labels is taken from a dialog seg-
ment where a subject (20110117bsk) hits the weight limit again and successfully
overcomes it by unpacking several items (SRU WAU pairs).

The excerpt in Table 2 illustrates that unpacking may fail: the unpacking
requests (SRUs) of subject 20110126afw are rejected several times (WRjUs).
Therefore the packing request (SRP) after the category change (WIC) is doomed
to fail as well (WRjP).

Table 1. Transcript example with DAR tags (subject 20110117bsk; cf. text). Following
the GAT-2 minimal standard [19] short pauses are noted as (.) and (-).

Tag German text English gloss
. . . . . .

SRP ((schnalzt)) (-) zwei bücher ((flicks)) (-) two books
WRjP der artikel buch kann nicht hinzugefügt

werden (.) anderenfalls würde die max-
imale gewichtsgrenze des koffers über-
schritten werden

the item book cannot be added (.) oth-
erwise the weight limit of your suitcase
will be exceeded

SRU schnorchel entfernen remove snorkel
WAU ein schnorchel wurde entfernt a snorkel has been removed
SRU taucherbrille entfernen remove diving googles
WAU eine taucherbrille wurde entfernt diving googles have been removed
SRU kleid entfernen remove dress
WAU ein kleid wurde entfernt a dress has been removed
SRU ((schnalzt)) badelatschen entfernen ((flicks)) remove beach slippers
WAU ein paar badelatschen wurden entfernt a pair of beach slippers have been re-

moved
SRP buch hinzufügen add book
WAP ein buch wurde hinzugefügt a book has been added
SRC nächste kategorie next category
WIC sie können jetzt aus der rubrik technis-

che geräte auswählen . . .
you may now choose from the category
technical devices . . .

Dialog Success in Subphases. The DSM values differ remarkably within the
subphases of problem solving (cf. Figs. 1, 2).1 As shown in Fig. 1, the DSM1
values lie above 0.95 for more than 75 % of the subjects before the WLB. In
subsequent phases the medians drop to 0.78 and 0.75, while the means go down
to 0.69 and 0.71 respectively.

These differences can be explained as follows: In the first subphase the vast
majority of subjects has hardly any problems. The weight limit barrier (WLB)
1 The distributions are visualized — here and in other figures — as trellis box plots:

the rectangles represent the interquartile range (i.e. the range of 25 % of the values
above and below the median resp.), the black bar gives the median, the whiskers
extend the rectangle to the range of values, but maximally to 1.5 of the interquartile
range, outlier values beyond the maximal whisker range are given as unfilled dots
(cf. [1]).
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Table 2. Transcript example with DAR tags (subject 20110126afw; cf. text). Following
the GAT-2 minimal standard [19] short pauses are noted as (.) and (-), longer pauses
with their duration in brackets, e.g. (3.0).

Tag German text English gloss
. . . . . .

SRP ein reiseführer a guidebook
WRjP der artikel reiseführer kann nicht

hinzugefügt werden (.) anderenfalls
würde die maximale gewichtsgrenze
des koffers überschritten werden

the item guidebook cannot be added (.)
otherwise the weight limit of your suit-
case will be exceeded

SRU hosen herausnehmen remove trousers
WRjU der gewünschte artikel ist nicht im kof-

fer enthalten
requested item is not contained in the
suitcase

SRU fünf socken herausnehmen remove five socks
WRjU der gewünschte artikel ist nicht im kof-

fer enthalten
the requested item is not contained in
the suitcase

SRU einen hut herausnehmen remove a hat
WRjU der gewünschte artikel ist nicht im kof-

fer enthalten
the requested item is not contained in
the suitcase

SRU sonnenhut (3.0) herausnehmen sunhat (3.0) out
WRjU der gewünschte artikel ist nicht im kof-

fer enthalten
the requested item is not contained in
the suitcase

(---) (---)
WIT die auswahl von artikeln aus der rubrik

reiselektüre muss jetzt beendet werden
(.) um die aufgabe in der zur verfügung
stehenden zeit beenden zu können

selecting items from category travel
reading needs to be finished now in or-
der to complete the task in time

(--) (--)
WIC sie können jetzt aus der rubrik technis-

che geräte auswählen
you may now choose from the category
technical devices

SRP fotoapparat camera
WRjP der artikel fotoapparat kann nicht

hinzugefügt werden (.) anderenfalls
würde die maximale gewichtsgrenze
des koffers überschritten werden

the item camera cannot be added (.) oth-
erwise the weight limit of your suitcase
will be exceeded

. . . . . .

changes this drastically because without success in unpacking, no further packing
is possible. Thus if unpacking is not attempted or is not successful a downward
spiral with a series of subsequent rejections – and thus low DSM values – may
result. As already discussed above, the task of unpacking demands to remember
already packed items (or - as an alternative - to remember that a listing of the
suitcase contents can be asked for), to decide which packed items to sacrifice
and to request the respective unpacking action.
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2.2 The fMRI Experiment

The subcohort of twenty subjects was recruited to participate in a functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment carried out in a 3 Tesla scanner
(Siemens Trio, Erlangen, Germany). Three participants had to be excluded due
to contraindications for MRI, excessive head motion, or abortion of the experi-
ment before completion. Methodological details of the scanning parameters for
anatomical and functional imaging, presentation of acoustic and visual stimuli,
and task procedure are published in [8]. In short, the participants had to per-
form an auditory categorization task on frequency modulated sounds. In 300
trials they had to indicate by left or right button press if a sound was rising
or falling in pitch. In 85 % of all trials they received immediate feedback, i.e.
visual presentation of a green checkmark for correct responses and a red cross
for false responses. In 15 % this feedback was delayed by 200, 400, or 600 ms.
The fMRI data were analyzed with a region of interest (ROI) analysis of variance
(ANOVA) as implemented in BrainVoyagerQX using the four different feedback
times as predictors. As regions of interests, we used five brain areas identified to
be significantly activated by feedback that was delayed by 500 ms as compared to
immediate feedback [9], i.e. posterior medial prefrontal cortex, bilateral anterior
insula, left inferior parietal lobe, and right inferior frontal cortex. Within each
of these areas, we identified the beta values resulting from the ANOVA regard-
ing feedback delays of 400 ms and 600 ms and subtracted the beta values for
immediate feedback in order to determine the increase of neural activity elicited
by delayed feedback as compared to immediate feedback. We did not analyze
activity elicited by 200 ms delays because such short delays do not have a signif-
icant impact on brain activity and are usually not perceived as delayed [8]. We
then calculated a two sided Pearson correlation between the participants’ dialog
success rate from the LAST MINUTE experiment and the activation data of the
participants in each of the five brain areas.

2.3 The Psychophysiological Experiment

In the psychophysiological experiment, the same representative subcohort of
twenty from the LME recruited at the university of Magdeburg participated in a
controlled emotion induction setting. Numerous studies on emotion recognition
based on facial expression, speech, body language, contexts and physiological
signals have been performed in the past few decades [2]. Among them, physio-
logical signals have considerable advantages, for example, as honest signals [13],
they cannot be easily triggered by any conscious or intentional control. Various
classifications, feature selection and evaluation algorithms are currently used for
the emotion recognition from physiological data [21,24].

In this experiment, emotions were induced by using standardized stimuli
from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) to represent the VAD
(Valence, Arousal, Dominance) space. The advantage of using standardized stim-
uli relies in the reliability of the induction of a specific VAD value. Prolonged
presentations consisting of 10 pictures à 2 s (total of 20 s) are used to intensify
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the elicitation. A total of 10 picture-presentations à 20 s each were presented to
induce a total of 10 VAD-states. 20 s neutral fixation crosses were introduced as
baseline between 2 different presentations. The induced VAD-space for the 10
picture-presentations included positive/negative/neutral (+/-/0) Valence, posi-
tive/negative (+/-) Arousal, and positive/negative (+/-) Dominance values. For
the classification of the emotional states, picture-presentation with similar rat-
ings in terms of Valence (+/-/0) and/or Arousal (+/-) and/or Dominance were
combined in one category. In total we evaluated the emotion recognition rates of
5 different category-classes: V(+/-/0), A(+/-), D(+/-), VA(0-/++/-+/+-/–),
VAD(10 different picture presentations) [24].

We processed the emotion recognition rates by fusing four physiological sig-
nals including skin conductivity, respiration and 2x electromyography signals
(corrugator & zygomaticus). The evaluation was conducted using the Augsburg
Biosignal Toolbox (AuBT, [20]). The AuBT provides Matlab-based tools to ana-
lyze physiological signals for the emotion recognition. The emotion recognition
rates were computed for each subject individually. Therefore, for the evaluation
of the individual classification rates for each subject, 10 samples from the subject
itself were used as test-set and 190 samples from the 19 subjects left were used
as training-set. In total 20 different classifications were conducted.

3 Results

3.1 The Subcohort in the LAST MINUTE Experiment

The LAST MINUTE experiments with the total cohort were performed over a
time period of nearly a year. The transsituational experiment with the subcohort
of twenty subjects was performed in a compact subinterval of two months. The
participants in the subcohort were randomly chosen during this interval with the
only restriction that finally the subcohort was roughly balanced with respect to
gender (9 women vs. 11 men) and age groups (10 young subjects aged between
18 and 28 years vs. 10 elderly subjects aged above 60 years).

When one tests dialog success values (as measured with DSM1 and DSM2)
for representativity, the distribution in the subcohort of twenty does not differ
significantly from that of the total cohort (Wilcoxon tests; DSM1: W = 1105, p =
0.2243; DSM2: W = 1051, p = 0.1317; see also Figs. 3, 4). Having a representative
subsample with respect to dialog success motivates the following investigations
about correlations between dialog success in LME and relevant outcomes in the
two other experiments.

The discourse success measures DSM1 and DSM2 are strongly correlated.
This holds for the whole cohort of Ntotal = 133 (Pearson’s product-moment cor-
relation 0.85, t = 18.1972, df = 131, p < 2.2e − 16) as well as for the sample
of twenty (Pearson’s product-moment correlation 0.88, t = 8.022, df = 18, p =
2.357e − 07). But there is considerable variance with respect to individual dif-
ferences between the two values. When we take the quotient DSM2/DSM1 as
a percentage we get distributions as summarized in Table 3 for the whole cohort
and for the subcohort of 20.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of DSM1 and
DSM2 values for complete cohort
(Ntotal = 133)

Fig. 4. Distribution of DSM1 and
DSM2 values for subcohort of
Nexps = 20

Table 3. DSM2 values as percentage of DSM1 values per transcript

cohort Min. 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

133 55.29 80.60 83.10 82.34 85.92 92.65

20 56.79 79.50 82.68 80.29 85.45 90.91

Elder 55.29 78.95 82.14 80.79 84.62 89.58

Young 62.12 81.23 84.53 83.66 86.12 92.65

For the whole cohort the age groups differ significantly and with a medium
effect size with respect to this quotient, with elderly subjects having greater
differences between DSM2 and DSM1 than the younger (Wilcoxon rank sum
test W = 1531, p = 0.002695, dCohen = 0.503).

3.2 Results from the fMRI Experiment

Consistent to the previous study, we found that delays of 400 and 600 ms result
in significant activation of the selected brain regions. However, we found con-
siderable interindividual variance of the activation increase elicited by delayed
feedback in each of the selected brain regions. Pearson correlations showed a
significant positive relation between dialog success in the LME and activation
increase only in the anterior insula (left insula: DSM1: p = 0.005, r = 0.65, DSM2:
p = 0.005, r = 0.65; right insula: DSM1: p = 0.014, r = 0.65, DSM2: p = 0.018,
r = 0.57). The lower significance for the right insula may be due to the fact that
the ROIs selected from a previous study with different participants and thus dif-
ferent anatomy matched the location of activation resulting from the group level
analysis of the actual participants less well (see overlap of transparent ROI with
significant voxels coded in yellow to red in the right panel of Fig. 5). After the
fMRI experiment, the subjects filled in a questionnaire whether or not they have
noticed delays in feedback and if so how many different delays. Five subjects
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Fig. 5. Correlation between the dialog success (DSM2) in the LAST MINUTE experi-
ment and the increase in fMRI activation in the anterior insula elicited by delayed vs.
immediate feedback (left panel). The right panel shows the location of the region of
interest (transparent grey cluster) extracted from a previous study [9] and the signif-
icant fMRI activation from the group level analysis of the current study (Color figure
online).

reported not to have noticed any delay at all, and these subjects are among the
lower performers (rank 10 to 14) in the LAST MINUTE experiment.

3.3 Results from the Psychophysiological Experiment

For the analysis of the correlation, the two-category-classes Arousal (+/-) and
Dominance (+/-) as well as the three-category-class Valence (+/-/0) are consid-
ered in this study. For each subject, the individual recognition rates are corre-
lated with the individual dialog success ratios. The classification data are nor-
mally distributed and the Pearson correlation coefficients are used to assess the
correlation between the emotion recognition rates and the dialog success DSM1
and DSM2 ratios. Two strongly positive correlations between the emotion recog-
nition rates of the classifiers and the dialog success from the LME were found:
(1) A strong positive correlation between the emotion recognition rate of the

Fig. 6. Correlation between the dialog success DSM2 and the psychophysiological
Arousal recognition rate (left-panel) and between the dialog success DSM1 and the
psychophysiological Dominance recognition rate (right-panel).
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two-category-class Arousal (+/-) and the dialog success rate DSM2 (r = 0.600,
p = 0.005), and (2) A strong positive correlation between the emotion recogni-
tion rate of the two-category-class Dominance (+/-) and the dialog success rate
DSM1 (r = 0.503, p = 0.024). The correlations results are illustrated in Fig. 6.

The biophysiological recognition rate results were obtained using the Sequen-
tial Forward Selection (SFS) feature selection and the Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) model for the two-category-class Arousal classification and using
the Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) feature selection and the k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) model for the two-category-class Dominance classification. No
correlation was found between the dialog success and the emotion recognition of
the three-category-class Valence (+/-/0) classification.

4 Discussion and Future Work

As a summary we have the following: dialog success in the naturalistic human
machine dialogs in LAST MINUTE correlates with individual differences in brain
activation as reaction to delayed system responses in the fMRI study and with
the classification rate for arousal in the emotion induction experiment.

What do different – and especially low – values of the dialog success measures
mean? Not surprisingly, there are quite different dialog courses in the LMC but
generally speaking, subjects with low DSMs are locally unsuccessful repeatedly
in interaction and they generally take longer (or completely fail) to overcome
challenging situations in the dialogs where – by design [5] – re-planning or even
strategy change is needed. In contrast high values of the DSMs go with avoid-
ing to repeat errors once encountered and with high flexibility in adapting to
unforeseen situations in the dialog course.

The original objective of the psychophysiological experiment was to find
feature combinations for classifying emotional states by psychophysiological
responding [24]. On an individual level, high classification rates for emotional
states mean a consistency between the psychophysiological response and a cer-
tain emotion stimulation, e.g. a high arousing IAPS picture series would than
lead to high amplitudes of the skin conductance level (SCL). Given that such
an interpretation is correct, the obtained psychophysiological correlation impli-
cates that persons with high DSM in a HCI setting show a high correspon-
dence between their dialog activity and their psychophysiological responding
and vice-versa. This would render the classification of the arousal state based on
psychophysiology more easy in high expressive persons [24]. Since the correla-
tion between classification rates and brain activation was not significant, further
analyses e.g. of personality traits are needed to better understand the biological
basis of individual success in HCI.

The successful participants in the LAST MINUTE experiment show strong
fMRI activation of the anterior insula after delayed SRT. The original aim of the
fMRI experiment was to study the effects of breaching a general rule of commu-
nication, namely the subjective sense of completion of an action [12]. We have
shown that unexpected delays in feedback elicits an emotional response that can
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be classified as “suspense” according to the accompanying psychophysiological
effects of a decelerating heart rate together with an increased skin conductance
response [10]. Thus, communication has subjectively been perceived as unsuc-
cessful. The anterior insula has recently been suggested to play a more general
role in awareness (beyond interoception), and as neural correlate of consciousness
[4]. Since an increase in activity has been suggested as sign of a conscious percep-
tion of an error [7], participants with a strong activation in the fMRI experiment
may have perceived the delay as irritating. Participants with low activity, how-
ever, are less irritated and indeed four subjects with low DSM2 values and low
activation of the anterior insula could not remember to have encountered delayed
SRT after the MRI scan. Taken together, participants with a higher degree of
conscious awareness of maladaptive dialog acts of technical systems seem to be
more successful in challenging situations of the LAST MINUTE experiment
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Abstract. In 2004, G.C. Burdea published his article Teaching Virtual Reality:
Why and How? He pointed out that the reduced offer of Virtual Reality courses
could be explained by the requirement of specialized and expensive equipment.
Even if a VR course could only focus on theoretical principles, hands-on learning
allows to increase and clarify knowledge and to directly experience –and then
better understand- several concepts as immersion, natural interfaces or motion
sickness. At the present time, digital entertainment industry renewal has fostered
the development of low cost devices for virtual reality. These affordable tech‐
nologies as a BYOD approach are used in the « open VR Lab » of the Computer
Science department at University of Montpellier. In this paper, the VR Lab as
well as our course Vision and Augmented/Virtual Reality are described in detail.

Keywords: Virtual reality · Augmented reality · Computer vision · Interaction
devices · Display devices · VR laboratory · Higher education · Practical course

1 Introduction

In his article of 2004 Teaching Virtual Reality: Why and How? Grigore C. Burdea [1]
discussed several aspects concerning teaching virtual reality. His web worldwide survey [2]
found that only 148 universities have virtual reality courses, 273 in the last update (2008).
As stated by [3] “today the number of VR courses worldwide has risen, but most of the
courses are theoretical and are deriving from computer graphic courses and cannot provide
all of the required practical and soft skills”. Burdea pointed out that the reduced offer of
Virtual Reality courses could be explained by the requirement of specialized and expensive
equipment. Even if a VR course could only focus on theoretical principles, hands-on learning
allows to increase and clarify knowledge and to directly experience –and then better under‐
stand- several concepts as immersion, natural interfaces or motion sickness. As stated by
Burdea, hands-on experience is essential for true understanding of the field.

Affordable display and interaction devices for games and virtual reality are now avail‐
able, going from Google Cardboard [4] to OculusRift [5] or OSVR Hacker Development
Kit [6], and motion control devices as the LeapMotion [7] or the Microsoft Kinect [8]. These
low-cost technologies have allowed us to set up an « open VR Lab » following a BYOD
(Bring Your Own Device) approach. This lab supports the Vision and Augmented/Virtual
Reality course offered in IMAGINA (Image, games and intelligent agents), a Master program
of the Computer Science Department of the University of Montpellier. In our course, we
apply several teaching methods like traditional lectures, devices’ demonstrations, hands-on
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training in form of labs and a final assignment, defined by students themselves, the devel‐
opment of a virtual reality application.

In this paper, our VR Laboratory and the Vision and Virtual/Augmented reality
course are described in detail. Final course students’ projects are presented, with a focus
on immersive displays and gesture recognition. To conclude, I will discuss the issues
encountered during the several activities realized in our course.

2 The Vision and Virtual/Augmented Reality Course

The master IMAGINA (Images, Games and Intelligent Agents) is a two-year graduate
program (accessible after a Bachelor degree) of the University of Montpellier. The
objective of this program is to train engineers and researchers in the imaging industry,
video games and simulators, able to master the theories, models and technologies related
these industries. The curriculum is developed over four semesters with choices of major
elective courses in the third semester. The last semester includes an internship in a
company or research laboratory for a period of five months minimum.

The Virtual and Augmented Reality course was created en 2012, to introduce
students to the concepts, hardware and software involved in the development of virtual
and augmented reality applications. At the end of the course, students should have a
thorough understanding of the theoretical and computational tools for the creation of
VR/AR systems and the difficulties inherent to this type of technology. Students learn
about the historical development of virtual and augmented reality, their theoretical
foundations and applications, a reminder of computer graphics concepts (modelling,
viewing, rendering, geometric objects and transformations, scene graph, texture
mapping) and 3D user interaction. In 2015, our course (HMIN320 - Vision, Virtual and
Augmented Reality) was extended to Computer Vision. Students learn about main
computer vision concepts and techniques including tracking, stereovision, image
processing and registration.

Several labs are proposed, concerning the application of computer vision techniques
using Matlab and OpenCV, and also the development of an interactive virtual environ‐
ment using Unity [9]. The final course project is done in teams of 2-3 students. In addi‐
tion, students have to summarize a state of the art research article (from Siggraph or
Disney Research available articles) and to present (and evaluate) their final course
project. This set of learning activities aims to enhance their communication skills, team‐
work abilities and critical thinking.

3 The Virtual Reality Laboratory

A virtual environment is a computer-generated world that relies on user’s tracking (head,
hands, arms or the entire body) and multisensory rendering to create immersive expe‐
riences. Training is an application area perfectly suited to virtual reality [10]; environ‐
ments and situations can be experimented under user’s control, at his own pace, without
risks, in a very flexible way. Because VR allows to develop skills and to have confidence
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to work in real conditions with real equipment, it has also showed its potential in several
fields as health care and industry.

When learning Virtual Reality, it is important to confront the manipulation of VR
technology, to better understand the specific difficulties of this kind of applications in
terms of immersion, usability, health and safety. In the first version of our course, some
students added control to their VR applications with their own video game controllers.
I did a funding request for some low-cost VR devices in order to allow all of interested
students to experience this technology. The Computer Science department of University
of Montpellier financed the purchase of several interaction and display devices for our
course: The Oculus Rift DK1, a space Navigator, a Novint Falcon force-feedback
joystick, a 5DT Dataglove, 2 Kinect and 4 video game controllers. More recently, the
CS Department acquired a LeapMotion controller. Some other material resources as an
Oculus Rift DK2 and a second LeapMotion can be borrowed from one of our industrial
partners NaturalPad. This funding and our partnerships had enabled us to implement an
open laboratory, with a BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) approach.

The VR lab is an « ephemeral installation ». The project’s room of the CS Department
is large enough to accommodate a group of 25-30 people. The tables have power sockets and
shelves to install the devices that are provided to students upon request. Video projection
equipment is also available. Our lab serves as an alternative to highly immersive and expen‐
sive infrastructures as CAVEs and reduces licensing and maintenance costs.

After several demonstrations and initiation labs, five practical sessions of 3 h per
week, are dedicated to the conception and development of the final course project.
Students, organized in teams of 2-3 students, define themselves the nature of their project
and the technologies to be integrated. The proposal is discussed and validate by lecturers.
The final project presentation takes place the last session of the course. Each team
presents its project and receives feedback from lecturers and the other teams. In addition,
there is a prize “coup de coeur”, awarded to the project which has totalized the more
votes during the projects presentation (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Students presenting their work at the VR Lab
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Videos showing several moments of the final project presentation day and several
project trailers are available at our channel http://bit.ly/20XewVR.

4 VR Projects

This year, projects were developed along two main axes: immersive displays and motion
capture devices. 3 teams of 8 have chosen to produce a visual immersive experience and
4 teams have integrated gesture recognition devices. The next sections discuss these
productions.

4.1 Immersive Displays

Recent years have seen emerge a number of low cost display devices for virtual reality.
Head Mounted Displays (HMD) as the Oculus Rift are now affordable for the end user.
There are also cheaper alternatives like Google Cardboard or the Archos VR Glasses
[11] that made use of smartphones to create lightweight “pocket” VR experiences.

One of the teams of our course have focused on Oculus Rift integration for the project
“No Man’s Ground”. In No Man’s Ground, the player, through a choice of 16 height
maps, can generate a realistic terrain to be explored thereafter. The terrain appears grad‐
ually to create a futuristic feel. To integrate the Oculus Rift DK1, we tested different
versions of the runtime, SDK and Unity plugins. Despite of our efforts, it was impossible
to use the Oculus Rift DK1 for development in our laptops. One of our industrial partners,
NaturalPad, provided us with an Oculus Rift DK2 to successfully finish the project.
Given these difficulties, the two others team implementing immersive visual experiences
turned to another solution: the Archos VR glasses (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Display devices: left Oculus Rift DK1, right Archos Vr Glasses

The Archos VR glasses like the Google cardboard, made use of the gyroscope and
accelerometer from a smartphone to track the user’s point of view. The smartphone is
just inserted into the glasses to have a stereoscopic 3D image.

When using VR glasses, the big concern is interaction. The two teams chosen two
different solutions: the project “Virtual race” calculates the rendering for each eye and
controls the racing car using a Bluetooth keyboard. The project “Experience” uses the
Google Cardboard SDK for Unity, which provides stereoscopic view generation and
head tracking. Experience is an exploration game where player’s movement follows her
gaze direction.
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As stated by the students, this kind of interaction keeps the game very simple but less
dynamic. The integration of another input device is then an interesting perspective (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the project “Experience”, designed for the Archos VR glasses or Google
Cardboard.

4.2 Gesture Recognition

As display devices, low cost interaction devices have appeared in recent years. Designed
primarily for video games, they address “natural” interfaces: intuitive, based on gesture
recognition, having a very low learning curve. We can cite the Kinect and the Leap
Motion, two wireless touchless devices that allow recognizing the position and move‐
ments of the user (Kinect) or of her hands and fingers (LeapMotion).

Fig. 4. Gesture recognition devices: left Microsoft Kinect, right Leap Motion

3 teams have chosen the LeapMotion as input device. The Leap is designed to lay
on the desktop. To interact, the user makes gestures over the controller with the hands,
fingers, or finger-like objects such as a pen or pencil (Fig. 4).

The Leap Motion SDK for Unity provides a hand 3D model mapping user’s hands
movements. It also detects predefined gestures like swipe or tap. The project “Leap
Flowers”, based on PS3 game “Flowers”, aims to drive an object through a virtual envi‐
ronment using simple actions. Students decided to provides only few commands: turn
left/right, go up/down, accelerate/decelerate.

When using LeapMotion or Kinect controller no support can be employed for the
user arms or hands, inducing discomfort and fatigue. As shown in figure above, gestures
have been chosen to decrease user’s fatigue. For example, instead of using a hand
movement to accelerate/decelerate, the user open or close his hand. By linking
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acceleration with hand opened or closed, the user hand is no longer passive and shoulder
is less subject to strong efforts. Furthermore, this gesture was more effective and intuitive
when tested, a muscle contraction being a natural response to an “emergency” situation
(e.g. stopping to avoid a collision).

The “Créa-Main” project used Kinect and a 5DT DataGlove [12] to create objects
by assembling simple cubes (“Voxel Art”). Kinect allows detecting the position of the
two hands of the user while the Dataglove measures fingers flexures. Right hand controls
systems commands (e.g. camera rotation) while left hand, the one wearing the glove,
maps to a 3D hand performing interaction with the 3D scene and the virtual cubes.

There are several technical difficulties when implementing gesture recognition as detec‐
tion of involuntary movements, lack of haptic feedback and user’s fatigue. In addition to
these technical challenges, it is very important to consider user acceptance. The gestures
applications language has to be learned and adopted so it needs to be simple and intuitive.

Fig. 5. In the “Créa-Main” project, the virtual hand (right) is controlled by a combination of
Kinect and Dat Glove controllers.

5 Discussion

The quality of the projects presented this year show that the goals of our course are
fulfilled (acquire knowledge of virtual reality hardware, software and applications). The
divers projects also shows the three most important aspects of VR, according to Burdea
and Coiffet [13]: immersion, interaction and imagination.
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Students have enjoyed their work as spontaneously qualitative feedback points out:

– “Given the scope of its applications and as part of the training of integration of new
development tools, learn to use the Oculus Rift is a great way to understand emerging
technologies”.

– “This project was a good introduction to the issues related to the use of Unity, the
Leap Motion and the needs of analysis while working with gestures. Thinking process
about player’s perspective to make a game pleasant, intuitive and easy to handle has
been both rewarding and exciting”.

– “This project allowed us above all to be open-minded about new technology as the
Leap Motion, cause we hadn’t had a chance to tested it before this course. We were
able to learn how to integrate it in our application to control a virtual object using
hand movements. The project also allowed a reflection about how to integrate this
kind of technology into a project. In fact, many times we have made changes on both
the game design and the level design during the integration of the device”.

– “We are pleased with the final outcome of our game and we were seduced by virtual
reality. We created a nice experience that people who had the opportunity to try have
appreciated”.

As showed before, the final project is a good experience for students. They work in
an application defined by students themselves, which leads to higher motivation and
better results. Indeed, they use the final project to improve their portfolio and “impress”
their personal and professional circles. This is very useful during internship search, next
and final phase of the Master curriculum.

6 Conclusion

The IMAGINA Master program of the Computer Science Department of the University
of Montpellier aims to prepare graduates for professional activities concerning games,
interaction, simulation, and computer vision in a wide variety of industries.

The course HMIN320 – Vision, Virtual and Augmented Reality students learn about
essential concepts of these fields, and are also confronted to their technical, ergonomic
and social challenges. The Computer Science Department financed the purchase of
several VR devices: Oculus Rift, Kinect, LeapMotion and 5DT DataGlove. These low-
cost devices, rapidly deployable are combined to a BYOD approach to create a short-
lived VR Lab when needed. This classroom space is used in a multimodal and versatile
manner; it is also used for our final project presentations day.

At present, several displays and interaction devices are affordable for the end user.
We believe it is important to introduce students to these technologies to facilitate under‐
standing of the key issues of their integration into a project. The course has a traditional
lecture-based approach combined with practical sessions, in order to ensure a minimal
knowledge concerning basic concepts and the tools to be used.

15 h at the end of the course are dedicated to the conception and development of the
final course project. Students, organized in groups of 2-3 people, choose the topic of the
project and the technologies to be used. We have noticed that this organization strongly
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motivate the students, they work on the project in their spare time, and is often used to
show their skills during internship research. In addition to their teamwork abilities, the
students’ communication skills are enhanced by reading of scientific research papers
and the presentation of the final course project.

In the article Teaching Virtual Reality: Why and How? G.C. Burdea pointed out that
the reduced offer of Virtual Reality courses could be explained by the requirement of
specialized and expensive equipment. As discussed in this paper, a set of low-cost
devices coupled to a versatile academic space, allow us to develop a VR lab targeted to
make VR technology accessible to a greater number of undergraduate and graduate
students of Computer Science Department (Fig. 5).
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Abstract. ERP was introduced to Chinese organizations for about 30 years.
However, the successful ERP implementation rate are always kept low, sometime
even lower than 10 %. By adopting Hofstede (2001) national culture dimensions,
this study provides substantive explanations and conclusions about the effects of
national culture dimensions on organizations’ ERP implementation successful rate.

Keywords: ERP · China

1 Introduction

As a central efficient solution strategy, enterprise resource planning (ERP) becomes to
a key management package in most of the organizations in the world since last two
decades. Benefits from ERP systems are obvious. Through data standardization and
process integration, ERP systems have the potential to facilitate communications and
co-ordination, enable the centralization of administrative activities, reduce IS mainte‐
nance costs and increase the ability to deploy new IS functionality (Gattiker and
Goodhue, 2000). When they are well implemented, ERP systems are able to bring
operational, managerial, strategic, IT infrastructure and operational benefits to their
customers (Shang and Seddon, 2000). ERP systems have spread rapidly among organ‐
izations all over the world.

After three decades, China grows up rapidly and has now become the second largest
economy. During the development, China adopted tons of new technologies, advanced
business and management theories and applications. ERP is one of the blooming market
in China for the past twenty years. The evolution of ERP in China can be summarized
into three stages:

1. 1988 to 1995: SAP is the first ERP vendor entered China in 1988. After that, more
and more international ERP vendors, such as Oracle, PeopleSoft etc., followed in
around early 1990s. This was the first time Chinese organizations first heard business
process reengineering (BPR) and ERP. According to many reasons including several
strong culture reasons, many Chinese organizations tried to implement ERP.
Unfortunately, very few succeeded. At this stage, over 90 % of the ERP market were
taken up by foreign ERP vendors (Zhang et al. 2002).

2. 1996 to 2002: Because of high failure rate of ERP from foreign vendors and high
demand of ERP in the market, many of Chinese domestic vendors began to design
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and develop small scale of ERP packages. At this stage, domestic vendors took over
the ERP market from the foreign giant vendors. Because of complicated and rapid
changing accounting and financial policies in China, large foreign ERP vendors were
hard to localize their packages in China. However, domestic ERP vendors, most of
which were accounting software development vendors before, easily put a lot of
unique Chinese characteristics in their agile ERP packages. Therefore, most of the
Chinese organizations at this stage went to the domestic vendors for ERP solutions.
Unfortunately, the failure rate of ERP implementations got even higher, over 90 %
(Liu 2014).

3. 2003 to date: Some Chinese organizations realized issues from domestic vendors,
such as unreliable system, non-integrated functions, fatal database systems, etc., then
switched to foreign vendors. The rest of the organizations still relied on domestic
vendors, mainly because of the cost. In this stage, according to IDC report (2015),
there are too many software packages announced to have ERP functions in the
Chinese market. However, most of them were not fully functioned ERP systems.
Most of the current “ERP” packages are more close to a sub function in one of the
ERP modules. Therefore, on one side, most of the Chinese organizations need ERP
packages with Chinese characteristics; on the other hand, they are looking for inex‐
pensive packages. For other organizations, they are willing to adopt ERP systems
from giant foreign vendors. However, even large companies, like SAP, entered
China almost thirty years, there are still not many skilled Chinese consultants avail‐
able for their packages. In results, the reputation of the ERP systems from these ERP
vendors in China are expensive and difficulty to implement. Some of the Chinese
researcher even declared that the successful rate of ERP applications in China was
close to zero (Liu 2014).

Comparing the ERP adoption and usage in China and western countries, we found
an interesting issue that even for the same package of ERP, the results could be totally
opposite. Xue et al. (2005) argue that cultural issues could make ERP adoptions and
implementations much more difficult. Therefore, in the study, we focus on culture influ‐
ence on ERP adoptions, especially what are the key factors of Chinese culture influ‐
encing the successful ERP adoption of Chinese organizations.

2 Literature Review

Today, a vast amount of the ERP studies focus on management perspectives of ERP on
either implementations or post-implementations. However, cultural impact was not
addressed in previous research studies as a determinant factor of successful ERP adoption.
Only a few of studies concern the culture issues in ERP implementations. After study
different dimensions of culture differences, Alhirz and Sajeev (2014) only find a signifi‐
cant influence between uncertainty avoidance and perceived user involvement and user
resistance with ERP in a Saudi Arabia case study. By recognizing the cultural differences, a
Thai corporation adopted “Cultural Intelligence” strategy in the ERP implementation to
ensure the successful ERP implementation (Meissonier et al. 2014).
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The culture differences between China and Western countries toward IT/IS imple‐
mentations have been recognized by many researchers (Martinson and Revenaugh
1998; Martinson and Westwood 1997; Ping and Grimshaw 1992). Martinson and
Revenaugh (1998) argue that fundamental values in Chinese culture does conflict with
IT-enabled strategic change which generated from Western managerial culture on a
“harmonious equilibrium with the system and the respect of hierarchical authority.”
Sheu et al. (2003) study on four US-Taiwanese manufacturing organizations and find
five categories of culture related differences influencing successful ERP implementa‐
tion: language, culture, politics, regulations and management style. Soh et al. (2000)
identified three cultural issues including incompatibilities of data format between organ‐
izational requirements and the ERP systems, incompatibilities in processing procedures
required, and incompatibilities in information reports and presentations of ERP.

After analyzing the failure cases of Chinese ERP implementations, Liu (2014) points
out two cultural characteristics among Chinese organizations while facing to the ERP
adoptions: over self-criticizing of management capability, which makes Chinese organ‐
izations believe that everything made-in-China cannot be compatible with foreign prod‐
ucts, over estimation of the quality from Western countries, which causes Chinese
organization being easily persuaded by foreign vendors. Davison (2002) summarizes
the cultural differences on ERP implementations between North America and Hong
Kong into three issues: different beliefs in providing access to information, misunder‐
standing/miscommunications due to complications of Chinese language, and significant
difficult reengineering processes. Avison and Malaurent (2007), through a case study of
failure ERP implementation in a Chinese branch of an international organization, find
that four categories of issues: organizational, cultural, political and economic.
Additionally, they argue that linguistic factors are crucial.

3 Theoretical Background

Hofstede (2001) introduced a five dimension classification of cultures based on a survey
of employees in IBM subsidiaries located in fifty countries.

Power distance index (PDI) identifies how societies under different cultures regulate
the behavior of their members. In large power distance countries, the less powerful
members expect and accept the inequality of power distribution. Lower power members
are required to be obedient and respectful to higher power members. For example,
employees are rarely encouraged to challenge their superiors. In countries with lower
distance power, children are allowed to contradict their parents or challenge their
teachers. In ERP implementations, Chinese organizations always emphasize that ERP
is a so called “Leader support project”, which is similar to Top management support in
Western culture. However, in most of the Chinese organizations, there is only one leader
in the organization who is the King of the organization. If the ERP project gain the
support from this leader, most likely all the resources will be lean to this implementation
and the successful rate gets much higher for the project. Hence, we suggest the following
hypothesis:
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H1: The higher the country’s PDI score, higher leadership support more likely
will cause higher successful ERP implementation.

According to Hofstede (2001), uncertainty creates anxiety and people feel threatened
by uncertain or unknown situations, for example, knowledge of a life after death. Uncer‐
tainty Avoidance Index (UAI) describes how people adapt or cope with these uncertain
or unknown situations. In high UAI cultures, people tend to adopt technology, law, rules,
and religion to decrease the ambiguity of situations by making events clearly interpret‐
able and predictable. Organizations in high UAI cultures will not take unnecessary risks
and only plan and complete those projects with enough value that they can explicitly
approve in the market.

Since there are so many uncertainties in an ERP implementation, to avoid these
uncertain issues, organizations in high UAI cultures are inclined to stay with trusted
vendors and controllable scale of implementations. Hence, we suggest the following
hypothesis:

H2: The higher the country’s UAI score, the more likely companies in that country
are will choose vendors with better reputation implementing with reliable ERP
packages. Therefore, the successful rate of ERP implementation will be high.

Individualism and collectivism index (IDV) represents the relationship between the
individual and collectivity or the group in a certain society. Individualism and collecti‐
vism impact the decision making of a person in the society. Individualism culture is
more toward personal decision making with less influence from the surrounding collec‐
tivity or group.

For example, converting oneself from believing one religion to another is a highly
individual activity in the countries with high individualism score while, in high collec‐
tivism countries, it is more reasonable that people tend to change their views together
with their surrounding groups. In countries with low individualism culture, organiza‐
tions are more likely to adopt the BPR and implementation suggestions from the vendors
instead of having their unique methods. Hence, we suggest the following hypothesis:

H3: The higher the country’s IDV score, the more likely companies in that country
are to consider better BPR and implementation solutions, therefore, the imple‐
mentations will gain the higher successful rate.

The fourth dimension in Hofstede’s model is Masculinity (MAS) and Femininity.
Basically, Hofstede (2001) argues that gender differences come from the natural differ‐
ences between men and women. Culture could be more Masculinity or more Femininity
according to how the societies define and follow norms in different ways. From his
survey, Hofstede found two basic facts.

First, historically, masculine cultures tend to be more militaristic; second, masculine
cultures tend to be more competitive while feminine cultures try more to encourage
cooperation. Masculine cultures focus more on ambition, making quick decisions with
less cooperation. Therefore, organizations with higher MAS scores tend to implement
the ERP project alone without too much cooperation. Hence, we hypothesize the
following:
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H4: The higher the country’s MAS score, the more likely companies in that
country are to implement the ERP alone without too much involvement of consul‐
tants. Therefore, the successful rate of the implementation will decrease.

In his second edition of Culture’s Consequences, Hofstede (2001) defines a new
dimension of national cultures:

Long- Versus Short-Term Orientation. This Long-Term Orientation Index (LTO)
score is based on a Chinese Value Survey (CVS) conducted in 1985 from students in 23
different countries. Cultures with high LTO scores tend to persist for a longer time with
higher perseverance. The key words in LTO connotations summary are persistence,
perseverance, personal adaptability to different circumstances, and believe of the
happening of the most important events in life in future.

On the contrary, people in Low LTO cultures expect quick results, prefer personal
steadiness and stability, and believe that the most important events in life occurred in
past or occur in present instead of future.

Therefore, we expect that organizations in high LTO cultures are more likely to focus
on future results with long strategy and operations planning, and more receptive to
changes which may offer better results in the future, while as companies in low LTO
cultures tend to emphasize short term benefits and are resistant to change. Obviously,
ERP implementation will be a relatively long project, but the benefits will come even‐
tually. Therefore, organizations in high LTO cultures will be patient to work on the
project and expect the successful results.

H5: The higher the country’s LTO score, the more likely companies in that
country are getting higher successful rate for long term ERP implementation.

4 Data Collection and Analysis

A survey was sent to 127 organizations in three US cities (one large city, one mid-size
city and one small town) and 432 SMEs in three Chinese cities with similar city size
pattern. A total of 186 surveys were completed and 164 (71 from US and 93 from China)
were used in the analysis. Table 1 shows the industry distribution of the companies.

Table 1. Industry distribution

Industry Number Percentage
Industrial Manufacturing 31 19 %
Public Sector 18 11 %
High Technology 49 30 %
Education 12 7 %
Healthcare 26 16 %
Utilities 7 4 %
Others 21 13 %

The items used in this survey were adapted from Hofstede’s IBM and China survey
questionnaires. The reliability of the items was evaluated using Cronbach’s alpha [17].
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The coefficient alphas for the PDI, UAI, IDV, MAS, and LTO were 0.82, 0.80, 0.79,
0.75, and 0.81, respectively. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were also determined to
assess the convergence validity. Since all the attribute coefficients were somewhere from
high to moderate ranges, they were all retained for future analysis. Additionally, there
were no concerns about multi-collinearity because none of the coefficients was
extremely high.

The data were analyzed using multiple linear regression analysis. The purpose of a
regression analysis is to relate a dependent variable to a set of independent variables.
Regression analysis, therefore, was the most appropriate analytical technique in this
study to determine the relationship between customer commitment and innovation char‐
acteristics, between customer attitude and innovation characteristics, and between
customer commitment and customer attitude. Table 2 shows the hypothesis testing
results along with the conclusions whether the hypothesis is supported by the statistical
analysis at α < .05.

Table 2. Summary of Regression Analysis Results

Hypothesis Independent Variable t-value Significance Support
H1 PDI −4.987 <0.001 Yes
H2 UAI −2.858 0.021 Yes
H3 IDV 4.066 <0.001 Yes
H4 MAS 2.413 0.028 Yes
H5 LTO −1.055 0.302 No

5 Discussion and Conclusion

As demonstrated by the data analysis above, this empirical study supports hypothesis 1,
2, 3, and 4, while hypothesis 5 was not supported. Consequently, we can answer the
research question in our study. First, national cultural variables, such as PDI, UAI, IDV,
and MAS are related to successful ERP implementations; secondly, national culture
should be added to the framework in ERP implementation studies.

The findings indicate that level of LTO is not related to successful ERP implemen‐
tation. The possible reason to explain this result may be because the index was measured
in 1985. With the remarkable and rapid economic growth, Chinese culture of LTO may
change from the long term expectations to short term visions. Therefore, the results show
an opposite direction e between the two countries.

Our study provides substantive conclusions about the effects of national culture
dimensions on ERP implementations in organizations. We formulated a number of
hypotheses regarding the influences of various national culture dimensions, such as PDI,
UAI, DVI, MAS, and LTO. According to our data analysis, we found evidence to support
most of our hypotheses. We can conclude that national culture does influence the
successful rate of ERP implementations in organizations. Hofstede dimensions appeared
to be a good theoretical background for ERP implementation study.
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Abstract. Discourse particles are verifiably used in both human-human
interaction (HHI) and human-computer interaction (HCI). In both types
of interaction form-function-relations could be confirmed. Also correla-
tions with specific subject characteristics, personality traits and the use
of these particles could be uncovered. But these investigations are per-
formed on separated datasets containing either HHI or HCI. Moreover,
the subjects analyzed in both interaction types are not the same and
thus, direct connections could not be made.

In our contribution, we report about analyses of discourse particles
in both HHI and HCI with the same subjects. This enables us to draw
conclusions of the communication partner’s influence in relation to sub-
ject characteristics and personality traits. This will prospectively help to
better understand the use of discourse particles. By using this knowledge,
future technical systems can react to known subjects more individually.

Keywords: Human-human interaction · Human-computer interaction ·
Discourse particles · Personality · Subject characteristics

1 Introduction

In speech based HHI semantic and prosodic cues effectively communicate certain
dialog functions such as attention, understanding or other attitudinal reactions
of a speaker [1]. Furthermore, it is assumed that these short feedback signals
are uttered in situations of a higher cognitive load [4] where a more articulated
answer cannot be given. Among these cues the discourse particles (DPs), as
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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“hm”, “uh”, and “uhm”1, recently gained increased attention [2,12] also in HCI
[25]. We distinguish two types of DPs: “hms” are used to provide the listener’s
feedback and “uh” as well as “uhm” are mostly used as filled pauses. Thus, we
will shortly denote “hm” as feedback (signal) and “uhm” as well as “uh as fillers.
In HHI the interaction partner is able to understand the DPs and is using them
himself whereas in HCI the technical system as dialog partner is mostly neither
able to understand these cues nor using them. Positive exceptions are presented
for instance in [28]. But, DPs are verifiably used in both HHI and HCI [22,27]
and specific form-function-relations could be confirmed [15,17]. Also influences
of specific subject characteristics and certain personality traits on the use of
prosodic cues, such as DPs, were uncovered [9,24].

Enabling technical Systems to understand and use these particles will help
to detect crucial points within the interaction. A previous study we rely on,
analyzed three different interactions [6]. The considered corpora comprise HHI,
indirect HHI, where the subject knew that a wizard simulated the system, and
HCI, but with different subjects. A functional analysis shows that even if DPs are
used in structurally similar contexts as in HHI they do not always serve the same
purposes. For instance, feedback signals are often not directed to the hearer and
therefore are unlikely to display perception and understanding [6]. The authors
of [7] concluded that the use of partner-oriented signals (e.g. feedback signals)
decreases while the number of signals indicating a talk-organizing, task-oriented,
or expressive function (e.g. fillers) increased.

For this paper, we were in the advantageous situation to perform our investi-
gations on a dataset providing both types of interaction, HHI and HCI. Thus, we
could investigate which similarities in the use of DPs can be observed between
these two different types of interaction. Furthermore, different styles of dialogs
are present in HCI. As we also have additional knowledge about the subject’s
age, biological gender, and personality traits, we incorporated this information
as additional factors. In this paper, the focus is on identifying similarities and
influencing factors on the use of DPs in HHI and HCI.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows, Sect. 2 shortly describes
the methods utilized in the present investigation. Then, Sect. 3 describes the
utilized dataset providing HHI as well as HCI. Section 4 presents and discusses
the results of our investigation on the DPs use in HHI and HCI. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper and provides an outlook for further research directions.

2 Methods

As DPs are verbalized, we took into account the number of uttered tokens of
the subjects. These tokens are words and vocalizations. This measure is denoted
as the number of verbalized tokens (#Token). It varies from subject to subject
and influences the DPs’s use. Therefore, we used the normalized DPs frequency
1 As the investigations are performed on a German corpus, we decided to rely on

a perceptional translation: “ähm” is translated as “uhm” and “äh” as “uh” to be
consistent with German sounds.
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(‖DP‖). The subject’s number of uttered DPs is divided by the subject’s total
number of uttered tokens during the (considered part of the) HCI and HHI
interaction multiplied by 100:

‖DP‖ =
#DPs

#Token
· 100 (1)

Afterwards, we averaged over all considered subjects and calculated mean and
standard deviation. To analyze the impact of the different factors — user char-
acteristics as sociobiographic variables and personality traits, or communication
partner — we used a median split to gain two groups of subjects. Afterwards, we
used a non-parametric version of the ANOVA, the Mann-Whitney U-test [16].

3 Dataset

For our study we utilize the LAST MINUTE Corpus (LMC) [20]. It contains 130
high-quality multi-modal recordings of German speaking subjects during Wizard
of Oz (WOZ) experiments. This part is referred as HCI-part. It is already the
object of examination regarding affective state recognition [8,26] and linguistic
turns [21]. Furthermore, 73 of these subjects underwent a semi-structured inter-
view, which followed the HCI-part experiment. This part is referred as HHI-part.

The corpus was recorded with several opposing speaker groups, young (y) vs.
elderly (e) speakers and male (m) vs. female (f) speakers. The younreg group
was represented by subjects being 18 to 28 years old. The elder group consists of
subjects being older than 60 years. The combination of both age and gender led
to four sub-groups: (ym, em, yw, and ew). Additionally, several questionnaires
had to be answered by the subjects after participating in experiment, regarding
personality traits (NEO-FFI [5], IIP [10]) and further psychological user char-
acteristics including technical affinity (TA-EG [3]), attributional style (ASF-E
[18]) and stress coping behavior (SVF [11]).

3.1 LMC’s HCI-parts – Personalization and Problem Solving

The setup of the HCI part revolves around an imaginary journey to the unknown
place Waiuku. With the help of an adaptable technical system, the subjects
have to prepare the journey, by packing the suitcase, and select clothing and
other equipment by using voice commands. Each experiment takes about 30 min.
All experiments are transcribed according to the GAT-2 minimal standard [23],
enabling the automatic extraction of speaker utterances. For a subset of 90
subjects all DPs are annotated. Furthermore, each HCI-part is distinguished
into two modules, with two different dialog styles [19].

The personalization module, being the first part of the experiment, has
the purpose of making the subject familiar with the system and ensuring a more
natural behavior. In this module the subject is asked a set of questions focused
on personal details and on recent events which made him happy or angry.
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During the problem solving module the subject is expected to pack
the suitcase from several depicted categories, for instance ”Tops“or” Jackets
& Coats“. The dialog follows a specific structure of specific subject-action and
system-confirmation dialogs. This conversation is task focused. This part of the
experiment has a much more command-like regularized dialog style.

3.2 LMC’s HHI-part – the Interview

After the WOz experiment, nearly half of the subjects took part in a semi-
structured interview. Therein, they were asked to described their individual
experience of the experimental interaction and the simulated system [13,14].
The interview focused in particular on the subjects‘ emotions occurring dur-
ing the interaction, the subjects‘subjective ascriptions to the system and the
subjects’ overall evaluation of the system.

The interview questions were formulated in a way that the subjects were
enabled to speak freely, in order to get narrations, which allow examining individ-
ual subject’s experiences using methods from qualitative social research. Hence,
the subjects’ part of speech exceeded that of the interviewer. In order to ensure
a naturalistic, comfortable, open and friendly dialog atmosphere, the interviewer
gave feedback in terms of nodding and DPs, as well as further queries through-
out the whole interview (no strict feedback policy). To extract all DPs in the
interviews, a manual transcription and annotation has been performed. As this is
quite time-consuming not all interviews were translated completely and thus not
all interviews could be used further. For a subset of 64 subjects the interviews
are transcribed and all DPs are transcribed.

3.3 Utilized Subset

A subset of 44 subjects, having transcribed interviews, transcribed experiment
recordings and DPs-annotations for both interactions, were used for this study.
This subset of LMC has a total duration of approx. 30 hours of HCI data and
approx. 35 hours of interview data. The age and biological gender distribution
is nearly balanced, see Table 1.

Table 1. Distribution of speaker groups in the utilized subset of the LMC.

Male (m) Female (f) Total

Young (y) 11 9 20

Elderly (e) 11 13 24

Total 22 22 44
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4 Results

At first, we analyzed the different use of DPs in HHI and HCI. Afterwards, we
tried to explain these differences by examining different influencing factors.

4.1 Similarities Between HHI and HCI in the Use of DPs

To analyze differences between HHI and HCI the frequency of DPs-occurrence
is of major interest. This aspect is depicted in Fig. 1. As noticeable differences
in the various speaker groups were observable, the normalized DPs frequency
(cf. Eq. 1) is depicted for all groups of speakers.

The interviewer’s mean DPs frequency is 0.088, with a standard deviation
of 0.043. This is much higher than the observed subjects’ DPs frequency and
can be explained with the fact that the interviewer’s aim is to keep the subject
talking and show interest and understanding in order to achieve a comfortable,
open communication atmosphere. Thus, mostly short feedbacks, as DPs, were
used.

Fig. 1. Mean and standard deviation for the DPs regarding different speaker groups
for the HHI and both HCI parts. The stars denote the significance level: * (p < 0.05),
� denotes close proximity to significance level.

Regarding Fig. 1, it can be seen that a differentiation into speaker groups has
to be used for HCI data, because the specific speaker group differences can be
averaged out. Within each speaker group, the DPs frequency of the interview
is quite similar to the personalization module. Although male subjects have a
slightly higher DPs frequency within the interviews and female subjects’ DPs
frequency is slightly higher within the personalization module, none of these
differences are significant. But in comparison with the problem solving there
are remarkable differences. Male and younreg subjects used more DPs during
the interview and the personalization, while female and elderly speakers used
more DPs within the problem solving. For male, female and young subjects the
difference between interview and problem solving module is close to significance
(p < 0.07). Significant differences (p < 0.05) between interview and problem
solving can be observed for elderly male subjects and elderly female subjects.
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Fig. 2. Mean and standard deviation of fillers and feedback signals for the HHI part
and both HCI parts. The stars denote the significance level: ** (p < 0.005) and ***
(p < 0.001).

Further significant differences are prevented by the high standard deviation of
our samples.

Besides the average DPs frequency, also the ratio between fillers and feedback
signals is of interest, as this analysis reveals further information on the behavior
of the subjects in interactions with and without a human conversation partner. In
Fig. 2 it can be observed that in the personalization module the use of the fillers
is significantly outstanding (p < 0.001) against the use of feedback signals. In
problem solving the use of feedback signals and fillers is nearly similar. Analyzing
the HHI part, we observed a very different use of DPs. Nearly twice of all DPs
occurrences are feedback signals, which is highly significant (p < 0.005).

The frequent use of feedback signals in the interviews is expectable, as feed-
back signals are used to minimally communicate certain speaker and dialog states
and the existing interviewer is able to understand them. The lower use of feed-
back signals in the personalization module, although of similar dialog style as
the interview, indicates an influence of the absent human conversation partner.
But the higher use of feedback signals within the problem solving module in
comparison to the personalization module indicates that the use of feedback
signals is also dependent from additional factors, as for instance in this case a
challenging dialog (cf. Sect. 4.3). The distribution of the different DPs-types on
the speaker groups is relatively balanced in the interview as well as in the two
HCI-modules personalization and problem solving. Thus, group-specific ratios
of feedback signals and fillers are not depicted.

4.2 Investigating Different Influencing Factors

As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the standard deviation for all speaker groups is quite
high. Thus, additional factors seem to influence the use of the DPs. We inves-
tigated the subjects’ individual attitude in using DPs and his/her psychological
user characteristics.

Influence of the Subjects’ Individual Dialog Attitude. To analyze the
individual dialog attitude, we distinguished two groups, low scorers and high
scorers. Both groups are obtained by a median split regarding the normalized
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation of low and high scorers for the HHI part and
both HCI parts.

DPs occurrences on the particular parts. Low scorers have an individual nor-
malized DPs frequency below the median and high scorers have an individual
normalized DPs frequency at or above the median. For all interaction styles
(interview, personalization, problem solving), the number of subjects are nearly
balanced.

The mean and standard deviation for all groups regarding personalization
and problem solving module as well as the HHI part are depicted in Fig. 3.
As the distribution of low and high scorers for the different speaker groups
according to age and gender is equal in the interview as well as in the two HCI-
modules, they are not depicted. The correspondence of subjects along the low
and high scorers between the personalization and the problem solving module is
79.55 % and between both HCI modules and the interview the correspondence is
80.65 %. The difference of the DPs use between low and high scorers quite huge.
This substantiates the grouping in low and high scorers, as these groups produce
verifiably different normalized DPs distributions The subjects’ individual dialog
attitude remains the same for all interaction styles. High scorers have very similar
DPs frequencies. Low scorers are using fewer DPs during problem solving than
in the interview and personalization. But this is not significant.

Influence of Personality Traits. To investigate the influence of different per-
sonality traits, we differentiated between subjects with traits below the median
(low trait) and those at or above the median (high trait). We selected certain
personality traits, where in previous studies a relationship with the use of DPs
could be verified [24]:

– SVF positive strategies (SVF pos)
– SVF negative strategies (SVF neg)
– IIP vindictive competing (IIP vin)
– NEO-FFI Agreeableness (NEO agr)

The results are depicted in Fig. 4. Again, distinguishing according to age and
gender of the subjects does not show significant differences and thus the results
are not depicted. Analyzing the influence of personality traits for the use of DPs
in the interview data, only subjects having a SVF pos trait below the median are
using significantly more DPs than subjects above the median (p < 0.05). This
observation shows that, subjects having lower skills in stress management with
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Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation for the DPs divided into the two dialog styles
regarding different groups of personality traits. The stars denote the significance level:
* (p < 0.05), � denotes close proximity to significance level.

regard to positive distraction use substantially more DPs. For all other traits,
no significant difference and thus no influence is detectable. The normalized DPs
frequency is nearly equal for SVF neg, IIP vin and Neo age.

Considering the two HCI parts, no significant differences are noticeable for
personalization. For the problem solving module, the differences for SVF neg
and NEO agr have just close proximity to significance level (p < 0.07). This is
due to the fact, that on the one hand we compare very few users within a very
heterogeneous sample. On the other hand, the influence of psychological char-
acteristics heavily depend on the situation in which the subject is located. The
distinction between a open dialog and command-like dialog may not be suffi-
cient to describe the situation. Especially in the command-like problem solving
module very different situations are induced by the experimental design, which
also produce partly contradictory user reactions. This will be analyzed in the
next section.

4.3 Subject Behavior After Dialog Barriers

As discussed in Sect. 4.1, the distinction between a open dialog (personalization)
and command-like dialog (problem solving) may not be sufficient to describe the
subject’s situation. Thus, we investigated the problem solving module in detail.
Within this module pre-defined barriers occur for all users at specific time points
[8]. These barriers are intended to interrupt the dialog-flow of the interaction and
provoke significant dialog events: Although Baseline (BSL) does not represent
a barrier, it serves as an “interaction baseline” from which the other barriers
are distinguished. At the Weight Limit Barrier (WLB) the system refuses
to pack further items, since the airline’s weight limit of the suitcase is reached.
Thus, the subject has to unpack things.

First, we investigated the ratio between fillers and feedback signals. As it
is shown in Fig. 2, subjects use feedback signals and fillers nearly equally in
the problem solving module. The same behavior can be seen in Fig. 5. The only
difference is that the use of fillers and feedback signals is remarkably lower during
BSL than after the WLB (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Mean and standard deviation of fillers and feedback signals for the BSL and
WLB dialog parts.

Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation of low and high scorers for the HHI part and
both HCI parts. The stars denote the significance level: * (p < 0.05).

Afterwards, we analyzed which influence the dialog situation has on the indi-
vidual dialog attitude. Again, we distinguished two groups, low scorers and high
scorers. Both groups are obtained by a median split regarding the normalized
DPs occurrences on both dialog parts. The correspondence of subjects along the
low and high scorers for BSL and WLB is 85.31 % and 81.34 % against the two
HCI modules. Verifiably different normalized DPs distributions are produced by
low and high scorers. It can be seen that low scorers do not differ much between
the BSL and WLB dialog parts. But high scorers use significantly more DPs
during the WLB dialog part than within the BSL part (p < 0.05).

Fig. 7. Mean and standard deviation for the DPs of the two barriers regarding different
groups of user characteristics. The stars denote the significance level: * (p < 0.05),
� denotes close proximity to significance level.
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Finally, we analyzed the influence of personality traits on the use of DPs after
the BSL and WLB events. From Fig. 7, the following conclusions can be drawn.
Subjects having better skills in stress management with regard to positive dis-
traction use substantially less DPs. The finding on SVF negative strategies (SVF
neg) confirms this statement. Subjects not having a good stress management or
even having negative stress management mechanisms use more DPs. Subjects
who use DPs more frequently are also more likely to have problems in trust-
ing others or are suspicious and rather quarrelsome against others (IP vin).
The interpretation of the NEO-FFI traits also confirms the IIP-findings. Sub-
jects using fewer DPs show less confidence in dealing with other people which is
determined by the factor agreeableness (NEO Agree).

5 Outlook

Within this paper, we could show similarities and differences in the use of certain
DPs within HHI and HCI by analyzing the same group of subjects. Therefore,
we used the LMC containing both types of interactions. Furthermore, we dis-
tinguished two types of interaction within HCI (personalization and problem
solving) and considered interrupted dialog flows after pre-defined barriers.

First of all, we observed similarities in the occurrence of DPs in the case
similar dialog styles were used, but the type of DPs varied. In general, the
number of DPs between the interview (HHI) and the personalization module
(HCI), two similar dialog styles, is roughly equal. But the ratio of the two types,
fillers and feedback signals, is significantly different. This could be traced back
to the absence of a proper conversation partner within the HCI. This result is
in line with the findings of [7], that talk-organizing DPs are increasing in HCI
in comparison to HHI.

Another similarity is the constant influence of low and high scorers. Subjects
using only few DPs within HHI are also using few DPs during the HCI, with a
similar frequency. Thus, the absence of a conversation partner does not lead per
se to an increase or decrease of DPs.

Afterwards, we analyzed to what extent personality traits influence the use of
DPs. In the interview only an influence of SVF positive strategies was shown. To
analyze the influence of personality traits in HCI, we had to take into account
the dialog barriers. In this case, a significant difference in the use of DPs for
SVF positive strategies, SVF negative strategies, IIP vindictive competing, and
NEO-FFI Agreeableness was shown. The use of DPs is mainly stimulated by
“negative” psychological characteristics. Bad stress regulation capabilities will
cause the use of DPs in situations of higher cognitive load. This supports the
assumption that DPs are an important pattern to detect situations of higher
cognitive load [4].

By analyzing the subjects’ use of DPs after the dialog barriers, we showed
that both fillers and feedback signals are used more often in situations of higher
cognitive load, although the conversation partner is not able to understand these
cues. One possible explanation is that the subjects ascribe this ability to the
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system because they unconsciously assume humanlike characteristics and mental
states to the system [13]. Another insight could be drawn from the comparison
of the behavior of low and high scorers after the investigated barriers. High
scorers used significantly more DPs during the distorted dialog than during a
non-distorted dialog. This again shows the influence of the personality traits,
as the frequent use of DPs is an indicator for bad stress regulation capabilities
which will lead to an increased use of DPs within the distorted dialog.

Our results are in line with the findings of [7] showing that the use of feedback
signals and fillers is different between HHI and HCI. But we could also show that
certain dialog situations influence the use of DPs. In future, a deeper analysis
of the functional meaning of the uttered DPs, although not directed to the
artificial conversation partner, will be performed. Together with the knowledge
that subjects in situations of higher cognitive load tend to use more DPs, this
enables future technical systems to examine lonreg-lasting natural interactions
and dialogs and to identify critical situations.
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Abstract. Green IS relates to environmentally sustainable Information Tech-
nology practices in order to reduce business cost and lower environmental
impact. Currently, much of the discussion of Green IS is focused on businesses,
but the same practices can be applied to education or to anywhere IT or IS
related. It is viewed as needed in both business and education because it con-
siders the long term impacts of technology. This study conducts several inter-
views with employees work in an American university to explore motivations
behind Green IS adoption. The results are in line with work of Jenkin et al.
(2011a, b) showing that Organizations are still in the infancy stage of awareness
and Green IS adoption. In addition, we found Green IS education is one critical
factor current universities need to focus on in their process of Green IS adoption.
We also suggest that standardization and a rating system of Green IS are nec-
essary to encourage universities in adopting Green IS.

Keywords: Green IS � ERP � Education � Adoption

1 Introduction

Technology and information systems specifically, were not known to be environmen-
tally friendly. In recent years, that has changed and information systems that is envi-
ronmentally conscious is known as ‘Green Information System’ (Green IS). Due to the
concerns of global warming, most of society and many businesses are becoming
eco-friendlier and adopting sustainable products and solutions. Technology is constantly
evolving and due to our consumeristic society, the impulse of buying the latest gadget to
replace two-year-old electronic devices, has had a huge negative impact on the envi-
ronment (Jenkin et al. 2010). More electronic devices are consuming electricity, com-
panies and even universities need more and more hardware devices and software to store
huge amounts of data, analyze, and summarize the data to improve business processes,
thereby increasing the need for more data centers and both IT and IS.

Green Information System or Green IS is the effort of reducing the first hand
environmental impacts of Information Technology (IT) by making computing more
energy efficient. According to Murugsan (2008), Green IS is defined as “the study and
practice of designing, manufacturing, using and disposing of computer, servers and
associated subsystems … efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the
environment” This can be applied to any level or scale and therefore, is applicable to
anything from smartphones to large data centers (Fig. 1).
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Green IS is able to reduce IT costs in the long run, which makes it a stronger
incentive for its adoption according to a survey conducted by Dedrick (2010) (Com-
munications of the Association for Information Systems). The author points out,
however, that businesses are more apt to adopt Green IS if it makes financial sense. He
also states that IS managers are beginning to become more interested in the positive
impacts of Green IS practices due to the many positive benefits that can be gained from
its adoption.

Green IS has many parts such as virtualization of servers and storage, storage
consolidation and environmentally friendly IT actions (ex. double-sided printing).
Electronic waste management, also known as e-waste management is also necessary in
order lower the environmental impact of Information Technology and Information
Systems (Jenkin et al. 2011a, b). There has been an increase in remote group collab-
oration such as teleconferencing and using software such as SharePoint and Office 365.

Prior to the increase of green sustainability among businesses, the design of its
information systems and company culture were not environmentally friendly. Ineffi-
cient components of their information systems contributed to high electricity costs
(especially in data centers), single-side printing resulting in paper waste, not recycling
ink toners, and not recycling old electronics (computers, printers, etc.). Data centers,
especially, used excessive energy to cool the servers. Instead of businesses having their
own data centers, they could switch over to virtual servers, thereby reducing energy
costs and decreasing their carbon footprint. One of the main reasons for companies to
adopt Green IS practices was to reduce costs (Molla et al. 2009). Adopting Green IS is
not just limited to businesses, but to universities as well. Universities such as Florida
Gulf Coast University, have implemented environmental sustainability practices on
campus.

One example of poor IS design that could be improved with Green IS practices is
the traditional data center cooling approach. The traditional approach includes air
cooled computer rooms; this has many problems such as wasted energy due to the way
that air convection works. There is wasted electricity from constantly running fans, and
there is still heat created that dissipates but is not being used in any way (Li and
Kandlikar 2015).

Yet another reason for the necessity of Green IS is to respond to pollution caused
by population growth. Due to the use of fossil fuels and of fossil fuels being unsus-
tainable (Santoyo-Castelazo and Azapagic 2014), renewable power alternatives such as

Fig. 1. Green IS by Murugesan (2008)
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solar or wind power would provide more environmentally friendly IS. Fossil fuel
resources are limited and cause pollution which affects the entire planet. The amount of
fossil fuel resources needed in the manufacturing processes of IT infrastructure com-
ponents such as Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) are so high that IS
practices with less infrastructure use will greatly reduce the overall environmental
impact of a company or university (Williams 2011). Power consumption from a
university’s IT infrastructure is contributing to these environmental problems. Thus,
changing the source of power is a major factor in adopting Green IS (Blaabjerg and
Ionel 2015).

As The Climate Group (2008) announced that Green IS/IT could potentially reduce
global emissions by 15 %. In most of the previous studies, Green IS/IT are always
mentioned together. However, they are different. Green IT addresses the direct impact
from technology perspectives, such as energy consumption and waste associated with
the applications of hardware and software, toward upon the environment. Green IS
focuses on how to adopt a Green system to support other business initiatives to reduce
the negative environmental impacts, therefore it has more indirect impact on the
environment. Most organizations are willing to change part of their IT and turn it to
Green (Jenin et al. 2011), but update IS to green is more difficult and complicated. In
this paper, we focus the study on Green IS.

According to Brooks et al. (2010), there were several stages organizations com-
pleted in the past toward Green IS, from recognizing the Green IS, to realizing the
importance of Green IS, and eventually willing to accept and adopt Green IS. However,
even organizations realize the importance of Green IS and are ready for the Green IS,
many of the organizations do not necessarily begin Green IS adoption. Even though
studies to date explores some issue of Green IS adoptions, such as using TAM to study
the intention of Green IS adoption, few study looks at the motivations in pushing
organizations to eventually adopt Green IS. Moreover, we find no study focuses on the
Green IS adoption in educational industry. Therefore, we decided to study the moti-
vational drivers of adopting Green IS in universities.

2 Literature Reviews

Green IS adopts Information Systems as one solution to environmental issues and
problems (Dedrick 2010). Ryoo and Koo (2013) propose a Green IS framework to
reveal the current concerns of environmental sustainability (ES). There are five stages
in the model: there should be some ES motivating forces first, such as new laws, or
social norms to push the concerns to the organizations; then, environmental strategies
and technologies start to initiate the ES projects; organizational internal factors, such as
attitudes or intentions from different level of management or groups in the organization,
should also be considered after the ES initiation; ES alignment emphasizes the coor-
dination between Green IS and other systems in the organization; the last stage evaluate
the impact on environment.

To be more empirical, Grauler et al. (2013) develop a belief-action-outcome
research model to demonstrate consumers’ attitude and actions toward Green IS
adoption. The results indicate that a sophisticated sustainability report that satisfies
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consumers’ Green expectations could significantly impact/change the organization’s
reputation and consumers’ purchase actions (Fig. 2).

Jenkin et al. (2010) provides exemplary evidence for Green IS/IT. The authors state
one of the issues of adopting green information systems and technology, are that most
businesses do not put sustainability as a priority. It only becomes a priority if there it is
financially driven, meaning if the business will end up saving more money in the long
run by adopting sustainability practices. Electronic devices used in organizations such
as laptops, desktop computers, printers, and cellphones (company issued) have short
lifespans. When businesses replace legacy systems and hardware, it also contributes
negatively to the environment. The electronic waste or e-waste is not biodegradable
and over time when the metals deteriorate, it may seep into the ground. The authors
also point out that IS and IT can also be used to alleviate the negative impacts on the
environment and electronic/IT companies such as Apple and IBM, are addressing the
issue. IBM’s consulting division, Green Sigma, was created to provide green sus-
tainability consulting services to companies (Jenkins et al. 2010).

Even some organizations adopted green IS, their performances may vary. Molla
(2013) develops a conceptual framework to identify the sustainability performance
indicators of Green IS. He proposed four dements in the framework: Eco-Value gov-
ernance with measurability of both tangible and intangible Green IS benefits,
Eco-Process with embedded environmental criteria design in IS products and services,
Eco-Brand with customers’ perspectives of the balanced scorecard, and Eco-Learning
with ability to educate employees’ sustainability behaviors (Fig. 3).

To further study the Green IS and get a full picture of the sustainability perfor-
mance, researchers have different focus groups from different angle to explain orga-
nizational intentions toward Green IS adoptions. Gholami et al. (2013) propose a
Green IS adoption model based on belief-action-outcome framework. Through a sur-
vey of 405 organizations, the findings indicate that two macro factors in their model
shows different results. Coercive pressure is supported to positively relate to attitude
whereas mimetic pressure does not (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Research model from Grauler et al. (2013)
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From employees’ perspectives, Jenkin et al. (2011a, b) identify four types of gaps
in Green IS adoption based on their proposed research model and the interview results
(See Fig. 5).

1. Knowledge gaps: employees are not award of Green IS adoption in organizations;
2. Practice gaps: organizations doesn’t follow their intentions in adopting Green IS;
3. Opportunity gaps: after being award of organizations’ environmental issues,

employees identify additional areas that organizations could improve;
4. Knowing-doing gaps: even employees recognize an environmental issue and know

the benefits of Green IS, they do not change their behaviors toward Green IS.

Jenkin et al. (2011a, b) also emphasize that they believe organizations are still in the
infancy stage of awareness and adoption of Green IS. Therefore, our research is trying
to understand a little bit more toward the motivations behind the Green IS adoption in
education industry.

Fig. 3. Sustainability performance framework by Molla (2013)

Fig. 4. Green IS adoption model by Gholami et al. (2013)
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3 Case Study

This research adopts case study method to study the research question. We conducted
several interviews with several IT related employees in one American university.
Florida Gulf Coast University’s use of Banner by Ellucian, it is hosted at the University
of South Florida. The specific name of where it is hosted is the CFRDC or the Central
Florida Regional Data Center, which is an entity of its own. CFRDC and USF also
currently host this ERP system for a number of other schools in the state of Florida
such as University of West Florida, University of North Florida and the State College
of Florida. Before implementing Banner, there was a short time the PeopleSoft was
used as the university’s ERP system. Currently, staff at FGCU in Business Technology
Services work very closely with staff at USF in order to report issues with Banner and
deploy updates. There are no specialists in Banner at FGCU although there are spe-
cialists for Banner, Oracle Database Administrators and IT staff at USF that work
directly on Banner, manage updates and troubleshoot problems. The build of all Banner
modules at FGCU are based off of a duplicate of the ones in use at USF.

ERP systems for a universities and other higher education institutions are an
increasing trend. “Several IS education programs have adopted the hands-on use of
ERP systems for instructional purposes with successful results” (Scholtz et al. 2013).
This is used for academic purposes compared to business purposes that a traditional
organization ERP is used for. Some of the functions that these systems are able to
handle include accounting, student class registration, financial aid services, health
services and payroll. As with business, there are different sized higher education ERP
systems to fit the size of a university.

The primary interview was conducted with the IT director of Applications Group
who deal with the use of Banner and other systems in use by FGCU. The second
interview was conducted with a Systems Team Specialist at FGCU’s Business Tech-
nology Services (BTS), he has full access to Banner. The third interview was done with
an Analyst and Computer Programmer in the Information Systems part of FGCU’s
BTS. A fourth interview was conducted with a Banner end user, a Patron Account
Manager at the FGCU Library in order to get a different perspective.

Fig. 5. Green IS research framework from Jenkin et al. (2011a, b)
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

We summarize some of the question answers from our interviews in Table 1.
According to the knowledge of Green IS, the interview results show that IT director
understands the Green IS best, system specialist are close to the IT director, Business
analyst gets less understanding toward Green IS, and Banner end user only knows the
term Green IS. Therefore, to show an interesting results, we draw a diagram to compare
the knowledge of Green IS Vs. Confidence of Green of current system among the four
employees. The graphic (see Fig. 6) shows that the more knowledge of Green IS, the
less confidence one employee will have toward current system in the university. This
seems to be in line with the work of Jenkin et al. (2011a, b) that current organizations
need to educate employees about Green IS. This should be the initial step toward the
process of Green IS adoption.

Table 1. Summary of several interview questions and answers

Participant Do you find
Green IS to
be
important?

Do you think
FGCU follows
Green IS
practices?

Do you think
hosting Banner
(an ERP system)
in a centralized
location is a
green IS practice?

Additional
information

IT Director Yes We follow all
legally and
budget allowed
practices

Our current
practice is the
best we can
support

We try our
hardest, but
there can be
budget
restraints for
getting what
could possibly
be the best
technology

System
Specialist

Personally,
Yes

We follow all
legally and
budget allowed
practices

There is
definitely
economics of
scale by the
way we
manage one
server
compared to
multiple
servers for
running
databases

Business
Analyst

Absolutely Yes, though they
could be better
if it weren’t for
legal and
budget issues

It’s green to have
it hosted there

(Continued)
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Additionally, in the current priority of IS/IT, Green IS is not ranked on the top. That
is the reason the IT director emphasized “There may also be more environmentally
friendly ways of disposing of some equipment, but because of the requirements such as
that all equipment must be completely wiped before disposal. Due to the cost of these
legal requirements, it can be difficult to become more sustainable.” We believe the four
types of gaps summarized by Jenkin et al. (2011a, b) are the main reason.

Another interesting finding is that FGCU ranks top five among colleges and uni-
versities in the U.S for its sustainable initiatives according to a student blog website
(2014). However, the university and employees focus on the sustainable issues more
toward on direct impact factors of environment, such as green grass area, adopting

Fig. 6. Knowledge of Green IS Vs. Confidence of Green of current system

Table 1. (Continued)

Participant Do you find
Green IS to
be
important?

Do you think
FGCU follows
Green IS
practices?

Do you think
hosting Banner
(an ERP system)
in a centralized
location is a
green IS practice?

Additional
information

Banner
User

Absolutely Yes Yes I have not given
any in depth
thought about
the possible
environmental
impact of the
technology that
I use at the
university
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more renewable energy source, recycling policies, and so on. From this view of point,
universities need to consider more upon Green IS while they spent most on direct
environmental issues.

Throughout all the literatures, we rarely find any standard of Green IS. We argue
that this is one reason why it is difficult to educate employees about Green IS.
Therefore, the last suggestion we propose is that standardization and a rating system of
Green IS are necessary to encourage universities in adopting Green IS.

Future trends of Green IS appear to be moving to a cloud based model for
implementation. Cloud computing rents out computing resources which includes
infrastructure making it more efficient. In the United Kingdom, environmental factors
are one of the reasons for organizational decision makers to adopt cloud computing
(Gutirrez et al. 2015). Further supporting that this is a new trend is that much of the
literature about this topic was made recently in only the last five years. “Green IT is
again one of the most important issues for future development” (Nowak 2011). As
discussed earlier, a reduction of IT infrastructure is an example of a Green IS practice,
cloud based ERP systems use less infrastructure so they help meet this requirement.

In data centers and other IT rooms where there are large amounts of power usage
and heat, different cooling methods are being explored to reduce cost. These include
liquid cooled plates which are able to effectively dissipate heat. The way that data
cooling systems are being engineered are keeping energy conservation as a concern.
The wasted heat from these systems can be repurposed in order to provide building and
water heating in order to help other conservation efforts not directly related to the IS
practices of a company or university (Li and Kandlikar 2015).

Some limitations that we found were a lack of discussion on Green ERP for
universities or other higher education institutions. ERP systems in business have been
studied more thoroughly than ERP systems for education. The topic of green IS and IT
has become more discussed in recent years, but there has been little that looks at the
difference of environmental impact of ERP systems in a university. Authors would not
usually mention specific costs of an ERP implementation at a university. They would
provide some information such as how much was budgeted to a region’s education
system, but only a little information about how much was specifically spent on an ERP
implementation.

Another limitation that we encountered was the lack of research in the comparison
of having higher education ERP systems hosted in a centralized location instead of
hosting ERP systems individual at each institution. Due to the lack of research, we have
no way of knowing how often the centralized implementation model is used and the
potential environmental and cost savings that could be derived from its use.
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Abstract. In the last decade, many strategies have been employed successfully
to incorporate User Experience (UX) practices into agile development in order to
increase user satisfaction with the product. In this paper, we present a grammar
for stories of interaction called UserX Story, in order to remedy the difficulties
encountered by teams to insert UX aspects and usability requirements in the first
steps of software conception. An action research approach was applied to carry
out the research within the industry, allowing us to work closely with the agile
teams. The research cycle was split in three steps. In the first step, we carried out
a technical literature survey, aiming to investigate the use of user stories in the
agile methodologies, and additionally, an ethnographic study also was carried out
in order to understand how the traditional user stories were being developed by
product owners. In the second step, we proposed together with both teams - UX
and agile - a grammar to UserX Story incorporating two concepts of UX: personas
and Nielsen’s heuristics. In the third step, six product owners were invited to
implement the UserX Stories in real projects. After that, we interviewed the
participants aiming to collect their experiences with the implementation of UserX
Stories. Thus, we have found out that most of the agile teams approved the use
of the stories incorporating UX aspects.

Keywords: Agile · Scrum · User experience · Usability · User story

1 Introduction

Agile software development methodologies, such as Scrum, are being adopted by many
software companies, due to their lightweight and adaptive nature, seeking mainly deal
with the lack of predictability that is common within the traditional development
process. According to agile principles the highest priority is to satisfy the customer
through early and continuous delivery of valuable software [13].

Nonetheless, due to lack of awareness about usability issues during agile develop‐
ment, the focus is not specifically on creating a design with good usability [11].
Customers often focus in core functionalities. Especially when customers are involved
in providing constant feedback during software development, they are able to verify, for
instance, the ease of use of a system under development [25]. However, the usability
can be better assessed from the end-user experience perspective [23].
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Agile approaches emphasize different design styles, once the quality of design is
essential to maintaining agility. Design is considered a continuous activity that should
be performed throughout the software development process rather than to be an entirely
up-front activity [13]. The interest of integrating the User Experience Design (UXD)
into agile methodology practices has been increased in the last decade in order to provide
high quality user experience, and usability as an important item to add more value to
the software [18].

Many strategies have been employed, including some UX professionals who have
found ways to incorporate successfully UXD into their agile projects [2, 30]. However,
few proposals concern to incorporation of design methods and more suitable artifacts
to support the communication between designers and agile teams working closely. Arti‐
facts in an agile environment are important mechanisms to maximize the transparency
of information, and support decisions during the software development [27], while the
UXD artifacts are produced to outline useful solutions from understanding users’ needs,
tasks, and context of use [3].

Considering that the shared use of artifacts by both teams (designers and program‐
mers) is an important instrument to support the integration of the UXD methods into
agile practices, this paper presents a proposal to the incorporation of UX aspects
including usability recommendations in the elaboration of user stories, from interaction
scenarios. User story is one of the most popular artifacts for specifying and communi‐
cating agile requirements. In most cases, however, the user stories do not address
usability aspects, and take no account of real users’ needs and behaviors [15]. Recently,
in the course of a research project in a software industry, we detected that the Scrum
teams were having difficulties to insert UX aspects in their stories to define user inter‐
action requirements. In this paper, we describe the solution found to help practitioners
to write user interaction stories called UserX Stories.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the back‐
ground about agile requirements engineering, including usability aspects; Sect. 3 some
considerations about methodology, and research issues; Sect. 4 presents the research
context, the steps to build and evaluate the artifact adapted from user stories, discussing
the outcomes found in practice; and finally Sect. 5 presents the conclusions and points
out directions for further works.

2 Background

Agile development is more flexible concerning elicitation and management of require‐
ments than traditional software development, for the purpose of a quick reaction to
changes in order to match customer needs [13]. The main practices used in the agile
methodologies to transfer ideas from the customer to the development team are the face-
to-face communication and frequent feedback [26]. These practices allow the adaptation
of requirements that are discussed in detail with the customers during the development
process. The agile requirement specification is not centralized in one phase before
development; instead, this activity is evenly spread throughout development [4]. Rather
than written specification for creating extensive requirements documents, agile
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methodologies usually adopt more simple techniques. In Scrum software projects [27],
the most popular agile methodology, the user stories are artifacts adopted to define
requirements in a high-level [8].

User stories are defined focusing on customer value, unlike other forms of require‐
ments specification, which focus on system operations [25]. User stories are written
throughout the agile project in a common language, intelligible to the users, in an effort
to keep the attention and awareness on the needs of the users to emphasize their goals
[8]. Everyone on the agile team participates in the writing of the stories with the goal of
creating the list of features (product backlog) that describe the functionalities to be added
over the course of the project [7]. Once that user stories contain just enough information
to drive the development, more details about the requirements can be exploited by the
development team through a conversation directly with the customer and/or other stake‐
holders [16]. Acceptance criteria are commonly added to user stories to guide the
acceptance tests, in order to verify whether the stories were developed exactly how the
customer expects [7].

According to Ramesh et al. [25] and Inayat et al. [16], a major concern about the
iterative requirements engineering in agile development is the inadequate attention given
to non-functional requirements - often ill-defined and ignored - during early develop‐
ment cycles. Overall, software engineers deal with usability as a non-functional require‐
ment, believing that it can be considered later in the software development [28].

Usability requirements are qualitative attributes that specify user effectiveness, effi‐
ciency, or satisfaction levels that the system should achieve [23]. Some studies have
highlighted the relationship between usability and functional requirements, aiming
identify functional usability recommendations [19, 20]. According to these studies,
usability features, especially those with functional implications, should be dealt as early
as possible and included along with all the other requirements features, in order to
provide a quality user experience and to avoid any rework and further unnecessary costs
due to required adjustments.

3 Methodology and Research Issues

The last years, we have developed a project in partnership with a software industry to
integrate UX in their software development process. This company has more than thirty
years of experience in the development of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems
for several market segments. Besides mechanisms and techniques to improve the
usability of the ERP systems, other objective of this project has been to propose more
suitable artifacts to support the integration of UX concepts within Scrum projects, agile
method recently adopted by the company. Aiming to improve the communication of
usability issues between UX designers and Scrum teams, we proposed previously a
protocol for communication of design solutions and usability recommendations, whose
findings can be seen in [5]. In this paper we present a new proposal of artifact incorpo‐
rating UX aspects in user stories.

In order to carry out the research within the software industry, allowing us to work
closely with the agile teams, we have applied a research approach called SoftCoDeR
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(Software Cooperative Design Research) [6]. This research approach is based on a
qualitative method of Action Research called Cooperative Method Development (CMD)
proposed by Dittrich et al. [10], matched with the Design Science Research framework
proposed by Hevner et al. [14]. On one hand, CMD approach provides a structured
process of research, in which three phases are defined: (1) Understanding Practice
(qualitative empirical investigations), (2) Deliberate Improvements (aiming to solve the
problems identified in the first phase) and (3) Implement and Observe Improvements
(checking the effectiveness of the improvements). On the other hand, DSR provides the
guidelines to design artifacts of value based on both real need of industry (relevance)
and scientific knowledge (rigor of research).

In the following section, we describe the research context and the three phases of
the SoftCoDeR approach that was applied to answer the specific research question
concerning to the building and evaluating of the artifact adapted from user stories, inte‐
grating UX aspects elicited from interaction scenario.

4 UX Aspects on User Stories Elaboration

The aforementioned protocol for communication of design solutions and usability
recommendations had been proposed specifically to supply a need of the designers of a
formal procedure to report results of user testing to Scrum teams. The proposed protocol
was based on two UX concepts: personas and Nielsen’s heuristics. Both UX concepts
were primarily used to establish a common vocabulary among the developers, testers
and UX designers.

Personas have been widely employed in the fields of usability and user experience
as an artifact to describe groups of typical users by the creation of hypothetical arche‐
types. The personas can help create an empathy with users, facilitating the understanding
on characteristics, behaviors and their deeper needs [24]. In addition to this, personas
also can help in the development of interaction scenarios, and/or to describe tasks to the
usability testing planning [9].

Nielsen’s heuristics are one of the most used usability guidelines for user interface
design, developed by Nielsen and Molich in the early 90’s [22]. Also, these guidelines
are commonly used to support the critical analysis in usability inspections (heuristic
evaluation), and to check the problems identified in usability testing [12].

We have observed in practice that such concepts - personas and Nielsen’s heuristics
- can to improve the level of awareness and concerns on usability aspects of UX designers
and developers (programmers and testers) [5]. The incorporation of both concepts to
report the usability problems identified in user tests increased the level of reliability of
the agile teams regarding the recommendations proposed by designers. However, we
observed that the product owners (POs) were having difficulties in understanding such
usability concepts, and also they did not know how to incorporate UX issues in the
product requirements.

Considering that the POs were most familiarized with user stories to deal with agile
requirements, we have suggested an adaptation of this artifact incorporating the vision
of the user experience by employing the same UX concepts used on protocol for
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communication of usability recommendations. Thereby, a research cycle was started in
order to answer the following question:

RQ: How could personas and Nielsen’s heuristics concepts be incorporated into the
User Stories?

4.1 Understanding Practice

In the first phase, we have carried out (i) an ethnographic study in order to understand
how the user stories were being developed by POs; and (ii) a technical literature survey,
aiming to investigate the use of user stories in agile practices.

Regarding user stories development (i), we found out that these were being written
in a more traditional way, as the template popularized by Mike Cohn [7], shown in
Fig. 1. Such user stories were stored in a software used for issue tracking and project
management, instead of written on index cards or sticky notes.

Fig. 1. User Story template

As for the results of literature review (ii), we found some recommendations about
how to deal with usability issues and user stories together. Moreno and Yagüe [20], for
instance, have identified three ways to incorporate functional usability requirements with
user stories: (1) adding new stories to represent the requirements that are directly derived
from usability (called usability stories); (2) adding or modifying tasks in US (detailing
as needed); and (3) adding or modifying acceptance criteria. According to these authors,
there are usability recommendations that: have positive impact on the final quality of
use of software systems; can be considered as functional usability requirements that
complement the traditional requirements; and can be documented as user stories - the
usability stories - because both are similar. On the other hand, Barksdale et al. [1] have
used conceptual maps to design a complete picture to the user, detailing the connections
between user stories and scenarios. Scenarios are a type of design artifact commonly
used to describe how a particular user uses the system for a specific task, considering
the context and environment where it will be held [17]. The conceptual mapping was
proposed to mitigate existing conflict between designers and agile teams to communicate
usability and interaction requirements during the agile project. Still on scenarios, Sohaib
and Khan [29] also recommended the use of them along with user stories during the
exploration phase, and in addition, heuristic evaluation during acceptance testing.

4.2 Deliberate Improvements

Bearing in mind the research question, and from the outcomes of the literature review
and the ethnographic study, we proposed to the teams a grammar - incorporating
personas and Nielsen’s heuristics - to describe interaction stories, that we called UserX
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Story. The UserX Stories should be written from scenarios associated with user’s actions
and respective feedback necessary to achieve goals supported by the system.

Figure 2 shows the first version proposed to the UserX Story, whose traditional
grammar of the user story was modified, by replacing (1) <type of user> by <personas>,
to provide a clear target for developers to focus on; and (2) <some reason> by <Niel‐
sen’s heuristic(s)>, to highlight, from usability point of view, the positive impact on
user interaction to achieve their goals.

Fig. 2. Initial proposal to UserX Story template (1st version)

The initial proposal was discussed between the researchers, POs, Scrum Master and
UX designer. From the discussions between researches and practitioners, the artifact
had been improved, resulting in a second version to the UserX Story. In the second
version (Fig. 3), the user stories would be expanded from the outcomes of the data
collected in the user research phase. User research focuses on understanding user behav‐
iors, needs, and motivations through observation techniques, task analysis, and other
feedback methodologies, e.g. the usability testing and the recommendations pinpointed
in the aforementioned communication protocol.

Fig. 3. UserX Story template (2nd version)

The UserX Stories are told from the perspective of the persona, who needs a partic‐
ular condition for interaction. Such a condition can meet multiple personas. The stories
describe an interactive process wherein the persona has a goal to achieve, for this s/he
acts on the interface (interaction), to perform tasks (steps /features to effect the action)
in a particular context (usage pattern). The persona will assess whether the objective
was achieved interpreting system feedback. Aiming to verify whether stories were
developed such that it exactly met the user interaction needs, the acceptance criteria
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should describe the action, the set of conditions, and the Nielsen’s heuristics (action/
feedback) that will be satisfied once the goal is successfully achieved.

The workshop entitled “Interaction Stories” was organized in order to make a warm
up for the creation of stories adding the vision of UX through the use of personas and
Nielsen’s heuristics. Table 1 shows some information about the six POs who attended
the workshop. All the participants had more than ten years of experience in the IT field.
However, five out of the six participants had little experience with agile methodology
(less than a year).

Table 1. Overview of the workshop participants

Product Owner Experience in the IT field Experience in the
Company

Experience with
Agile Methodology

P1 14 years 13 years 6 months
P2 11 years 2 weeks 2 weeks
P3 15 years 8 years 6 months
P4 15 years 9 years 9 months
P5 27 years 27 years 3 months
P6 17 years 3 years 3 years

The workshop was divided into (i) explanation of the concept of user story, personas and
Nielsen’s heuristics (ii) presentation of the UserX Story; and (iii) an exercise of writing
stories from the proposed template, including the acceptance criteria. Some data collected
with end-users during a workshop about “User Research” techniques previously performed
with another group of participants, were provided as supplementary material to support the
proposed exercise. Some personas were also included in this material. At the end of the
workshop activities we discussed with the POs the next step for implementing the interac‐
tion stories in real projects, in order to evaluate the proposed artifact.

4.3 Implement and Observe Improvements

In this phase, the POs had one month to implement the UserX Story into one of their
projects. After this period, researchers carried out individuals’ interviews with the POs
to collect their experiences with the implementation of UserX Stories. Figure 4 shows
an implemented UserX Story for the redesign of part related for the issuance of reports
for a Tax Bookkeeping sub-module.

Most POs had shared the UserX Story with their respective Scrum teams, which
reacted positively, approving the use of the interaction stories, as well as the proposed
template. However, two POs had not implemented the UserX Stories in their projects,
since they were working on small changes that were related exclusively to business rules
(legal requirements), and such changes would have had no impact on user interaction.

As we have discussed with company’s practitioners, further tests will be needed to
evaluate the procedures in which user stories are written from items reported in the
protocol for the communication of usability recommendations. However, it was
suggested that, firstly, the items reported in the protocol should be discussed between
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UX designer and Scrum team. And then, whether the Scrum team agrees with the
recommended item, the item would be written in UserX Story template with the partic‐
ipation of the UX designer. Otherwise, the recommendation is discarded if, for example,
there are technical limitations preventing it to be implemented.

One issue identified during interviews was related to the level of detail that accept‐
ance criteria should be written. One of the POs commented that your criteria seemed
quite detailed; thinking that reaching a greater level of detail should be the role of testers.
Generally, acceptance criteria should be detailed enough to define when the user story
is satisfied. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that there is some confusion about acceptance
criteria and test cases. According Nazzaro & Suscheck [21], acceptance criteria should
answer the question, “How will I know when I am done with the story?” and test cases
answer the questions, “How do I test and what are the test steps?” Therefore, test cases
can require more detail than acceptance criteria. Remembering that, the main focus of
the acceptance criteria in UserX Story is satisfying usability guidelines.

5 Conclusion and Further Work

The outcomes of this work are part of a set of actions performed together with profes‐
sionals from a company developing ERP systems, whose main objective is the incor‐
poration of interaction design into the software development agile process.

This paper presents a solution to incorporate UX aspects into user stories, aiming to
guide and facilitate the work of the agile teams in terms of usability requirements. The
UserX Stories are told from the perspective of the persona representing a group of users;
and the heuristics are intended to reinforce the acceptance criteria to highlight the posi‐
tive impact of user interaction if the conditions were satisfied.

Fig. 4. UserX Story and acceptance criteria implemented by a PO
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Although the proposal of interaction stories has already been approved by the
majority of company’s agile teams, more research is required in this area through the
involvement of further organizations and agile teams. We found out that further tests
will be needed to evaluate the cycle in which UserX Stories are written from results
reported in usability tests. In the further works, we intend to draw up a set of guidelines
to target the use of the UserX Stories. Another issue deserving further research refers to
the granularity of the acceptance criteria.
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Abstract. Participatory Design (PD) is an approach that promotes the
involvement of end-users in interactive software design. PD can be beneficial to
software quality but can also raise concerns on pragmatical levels. There is no
technique to help designers decide on adopting PD besides their experience on
the matter. This paper proposes an objective questionnaire that gives clear
indications for this decision, with confidence grading and coherence analysis.
The instrument, called POP, can be used by non experts on PD, designers,
developers and software analysts. The instrument has been validated by PD
experts and by interactive software developers. POP was conceived for the
development of educational video games but can be applied to a wider variety of
systems. Results show that POP is able to clearly indicate when a project can
benefit from PD, and to also give clues on the difficulties it would be facing.
POP allows PD to be considered into projects that otherwise, would never
evaluate how beneficial the PD approach could be to system development and to
end-users.

Keywords: Participatory design � Decision-making � Questionnaire

1 Introduction

In Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), interactive software development approaches
that engage end-users, directly or indirectly (i.e. in which the needs, wants, and limi-
tations of end-users of a product, service or process are given attention at each stage of
the design process), are classified as User-Centered Design (UCD). One of such
approaches is Participatory Design (PD), in which end-users are involved directly,
becoming active members of the development team [1]. According to Abras et al. [2],
UCD can help designers by providing an understanding of factors (psychological,
organizational and others) that affect the usage of a software. This can help the software
development with high efficiency and efficacy, while managing end-users expectations
about the final product. However, PD also has its downsides, such as the need for more
resources (like time and money) during development, and the possibility that the
resulting product will be too specific, or hard to adapt to a different group of users.
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During the development of interactive software, the development team might have
to make a decision on whether to adopt PD practices or not. This paper proposes an
instrument to help developers, software analysts and designers on making such deci-
sions, and is structured as follows. The second section presents the fundamentals of PD,
while the third section focuses on related works. The content of the instrument is
presented in the fourth section, with the instrument validation being described in the
fifth section. The discussion regarding obtained results is shown and the conclusions
are presented, respectively, in the sixth and seventh sections.

2 Participatory Design

Participatory Design (PD) is an approach that transforms end-users in active members
of the development team, helping the construction of different aspects of a software. PD
started in Scandinavia (Denmark, Sweden and Norway) in late 60 s, when workers
started to pressure their unions for more democracy on deciding which information
systems would be used in their work environments [1]. What they were effectively
asking for was to choose the systems that they judged more adequate, whether because
of its usability or its features.

PD became popular around the globe. In America, it started being used as a mean to
develop software that effectively identified and satisfied end-users requirements [3]. In
practical terms, PD consists on integrating an end-user in the development team,
participating in different steps of a software life cycle, such as requirement analysis,
construction/prototyping and evaluation/testing [4].

For the application of PD, there are different techniques that can be used, such as:
BrainDraw [4], a round-robin graphical brainstorming technique; CARD [1], which
describes processes and activity flows through the usage of cards and; PICTIVE [1],
which creates low-tech prototypes of user interfaces.

3 Related Works

There is no instrument that helps designers to decide on choosing to use PD or not.
However, following related works defined certain aspects of the PD approach that can
be evaluated to a certain degree with the instrument proposed in this paper.

Bratteteig and Wagner [5] proposed a classification of the types of decision made
during PD, as a way to analyze how the division of power occurs between developers
and users. The decisions are summarized as follows:

• Values and concepts: how the participation occurs and how much will it affect the
final design;

• Vision implementation: how the design will be applied; what are the identified
solutions to the problems the software is trying to solve;

• Negotiations with the outside world: decisions not directly related to the software
like, for instance, the choosing of the users who will participate in the design;
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• Non-decisions: decisions made without deliberation or communication; inexplicit
decisions. The authors describe the action of “accepting a ‘gift’” as a good example
of such decision.

These decisions are made considering certain variables, like participants’ profiles
and applicable techniques. It is necessary to choose a technique that is adequate to the
user [6].

Inspired by the work of Greenbaum and Halskoy [7], a classification was proposed
by Bergvall-Kåreborn e Ståhlbrost [8], regarding the motivations of software devel-
opment with PD. According to this classification, there are three distinct perspectives:

• Ethical (democracy): human beings have the right to influence their destinies.
Therefore, they also have the right to influence technological decisions that affect
their professional and private lives, like choosing an adequate software;

• Curiosity (theoretical): projects motivated by the curiosity regarding the nature of
participation, best practices in participation, good and bad outcomes (for the par-
ticipants and for the software);

• Economic (pragmatic): projects with this motivation focus on achieving best results
as possible, regarding software quality and acceptance.

Despite the rationalization made by these works on the motives and values of
shared decisions, they do not present an objective way to evaluate whether PD should
be opted, or not. The proposal of an objective instrument that is easy to use, can help
the analysis of the outcomes that PD can bring to a software development project.

The instrument, named POP, presented in the next section, was based on empirical
knowledge from researchers, and do not conflict in anyway with presented
classifications.

4 Objective Participatory Questions (POP)

The Objective Participatory Questions (in Portuguese namely Perguntas Objetivas
Participativas, hereby called POP), is a questionnaire, created to acknowledge and
evaluate specific aspects of the participatory process, prior to opting for this kind of
approach.

The creation of POP was based on empirical knowledge, obtained by a team that
developed persuasive educational video games about drug addiction. Despite being
created in a very specific context, POP content is generic enough so that any interactive
software development team can benefit from it. The questions in POP were originated
from the advantages and disadvantages observed before, during and after the partici-
patory development of educational video games.

The questionnaire is composed of 11 questions, available in Appendix A. Each
question deals with a specific topic in the context of PD, as experienced by the
researchers. These topics are:

• Technical Benefits: some benefits and harms can easily be identified by designers
and domain experts. Therefore, it is important to take their opinion on the necessity
of using PD, or not;
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• Personal Benefits: a participation that brings personal benefits can be of great value
to those involved;

• Logistics: a participation with complex logistics like, for instance, a group of users
with limited time to participate, should not be advised;

• Profile: to depend on a very specific kind of user can make it difficult for a par-
ticipatory process to happen. Generic users are easier to be obtained, so it is more
likely that enough participants will be found to help the design process;

• Volatility: a group of volatile users can harm long-term participatory processes,
with little homogeneity on the participation and decision making;

• Group Size: large groups of end-users can be hard to coordinate and organize for
participatory sessions, which could delay development. Besides, finding a partici-
patory technique that handles a large group of participants can prove difficult.
According to Muller [4], PD techniques support up to 14 participants in average, to
a maximum of 40 participants;

• Empathy: empathy among developers, domain experts and end-users can facilitate
complex multidisciplinary projects, for it helps different teams to work together
appropriately. Antipathy, on the other hand, can make software development dif-
ficult in important steps of its life cycle, such as requirements analysis;

• Conceptual Contribution: the participation of end-users during requirements anal-
ysis is a first step to develop a software with PD that is adequate to end-users
expectations;

• Technical Contribution: participation in technical steps of development can help to
assure the correct implementation of previously established requirements, with
end-users helping to translate them into data, models, code, etc.;

• Conceptual Framework: as conceptual steps in the software life cycle result in the
creation of requirements, which are the fundamental to the software development, it
is important to use techniques for participation that help to obtain end-users’
requirements with clarity, in order to avoid as much rework as possible;

• Technical Framework: inappropriate participatory techniques in technical steps of
development may result in a low quality user interface, which is hard to compre-
hend and to work with.

For each question, there are four possible answers: positive, neutral, negative, and
abstentious. The positivity/negativity characterization of each answer is represented by
points that are assigned to them. Moreover, each question has a description text to help
designers understand its context.

During the development of educational video games using PD, the authors noticed
that, regarding decision-making, certain aspects of participation were more important
than others. To reflect that, some questions that have bigger influence in the recom-
mendation of PD, have answers with absolute values that are higher than the answers in
less influential questions. The definition of which questions have higher valued answers
was based on researchers’ empirical experiences.
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4.1 Decision-Making

The results from the questionnaire can be analyzed through three indicators, which are
based on the following variables:

• s: is the sum of points assigned to all the questions answered by the designer;
• r: is the amount of questions that were effectively answered, meaning questions

which answers were different than “d” (abstentious);
• m: sum of the absolute value of all questions answered by the designer. It represents

the best possible score the designer could have obtained with the set of questions he
answered.

With all these three variables, it is possible to calculate the indicators:

• Final Indication (fi): it is obtained by analyzing the value of s. If the value of s is
positive, then end-user participation is recommended. If it is negative, than par-
ticipation is not recommended. If it is zero, then it is not possible to conclude on
whether participation is recommended or not.

• Confidence (cf): represents how confident the fi indicator is, based on the amount of
questions effectively answered. The higher the confidence, the more grounded the
recommendation is. This indicator is calculated by Eq. 1.

cf ¼ r=11ð Þ � 100 ð1Þ

• Coherence (cr): represents how coherent the fi indicator is, based on the trend
observed on answered questions. In other words, it shows how many questions were
answered positively, if participation is recommended, or answered negatively, if
participation is not recommended. This indicator can only be calculated (Eq. 2) if
s is different than zero.

cr ¼ sj j þmð Þ=2m½ � � 100 ð2Þ

Analyzing all these three indicators, designers can obtain a recommendation on
whether using the participation of end-users or not, how confident that recommendation
is, and how coherent among each other the answers were.

For instance, the application of this instrument can result in a final indication that
participation is recommended (because s is positive), with a low 13 % of confidence
(because many questions were left unanswered), but with a high 84 % of coherence
(because most answered were positive).

5 Validation

This instrument was validated in two different ways:

• Experts’ Validations, to validate if POP is relevant as a decision making tool for PD
supported development, experts were consulted, with unstructured interviews;
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• Practitioners’ Validation, to validate if the usage of POP reflects decisions taken by
designers in real development scenarios, designers used the instrument in both
current and past projects (retroactively).

5.1 Experts’ Validation

During this initial validation, the questionnaire was evaluated by three PhD professors,
with experience in PD whether teaching about it in class or applying it in research
projects and software development. To help with this validation, they were provided
with a list of justifications for each question, explaining the reasons each of them were
created, how relevant they were to PD, etc. These justifications are not present in
Appendix A.

After they analyzed the instrument, each one participated individually in an
unstructured interview. Based on feedback obtained through these interviews, some
adjustments were made to the instrument: removal of some questions; changes in the
points assigned to the answers; improvements in the description of certain questions.

Questions removed were focused on applying POP into a specific development
methodology. With the removal of these questions, POP was made generic enough so
that it can be applied into many other development methodologies.

The point system was changed from a scale of −10 to 10 points, to a scale of −3 to
3 points. This way, it is easier to calculate the questionnaire results, for the variables
will have smaller values. Moreover, it was decided that certain questions would have
higher valued answers than others, in order to emphasize the importance of certain
aspects to the practice of PD. Questions that are more relevant have answers ranging
from −3 to 3, while less relevant questions have answers ranging from −1 to 1.

Finally, the description of some questions were improved, in order to clear them up
and make them easier to understand. Some professors judged that certain descriptions
were not really helping the understanding of the question’s context, and some con-
tained words not commonly used by practitioners. Where possible, descriptions were
changed to include advantages and disadvantages in each context, and more examples
of application.

5.2 Practitioners’ Validation

During the second validation, designers, HCI specialists and developers answered the
questionnaire in order to see if its results were similar to the decisions they had made.
Some designers answered the questionnaire retroactively, that is, as if they were at the
start of a project that is already finished. This way, it could be observed if the results
were consistent with the choice of the designers.

Professors who participated in the first validation, helped the researchers to select
designers for the second validation. In total, eight cases were analyzed (results are
shown at Table 1) with designers enrolled to each project using POP, whether it was
retroactively, or not. Selected cases were:
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• Case 1: Development of three persuasive educational video games, about the “12
Steps” program to fight drug addiction. Participation helped the creation of
end-users’ requirements, and graphical elements of the games;

• Case 2: Development of a software for healthcare industry, which managed mul-
tidisciplinary medical treatments in a health institute for the elderly. Professionals
participated to identify multidisciplinary tasks and to define software interfaces;

• Case 3: Development of a retail software, with end-users participating during
requirements analysis and prototyping;

• Case 4: Development of an electronic document management software for law
practice. Participants helped on requirements analysis and made suggestions during
ergonomic evaluation;

• Case 5: Development of an educational video game to help drug addicts during
treatment, to ease their way back into society. Participants helped to create
end-users’ requirements and the storyline of the game;

• Case 6: Development of an educational video game to help patients who suffered
stroke, to reacquire standing balance during rehabilitation;

• Case 7: Development of an educational video game to alphabetize children with
Down’s syndrome;

• Case 8: Development of an education video game to improve math literacy in
children with Down’s syndrome.

Each column of Table 1 presents data related to a certain case. The “PD?” row
shows whether each case decided to use PD or not. The following three rows shows the
results of each indicator generated by POP, respectively, Final Indication, Confidence
and Coherence. The last row shows whether POP was applied retroactively or not.

All recommended suggestions (fi) obtained by using POP were consistent with the
decisions taken by the designers. Low coherence values (below 70 %) were obtained in
cases 1, 6, 7 and 8. In particular, case 1 had the lowest value, for the aspects of logistics
and volatility had negative answers. The results indicate that, although recommended,
the participation could prove to be difficult to execute, since at least some questions
were answered negatively. It is up for the person making the decision to analyze
whether it is worthy or not to use PD considering the logistical problems he or she is
going to face, and if the volatility of end-users participating is harmful or not to the
software development.

Table 1. Results obtained during the second validation of POP

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8

PD? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
fi 4 18 14 16 12 −5 −10 −4
cf 75 % 100 % 66,7 % 83,3 % 100 % 75 % 100 % 83,3 %
cr 62,5 % 90,9 % 100 % 94,4 % 83,3 % 66,7 % 66,7 % 66,7 %
Retroactive? Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No
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6 Discussion

POP does not rely on a specific development methodology and therefore, designers can
use it to identify if a participatory approach is recommended, regardless of the
development methodology.

Experts’ validation resulted in changes that made the instrument more adequate to
professionals of the field, by using the right vocabulary. Moreover, the structure of
questions, explanations and answers were also improved, making the instrument easier
to be used.

Practitioners’ validation indicates the instrument is consistent with decisions made
by designers in real scenarios, meaning POP is a valid instrument for decision making,
with relevant contexts being reflected throughout its questions, and its different valued
answers.

While answering the questionnaire, the designer responsible for case 2 criticized a
question regarding how the resulting software would be used. If the software was to be
used spontaneously, then participation would be recommended to motivate users. If the
usage was obligatory, like in a class activity or corporate training, then participation
would not be recommended. After deliberation, this question was removed from the
instrument, because it was judged that both scenarios could benefit from end-user
participation. Even if a software is going to be used regardless of users’ motivation, it
can benefit from better analysis and be more adequate to users.

During both validations, no participant questioned or indicated the existence of a
similar instrument for decision making in PD. This suggests that POP is a novel
instrument.

Because of the way POP is composed, there is no need for a deep knowledge in
UCD, or even PD. Therefore, a designer can analyze if PD is recommended or not and,
if necessary, can focus on studying participatory practices.

It seems unusual for designers to consider PD in their projects, unless they have a
certain affinity with this approach. With POP, more designers can consider PD, for
there is no need for previous knowledge to use it.

POP was created to be a tool in a video game development methodology, but it is
structured in a generic way, so that it can be applied to any interactive software
development methodology.

The instrument can help designers whose motivation are classified as pragmatic [8],
because it helps them evaluate certain viability issues (logistics, volatility, empathy,
benefits and contributions) that are important to projects within this classification.

This viability information can also benefit decision making in projects with
curiosity (theoretical) motivation [8], because if POP results do not recommend par-
ticipation (with high confidence and coherence values), then the end-user participation
will be difficult to execute, with the risk of incorrect data being generated. These
projects can also benefit from POP when the question regarding personal benefits is
answered positively. This was observed in cases 1 and 5, during the second validation.
In both cases, the direct participation of drug addicts to develop educational video
games resulted in the transformation of the participatory process into a therapeutic
process, with the appropriate help of field professionals.
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However, POP does not help projects with exclusively ethical motivations, because
arguments that are fundamental to these projects (such as democracy at workplace)
addresses psychological and social concepts that are beyond the scope of this research.

Questions related to participation in conceptual and technical steps of development
can help in decisions regarding division of power [5]. These decisions are influenced by
the way participation is executed. Besides, by classifying the level of contribution in
participation, it is possible to analyze the amount of freedom that will be given to
participants.

The final form of POP, presented in Appendix A, is slightly different than the one
used during the validation processes. Some questions were removed, in order to
address only relevant contexts of PD, and the overall writing was improved, to make
POP easier to understand and to use.

Although in certain cases POP may not recommend end-user participation, there are
still other UCD approaches that could be considered by designer, developers and
software analysts, such as Contextual Design and Collaborative Design.

7 Conclusions

Although there are studies that classified different kinds of participatory practices,
motivations, division of power, and other contexts related to Participatory Design (PD),
no objective decision-making tools for designers were found.

The instrument proposed by this paper, POP (Perguntas Objetivas Participativas,
or Objective Participatory Questions in English), is a questionnaire that evaluates the
context of a software development project, and generates quantifiable information, in
order to help a designer on making a decision about using PD during development.
POP can be used by designers, regardless of their previous knowledge on UCD, or
even PD itself.

The instrument has been validated in two different ways, by experts and by prac-
titioners, and none of them questioned its novelty. Validation fine-tuned the instrument
that is presented in its final form in Appendix A.

Results obtained by the use of POP, indicate whether PD is recommended or not,
but the final decision is taken by the designers, which can be opposite to POP’s
recommendation. In such cases, the results of POP indicate if the project is losing a
good opportunity to involve end-users or, oppositely, how difficult and disadvanta-
geous it would be to execute their participation.

It is believed that this is a novel tool for decision-making in PD, and that it can
benefit developers and designer, by providing them with information to support their
final decision. This could help spread the practice of PD by showing to designers who
previously would not consider this approach, how it can be beneficial to their projects.
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A. Appendix

Before answering the questions below, reflect about: (a) What is the target audience
(end-users and their characteristics)? (b) Where can individuals from the target audi-
ence be found, to eventually participate?

POP 1: (Technical Benefits) What is the technical impact of end-users participating in the
software development?

Explanation/Example: Participation can bring technical benefits to development such as
requirements that are more adequate to end-users, but can also bring harm such as delays
and difficulties in conciliating end-users’ desires with domain experts’ desires.

(a) Beneficial (+2) (b) None (0) (c) Harmful (−2) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 2: (Personal Benefits) What is the personal impact for end-users to participate in the
software development?

Explanation/Example: Participation can bring inexplicit personal benefits to end-users,
such as improvements in interpersonal relationships, occupational therapy, acquisition of
technical knowledge, and others, but can also make users uncomfortable when
discussing certain aspects of the software.

(a) Beneficial (+2) (b) None (0) (c) Harmful (−2) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 3: (Logistics) How difficult are the logistics of allowing end-users to participate in
the software development?

Explanation/Example: Participatory tasks may require end-users transportation, resource
allocation, scheduling and etc.

(a) Easy (+3) (b) Neutral (0) (c) Hard (−3) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 4: (Profile) How difficult is it to find and involve end-users that fit into a desirable
profile for participation in the software development?

Explanation/Example: Generic profiles can be filled by most end-users, while specific
profiles can only be filled by a small group of end-users.

(a) Easy (+2) (b) Neutral (0) (c) Hard (−2) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 5: (Volatility) Considering the duration of the development project, how volatile is the
group of end-users that would participate in the software development?

Explanation/Example: Some groups of end-users are volatile, for they constantly change in
formation or organization, while non-volatile groups can remain unchanged during the
whole software development.

(a) Not volatile (+3) (b) Variable (0) (c) Volatile (−3) (d) Unknown (0)
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POP 6: (Group Size) What is the size of the group of end-users that would participate in the
software development?

Explanation/Example: Participatory Design techniques can, in average, support groups of 2 to
14 participants. At most, these techniques can support up to 40 participants.

(a) Up to 14 people
(+2)

(b) Between 15 and 40
people (0)

(c) More than 40
people (−2)

(d) Unknown
(0)

POP 7: (Empathy) What is the level of empathy between technical staff and end-users?
Explanation/Example: Technical staff can be composed of programmers, designers,
analysts, etc. Empathy must be seen as personal and professional proximity between
both groups. With a high level of empathy, both groups share a vision about definitions
and objectives of the software, know the specific vocabulary of each domain, have
similar previous experience working together, etc. With a low level of empathy, the
groups don’t know each other from previous works, have difficulties communicating
adequately, etc.

(a) High (+2) (b) Neutral (0) (c) Low (−2) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 9: (Technical Contribution) What is the potential for contribution from end-users
while participating in technical steps of the software development?

Explanation/Examples: Technical steps involve the creation of interfaces, definition of
software architecture, codification, evaluation, assessment, etc. Participation in such
steps may allow end-users to contribute with graphical elements to the interface,
codification with high-level programming tools, evaluations through interviews,
interaction tests, focus groups and controlled experiments.

(a) High (+1) (b) Neutral (0) (c) Low (−1) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 8: (Conceptual Contribution) What is the potential for contribution from end-users
while participating in conceptual steps of the software development?

Explanation/Example: Conceptual steps, like requirement elicitation and analysis, are
prior to codification and construction of graphical elements of the software. End-users
can contribute during analysis by presenting their perspectives about the software.
However, in some cases the requirements cannot be interfered by end-users.

(a) High (+1) (b) Neutral (0) (c) Low (−1) (d) Unknown (0)

POP 10: (Conceptual Framework) What is the level of knowledge (tools, processes,
methods, techniques) to involve end-users in conceptual steps of the software
development?

Explanation/Example: Requirements’ analysis and elicitation can be executed with
participation through brainstorming techniques and interviews.

(a) High (+1) (b) None (0) (c) Bad (−1) (d) Unknown (0)
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POP 11: (Technical Framework) What is the level of knowledge (tools, processes,
methods, techniques) to involve end-users in technical steps of the software
development?

Explanation/Example: Multimedia elements of the software can be created with
participation of end-users thought audio recordings, photographs, drawings, etc.
Authoring tools can enable participation in codification. Interaction tests and
questionnaires can be used during tests and evaluations.

(a) High (+1) (b) None (0) (c) Low (−1) (d) Unknown (0)
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Abstract. The importance of User Experience has been increasingly recog-
nized in the context of developing interactive applications. The Personas tech-
nique aims to help designers to better understand users’ needs. However, various
Personas techniques use too much information and the textual description
template does not explicitly guide designers in identifying functionality and
features of the applications. Therefore, some designers have questioned the
usefulness of the technique, limiting its acceptance and adoption. In this context,
we proposed the PATHY technique, combining Personas and Empathy Maps in
a novel approach. We conducted an empirical study to determine the partici-
pants’ perception about the usefulness and ease of use of the technique. We
analyzed the participants’ quantitative and qualitative answers. The study
showed that PATHY was considered both easy to use and useful. Furthermore,
the results of the study offer insights for further improvements of the technique.

Keywords: Users’ needs � Empathy � Personas � User experience � Empathy
map

1 Introduction

Considering users’ needs and emotions when interacting with a product is a key factor
to software product success [23]. The importance of UX has steadily increased in the
context of developing products that meet human expectations, by exploring these needs
[1, 20]. A deep understanding about the users who will interact with the application is
essential to develop and deliver useful systems [3]. The Personas technique aims to
help software engineers to better understand the users’ needs.

The Personas technique consists of gathering data about users, in order to provide
the development team with an understanding about users’ characteristics; defining
personas based on this understanding; and keeping focus on these personas throughout
software development [3]. Personas can instigate teams to think about users and their
needs during the design process, supporting efficient design decisions while avoiding
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incorrect generalizations, and communicating knowledge about users to various
stakeholders [15].

Despite those benefits, the technique is mainly criticized for being hard to imple-
ment [16]. Personas can be freely created; no guidance is given to software engineers
about what should be described. Therefore, personas may contain information that is
useless for the application being developed. A perception of low utility reduces the
acceptance of a technique by designers.

We can use Empathy Maps (EM) to guide the personas creation with real user
groups and to promote innovative ideas generation [17], supporting the design of
business models based on the clients’ perspectives [17]. EM proposes checklist
questions to create customer segment profiles and a visual template to simplify its
implementation. In our work, we adapted EM for personas creation.

We created the PATHY technique based on both Empathy Maps and Personas,
aiming to help software engineers to reflect on the users’ needs. To support application
design, PATHY includes a template based on an EM template to cover both personas
and software characteristics. Therefore, the PATHY technique provides better guidance
for software engineers in thinking about the application features based on personas.

To evaluate PATHY, we conducted an empirical study to determine the partici-
pants’ perception about the technique’s usefulness and ease of use. During this study,
we used the PATHY technique to help understand characteristics of the users and of the
application being designed. Besides using the technique, participants answered a
questionnaire about their perception of PATHY. We analyzed the participants’ quan-
titative and qualitative answers. The study showed that the PATHY technique was
considered easy to use and useful. Furthermore, the results of the study offer insights
for further improvements of the technique.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present some concepts about User
Experience, Personas and Empathy Map. In Sect. 3 we present the PATHY technique.
In Sect. 4 we describe the study, followed by results in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions
and comments about future work are provided in Sect. 6.

2 Background

2.1 User Experience

According to ISO 9241-210 [11], User eXperience (UX) is defined as: ‘a person’s
perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of a product,
system or service’. Such definition can be complemented by other interpretations, such
as ‘User experience explores how a person feels about using a product, i.e., the
experiential, effective, meaningful and valuable aspects of product use’ [22].

Modeling users is essential to understand, predict and reason about UX processes,
and cause consequences to software design [14]. A product that meets or exceeds users’
needs and expectations results in a positive user experience. However, a product that
fails to satisfy users’ needs and expectations results in a negative user experience [15].
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2.2 Personas

A Persona is a hypothetical archetype of a real user [17], which describes a user’s
goals, skills, and interests [4]. Personas should be employed during technology design
and development phases to avoid the ‘elastic user’ problem, i.e., a user description that
can be modified to meet designers’, developers’, or stakeholders’ needs, [15], but not
the real users’.

In order to describe Personas, some of their characteristics should be detailed, such
as: name, image, clothes, occupation, family, friends, pets, age, sex, ethnicity, edu-
cation, socioeconomic status, life story, goals, and tasks [10]. Software engineers may
choose different ways to represent personas, but they are usually represented in textual
form, enhanced by a picture.

Some techniques to describe personas have been proposed to involve users in the
software development process. Castro et al. [3] proposed the Personas* technique
based on Cooper’s version, including new steps to adapt personas to the software
development process. In one of the stages use cases are built, based on both generated
personas and on obtained knowledge about users after the personas creation process.
Javahery and Ahmed [12] proposed the P2P technique, using the concept of personas to
document and model user experiences. In this technique, design patterns are derived
from personas to build the application user interface. Most Personas techniques make
use of text with lots of information to describe personas [3, 6, 7, 12, 18]. However, a
vast part of this information may not be useful to develop the application. Having too
much information can cause personas to be considered as a tiring technique and this
may lead to resistance in using the personas technique in software development. In
addition, the textual description template does not explicitly give directions to
designers about how to identify functionality and features of the applications. Inex-
perienced software engineers cannot stay focused on the application while creating
personas and then the created personas will not be used. Therefore, some designers
have questioned the usefulness of the technique, limiting its acceptance and adoption.

Among the benefits of using Personas, Cooper [4] mentions: (1) Provides support
to the development team on understanding characteristics of a user group; (2) Proposes
solutions related to major users’ needs; and (3) Provides a human face as a way to bring
potential users closer to the development team and represent them in a demographic
context. Software designers use personas in two ways: in creating them and in com-
municating knowledge about users to other stakeholders [10]. However, the use of
Personas is controversial. Personas creation can involve a lot of creativity, distancing
them from real users. Moreover, verifying whether the described personas reflect rel-
evant aspects of the application which is about to be developed is considered a hard
task.

2.3 Empathy Map

Empathy Map (EM) is a technique that assists in designing business models according
to customers’ perspectives. It goes beyond demographic characteristics and develops a
better understanding of a customer’s environment, behavior, aspirations and concerns
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[17]. The EM goal is to create a degree of empathy for a specific person (or group of
people) [9]. An empathy map reveals the rationale underlying users’ actions, decisions
and choices; therefore it helps in designing for users’ real needs [1].

Matthews [9] proposed four different areas that should be covered when creating an
empathy map: What does the person hear? think and feel? see? say and do? Bland [2]
mentioned Pain and Gain as important areas to look for, resulting in the template
depicted in Fig. 1.

3 The PATHY Technique

We developed the PATHY (Personas EmpATHY) technique to help to design for the
users’ needs, with the goal of improving the quality of the designed application and
thus provide a better user experience. PATHY uses the Personas technique to create
empathy with the users so as to identify their characteristics and problems.

The PATHY Technique unites Personas and Empathy Map. We adapted the EM
template to present a persona’s characteristics that can influence the application
development. In addition to those characteristics, the technique also deals with the
features that a persona would like in the application. The PATHY template is divided in
six fields: (a) Do; (b) Feel/Think/Believe; (c) Experience with technology; (d) Prob-
lems; (e) Needs, and (f) Existing Solutions. Each field has a set of questions to guide
the creation of the persona (see Figs. 2 and 3). The PATHY technique fields were
adapted from the EM fields based on the results of a previous study where the structure
of the EM was evaluated [8]. From the data analysis of this previous study using the
EM it was possible to obtain suggestions for improvements, and from that, the PATHY
technique was generated. Furthermore, to improve the support to software develop-
ment, we added a second part in the PATHY technique, to deal with issues related to
identifying the application features and characteristics. PATHY provides better guid-
ance for software developers in thinking about application’s features based on a per-
sona’s description.

Figure 2 shows the first part of the PATHY template, where the characteristics
regarding the persona are described, and its guide questions. Figure 3 shows the second
part of the template, where the persona’s problems and existing solutions to those
problems are described, and its guide questions. The fields that form the PATHY
technique template are described in the following.

Fig. 1. Empathy map template [17]
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• Do: the characteristics of the persona’s routine, including his hobbies, relevant
aspects of the environment in which he lives and a description of the people with
whom he lives.

• Feel/Think/Believe: subjective characteristics of the persona, including his ideas,
aspects of his personality, his fears, and frustrations.

• Experience with Technology: the experiences that the persona had with other
technologies, as well as application characteristics that please and displease the
persona. The goal of this field is to get a better understanding of the user’s
preferences.

• Problems: the problems the persona faces, which can be resolved by the application
being designed. The goal of this field is to get a better understanding of the user’s
problems.

• Needs: what is needed to solve the problems described in the previous field.
• Existing Solutions: existing solutions to solve the problems, as well as ideas to

improve them or to include them in the application to be designed.

Fig. 2. First part of the PATHYs’ template

Fig. 3. Second part of the PATHYs’ template
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4 Designing Personas Using PATHY

In order to evaluate PATHY, we conducted an empirical study to determine the par-
ticipants’ perception about the usefulness and ease of use of the technique. During this
study, we applied PATHY to generate personas and to identify the applications
requirements from the information in the personas. The study was carried out with 23
third-year Computer Science students. They had already taken classes on
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Software Engineering and had designed and
developed more than one application.

The study was carried out in two parts. First, the participants created personas based
on the textual description provided. Second, the participants formed groups of four
people. Each group should write the description of an application that they would like
to develop. After choosing the application, the participants had one 1-hour lesson on
how to use the PATHY technique. Furthermore, examples of how to use the technique
were presented. Each group created the persona for their previously chosen application.
Table 1 presents examples of some characteristics filled in the fields of the PATHY
template regarding two applications chosen by the participants. One application is to
denounce pedophilia. The second application is to help people solve mechanical car
problems.

In this study, we used the factors defined within the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) [5] to investigate the participants’ perception of the PATHY technique.
The TAM model is based on two factors [13]:

• Perceived Usefulness, defined as ‘the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular technology would improve their job performance’;

• Perceived Ease of use, defined as ‘the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular technology would be free of effort’ [13].

On the questionnaire we employed a six-point scale with the items: totally agree,
strongly agree, partially agree, partially disagree, strongly disagree and totally disagree.
We did not use an intermediate level as suggested by Laitenberger and Dreyer [13],
since this neutral level does not provide information regarding the side to which the
participants are inclined (either positive or negative).

Besides the items regarding usefulness and ease of use of PATHY, to which the
participants had to indicate their degree of agreement, we added the following three
questions to the questionnaire to obtain some qualitative feedback:

• If you had to use personas again, would you choose the textual description or the
PATHY technique? Why?

• What aspects of the PATHY technique do you consider positive?
• What aspects of the PATHY technique do you consider negative?
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5 Results

5.1 Quantitative Analysis

For the analysis of the quantitative results, we considered the participants’ answers
regarding the empathy map on usefulness and ease of use. Table 2 shows the answers
to each statement related to the perceived usefulness of the PATHY. The statements
were ‘Using PATHY would…’

• U1 enable me to create Personas more quickly.
• U2 improve my performance when creating personas.
• U3 increase my productivity when creating personas.
• U4 enhance my effectiveness when creating personas.
• U5 make it easier to create personas.
• U6 be useful for creating personas in my projects.

Table 1. Examples of filled-in PATHY fields

Field Persona 1
(denouncing pedophilia)

Persona 2 (car problems)

Do ‘I live with my husband and my two
children: one is 7 years old and the
other one is 9 years old.’

‘I am a college student; I study
psychology at night and work
during the day. I just bought my
first car and I do not quite
understand how it works.’

Feel/think/
believes

‘Violence is increasing in our days,
which is what worries me. I’m
afraid that something might
happen to my family.’

‘Because I am new in town and I do
not understand the car mechanics I
feel afraid to hire an unreliable
mechanical service.’

Technology
experience

‘I use a smartphone as a tool’
‘I use applications to support
communication (e.g. whatsapp)’

‘I make frequent use of the phone.’
‘I like applications that facilitate my
daily life’

Problems ‘I worry about what my children
access on the Internet.’

‘I am concerned with who my
children, who are minors, are
chatting with on the internet.’

‘She doesn’t know where the places
in the city are.’

‘She has no ability to solve
mechanical problems.’

Needs ‘Identifying the content of the
conversations in order to prevent
pedophilia.’

‘Monitor the child’s behavior on the
web’

‘Find someone of trust to solve her
problem.’

‘Having qualified help available to
meet her at the location of an
unexpected problem/accident.’

Existing
solutions

‘There is a site in England that
tracks pedophiles surfing the
internet.’

‘Google maps’
‘Foursquare’
‘Ask acquaintances’
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The results regarding usefulness showed that most of the participants considered
PATHY useful for creating Personas. Table 3 shows the answers regarding the per-
ceived ease of use of the PATHY technique. The statements were:

• E1 Learning how to use the PATHY would be easy for me.
• E2 I understood what I had to provide in every part of PATHY.
• E3 It is easy to remember how to create personas using PATHY.
• E4 Using PATHY it was easy to create the persona that I wanted.
• E5 It was easy to become skillful in creating personas using PATHY.
• E6 I find PATHY easy to use.

5.2 Qualitative Analysis

We have also conducted a qualitative analysis of the participants’ textual answers.
Qualitative methods support a better comprehension of the issues that need a more
specific and detailed analysis, allowing the researcher to consider human behavior and
thoroughly understand the studied object [19]. The qualitative analysis performed in
this work is based on procedures from Grounded Theory, namely coding, i.e., the
process of assigning meaning to the data [21].

While we analyzed the data contained within the questionnaire, we created codes
associated with text fragments. Another researcher reviewed the codes related with the
citations in each questionnaire transcription. This researcher verified the codes and
categories in order to audit the coding process and therefore to mitigate the bias
eventually caused by the participation of a single researcher in the coding process.

After the open coding, we initiated the axial coding phase, creating relationship
codes. We identified three main groupings: (a) Ease of use of PATHY; (b) Benefit for
the creation of Personas by using PATHY; and (c) PATHY’s limitations. Table 4
shows the codes regarding ease of use and benefits of use of the PATHY technique.

Through the qualitative analysis, we identified that the technique helps to:

• understand what should be designed (see quotation from P04 and P03 below);
‘(…) it makes it easy to elicit the features that can be used in the software.’ –
P04

Table 2. Number of participants who agreed or disagreed with each statement related to the
perceived usefulness, together with a sample quotation

Item Disagree Agree Quotation

U1 2 21 ‘The need to incorporate a persona makes the process very
subjective and time consuming.’ – P15

U2 0 23 ‘The performance has greatly improved due to the fact that
there are guides on how to fill out the template.’ – P09

U3 0 23 ‘The process was more quickly and productive.’ – P10
U4 0 23 ‘With PATHY the persona was richer in details.’ – P05
U5 1 22 ‘(…) It has many fields with details’ – P16
U6 1 22 ‘PATHY helps me get useful information (…)’ – P13
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‘(..)Description of problems/needs and solutions, it is essential to better
understand what needs to be designed.’ – P03

• think in the important characteristics for the application (see quotation from P18 and
P12 below). This is a very relevant result, once PATHY’s main aim is to help
designers describe personas according to the desired features for the software.

‘I found many other things that our app can do, beyond what was proposed
before.’ – P18
‘Somehow it makes you focus on the important features for application.’ – P12

The discovery of relevant characteristics can help in the design of an application
that meets the users’ needs. Since this was the motivation for proposing PATHY, we
carried on an additional analysis aiming at discovering which characteristics for the
software applications were identified using the technique. Table 5 presents the features

Table 3. Number of participants who agreed or disagreed with each statement related to the
perceived ease of use, together with a sample quotation

Item Disagree Agree Quotation

E1 0 23 ‘(…) it is easy to learn how to use it.’ – P23
E2 1 22 ‘it is more simple to understand the filled fields (…)’ – P09
E3 1 22 The participant who disagreed did not explain why.
E4 1 22 The participant who disagreed did not explain why.
E5 1 22 The participant who disagreed did not explain why.
E6 0 23 ‘I could understand how to use it in a short time and is very

simple and easy to use.’ – P18

Table 4. Comments about Ease of Use and Benefits of use

Group Quotations

Ease of use It is easy to learn how to use PATHY: ‘PATHY has practical ways to create
personas; it is also easy to learn how to use it.’ – P23

It is easy to fill out: ‘Fields are simple to understand, that is why there is an
improvement in the efficiency’ – P09

The approach is simple: ‘The approach is simple and has a broad scope
(needs, existing products, experiences that he already has)’ – P17

The guiding questions are easy to understand: ‘The guides/guidelines are easy
to understand, in simple language.’ – P18

Benefit of
use

It helps to create persona more accurately: ‘The persona was created quickly
and accurately.’ – P13

It helps to create personas with richer details: ‘With PATHY the persona
becomes richer in detail’ – P05

It helps to think about the users’ needs: ‘(…) All the guide questions helped
identifying the real needs of the target user of the application.’ – P07

It helps to think about the subjective characteristics of the persona: ‘(…) With
the technique I was able to describe the persona in several situations, as well
as his states of mind and humor.’ – P03
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described in the PATHY’s template for the different software applications. These
features formed the basis for some requirements of the software applications.

In addition to helping to identify application characteristics, PATHY helps to think
about similar characteristics in other applications. These characteristics were collected
in the field “Existing Solutions”. Table 6 presents some examples of characteristics of
other applications that can be improved or reused on the application to be designed.

From the qualitative analysis, we identified some limitations in the technique:

• The choice of the technique depends on the type of project: ‘(…) I consider that the
variety of elicited details provides a broad view. On the other hand, this variety may
not be useful, depending on the scope of the application.’ – P04

• It does not show relationships between the persona and environment: ‘the rela-
tionship between the persona and its environment/society is missing’ – P03

• It limits the description of the persona: ‘(…) sometimes it limits the designer
because he only follows the guidelines set in the form.’ – P18

Despite P18’s opinion that PATHY restricts the description of the persona, some
participants stated the contrary, i.e., the technique helps create a more detailed persona:

‘(…) it has, in detail, all the necessary information that helps me develop the
personas for my project.’ – P14

Furthermore, the technique was also described as broad:

‘The description was more consistent and broad.’ – P10

To overcome those limitations and improve the technique, we propose the
following:

Table 5. Identified characteristics for the applications

Application description Identified characteristics

To hitch a ride Option to request ride
Option to call a taxi

To combine sounds and create ring tone Application should be quick and simple
List the audio files that are on mobile

To control calories Indicate places where the diet products are sold
Indicate the prices of diet products

Table 6. Identified similar characteristics of other applications

Application description Similar characteristics

To hitch a ride There are applications that inform bus routes in the city.
To combine sounds and
create music

There is similar software for creating music but there is not a
mobile version.

To control calories There is an application that shows restaurants but does not show
the nutritional information of the dishes served.
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• Scenario Integration: In addition to describing the persona and the characteristics
of the application, the designers will be able to describe a scenario representing the
context of use of the application.

• Fields Choice: From the description of the fields, the designer can choose which
fields he wants to use in order to make the description of the persona. The fields can
be chosen according to the needs of each project.

In this section, we noted that the qualitative research helped us identify the cate-
gories and relationships of factors that influence the use of PATHY. Furthermore, we
also identified limitations that can help us to improve the technique in the future.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed PATHY, a novel technique for creating personas. The proposed
technique is based on Empathy Maps. The technique aims not only at describing the
personas characteristics, but also at providing the designer with an overview of the
features that the application should have. In this way, the designer can think of the
application characteristics according to the identified users’ needs.

To verify the perception of the participants regarding the use of PATHY for the
creation of personas, we conducted an empirical study, in which the participants used
PATHY to create personas of an application to be designed. After using the technique,
the participants answered a questionnaire to evaluate their perception about the use-
fulness and the ease of use of the technique, as well as their intention to use it, together
with positive and negative features of the technique.

The study showed that the PATHY technique was considered easy to use and
useful. Our next steps involve evaluating the revised version of PATHY with pro-
fessional software developers.
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Abstract. For designing complex and sociotechnical (System that strongly
interact with humans (e.g., a ship is a large sociotechnical system).) systems,
designers are in charge of the functional specification because they have an
operational expert knowledge. However, these experts do not usually master the
programming knowledge of those who design supervision systems. Complex and
sociotechnical systems include supervision systems which comprise monitoring
interfaces and associated control codes. In this paper we propose an approach that
facilitates functional specification of supervision systems. This approach aims at
exploiting Example Based Programming (EBP) to propose a specification tool,
which contains a generalization module and an interface generation module. Our
tool allows experts who are acting as non-professional software developers to
describe high level system functional services from elementary services. These
functional services contain elementary interactions and configuration data. Thus,
the expert, involved in coding, avoids a lot of errors related to the interpretation
of the functional specifications. Our aim is to capture expert knowledge on the
system being designed in order to have verified and validated functional specifi‐
cations, without having to train experts in formal methods.

Keywords: Industrial supervision · Functional specification · Example based
programming · Model driven engineering

1 Introduction

Since the 80’s, the V-model [21] has become the industry standard designing model.
However, it is sometimes difficult to strictly implement this model especially when there
are significant changes in specifications, for example new features added by the customer
in an advanced project phase. There is a high risk that these changes will affect the system
so that it no longer matches the initial requirements as they progress over time. More‐
over, it is during the coding phase one often realizes that initial specifications were
incomplete, inconsistent, false or unfeasible. The late identification of these defects
affects development costs and application evolution.
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Other approaches such as agile software development methods are proposed to
facilitate changes of the initial design. The word “agile” refers to the ability to adapt to
changes in contexts and in specifications that might occur during the development
process. However, agile software development is mostly used by small teams, adding
value to direct communication in a changing environments. Thus these practices are not
suitable for all contexts [20].

In the context of large-scale projects such as the design of sociotechnical and
complex systems, the number of stakeholders and the diversity of required expertise
lead to overall consistency problems and specification misinterpretation. Indeed, errors
from misunderstandings are only detected during the system testing phase. In fact, 79 %
of failures come from design and implementation services [28], while 72 % of failures
are only detected during operational testing [26].

Mixing together Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and the component approach
has helped to overcome these problems. This approach aims at raising programming
activity abstraction level by using models at the very beginning of the software devel‐
opment process. It introduces models, metamodels and transformations notions as well
as representation, “conformity” and “based on” relationships. These terms are detailed
in [25]. As for the component approach, it improves the transmission of knowledge
through libraries or collections [4]. These two approaches are supported by our Anax‐
agore tool [4, 12] that enables to automatically generate applications corresponding to
a business model, from standard elements libraries and business models. To validate the
combination of both approaches, Anaxagore was applied to a concrete case.

The chosen example is a system for the production, storage and distribution of fresh
water, onboard a ship, called EdS (Eau douce Sanitaire in English Sanitary fresh‐
water). To date, Anaxagore enables to generate a control code and a monitoring interface
for this system. The generated monitoring interface only allows basic commands such
as “Open” or “Close” a valve. Elaborating high-level functions from this interface leads
to element-by-element interactions between the system and the user. Controlling such
a system onboard requires triggers (widgets) for high-level control and monitoring,
allowing functions to be run more easily. To implement these widgets, we need to
describe functional specifications. These specifications are user’s sequences of actions
on the system, required for performing functions taking into account all possibilities
(configurations). The task of the expert in system design is to define these functional
specifications. S/he writes these latter in natural language, and then provides them to the
designers of the supervision interface and the control-command code. The designers’
job is to implement and integrate these specifications into the system. Specification
interpretation errors come from the difference of technical knowledge between
prescribers (mechanic engineers) and designers (computer system engineers and/or
control-command engineers).

We propose in this article a specification tool that facilitates functional specification
and automatically generates the widgets for high level functions of complex and soci‐
otechnical systems. To validate our proposition, we evaluate the usability of the system
with expert users. Results are analyzed and detailed in this paper.
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2 State of the Art

Designing widgets for high-level control and monitoring leads to implement control code
and function interfaces. These implementations are based on functional specifications and
come to be tedious depending on the complexity of the system. Some works propose auto‐
matic generation of the control code, and others, automatic generation of the user interface.
Various approaches used for generating control code are surveyed in [5]. Despite their many
advantages, these approaches are inadequate for the control laws used to design industrial
monitoring for embedded systems on ships. In fact, the generated control code needs to be
transformed into normalized language before used in design phase.

In recent years, several works have explored the idea of automatically generating
user interface from detailed models of program functionalities, user knowledge, presen‐
tation environment etc. This simplified the user interface implementation process by
integrating it with the implementation of application logic. Systems proposed by these
works came to be known as model-based systems and are surveyed in [23]. The common
property of all these systems is that the user interface is automatically generated from a
specification. In the literature, several works has been focused on automatic user inter‐
face generation from abstract specification. Some model-based systems such as ERGO-
CONCEPTOR [22] enable graphical views specification based on detailed description
of the appliance. However, this description is tedious and prone to interrogations and
omissions. The performance of system degrades as the complexity of user interfaces
increases. Other models such as Jade or PUC include no specific detail about graphical
references, which keeps each specification small [23]. The generated user interface is
rarely sufficient for the entire application because the works focusses on only one aspect
of the system design. To address this, for example, ERGO-CONCEPTOR+ [22]
combines the knowledge-based system with the formal specification of the application.

Most of the time, describing requirements in natural language to establish specifi‐
cations is the first step in the development of embedded systems. Specification is a
communication base between customers and design teams [7]. Specification documents
should be as explicit as possible because they are the reference point for designers of
system functional axis [13]. A good functional specification must be correct, unambig‐
uous, complete and consistent. Some formal or semi-formal methods have been
proposed to help with respect to these properties.

Formal methods enable expression of specifications with notations and semantics based
on mathematical concepts. Baresi gives a survey of formal notations [2], models and tech‐
niques for specifying user interface and a lot of researches was published [9, 13]. Formal or
semi-formal methods are known for analyzing and validating the specifications, so that the
interpretation errors are limited. However, in some industrial sectors, such as shipbuilding,
specifications are typically written in natural language [30] as designers of specifications do
not have the required technical knowledge for using other languages. Although there are
defects detection techniques in the specifications [10], they require a lot of efforts and do not
necessarily detect all defects. Despite the use of some of these techniques, undetected errors
are still found in specification documents [29].

Usually, the design of control and monitoring applications is difficult because many
errors in applications can be traced to defects in their specifications. A main aspect of
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user-interface development is the specification of exactly what the user interface has to
do. The automatic interfaces generation is a difficult problem because it requires to
determine what abstract application specification is needed, how to formalize specifi‐
cations and to build an interface generator that can design usable interface from those
abstract specifications.

In our case, the business model can be considered as low level formal specification
because it is a standardized structuro-functional diagram which is used systematically
and earlier in the project, and follows system designing lifecycle [4]. However, this
specification is not enough to implement high-level application functions. To generate
a high-level application, it is important to know what functional information about the
application is necessary to create a usable interface. Business experts have this knowl‐
edge about applications but they do not have any training to express them in formal
languages. They can only describe them in natural language by using business model.
The issue is how can we help them to express the specification correctly?

Our goal is therefore to facilitate functional specification of complex systems by
proposing a tool that enables business expert without training in programming to create
program for system specification using a suitable interface.

3 Proposition

In interactive system design, the functional specification phase is preceded by task anal‐
ysis. Functional specifications contain a list of the major system functions (high-level
requirements) and scenarios of operations. They describe what the system needs to do, from
all of its user’s viewpoints. However, the clear expression of needs and requirements, and
their translation into functional specifications are not easy tasks, despite the importance of
the latter step in the design phase [17]. Task analysis enables to have a set of functional
requirements expressed by the designer that can be used in design approaches but this model
does not avoid errors related to the interpretation of the functional specifications. We define
a process for obtaining specifications by using an original approach based on task models
and the paradigm of Example Based Programming (EBP) [19].

Expression of functional requirements by the designer follows an iterative process
which first step is the formalization of functional specifications. This formulation is
based firstly on a review and analysis of the literature [1], and secondly on lessons learnt
by analyzing specifications established in past real projects and by interviewing design
experts. This formalization helps to identify the necessary information in specifications
and which must therefore be expressed by the designer for designing task models.

EBP is an extension of the concept of macro recorders, which allows users to record
and replay sequences of actions. However, replaying macros is reduced only to replaying
the recorded actions, whereas in the case of EBP, the system provides a generalization
of recorded actions to generate actual programs. Systems including EBP techniques
record, generalize and replay user’s actions through specific interfaces that keep the
functional aim of the application. Therefore, EBP systems allow non-computer scien‐
tists/engineers to build programs. EBP techniques enable users to automate repetitive
tasks [11], to adapt an application to their specific needs [8] and to integrate applications
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for developing a solution made to measure [27]. Systems including EBP techniques
record, generalize and replay user’s actions. An EBP system must provide specific
interfaces that can naturally integrate EBP techniques while maintaining the functional
goal of the application. A detailed state of the art of this paradigm [19] shows that its
implementation takes place in three phases. A first phase of recording enables the
designer to specify the behavior expected by the system interactively by using an inter‐
face template of the monitoring system. Then, the system creates generalized programs
and configurations from the recorded actions. The generalization remains a central and
complex problem of EBP. Although various generalization techniques exist, they are
not suited to the generalization of configurations in the designing of industrial complex
monitoring systems. For example, designing the base of knowledge to use inference
methods to generalize configurations can be a time consuming task. The generalization
configuration application proposed here is based on graph theory. Firstly the use of a
combination of algorithms enables to propose the user with all possible paths that a
system can use to achieve the functional purpose requested. These possible paths are
validated by business experts, then we combined them using a solver and a configuration
algorithm. The goal is to provide an exhaustive list of possible configurations to run the
specified functions. A last phase of replay enables the designer to validate the general‐
ized functions.

The described process is then implemented through a proof of concept, which is a spec‐
ification tool that consists of a specification interface, a generalization module based on
graph theory and a module for interface functions generation that exploits the task model
data. Figure 1 describes this process in detail with its phases. During the first phase, the
expert uses the specification interface to demonstrate examples of sequences execution for
all functions (examples of functional specifications). Two types of generalizations are made
during the second phase: the generalization of programs and the generalization of configu‐
rations. The third phase enables the use of generalized configurations and tasks models to
provide interface models for launching the system functions. The generated possible

Fig. 1. Specification tool
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configurations and functions interface models must then be verified and validated by the
expert, in the last phase (4. Replay: verification and validation).

The specification interface is well-known by the expert and integrates the described
techniques. This interface has been used for specifying functions of the EdS system
taken as example here.

4 Case Study

For our case study, 7 functions need to be specified (transfer, treatment, embedded
distribution, distribution from quay, production, loading and unloading) and this implies
the description of a total of 73 unit configurations. In fact, given the architecture of the
system, each function can be performed according to several configurations. Further‐
more these configurations do not take into account the possibility of performing several
functions simultaneously. The expert’s task is to define these 73 functional specifications
as well as simultaneous executions. S/He provides them to the designers of the super‐
vision interface and the control-command code. The designer’s job is then to implement
and integrate these specifications into the system.

Figure 2 shows an extract of the business model (synoptic diagram) of the considered
system. The described system is composed of several elements: tanks, 2-ways valves,
water pumps, 3-ways valves, and a chlorination module for water treatment, respectively
numbered from 1 to 5. For example, we can consider the function that can transfer water
from a tank (St1) to another (St2) via one of the pumps (H1, H2 or H3). Each pump is
isolated from the tank St1 by 2-ways valves (V2VM03, V2VM05 and V2VM07). The
water transferred is sent to the tank St2 via 3-ways valves (V3VM01, V3VM02 and
V3VM03), the chlorination module (TRCH) and V2VM02 valve. The implementation
of this function requires the definition of sequences of actions made by the user on the
circuit for achieving the function. These are the “functional specifications”.

Fig. 2. A function on an extract of synoptic diagram of EdS system
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The proposed solution aims at offering the opportunity to the expert to express the
functional specifications through an interface that contains elements of the system and
integrates EBP techniques.

To test the feasibility of our approach we applied it to the specification of EdS’ system
functions. The design of the specification interface (Fig. 3) is based on a recorder/replaying
(RR) generic model adapted with information from task models, and on graphical views
of system components to design, as stored in the standard elements library of Anaxagore.

Fig. 3. Specification interface designed for EdS system

4.1 A Recording Model for Specification Interface

EBP techniques (recording, generalization and replay) are implemented through a RR
(Recorder Replaying) model present on specification interface. This model is designed
with Panorama E2 SCADA software [12] in the form of views. These views show the
recorder and the replaying commands (at the top left of Fig. 3).

The recorder command put the system into recording mode and memorize all the
expert’s actions. It is used for recording examples of sequences of execution for all
functions. The system generalizes the recorded examples to generate an executable
program in a different context. The replaying command can then replay the recorded
examples and their variants. The generic nature of this model allows its integration into
any monitoring system. However, setting the adequate parameters is required with the
information from the task models of the system to conceive.

4.2 Using the Specification Interface for Describing Functional Specifications

Obtaining functional specifications of a system from the implemented specification inter‐
face follows the three steps of EBP: recording, generalization and replay. During the
recording step, the system records the whole sequence of actions made by the expert and
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the state of the elements manipulated to perform the functions. For it to be generalized, two
examples must be recorded. A generalization system, integrated to the specification inter‐
face, uses these two examples to produce a generic program and all other possible config‐
urations for the function. Verification and validation of these configurations has to be
performed during the replaying phase. Validated configurations and generic programs are
then used to generate the monitoring interface and the control-command code that contain
high-level system functions.

The implementation of the interface specification enabled us to validate our approach
of using EBP to describe functional specifications of a system. To validate the proposed
interface, we have evaluated the usability of the system with real users to identify
required modifications, to verify our choice a posteriori, to analyze behavioral data,
critics and feedbacks on the interface and to involve users (system designers) who have
an expert knowledge of the system in designing the specification interface.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation method used is semi-structured interviews, aimed to collect specific and
qualitative information. This technique is often used for conducting exploratory studies
to improve knowledge of a field of study which main themes are familiar to experts but
present aspects requiring in-depth study.

The semi-structured interview was centered on the theme of the functional specifi‐
cation of complex systems. The interview guide used for our experiment is articulated
around questions related to three main themes. They have been defined on one hand with
respect to the knowledge that we had and wanted to acquire about the subject and on
the other hand with respect to the use and the improvement of our tool. The experimental
protocol and results analysis are described in this section.

5.1 The Protocol

The experiment took place with 5 participants at ENSM1, all with navigation experience
and functional knowledge of the involved type of systems. The equipment used for the
experiment included a 23-inch screen to display the specification interface, a mouse and
a keyboard. First, the synoptic diagram of the EdS system was presented and explained
to them. To verify that they have a good knowledge of this kind of system, it was asked
them to verbally describe the diagram (what is this diagram, how it works…). They were
also asked to describe the steps to achieve the Transfer from a tank to another, using the
same diagram. Next, we simulated with them task models (two task models describe
how to achieve the transfer with and without high-level command) through the Prototask
tool [18]. The objective of this part of the test was to check whether the method used to
define (specify) the transfer function, and then to launch (in use) is correct. Participants
were trained for about 15 min with the use of the specification interface (the part of the
interface they do not know); then they were required to use this interface to specify the

1 ENSM: École Nationale Supérieure Maritime – French Maritime College.
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“Transfer” function they had previously described verbally. Finally, when they had
finished using the interface, they answered a questionnaire that enabled us to get their
feedback in order to improve the interface.

5.2 Presentation and Interpretation of Results

Semi-structured interviews enabled participants to give their perceptions of functional
specification process. Most often, their remarks were general and not necessarily specific
to the application case; this allowed us to obtain a general feedback on the functional
specification approach. Describing and analyzing of the transcripts of the voice record‐
ings during the experiment gave us an initial response. The described tasks for
performing transfer by using a command were all validated unanimously. We were able
to verify compliance of task models which were used in specification interface
designing. The various steps proposed in the interface to achieve the specification of a
function have been validated. For each step, a widget is proposed to begin the actions.
Each widget is named according to the expert tasks at the phase. The action intuitiveness
related to the employed themes for the tasks of each phase is summarized in Fig. 4.

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 for “very easy” to 10 for “very complicated”, the
difficulty of using the specification interface is 4. All participants reported that the use
of interface became much easier after specifying the first function.

Fig. 4. Evaluation of widgets

The analysis of the experimental results enabled to confirm that our approach is an
original solution welcomed by all participants. The use of the interface has been more
or less intuitive for all. To complete our analysis, ergonomic expertise was carried out
based on the Jacob Nielsen’s ten heuristic principles [24] and the criteria of Bastien and
Scapin [3]. The information from this analysis will be used to improve the interface and
make it more intuitive for the user. Then, the specification interface will be submitted
to more stringent tests based on a SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

The presented work provides additional support in the process of a system functional
specification. Our goal is to reduce specifications effort while getting verified and vali‐
dated functional specifications through an interface familiar to designers. The introduc‐
tion of EBP techniques in a specification tool empowers the expert to express functional
specifications of the system s/he is designing by simple clicks on an interface; in the
same way s/he would describe the system verbally.

The use of this interface by experts in design, but not in software development, solves
communication and interpretation problems, which can significantly reduce functional
specification design time of a system, hence the project timeline and costs. However,
designing specification interface can be time consuming depending on the complexity
of system. Current works aim at reducing this design effort by offering methods and
tools to automatically generate the specification interface.

Although the specification interface has not yet been generated, its implementation
has enabled us to validate our approach of using EBP for describing functional specifi‐
cation of a system. Usability (ISO 9241-11 and ISO-13407) of the specification tool was
demonstrated during the semi-structured interviews with users.

In future work, the various defined models will be used to generate the specification
interface. From the business model previously used, the library, tasks models and a RR
model, information association methods and derivation models will enable to generate
gradually, in addition to existing models, the specification interface. Specification inter‐
face generation will follow the same steps as those of the low-level interface [4]. We
define a design flow based on the principles of MDE, which will enable us to implement
our entire approach to generate operational models. The enhanced specification interface
with tests results and ergonomic expertise, as well as high level interface generated from
these specifications will be evaluated.
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Abstract. This study attempts to acquire creative concepts in the field of “new
media art interactive creation” from the research on “arts as experience
aesthetics”, “practical aesthetics”, the hypothesis of “somaesthetics”, the usability
of “human-computer interaction”, and the users’ experiences to the integration
of the design and aesthetic interaction principles required for the experiences of
aesthetic interaction so as to make up the past shortcomings. The study aims 1.
to shape a theoretical model for the design of aesthetic interaction and 2. to analyze
and explain pleasant experiences enhanced by aesthetic interaction with interac‐
tive products. The current situations, thorough relevant theories and research are
first discussed to further formulate the theoretical model for the design of aesthetic
interaction, and then the attributes of aesthetic interaction are analyzed with
interactive products. The research outcomes could provide the design of interac‐
tion with a point of view different from the past cognition theory and present the
originality and the aesthetic interaction in interdisciplinary research.

Keywords: Aesthetic interaction · Somaesthetics · Human-computer interaction

1 Introduction

Different from the past visual field of high technology, cognition theory, and usability
emulation, the recent development trend of “human-computer interaction” attempts to
pursue the experiences and value of human nature from the derivation from aesthetic
field of view and the discussion of interaction. In regard to human expectation of
aesthetics, different levels of needs in life are in agreement with Maslow’s theory, where
aesthetic experiences are necessary in human life to satisfy higher spiritual needs.
Unfortunately, past discussion of aesthetics for human-computer interaction stays on
appearance aesthetics of user interface. The deeper and latest aesthetic interaction needs
to be further explored (Hashim, Noor, Adnan) [7]. Aesthetics has long been applied to
art creation and aesthetics to reflect beauty and pleasure; the aesthetics in such art crea‐
tion presents the relationship between personal mastery and works from the creation of
poetry to the murals in chapels. Based on such inference, Tractinsky et al. [21] proposed
a new field of view that user interface could also present aesthetics, induce pleasant
design of interaction, and assist users in perceiving the experiences in the use of such
interactive interface. The early design of “human-computer interaction” used to be
compromised between aesthetics and functions, where aesthetics was not emphasized
as much as functions. Bardzell [3] indicated that research on aesthetic interaction was
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shallow and stressed merely on the decoration of visual elements in the interactive
interface and emphasized the needs for deeper discussion. Responding to the above
users’ “inner aesthetic needs”, Löwgren [12] emphasized that aesthetics interaction was
not simply good and pleasant, but observed and concerned about higher levels, which
stressed on the energy and expression of system interface.

It is necessary to comprehend the field of “human-computer interaction” to further
satisfy the higher psychological needs of global users from the emphasis of the appear‐
ance of interactive interface to “it looks beautiful” and “wonderful use experiences”.
For this reason, designers and researchers of interaction should realize that the design
of interaction is not simply the visual creation but also plays a higher level role of a user
being induced the aesthetic experiences when interacting with the interface (system).
Such aesthetic experiences (perception) is a mutual interaction (communication)
between the system and the user and does not simply rely on the appearance aesthetics
of the interface, but requires a designer designing an “experience” for people’s percep‐
tion. This research aims 1. to shape a theoretical model for the design of aesthetic inter‐
action and 2. to analyze and explain pleasant experiences enhanced by aesthetic inter‐
action with interactive products. The current situations, thorough relevant theories and
research are first discussed to further shape the theoretical model for the design of
aesthetic interaction, and then the characteristics of aesthetic interaction are analyzed
with interactive products.

2 The Correlation Between New Media Interactive Art
and Human-Computer Interaction

2.1 New Media Interactive Art and Human Computer Interaction

Manovich [14] mentioned that new media interactive art was the confluence of computer
history and media technology. Murphie and Potts [18] mentioned that new media art
initiated in the mid-19th century when Babbage, a British mathematician, invented an
analyzer, the predecessor of computers, and Daguerre invented photography. The
appearance of microprocessors in the mid-20th century reduced the production cost of
computers and founded the popularization. The production of Macintosh computers later
on had computers become personal products. Not until the late 20th century, when
various software and hardware efficacy was advanced by leaps and bounds, were
computers broadly applied to professional image and sound processing. New media art
integrates and digitalizes dynamic images, drawings, modeling, sound, space, and texts.
According to Manovich’s research [14], new media art presents five features. (1).
Numerical representation, all media could become programmable. All works created by
computers, despite of the imagery complexity, are the explanation and interpretation of
digital information with 0 and 1. (2). Modularity. For instance, A webpage is composed
of several independent text, image, video, and program files. (3). Automation. In the
production process of new media art, automation is first applied and then programming
languages. The work content can even be automated by following the logic procedure,
time, input, viewers’ physical dynamics to present the changes of works. (4). Variability.
New media art is the data and information with diverse forms where the same element
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could generate distinct appearances through different programming or application. (5).
Cultural transcoding. Two levels are discussed for new media art. One is the culture
level, which concerns whether the application of media could deliver the creator’s deep
experiences, observation, and criticism of the society and the culture, i.e. the decoding
and messaging of cultural connotation. The other involves in computers, including the
above numerical representation, modularity, automation, and variability.

Human-computer interaction is an interdisciplinary subject, the combination of
computer science and cognitive engineering. Human-computer interaction involves in
the application of language processing, artificial intelligence, multimedia, human factor
engineering, linguistics, and sociology. The human-computer interaction model
conforming to “simple, easy, friendly, and pleasant” becomes the primary rule to design
a user interface. The constant update of human-computer interaction models, the voice
recognition and synthesis, the recognition of handwriting and gestures, and virtual
reality are the channels for human-computer interaction. The application broadly covers
traditional computers, PDA, ATM, and mobile phones.

Interaction qualities are the key in new media art, which relies on the roles of
computer interaction. It is similar to the role of interaction in human-computer interac‐
tion. Baljko and Tenhaaf [2] indicated that interactive media art presented an interface,
through which the users interacted with art work systems; the operation and participation
processes depended on digital operation in which the participants operated the data in
the interactive interface. Interactivity is a primary quality in new media art, and the
interaction model and connotation are constantly deducing. Manovich [14], an important
researcher on new media art, mentioned that it was the funniest and the most difficult
part to define interactivity, and it was still under processing. It is considered in this study
that the development and application of interaction qualities are the most challenging,
inspirational, and necessarily discussed and developed issue for designers.

According to the experts of human-computer interaction, Mayer [15] and Morse [16],
an interactive device was designed to invite the users investing in the development and
changes of social experiences, and interactivity could encourage the users to participate
in the exchange and communication of social experiences. The difference between
interactive art creation and traditional art work is that the former guides the audience to
join in a purposive, inclusive, and mediated process. The past art forms stressed on the
creators as the authors that the audience were merely the passive readers and the authors
as creators that the audience were the negative readers. Interactive art, on the other hand,
gives the users the rights of author and participation so that the audience could participate
in the interactive process and become a part of the art creation.

2.2 The Correlation Between New Media Interactive Art
and Human-Computer-Interaction

Combining the interaction qualities of human-computer interaction with Dewey’s
aesthetic view of Art as Experience [5], Petersen et al. [20] proposed pragmatic aesthetic
experiences and indicated that the correlation between new media art and human-
computer interaction appeared on both emphasizing and stressing on the integration of
aesthetics with daily interaction. Aesthetics was shaped in a part of daily life, and the
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aesthetic feeling came from the relationship between users and interactive devices.
Aesthetic interaction integrated two points of (1) aesthetic being pragmatic and (2) arti‐
facts being properly used. Pragmatic aesthetics emphasized the purposive role of
aesthetics in an interactive design system, and the aesthetic feeling appeared in the use
process and would be the integration between the understanding of the interactive system
and the use potential. According to Manovich’ research, interactive products (such as
smart phones and tablets) largely enter people’s daily life and change the lifestyles due
to the popularity of personal computers and the Internet so that the reception of infor‐
mation and the styles to exchange with people are greatly changed. It is inferred in this
study that such a style reveals great influence on current designers, as creators also use
interactive products, which would infiltrate in the thinking and living models, in the
daily life; designers would extend more interesting and interactive performance styles
through the application and cognition of human-computer interaction in the daily life;
and, art creators are the observers and practitioners of life to naturally blend the inter‐
action experiences in the daily life (the use of interactive products) and integrate them
into the creation.

Nowadays, interactive products have become the important media for the exchange
of production, consumption, and cultural data. For instance, various interactive product
interfaces (such as ipod, ipad, and iphone) ubiquitously exist in people’s daily life for
browsing on the Internet, playing computer games, sending and receiving e-mails, and
collecting information through the Internet. In new media art, an interface is the platform
for the exchange of information, ideas, and concepts designed and arranged by the users
and creators. In human-computer interaction, an interface is the media for presenting
aesthetic feeling, inducing pleasure, and assisting the users in the operation. In fact,
current artists or designers encounter the challenge to design an interface and experience
design. Such experiences have to be able to induce effective responses and feedback of
the participants in order to become effective interactive device design. Such a problem
could be solved by the theories, technologies, methods, and procedures in human-
computer interaction.

3 Discussing Human-Computer Interaction from the Aspect of Art
as Experience

Dewey’s Art as Experience [5] reveals that the existence of aesthetics is really perceived
when a person experiences aesthetic experiences. Aesthetic feeling is an integrated
perception covering the entire experiences, rather than a single part or detail of percep‐
tion, and integrates the relationship between doing and undergoing. Each action and the
successively induced results are associated. People could experience the aesthetic prop‐
erties through doing and undergoing processes; that is, aesthetics is perceived by doing
and undergoing. Petersen derived Pragmatic Aesthetic from Dewey’s aesthetics theory
but stressed on the mutual relationship between psychology and body; meanwhile, he
claimed that the aesthetic feeling in aesthetic interaction was not on the art work but
appeared on human-system and human-human interaction processes and the perceived
experiences in the interaction. Irvin [9] also applied Dewey’s aesthetics of Art as
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Experience and further explained that people could perceive more satisfaction, elegance,
pleasure, and abundance when pay the attention to daily life experiences (e.g. online
purchase, searching data on the Internet, and sending and receiving e-mails).

Summing up the above researchers’ statements, it is found that aesthetic interaction
does not exist in art work but appears on the movement in the interaction and after the
interaction between participants and art work. Some experiences are perceived in the
process from doing to undergoing. Such experiences are experienced in the process and
present aesthetic feeling. As a matter of fact, people could acquire aesthetic experiences
from the daily life; the experiences in such daily behaviors (e.g. browsing the Internet,
sending e-mails, using interactive products) could be satisfactory, pleasant, and abun‐
dant. Generally speaking, daily behaviors are involved in body rhythm (movement). In
the experimental research, Moen and Sandsjö [17] indicated that the aesthetic physio‐
logical experiences were the feelings or inner images based on different body movement;
such imagination was related to personal imagination or the expression in mind about
beautiful rhythm (movement). Accordingly, it is inferred that daily life experiences,
including the interaction between browsing the Internet and interfaces, e.g. online shop‐
ping or searching information on the Internet, could result in aesthetic experiences, as
such interaction with interfaces contains the experiences in aesthetic through body
rhythm. The correlation between body rhythm theory and interaction and the application
are discussed in the following section.

4 Somaesthetics and Human-Computer Interaction

Laban’s body rhythm principles [10] are broadly applied by researchers, educators,
psychologists, physiologists, professional therapists, and dancers. The body rhythm
principles reflect the inner emotion of people and the way they exist in the world. Refer‐
ring to Leban’s body rhythm principles, the effort elements made by a participant refer
to Body, Time, Space, and Information, which could be used for analyzing and inte‐
grating the application of interaction design, allowing the interactive interface being
easy to use, close, and user-friendly. Movement qualities are also permanently applied
to the interaction design in human-computer interaction. Four movement qualities were
studied by Bacigalupi [1], including Rhythm, Tempo, Sequence, and Direction. Rhythm
referred to the tension between dynamics and statics; tempo referred to the rhythm space
being fast or slow; sequence referred to the time sequence of an event and the following
event; and, direction could be applied to interface design to induce the dynamic model
in the interaction between the user and the creation. Loke et al. [13] applied Leban’s
body rhythm principles in the research on interactive media and proposed different
methods and principles to apply body rhythm principles to interaction design and to
create a new point of view for applying body rhythm principles to interaction design.
Apparently, Leban’s body rhythm principles are worth adopting and implementing in
practical creation. Nevertheless, it is inefficient to simply analyze the effort elements
and movement qualities of body rhythm principles. A medium, an interface for the
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human-computer interaction system, is necessary for shaping human-computer inter‐
action. In the following section, the interface design strategies and considerations for
human-computer interaction are discussed.

5 Aesthetic Interaction and Human-Computer Interaction

Norman [19] proposed the aesthetic experiences in human-computer interaction, where
the perception of interactive aesthetic experiences contained the sensory and visceral
level, the behavioral level, and the thinking and reflective level. The sensory level was
the lowest stage, in which the perception was connected with the sensory cognition of
humans. The perception in the behavioral level was the perceived aesthetic feeling after
the cognition based on operation and behaviors. The perception in the thinking level
referred to the deep emotion; the perception at this stage was far beyond the instantly
perceived aesthetic feeling and was the deep aesthetic experiences created by rational
judgment. Hassenzahl [6] also found out the correlation between use and aesthetic
feeling. Zhang and Li [22] claimed that effective and useful interface system efficacy
could affect a user’s overall perception of the creation. They defined that effective quality
existed in people’s experiences in using the system. Such research could help designers
think of different degrees of effects and perception, when the audience or participants
interacted with the work, in the design interaction. Besides, such research could also
assist designers in understanding the close relationship between different levels of
perception, work efficacy and aesthetic feeling.

6 Shaping a Model for the Design of Aesthetic Interaction

By analyzing Dewey’s aesthetics of Art as Experience and Petersen’ Pragmatic
aesthetic, it is discovered in this study that aesthetic experiences not only present great
correlation with inner perception, but the participation of body movement also deeply
affects aesthetic experiences. In this case, Leban’s Body Rhythm theory is also inte‐
grated. The aesthetic feeling perceived in the interaction covers the practicability of
aesthetic feeling and the proper use of creation, and aesthetic experiences are acquired
through the actual operation of body rhythm. By integrating the above theories, it is
believed that aesthetic experiences would gradually emerge from the process of the
participating audience using and operating the interactive interface to further shape an
aesthetic interaction module. The composition of the aesthetic interaction module is
explained from three stages. First, the major context considered before designing the
aesthetic interaction is demonstrated from the use context, the user experiences, and the
interactive artifact interface. Second, the dynamic dimensions of body movement, time,
space, and information in the real operation of interaction through a participant’s body
rhythm are interpreted. Third, the movement qualities of rhythm, tempo, sequence, and
direction in the interaction are explained. Finally, a theoretical aesthetic interaction
model is organized (Fig. 1). Interface component includes:Text, Images, Icons, Layout,
Navigation, Buttons. Interaction characteristics are shown in the following. (1) Order‐
liness (random-to-orderly):The level of orderliness of either artifacts’ showing
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information, or users’ searching or manipulating information through an interactive
products. (2) Accordance (independent-to-chained):The rank of connectivity among
various information elements accessible through interactive artifacts or those artifacts
themselves. (3) Continuity (detached-to-continuous):The level of continuity of users’
controlling toward interface components. (4) Directness (indirect-to-direct):The level
of directness of what is shown through an interactive products or its information compo‐
nents. (5) Proximity (specific-to-proximate):The level of juxtaposition of managing
information. (6) Movement (inactive-to-dynamic):The level of movement dynamics for
both participants’ managing interface components and artifacts’ showing information
elements.

Context

Interactive Artifact 
Interface Component

Text, Images, Icons, Layout, Navigation,Buttons
Interaction Characteristics

Orderliness, Accordance, Continuity
Directness, Proximity, Movement

Time 
Space 

Information

Rhythm
Tempo

Sequence
Direction

User Experiences

Fig. 1. A theoretical model for the design of aesthetic interaction

6.1 Three Considerations Before Aesthetic Interaction Design: Use Context, User
Experiences, and Interactive Artifact Interface

Pragmatic Aesthetic is applied in this study because the viewpoint of Pragmatic
Aesthetic would not attach to a single creator or a designer, but concerns about the
interaction experiences between human and creation and the background context of
interaction. The rationality of system experiences would be multi-dimensionally and
completely considered in pragmatic aesthetic. In fact, a user and the existing environ‐
ment are not independent, but would extend the consideration to the integration and the
mutual relationship between the participant and the existing environment. In this case,
integrating use situations and user experiences in this study to create aesthetic experi‐
ences is the process to invite people enthusiastically participating in and interacting with
the creation interface, which could induce the perception, and allow the audience
perceiving and understanding the meaning. Aesthetic interaction, related to inducing
imagination, focuses on stimulating and encouraging people to present the autonomic
thoughts and perception after the real-time interaction and having them operate and use
the interactive artifact interface with individual methods. Consequently, a creator has to
think of three dimensions of Use Context, User Experiences, and Interactive Artifact
Interface when intending to design aesthetic interaction, so as to generate more efficient
interaction and allow the audience or participants experiencing the cultural connotation
and deep meaning behind an art creator’s creation. The relations among use situations,
participants, and interactive artifact interface are described as following.
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6.2 Dynamic Dimensions of Aesthetic Interaction: Body, Time, Space,
Information

By integrating Human-Computer Interaction theories and Body Rhythm principles, it is
proposed in this study that four dynamic dimensions of body, time, space, and infor‐
mation in the interaction process are worth noticing when a creator produces the inter‐
action design. Moen and Sandsjö [17], Human-Computer Interaction researchers,
emphasized that the dynamic of interactivity appeared on a user operating the creation
with body movement speed. Davis [4] and Petersen et al. [20] discussed the importance
of time, which could affect a user experiencing aesthetics, in interaction, and then space.
The space idea formed in interaction was different from the space formed by other crea‐
tion. Physical space and virtual space were the basic differentiation. When a virtual
element in interaction was placed in the concept of time, it became the movement and
created the virtual space cognition. Information, which allows interactive products
present the unique properties, is another core in interaction. Here, information refers to
digital information which presents flexibility, abundance, and pervasiveness to have
interactive products show the uniqueness. Research on Human-Computer Interaction
reveals exhaustive and exquisite analyses; the above dynamic analysis of a user’s body
movement (body movement, time, space, information) is worth the reference for an art
creator proceeding interactive creation (Fig. 1).

6.3 Movement Qualities of Aesthetic Interaction: Rhythm, Tempo, Sequence,
Direction

Movement qualities contain four items of rhythm, tempo, sequence, and direction. The
variation of rhythm often results from a rhythm to the next rhythm. Such a moving
process is related to the tension between statics and dynamics. The interaction between
continuity and variation creates activity and rest and even controls people’s demands
for balancing consistence and diversification. Tempo is often defined as the termination
of rhythm or speed, meaning the proportional and sonorous interactivity and the play
with faster speed. In visual art performance, fast tempo often associates with smaller,
narrower, and thinner object shapes or possible a large force on an object. Slow tempo,
on the other hand, associates with larger, wider, and fatter object shapes, which are
regarded as easier, more powerless, and larger obstruction. Sequence explains that an
event occurs following the sequence in the time axis. The visual performance of
sequence is often used for displaying cause and effect and revealing the relationship
between an event and the next event. The application of sequence to interactive media
would present distinct appearances because of the sequence of an event. The application
of sequence to interactive media could offer the audience (users) a reminder (direction),
set the audience expectation, and support the information structure on the interface.
Direction is related to the step in sequence. An object shows the sequence of an event
by following the time axis and further presents with steps. The above-mentioned rhythm,
tempo, sequence, and direction are applicable to shape efficient and perceived pleasant
experiences of the viewers (users).
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It is suggested in this study that the above rhythm, tempo, sequence, and direction
could be applied to the design of visual interface in an interaction system in order to
attract and stimulate the users in the interaction. The visual interface design refers to the
presentation of an interface and the visual communication, covering images, texts,
symbols, composition, roaming and buttons. The design of such interface elements aims
to induce a user’s interests, guide the user to touch the interface, and drive the dynamic
to induce the exchange of user experiences. When a user presses the interactive interface
button, some functions are presented, or more media effects (such as films, animation,
and dynamic texts) are added. The entire experiences would present interactivity and
could enhance the users’ experiences in willingness expression and aesthetic interaction.

7 Conclusion

In short, the relationship among use background, user experiences, and interactive arti‐
fact interface is the major context in the aesthetic interaction design. A creator would
consider the production of different interactive dynamics through the interactive
dynamic dimensions (body movement, time, space, and information), allowing the
participants operating the interaction system through body movement and achieving the
possibilities of roaming, perceiving, and exchanging. Eventually, movement qualities
(rhythm, tempo, sequence, and direction), which could control interaction, are used as
the context for constructing the visual interface. It is anticipated that the theoretical
aesthetic interaction design module derived in this study could help the human-computer
interaction design present aesthetic characteristics and assist the participants in acquiring
new vision and new opinions through the use of interactive products. The deductive
module, aiming to comprehend and design aesthetic interaction, could be applied to the
aesthetic interaction design in interactive interfaces and provide structural knowledge
and mutual correlation ideas for comprehending aesthetic interaction. By discussing and
integrating the multi-dimensional theories of user experiences, Rhythm Theory, Prag‐
matic Aesthetic, and Human-Computer Interaction, it is expected that the theoretical
model would inspire the future research on aesthetic interaction design.
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Abstract. To solve the problem of structural optimization of complex structure
under dynamic response constraints, a human-computer interaction method was
proposed combined with advantages of human and computer in structural
optimization, and being used in structural optimization of an aerospace assembly
to verify its practicability and effectiveness. The method was mainly based on
two steps: topology optimization by human-computer interaction and size
optimization by computer. The aerospace assembly after structural optimization
based on the method could satisfy the dynamic environment requirement and the
results showed that first integral vibration frequency raised 41.1 % and mag-
nification of acceleration dropped 25.2 % while the mass remained essentially
unchanged. Also the experimental results compared with the simulation results
showed that the relative error was less than 5 %, which proved the effectiveness
of the simulation design. The human-computer interaction method might pro-
vide a reference for similar products not limited to aerospace field.

Keywords: Structure optimization � Human-computer interaction method �
Aerospace assembly � Dynamic response constraints � Topology optimization
by human-computer interaction � Size optimization by computer

1 Introduction

Spacecraft will experience complex mechanics environment in the process of launch-
ing, and vibration is one of most important factors to be considered in the development
phase of space products. Also spacecraft is strict to quality characteristics because the
cost can decrease 10000 dollars as the weight reduces 1 kg [1], and one of the most
important factors that limit human to explore space is the weight. For these many
reasons, people often choose to use structural optimization technology to find the
minimum mass and cost under the given constraints [2].

Although people wish the structure can be the most suitable in the initial process of
the development, the space products either may not satisfy the constraints or have large
useless material allowance constantly at the beginning. There are two methods to solve
the problem; one is traditional means by manual work that the designer can modify the
structure by experience again and again. The advantage of this way is that the direction
is clear so the designer can adjust the project at any time to find the better structure.
Also in the design process, the designer can consider the manufacturing and installing
constraints adequately. However, the disadvantage also exists that this way may just
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find a good scheme but not the best structure. On the contrary, structural optimization
by computer can find the best solutions through numerical iteration, but the disad-
vantage is that computing amount is too large for complex problem such as topology
optimization for complex structure under dynamic response constraints.

Researching structural optimization problem under dynamic environment is of great
importance [3], but the issue is difficult to solve because of complexity of the sensi-
tivity analysis [4] and hugeness of the computing amount, and remain some theoretical
problems to research [5], especially for the topology optimization [6, 7]. For this
reason, people often translate the dynamic problems to the static problems according to
the given principles. But the static method cannot reflect the influence of the free
vibration item and damping, hence the situation often happens that static equivalent
condition can satisfy the requirement but the dynamic condition cannot. Considering all
above factors, a human-computer interaction method is proposed to solve the opti-
mization of complex structure under dynamic response constraints.

2 The Human-Computer Interaction Method

There are frequency constraints, dynamic response constraints including dynamic
response displacement constraints, dynamic response acceleration constraints, and
dynamic response stress constraints and so on in dynamic environment structural
optimization [8, 9]. And structural optimization has three levels, which are size opti-
mization, shape optimization, and topology optimization. Topology optimization is
often used in the concept phase in the optimization progress, and can make significant
impact for the improvement of mechanical performance [10]. In consideration of the
complexity of topology optimization by computer, we choose to take advantage of the
manual work to modify the topology structure, in other words, this stage is topology
optimization by human-computer interaction style. Then we can use size optimization
to find the best size of the structure under the dynamic response constraints by
guidelines method or mathematical programming approach methods.

Human-computer interaction method makes use of advantages of human and
computer in structural optimization adequately [11, 12]. Its process concludes the
following stages. Firstly, the finite element model can be created by finite element
software and the model can be updated by some ways such as modal test to achieve a
relatively accurate model. And modal analysis and vibration response analysis can be
carried out based on the finite element model. From analysis of the above simulation
results, we can get the weak parts of the structure and modify the topology structure to
improve the mechanics characteristics. By some cycles of topology optimization by
human-computer interaction, the structure will be better performed under the dynamic
environment. Secondly, after the topology optimization by human-computer interac-
tion, size optimization by computer is executed to find the best size for the structure to
reach the best objective under the constraints. Thirdly, we will check the dynamic stress
and other parameters to make sure that it can satisfy the requirement under the dynamic
environment.

As the above mentioned, we separate the constraints to three phases to consider
including frequency constraints, dynamic response acceleration constraints, and
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dynamic response stress constraints [13]. In the topology optimization stage by human-
computer interaction, frequency constraints are the main constraint condition while the
dynamic response acceleration constraints are used to prove the effectiveness of the
topology modify. In the size optimization stage by computer, dynamic response
acceleration constraints and frequency constraints are the constraints while the mass of
the structure is the objective. In the check stage, dynamic response stress constraints are
the constraint condition, we can use the shape optimization to reduce the concentrated
stress if the stress is too large to satisfy the requirement. Human work not only plays a
part in the topology optimization phase, but also in the decisions of whether or not the
results are satisfied with the optimum scheme [14]. Figure 1 is the flow chart of the
human-computer interaction structural optimization method under dynamic response
constraints.

3 Structural Optimization of an Aerospace Assembly Using
the Human-Computer Interaction Method

3.1 Problem Description

The aerospace assembly was including external framework and internal function
products. As the internal function products was hard to modify, then the optimization
concerned on the external framework which was consist of thin-walled beams. So the
finite model of the frame was divided by two dimension grids while the internal
function products were divided by three dimension grids. The design variable was the
topology variable and the size variable, and the objective of the optimization was
minimizing the mass under the dynamic response constraints, which included stiffness
requirements and strength requirement. The stiffness requirement was that the first
integral vibration frequency of the assembly was not less than 60 Hz and the accel-
eration magnification of the cared nodes was less than 5, while the strength requirement

Fig. 1. Flow chart of human-computer interaction structural optimization method
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was that the stress of the assembly was lower than the yield limit of the material (2Al2,
280 MPa) under given sine test conditions. The problem could be described as Eq. (1).
The sine test conditions could be described as Table 1.

find best topo,sizeð Þ
min Mass

s.t. freq� f0
freq acce(out)/freq acceðinÞ� a

freq stress� s0

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

In this model, first integral vibration frequency (f0) was set as 60 Hz, and mag-
nification of dynamic response acceleration (a) was set as 5, yield limit of the material
(s0) was 280 MPa.

3.2 Topology Optimization by Human-Computer Interaction

The finite element model was created by HyperMesh software while the mesh size was
set as 5 mm, the external frame was meshed to 2d grid, while the internal functions
products were meshed to 3d grid and finally the finite element model could be
described in Fig. 2. Once the finite element model was created, and then modal analysis
and vibration response analysis was being carried out based on the finite element
model. From analysis of the above simulation results, we got the weak parts of the
structure and modified the topology structure by human-computer interaction work to
improve the mechanics characteristics. By some cycles of topology optimization by
human-computer interaction, the structure was better performed under the dynamic
environment. Figure 3 was the first vibration feature of the four topology structure by
human-computer interaction topology optimization. The initial model was structure a,
the first integral vibration frequency of a was 42.3 Hz, which was less than the
objective that was 60 Hz. Worse still, the vibration feature of cared function products
was too bad to satisfy the requirements. So the cared function products position was
transferred to other location based on human-computer interaction style as structure b
and the first integral vibration frequency increased from 42.3 Hz to 44.2 Hz, and the
vibration feature improved a lot. However, it still could not satisfy the final require-
ments. So we added structure b a beam to structure c, and the first integral vibration
frequency of the aerospace model increased from 44.2 Hz to 45.8 Hz. Finally, we
added structure c some braces to structure d by human-computer interaction topology
optimization, and the first integral vibration frequency improved from 45.8 Hz to
58.2 Hz.

Table 1. Sine test conditions of the aerospace assembly

Parameters
(identification level)

Frequency(Hz)
4*10 10*17 17*75 75*100

Amplitude 0*p 13.09 mm 3.22 g 6.86 g 4.13 g
Loading direction Three directions
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To get a better look at the effect of the topology optimization by human-computer
interaction style, Table 2 listed the parameters change of four topology structure by
human-computer interaction topology optimization. And Fig. 4 provided the graph of
acceleration magnification (node 516535) of four topology structure by human-
computer interaction topology optimization. The first integral vibration of the assembly
changed from 42.3 Hz (topology structure a) to 58.2 (topology structure d), while the
magnification acceleration of node 516535 changed from 6.18 to 4.91, and the mass of

Fig. 2. The finite element model of the initial aerospace assembly

Topo a  42.3Hz  Topo b  44.2Hz

Topo c  45.8Hz                    Topo d 58.2Hz    

Fig. 3. The first vibration feature of the four topology structure
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the frame changed from 17.49 kg to 17.93 kg. The vibration feature improved a lot
from topology structure a to topology structure d. However, the mass of the frame
increased, which was not what we want.

3.3 Size Optimization by Computer

Size optimization by computer was executed to find the best size for the structure to
reach the best objective under the dynamic environment constraints [15, 16]. The
objective of the optimization was minimizing the mass under the dynamic response
constraints and the design variable in this phase was size variable. Considering of all
factors, we chose the following ten size variable and every variable had its maximum
limit and minimum limit. After 16 iterations, the results tent to be convergent. Table 3
was the initial value and the final value, the maximum limit and minimum limit.
Figures 5 and 6 were respectively iteration graph of the objective function and
constraints.

The first integral vibration frequency increased from 58.2 to 59.7 after size opti-
mization by computer, and acceleration magnification of node 516535 dropped from
4.91 to 4.62, while the mass of the frame dropped from 17.93 kg to 17.44 kg. Com-
bined the topology optimization by human-computer interaction and size optimization
by computer, the simulation results can be drawn as follows. After the human-computer

Table 2. Parameters change chart of four topology structure

Parameters Topo
a

Topo
b

Topo
c

Topo
d

Rate change a
& d

First integral vibration
frequency/Hz

42.3 44.2 45.8 58.2 +37.6 %

Magnification of acceleration
(node 516535)

6.18 6.00 5.12 4.91 −20.6 %

Mass of the frame/kg 17.49 17.25 17.57 17.93 +4.7 %

Fig. 4. Acceleration magnification of four topology structure (node 516535)
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interaction optimization, the change of cared parameters by simulation results could be
described as Table 4. From Table 4 we could see, the first integral vibration of the
aerospace assembly increased as much as 41.1 %, and acceleration magnification of
cared node dropped as much as 25.2 %, and the mass of the frame also dropped as we
expected before.

Table 3. Initial value and final value, maximum and minimum limit of size variable

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Initial

value/mm

5 4 4

.3

8 9 4.

4

1

0

2 6 3

Max and min 

limit /mm

6 5 5 1

0

1

2

5 1

5

3 8 4

4 3 3 6 6 3 5 1 4 2

Final 

value/mm

5.

66

3.

81

3 7.

72

6 3 5 1.66 4 2

Fig. 5. Iteration graph of objective function

Fig. 6. Iteration graph of constraints
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3.4 Check of Dynamic Response Stress

To make sure that the structure after optimization can satisfy the requirement under
dynamic response constraints, especially for the dynamic response stress, we made
vibration response analysis based on the given dynamic load condition and the stress
cloud of the assembly on given dynamic loads could be described as Fig. 7. The results
showed that the maximum of the Von Mises was located in the installation holes of the
assembly and the maximum value was 171.2 MPa, which was less than the yield limit
of the material (280 MPa). The results indicated that the dynamic response stress could
satisfy the requirements.

3.5 Experimental Verification

The final product was produced based on the final simulation optimization results. And
vibration environment experiment was established on the 10t platform vibrator. In
considering of keeping secret, the figure of experimental design will not be given. From
the vibration experiment, the following data could be achieved that the first vibration
frequency experimental result of the aerospace assembly was 60.2 Hz, while the
simulation result was 59.7 Hz. The magnification acceleration of node 516535 was
4.50, while the simulation result was 4.62. And the mass of the frame was 19.35 kg,

Table 4. Changes of cared parameters by simulations results after human-computer interaction
optimization.

Parameters Initial
value

Optimization
results

Rate
change

First integral vibration frequency/Hz 42.3 59.7 +41.1 %
Magnification of acceleration(node
516535)

6.18 4.62 −25.2 %

Mass of the frame/kg 17.49 19.44 −0.3 %

Fig. 7. The stress cloud of the assembly on given dynamic loads (60 Hz)
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while the optimization result was 19.44 kg. Also experimental design proved that the
dynamic response stress could satisfy the requirements. Table 5 listed the comparison
of the simulation results with the experimental results.

4 Conclusion

Combining with the advantages of human and computer in complex structural opti-
mization, the proposed human-computer interaction method could make a good per-
formance in complex assembly’s optimization. It also provided new ideas for structural
optimization under dynamic response constraints to solve practical problems. In this
paper the aerospace assembly could not satisfy the requirement under the dynamic
response constraints primitively. But after the human-computer interaction structural
optimization, the final structure could satisfy the dynamic environment requirement and
results showed that first integral vibration frequency raised 41.1 % (from 42.3 Hz to
59.7 Hz) and magnification of acceleration dropped 25.2 % (from 6.12 to 4.62) while
the mass remained essentially unchanged (from 17.49 kg to 17.44 kg). Also the
experimental results compared with the simulation results showed that the relative error
was less than 5 %, which proved the effectiveness of the simulation design. The
human-computer interaction method might provide a reference for similar products that
are not limited to aerospace field.

Acknowledgements. Funded by the manned space engineering of China is gratefully
acknowledged. Besides, we are very grateful for prof. Qinghua Hu for providing the initial
aerospace assembly model.
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Abstract. User diversity plays an essential role in the design of modern Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) systems. Users differ among their perception and
utilization of technology. Thus, designers of modern Information and Com-
munication Technologies (ICT) systems are asked to consider these aspects and
to build interaction systems which are able to support and react to changing user
wishes and needs. This work focuses on the identification and elaboration of this
additional user-related and contextual information and facilitates to structure the
design process of new user-adaptive systems. Based on a comprehensive liter-
ature review this work presents methods, tools and systems used to pre and post
process user- and context-related information as well as different approaches for
the adaption decision process. Additionally, based on a set of selected systems
the work illustrates the adaption process.

Keywords: Personalization � User � Modeling � Preferences � Context-aware �
Adaptivity � Adaption � Decision � Process

1 Introduction

The adaption to the user is a fundamental requirement in the HCI field. Considering the
mobile and global working economy, the classical approach “one application fits every
user in all situations” is not appropriate anymore. In order to achieve the greatest
usability and accessibility for the majority of users and especially for various situations,
applications also need to take additional user-related and contextual information into
account. Using these parameters, applications can better adapt to the user and the
current situation, and thus become more appropriate, accurate and satisfiable. This
work targets the identification and the elaboration of these important aspects towards
the design of personalized user interaction.

Before starting to elaborate criteria, methods and possibilities for the design of
personalizable applications, it is important to provide a basic understanding about what
the term “personalization”means in the context of HCI. In [1] personalization is defined
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as follows: “Personalization is the task of providing adapted capabilities to the user of a
system on the basis of implicitly gathered user information”. The definition emphasizes
two crucial components: first, “providing adapted capabilities to the user”, and second,
“on the basis of implicitly gathered user information”. In this section, we focus on the
former component, namely the adapted capabilities, the latter is discussed separately in
Sect. 2.3. According to [1] personalization primary aims at the adaption of the system to
the needs and wishes of the user. In contrast, Anthony Jameson argues in [2] that
personalization encompasses other features besides adaptation to individual user. In his
definitions personalization is conducted of several overlapping aspects, namely adapt-
ability, adaption and anthropomorphism. Figure 1 illustrates these overlapping aspects.

This definition raises a new question - what are the differences between adaptability,
adaption and anthropomorphism? Anthony Jameson [2] uses the following definitions:

• Adaptability: The user is able to modify aspects of a system to suit her own
preferences.

• Adaption: The system modifies its own behavior at least partly independently of
specifications by the system.

• Anthropomorphism: The system exhibits human-like features e.g., depicted face
and/or body, natural language for input or output and lifelike behaviors like
eye-blinking and head scratching.

Others [3, 4] distinguish mainly between adaptability (sometimes also called cus-
tomizability) and adaption, whereas the naming and the meaning of the former remain
the same and the naming and the meaning of the later is more concrete. Today, in this
context the more popular term “adaptivity” or “user-adaptive system” is used. In [2], a
user-adaptive system is defined as follows: “A user-adaptive system is an interactive
system which adapts its behavior to each individual user on the basis of nontrivial
inferences from information about that user.”

Admittedly, this reduction of personalization to adaptability and adaptivity may be
suitable for many user interfaces and applications, but especially for modern avatar-
based user interfaces (UIs) e.g., as introduced in [5], it makes sense to consider the
anthropomorphism aspect in the personalization process.

Fig. 1. Illustration of overlapping aspects of personalization as defined in [2]
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In summary, personalization aims to adapt a system (the adaption process)
according to concrete decisions (adaption decision) that are influenced by users’
wishes, needs, requirements and external circumstances (the acquisition and pre-
processing of applicable information). The following sections will outline these
facets starting from the adaption process, over the acquisition and preprocessing of
applicable information to the adaption decision.

2 The Adaption Process

In general, there are numerous ways to adapt a system according to user’s wishes,
needs and requirements. According to [6], approaches for adaption can be classified
into two categories: customization and automatic adaption. Coutand argues in [1] that
the first category pertains to systems that offer their users the capability to select some
alternative presentations or interaction characteristics. He notes that these systems are
able to alleviate some constraints due to the “one-fit-all” paradigm, but that cus-
tomization does not really improve the usability. For the second category, there are at
least two possibilities: (a) One can, e.g., use its own service, system and/or application
and implement personalization mechanisms on one or several layers as described in the
3-layer user interface model [4] or (b) one can utilize existing and available frameworks
such as [7–9] or [10] to develop an adaptable and adaptive application or service.
However, the automatic adaption process on itself involves a wide range of aspects and
a detailed elaboration and listing of these aspects would go beyond the scope of this
work. This work focuses primary on the question - “What is needed for the adaption
decision and how is this decision taken?” rather than on the question – “How is the
automatic adaption process implemented or realized?”

3 Acquisition and Preprocessing of Applicable Information

As already mentioned, the adaption decision is influenced by several overlapping
aspects like users’ wishes, needs, requirements and external circumstances. Thus, in the
first step one has to think about how to provide these different information to the
system. In order to reach this goal, the following consecutive stages are required:

(a) the definition of the application field, followed by (b) the definition of the user
(modeling of the user model), and finally (c) the definition of (additional) contextual
parameters (e.g., lightning, user’s location, user-task, etc.). The following sections dis-
cuss these three stages along a few key requirements relevant for the practical
implementation.

3.1 Selection of the Application Field

The first stage tries to limit the amount of potential parameters to those which are useful
for the user and the concrete application. It is evident that applications of different fields
require very often different parameters. As an example, a system that supports
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collaborative work requires other parameters as a system that recommends products for
a user during an online shopping tour. The former would probably use parameters like
“the number of co-workers”, whereas the later would probably use parameters like “the
search history “. Thus, it is important to identify the primary field of the application
before one can start to elaborate additional adaptivity aspects.

In [1], the following application fields have been defined:

• Adapting an interface
• Giving help
• Helping the user to find information (adaptive hypermedia)
• Recommending products, items and services
• Supporting learning (user adaptive tutoring systems)

In [3], the additional two fields have been identified:

• Conduct a dialog
• Support collaboration

Such a list is not meant to be exhaustive, but it provides a good overview about the
diversity of systems and applications. The following sections focus mainly on the
“adapting an interface” application field.

3.2 The Definition of the User

The user plays the leading role in user-adaptive-systems. Thus, the second stage
focuses on user-related information and on building, maintaining and utilizing user
models. But what does the term “user model” mean? At this point it is necessary to
provide a concrete definition of the term.

User Model. According to [11] “user models are defined as models that systems have
of users that reside inside a computational environment”. Analogues to this, in [12] the
user model is defined as “a representation of information about an individual user that
is essential for an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect, i.e., to behave
differently for different users”. According to these definitions the user model can be
seen as a concrete snapshot representation of the user, which is needed by the
user-adaptive-system. The generation of such a snapshot representations is done in the
user modeling process.

User Modeling Process. In [12], the user modeling process is defined as: “To create
and maintain an up-to-date user model, an adaptive system collects data for the user
model from various sources that may include implicitly observing user interaction and
explicitly requesting direct input from the user. This process is known as user mod-
eling”. A similar definition was provided by [13], “The aim of user modeling is to
capture user information such as preferences, beliefs, goals, and intentions to construct
a user model”. Both definitions confirm that the aim of the modeling process is to
acquire user related data/information in order to update the user model. This infor-
mation is stored in the user profile [1]. Furthermore, the first definition has additionally
two interesting aspects, user information is implicitly observed and/or explicitly
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requested. This conclusion is also drawn by [14]. The most common method for
explicit user information collection are simple questionnaires. However, drawbacks of
explicit methods are that they place additional burden on the user [15] and create
potential privacy concerns towards providing personal data. Methods for implicit user
information collection on the other hand do not require any intervention by the user
during the process of acquiring user preferences. Widely applied sources for implicit
user information collection are browsing activity, web logs and search logs [16].

There are a number of common challenges related to the user modeling process
[26]: The so called cold-start problem refers to the situation, when a system is lacking
implicitly gathered user information, because it is used for the first time. More gen-
erally profile sparseness can also occur in systems that strongly rely on explicit
gathering of user information, in case users provide incomplete feedback on the user
preferences questionnaire. Another challenge to address in the user modeling process is
to reflect the impact of different contexts, that a system might be used in (user profile
personae) - e.g., it could make a difference, if an application is used at home or when
being on the move. Although considered as a promising approach to address the
aforementioned problems [27], sharing user information among different applications
(i.e., using out-of-band data) might be restricted due to business reasons and requires
that both user profiles are based on a common taxonomy.

User Profile. As already mentioned, user models are usually stored in the so called
user profile. There are several methods to realize a user profile repository. Starting from
scratch one can use, e.g., (a) widely used a key-value model or (b) a markup scheme
model (hierarchical data structure consisting of markup tags such as XML tags) or
(c) ontology based models expressed in markup languages such as Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [17] or Resource Description Framework (RDF) [18]. Alternatively
one can utilize existing approaches like [19] or [20].

In [19] the focus is not only on a specific user model, but the solution accepts
different techniques in order to address multiple user models. Each user model may
address different needs of various domains. Analogous to [19], the solution provided by
the Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII) [20] focuses not only on the
description of user preferences, but also on the description of the platform and envi-
ronmental characteristics. The remaining question is where are the differences between
user related data like user preferences and other contextual data like environmental
conditions? Are there any differences from the perspective of the persistence? These
questions are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Considering Additional Contextual Parameters

In the previous sections, we discussed the modelling of the user and the persistence of the
user model within the user profile. However, user-adaptive-systems require very often
additional and not directly user-related information in order to adapt the user-system
interaction and/or its behavior in an optimal manner. Moreover, these parameters are
very often live or at least transient [12]. Concrete practical examples of such short-living
parameters are (a) the current lighting or the noise level the user is surrounded by
(b) user’s location, direction or motion speed or (c) user’s task or the goal of the current
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user-system interaction. In general, this information can be summarized as contextual
information and these parameters differ from the user model or the user profile,
respectively. In [21] context is defined as follows: “Context is any information that can
be used to characterize the situation of an entry. An entry is a person, place, or object that
is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and the application themselves”. The emphasis in this definition is on the term
“situation” and reflects the previously mentioned transience. Admittedly, the description
of a situation can be multilayered and quite complex. There is no definite agreement
about what should be included into the area of context. In [12, 13], this issue is tackled by
providing the following classifications for context information:

• The spatio-temporal context addresses aspects that are related to time and space
like the current time, user’s current position, his or her direction, speed or track.

• The environmental context captures the entities that surround the user such as, the
temperature, lighting, noise or physical objects and obstacles.

• The personal context represents the user’s physiological and mental state. The
physiological part consists of parameters like the pulse, weight, age and the mental
state consist of parameters like user mood, expertise, anger and stress.

• The task context describes the user’s intention and may be described with explicit
goals or the task breakdown structure.

• The social context characterizes the social aspects, e.g., information about friends,
neighbors, co-workers, and relatives.

• The information context is the information space that is available at a given time.

Following the list, one can see that there are numerous context aspects which may
be considered during the design of user-adaptive systems. Depending on the applica-
tion field designers very often need to pay attention just to one context class or at least
to a combination of some context classes. Systems that are able to provide such
information are called context-aware systems. In [1], a context-aware system is defined
as follows: “A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant infor-
mation and/or service to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task”. From
the designers’ point of view a personalization in a limited setting (e.g., using
spatio-temporal context information in conjunction with a mobile phone application) it
would make sense to develop the own context-aware system to achieve this goal. In a
broader setting (e.g., in an environmental setting with different users and various
devices) it would make sense to utilize existing approaches and systems. A good
overview about existing approaches and systems is given in [22, 23].

4 The Adaption Decision

The last missing step towards personalization is the adaption decision. As argued
before, the adaption decision is influenced by the applicable information (presented in
Sect. 3) and serves as the main factor for the adaption process (presented in Sect. 2).
Again, there are various approaches to realize a concrete adaption decision but at the
same time an appropriate approach is very often determined by the nature of the
available information. As an example, quantitative values (e.g., a range from 0 to 100)
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may be applicable by rule-based adaption decision systems whereas probability dis-
tribution values may rather be applicable for uncertainty-based adaption decisions. The
following section outlines a few selected adaption decision approaches and provides
practical examples of applicable input values for the decision making.

4.1 Rule-Based Systems

A very practical and easy way to realize an adaption decision is to use a rule-based
decision making process. As mentioned before, rule-based systems use quantitative
input values which can be evaluated using simple algebraic methods [12] and com-
parative operators. In the context of adaptive mobile user interaction, a rule-based
decision example could look like the following pseudo code snippet:

if illuminance > an overcast summer’s day then
render high contrast user interface; 

else 
render default user interface; 

end 

4.2 Case-Based Reasoning Systems

In [24], case-based reasoning is described as follows: “Case-Based Reasoning means to
retrieve former, already solved problems similar to the current one and to attempt to
modify their solutions to fit for the current problem”. Applied on the previous example
of an adaptive mobile user interaction a case-based reasoning decision could look like
the following pseudo code snippet:

on illuminance change do
retrieve former illuminance adaption decisions; 
perform a nearest neighbor search algorithm to obtain a similar case; 
if similar case slightly differs from the current case then

use the similar adaption decision; 
else 

modify similar adaption decision (e.g., using interpolation); 
end 
retain the modified adaption decision for future purpose; 

end 

The case-based reasoning consists of two processing steps. The first step is the
retrieval of former and similar cases and the second step is the concrete usage or the
modification of this former case. Case-based reasoning systems rely on a set of former
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decisions. However, if such a set is not available, one can build a set from scratch by
involving the user into the decision process (e.g., by questioning the user if the current
adaption decision fits his or her needs) and the learning of these decisions for future
purpose.

4.3 Fuzzy Decision Making Systems

Informally, a fuzzy set is a class of objects in which there is no sharp boundary between
those objects that belong to the class and those that do not [25]. The basic idea is to
allow truth values to take values between 0 and 1, with 0 representing absolute
falseness and 1 absolute truth [12]. Applied to the example of an adaptive mobile user
interaction, a fuzzy decision making system could use the following three fuzzy
functions to define “dark”, “bright” and “glary” environments.

lx1 := dark environment; illuminance between 0 and 500 lx

lx2 := bright environment; illuminance between 50 and 20:000 lx

lx3 := glary environment; illuminance at least 7:000 lx

In Fig. 2 the three fuzzy functions are illustrated. The x axis represents the illu-
minance in lux and the y axis the degree of truth. In this example one can use the
maximum operator and a concrete illuminance value e.g., 300 lx to elaborate the
maximum degree of membership. This is depicted in the following equation:

lmax xð Þ ¼ max lx1 xð Þ; lx2 xð Þ; lx3 xð Þ½ � ) lmax 300ð Þ ¼ max 0:05; 0:9; 0½ � ¼ 0:9 ¼ lx2 300ð Þ

Thus, for a concrete illumination value of 300 lx the system would adapt the user
interface in order to satisfy the bright environment. The following pseudo code illus-
trates this decision rule:

As mentioned previously, examples presented in sections are very simplified and
represent just three possibilities one can utilize to realize adaption decisions. For the
sake of completeness, it should be noted that there are other approaches like the
Bayesian network, neuro-fuzzy approach, machine learning approach or the combi-
nation of these [3, 12].
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have surveyed the field of the personalization process within modern
HCI systems. We clarified the difference between the ordinary customization process,
which does not really increase the usability, and the automatic adaption process which in
contrast targets this goal. We outlined tree major working processes towards personal-
ization in user-adaptive systems, namely (a) the acquisition and preprocessing of appli-
cable information, (b) the adaption decision and finally (c) the adaption process. Themain
focus of this work was on the first two working processes, whereas the last one was just
briefly sketched. More concrete details regarding the adaption process can be obtained
from the referred literature. This survey in not meant to be exhaustive, but it provides a
good summary and a quick overview about different aspects which developers have to
keep in mind during the design of personalizing applications, services and systems.
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Abstract. With the increasing use of interactive applications, it is necessary that
software companies produce applications providing a good quality of use for end
users. It is important to assist designers in elaborating of design models, aiming at
achieving usability of the interactive applications. We proposed a technique,
called UDRT-AD (Usability Design Reading Technique for Activity Diagrams)
that helps designers in modeling Activity Diagrams aiming at achieving usability
in interactive applications. The goal of this paper is to present an empirical study
carried out to verify the feasibility of using the UDRT-AD technique. The
analysis of the results showed that the UDRT-AD technique could be employed
to help in both creating the activity diagrams and early prevention of usability
problems. Furthermore, we identified some issues that need to be improved in the
UDRT-AD technique to further facilitate its use for industry.

Keywords: Usability � Design � Activity diagram � Empirical study

1 Introduction

The success of the interactive applications is related to the quality they provide to their
end users. Among the quality attributes, usability is one of the most important quality
attributes [4], because it influences in the acceptability of interactive applications [1].
Several techniques have been proposed to help improving usability into the develop-
ment process of interactive applications. Most of these techniques only evaluate
usability through the artifacts designed on early stages or in final version of the
application [7]. However, few techniques are created to assist designers in artifacts
designing aiming at improving the usability of the application [12]. Therefore, assisting
designers in this process ensures that user interactions are efficient, functionally correct
and error tolerant [1]. Considering designing for usability in the early stages of the
development process (e.g., Design phase), can help preventing early usability prob-
lems, improving the quality of use, and reducing project costs [8].

One of the artifacts created in the early stages of the development process is the
Activity Diagram (AD) [14]. AD’s shows the logic of the activities that can be carried
in an interactive application. In addition, this diagram is used as complement for others
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artifacts into the development process (e.g., scenarios, mockups and others). Therefore,
it is important to help designers create these diagrams aiming at developing an
application with an acceptable level of usability.

In order to support designers in this direction, we proposed the Usability Design
Reading Technique for Activity Diagrams (UDRT-AD) technique. In order to propose
this technique, we considered two main principles: (1) to use procedures of reading
techniques, because they guide the designers in the creation process of the artifacts
[13]; and, (2) to use empirical studies to assess, improve and assist in the evolution of
the technique. The UDRT-AD technique assists designers in the prevention of usability
problems that may influence the quality of the final application. UDRT-AD provides a
set of steps that can be followed by designers. Each step consists of four elements that
support the AD modeling, and improve the usability of the final application during the
modeling of that AD. Moreover, the technique has application examples to help
designers with little experience in both AD modeling and usability principles.

In this paper, we present an empirical study performed that aimed at analysing if the
UDRT-AD is feasible when compared to the conventional approach. To do so, we
verified through this empirical study: (a) the effectiveness; (b) the time spent for the
modeling process of a diagram; (c) the degree of correctness of the designed diagrams;
and (d) the number of possible usability problems found through the designed diagrams
and that could influence the quality of the final application.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 present the work
related to this research. Section 3 provides an overview of the UDRT-AD technique
proposed. Section 4 describes the planning and the execution of the empirical study.
Section 5 present the results of the study. Finally, Sect. 6 presents our conclusions and
future work.

2 Related Works

One of the artifacts used in the early stages of the development process is the Activity
Diagram (AD) [2]. The diagram is employed to capture the dynamics of an application,
without being limited to the behavior description of a particular functionality [5].
Designing an AD, thinking in the usability of the application, can support the cor-
rectness and conformity, as well as increasing the quality of the designed application by
this diagram [5, 11]. Therefore, several studies have been proposed in order to ensure
usability as well as verify the completeness and correctness of these diagrams [3, 5,
14]. The following are some of the proposed methods to improve the usability of
interactive applications through ADs.

Valentim et al. [14] proposed the MIT 3, which is part of a set of techniques called
MIT (Model Inspection Technique for Usability Evaluation). The MIT’s aims auxiliary
the usability inspection through design models. Specifically, MIT 3 evaluates the
usability through activity diagrams and, to do so, it provides 14 verification items that
guide the inspectors during the inspection process.

Silva e Silveira [3] proposed a set of guidelines that aim at evaluating the usability
in the design stage of interactive applications, using design models of the areas of
Human-Computer Interaction and Software Engineering. Among the guidelines, there
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are those focused on evaluating the usability through activity diagrams. The technique
has 16 items that assist the identification of usability defects.

However, the cited techniques only evaluate the usability of the application through
activity diagrams, in other words, when these diagrams have been modeled. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop techniques to assist designers in elaborating this artifact, in
order to improve the quality of the final application. These techniques should enable
designers to be guided in a proactive way to design and to improve the usability of
interactive applications, through this diagram. Based on this, we proposed a design
technique, which will be shown below.

3 Usability Design Reading Technique for Activity Diagrams -
UDRT-AD

The UDRT-AD (Usability Design Reading Technique for Activity Diagrams) tech-
nique consists of a reading technique that assists designers in the process of modeling
an AD’s, aimed at improving usability of the interactive applications [11]. A reading
technique is a specific type of technique that provides guidelines that can be employed
for assisting in the execution of a specific task [13]. This technique aims to support (or
even teach) designers (experienced or not) in building an activity diagram. To do so,
the technique helps identifying the diagram elements from a textual description (sce-
narios or use cases); and, anticipating the usability of the final application, by providing
guidelines that suggest improvements of the usability during the construction of the
activities diagram.

The phases to use the UDRT-AD technique are shown in Fig. 1. In phase 1, the
designers should first try to understand the problem which needs to be solved. In phase
2, the designer uses the UDRT-AD technique for extract the elements, from the textual
description and designing the AD. In parallel with the diagram’s design, the designers
must perform the reading of the usability guidelines presented in UDRT-AD technique.
They should also verify what part of the diagram is possible to support the usability of
the final application. The UDRT-AD technique has six steps that guide the designers in
the designing of diagrams and in anticipation of usability. These steps are: Identifi-
cation of Actors, Identification of Start Node, Identification of Activities, Grouping of
Activities, Transition Activities, and Identification of the End Nodes. Each step consists
of: a Heuristic that helps to identify the diagram elements (Fig. 1 element A); the
representation of the heuristic Element (Fig. 1 element B); an Instruction that teaches
how to insert the elements in diagram (Fig. 1 element C); and, Usability Guidelines that
guides how to anticipate the application’s usability during the design of the diagram
(Fig. 1 Elemento D). To assist in using the technique, each Heuristic and each
Instruction has an application example (Fig. 1 Element E), showing how to extract the
AD element from the textual description.

As it was exemplified on Fig. 1 element E, the swimlanes identified in the scenario
are “User” and “Application”. Then, the designers identified that the activities “Execute
the Activity A” and “Perform the Activity B” are respectively related to the swimlanes
“User” and “Application”. In parallel the designers used the usability guidelines to
anticipate usability. When using those guidelines, designers can perceive that the
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grouped activity presents an error situation. The designers are instructed to create
another activity that allows the user to exit the error situation.

In order to check technique performance compared with the used practice in the
software companies (call in this paper of conventional approach), we conducted an
empirical study comparing the two approaches (UDRT-AD and conventional
approach). The empirical study is described below.

4 Empirical Study

This empirical study was conducted in order to verify the feasibility of the UDRT-AD
technique, and to indicate what parts of the technique need improvements. The
UDRT-AD technique was compared to a conventional approach, commonly used in
software companies. In a conventional approach, first the diagrams are modeled and
then, perform a usability inspection through the created diagrams. In this study, the
technique applied for inspecting the diagrams was MIT 3, once it was used as a basis
for defining the UDRT-AD usability guidelines.

Fig. 1. Example of using the UDRT-AD technique
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4.1 Planning

In this step, we defined the scope of the study (preparation of the approaches), we
prepared the materials which were employed (consent and characterization forms,
elaboration of scenarios, instructions for the study, modeling forms, and a worksheet
for the annotation of the identified discrepancies for the group that applied the con-
ventional approach), and we selected and trained the subjects. All the activities of this
phase were carried out by the study moderator and reviewed by two others researchers.
Furthermore, we performed a pilot study for evaluating the study artefacts. The results
of the pilot study can be found in our previous work [13].

Subjects were undergraduate student volunteers from a Systems Analysis and
Design class in their 5th semester at a course on Information Systems at Federal
University of Amazonas. Sixteen undergraduate students consented to participate in the
study. They signed a consent form and filled out a characterization form that measured
their expertise with Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) Design/Evaluation (HCI) and
Software Development (SD).

The characterization data was used to classify subjects into four categories (none,
low, medium or high experience). A subject is considered to have: (a) high experience,
if (s)he participated in more than 5 projects/evaluations in HCI in the industry;
(b) medium experience, if (s)he participated from 1 to 4 projects/evaluations in HCI in
the industry; (c) low experience, if (s)he participated in at least one HCI
project/evaluation in the classroom; (d) none experience, if (s)he had no prior
knowledge on HCI or if (s)he had some notions acquired through readings/lectures, but
without practical experience. The data on experience in software development was
defined similarly. Third (HCI) and fourth (SD) columns of Table 2, presented in
Sect. 5, show each subject’s categorization respectively.

To decrease the bias of participants who have more experience than others, the
subjects were divided into two groups with the same number of subjects and with
equivalent experience. Thus, the subjects were assigned to each group at random and
the groups were balanced, according to the subjects’ experience, which was reported in
the characterization form. Therefore, each group was formed by eight subjects.

4.2 Execution

Before the study, we carried out a training for all study subjects. This training aimed at
explaining usability concepts and how to apply an inspection method (Heuristic
Evaluation [10]). Then, the subjects were divided into two groups. Each group
remained in separate rooms and there was training on each technique. For Group 01,
we conducted training on the UDRT-AD technique. For Group 02, we held a training
on how to model a diagram and then on how to perform an inspection using the MIT 3.
Next, the study artefacts were delivered individually and we did not allow commu-
nication between the subjects.

The subjects from each group were given a scenario and, from this scenario, they
performed the AD modeling. The scenario employed to model the AD was booking a
hotel room. In this scenario, the user carried out the activities from logging in the
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application to confirming the booking of the hotel room. Furthermore, the subjects in
Group 01 (UDRT-AD) received the UDRT-AD technique to assist in the modeling of
the activity diagram targeting at improving the usability of the interactive application.
On the other hand, subjects in Group 02 (conventional approach) received a document
containing instructions, based on literature [2], so that they could consult, in case a
difficulty arised during the AD modeling. After performing the modeling of the AD,
subjects in Group 02, carried out a usability inspection in the modeled diagram using
the MIT 3 technique. During the inspection, after detecting a usability problem using
the MIT 3, the subjects wrote down the defect in the discrepancy spreadsheet.

We highlight that throughout the implementation process, the subjects performed
their activities individually and received no assistance from the involved researchers.

4.3 Analysis of Results

Finally, we performed the analysis of the results. In this step, the researchers analyzed
the diagrams modeled by each subject. In order to perform this process, we removed
the name of the participants and a code was inserted to represent them with the goal to
avoid causing bias in the analysis of the results. For the analysis of the quantitative
data, we employed the following indicators: effectiveness, modeling time, correctness,
and usability error prevention.

The Effectiveness indicator was calculated as follows:

Effectiveness Subject Xð Þ ¼ ðNMA� nAnCÞ
ðNMA� nAnCÞ + nAO

;were :

• Subject X is the reference to the study subject;
• NMA is the number of modeled activities by Subject X in the activity diagram;
• nAnC is the number of activities that are not in the context of the scenario employed

by Subject X to model the activity diagram;
• nAO is the number of missing activities in the diagram modeled by Subject X, i.e.,

activities that are present in the scenario but are not present in the diagram modeled
by Subject X.

The Modeling Time indicator it was calculated in hours and represents the total
time spent by each subject to carry out the modeling of the AD.

The Correctness indicator checks how correct the diagrams were modeled. We
classified the defects found by researchers according to the categorization of defects by
Travassos et al. [13]. This categorization has been employed to classify types of defects
found by inspection techniques of design models (e.g., OORTs [13] and ActCheck [5]).
In the Table 1 the five categories are presented, these categories were tailored to the
specific context of activity diagrams, as suggested by Travassos et al. [13].

Finally, the Usability Error Prevention indicator verified if the UDRT-AD tech-
nique helps preventing usability problems through the modeled diagrams. To do so, we
carried out an inspection with two researchers that using the MIT 3 technique over the
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activity diagrams modeled by subjects in the group that used UDRT-AD to design the
activity diagrams.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, the quantitative results of the empirical study are presented. The sta-
tistical analysis was carried out using the statistical tool SPSS V. 21, and a = 0.05. The
choice of statistical significance and the Mann-Whitney non parametrical statistic test
[9] was motivated by the small sample size used in this study [6], as suggested by
Wohlin et al. [15]. We used the boxplot graph to facilite visualization of data. The
results are shown below.

5.1 Effectiveness

Table 2 shows the overall results per subject and per approach. In this table is shown
the number of modeled activities (fifth column), number of activities that were not
present in the textual description (sixth column), and number of missing activities
(seventh column). Based on that information, we performed the effectiveness calcu-
lation for each participant (eighth column). Figure 2 (Item A) shows the boxplots graph
with the distribution of effectiveness per approach.

From Fig. 2 (Item A), we can observe that the median of the UDRT-AD Group is a
little higher that the median of conventional approach Group. In addition, it is possible
to see through the graph that the subjects who employed the UDRT-AD have their
effectiveness distributed around the median. The results of the subjects of employing
the conventional approach have a greater dispersion. We compared the two samples
using the Mann-Whitney test, we found no significant differences between the two
groups (p = 0,382). These results suggest that the UDRT-AD and the conventional
approach offer similar levels of effectiveness when employed to design an activity
diagram.

Table 1. Defects Categories (adapted from [13])

Category General description

Omission Necessary activities or elements that have been omitted in the activity
diagram

Incorrect fact Activities or elements in the activity diagram that contradict information
presented in the employed scenario

Inconsistency Activities or elements within the activity diagram which are inconsistent
with others parts of the activity diagram

Ambiguity Activities or elements of the activity diagram that are ambiguous, i.e., the
designer can interpret the activities or elements in different ways and may
not lead to a correct interpretation

Extraneous
information

Activities or elements are modeled, but are not needed nor used
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5.2 Time Modeling

Table 2 (ninth column) shows the modeling time in hours per subject. The boxplots
graph with the distribution of time modeling per approach (Fig. 2 Item B) suggests that
UDRT-AD Group obtained time modeling was much higher than conventional
approach Group. Also, the median of the UDRT-AD Group is much higher than the
median of the conventional approach Group. This was confirmed by Mann-Whitney
test (p = 0,000). Therefore, we can conclude that the modeling time needed for an

Table 2. Results per subjects designing the activity diagram
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Note: #S – Subjects; HCI - Experience in HCI design / evaluation; SD – Experience in
Software Development; N - None; H - High; M - Medium; L - Low; NMA –Number of
Modeled Activities; nAnC - Number of Activities that are Not part of the Context;
nAO – Number of Activities that were Omitted in the diagram.

Fig. 2. Boxplots with quantitative results per group
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activity diagram to be improved in terms of usability is significantly higher using the
UDRT-AD than using the conventional approach.

5.3 Correctness

Figure 2 (Item C) shows the boxplots graph comparing the distribution of correctness
per approach. From Fig. 2 (Item C), we can observe that the median of the group using
conventional approach is a much higher than the median of the group that used
UDRT-AD technique. In other words, we found fewer defects in the diagrams of the
participants who used the UDRT-AD than those who used the conventional approach.
However, the Mann-Whitney statistical test pointed out that there is no significant
difference among the groups (p = 0,161). Therefore, we can be concluded that there is
a significant difference between the number of defects found in the modeled diagrams
using UDRT-AD and the number of defects found in the modeled diagrams using the
conventional approach. However, we can argue that given the small sample used in this
study, it is difficult to obtain statistical significance in results obtained.

Table 3. Number of defects found per subjects

Defect types per subject and per group
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Note: #S – Subjects; At. – Activities; El. – Elements; Om. – Omission; Inc. Fact. –
Incorrect Fact; Incons. – Inconsistency; Ambig – Ambiguity; Ext. Inf. – Extraneos 
Information; TDP – Total of Defects per Subject; TD – Total Defects per Activities and 
Elements; TTD – Total per Type of Defects; TDG – Total of Defects per Group. 
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Table 3 the number and types of problems identified in the modeled diagrams per
subject for each group.

Inconsistency and Ambiguity defects were not found in any of the groups.
Regarding the omission defects, Group 01 – UDRT-AD – found fewer defects (07
defects - 04 of activities and 03 of elements) than Group 02 – conventional approach –

(16 defects - 12 of activities and 04 of elements). The fact that Group 01 (UDRT-AD)
does not have many omission defects may be related to the fact that the UDRT-AD
technique uses procedures that guided the subjects to identify the activities and ele-
ments of the diagram, from the scenario used.

Group 01 (UDRT-AD) found less Fact Incorrect defects (27 defects – all defects
were related to elements) than Group 02 – conventional approach – (43 defects – 02 of
activities and 41 of elements). We can observe in Table 3 that most defects were related
to the diagram elements. The main reason that caused this type of defect was that the
subjects did not use brackets in guard conditions (expressions that decide what the next
action to be executed). In Group 02 (conventional approach), since the participants
only used a guide containing instructions on how to model of the activity diagram, in
almost all diagrams this type of defect was found. However, Group 01 (UDRT-AD)
had one heuristic that indicated that the designer had to insert brackets in the guard
conditions. Nevertheless, the subjects did not follow this heuristic.

With respect to Extraneous Information defects, in Group 02 (conventional
approach) fewer defects were found (03 defects – all were defects related to activities)
than in Group 01 (07 defects – 05 of activities and 02 of elements). This may be due to one
of the usability guidelines (D9) from the UDRT-AD technique. The D9 guideline sug-
gests the following: “If the user is in an error condition there should be activities that help
the user to correct the error”. In an attempt to recover from an error condition, the subjects
tried to create new activities, which performed the same actions of other activities. One of
the suggestions is to improve the guideline so subjects do not get confused.

5.4 Usability Error Prevention

This indicator checked whether the diagram modeled by the subjects from the
UDRT-AD group presented potential usability problems that could affect the usability
of the application. As the subjects of the Group 02 (conventional approach) had already
performed the inspection on their diagrams using the MIT 3 technique, and we wanted
to assess the quality of the UDRT-AD, we decided to skip the evaluation of the
diagrams designed by this group.

To do this, two researchers with a high degree of industry experience, with 8 and 10
years of experience respectively, were selected to act as the inspectors of the ADs that
were modeled using UDRT-AD. To carry out the inspections, the researchers employed
the MIT 3 technique. The researchers had already used MIT 3 to conduct inspections in
AD of other studies. Table 4 presents the results from the inspection that was held by
researchers in the diagrams modeled by the UDRT-AD Group.

From Table 4, we can observe that this group, even though they used the Usability
Guidelines present in UDRT-AD, the diagrams showed a high number of potential
usability problems that could affect the usability of the application. These problems, if left
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untreated, can cause a poor usage experience for end users. Thus, we can see that the
Usability Guidelines of the UDRT-AD helped predicting some possible usability prob-
lems. However, these Usability Guidelines still need to be improved, in order to assist
designers in creating the AD with the least amount of usability problems possible, thus
improving the final quality of interactive applications.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an empirical study in order to verify the feasibility of UDRT-AD
technique. The UDRT-AD technique is a reading technique that assists designers in
modeling activity diagrams aiming at achieving a high degree of the usability during
the development of interactive applications. By analyzing the results of the study, we
can observe that the UDRT-AD showed a similar effectiveness than the conventional
approach. Regarding the time modeling indicator, the group that used the conventional
approach had high results than the group that used the UDRT-AD. Thus, the time for
modeling an activity diagram predicting usability of the application is increased using
the UDRT-AD. Regarding the correctness indicator, we can observe that the
UDRT-AD group has a lower number of defects than the conventional approach.
Finally, regarding usability errors prevention indicator, in the diagrams designed by
subjects yet were identified potential usability problems for application. The study
results also showed that the steps present in UDRT-AD technique were important for
subjects during diagram design, mainly, the construction examples because these
visually aided in the diagram modeling. Furthermore, the UDRT-AD assists in pre-
venting other defects that may influence the quality of the final application. As future
work, we intend to implement improvements in UDRT-AD technique and we intend to
develop a new version of the UDRT-AD technique. Another objective is to perform
further studies to ensure technical quality for future transfer to the software industry.
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Abstract. In order to investigate the reasons why software engineers fail in
design activities concerning usability, we devised a method to model the fea-
tures of how to understand a target system. It is the method to visualize dif-
ferences of system understanding between a software engineer and a usability
expert from three aspects, namely qualitative difference, quantitative difference,
and difference in recognition to the understanding. Moreover we devised “three
layer model diagram” which consists of “system function layer”, “task and
workflow layer” and “user practice field layer”, for describing system under-
standing. We conducted the experiment and interview for software engineers
and analyzed them applying this method. This analysis revealed that software
engineers who failed in the activities have a tendency to understand tasks cor-
respond to functions, in addition to understanding an entire system from func-
tions. These suggested that their function-based understandings and little
recognition to “system users” and “user practice in the field” in their everyday
design activities are included in their failure reason.

Keywords: Design activity � Software engineer � Usability expert � User
practice � User task

1 Introduction

Advance in ICT technologies has enabled to realize various functions easily, and it has
become more difficult to differentiate an information system in function and perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, use environment of information systems has become diverse
rapidly with the spread of smart devices (smartphones and tablet terminals). The
customer of an information system used in work (a business system) has come to
emphasize what kind of experience is obtained through the use of the system, more
than its function and performance. Usability is one of the central factors of this user
experience.
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In order to make an information system usable and useful, it is necessary to put
great importance to the viewpoint of users and to design an entire system, in addition to
system development technology [1]. Moreover it is also important to consider cognitive
and action process of users and to design interface or interaction between users and a
system [1]. Then, design approach (human centered design [2]), design methodologies
[3, 4], design principles [1, 5] and tools [6, 7] have been developed, to support software
engineers who design a system. These are based on explicit knowledge which is
formed through experiences of usability experts. We have worked on developing tools
based on explicit knowledge [8, 9], integrating human centered design approach into an
existing design process and developing a support method to apply the integrated
process [10, 11]. However, even if these are offered, past studies [12, 13] and field trials
of our method [14] revealed that there were still a lot of difficulties for software
engineers in design activities considering usability.

Through the analysis of our trial results, we found that software engineers have
tendencies to fail in specifying tasks to do with a target system, users in charge of the
tasks, and workflow to accomplish each task [14]. An appropriate understanding of
relations among a system, its users and their tasks is basics for developing a system
usable and useful [15]. The activities which software engineers failed are related to this
understanding. Thus, in order to investigate the reasons of their failures, it is necessary
to clarify the features of how software engineers understand a target system.

Hinds [16] found about cognitive features of software engineers that persons in a
system provider with extensive knowledge of a system underestimated novice per-
formance time to complete a complex task using the system. This was revealed through
the comparative experiment among experts (persons in the system provider), inter-
mediate users (persons having 3–9 months of experience in using the system) and
novice. Seffah [12, 17] and Ferre [13] point out that terminology, concepts, the per-
ception of the role, perspective and emphasis points in system development are dif-
ferent between software engineers and usability experts who assume a role of usability
improvement in system development project. They also pointed out that these differ-
ences cause miscommunication when software engineers and usability experts col-
laborate in a system development project [12, 17] as well as disuse of usability
improvement techniques by software engineers [13]. However they have not investi-
gated specific cognitive features of software engineers.

In this paper, we focus on the cognitive features of software engineers and
investigate especially how software engineers understand the target system in the
context of system development. Based on these features clarified, we consider why
software engineers fail in design activities concerning usability.

2 Method to Model the Features of How to Understand
a System

In order to investigate the features of how software engineers understand a target
system in the context of system development, we thought that it is necessary to
visualize the following three points through comparing their understandings with those
of usability experts being voice of system users.
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When a software engineer and a usability expert understand the same system,

(a) What kind of point are both understandings different in?: Qualitative difference of
system understanding.

(b) How much are both understandings different?: Quantitative difference of system
understanding.

(c) How different are both recognitions to “range to be conscious of and “emphasis
point” in system development?: Difference in recognition to system
understanding.

Relations of the differences visualized from the aspect of above (a)(b)(c) are ana-
lyzed and system understanding peculiar to software engineers is modeled.

2.1 Three Layer Model Diagram to Describe How to Understand
a Target System

Before visualizing above (a)(b)(c), it is necessary to visually express how to understand
the relations among functions of a target system, its users and their tasks, which are
essential to design a system with high usability. There are system visualization
expression methods which are commonly employed in software engineering, such as
workflow diagram, use case diagram, and activity diagram [18]. However, these
expression methods are not enough to describe system understandings or to enable
intuitively grasping them through the description. For example, workflow diagram can
describe tasks, workflow of each task and a role that perform each work item. However
it has difficulty in describing relations between these and functions or users. Use case
diagram can describe relations between users (actors) and tasks, while it cannot
describe workflow (chronological order). Activity diagram can describe relations
between functions, its users and their tasks, while it has difficulty in understanding
intuitively the relations among these three.

For solving such problems of existing expression methods, we devised “three layer
model diagram” to describe how to understand a target system. It is the diagram build
up from “system function layer”, “task and workflow layer” and “user practice field
layer”. This diagram describes the understandings about a target system from viewpoint
of system functions, tasks and their workflow, users in the field and relations among
them. More precisely, the understandings of relations among system functions, tasks
using the system, workflow of each task, a role that perform each work item, and
system users in the field are described on this diagram. Figure 1 shows a case of “three
layer model diagram” which describes understanding of a usability expert for order
subsystem.

2.2 Method to Visualize Qualitative Difference of System Understanding

Using “three layer model diagram”, we describe how a software engineer and a
usability expert understand the same system. That is, respective understandings of
relations among system functions, tasks and each workflow, roles that perform each
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work item, and system users are described in this diagram. Figure 2 shows a case of
“three layer model diagram” which describes understanding of a software engineer for
the system identical with the case indicated on Fig. 1. These two diagrams, namely one
describes system understanding of a software engineer and the other describes that of a
usability expert, are compared and difference between them are extracted. Moreover the
differences found in more than one software engineer in common are defined as
visualized “qualitative differences of system understanding (a)” between them.

2.3 Method to Visualize Quantitative Difference of System
Understanding

We calculate concordance rate between two kinds of “three layer model diagram”,
namely system understanding of a software engineer and that of a usability expert.
Moreover this concordance rate is defined as visualized “quantitative difference of
system understanding (b)” between them. The concordance rate is more specifically
illustrated below using two cases of Figs. 1 and 2.

The three layer model diagram has elements (e.g. “Order request & Print of pur-
chase order” on “task and workflow layer” in Fig. 1) and relation among elements on
each layer. Relation among elements has two types which are order relation (e.g.
relation between “Order request & Print of purchase order” and “Approval for order
request” on “task and workflow layer” in Fig. 1) and inclusive relation (e.g. relation
between “Order request & Print of purchase order” and “Task of order request” on
“task and workflow layer” in Fig. 1). Besides, there is relation between elements on
neighboring layers (e.g. relation between “Approval for order request” on “task and
workflow layer” and “Manager” on “user practice field layer” in Fig. 1. This means
relation between a work item and its performer.).

Fig. 1. Three layer model diagram which describes understanding of a usability expert for order
subsystem
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We compare Fig. 1 which describes understanding of a usability expert with Fig. 2
which describes understanding of a software engineer, focusing on presence and
absence of these elements and relations among elements. Comparison patterns defined
by presence and absence of these are organized in Table 1.

Meaning of each pattern is illustrated with specific examples in Figs. 1 and 2.

• Pattern A

This pattern means that understanding of a software engineer accords with that of a
usability expert. “Order request & Print of purchase order” on “task and workflow
layer” in Figs. 1 and 2 is a specific example of this pattern.

• Pattern B

This pattern means that some elements or relations in understanding of a software
engineer are missing from that of a usability expert. Relation between “Approval for
order request” on “task and workflow layer” and “Manager” on “user practice field
layer” in Fig. 1 is a specific example of this pattern.

Fig. 2. Three layer model diagram which describes understanding of a software engineer for
order subsystem

Table 1. Comparison patterns about an element and relation among elements
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• Pattern C

This pattern means difference between understanding of a software engineer and
that of a usability expert. “Staff in charge of ordering” on “user practice field layer” is a
specific example of this pattern.

The number of elements and relations corresponding to each pattern is calculated.
Next, ratio of the number of “pattern A” divided by the number of all patterns is
calculated. This ratio is defined as concordance rate of system understandings between
software engineer and usability expert. Specific math formula is given as follows.

Concordance rate of system understandings ¼ A
AþBþC

2.4 Method to Visualize Difference in Recognition to System
Understanding

Semi-structured interview is conducted for each of a software engineer and a usability
expert to delve into their respective understanding for a target system, using the three
layer model diagram which describes understanding of the usability expert. Protocol
analysis for this interview is performed focusing on how they understand a target
system. Specifically, verbal protocols related to considering order, priority and
awareness scope for each layer of the diagram are extracted. These protocols are
classified according to their main message. Besides, a label of short sentence repre-
senting its essence (e.g. “System function layer is considered first”, “Confirming
workflow and users together is kept in mind”) is given to every classification. Relation
between this label and utterer’s profession (software engineer or usability expert), is
analyzed. Moreover a difference about priority and conscious scope in “three layer
model diagram” between them is visualized. This difference is defined as “difference in
recognition to system understanding”.

3 Experiment for Modeling

The observation experiment was conducted for ten software engineers (seven young
engineers who had less than 10 years of practical experience in system development,
and three expert engineers) and three usability experts. These research participants were
required to try activities representing the approach of human centered design. The
specific experiment task was a series of activities to understand relations between a task
using the system and its performer (a system user). The activities were,

(1) Specify main task using a system.
(2) Specify workflow of each task and a role that perform each item.
(3) Specify system users and describe the roles of which each user takes charge.

These activities correspond to describe “task and workflow layer” and “user
practice field layer” on “three layer model diagram”.
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The participants were offered the fill-in form made for these activities. They ana-
lyzed a system in charge now or in the past and filled out the form. After finishing the
task, participants were given in-depth interview about the target system they analyzed,
using the completed form. Moreover they were given semi-structured interview about
impression and difficulty of the task.

Based on the verbal protocol of a participant in the interview and the completed
form by a participant, two usability experts different from the experiment participants
(including a experimenter) conducted the same analysis (above-mentioned activities of
(1)(2)(3)) about the same system as a participant. Besides, they described the system
understanding in “three layer model diagram”.

The second semi-structured interview was conducted for the same participant half a
year later by using this diagram which described a system understanding of the
usability experts to delve into how the participant understand the target system.

The entire process of working on the experiment task and the interview were
recorded as video data.

4 Analysis Procedure for Modeling

We correlated the analysis information by the experiment participant to the three layer
model diagram which was described understanding of a usability expert for the same
system. Besides, we specified points that analysis differed between a participant and
usability expert. These points, namely, a difference of element and that of relation
among elements (as described in Sect. 2.3) are described on the three layer model
diagram.

We compared these two diagrams, namely system understanding of a software
engineer and that of a usability expert. The differences found in more than one par-
ticipant in common were specified as “qualitative differences of system understanding
(a)” between a participant and a usability expert.

Concordance rate between these diagrams was calculated as “quantitative differ-
ence of system understanding (b)” between them. We calculated this ratio about “task
and workflow layer”, that of “user practice field layer”, and relation between these two
layers. The subject of the ratio calculation was the analysis cases of nine participants
who finished the second semi-structured interview (seven software engineers and two
usability experts). Table 2 shows a list of calculated concordance rate.

Protocol analysis for interview video data of participants was performed focusing
on how they understand a target system. We derived the kind of participant’s recog-
nition about priority and conscious scope in “three layer model diagram” through
analysis. Moreover relation between a kind of recognition and utterer’s profession
(software engineer or usability expert) was analyzed. We specified this analysis as
“difference in recognition to system understanding (c)”.

Besids, we analyzed relation among above-mentioned “qualitative differences of
system understanding (a)”, the concordance rate as “quantitative difference of system
understanding (b)”, and “difference in recognition to system understanding (c)”.
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5 Modeling the Features of How to Understand a System

It became clear that system understanding has patterns with a different feature from the
following two perspectives.

• Understanding for entire system.
• Understanding for a layer of tasks and workflow.

5.1 Understanding for Entire System

We found that there are two types of understanding for an entire system. One is the
understanding that makes the function a starting point, and the other is the
under-standing that makes the user’s tasks a center.

System Understanding that Makes the Function a Starting Point. This under-
standing is characterized by considering functions first and putting the highest priority
on functions. Persons of such understanding consider by order of “system function
layer”, “task and workflow layer”, and “user practice field layer” on “three layer model
diagram”, as shown in Table 3. In addition, they are hardly conscious of “user practice
field layer”, as shown in Tables 4 and 5. Participants who are presumed from their
utterance to understand a system from functions are mostly correspond to those whose
concordance rate about “user practice field layer” is less than 0.3. We consider that the
low consideration for “user practice field layer” is a feature of system understanding
that makes the function a starting point.

System Understanding that Makes the User and Their Tasks a Center. This
understanding is characterized by putting the highest priority on system users, their

Table 2. Concordance rate of system understanding between an experiment participant and a
usability expert

Table 3. Fragment of protocols about confirmation order in “three layer model diagram”

Participant A: First, I watched “task and workflow layer”. But it’s difficult to understand the
description on the diagramr. (Omission) I confirm the diagram from here
(“system function layer”), because it seems to be easier for me to
understand it if I thought along the actual processing of the system. Then, I
relatively can relate a function to workflow
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tasks, and how they practice work in the field. Persons of such system understanding
consider “task and workflow layer” and “user practice field layer” a center, on “three
layer model diagram”. Besides, they consider “system function layer” based on these
two layers, as shown in Table 6. Thus, they are clearly conscious of “user practice field
layer”, as shown in Table 7. Participant who are presumed from their utterance to
understand in the system users and their tasks center are mostly correspond to those
whose concordance rate about “user practice field layer” is more than 0.7. We consider
that the high consideration for “user practice field layer” is a feature of system
understanding that makes the user and their tasks a center.

5.2 Understanding of Tasks on “Task and Workflow Layer”

Targets of understanding on “task and workflow layer” are the tasks using a system and
workflow of each task. About the tasks, we found that there are two types of under-
standing. One is the understanding which corresponds to functions, and the other is that
from the viewpoint of user practice in the field.

Figure 3 shows a case of “three layer model diagram” which describes under-
standing of a usability expert about customer information system for sales staff. In this
diagram, sales operation utilizing the information provided by the system is defined as
the main task. This task is carried out by sales staff who is a primary system user.
Figure 4 shows a case of “three layer model diagram” which describes understanding
of a participant about the same system. In Fig. 4, sales operation by sales staff is not
defined as a task, although the same work items (e.g. “Confirmation of the list of

Table 4. Fragment of protocols about scope conscious in everyday work

Participant B: I’m rarely conscious about who is a user. I’m not also conscious about how
the user works in the field and uses such functions. What I’m conscious
about is basically only exchange of data between systems

Table 5. Fragment of protocols about a “user practice field layer”

Participant C: I feel I can test better if I understood the layer (“user practice field layer”).
But I have not been conscious about the layer. Still I can test

Table 6. Fragment of protocols about a layer which a participant usually consider first in “three
layer model diagram”

Participant E: Considering from here (indicating “user practice field layer”), procedure of
simultaneous message distribution (one of the function) was not
appropriate. So I asked the project members to revise i.

Table 7. 2nd fragment of protocols about a “user practice field layer”

Participant F: I always try to ask who use the system, even though I don’t have a chance to
contact with end users
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customers”, “confirmation of business status”) is defined as those which sales staff
carries out. Tasks defined by the participant are administrative task of various infor-
mation provided by the system. These tasks correspond to the functions designed
according to information type (functions for information life-cycle management) by
one to one. The work item carried out by sales staff is located at the end of workflow in
this information administrative task. We consider that the participant who analyzes the
system of Fig. 4 understands tasks by corresponding to life-cycle management function
of information itself, not from the view point of the information users.

Fig. 3. Three layer model diagram which describes understanding of a usability expert about
customer information system for sales staff

Fig. 4. Three layer model diagram which describes understanding of a software engineer about
customer information system for sales staff
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The Defined Tasks Differ Between Two Types of Understanding. The gap between
two types of understanding, namely the understanding which corresponds to functions
and that from the viewpoint of user practice in the field, often derives difference of the
defined tasks for the same system. Table 8 shows protocols about this gap.

Function Based Understanding Tends to Act on Dominance. We found the
understanding described above in the three layer model diagrams of participants whose
concordance rate about “user practice field layer” is comparatively high (those who
understand in the system users and their tasks a center), in addition to participants of
the low concordance rate (those who understand a system from functions). This sug-
gests that a participant might give priority to function based understanding in thinking
about tasks though they understand “user practice field layer”. There were plural
experiment participants in which the concordance rate of “task and workflow layer”
and that of relation between “task and workflow layer” and “user practice field layer”
are quite lower than that of “user practice field layer”.

These suggests that function based understanding tends to act on dominance in a
software engineer who is in charge of system development.

6 Conclusion

We focused on the cognitive features of software engineers and tried to model espe-
cially how software engineers understand the target system in the context of system
development, applying the method for modeling we devised. This investigation
revealed that there are two types of understanding for an entire system. One is the
understanding that makes the function a starting point, and the other is the under-
standing that makes the user and their tasks a center. Moreover, it was found that the
software engineers who understand the entire system based on functions are hardly
aware of user practice in the field. We also found that there are two types of under-
standing for the tasks. One is the understanding which corresponds to the functions,
and the other is the understanding from the viewpoint of user practice in the field.

Besides, it was revealed that software engineers who failed in design activities
concerning usability have a tendency to understand tasks correspond to functions, in
addition to understanding an entire system from functions. These suggested that their
function-based understandings and little recognition to “system users” and “user
practice in the field” in their everyday design activities are included in their failure
reason.

Table 8. Fragment of interaction protocols about difference of tasks defined

Experimenter: They consider the task and its workflow that relates closely to functions for
data processing in the system, do they?

Participant U: Yes. About tasks relating to how to process as a system. But a task relates to
here (indicating “user practice field layer”), so the task defined by them
doesn’t agree with ours very much
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From these, modeling how to understand the target system was found to be
effective in specifying the reasons why software engineers fail in design activities
concerning usability.
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Abstract. We investigate how practitioners in the field of user interface design
create and use personas in order to know the challenges they face with this tech‐
nique and improve it, if needed. We interviewed 16 practitioners from companies
of different sizes in Canada and United States. Main results reveal that designers
recommend the use of personas in projects of user interface design. They stress
the importance of using real data to define personas so designers and stakeholders
can trust them. They validate their personas and consider it is especially important
for personas based on assumptions or brainstorming. They report that in most
cases, the process of creating personas take several weeks and should involve the
whole design team. They often stretch a same persona to different projects but
are critical towards this practice. They see that personas are mainly used at the
beginning of the project, as a North Star for design. They assert that personas
should not replace user testing with real users.

Keywords: Personas · UCD · User interface · Creation and use of personas

1 Introduction

Personas are “hypothetical archetypes of actual users through which designers can
develop a precise description of [the] user and what he wishes to accomplish” (Cooper
2004). Numerous designers build personas for projects on user interfaces because they
think they will help them to focus on the users and make better design decisions, so they
see personas as an effective tool to bring plus-value to their work. Yet, our own profes‐
sional practice and observations in the field over the years reveal that there are problems
and disappointments with personas, which reflect through the sub-use, the misuse, or
sometimes the abandonment of personas, and the negative perception of personas. In
our opinion the difficulties with personas on the ground deserve more attention if we
want to improve their use and make it a more powerful tool for design. So, in this study,
we collected data with several practitioners directly involved in the creation and use of
personas in different domains, with the goal to understand their successes, failures, and
challenges, and draw lessons for a better use. Before presenting our study, let’s examine
some results from the literature on personas.
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2 Related Work

In this section we address four main aspects of personas: the benefits, the creation
process, the challenges, and the Reasons of failures.

Benefits. Personas facilitate the communication within the teams [15], by providing a
common understanding of who the users are and what their goals are. They help to
generate and select the best design ideas [2]. They also challenge incorrect organiza‐
tional assumptions about the users, help to give stronger consumer focus and target the
most important consumer segments [4, 5, 13, 15, 16, 19]. Some authors mention that
personas can help to create empathy towards the users. For example, putting a human
face on the generic user creates this empathy [2, 10]. Personas are also useful for surro‐
gate user testing, evaluate new features, weigh business decisions, conduct task analysis,
define use cases, write customer service scripts, facilitate analysis, design, implemen‐
tation and diffusion, reduce the need to add real users during the design process, and
allow the development team to work at a distance [1, 2, 13, 15, 18, 21]. Personas can
also be helpful for the development of simulation and training systems, and for making
data anonymous.

The Creation Process. Cooper’s early personas were rough sketches, but over time his
method evolved to include interviews or ethnographic data collection methods to create
more detailed characters [18]. In most cases, personas are synthesized from a series of
ethnographic interviews with real people and then presented in one or two page descrip‐
tions that contain information such as behavior, goals, skills, environment, and some
fictional details [6, 11]. For each product or set of tools, a small set of personas is created,
in which one persona is the primary focus for the design.

There are several techniques for creating personas. Adlin & Pruitt [1] propose a six-
step process organized in two phases: conception and gestation. They also propose a
four-step process which only takes a couple of hours when designers are facing important
time or budget constraints. Goodwin [12] proposes a nine-step process, which is based
on real data. Interestingly enough, the author distinguishes different kinds of user goals
(basic human goals, life goals, end goals, experience goals) and defines primary (the
best design target) and secondary personas. Nielsen [17] proposes a ten-step approach,
which contains four main parts: data collection and data analysis, persona description,
scenarios for problem analysis and idea development, and acceptance of the organization
and involvement of the design team. It is the first one to introduce the idea of updating
the personas. These techniques provide good guidelines to designers. However, they
propose a long process that not all companies could afford, or a short process that is not
based on real data. The long process addresses the common questions about the creation
of personas, but all along the process the designer needs competence and the ability to
read the context correctly to make the best decisions (e.g., Develop the persona descrip‐
tion, Decide about the final number of personas).

The Challenges of Using Personas. Pruitt & Grudin [19] faced many challenges to
create and use personas. Their first project with personas was based on marketing data
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and did not have much support from the company. In the second project, they needed
to involve many more people to have the personas done and they also needed to do a
massive campaign to communicate the personas. Dotan et al. [8] had to make extra effort
to convince the stakeholders about the use of the personas. Christopher & Blandford [7]
encountered some challenges such as a lack of context, the difficulty to differentiate
similar personas with different needs, and the difficulty to validate the personas. In the
first project of Rönkkö [20], personas were not so important compared to other design
aspects, in the second project, they were mainly used as a political tool, and in the third
project, the relation between investing in personas efforts and their usefulness was ques‐
tioned. Some designers resist personas because they are fictional, they can lead to a
misunderstanding of who are the real users, and it is not easy to prove that personas are
accurate [10, 14, 15]. Many authors also mention the risk of creating stereotypes when
creating personas [7, 9, 10, 17–19, 22]. Persona use may raise socio-political issues
because each of them has attributes such as age, race, revenue, preferences, etc. [19].
Different levels of trust can affect the use of personas because it is not always clear who
organizes and reconciles persona with other data and who interprets them [1, 3]. Further‐
more, designers prefer to work with real people rather than with personas [8, 15, 20].
Some authors believe that people need to buy-into the personas and get to know them
if they are expected to achieve their goals [8]. Therefore, the designers have to commit
themselves and trust in the personas, otherwise it is most likely they will not fully use
them.

Failures with Personas. Even well developed personas can result in little or no focus
on users in the development process. Moreover, poorly developed personas can keep
the development team from investing in other UCD techniques or other efforts that
improve product quality. Adlin & Pruitt [1] and Pruit & Grudin [19] mention five reasons
that can make the use of personas a failure: (1) The effort was not accepted or supported
by the leadership team; (2) The personas were not credible and not associated with
methodological rigor and data; (3) The personas were poorly communicated; (4) The
product design and development team employing personas did not understand how to
use them; (5) The projects had little or no high-level support (not enough people to create
and support them and no investment in personas’ communication).

3 Methodology

This section on the methodology of our study covers three topics: the participants, the
interviews, and the data analysis process.

Participants. Sixteen practitioners in user interface design, aged from 20 to 65 years,
female (N = 8) and male (N = 8), from Canada (N = 7) and the United States (N = 8),
participated in the study. They were recruited via Linkedin1 or personal contacts of the
two authors of this paper, and thus formed a convenience sample. The main criteria to
participate in the study were to be a user interface designer and have previous experience
in creating and using personas in either a small, medium or large company. Participants

1 LinkedIn is a business-oriented social networking service.
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were working for companies that developed software in different fields: database, engi‐
neering, workforce management, insurance, banking, marketing, healthcare and consul‐
tancy. Eleven had experienced working in small companies (1–200 employees), 5 in
medium-size companies (201–500), and 15 in large companies (500 employees and
more) (N.B.: since some participants have experience in companies of different sizes,
the total is superior to 16). In terms of project, nine participants have been involved in
more than five projects with personas, and seven have been involved in less than four
projects with personas. The participants did not receive any financial compensation for
their participation in the study.

Among the 16 participants, 10 were Interaction designers and 6 were Researchers.
During the interview, the participants described their role and if their job tasks were
more related to Interaction Design, it means being responsible to create the interface, or
to Researcher, it means developing research to understand the users and their needs.
Among the Interaction designers, three had leadership positions; three had more than
10 years of experience with personas. Among the Researchers, four had leadership
positions; four had more than 10 years of experience with personas.

The participants’ educational backgrounds were very diversified including industrial
design, computer science, information science, human-computer interaction, and indus‐
trial engineering. Eleven had a Master’s degree in Human Factors.

We classified the participants from their attitudes towards personas, as documented
in [15]. We have Persona Champions (fully support the use of personas and are enthu‐
siastic about it - 8 participants), Persona Moderates (focus on the user information and
are more moderate about their overall impression about personas - 6 participants), and
Persona Pessimist (they may use personas, but they don’t really recommend personas -
2 participants).

In terms of training, the participants formed two groups: those who received a long
and specific training on personas (more than two days and dedicated to building
personas): it includes three participants, all of them were champions; those who only
received a short training on personas (a training limited to what they have learned during
their Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree – generally a few hours). The knowledge about
personas of this last group is also based on work experience with personas. This group
includes 13 participants, five of them were champions, six were moderate and two are
pessimists.

Interview. Each participant took part to a semi-structured individual interview during
about an hour, through the software GoToMeeting2. The first part of the interview was
to collect data on the projects of interface design that used personas and wherein the
participant was involved (duration: 5–10 min). The second part of the interview was to
cover three aspects of personas: the construction, the use, and the effects on the design
of interface design (duration: 30–45 min). Participants were asked to report their own
activities with personas and also aspects they witnessed with colleagues about the crea‐
tion and use of personas. The interviews were scheduled according to the best time for

2 GoToMeeting is a service created by Citrix Systems. It is online meeting software that allows
the user to meet with other users via the Internet in real time.
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the interviewee, they were conducted from September to November 2015, and they were
recorded via GoToMeeting. They were registered and transcribed (approximately three
hours per interview).

Data Analysis. The transcriptions of the interviews were imported into the qualitative
data analysis software Atlas.ti3. Then, all the answers were tagged with codes. In total,
301 codes were created by the researchers. For example, in one paragraph, the
researchers could identify that the participant gave answers on different topics (e.g.,
methods used to collect data on personas, validation, use of personas, problems encoun‐
tered, etc.) which created many codes. Another participant would give the same answer,
but in different parts of the interview. The codes helped to identify the common answers
from different participants on the same topic. Once the codes were created, the networks
between the codes and participants were created. The results focused on two main points:
the participants’ perception of how they created and how they used personas.

4 Results

The results cover three topics: the creation of personas, the use of personas, and the
evaluation of the impact and the satisfaction towards personas.

4.1 Creation of Personas

The Creation Process. Fourteen participants explained that the process of creating
personas starts with the collection of data (mainly by interviewing the target users). Then
they compile the data by identifying the common attributes. Once the personas are
created, they validate them. Finally, they make a presentation to the team who will use
the personas.

Personas Based on Real Data and Aligned with Business Strategy. Most of the
participants asserted they start the process of creating personas by interviewing the target
users, as personas should be based on real data. However, some participants mentioned
that in situations where there is not enough budget or time (because interviews are very
time consuming) or it is a new project, it is necessary to find a shortcut. Yet, 12 partic‐
ipants mentioned that they would not use personas if they knew they were not based on
real data. Most likely, other stakeholders could be even more hesitant. Another reason
why personas should be based on real data is that designers can defend them more easily
and avoid stereotypes. For instance, in case a manager has a different opinion about the
personas descriptions, the data supporting the persona can be used as a proof that the
personas represent real users. The participants also mentioned the importance of having
personas aligned with the business strategy. It increases the chance that the stakeholders
will accept these personas.

3 Atlas.ti is a qualitative data analyses software.
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Personas Created Through Brainstorming. Two participants, who are champions,
mentioned that personas could be created through brainstorming and that these personas
could be validated afterwards. When creating personas under severe budget or time
constraints, three participants (P10 and P13 are champions, P15 is moderate) suggest to
use assumption personas. P10 (champion, has more than 10 years of experience with
personas, has a Master’s degree and specific training on Personas) mentioned that it is
fine to create personas through brainstorming, but after it is necessary to validate them
to reflect the reality. P12 (same profile as P10) explains that especially in consultancy,
it is common to use brainstorming to create personas, and after validate them with the
stakeholders to make sure they are representative of their customers.

How Long It Takes. Seven participants assert that the process of creating persona varies
depending on the project. Important factors which impact on the time to create personas
are the time to find people to participate in the interviews, to conduct the interviews, to
compile the data and to write the report, the quantity of people involved and the time
allocated for research. Four participants answered that it takes more than a month and
five participants answered that it takes less than a month.

Who Is Involved in the Creation of Personas. To build personas, all the participants
believe that it is important to involve the designers (N = 16) and the Product Managers/
Owners (N = 8). Product Owners or Project Managers are people mainly responsible
for the project/product and they take decisions about which direction the project/product
should take in terms of budget, requirements, priorities, etc. Five participants believe
that the whole team should be involved in the process because it facilitates the commu‐
nication and reduces resistance.

How to Collect Data. To collect data for building personas, the participants mainly
referred to interviews (N = 8), pools of users (N = 5), surveys (N = 4), the marketing
department of the company (N = 3), and some other methods.

How Many People to Interview. According to the participants (N = 12), the average
number of people to interview was 20 with a minimum of 8 and a maximum of 90. Some
participants (N = 4) reuse the pool of users from other projects.

Marketing Data. Five participants use marketing data to build personas. These data
usually include information about consumers such as demographics and behaviours.
However, three participants do not recommend the use of such data because the person
who uses the product is not necessarily the one who buys it.

Project-Based Personas. Two participants believe that personas should actually be
developed by project, instead of a set of personas for multiple products. Also, if it
happens that a persona is related to several projects, then it would be fine to reuse it.

Stretch Personas. Twelve participants experienced to be in a project where they
stretched a persona, i.e. use a persona that was originally created for another project and
apply it to another project. They believed it was a way to reduce the cost and time to
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create a new persona and these personas have some items in their description that could
also be beneficial to the other project. Two participants would not stretch personas or
they would do so depending on the situation.

Data Collection and Personas’ Description. When collecting data to build personas,
participants ask about the overall demographics (N = 4), followed by the experience
level (N = 4), the tasks to execute (N = 3), and the educational level (N = 2). During
the interviews 10 participants mentioned what should and should not be included in the
personas descriptions. The main items to be included in the personas description were:
Big pain points (N = 9), Information related to work (N = 7), Demographics (N = 6),
Scenarios (N = 5), and Tasks (N = 5). Items that should not be included, unless they are
clearly relevant for a specific project, are extra information such as hobbies, weekend
activities, whether the persona has pet or not, and demographics. Adding too much
information brings the risk of having personas considered irrelevant by stakeholders and
designers. Eleven participants mentioned that they add extra information to personas
even if it is not based on real data, and four don’t. Adding extra information such as
emotions that the persona will feel when using the product, is controversial among the
participants. The majority of them would add extra information as a way to give the
persona some personification and make it more engaging. Other participants mentioned
that they would not add extra information, or if they would do, it should be minimal as
there is a risk of wrong interpretation, especially if not based on real data.

Persona Name. All the participants use name in the personas descriptions. However,
one participant (P11 - pessimist, has less than 10 years of experience in the field and
with personas and has Master’s degree) feels like adding a name to persona can be more
distracting than useful.

Persona Photo. Fourteen participants also appreciated the use of photo in the personas
descriptions and among them, two participants believe that it is very important on the
condition that the photos are well selected because they help to personalize the personas.
Two participants (P11 - pessimist, P14 - champion) believe that photos are distracting
and lead to useless discussions because they could carry stereotypes.

Methods Combined with Personas. Once the data on personas are collected, some
participants use affinity diagram (N = 6), task analysis (N = 4) and scenarios (N = 3)
to create the personas. The affinity diagram is mainly to organize the data and group the
users by user categories. The tasks analysis is useful to describe the tasks and subtasks
the user will execute to achieve his/her goals by using the interface and the scenarios
help to give better context of use and make richer descriptions.

How Many Personas Are Created per Project. Nine participants reported that they
created less than five personas per project, five participants created more than five
personas per project (between 5 and 12) and two participants did not answer. Three
participants shared their concerns about the number of personas to create, and one
participant commented that in a company he worked for, there were so many personas
that they became distracting.
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Validating Personas. Fifteen participants validated their personas. The way they do it
can vary: with customers (N = 6), owners/stakeholders (N = 3), and colleagues/team
(N = 3). To validate, most of the participants refer to interviews and user testing. Some
of the participants recruit users for user testing based on the personas profile.

Presenting Personas. Once personas are validated and ready to be used, 15 participants
made some sort of presentation to the team, especially involving product owners (N = 7),
developers (N = 6), and executives (N = 5).

4.2 Use of Personas

Focus on the User. Twelve participants use personas because they think they help to
focus on the user. Two participants believe that designers are already user centered, so
personas are not necessary for that.

Other Reasons to Use Personas. Nine participants believe that the personas can change
the way they work, especially if they are used at the beginning of the project because
they serve as a guide, as a reference, they give inspiration to generate ideas. Participants
also use personas to educate the stakeholders about the users. Eight participants
mentioned that personas are important to help to scope the project by defining if a feature
should be added or removed from the product. However, one participant disagrees with
the fact that personas can contribute to design decisions because they are too generic
and don’t provide enough details to help with this kind of decision. Eight participants
think that personas are useful for all kinds of projects.

How the Creation Process can Affect the Use of Personas. All the participants said
they would trust in the personas even though they would not be involved in their creation,
on the condition that they knew the personas were based on real data and what process
was used. Two participants also mentioned that the qualification of who did the personas
would affect their level of trust. Moreover, some believe that interaction designers could
benefit more of the personas if they could participate in their creation.

Update Personas. In case of re-using personas for the same project or a different one,
11 participants mentioned the importance of keeping the personas updated. One of the
reasons why designers would not use personas is the fact that they are outdated; since
situations change and the context changes, personas need to reflect the new reality.

Personas vs. Real Users. Most of the participants mentioned that they prefer to refer
to real people than personas. Two participants (champions) mentioned that it depends
on the situation, maybe at the beginning of the project they would refer to personas, but
later, it is important to contact real users, do some user testing to validate the design.

Communication. All participants agree that personas are an important tool to commu‐
nicate and give a common understanding of the persons they will design for. According
to the results, the people who use personas are designers, product managers/owners,
developers and marketers. However, some participants say that developers and product
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managers use personas whereas some say they don’t. In daily communication about
personas, most of the participants mentioned to use posters (N = 11), webpages (N = 7),
flyers (N = 3) and cut outs (N = 3) (The cut outs are like big posters in the format of a
real person). Four participants have experienced to play the role of personas. Yet, some
of the participants (N = 4) who have not experienced to play the role of a persona think
that it could be an interesting approach to present personas to the team, as it can help to
create empathy. An interesting aspect about the use of the cut outs is that three partici‐
pants who talked about them said that they can be scary sometimes.

Personas Based on Fake Data. Four participants said they would believe in personas
even though they were not based on any research. On the other hand, 12 participants
said they would not use these personas. For two participants, personas can be distracting
because some stakeholders would pay more attention to small details, such as name and
photo’s choice than the actual design problem that needs to be solved.

Personas May be Too Generic. Five participants referred to the fact that personas can
be too generic, with not enough information, consequently they would not help in the
design process. One participant pointed out that some designers don’t necessarily know
how to use personas. Sometimes it is only the name, but not the personas description.
Ten participants agreed that personas are not the tool to validate the design because they
do not provide the proper the level of detail to review the design.

Personas Can Lead to Wrong Design Decisions. Four participants said that when
personas are not well based, do not include enough information, they could lead to wrong
design solutions. Seven participants mentioned the risk of stereotype when using
personas. There is risk of interpretation of the personas meaning, therefore some partic‐
ipants highlight the importance of basing the personas on research.

The Lack of Support. Seven participants mentioned that they were somehow discour‐
aged to build personas, as other people in the company would not believe in personas
and would not offer appropriate support.

4.3 Evaluation of the Impact and Satisfaction About Personas

Evaluate the Impact on Design. Eight participants found difficult to explain how it
would be possible to evaluate the impact of using personas in their projects in terms of
numbers, or they could not tell how would be a project with or without personas. Five
participants mentioned that they could evaluate the impact of personas as they believe
personas improve the design and if the rest of the team adopts them.

Satisfaction About Personas. Even though eight participants mentioned that it is diffi‐
cult to measure the impact of personas on design, most of them said they were satisfied
with the personas they created.
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5 Conclusion

This interview-based study showed the points of view of 16 experienced practitioners
in the field of user interface design on their practice about the creation and use of
personas, and the challenges they faced with personas. Our observations are about four
principal issues that need improvements for a better use of personas. First: The practi‐
tioners involved in our study received different trainings about personas, they have
different levels of knowledge and experience with this technique, and they operate in
different work contexts (e.g., small, medium-size and large companies) with different
constraints of time and budget. So, despite several common opinions, it is not surprising
to see different attitudes and standpoints about specific issues of personas. Some stand‐
ardized training program (with content, duration, readings, exercises,…) would be
welcome to guide the trainers and improve the general level of knowledge on personas.
Second: there are several techniques to create personas and at first sight, they have
enviable qualities: they are detailed, well explained, freely available, and trustable since
they are proposed by well-established authors. Yet they are not fully put into practice,
and their application requires much competence and judgment from the professionals
who attempt to use them because they have to deal with open questions and the specific
contexts of their projects and their organizations. The following activities are good
examples of that: Collect (relevant and sufficient) data on the users, develop the persona
description (how much extra information?), validate, decide about the final number of
personas, align the personas with the business value. Third: the practitioners have diffi‐
culty to evaluate the impact of the use of personas on design projects in terms of numbers.
So they may lack arguments to convince colleagues or the hierarchy to adopt personas
and to provide adequate support to create and use personas. This is a promising avenue
for the research community. Fourth: once the personas are created, they should be fully
exploited during the different phases of the project and their use should be well coordi‐
nated with the use of real users. Our study revealed that most designers prefer to use
real users. Actually there is room for both personas and real users in projects because
they satisfy different needs. Research results show that personas help designers to select
functionalities and qualities of their products, and it is clear that design validation should
be done with real users through usability tests. The contribution and advantages of
adopting real users and personas should be clarified for each phase of the project.
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Abstract. User experience (UX) design is unsurprisingly challenging, specifi‐
cally the classification of experience within a customer journey. It is vital that
personal sentiment is described using practical quality measures. An experience
journey is too broad a term to be easily used. However it is easier to measure the
influence of various elements of experience design on a user’s opinion across a
wider journey.

In this paper, a taxonomy of heritage experience design will be presented
wherein improved quality measurement can be developed for user experience
journey design. This paper draws on primary and secondary data to propose a
taxonomy of user experience for quality measurement. The primary purpose of this
framework is to guide experienced designers on choices to initiate high-quality user
experience in a heritage context. Included are journey goals, organizational atmos‐
phere, and technological, behavioral or economic biases. The taxonomy is also
valuable to experience designers in specifying the scope of quality measurement and
further to researchers in creating proposals for further study.

Empirical data was collected from a historical organization (Dorset County
Museum) in the UK using semi-structured interviews. It was then analyzed using
grounded theory techniques. The importance of user experience was highlighted
and prioritized with respect to the journey design process.

Keywords: User experience · Taxonomy · Quality measurement · Quality of
experience · Heritage museum

1 Introduction

Understanding the elements of user experience is necessary before undertaking a fuller
user experience design. Included in this is the interaction between the user and the
system, devices and contents. User experience is often the satisfaction a user gets from
interacting with a product or digital tool. It can also encompass all experiences (physical,
sensory, emotional and mental) a person has when interacting with a digital tool [14].

However, how do we know if the experience is of high-quality? This research argues
that there is a need for high-quality design experiences specifically in heritage landscapes
and interlinked museums. Though technology mediation has advanced rapidly in all
aspect of human life, there is still a missing element when producing tailored designs
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for a mobile device that is based on user needs and interests. What are the triggers of so
called good and amazing experiences to a visitor and how do we define a good experi‐
ence, when visitors differ in a myriad of ways. Hence, a study and critical review of
available user experience design is required to uncover an appropriate theory. This then
needs to be encapsulated within a framework that can be used to guide designers of
heritage experience and make use of advancing technology.

While digital heritage experiences are significant, it is important to have an interac‐
tive experience with all museum objects, stories and interlinked locations. Nevertheless,
this could result in small changes in the interaction process; which then may have a
major impact on the experience process. In order to mitigate these effects, higher-quality
experience design is expected to provide a way to motivate and interact with visitors to
enhance their heritage experience.

The heritage sector is a complex environment and it is changing dramatically in terms
of rapid technological developments. The significant increase of the internet of things,
big data and digital heritage has affected the way of presenting the experience to visitors.
By observing the related literature, it is clear that many authors have focused on moti‐
vation of digital interactive heritage experience, while there was a lack of literature on
considering user experience design as a tactic in the wider digital heritage environment.
Exploring and understanding how museum workers and interested parties think about
the digital interactive heritage environment may provide a basis upon which to develop
more common approaches to design processes of user experiences. The research ques‐
tion in this paper is, what are the elements of user experience design in the heritage
sector? Therefore, the nature of this study is not to confirm and test an established theory;
rather, it proposes to identify and categorize the environment of the digital Interactive
heritage experience. In other words, an initial set of constructs and a taxonomy model
is built in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, a general experience design is illustrated
briefly followed by quality of experience (QoE) models that affect the QoE. Section 4
discusses the challenges in heritage experience design and Sect. 6 presents the analysis
of the conducted interviews. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the design taxonomy for quality
measurement followed by a conclusion articulated in Sect. 8.

2 User Experience Design

User experience is the first and foundational step of an effective digital asset [14].
The table below (Table 1) illustrate the six qualities that makes up a good UX:

However, these user experience qualities are more of a technical user experience design
which are generally embedded as part of quality of experience models. Hence, more
detailed discussion of QoE is presented in the following section.
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3 Quality of Experience

A number of authors (including [9, 12]) identified the key components of all human-
computer-, or user-interfaces: Metaphors, mental models, navigation, interaction and
appearance as well as information visualization. Taking into consideration User-
centered design (UCD) which links the process of developing software, hardware, the
user-interface (UI) and the total user-experience (UX) to the people who will use a
product or service [4, 8]. The user experience as defined by Hartson and Pyla is the
“totality of the [….] effects felt by a user as a result of interaction with, and the usage
context of, a system, device, or product, including the influence of usability, usefulness,
and emotional impact during interaction, and savoring the memory after interaction [4].
In this paper the focus is mainly on the user experience and its perspectives. In order to
design a high quality user experience, it is significant to study state-of-the-art models of
Quality of Experience.

There are many models of Quality of Experience (QoE) which introduce different
elements that affect the QoE. Examples of these models included in [6, 11, 13]. The main
elements are Human, System, Context, Business and Interaction but only three of them
introduces interaction as a factor for QoE. However, another study introduced a new
layered model for QoE by taking into consideration four main layers; Components,

Table 1. User experience qualities [14]

Findability Can I find it easily? Does it appear high up in the search results?
Accessibility Can I use it when I need it? Does it work on my mobile phone, or on a slow

Internet connection? Can I use it as a disabled person?
Desirability Do I want to use it? Is it a pleasant experience, or do I dread logging in?
Usability Is it easy to use? Are the tools I need intuitive and easy to find?
Credibility Do I trust it? Is this website legitimate?
Usefulness Does it add value to me? Will I get something out of the time I spend interacting

with it?

Fig. 1. QoE model adopted from Floris and colleagues [3]
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Combination, Control and Context. This model combines all the factors introduced in the
state-of-the-art QoE models. However, the human influence elements are assumed to
contribute to each layer according to the subjective perceived quality of the end-users [3].
Taking into consideration the elements introduced in Floria and colleagues, the basis of
this paper was built. In order to achieve an effective QoE; evaluation should include
different domains: Human, system, context, interaction, and business which all considered
in this model (Fig. 1). The structure (from bottom to top) is as follows: layer one is the
media quality, layer two is for multimedia quality, layer three is for interactivity and action,
and last but not least is the layer for device, environment, business and community evalu‐
ation.

The lower layer is concentrated on media quality, which is related to Quality of
Service (QoS) and system parameters of each single media. The combination layer is
focused on how single media qualities are combined to get the multimedia quality. This
layer is related to (QoS) as well. The interaction features and user actions on multimedia
contents are considered in the control layer. The higher layer is dedicated for the context
of use of multimedia services and the context influence elements are device, environ‐
ment, business and community. As mentioned earlier, human influence elements are
affected by all layers.

This earlier work is important and relevant, in that it categorizes QoE elements and
evolution activities in the networking field. In this paper, a complementary view of the
heritage domain will be taken by focusing more on the design for heritage experiences,
specifically, the how, when, what and where, of the design process. This focus here is
to propose a taxonomy of characteristics (or element) of heritage experience design and
the elements that influence these experience designs. This taxonomy can be used as a
system for naming and organizing experience design into groups which share similar
journeys. By experience designs, we refer to the techniques and tools used to achieve
high-quality experience. The purposes of this taxonomy are: (1) to identify relevant
design tactics given a specific experience context; (2) to allow evaluation of an experi‐
ence design or techniques for a particular experience; (3) to provide an overview of the
heritage domain of experience quality.

4 Challenges in Heritage Experience Design

The significant increase of the internet of things, big data and digital heritage has affected
the way of presenting the experience to visitors. Despite there being is a lot of research
within museum and cultural heritage research focusing on the visitor experience, behav‐
iors and educational goals, there is a lack of studies focusing on the design process of
heritage journeys concentrating in Quality of Experience (QoE) as measurements for
the design of heritage experiences. However, there are studies highlighting the design
process of interactive exhibits and presenting some challenges like funding and external
expertise for new technology despite the recognized benefits [10, 12]. Another challenge
is based on the audience expectations and the quality of the experience [10, 12]. The
rapid change of technology and keeping up to date with user expectation is another vital
challenge confronted by museums and cultural heritage [10, 15].
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As part of this study a prototype was built under the iSEE project at Brunel University
London in coordination with the DCM to explore expected visitor’s experience. The
prototype was based on a quantitative research study conducted with visitors to DCM
and Maiden Castle [1]. This prototype was tested in the field as an example of how
physical heritage can be sited (in digital form) within the physical landscape – accessed
from experience based on the location based modeling. In other words, the visitor is able
to see the map using a smartphone and based on a specific GPS location a pop-up of
information including video, photo or audio about a specific fact/scenario/incident
related to that location would be presented on the smartphone apps (Fig. 2). However,
one of the main obstacle to make this experience was to be able to ensure that such
experience is of a high quality experience and how can that be measured. Hence, the
need for a taxonomy was crucial.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the smartphone app

All of these challenges were taken into consideration in this research in order to
represent a design process that could reduce these challenges and obstacles and epito‐
mize embedded QoE measurements. In the next section, a representation of the meth‐
odology will be discussed.

An inclusive range of factors must be focused on the interaction design process
including the following elements: the user of the product, how these products will be
used and where they will be used. More importantly, creating engaging user experiences
by understanding how emotions work and what is meant by aesthetics and desira‐
bility [2].

5 Methodology

Empirical data was collected from a historical organization (DCM) in the UK using
semi-structured interviews. It was analyzed using grounded theory techniques. The
importance of user experience was highlighted and prioritized with respect to journey
design process. While grounded theory is traditionally associated with sociology,
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nursing and health and organizational studies, it has in recent years, started to enter the
repertoire of marketing and consumer research. In contrast to other traditional experi‐
mental research methods, grounded theory starts from a set of empirical observations
or data aiming to develop a well-grounded theory from data [7].

The aim is to develop a robust framework that can be used by designers to create an
interactive heritage experience. Thus, grounded theory is suitable as we are not starting
with a pre-defined hypothesis; instead we aim at building the theory from the analyzed
data itself.

The data used for implementing the theory are the interviews conducted earlier with
around five key workers at a heritage museum (DCM). Using NVivo tool (Fig. 3), the
interview outcomes were fed into the tool where the analysis took place. In brief, each
interviewee feedback was grouped into nodes that represent the main elements that affect
the user design experience (e.g. types of visitors, age group, multimedia visual ads).

Fig. 3. NVivo tool - open coding phase

Then each of these elements is grouped by the number of sources that was referenced
throughout the interviews conducted for all the five workers. As per the grounded theory
this represents the internal coding stage (Open coding as per Strauss and Corbin). These
elements were then grouped into a smaller clusters (Axial coding). The clusters are then
refined further into a more meaningful and close to a detailed development stage (Selec‐
tive coding) [5, 7]. Finally, the taxonomy is born as a result of the grounded theory
technique.

6 Interviews Analysis

The iSEE project aims to engage the visitors within museums and more specifically the
nearby heritage locations. Consequently, it aims to enhance visitor experience with a
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variety of multimedia (sound, image, videos and others) and to increase visitor numbers
in local museums. The enhancement of experience requires the input of heritage experts
(as well as the visitor). This section gives a summary of information collected from five
interviewees and who work for Dorset County museum (DCM). Analysis of interview
data helps in understanding the facilities and records available within the museum as
well as the technologies used to guide visitors, which are the basis of the design
taxonomy.

From the interviews it can be concluded that there are a number of interesting
resources available, but staff lack the technical resources to deliver them. They have
many objects in collections that are not displayed, as the space is limited and some
objects are too delicate to be displayed. Articles and website content are not connected
with current databases. They have also used multimedia in rolling images, handset
(handhelds) and touchscreens to guide a tour but tech is often broken and needing main‐
tenance. Consequently, they could be replaced with smartphones.

In order to shape the prototype and specify the requirements, it is important to know
the most attractive parts of DCM. Interesting responses were received. For example, one
specifically mentioned that it depends on visitors’ interests, personality and who they
are; family, kids or old visitors. Others state that Thomas Hardy, Dinosaurs, skeletons,
fossils and Roman corner are the most attractive part. The visitor ages are very important
to develop the right application. Many DCM visitors are families, school trips and retired
people. However, they want to attract more teenagers. The museum is trying to be child
friendly by having more interactive material. Possible features in a smart phone appli‐
cation included enriched video enriched - with sound, color and smell. Other features
include a map of Maiden Castle (MC) and the visitor could tap a corner for information.
In addition, it is interesting to show time movement in the area and how the sun lights
moves through the day, seasons as well as utilize the benefits of google earth 2D/3D
views. To design experience it would be useful to show specific stories during MC walk
but it is better not to control visitors. Walk need not be restricted to certain points,
allowing visitors to choose their experience and stories. It is useful to show the historical
link between MC and DCM. The County Council is trying to provide basic links between
locations and distributes leaflets to visitors. It is fascinating to bring the historical expe‐
rience to Maiden Castle and display stories in video or sound, and invest in visual
branding by showing artifacts from MC allowing the visitor to choose from different
stories and multimedia they prefer.

There are some challenges understanding how, what and why people use phones?
As older people use it typically to receive and make call, others use it for communication,
games and education. Opportunities exist to use the smartphone. However, it also
depends on the technology available and multimedia format. There are so many tech‐
nologies applied in museums and in other sectors. Other ideas for the future could include
applying radio competitions into a mobile phone where group of people play together
virtually. The China exhibition (in Cardiff) uses voices talking about their environments.
5D cinema in Korea used a set of projectors in all dimensions, allowing visitors to
experience history as if they are in an adventure. However, these approaches have a
significant cost implication.
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7 Heritage Experience Design (HXD) Taxonomy

This section discusses the components that heritage experience designs (HXD) typically
apply to design high-quality experience from the perspective of stakeholders and based
on QoE model presented earlier [3]. It is important to change from the traditional quality
model which deliberates a fixed context, simple interactivity and one or two media, to
a new model which takes into account multi-parameters contexts, complex interaction
and real multimedia [3]. To allow for high-quality heritage experience, designers should
choose components depending on both the objectives and the visitors. To guide this
process, a presentation of a taxonomy will be illustrated which is resulted from the
interviews analysis using grounded theory technique. There are five main components
in the taxonomy; (1) journey experience which presents abstract guidelines for the design
process; (2) journey goal which shows possible means of interaction between visitor
and experience,(3) journey control, (4) multimedia of journey and (5) media of journey.
The last three components represent the building blocks to implement experience.
Figure 4, below reflect an overview of the taxonomy.

Journey experience accounts for the context of the experience which the designer
should reflect. For example, in order to design a journey, designer should consider which
device (e.g. smartphones, tablets) to use along with study of the environment, business

Fig. 4. Taxonomy of heritage experience design
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and community. Secondly, it is significant to consider the different goals of the visit as
well as taking into account personalizing the journey. The third component is very
important as it contain significant elements which are interactivity and action. The last
two components accounts for media, as the experience designer should focus on the
media qualities composing the multimedia quality and the integration functions for
multimedia [3]. As discussed earlier, human elements were not included in the
taxonomy, since they influence and are influenced by all components.

The main outcomes from this study are: (1) That in order to enhance the visitor
experience we need to assess our services from the visitors’ point of view and (2) priori‐
tize our service development, at a time of financial constraint (restriction), by collecting
appropriate information from within the museums existing collections and archives in
order to sustain a high quality design. Therefore, the paper proposes an evaluation
process to assess the presented taxonomy. In a similar contexts discussed in [3] each
element focuses on influencing factors belonging to a specific quality domain. Thus, the
evaluation of the relevant impact can be conducted individually from that related to
others quality domains. This allows conducting independent experiments in different
times and places. By combining the individual quality results, the estimation of the
overall QoE will be more reliable.

With reference prototype in Sect. 4, the taxonomy can be used as part of an experi‐
ment to assess its overall quality. For example, elements such as, interactivity under the
journey control (Fig. 4) can be assessed using the video that pops up in the maps and
how does the visitor interact with it according to his/her location. That can be assessed
with and without the interactive feature on the smartphone apps. Accordingly, the
subjective results can be analyzed in order to define the objective quality model to esti‐
mate the video quality. Similarly, the same can be applied for the other elements (e.g.
entertainment, educational, action) independently. However, this paper is focusing on
building the taxonomy and the actual evaluation process will be presented in other future
paper.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents a taxonomy that was built in part to evaluate heritage experiences.
Interviews were conducted with museum staff and interested parties to uncover specific
elements of heritage experience. Employing grounded theory techniques to analysis the
interviews resulted in the taxonomy, a basis for heritage journey design. That is by
introducing a taxonomy of heritage experience design in order to help the designer to
design higher-quality experiences that are embedded in the physical landscape. The
results have shown the need to design journeys to suite each visitor’s requirements.

Therefore, the importance of carrying out further empirical research is clear,
exploiting and building further on the initial taxonomy model. This observation high‐
lighted the need to further investigate how heritage experiences can be articulated as
part of a wider co-design process.
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Abstract. Online Communities could be defined as environments that allow the
interaction and information exchange between their members. An inherent aspect
of Online Communities is the sociability, that regards social rules, privacy forms,
freedom of speech, confidence, among other relations that may arise from the
interaction between people. In this context, a heuristic, named SVCoP was
proposed in order to analyze the sociability in Virtual Communities of Practice.
As the potential of the aforementioned heuristic towards evaluating other types
of online community was being noticed, in the present paper, an analysis of its
application in VLEs and on Social Networks is performed. The SVCoP is
composed by 46 questions that evaluate sociability aspects of the community
related to the purpose, policies, members, knowledge, abilities, behavior, commu‐
nication, coordination, cooperation, perception and decision-making. From the
evaluation performed, the heuristic aspects were classified according to their
occurrence and application for each type of community.

Keywords: Heuristic · Online communities · Virtual comunities of practice ·
Virtual Learning Environments · Social Networks · Sociability

1 Introduction

The evolution of knowledge may take place individually, however, not as much as in
groups. The reason why it occurs is that people interaction, namely sharing ideas and
opinions, results in enhanced knowledge [26]. [12] states that “collaboration completes
individual capacity, knowledge, and efforts”.

In a collaboration environment, the interaction elements should offer resources to
instigate group activities in order to mitigate difficulties and facilitate people interaction
[7]. Online communities may be defined as tools that allow people to interact and
exchange information between users via computers connected to the Internet [10].
According to [21], people in online communities, sharing a sole purpose, access a
computer’s system with policies. [21] also states that in online communities, users are
able to socially interact with people, which satisfies their needs, performing roles,
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sharing information and interests through pre-established rules which guide interper‐
sonal relationship along with support and leverage of computers.

Therefore, a concern regarding sociability, intrinsic to online communities, takes
place. Sociability refers to the gathering of people, which generates purposes and prac‐
tices in which individuals share a sole interest and establish several relations (harmonic
and conflicting), thus, individuals always acquire knowledge on capabilities and contri‐
butions one another [23].

In this context, this paper presents the classification of a heuristic, initially proposed
to an evaluation of sociability within virtual communities of practice (VCoPs), though
presenting potential for evaluating other types of online communities. The aspects of
the heuristic were classified in accordance with their importance and occurrence in each
type of community. In this research, the following online communities were taken into
account for heuristic classification: Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), Social
Networks and VCoPs.

2 Online Communities and Sociability

Collaborative systems are places that may provide learning, which could be understood
as the possibility of building knowledge not only in group, but also democratically, along
with cognitive autonomy [2].

Online communities, which is seen as a taxonomy in collaborative systems, are tools
which provide interaction and collaboration. [22] states that the goal of online tools is
to engage people to communicate and interact with other people as they were physically
present. [22] also affirms that the coordination happen when people work together, and
talk between one another sounding commands, so others are aware of the way they are
progressing.

In this line, [12] developed the 3C model, which is based on the following premise:
aiming the collaboration, individuals should exchange information (communication),
organize themselves (coordination), and operate in ground within a shared space (coop‐
eration). The perception is generated by interactions which take place in the group,
leveraging all the collaboration. [22] stresses that the perception is essential to the inde‐
pendent tasks, in which the activity result of a person is necessary in order to others to
be able to perform their tasks. [1] defines perception as the a person’s “knowledge” about
the state of a shared computational environment, for instance, the knowledge on other
people that share their interactions with the workspace, worked concepts, tasks and status
of shared artifacts.

[13] describes that the social interaction is considered the main factor which influ‐
ence in the collaboration in groups and in learning performances to such groups.
According to [8], the collaborative learning is provided through the interaction which
pushes involved people to act jointly and thus, a sharing feeling is created, which favors
the continuous change and the improvement of group knowledge. [7] states that, in order
to support the interaction and the collaboration, several tools become necessary. The
main tools are: chat, e-mail, discussion lists, forums, instant messages, audio conference,
video conference, and multi user editor.
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Facing the online communities’ scenario, sociability is a theme which deserves great
attention by the software designers. According to [4], verifying and characterizing as
the software designers deal with sociability on their interfaces has become a relevant
research question in order to not only improve existing systems, but also to develop
solutions that leverage social interaction [4]. According to [21], sociability refers to
social rules, privacy, freedom of speech, trust, among other aspects which rise along
with interaction.

Online communities need to present satisfactory sociability in order to ensure that
their goals are reached. [20] stresses that social softwares which present satisfactory
sociability are those containing established policies, people, and rules, in which: the
purpose refers to the interests, needs, information and shared services by the social
software users; people are members whose goals is to interact between one another,
approaching the purpose that motivates themselves; and finally, the rules regards the
language and protocols which govern people interaction.

There are some types of online communities, among them: Virtual Learning Envi‐
ronments (VLEs), Social Networks and Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoPs). The
aforementioned communities are described in the following section:

2.1 Sociability and VLEs

VLEs are cyberspaces where communication between participants could happen
anywhere, anytime, one to one, one to many, and many to many [17]. In such spaces,
collaborative learning may occur, which in the opinion of [8], is provided through the
interaction that drives involved individuals to act jointly and thus, a sharing feeling is
created, which favors constant change and improvement of the group knowledge.

Learning environments are strongly interactive and hold a synchronicity aspect of
what happens in real time. Interaction between different knowledge levels, decision-
making in groups, and the accomplishment of joint tasks not only facilitate learning, but
also the knowledge development [16]. EVAs enable people to cohabit along with diver‐
sity of view points, to dialogue, decision making and to produce knowledge, moreover,
to express thoughts and feelings [19]. An EVA is a space where an individual, interacting
with knowledge objects, becomes the learning process core.

Knowledge is seen as a social construct, and therefore, the educational process is
favored by the social participation in such environments, that encourages interaction,
collaboration and evaluation. According to [16], the basic elements of the collaborative
learning are:

• Group interdependence: students aim to proceed and should work efficiently in group
in order to achieve it;

• Interaction: improve students competency when working in teams;
• Conflicting opinions: activities should be elaborated in order to encourage collabo‐

ration, instead of competition;
• Evaluation: methods of independent evaluation are based on question games, exer‐

cises, observations regarding the group interaction and ***hetero-evaluation.
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An EVA is an open and flexible environment, thus, its expansion takes place due to
the high production of information and knowledge built by individual and groups
distributed geographically. Such environment develop and socialize knowledge in
several ways, not only via software, but also interfaces, hypertexts, and other media [24].

Sociability in EVAs is given as the professor’s capacity of making social bonds with
other professors and especially with students through synchronous interaction and commu‐
nication (chats, instant messages) and asynchronous (mail, discussion forum) [9].

The cyberculture has promoted new possibilities of socialization and learning via
EVAs. [3] reports that it is not possible to implement programs which allow interactivity,
autonomy, learning to learn and the sociability promotion. According to [3], several
strategies are utilized to reach the learning objective. For instance, the perception and
sociability strategies, which are disposed through the content of a certain group.

2.2 Sociability in Social Networks

Online social networks allow people grouping who hold common interests [5].
According to [23], such spaces are composed by two elements: actors and relationships
which actors develop between one another. There are several types of social networks,
however, a similarity among them is the fact that the user has a profile, so it is possible
to visualize their friends’ network [5].

Online relationships networks aim to encourage human relations through technology
[15]. Such networks gather people who wish to communicate and interact, namely, they
look for shared purposes. Each network has a set of policies and rules [21]. Social
networks are big flow channels in the circulation of information, links, values and social
speeches, which has been enlarging, delimiting, and merging territories [15]. Interaction
is a condition for the social construction of such networks. The most important elements
for the relationship to be kept in such networks are: motivation, available time and
involvement of people around these discussions, permanency, and technical grasp
aiming the utilization of resources and communication establishments [15].

2.3 Sociability in VCoPs

The expression “Community of Practice” is defined as a group of people who share an
interest or passion towards a subject and aim to interact regularly in order to improve
their knowledge about the aforementioned subject [28]. VCoP regards a group of people
sharing common interests via a virtual environment. In a VCoP, through the practice
and exchange of experiences, not only acquiring knowledge becomes achievable, but
also finding and reaching problems’ solutions in a shorter amount of time compared to
regular individual processes.

The main goal of Communities of Practices (CoPs) is the sociability promotion,
participants’ competency development, and the generation and exchange of knowledge
[6]. According to [27], a CoP characterizes itself by the following aspects: community,
members, competency, collaboration, decision-making, and CoP’s resources.

[28] states that a CoP is a group of people who share an interest or passion by a
certain subject and aim to interact regularly in order to improve their knowledge about
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the aforementioned subject. The construction of knowledge occurs during the collabo‐
ration within these communities, via the exchange of experiences, observations and
simulation of specific skills, which are intrinsic to every participant.

3 Heuristics Application Methodology

The heuristic of the sociability evaluation is titled SVCoP and is composed by 46 ques‐
tions, structured in five axes: (i) Community - Purpose and Policies; (ii) Members; (iii)
Competency - Knowledge, Skills and Behavior; (iv) Collaboration - Communication,
Coordination, Cooperation and Perception and (v) Decision Making. The SVCoP was
structured based on the following researches: [22], which describe directives towards
guiding the development of heuristics focusing on the sociability aspect; [27], who
presents a series of concepts of a CoP, including main elements and their inter-relations;
and [11], who includes in their research the 3C Collaboration Model. In [14] the SVCoP
is described with more details. Figure 1 presents the conceptual structure of the SVCoP
heuristic.

Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of the SVCoP heuristic

The SVCoP is organized as follows:

• “Community” refers to the domain, objective, composition, and cultural diversity of
the CoP. It connects to the concepts of [21], in the second level. “Purpose” regards
the reason why a member pertains to the VCoP and “Policies” are records and codes
which guide interpersonal within VCoP.
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• “Members” are people of the CoP holding their personal roles and characteristics.
“Members” refers to characteristics of the people in the community and their roles.

• “Competency” is defined as a set of resources provided to be acquired by an actor,
in the second level of the tree. The resources to acquire the competency are “knowl‐
edge”, which refers to acquiring theoretical information on a certain subject, “skills”
regards the capacity of an actor to perform in practice and behavior conceptualizes
in the fashion an actor behaves in a group or in certain situation.

• “Collaboration” groups concepts of “communication”, “coordination”, “coopera‐
tion” and “perception” cited by [11] and the 3C Collaboration Model, which is present
in the second level. This model is based on the following premise: in order to establish
collaboration, a junction of communication, coordination, cooperation and percep‐
tion is required.

• “Decision making” refers to the available resources for such, involved actors and
utilized strategies.

The heuristic presents parameters to the verification of aspects’ occurrence in the
community. The parameters vary from −1 to 2 as follows: (−1) Do not apply; (0) No
occurrence, the aspect is not identified in the community; (1) Partial occurrence, the
aspect is identified in an unsatisfactory way in the community; (2) Satisfactory occur‐
rence, the aspect occurs satisfactorily in the community.

The classification of the heuristic involved four steps: (i) Selection of online
communities which would be evaluated; (ii) Selection of evaluators according to the
required profile (online community users and specialists in IHC); (iii) Application of
the heuristic in the evaluation of online communities (EVAs and Social Networks),
performed in an individual fashion by each one of the evaluators; (iv) Outcome analysis
aiming the heuristic classification.

Two EVAs and three social networks were chosen for evaluation. Information
Systems and Computer Science students and professors of the State University of
Southern Parana, totalizing sixty-two people, distributed according to their familiarity
towards online communities.

After performing the evaluations, by sixty-two evaluators, the aspects that does not
apply to certain types of online communities were identified. For the classification, not
only the parameters “Do not apply” and “No occurrence” demonstrated evidence of the
aspect not being pertinent to such type of online community. However, the aspect “No
occurrence” may also indicate that the community could not present satisfactory soci‐
ability. Thus, the study on the characteristics of each type of online community was
added to the evaluation in order to better identify the not pertinent aspects.

3.1 Results and Discussion

From the evaluations performed on the SVCoP, the heuristic aspects that would not
apply to certain type of online community may be noticed. In addition, another important
observation was the identification of the sociability aspects that are not satisfactorily
present in the evaluated communities.
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The evaluators are users, who were chosen by their availability and familiarity with
the online communities. There were 31 evaluators regarding the VLEs, and 31 regarding
Social Networks. As the SVCoP was firstly developed towards VCoPs, such is not eval‐
uation again, once their aspects were already validated in [14].

Table 1. Most outstanding SVCoP heuristic aspects in the evaluation of VLEs

Axes Aspects NA NO OP % NA e NO % NO e OP
Purpose The title and content commu‐

nicate satisfactorily the
purpose of the community,
thus, people are willing to
participate of the
community?

1 3 17 12,9 64,5

Policies If there are commercial trans‐
actions in the community, is
there a declaration that
assures the safety of the
user’s’ credit card data?

20 9 2 93,5 35,5

Is there any way of complaint
regarding the cases in which
the community is incorrectly
used?

15 10 5 80,6 48,4

Is it established any type of
punishment in case the
community is incorrectly
used?

13 13 4 83,9 54,8

Behavior Does the community allow the
evaluation of members’
satisfaction?

10 12 3 71,0 48,4

Communication Can I express myself the way I
wish in the community?

12 13 3 80,6 51,6

Is there a protocol (rules)
towards the communication
in the community?

15 6 8 67,7 45,2

Cooperation Is there disclosure of events
that encourage people to
cooperate and return regu‐
larly to the community?

11 10 7 67,7 54,8

Perception Are people able to view what
other people are doing in the
community?

9 13 8 71,0 67,7

Decision making Does the community promote
mechanisms regarding deci‐
sion-making?

13 13 3 83,9 51,6

Tables 1 and 2 show the most outstanding heuristic aspects to the VLEs and Social
Networks. The NA column represents the number of answers “Do not apply”, the NO
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column represents the number of answers “No occurrence”, the OP column represents
the number of answers “Partial occurrence”, the % NA and NO column represents the
percentage of the sum of the columns NA and NO, finally, the % NO and OP column
indicates the percentage of the sum of the columns NO and OP.

The present analysis has taken into account that in case a evaluated heuristic aspect
does not occur in the community, such aspect may not apply to the respective type of
community, or the respective community may present a sociability problem. Therefore,
understanding that the answers “No occurrence” may also point out that the evaluation
aspect do not apply for such type of community, these answers were summed to the
answers “Do not apply” and the percentage regarding the total of evaluations (column
% NA and NO) was obtained. Likewise, in order to analyze the aspects presenting bigger
sociability problems, the answers “No occurrence” and “Partial occurrence” (column %
NO and OP) were summed.

Table 1 demonstrates the heuristic aspects that shows more percentage for the
%NA e NO column or for the % NO and OP column to the VLEs.

Once all the answers were compiled, it was observed that, to the VLEs (Table 1),
the heuristic aspect that could present the biggest evidence of not applying to the
community was related to the commercial transaction. Other aspects that do not apply
to this community, to the answers, are related to the ways of complaint and punishment
for the incorrect use of the community; the possible ways of expression in the
community; and the mechanisms of decision making. However, analyzing the charac‐
teristics of VLEs, it is observed that commercial transactions may occur, once events

Table 2. SVCoP heuristic aspects of more featured on Social Networks evaluation

Axes Aspects NA NO OP % NA e NO % NO e OP
Politicies Are the policies of use largely

published?
0 6 19 19,4 80,6

In professional groups of
discussion, are there copy‐
rights’ statement?

10 13 6 74,2 61,3

Cooperation Does the community allow the
use of pre-elaborate
messages in order to users to
be able to exchange during
the conversation?

3 19 5 71,0 77,4

Perception Are people able to visualize
what other people are doing
in the community?

0 6 16 19,4 71,0

Does the community present
the user’s function?

10 11 5 67,7 51,6

Decision making Does the community promote
mechanisms regarding deci‐
sion-making?

10 9 4 61,3 41,9

Is there any specialist with
specific knowledge towards
decision-making?

15 9 5 77,4 45,2
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are promoted in such environments, several materials are provided, among others. The
VLEs could establish types of decision making (which learners opine towards the event
type, evaluation, research, among others) and also protocols, including rules, punish‐
ments and types of complaint regarding the incorrect use of the community in order to
reach its goal.

The compilation of answers also allowed identifying bigger problems regarding
sociability within such environments. The aspects that may not occur satisfactorily in
VLEs are related to: lack of identification to the purpose of community; absence of ways
to punish the incorrect use of community; absence of events which stimulate coopera‐
tion; and lack of perception towards other peoples’ actions in the environment.

Table 2 shows, to Social Networks, heuristic aspects which presented the biggest
percentages to the %NA and NO column or to the %NO and OP column.

To Social Networks (Table 2), the heuristic aspects point out the most of not applying
to such type of community are related to: declaring copyright; users’ roles and decision
making. Regarding the amplitude and features of Social Networks, it appears that it is
hard to provide mechanisms to the declaration of copyrights in case of disclosure of
contents. Furthermore, the fact that users may not hold different roles and an explicit
coordination on the network may not exist is observed, which decharacterizes the exis‐
tence of a specialist moderator for the decision-making in the environment.

However, regarding sociability, it appears that the aspects presenting the biggest
problems were associated to: concealment of policies of use; unavailability of pre-
elaborated messages for conversation and the unsatisfactory perception of action that
are being conducted by people.

4 Conclusion

In the present paper an analysis on the SVCoP heuristic (first developed in order to
evaluate the sociability in VCoPs) as your application in other types of online
community, the VLEs and the Social Networks was conducted.

The SVCoP containing 46 questions, organized in five aspects (Community,
Members, Competency, Collaboration and Decision Making) was applied by 62 users
who evaluated three Social Networks and two VLEs.

Once the answers analysis and the verification of characteristics of online commun‐
ities were concluded, we found that the SVCoP heuristic also applies to VLEs and to
Social Networks, once, of 46 evaluation aspects, the majority are pertinents to such
environments.

Based on the evaluators’ answers regarding “Do not apply” and “No occurrence”,
only five elements pointed out evidences of not applying to VLEs. However, none was
considered not applicable by the majority evaluators. The item that obtained the biggest
number of answers “Do not apply”, referring to commercial transactions in the
community, reached 64,5 %. On the other hand, to social networks, only three elements
pointed out evidences of not applying to such environments, taking into account that the
answer which obtained the biggest percentage of “Do not apply”, referring to decision
making, reached 48,4 %.
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From the application of the heuristic, the sociability aspects that are not satisfactory
within such communities are verified. In the VLEs, a lack of attractively took place as
the community purpose was given; lack of punishment forms towards the incorrect use
of users within the community; absence of events which stimulate cooperation; and
finally, lack of perception towards other peoples’ actions in the environment. On the
other hand, in Social Networks, the weakest points were the lack of disclosure of policies
of use; the unavailability of pre-elaborated messages for the conversation between
members and the unsatisfactory perception towards actions performed by other users in
the community.

As future work, we aim to perform new evaluations in order to reinforce the results
hereby achieved and also to verify the application of the heuristic on other types of online
communities.
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Abstract. Several new and revised ISO standards will be published in 2016/17
that define the basic terms and concepts of usability (ISO 9241-11), give
guidance on processes and outcomes of human-centred design (ISO 9241-220),
provide examples of measures that can be used in usability evaluation (ISO/IEC
25022 and 25023) and define what should be included in usability evaluation
reports for usability tests, inspections and surveys (ISO/IEC 25066). The paper
explains some of the new content and how it can be used.
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1 New ISO Standards for Usability

Standards from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) are produced
by international groups of experts after a rigorous review process, and represent a
consensus on the current state-of-the art. Because of the number of international experts
involved in their development they provide a more balanced perspective than is typi-
cally found in textbooks or individual publications. Several new and revised standards
relating to usability will be published in 2016/7:

• ISO 9241-11: Usability: Definitions and concepts [6], replacing the 1988 version of
ISO 9241-11.

• ISO 9241-220: Processes for enabling, executing and assessing human-centred
design within organizations [9], replacing the earlier ISO TR 18529.

• ISO/IEC 25066: Common industry Format for Usability — Evaluation
Reports [17].
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• ISO/IEC 25022: Measurement of quality in use [11], (includes measures of effec-
tiveness, efficiency and satisfaction), replacing ISO TR 9126-4.

• ISO/IEC 25023: Measurement of system and software product quality [12], (in-
cludes measures for usability attributes), replacing ISO/IEC TR 9126-2 and
ISO/IEC TR 9126-3.

The paper summarises some of the new content included in these standards.

2 ISO 9241-11: Usability: Definitions and Concepts

The new version of ISO 9241-11 retains and elaborates on the concepts in the 1988
version of the standard, with the original definition of usability extended to apply to
systems and services: “the extent to which a system, product or service can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specified context of use”. The content has been extended to include current
approaches to usability and user experience [2]. Some examples are given below.

Goals. Historically, usability has been associated with achieving predetermined
practical goals, but the concept has been widened in the new version of ISO 9241-11 to
include achieving personal outcomes such as entertainment or personal development. It
is also recognised that users can have several interrelated goals. For example the goal
of completing a report could include the potentially conflicting sub-goals to (a) please
the client by sending the report today, (b) ensure a quality of content that indicates
professional expertise, and (c) finish the report in time to get home for a family event.

Absence of Negative Consequences. Effectiveness has been associated with com-
pleting a task completely and accurately, but it is also important to take account of the
potential negative consequences if the task is not achieved correctly. The new defini-
tion of effectiveness: “accuracy, completeness and lack of negative consequences with
which users achieved specified goals” takes account of negative consequences such as:

• economic harm
e.g. high costs for accidently selected the roaming option on a mobile phone

• harm to health
e.g. injury of a patient resulting from use errors with a medical device

• harm to the environment
e.g. unnecessary use of energy through inability to set central heating controls
appropriately

Objectively Achieved Outcomes and Subjectively Perceived Outcomes. For a
successful outcome of interaction with an interactive system (effectiveness) both
objective and perceived success is typically necessary. There can be negative conse-
quences if objective success is perceived as failure, for example, if you book a flight
but don’t get a confirmation, so assume the booking was not made, and book again.
Now you have two reservations! Perceiving objective failure as success can also have
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negative consequences, for example, you use a voting machine to make your vote. You
think it was made, but it is not counted because you did not press hard enough. If you
had realised it was not successful, you would have tried again.

Satisfaction. Satisfaction has been redefined to take account of the wider range of
concerns that are now recognised as important for user experience: “positive attitudes,
emotions and/or comfort resulting from use of a system, product or service”. These
three aspects relate to the cognitive, affective and psychomotor responses of an
individual.

Wide Applicability. The new draft makes it clear that usability applies to all aspects
of use, including:

• Learnability, to enable new users to be effective, efficient and satisfied when
learning to use a new system.

• Regular use, to enable users to achieve their goals effectively, efficiently and with
satisfaction.

• Accessibility, so that the system if effective, efficient and satisfying for users with
the widest range of capabilities.

• Maintainability, to enable maintenance tasks to be completed effectively, efficiently
and with satisfaction.

3 ISO 9241-220: Processes for Enabling, Executing
and Assessing Human-Centred Design Within
Organizations

According to ISO 9241-210, human-centred design is an “approach to systems design
and development that aims to make interactive systems more usable by focusing on the
use of the system and applying human factors/ergonomics and usability knowledge and
techniques”.

ISO 9241-220 elaborates on ISO 9241-210 to provide a comprehensive description
of the processes that support the activities that are required as part of human-centred
design. Figure 1 (adapted from ISO 9241-220) summarises the processes that need to
be in place in each area of an organisation that has some responsibility for human
centred design. The groups of processes related to these levels are called “Human
Centred Process categories” (HCP). HCP.1 addresses what organizations need to do to
enable human-centred design on a corporate level. HCP.2 describes the required
infrastructure and management of human-centred design across projects and systems,
and HCP.3 details the project-specific aspects of human-centred design during devel-
opment or change of a system. HCP.4 covers the specific processes during introduction
and operation of a system. Together the implementation of these four sets of processes
ensures that the systems produced, acquired and operated by an organization have
appropriate levels of usability, accessibility, user experience and mitigation of risks that
could arise from use. This combined objective is referred to as human-centred quality,
the: “extent to which requirements relating to usability, accessibility, user experience
and minimizing risks arising from use are met”.
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The current draft of the standard proposes a broadened definition of user experience
to take account of the way the term is commonly used: “a person’s perceptions and
responses resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of an interactive system, and
from the user’s interaction with the organization that supplies or delivers the interactive
system; from discovering the system, adopting and using it, through to final use”.

ISO 9241-220 can be used for:

• implementing human-centred design based on the process outcomes needed to
achieve human centred quality as part of a system development or procurement
process and/or support lifecycle;

• assessing an enterprise’s existing capability to carry out the human-centred
processes;

• improving the effectiveness of human-centred design as part of an existing system
development process;

• specification and development of necessary competence in human-centred design.

4 ISO/IEC 25066: Usability Evaluation Reports

ISO/IEC 25062 Common Industry Format (CIF) for usability test reports, published in
2008, specifies the information to be included in a summative test report that is
intended to enable a supplier to demonstrate the usability of their system to a potential

Fig. 1. Human centred design process categories and contents
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purchaser, and the purchaser to judge whether the system would be usable in their own
context of use. The information required by this standard is more detailed than is
necessary for most formative evaluation reports.

The industry working group that developed the format that became ISO/IEC 25062
[1] worked on the production of guidance for the content of a formative report based on
user testing [18] but concluded that the extent of the variation needed in practice was
too great to support the development of a single recommended format.

When the new ISO/IEC 25066 Common Industry Format for usability (CIF) –

Evaluation reports was developed to cover a wider range of approaches to usability
evaluation, rather than focusing on the summative or formative purpose of evaluation,
the approach taken was to specify the contents that should be included for different
types of usability evaluation:

(a) Inspection to identify usability defects and the corresponding potential usability
problems.

(b) User observation

• Qualitative: Observing user behaviour to identify actual usability problems.
• Quantitative: Measuring user performance and responses to obtain data on

effectiveness and efficiency.

(c) Obtaining subjective information from users including:

• Qualitative: Problems, opinions and impressions given during or after a
usability evaluation.

• Quantitative: Measures of user satisfaction or perception.

The potential content items for a report that included each of these types of eval-
uation is categorised under the headings:

1. Executive summary (if used)
2. Description of the object of evaluation
3. Purpose of the evaluation
4. Method

a. General
b. Evaluators/participants
c. Tasks (if used in the evaluation)
d. Evaluation environment

5. Procedure
a. Design of the evaluation
b. Data to be collected

6. Results
a. Data analysis
b. Presentation of the results

7. Interpretation of results and recommendations

For each type of content, the standard lists the potential content items relevant to
each type of usability evaluation, indicating whether they are required, recommended
or optional. Table 1 is an example of some of the items for the evaluation environment.
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The 64 content items in the standard can be used as a checklist to ensure that for
each type of evaluation that is reported, all the required content and appropriate rec-
ommended items are included.

5 ISO/IEC 25022: Measurement of Quality in Use

Quality in use which is defined in ISO/IEC 25010 System and software quality models
includes: effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk and context cover-
age. The measures for quality in use in ISO/IEC 25022 include measures for the
components of usability that are defined in ISO 9241-11: effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction (Table 2).

Table 1. Evaluation environment

Type of
evaluation:
Content elements
to be included in
the report:

Inspection User observation Information
from usersObserving

user behaviour
Measuring user
performance
and response

(a) Physical
environment and
facilities

N/A Required Required Optional

(b) Technical
environment (if
applicable)

Required Required Required Recommended

(c) Evaluation
administration
tools (if used)

Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended

Table 2. Measures of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction

Effectiveness Efficiency Satisfaction

Tasks completed Task time Overall satisfaction
Objectives
achieved

Time efficiency Satisfaction with features

Errors in a task Cost-effectiveness Discretionary usage
Tasks with errors Productive time

ratio
Feature utilisation

Task error
intensity

Unnecessary
actions

Proportion of users complaining

Fatigue Proportion of user complaints about a particular
feature

User trust
User pleasure
Physical comfort
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ISO/IEC 25022 provides suggested measures for freedom from risk, which is
defines as the: “degree to which the quality of a product or system mitigates or avoids
potential risk to the user, organisation or project, including risks to economic status,
human life, health, or the environment” (Table 3). This recognises that it is not suffi-
cient simply to consider successful interaction, it is also important to minimise the
possibility of any adverse consequences that could arise from poor usability (such as an
individual failing to purchase the correct transport ticket, adverse economic conse-
quences for a company, or environmental consequences resulting from poor usability
of home-heating controls). The importance of the risk of negative consequences that
can result from poor quality was first introduced in the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard in
2001, and was updated in ISO/IEC 25010 in 2011. The concept of the risk of negative
consequences that can result from use is being incorporated into ISO 9241-220 and is
addressed in the revised version of ISO 9241-11 as part of effectiveness.

An example measure is: “Proportion of usage situations where there are human or
system errors with economic consequences”. Although it is usually not possible to
control other factors in the context of use that could influence freedom from risk, it is
often possible to provide evidence for the potential risks that could result from poor
usability or poor product quality, and to suggest target values for usability that would
mitigate these risks.

ISO/IEC 25022 also provides measures for context coverage: “the degree to which
a product or system can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and freedom
from risk in both specified contexts of use and in contexts beyond those initially
explicitly identified” (Table 4). Context coverage was introduced into ISO/IEC 25010
to support specification and evaluation of usability in all defined and anticipated
contexts of use. The measure of context completeness is defined as: “The proportion of
the intended contexts of use in which a product or system can be used with acceptable
usability and risk”. It could for example be measured by the proportion of the intended
contexts of use for which there are measures showing that the product can used with
acceptable usability and risk.

Table 3. Measures of risk

Economic risk Health and safety risk Environmental
risk

Return on investment (ROI) User health reporting frequency Environmental
impactTime to achieve return on

investment
User health and safety impact

Business performance Safety of people affected by use of
the systemBenefits of IT Investment

Service to customers
Website visitors converted to
customers

Revenue from each customer
Errors with economic
consequences
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Flexibility measures are used to assess the degree to which a product or system can
be used with acceptable levels of effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and freedom
from risk in contexts beyond those initially specified in the requirements for the system.
Flexibility enables products to take account of circumstances, opportunities and indi-
vidual preferences that might not have been anticipated in advance. Flexibility can be
measured by analysing the characteristics of the product and the context of use to
assess the extent to which a product can be used by additional types of users to achieve
additional goals with effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and freedom from risk in
additional contexts of use, or by testing the product with users in these additional
contexts of use, or by the capability of the product to be modified to support adaptation
for new types of users, tasks and environments by means of suitability for individu-
alization as defined in ISO 9241-110.

Proficiency independence assesses the extent to which the product can be used by
people who do not have specific knowledge, skills or experience. The product could be
primarily intended for a user group with specific knowledge, skills or experience, but
potentially usable by a wider range of types of user.

6 ISO/IEC 25023: Measurement of System and Software
Product Quality

ISO/IEC 25023 contains measures for system and software product quality, including
measures of usability as a product attribute (Tables 5 and 6). The main reason for
including the usability measures was to complement the better-established measures for

Table 4. Measures of context coverage

Context completeness Flexibility

Context completeness Flexible context of use
Product flexibility
Proficiency independence

Table 5. Measures of usability attributes

Appropriateness
recognisability

Learnability Operability

Description
completeness

User guidance
completeness

Operational consistency

Demonstration coverage Entry fields defaults Message clarity
Entry point
self-descriptiveness

Error message
understandability

Functional customizability

Self-explanatory user
interface

User interface customizability
Monitoring capability
Undo capability
Understandable categorization of
information

Appearance consistency
Input device support
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software qualities such as system performance, reliability, security and maintainability.
Measures such as response time, system availability, fault tolerance and data integrity
are widely used for specifying, evaluating and monitoring software quality. Without
equivalent measures for usability that can be used in early systems development,
usability is likely to be ignored in favour of the hard software qualities.

This creates a problem, as usability in early systems development typically focuses
on identifying and fixing usability defects, and it is not clear whether detailed measures
of usability properties would be of any benefit to a usability engineer. So the initial
audience for detailed usability measures is likely to be the software testers who will
only be able to use quite simple measures in a restricted context of use, but at least it
will flag usability as an important issue in systems development.

In principle the evaluation of almost any usability guideline (of which there are
hundreds in the literature) could be treated as a measure, which caused a problem
deciding which usability measures to include in ISO/IEC 25023. Eventually it was
decided to use selected examples of “dialogue principles” in ISO 9241-110 as a source.

7 Conclusions

The ISO 9241-11, ISO 9241-220 and ISO/IEC 25066 standards provide rich resources
for usability practitioners and researchers, who may also find the measures in ISO/IEC
25022 and 25023 useful. ISO/IEC 25023 is primarily intended for use in a software
development environment, and cross-references the ISO 9241 series of standards for
additional information.

The standards described are part of the ISO 9241 series developed by the ISO
Ergonomics subcommittee TC159/SC4 and the ISO 25000 series developed by the
Systems and software engineering committee ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7. The ISO/IEC 2506x
Common Industry Format standards are developed jointly by the two committees and
also include:

• ISO/IEC 25063: Context of use description
• ISO/IEC 25064: User needs report
• ISO/IEC 25065: User Requirements Specification [in preparation]

If you would like to contribute to the development of future standards related to
usability, or to comment on drafts, you can either do this via your national standards
body [3], or if you are a member of one of the ISO TC159/SC4 liaison organisations [4]
such as UXPA [19] you can participate through the liaison organisation.

Table 6. Measures of usability attributes (continued)

User error protection User interface aesthetics Accessibility

Avoidance of user
operation error

Appearance aesthetics of user
interfaces

Accessibility for users with
disability

User entry error
correction

Supported languages
adequacy

User error recoverability
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Abstract. The User Experience (UX) of a software product is influenced by
pragmatic and hedonic aspects, and it is necessary to choose a UX evaluation
method that takes both of these aspects into account. In this paper, we report on
the lessons learned from applying different UX evaluation methods (3E, 3E*,
SAM, MAX, EM, Think Aloud, and Observation) in prototyping a multi-user
mobile application. We analyzed the different methods in terms of: (i) the type of
problems they identified, (ii) their contribution to improve the prototype in each
development phase, (iii) encountered difficulties when applying the method, and
(iv) encountered difficulties when analyzing the results of the method. We found
that SAM and MAX were the easiest methods to apply and also to analyze their
results. They are best used to identify hedonic problems, as is EM, whereas Think
Aloud, EM and 3E* best identify pragmatic ones.

Keywords: User Experience · Usability · Evaluation method · Lessons learned

1 Introduction

The number of methods for evaluating the User Experience (UX) and Usability in all
phases of the software development process is growing [2]. We know that experiences
are influenced not only by the system features (e.g. complexity, usability and function‐
ality), but also by the user’s psychological state (e.g. motivation, expectations, needs,
humor, others) and the context in which the interaction takes place [1]. Due to the
increasing attention of the HCI field for usability engineering, features such as UX, user
emotions, influences, motivations and values are getting as much attention as features
such as ease of use, learning and subjective satisfaction [10].

While usability evaluation emphasizes effectiveness and efficiency, UX evaluation
explores hedonic aspects. That is, UX evaluation explores how a person feels after using
an application, as well as the experience, affection and significant and valuable aspects
of such use. Therefore, through UX and Usability evaluations it is possible to measure
both the understanding of how users feel and their satisfaction with the application (UX)
and the time required to carry out certain activities in the application and the success
rate of such activities (usability) [15].
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This paper presents the result of applying some methods for evaluating UX and
usability. These methods were employed during the development process of a distributed
mobile application that helps a team of caregivers in a home care situation (involving
both family members as well as professionals) to plan and organize the day-to-day tasks
that are necessary in order to care for a senior citizen.

We discuss the types of UX and usability problems encountered by each method,
which were analyzed and classified into hedonic and pragmatic. This classification was
chosen since, according Hassenzahl [4], interactive systems are perceived through these
two dimensions. We also verified which methods better contributed to improving the
evaluated prototype, what difficulties we encountered when applying each method and
when analyzing its results. Finally, we documented how some of the modification of
UX and usability methods that we used contributed to enhancing the evaluation results.
Through the results of the assessments, this paper provides information that may
encourage software development teams to carry out cost-effective UX and usability
evaluations. Also, we hope to support the choice of the most appropriate methods,
according to the needs of each software development project, improving software quality
in the process.

In the next section, we present the concepts of User Experience and Usability, and
present some existing evaluation methods and motivate our selection. Section 3 presents
the project context in which the methods were used and how the project was executed.
In Sect. 4 we describe how the Usability and User Experience evaluations were
performed. Next, in Sect. 5 we present the analysis of the results from the methods that
were used during the evaluation. Finally, in Sect. 6 we conclude the paper and present
possible future work.

2 Background

2.1 User Experience and Usability

The international standard ISO 9241-210 [6] defines User Experience as “a person’s
perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system
or service”. People perceive UX through two dimensions: pragmatic and hedonic quality
[4]. Pragmatic quality refers to the perception of the product with regards to the fulfill‐
ment of its purpose [5]. It focuses on aspects of usefulness and usability regarding the
tasks to be carried out. Hedonic quality is more focused on the human needs and expect‐
ations someone has for using a particular product [5].

By the ISO/IEC 25010 norm [7], usability is “the capability of the software product
to be understood, learned, operated, attractive to the user, and compliant to standards/
guidelines, when used under specific conditions”. Thus, usability subsumes the aspects
of how easy the system is to use, such as learnability, operability, aesthetics, and also
the extent to which usability affects the user’s choice to accept a product or not [1].

As Vermeeren et al. [16] point out, we see that the relationship between usability
and UX is intertwined. While usability focuses on task performance (e.g. measuring task
execution time, number of clicks or errors), UX focuses on experiences by analyzing
peoples’ emotions while they interact with the software product. In that context, usability
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is related to UX. Furthermore, because UX is subjective, objective usability measures
are not sufficient for measuring UX. For a complete evaluation, it is also necessary to
analyze how the user feels about the software application while performing tasks on it.

2.2 UX and Usability Evaluation Methods

Usability and UX evaluation is a fundamental activity in any development process that
seeks to produce an interactive system with high-quality use. It helps the evaluator make
a value judgment about the quality of use of the proposed solution, and identify problems
that affect the user experience while using the system [11].

The methods for UX evaluation that were employed during the project were 3E
(Expressing Experiences and Emotions) [13], MAX (Method for the Assessment of
eXperience) [3] and SAM (Self-Assessment Manikin) [9]. These methods can gather
insightful information on the UX of a product in sessions lasting less than an hour per
participating user [3]. Additionally, the designer does not need to be an expert in UX
since the selected methods are easy to apply. We also employed modifications of these
methods to collect information that the original methods did not allow to obtain: the
modified methods are 3E* (modified 3E) and Empathy Map (EM) to evaluate UX.
Finally, to evaluate the pragmatic aspects, we employed the Think Aloud [14] and
Observation [8] methods. We briefly summarize each method below.

SAM. SAM allows the evaluation of the affective quality of an interface. Through the
SAM scale, it is possible to assess three dimensions: (a) pleasure (pleasure/displeasure);
(b) dominance (control of the situation/dominated by the situation); and (c) arousal
(calm/excited). The method was designed to collect information on subjective feelings.
When applying SAM, the user marks on each of the scales the image that corresponds
to his/her emotional response after using the application.

3E. 3E is a self-report method in which the user can express his/her emotions and
experiences through drawings or by writing. The template of the method has a human
body outline. The user can draw a face on the picture to express his/her emotional state.
Beside the human figure there are two balloons. One of the balloons is used to represent
inner thoughts and the other one for representing oral expression.

MAX. The MAX method [3] uses a board and cards. During the use of the prototype
of the developed software, the evoked emotions and experiences are collected through
the answers to the questions that are written on the MAX board. In that context, the
board has four questions: (a) “What did you feel when using it?”; (b) “Was it easy to
use it?”; (c) “Was it useful?”; and (d) “Do you intend to use it?”. To answer the questions
the MAX cards are used. The cards contain words that allowed the user to express
his/her opinion regarding the application. While the users choose a card for each of the
questions on the board, they report the reasons for choosing that card.

3E*. We modified was in the 3E method to allow a more in-depth evaluation of
different activities in the application. We name this modification 3E*. Using the
original 3E method, a subject can only describe a general view of the application’s
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use. Our modification allows a subject to describe his/her experiences for each
performed activity. In this modification, the method is applied for each of the tasks
performed by the subjects. We also added bubbles where the user describes his/her
thoughts and opinions regarding the application.

EM. Another method that we modified was the Empathy Map (EM) [12]. This method
is not originally employed for evaluating the UX. It is a method that helps to design
business models according to the clients’ perspectives. The original method is divided
into fields, in which the client describes what he/she thinks, feels, hears, does and speaks,
together with his/her problems and needs. In the context of the UX evaluation, the
template of the EM method was modified so that the subject can describe what tasks he/
she managed to successfully complete, what he/she thought of the application and
whether the application met his/her needs.

Think Aloud. In the Think Aloud (TA) method, users are asked to literally think out
loud; and report their interaction with the application, the tasks they are performing and
what difficulties they are having. Thus, it is possible to obtain data about the users’
reasoning during the performed tasks.

Observation. In this method, moderators observe the user interacting with the software
and take notes about the observed difficulties. Unlike the other methods, this requires
an observer with experience in UX evaluation.

3 The Home Care Development Project

The Home Care development project is intended to deal with a growing problem world‐
wide. It is motivated by the aging population in many countries. In the scenario we study,
a senior citizen is cared for by a team composed of family members and professional
caregivers. The problem we address is how to coordinate the many tasks that caring for
a senior citizen entails. In this context, the scope of this work is to evaluate the UX and
usability of the application being developed.

There were two distributed teams working on this project. One team was responsible
for technical details regarding the underlying multi-agent based task allocation system.
Our team was responsible for the design and evaluation of the user interface of the
system. Our team was composed of six members, a team manager and five UX designers
and evaluators. The evaluators had previous experience in applying UX and Usability
evaluation methods, and they all applied the methods listed in Sect. 2.2. Also, our team
had access to 8 mobile devices, in which users performed the UX and usability evalu‐
ations. In total, the project lasted for 6 months and adopted an iterative process lifecycle.
For each month of the project there was an Iteration.

During that six-month period, we developed and evaluated more than a hundred low-
fidelity prototypes, which were derived from 10 use cases implementing more than 20
functionalities. The overall process is shown in (Fig. 1).

In Iteration 1, we developed a total of eight personas in order to identify the different
user profiles, their features and needs. After that, we specified the functionalities and
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use cases that would meet the needs of these users through activity diagrams. Also, we
created 10 detailed scenarios describing each use case and its relationship with the
personas and devices of the project. In Iteration 2, we developed the first set of prototypes
of the application and interaction models to represent the interaction possibilities
between the application and the users. In Iterations 3, 4 and 5, while developing the set
of prototypes of the other prioritized use cases; we also evaluated and redesigned the
set of prototypes that were developed in previous iterations. Finally, in Iteration 6, we
carried out a complete UX evaluation of all of the redesigned prototypes to assess the
impact of the modifications we made on the overall UX of the software system.

Fig. 1. Process for the design, evaluation and redesign of the prototypes

4 Project Execution: UX and Usability Evaluations

During the development of the project interface, four UX and Usability evaluations were
performed. In each iteration from 2−5, the prototype was developed to fulfill the func‐
tionality of a specific use case for the application, according to the project’s initial
prioritization in iteration 1. Thus, each evaluation in iteration 3−5 was performed over
the developed prototypes from the previous iteration. In the fourth evaluation of iteration
6, the complete prototype was evaluated since this was the last evaluation and no further
mockups were developed.

The four evaluations were conducted with students as users. Most of the study
participants were living with elderly or thought that the application could be useful to
look after their parents when they become elderly. In each assessment we used different
methods (see Table 1). For the evaluations, the participants had to carry out some tasks
using the prototype application on a mobile device. The evaluation was guided by three
moderators, who explained to the subjects what tasks they needed to perform. Also, the
moderators explained to the subjects how they had to employ the UX methods in order
to express their opinion regarding their interaction with the prototype. Table 1 shows an
overview of the participants and methods for each evaluation.
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After each evaluation, the project team classified the identified defects. The classi‐
fication process was composed of two activities: (1) removal of duplicates and (2) a
meeting for the classification of problems. After the removal of the duplicated problems,
the project team carried out a meeting where they reviewed the problems. The team
discussed which classification was the best for each of the problems (cosmetic defect,
relevant defect or not defect). Based on this classification, we verified which problems
were to be modified in the application’s interface.

Table 1. Overview of the performed evaluations

Evaluation/iteration Participants Used method
First/Iteration 3 14 undergraduate and graduate students

in a Computer Science course
3E and 3E*

Second/Iteration 4 11 participants: 9 graduate students in
Computer Science, 1 Physics under‐
graduate student and 1 Social Science
undergraduate student

SAM, MAX and Think Aloud

Third/Iteration 5 6 participants: 1 graduate and 5 under‐
graduate in Computer Science

3E and Think Aloud

Fourth/Iteration 6 18 undergraduate students from the
Computer Science course

Observation and EM

5 Analysis of the Evaluation Methods

5.1 Type of Identified Problems (Hedonic or Pragmatic)

We verified the defects that were previously classified after the evaluations (as described
in Sect. 4). In this analysis, we counted how many defects were identified by each
method. All the defects were further classified as Hedonic (H) or Pragmatic (P). Such
classification differs from the classification presented in Sect. 4. The goal of the first
classification was to classify what needed to be modified in the user interface in order
to improve the application. This new classification, on the other hand, aimed at analyzing
what UX and usability methods can best be employed to find hedonic or pragmatic
defects.

For the defects classification, the team based their decision on the proposal by
Hassenzahl [4] regarding hedonic and pragmatic qualities (see Sect. 2). From this clas‐
sification, we verified how many defects of each type the UX methods identified. We
also conducted an analysis over the type of employed evaluation, i.e. if the method
evaluates specific tasks or if the method provides an overview of the application. The
use of some methods allowed the users to evaluate specific functionalities of the appli‐
cation (SF). Other methods allowed the users to express their general view of the appli‐
cation (GV). Table 2 presents the analysis of the UX and usability methods.
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Table 2. Analysis of the evaluation methods

Evaluation Users Method Quantity of Defects Type of evaluation
H P Total

First 14 3E* 9 15 24 SF
3E 9 5 14 GV

Second 11 MAX 10 2 12 GV
SAM 14 8 22 SF
TA 7 21 28 SF

Third 6 TA 6 9 15 SF
3E 2 3 05 GV

Fourth 18 OBS 10 9 19 SF
EM 12 21 33 SF and GV

Legend: H - Hedonic; P - Pragmatic; SF – Specific Functionality; GV – General View.

In the first evaluation, regarding the classification of hedonic and pragmatic prob‐
lems, both methods identified 9 hedonic problems. However, 3E* found a higher number
of pragmatic problems when compared to the 3E method. These results can be explained
by the fact that the 3E* method allows the subject to express his/her opinion towards
each individually performed task, whereas the 3E method allows the subjects only to
provide a general view of the application.

In the second evaluation, the SAM method found more hedonic problems than the
other methods. Think Aloud identified a higher number of pragmatic problems.
A possible reason for these results could be that the SAM method is more focused on
the hedonic attributes of UX, evaluating features such as emotions. On the other hand,
the TA method focuses more on the functionalities of the application. In this evaluation
context, the TA method was employed in order to support a usability test. Similar to
SAM, MAX identified a high number of hedonic problems, but very few pragmatic ones.
We suspect the same cause: MAX focuses more on evaluating aspects related to expe‐
rience and emotions and less on evaluating usability.

In the third evaluation, we employed the Think Aloud and 3E methods. The TA
method found more hedonic and pragmatic problems than the 3E method. TA found 6
hedonic and 9 pragmatic problems. The 3E method found 2 hedonic problems and 3
pragmatic problems. In the last evaluation regarding the pragmatic and hedonic defect
classification, the EM method identified a higher number of hedonic (12 problems) and
pragmatic (21 problems) problems than the observation method.

5.2 How the Methods Contributed to Improve the Evaluated Prototypes

Table 3 presents some examples of problems that were identified using the employed
methods in each of the four evaluations from this project. In the following paragraphs,
we explain how each method contributed to identifying improvement opportunities in
the evaluated prototype.
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Table 3. Examples of problems found in each evaluation

Evaluation Methods Problems
First 3E The user found it unnecessary to keep notifying him/her about

updates
3E* The user found that the details in the notification screen were the

same as in the details screen.
Second Think Aloud The user thought that there should be an option to refuse the

appointment after it was accepted - user perspective
MAX The user thought that it was possible to learn how to use the appli‐

cation, and that it was not difficult to use it.
SAM The notification message has a lot of text.

Third 3E The application does not support taking care of more than one
elderly.

Think Aloud When a user selects the “maintain appointment”, the application
should give the same confirmation message as when asking if
he/she wishes to maintain the appointment.

Fourth EM The application exhibits too much information and therefore, it
takes too much time to carry out the tasks.

OBS Users have difficulty in finding the notified option in the appoint‐
ments menu.

In the first evaluation, through the 3E method, it was possible to gather a general
view of what the users thought about the application. By using the 3E* method, it was
possible to gather a specific view of each of the performed tasks during the interaction
with the application’s prototype. The modified method identified 24 defects in compar‐
ison to the only 14 defects identified by the original 3E method.

In the second evaluation, through the MAX method, it was possible to gain a general
view of what the users thought about the developed prototypes. Through the SAM
method, it was possible to gather the users’ opinions regarding the screens and messages
of the prototypes. We also managed to collect further information about the usability
and opinions of the users through the Think Aloud method. In that context, the MAX
method identified 12 problems, the SAM method identified 22 problems, and the Think
Aloud method allowed identified 28 problems to improve the application. The MAX
method was employed similarly to the 3E in the previous evaluation, gathering the
general view of the subject regarding the application. The SAM and Think Aloud
methods collected information on the specific tasks of the application. In the SAM
methods, several screens and messages from the application were evaluated, while in
the Think Aloud method, all the interaction from the user with the application was eval‐
uated.

In the third evaluation, we employed 3E and Think Aloud. During the execution of
the tasks, the Think Aloud method was employed the same way it was employed in the
second evaluation. Through the use of this method it was possible to identify usability
problems and the user’s opinion during the use of the application. When using the Think
Aloud method, the subject could orally express him/herself. Furthermore, we employed
the 3E method again, because in the first performed evaluation we collected relevant
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information for the improvement of the application with this method. Through the 3E
technique, it was possible to obtain a general view of what the users thought about the
developed application. When employed together in the third evaluation, the 3E method
found 5 problems while the Think Aloud method identified 15 problems to improve the
application. Also, the 3E method allowed the subject to express a general view of the
application, while the Think Aloud method allowed the subject to express his/her
opinion on each performed task.

In the fourth evaluation we employed two methods. EM was employed for the UX
evaluation. Also, observation (OBS) was employed as a way of supporting the usability
evaluation during the execution of specific tasks. In this evaluation, the UX evaluation
method identified a higher number of problems in the application than the usability
evaluation method.

5.3 Difficulties in the Application of the Methods

Although the application of the methods was easy, the users that applied the methods
encountered some difficulties. 3E, 3E* and Empathy Map were tiring for users as they
required a lot of writing from users to allow them to express their opinions. As in these
methods it is needed to draw a face to express the users’ emotion, some participants
found them difficult to use or disliked the method as they did not like to draw.

The difficulties regarding the application of Think Aloud and Observation were
related to the collection of the data. These methods require notes or records about the
interaction of the participant with the application. Some information can be missed
during this process. Furthermore, some participants do not like to speak while interacting
with the application, which can be distracting but is mandatory while using the Think
Aloud method. In the Observation method, some participants feel uncomfortable with
the presence of the evaluator during their interaction with application.

The simplest methods were SAM and MAX. In the SAM method the participants
had some difficulties in understanding the emotions they could choose in the scale. In
the MAX method, the participants had some difficulties in understanding the meaning
of some cards. Still, this method was the most fun because of its entertaining features
and the dynamics between the cards and the board.

5.4 Difficulties When Analyzing the Results Generated by the Methods

Most of the used methods collect qualitative data. This makes the analysis more
complex. The obtained information is relevant to the application, but a lot of time is
spent on its analysis. It is necessary to organize the data, classify the problems and
prepare the report with the results.

In the first evaluation we spent about 8 h analyzing the collected data with the 3E
and the 3E* methods, because the methods obtained a large amount of feedback from
the participants. The 3E* obtained more data than the 3E method. Therefore, more time
was required for the analysis. In the second evaluation, the Think Aloud Method
demands more time to analysis than SAM or MAX. We spent 6 h analyzing the data
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from the Think Aloud method. The data collected from the SAM and MAX methods
was faster to analyze and we only spent about 5 h on this analysis.

In the third evaluation, we spent about 4 h analyzing the data and preparing the report,
because in this evaluation the application was only used by six participants. In the last
evaluation, we spent about 9 h analyzing the data since the Empathy Map method collects
more information and this evaluation was performed with 18 participants. The obser‐
vation method used in this evaluation did not return much data, and its analysis spent
less time (about 2 h).

The main difficulties in carrying out such an analysis are in the categorization of the
problems: the removal of duplicated problems, classifying problems as hedonic or prag‐
matic, and identifying their correction priority. Sometimes, a problem may refer to an
interface component, and at other times it may refer to an interaction step, or specific
features/looks that the user would like the application to provide. As users have diffi‐
culties in explaining what the cause of the problem is, or different users may have
different ideas about when an issue affects their experience, it is necessary to carefully
verify the cause of the problem and its effect in order to make the correct decisions when
dealing with the identified issue. Thus, it is necessary to pay attention and consider the
context of use of the application when analyzing the gathered information after an eval‐
uation.

5.5 Benefits of the Modifications in the Application of the Methods

The 3E* was one of the modified methods, and it allowed the user to provide his/her
opinion on each executed task, besides expressing him/herself in a written way. Thus,
we were able to verify that the written form finds more problems. Also, it was possible
to verify whether a method that evaluates each of the performed identifies a higher
number of problems when compared to a method that evaluates the application as a
whole. This modified method was used in the first evaluation and uncovered more issues
than the original 3E method. This method found more problems because it evaluated
specific functionalities of the application and the original method evaluated the appli‐
cation in general.

The Empathy Map was adapted to evaluate UX and was used in the last performed
evaluation. The Empathy Map allowed the subject to express his/her opinion in a specific
way (i.e., the subject expresses his/her opinion for each performed task) and also in a
general way. The method found more problems than the Observation method. We
collected problems in specific functionalities of the application and opinions of the
participants about general characteristics of the application.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we applied six different methods for evaluating UX and usability. We
employed three already applied UX evaluation methods: 3E, SAM and MAX, and we
proposed changes in existing methods to gain further information on the users’ needs:
EM and 3E*. Also, to complement the results from applying UX evaluation methods,
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we employed OBS and TA to find out about features that could be improved in order to
enhance the quality of the application in terms of ease of use.

We identified that SAM, MAX and EM are better to identify hedonic problems, while
Think Aloud, EM and 3E* are better to identify pragmatic problems. According to the
evaluators who applied the methods, when applying UX methods that focus on evalu‐
ating the hedonic aspects of UX such as SAM or MAX, it is also useful to apply methods
that can support the evaluation of usability features (e.g.: Observation and Think Aloud),
which are more related to the pragmatic aspects of UX. Another point to consider is
whether the method evaluates specific tasks of the application or if it allows describing
a generic view of the application. Methods that evaluate specific tasks (i.e.: 3E*, SAM,
TA, OBS) may identify a higher number of problems, however they can be more
demanding for users, as they require that the user spends more time and effort evaluating
each task. Through these lessons learned, we intend to encourage software companies
to carry out cost-effective UX evaluations.

The categorization of the methods in terms of type of evaluated tasks can be a guide
for software development teams willing to choose a method that suits their needs.
However, we still need to verify how these methods perform in other conditions, such
as being employed by users from different profiles, in the evaluation of other types of
applications, and when applied in different environments. As future work, we intend to
extend this research by testing these and other UX and usability evaluation methods
under different circumstances to enhance the generalization of our results. That way, we
can provide further information on scenarios in which each method is more suitable,
advancing the research in UX and usability evaluation; and providing practitioners with
a guide on when and why to apply existing and proposed UX and usability evaluation
methods.
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Abstract. Technical systems of the future are companion systems. These systems
should be individualized, adaptive and accommodating. In order to create this tech‐
nology, detailed evidence about users’ behavior is needed. In this study, user-specific
factors (user performance, subjective appraisal of user performance and user charac‐
teristics) are examined in terms of their impact on user satisfaction. In the WOZ
experiment “last minute”, 130 subjects interacted with a simulated speech-controlled
technical system and had to complete a specific task. Over the course of the experi‐
ment, the subjects had to cope with different challenging situations. Using bivariate
and point-biserial correlations, significant correlations for age and NEO-FFI person‐
ality dimension extraversion on a user’s assessment of the simulated system were
determined. Consequently, the postulated model could not be empirically proven, but
provides important information for future studies .

Keywords: Companion system · User characteristics · Personality traits · Wizard
of oz experiment · User experience · User satisfaction

1 Introduction

“Technical systems of the future are companion systems - cognitive technical systems, with
their functionality completely individually adapted to each user” [1]. To gain this function‐
ality, systems should be able to adapt to the individual abilities, preferences and needs of
their users. This level of adaptiveness requires a recognition of users’ situative contexts and
their particular conditions. Creating such so-called cognitive technical systems is more than
just a process of technical realization. It is also necessary to analyze the behavior of users
when interacting with technical systems [2], the ascriptions users make to the system [3] and
user characteristics that influence their interactions with technical systems [4].

Research efforts regarding user satisfaction, which is an important aspect of companion
technology, are also relevant to other approaches, like usability or user experience (UX). In
the present empirical study, we analyzed the impact of user-specific variables (user perform‐
ance, subjective appraisal of performance and user characteristics) on satisfaction with a
simulated speech-based system. First, we will give an overview of the relevance of user
satisfaction in the context of interaction with technical systems.
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1.1 Satisfaction

User satisfaction surveys are an established and reliable method of the quantitatively
assessing technical systems [5, 6]. Taking user satisfaction into account not only serves
to systematically eliminate undesired weaknesses or faults, as seen in the development
of applications for mobile devices [7, 8], it also represents an essential element of several
theoretical models and constructs, like the Information System (IS) Success Model [e.g.
9] or User Experience (UX) [10]. Indeed, although the IS Success Model according to
DeLone and McLean [11] focused primarily on the efficiency and economy of infor‐
mation systems, user satisfaction still has an important function. DeLone and McClean
[11] postulated that the success of an information system depends on system quality,
information, quality, use, user satisfaction, individual impact and organizational impact.
During the revision of the IS Success Model [9], the revision of the category “use” to
“intention to use” represents a further step towards a user-oriented perspective. Intension
to use is affected by user satisfaction, among other variables. According to some authors,
the term usability has started to become replaced by the concept of UX [e.g. 12].
Accordingly, user satisfaction has come into the spotlight because it is part of one the
most significant influencing factors of UX.

Whether in UX or the IS Success Model, the evaluation of user satisfaction generally
occurs with the help of questionnaires. The frequently-used End User Computing Satis‐
faction (EUCS) questionnaire can be viewed as exemplary for the IS Success Model; it
consists of the scales content, accuracy, format, ease of use and timeliness.

In contrast, the AttrakDiff [13] focuses on different aspects like pragmatic or hedonic
quality. However, in most assessment systems, or rather in the methods they apply,
variables that influence the assessment process, like user characteristics, performance
or subjective appraisal of performance [8], are not considered. This is astonishing, at
least for UX, where several reports verify influences of the technical system as well as
influences of users [e.g. 14].

1.2 Performance and Subjective Appraisal of Performance

As mentioned before, UX considers several factors related to both the product (e.g.
technical systems) and the user (e.g. user characteristics). Winter and colleagues [14]
extracted in a literature review 21 important factors influencing UX (e.g. adaptability,
efficiency, originality, timeliness, transparency, identity, intuitive operation, usefulness,
trust). This large number of variables is not surprising, because a common definition of
UX and its factors does not exist. Usually, UX is defined as the “relationship between
the product and the user” [15, S.27], “interaction between a user and a product, including
the degree to which all our senses are gratified” [16, S. 57] or “primarily evaluative
feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product” [12, S. 12]. All of these descriptions
focus primarily on interaction as well as well-being and disposition on the user side.
However, Tullis and Albert [10] define UX as follows: “there are two main aspects of
the user experience: performance and satisfaction” [10, S.44]. Satisfaction is defined
similarly to the introduced concepts but performance is described as “all about what the
user actually does in interacting with the product. It includes measuring the degree to
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which users can accomplish a task or set of tasks successfully” [10, S.44]. In this sense,
performance is based on measurements like the amount of effort, the number of mistakes
or failed attempts as well as the time that was required. Thus, performance tends to be
recognized in a work-related context [e.g. 17, 18]. Including user performance, the
authors’ [10] perspective on UX is quite different from the general view that UX is
characterized mainly by the performance of the system (e.g. adaptability, efficiency,
originality). When it comes to the subjective appraisal of performance, user’s ability
self-concept seems to be an important factor. Humans actively try to explain their own
performance, which leads to very differential causal attributions [19]. Hence, users may
refer to good or bad performance as accidental, as caused by external conditions or as
a reflection of their own competence or deficits. These are exclusively cognitive
processes. Szalma and Hancock [8] postulate that user characteristics influence their
subjective appraisal of their performance. In turn, this appraisal of performance can
influence satisfaction with a technical system. Therefore, measuring disposition or
performance alone seems to be insufficient.

1.3 User Characteristics

Besides the already mentioned connection between subjective appraisal and perform‐
ance, user characteristics are also associated with user performance.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of user-specific factors (user characteristics, performance,
subjective appraisal of performance) that influence user satisfaction.

Motowidlo and van Scooter [20] report an influence of experience and personality on
performance as well. In addition, Rösner and colleagues [2] as well as Haase und collea‐
gues [4] were able to empirically demonstrate the impact of user characteristics on perform‐
ance with a technical system. More precisely, these empirical studies looked at differences
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in user performance in terms of the user characteristics age, experience with computer
systems as well as the NEO-FFI personality dimensions [Costa] neuroticism and agreea‐
bleness over the course of time [2, 4]. Participants with higher performance on average
were younger, more experienced with technical systems and showed lower levels of
neuroticism as well as higher levels of agreeableness. Due to a lack of previous empirical
research, this study analyzes the interconnections between user characteristics, perform‐
ance (realized as dialog success) and subjective appraisal of performance and how these
influence user satisfaction, and the assessment of technical systems (Fig. 1).

2 Method

2.1 Research Questions

After examining the aforementioned findings from previous research, we generated and
examined the following research questions: What impact do user characteristics and
performance have on participants’ subjective appraisal of performance? What impact
do user characteristics, performance and subjective appraisal of performance have on
the assessment of the simulated system? For statistical analysis, bivariate correlation
(Spearman’s rho for ordinal variables) and point-biserial correlation (rpb coefficient
when one variable is dichotomous) has been used. If significant correlations are shown,
multiple linear regression models will be used to explore the effect of user characteristics,
performance and subjective appraisal of performance on the AttrakDiff subscales.

2.2 Sample

Basically, the sample was differentiated with regard to age and educational level. Partic‐
ipants were between 18 and 29 or over 60 years old and were equal distributed into a
“lower educational level” (secondary school or modern secondary school certificate,
apprenticeship as the highest educational/occupational qualification) and a “higher
educational level” (general matriculation standard, studies at a university or a university
of applied sciences). Altogether, we recruited 135 participants; three participants did
not fill out the psychometric questionnaires and at two experiments we had recording
problems. The final sample comprised 130 participants, one of which could not be prop‐
erly assigned to a level of education.

2.3 WoZ Experiment Last Minute

We developed a Wizard of Oz experiment (WoZ) where participants had to interact with
a simulated speech-controlled cognitive technical system [21]. The speech output runs
via a text-to-speech system (TTS). The participants only got the information that they
“are talking to a prototype of a computer program designed to assist users in dealing
with everyday tasks. What is unique about this program is that it adapts itself individually
to its users. For this purpose, you will be run through some tasks and test situations in
the course of this session.” [21, S. 19]. The interaction with the simulated system was
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similar to an exploration task, because participants had to first test the skills and
constraints of the system. Then, they received the task of packing luggage for a vacation
with the help of the system. They could choose clothes and other pieces of luggage out
of 12 categories (e.g. tops, trousers, shoes, accessories). It is suggested that they will be
going on a summer vacation. Participants collect their luggage with the aid of the system.
This stage is called baseline (BSL). After finishing the eighth category, the system gives
the information that the luggage has exceeded the weight limit. Participants have to
remove items before they can add new items. This limitation wasn’t announced, and
every participant got this information at the same point during the experiment. This stage
is called the weight limit barrier (WLB). After the tenth category, participants are faced
with another challenge situation. The system specifies that it has received delayed
weather information and the participants will be going to a place with winter weather.
This is called the weather information barrier (WIB). At this point, participants need to
adapt their task-solving strategy under increased time pressure. Subsequent to this chal‐
lenge situation, a randomized sample of participants receives an intervention focused
on general psychotherapeutic factors (resource activation, problem actualization,
accomplishment and clarification) [22]. After completing all categories, participants get
the chance to unpack some items and replace them with more appropriate items (revision
stage (RES)). In cooperation with the simulated system, participants had to solve a
mundane task (packing luggage for a holiday trip) that necessitates planning, problem
solving and strategy change. In the experiment, participants need to handle a large
amount of interacting variables. WIB, especially, presents a complex set of problems,
according to Funke [23]. This means that the problems are complex, enmeshed, dynamic
and nontransparent and therefore not so easy to resolve.

2.4 Independent Variables

User Characteristics: We collected data regarding sociobiographic variables such as
age, level of education and aspects like experience with computer devices. Participants
also completed different questionnaires such as the NEO-FFI (regarding Big Five
Personality Traits) [24].

Performance (Dialog Success): Performance was assessed by measuring the dialog
success, which is operationalized as systems’ reactions to users’ verbal expressions [25].
“During the experiment, all contributions of speech output of the computer system,
including their exact times, were logged. Afterwards, those outputs were chosen which
represented a reaction of participants’ interaction-contributions (e.g. phrases, single
words or longer silence). This allowed a categorization of interaction-contributions of
participants without regards to contents of transcripts: system is able to process a contri‐
bution (positive logs) and system is not able to process a contribution (negative logs).
…. The positive logs represent all contributions of participants which could be processed
by the system” [4]. Negative logs can be the result of a synonym failure (e.g. participant
said shorts instead of jeans) or utterances that are not implemented [21].
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“By using the experimental values, it is possible to generate a ‘log quotient’

(Quotientlogs =

Npositiv logs

Nall logs

) for each participant. The log quotient permits for an intra- and

inter-individual comparison of different time stages during the experiment. A high value
indicates that a participant succeeded more in adaption to the conditions” [4]. For the
following analyses, participants’ performance was considered over the course of the
entire experiment (BSL, WLB, WIB and RES).

Subjective Appraisal of Performance: At the end of the experiment, participants were
asked for their satisfaction with the results. Participants’ statements were evaluated and
divided into five categories (5. satisfied, 4. relatively satisfied, 3. neither, 2. relatively
unsatisfied and 1. unsatisfied). This categorization allowed for statistical analysis.

Rating of the System (User Satisfaction): After finishing the experimental part,
participants rated the simulated system with the standardized AttrakDiff [13], which
means that they assessed its hedonic and pragmatically quality with the help of 28 pairs
of adjectives (e.g., simple or complicated) over four subscales (pragmatic quality (PQ),
hedonic quality identification (HQI) and stimulation (HQS) and the overall appeal or
attraction (ATT)). A high value on a subscale means users’ requirements are met for
this specific area.

3 Results

3.1 Subjective Appraisal of Performance

The bivariate correlation between user characteristics (age, gender, experiences with tech‐
nical systems and NEO-FFI personality dimensions neuroticism and agreeableness), dialog
success and subjective appraisal of performance revealed just a statistically significant
correlation between subjective appraisal of performance and experience with technical
system (Spearmans rho = 0.244, p < 0.007). Mentionable dialog success and subjective
appraisal of performance did not correlate (Spearmans rho = 0.000, p < 0.998). The NEO-
FFI personality dimension neuroticism and subjective appraisal of performance showed a
trend toward negative correlation (Spearmans rho = −0.161, p < 0.08).

The findings support the view that participants with more technical experience
(Fig. 2) and lower scores in NEO-FFI subscale neuroticism (Fig. 3) stated that they were
more satisfied with their performance.

3.2 Assessment of a Simulated Technical System

First, a bivariate correlation between independent variables dialog success, subjective
appraisal of performance and user characteristics a well as the AttrakDiff scales was
examined. Age and the AttrakDiff scale HQS showing a correlation (rpb = 0.180,
p < 0.041) and the NEO-FFI extraversion and also the AttrakDiff scale HQS showing
a negative correlation (Spearmans rho = −0.180, p < 0.040).
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Fig. 3. NEO-FFI subscale neuroticism (high value = high level of neuroticism, low value = low
level of neuroticism) and subjective appraisal of performance (1 = not satisfied, …, 5 = satisfied)

The descriptive account showed that older participants (Fig. 4) as well as participants
with lower scores in NEO-FFI subscale extraversion (Fig. 5) rated higher quality of
stimulation (HQS). Due to the small number of significant correlations no linear regres‐
sion models are executed.
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Fig. 2. Experience with computer systems (hours working with computer systems per week) and
appraisal of performance (1 = not satisfied, …, 5 = satisfied).
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Fig. 4. Age (dichotomous, younger vs. older participants) and AttrakDiff subscale HQS (high
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Fig. 5. NEO-FFI subscale extraversion (high value = high level of extraversion, low value = low
level of extraversion) and AttrakDiff subscale HQS (high value = high quality of stimulation, low
value = low quality of stimulation).

4 Conclusion

The further development of technical systems will primarily rely on characteristics such
as availability, functionality, and adaptability to individual preferences, weaknesses and
needs. User satisfaction represents a central aspect not only of the development of so-
called companion technologies but also of other models (e.g. UX and the IS Success
Model [11, 12]). Previous studies have not sufficiently considered user-specific factors
that influence satisfaction with technical systems [8]. On the basis of an interdisciplinary
review of the literature and of previous empirical findings [2, 4], a predominantly user-
oriented model of satisfaction was developed. Both Rösner and Haase and colleagues
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[2, 4] were able to find statistically significant effects of sociobiographical factors such
as age and experience with computer systems as well as the NEO-FFI personality
dimensions of neuroticism and agreeableness on performance (dialog success).

The present study first investigated whether user characteristics and performance
influence users’ appraisals of their own performance. However, statistically significant
correlation could only be found with regard to experience with computer systems.
Significant trends could only be found at the Big Five personality dimension neuroti‐
cism. At first glance, this is surprising, since with regard to gender, for example,
Dickhäuser and Stiensmeier-Pelster [26] note that women tend to attribute failure in
their work with technical systems to their own deficits, while men attribute failure to the
technical system itself. This study was not able to confirm these results. With regard to
satisfaction with the technical system, measured on the basis of participants’ evaluations
of the simulated technical system (AttrakDiff), only statistically significant correlations
be found with regard to the age and Big-Five personality dimension extraversion (NEO-
FFI). Nevertheless, the results of this study should not lead to a rejection of the model
presented here.

Limitations: The first “last minute” experimental setup had some methodological
vulnerabilities. For example, self-report (e.g. affective state, satisfaction) and assessing
the simulated system in different stages of the experiment were missing. It also had been
neglected to request participants’ motivation and locus of control with regard to
computer systems. In a revision of the “last minute” experiment these aspects have been
taken into account [27].

Acknowledgements. The presented study is performed in the framework of the Transregional
Collaborative Research Centre SFB/TRR 62\A Companion-Technology for Cognitive Technical
Systems” funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). The responsibility for the content
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Abstract. There is a large set of methods and measures to strengthen the usability
of interactive products; however the practical application of usability engineering
still seems to be difficult and is not practiced widely. As main problems we
identified a low level of guidance, insufficient flexibility of methods and lack of
awareness of results within the project team. We will discuss these problems and
present a new approach of performing usability engineering in practice as collec‐
tion of easy to handle tools that can be combined and integrated throughout the
whole development process. The contribution places particular attention to the
area of user analysis and how to support this important aspect of software devel‐
opment within our system Usability Engineering Repository (UsER).

Keywords: Persona · Software engineering · Tooling · Usability engineering ·
User-centered design · User analysis · User class

1 Challenges of Performing Usability Engineering

In theory, there are plenty of methods, processes and measures to analyze and strengthen
the usability of interactive products [1, 3, 13, 16, 19, 26]. However, the practical appli‐
cation of usability engineering still seems to be difficult and is therefore often neglected
or practiced insufficiently [8, 17, 23, 25, 27, 29]. We identified three main problems that
can be seen as obstacles for the practice of usability engineering within authentic project
contexts: no or low level of guidance, insufficient flexibility of methods and lack of
awareness of results within the project team (Table 1).

1.1 Guidance in Method Application

The first point, the low level of guidance, refers to the question, how software analysts,
designers, programmers and testers can be enabled or supported to apply methods of
user analysis. This often starts with a lack of understanding of the methods, the difficulty
of finding a reasonable starting point or the challenge of a meaningful adaption of
methods chosen for the particular project or domain [17].

The efforts of method application depend on the specific methods used. Within certain
application domains or under certain project management conditions, some methods are
better suited though being more labor-intensive and expensive. Methods with low thresh‐
olds or efforts often provide weaker results. Another important factor is the experience and
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routine of the persons performing the usability engineering processes. Human-centered
design skills are not trained in most software development enterprises [25, 29].

Table 1. Main challenges of practical application of usability engineering (UE) methods

Challenge Implied obstacles for the user
who may not know how to

Frame conditions

The user of UE methods receives
little guidance for the appli‐
cation

… understand the method itself
… find a suitable starting point
… adapt the methods for the

needs

• (special) requirements of UE
method

• experiences of executing
persons/project team

• existing and habitual software
engineering processes

• budget
• available time

The UE methods do not seem to
be flexibly integrable

… integrate the measures into
existing processes

… combine the methods to
foster the linkage of devel‐
oped results

Developed results and models
lose their potential since they
are not perceived by the team

… communicate the results
… achieve acceptance for the

results
… foster the utilizing of results

1.2 Flexibility in Method Application

The second problem addresses insufficient flexibility and the question how usability
methods can be integrated into existing processes. Companies often are not able or willing
to change their development processes. Others seem to be quite helpless, how to change
existing development workflows for usability methods or how to see interfaces between
usability engineering activities and standard software engineering procedures [17].

Fading results are a related problem, meaning that the potentially expensive appli‐
cation of usability engineering methods becomes worthless in later phases of the process
because of deficient integration of the results in ongoing or following development
phases. This is related to the issue that the results of the analyses need to be merged and
cross-referenced to provide a coherent overview of the project and problem scope. A
set of single, self-contained methods without bringing the results together cannot reveal
all relevant aspects.

1.3 Awareness for Developed Results

The third problem area, the lack of awareness, stresses the point, that especially small
or medium sized enterprises do not have the resources to hire their own usability experts
[29]. But even if they have a team or person responsible for this, the efforts become
useless if the results are not communicated to all project members or if they are not
accepted by them. Especially user analysis and user modeling become rarely inter‐
weaved with standard system development processes. In practice, even when flexible
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and low-threshold methods like personas have been applied, the outcome is ignored,
neglected or simply gets lost during the further process [17].

The classical split of roles within software project teams that can be found in
conventional as well as in more agile software engineering approaches implies certain
communication paths and processes. These require the frequent exchange of information
between domain experts or team members with various backgrounds. A typical project
team could consist of a consultant who is in contact with relevant stakeholders and end
users of the software product that has to be developed. The consultant discusses his or
her insights with product designers who incorporate the findings in the conceptual design
of the application. These concepts have to be implemented later by a team of software
developers. Along this communication path through groups with different perspectives
on the problem domain, the typically quite unstructured, but authentic statements of end
users have to be transformed into technical implementation specifications. This process
demands the need for a common and shared understanding of the project’s scope. The
exchange and alignment of information has to be supported often among teams that do
not consist of members that are particularly educated in mediating usability ideas.

1.4 Novel Approach to Usability Engineering in Practice

The above mentioned challenges can be approached by making usability engineering
methods more practical to use and more capable to be integrated and combined. They
shall not appear as particular procedures that have to be performed at some point in the
process, but as manageable activities that can be integrated flexibly and that can be used
and extended at any time throughout the development process. To achieve this a strong
tool support for usability engineering methods is needed. Well-designed tools can
decrease the threshold of method application and give sufficient guidance in method
execution. Therefore, they have to be easy to use and flexible enough to be integrated
into existing project settings. Additionally, they can help to create a holistic view of the
application domain and the target group of end users if the results are combinable. By
this, a more understandable and more appropriate model of the application project can
be spread out over all software development processes in order to support the common
understanding among all project members. We found this tool approach to be a prom‐
ising way to foster manageability and extensibility of methods and to strengthen embed‐
ment of usability results in major contexts.

2 Continuous User Analysis

Concerning the analysis of users, specialized tools and their combination with instru‐
ments for other usability engineering methods can support all phases of user analysis
and foster a Continuous User Analysis throughout the project and its phases with steady
user focus among the project team. The term continuous shall emphasize that user anal‐
ysis should not be seen as a closed method within some temporary phase. In the sense
of user-centered design processes, the user has to stay in focus throughout the whole
development and all design decisions should be based on or at least be balanced against
user needs.
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Figure 1 shows a possible structure of the different steps of user analysis measures in
terms of usability engineering. The first step (“Data collection as starting point for anal‐
yses”) is the main foundation for further analyses. This covers the huge set of field study
techniques and methods from simple third party research over user interviews to complex
supervision studies [6, 15, 18]. Collected data has to be reviewed, evaluated and prepared for
further usage and integration in follow-up processes (“Data evaluation”).

Fig. 1. Possible division of phases of user analysis for usability engineering. The usage of user
models is one suitable method within this process of Continuous User Analysis.

User data can be abstracted into user models which are a basic concept of user anal‐
ysis and the realization of steady focus on user needs in all project phases. User models
are well-suited to be utilized and applied in all following conception and development
phases in many ways. Serving as independent artifacts, they can be used for discussions
and reviews and be combined with other usability methods. Problems that have to be
faced – besides the quite common complete lack of user models in general – are the
creation of unsuitable and ill-defined models and the insufficient transfer of user models
into the ongoing system development process.

Concerning the modeling of users, several techniques have been developed: While
in usage-centered design more abstract models like actors or role descriptions have been
used to analyze usage patterns [2], user-centered design aims for more realistic models.
An obvious first step to handle the diversity of users is their division into user classes
[30]. Main distinctive features can be – depending on the product’s context – the user’s
goals concerning the target system, the technical or use-oriented level of experience or
the organizational role of the users [10, 22]. Latter shows the tight interplay between
role descriptions and user classes. Class descriptions can reach from simple, often
assumption-based category depictions to detailed, well-grounded user profiles [9].
However, user classes remain abstract and are often not telling enough about the real
user needs. More vivid are user descriptions that depict a single concrete, fictive person
as a representative for a specific group of users. Popular methods are the modeling of
different types of personas [3]. They consist of detailed, mainly narrative descriptions
of fictive persons often based on extensive studies and data of real people [22]. The
potential and handling of personas has been described extensively in literature [20].

Another form of modeling is the archetype (e.g. “the blind user of a vending machine”)
or – with rather negative connotation – the stereotype (e.g. “the helpless elderly user of a
vending machine”). Here, the archetype shall be understood as a denomination for a puta‐
tive precisely defined class of persons with specific characteristics that is – at least along
general lines – interindividually valid. The delimitation to user classes and to concrete user
descriptions is smooth and often unclear. Archetypes represent, like user classes, a type of
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users, though archetypes are more precisely and demonstratively defined. They are suited
to mediate specific characters of a category, but also tend to caricatures so that the values of
these descriptions are often quite limited [10]. However, an advantage of archetypes is their
simple creation since only few or even no user data has to be collected [7, 28]. Further‐
more, so-called Extreme Characters are described as narrative, extreme personalities with
exaggerated emotional attitudes [5].

User models only unfold their entire potential when being integrated in the ongoing
development process during and after their creation and refinement. Especially personas
seem to be helpful. Process models like the Goal-Directed Design [3, 4] or the Concept
Development Process for requirements engineering [27] regard user descriptions within
the development process and pursue the idea of not letting the models become fixed and
more or less dead artifacts after their creation. Instead, they should permanently be
present, accompany and support the development process and teams together with other
usability methods and also be evolved and enhanced during the design and implemen‐
tation phases of product development.

The necessity for continuous consideration of user data is obvious since the software
product is intended to address the observed user needs – and will likely fail if not fulfilled.
So, steady extensions of user focused analyses – not necessarily in form of user models – and
combinations with analysis methods concerning other usability engineering artifacts as tasks
and requirements are obviously meaningful. Especially, stronger interweaving of require‐
ments and user needs seems promising. The systematic, transparent and comprehensible
coupling of usability engineering and requirements engineering is currently not sufficiently
practiced (“Usage & integration of user analysis artifacts”). For reviews of first prototypes
or in context of formative evaluations of the software product (“Data collection in terms of
evaluation”), the created user models can be consulted, too. Several techniques are named
in literature [22].

3 The Usability Engineering Repository (UsER)

We have implemented the ideas described above within our Usability Engineering
Repository (UsER). UsER is a web-based system supporting classic as well as agile
software development processes by providing modules representing usability engi‐
neering methods (Fig. 2). All information gathered is modeled in form of entities by one

Fig. 2. Possible usability engineering process supported by UsER modules
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of the UsER modules and may be interlinked with entities from the same as well as other
modules. Besides the versatile cross-references between entities, the development teams
may select and combine the modules as needed [11, 15, 21].

Usually a project will be organized in a classical linear structure as in conventional
development documents. Standard development processes therefore will be supported
more easily. Every “chapter” in “a UsER document” provides the functionality of a
specific method module. They can be dragged into the linear organized administration
area of the current development document (Fig. 3). By this, hierarchically structured
specification documents can be constructed and the development document itself
becomes a starting and anchor point for the different development tools. This is an
important change of paradigm, leading from classical text- or table-centered specifica‐
tions into active and semantically modeled living documents with a classical linear outer
structure and an inner structure of semantic networks for holistic analysis, design and
evaluation of interactive systems. Apart from the user analysis module that will be
described more detailed, UsER offers a variety of other modules, e.g. for collecting and
managing requirements, analyzing organizational structures or describing scenarios.
Modules can be used in several phases within an engineering process.

Fig. 3. This screenshot of UsER shows the opened Requirements Module next to the document
management panel (on the left). The detail area of each module includes the linking widget (on
the bottom right) offering the functionality to define links between UsER entities.

4 Integration of Continuous User Analysis Within UsER

As discussed, user analysis is a central aspect of user-centered design processes and user
models act as helpful instruments to support all phases of software development. There‐
fore, tool support for user analysis and user modeling should be a substantial component
within frameworks for the development of interactive systems. UsER in particular –
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with its collection of several usability engineering instruments – offers a suited envi‐
ronment to implement the idea of Continuous User Analysis.

Fig. 4. The user analysis module in UsER. This screenshot shows the graphical user landscape
editor. Additional views exist for the content-related design of single user models and for the
definition of user model templates.

Fig. 5. Tools for Continuous User Analysis within UsER as a platform for usability engineering
instruments. The tools shall support all phases of user analysis as named above.
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The development of the User Analysis Module (Fig. 4) in UsER [12, 24] was the first
step for a systematic integration of user analysis artifacts within the system. At the begin‐
ning, the focus lay mainly on building user models, so that after several iterations the instru‐
ment supported software designers in creating and improving user models by providing a
systematic approach of gradual two-stage user modeling. This allows constructing e.g.
abstract user classes or more detailed stereotypes and quite individual descriptions like
concrete personas – means user models on different levels of abstraction.

Utilizing the potential of UsER as a platform and toolbox for usability engineering
methods, we then fostered the integration of user models into other modules next to the
user analysis tool and into the UsER core system (Fig. 5). We now enable the explicit
integration of modeled users as performers of tasks in task analyses, as vivid actors in
scenario descriptions or we let the models be built in into flow models or organigrams
as representatives for organizational entities.

As a central feature, UsER allows the definition of arbitrary bidirectional links
between any two UsER entities. So, each user model can be associated with any defined
usability engineering artifact, like for example requirements. Beyond, as one of the next
steps, we will address a closer combination of requirements and user analysis artifacts.
This shall include referencing user models as origin of a requirement and the introduction
of user needs as new type of requirements.

Another aspect is the extension of the UsER linking concept itself: The bidirectional
links (cross-references) between UsER entities shall be complemented with additional
semantic annotations and attributes. These named links offer the potential for semi-
automatic evaluations of analysis artifacts and their relationships. Within the scope of
user analysis, one aim is the introduction of a kind of user (model) satisfaction: By
semantically enriched links, we expect to be able to define validated rules and functions
that process the status of entities linked to a user model and return cues for the satisfaction
level of modeled users. One simple scenario could be described like this: A highly
prioritized personas is linked to several requirements. Additional semantic annotations
specify the links further – determining the linked requirements as must-have features
for this certain persona. Now, if many of those requirements are marked as rejected
(within the requirements module) or are not in advanced implementation stages, the
project situation seems not beneficial for the persona’s satisfaction. This can be reported
within the system.

Furthermore, semantically enriched links offer more possibilities to control the
sufficient consideration of relevant user models within all analyses and design activities.

In addition, we want to depict most links between UsER entities graphically. Espe‐
cially after the introduction of semantic link attributes, a graphical overview on all UsER
artifacts and their relationships among each other can serve as a suited entry point for
the system. It enables a visual network of knowledge about the problem domain and
fosters the clarification of the project scope.

To further foster the awareness for user needs and strengthen the focus on users
throughout the entire project phase we are looking for methods to increase the presence
of the models created within the system like integrating the models within different
modules, as described above, and by integrating the models into the core system compo‐
nents of UsER. By a special feature, the Pin-Function (Fig. 6), selected user models can
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be placed on the always visible project header within the UsER screen. An icon shows
the most important facts about the modeled user and offers quick access to further infor‐
mation. This feature can be extended by letting the model become more alive by actively
communicating to the current users of the system. For example, a persona could tell
about its satisfaction level, i.e. how well its requirements have been addressed.

Fig. 6. The Pin-Function in UsER

User modeling and the propagation of the user models into the development process
are just two steps within the process of a comprehensive user analysis. To get a well-
founded basis for models, the overall process should start with data collection. To
support this initial phase, we want to integrate modules for interview preparation and
interview protocols as well as tools that support other field study activities such as
contextual inquiries [1]. Furthermore, a tool for the construction of surveys has already
been implemented and will be extended. Important collected pieces of information such
as relevant user statements or evaluated survey items shall be integrated in the UsER
system as entities that are connectable like all other UsER objects. By this, all collected
facts can be referenced and used as credible pieces of justification for further analyses
and user model design decisions.

To support the evaluation phase, tools for the planning, execution and interpretation
of evaluations are modeled to be integrated as appropriate UsER instruments. User
models can be involved within this phase as fictive reference users for the evaluations
themselves or by consulting them for test person acquisition. Furthermore, UsER should
offer the option to evaluate the user models themselves. Thereby, the compatibility of
the modeled users towards the real user landscape can be validated.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We discussed the demand for better tool support for usability engineering methods to
overcome central problems of the weak usability engineering in practice. By introducing
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flexible and easy to use instruments, we raise manageability of methods and the exten‐
sibility of analyses whose entities shall be easily embeddable in larger project contexts.

Especially, we consider user analysis activities as a central aspect of user-centered
design processes that are quite often neglected. Our concept of Continuous User Anal‐
ysis has already been established inside our Usability Engineering Repository UsER. It
fosters steady focus on user needs and enables extensions of all findings. Further
concepts and ideas are planned to be integrated to support all phases of user analysis. In
the long term, this also includes expanding the systematic participation of real users
within all project phases. They shall become active participants of the system UsER and
shall be allowed to inspect and manipulate certain UsER artifacts by themselves. For
that, more sophisticated user rights management and further collaboration features have
already been planned. On the other hand, we like to take a closer look at the concept of
Evidence-Based Usability Engineering as introduced by Metzker et al. [17] to support
the sustainability of usability engineering experiences and knowledge.

UsER can be seen as a research platform for our concepts of Tool-Supported
Usability Engineering. By integrating the idea of Continuous User Analysis into the
system we like to contribute to more user-centered design and development processes
that can be applied and controlled by teams within realistic project contexts. Positive
evaluations of system components indicate that more representative evaluations of the
overall system will verify our ideas.
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Abstract. Derks et al. (2008) showed the similarity of user’s emotional
involvement in human-human-interaction compared to human-computer-
interaction. This implies display rules and gender norms on display rules. In a
Wizard of Oz Experiment users had to overcome two challenging situations,
were emotions should be induced. Emotional smiles and social smiles were
categorized after facial movements were coded with the Facial Action Coding
System (Ekman and Friesen 1978). Emotional smiles were more frequent during
one of the challenges compared to the baseline, showing that emotion induction
was successful. Social smiles were more frequent at the start of the experiment
compared to the challenges, but only for woman. This supports the assumption
of Derks et al. (2008) that the display rule “smile at the start of on interaction” is
only valid for woman. Together the results back the idea that computers are seen
as human-like counterparts.

Keywords: Smiling � Emotional smile � Social smile � FACS � Sex
differences � Display rules � Gender norms

1 Introduction

1.1 Social Versus Emotional Smiles

Derks et al. (2008) show that the users’ emotional involvement in computer-mediated
interaction is comparable to that in face-to-face interaction. Thus, it might be suggested
that the computer/technical system is perceived as a virtual person by the user and
therefore he/she behaves as if the computer/technical system would be a human-like
counterpart.

This implies the usage of display rules (Ekman and Friesen 1982; Ekman et al.
1969). One of these display rules is to smile at the start of a communication with a new
interaction partner. Such an intentional smile is a social smile (Ekman and Friesen
1982), telling the other person that one will not harm him/her.
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To be able to distinguish between different kinds of smiles and facial actions in
general, one needs a coding system, which objectively describes facial movements. The
gold standard here is the Facial Action Coding System (FACS, Ekman and Friesen
1978; Ekman et al. 2002), where movements are anatomically defined as so called
Action Units (AUs). According FACS the social smile involves only the zygomaticus
major muscle pulling the lip corners up (AU 12), whereas the emotional smile also
involves the orbicularis oris muscle (AU 6), which induces crow feet wrinkles (Fig. 1).
Besides such initial interaction situation, it could furthermore be expected that emo-
tional smiles also occur during events which induce negative emotions. This could be
because events that induce negative emotions could the same time also induce positive
emotions. Additionally as mentioned above smiling is not only a sign of joy, but also
one of a mere social signal. This could be shown for human-human-interaction (Ekman
et al. 1969) and for human-computer interaction (HCI) contexts (Hoque and Picard
2011).

Another interesting research question in HCI and in emotion research is whether
and which differences in social and emotional smiling occur between genders. In a
meta-analysis, LaFrance et al. (2003) showed that in general woman smile more often
than men. We want to check whether this difference can also be found in HCI, sug-
gesting the assumption that the technical system is treated like a person, and whether
the sex difference in smiling frequency is based on social or emotional smiles.

1.2 Current Experiment

In the current Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) experiment (Rösner et al. 2012), a speech based
system was simulated. The user had to create a solution for a time sensitive task.
During the task the users were had to overcome challenges. The subjects got to know
the simulated system by a system’s self-introduction at the beginning (baseline).
Afterwards, they had to pack their baggage for a holiday trip. At one moment the
weight of their baggage transgressed a not defined amount (Weight limit barrier) and

Fig. 1. Social smile (left) and emotional smile (right)
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subjects had to change their baggage. Another challenge appeared when participants
were told that the holidays were not summer, but winter holidays (Waiuku barrier).
The German participants thought they would pack for summer holidays as suggested in
the cover story of the experiment. During the experiment, they got the information that
their holiday’s destination will be Waiuku, a city in New Zealand, where the tem-
perature is obviously lower than in Germany at the travel time. Accordingly, partici-
pants had to change the clothes in their baggage to adapt to the new situation.
Therefore, they were given only a few minutes.

Regarding facial activity, both challenge situations (weight limit barrier as well as
Waiuku barrier) were interesting regarding a comparison to the facial activity during
the baseline (system’s self-introduction).

1.3 Questions

1. Does social smiling frequency differ between baseline and challenge situations?
2. Does emotional smiling frequency differ between baseline and challenge situations?
3. Is there a sex difference in social smiling frequency in general or in only a part of

the conditions?
4. Is there a sex difference in emotional smiling frequency in general or in only a part

of the conditions?

2 Methods

2.1 Sample

We gathered participants from two different age groups (aged between 19 and 29 as
well as above 60). Efforts were made to achieve an equal distribution of participants
with regard to age group, gender and level of education. We acquired a total of 135
participants. Data from five participants was excluded due to technical problems
regarding the records and/or absence from the second appointment despite several
attempts to establish contact. Therefore, the total sample consisted of 130 participants.

The facial activity data of 80 participants in the total sample were used for FACS
coding and statistical analysis. Two participants were used to check interrater agree-
ment. The rest of the total sample could not be used because of technical problems with
regard to the synchronization of videos with sound stimuli and time markers. The final
sample consisted of 37 men and 43 women (see Table 1). The age range was from 18
to 81 with a mean of 49.23 (SD = 22.78). Participants were part of either the younger
(18 to 28) or the older group (60 to 81).

2.2 Design and Procedure

Implementing a fully automated technical system is difficult, however simulating one
by the use of the WOz experiments allows examining research questions and provide a
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deeper understanding regarding the interaction between users and computer systems. In
such experiments an interface is controlled by a human operator which simulates the
computer system.

Participants were instructed to communicate with the computer system via speech
input and output. The simulated system asked for personal information from users under
the pretext of needing to conduct an individual calibration. This served the underlying
purpose of having participants adjust to the speech control and functionality of the
simulated system. This section was defined as baseline (Fig. 2). Subsequently, partici-
pants were told to prepare baggage for a trip with the aid of the system and were informed
about the time limit for this task. In the following, participants worked through twelve
categories (e.g., jackets, tops, trousers, shoes, etc.) to gather items for their baggage.

It was suggested that participants pack for a summer vacation. They began by
choosing items out of each category. This section was defined as the baseline. The first
limitation was introduced after solving the eighth category. Participants were informed
that they had exceeded the weight limit for their baggage, independently of the number
of items they had gathered so far. This required the removal of some items in order to
add more. The system advised participants to change their strategy. This section was
called weight limit barrier. During the third section (Waiuku barrier), which also
represented a challenge, it was disclosed that participant’s holiday destination is a
summer location but a winter one. At this point, a randomly pre-selected subsample
received a system-initiated intervention based on psychotherapeutic objectives. The
intervention focused on problem actualization and the activation of resources.

Table 1. Sample parameters

N Women Age mean Age SD

Young 34 20 23.06 2.806
Old 46 23 68.28 5.06
All 80 43 49.06 22.89

Correction
Problem 

solving

Waiuku 

barrier

Weight 

limit 

barrier

Baseline

Fig. 2. Design
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System-initiated communication shifted to a more interpersonal level. All participants
had to re-adapt their strategy without clearly defined time limitations. Finally, they all
had the opportunity to modulate their choices under time restrictions. This section
simultaneously represented the last challenge as well as the experimental part of the
WOz trial.

Self-report measures of emotions were not used in the experiment because they
bring users out of the flow of the experience, changing the physiological features of and
the experience of emotion (Kassam and Mendes 2013). More complete information
with regard to the resulting data corpus are presented in Frommer et al. (2012) and
Rösner et al. (2012).

2.3 FACS Coding

FACS (Ekman and Friesen 1978; Ekman et al. 2002) has been the gold standard of
facial movement categorization ever since its publication. FACS describes every facial
movement independently of emotion categorization.

Four certified FACS coders coded the videos in groups of two, meaning that each
video was coded by two coders. In the case of disagreement, the coders discussed their
codes until they arrived at a joint decision. Data from two participants who were not
part of the statistical analysis formed the basis of the interrater agreement computation.
Agreement was computed via a formula by Wexler (Ekman and Friesen 1978).
Agreement scores between the group of two standard coders and an additional fifth
coder (first author) were between .71 and .89 for all AUs.

For each experimental condition, the five seconds immediately following the
conveyance of the relevant information (in the baseline at the start of the experiment)
were coded. The frequency of each emotion served as the dependent variable.

Although AUs were classified into several emotion categories, we concentrated on
emotional and social smiles in this paper.

3 Results

In order to answer the research questions, we conducted a mixed ANOVA with the
experimental conditions as repeated measurement factor and sex as between-subjects
factor for both, the ‘social smile’ (Fig. 3) and the ‘emotional’ smile (Fig. 3b).

Whereas for the dependant variable ‘social smile’ no main effect on the experi-
mental conditions (p = .10) and the main effect sex (p = .797) showed up, the inter-
action of experimental conditions with sex was significant (p = .026).

For the dependant variable ‘emotional smile’ the main effect on experimental
conditions was significant (p = .030), whereas no main effect sex (p = .907) and no
interaction effect (p = .567) showed up.
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b) Emotional Smile

a) a) Social Smile

Fig. 3. Mean frequencies of social (a) and emotional (b) smile during the three conditions,
separated by sex
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4 Discussion

As assumed, a considerable amount of participants showed smiling, especially social
smiling during the baseline condition. Furthermore, we also found out that woman
showed more social smiling during baseline but less during the Waiuku barrier,
whereas in men it was the opposite.

This supports the idea that social smiling during baseline is based on display rules.
The social smile during baseline probably represents a greeting sign, signaling to the
computer that one will not harm him. The higher frequency of the social smiles in
woman maybe based on gender norms LaFrance et al. (2003), a specific form of display
rules, indicating that woman should smile and men need not. The application of display
rules and gender norms suggests that users attribute human-like characteristics to the
technical system.

Results on emotional smiles support the findings by Hoque and Picard (2011) in a
way that emotional smiles can even be induced by negative events. As described by
Papa and Bonanno (2008), this could be understood as a kind of self-regulation, which
is part of a dissociating reaction for being fooled. By dissociating from the situation
(which implies a reduction of ego-involvement), users feel amused about being fooled
by the technical system.

All in all, results on social and emotional smiles indicate that users interact with a
technical system as if it would be a human-like counterpart. This is in line with findings
based on semi-structured interviews with the users after the experiment (Krüger et al.
2015). The results show a phenomenon called anthropomorphism. It means the ten-
dency to imbue the real or imagined behavior of nonhuman agents with humanlike
characteristics, motivations, intentions, or emotions” (p. 864, Epley et al. 2007). As
Epley et al. (2007) point out, three components are important for anthropomorphism:
“the accessibility and applicability of anthropocentric knowledge (elicited agent
knowledge), the motivation to explain and understand the behavior of other agents
(effectance motivation), and the desire for social contact and affiliation (sociality
motivation)” (p. 864, Epley et al. 2007). Although we did not measure these aspects,
they should have been relevant in our experimental situation. This should be the case
especially for the desire for social contact and affiliation, because participants were
alone with the computer.
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Abstract. Different areas of application and scenarios necessitate different sets
of usability engineering methods. The selection of these methods depends on a
variety of conditions. This paper presents a new approach for selecting and
combining usability engineering methods, dependent on individual conditions of
the corresponding method, company-based and product-specific measures as well
as an analysis of the knowledge in the area of application. The approach is exem‐
plarily presented for the mobility and transportation sector, focusing on the
knowledge-based selection of methods for mobility scenarios.

Keywords: Usability engineering methods · Framework · Mobility scenarios

1 Introduction

Nowadays, user-centered quality criteria become more and more important, even in
areas of application which have focused on technical and organizational quality criteria
before. Therefore, the value of usability engineering methods rises as well, even though
the stakeholders often do not know the set of different usability engineering methods.
In this context, the mobility and transportation sector represents a typical area of appli‐
cation, where a change to a stronger user orientation can be observed. Mainly driven by
the introduction of new communication technologies and mobility offerings, the user
has become the center of attention.

In addition to this circumstance, the mobility and transportation sector possesses
comprehensive knowledge, e.g. ticket and travel statistics, platform capabilities and
restrictions, as well as common problems of travelers. This knowledge can be integrated
into user-centered development and evaluation procedures. Nevertheless, this process
is complicated by the extent of usability engineering methods and the low accessibility
for experts from other areas of application. This paper describes an approach of how the
selection of usability engineering methods can be based on an analysis of the existing
knowledge of a defined area of application. The mobility and transportation sector serves
as an example for this approach, as it provides a heterogeneous and complex context of
use [1] and the described change towards the user. In addition, different case studies
have shown the value of combining existing transportation knowledge and usability
engineering activities [2, 3].
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2 State of the Art

There are different approaches for the classification of usability engineering methods,
e.g. by their position in the usability engineering process, the type of data collected, their
form and the approach used. This way of classification can be shown exemplarily for
usability evaluation methods:

• Nielsen [4] describes a differentiation between formative and summative evaluation.
Formative evaluation aims to improve an interface’s usability in an iterative evalu‐
ation procedure, while summative evaluation is mainly used for the assessment of
existing, that is, finished interfaces, and for quality assurance. Summative evaluation
can also be used for the decision “between two alternatives or as a part of competitive
analysis to learn how good the competitor really is” [4]. Formative evaluations are
used during the design process; summative evaluations take place at the end of
product development and, hence, assess the (almost) final product [5].

• A distinction can also be made between the types of data collected. Summative eval‐
uations provide quantitative data [6], i.e. data that are collected through the meas‐
urement of certain relevant things that represent facts and can be analyzed through
statistical inferences and comparisons of numbers. The counterpart of quantitative
data are qualitative data, which deal with understanding certain behavior from the
perspective of people observed or interviewed. These data cannot be measured;
however, they provide an insight into the informant’s point of view [7].

• Another distinguishing characteristic is the form of the evaluation. Usability evalu‐
ation methods can be either formal or informal. Formal testing is also called tradi‐
tional laboratory-based testing, while informal testing can also be named naturalistic
usability, or, in an extreme form, field usability [8]. This differentiation applies to
both the method itself and the evaluation environment. Formal evaluations take place
in an artificial environment, embedded in a usability lab. They are expensive, time-
consuming and characterized by a limited degree of realism with regard to their
ecological validity, that is, the authenticity of the scenarios resorted to during the
evaluation. Informal tests, on the other hand, are reduced versions of formal tests,
hence, they necessitate less effort and cost, but also provide a more realistic evaluation
environment. They are also called quick and dirty tests and may require compro‐
mising with regard to efficiency measures or the recruitment of test participants. The
advantage of informal tests is that they allow unique results, concerning user satis‐
faction. In addition, full usability testing may not be affordable in very early devel‐
opment stages. Informal testing should be combined with expert assessments in order
to increase the quality of results collected [9].

• One of the most substantial distinguishing marks is the one between the analytical
and the empirical approach. Analytical usability methods, also called usability
inspection methods, encompass drawing on experts that empathize with real users
when assessing the system evaluated, whereas empirical methods, also called
usability testing methods, are based on observing and surveying real users as they
use the system [10]. Several authors categorize in that sense [5, 11], specifying
analytical methods as expert-oriented and empirical methods as user-based [5].
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This distinction goes back to Schriver who developed a model that classified different
forms of evaluation by their degree of user target group involvement [12]. In addition
to usability inspection and usability testing methods, there are also survey methods.
These are characterized by the use of standardized questionnaires for evaluating a
system [13].

Criticism of the various different terms and forms used for categorizing usability
methods, among others, comes from Dumas and Fox, stating that what the aforemen‐
tioned notions “denote is not always clear. They add to the ambiguity about what a
usability test is” [14]. They recommend classifying methods making use of a combina‐
tion of the purpose of the test, the scope of the system evaluated, the location of the test
sessions, the presence or absence of a moderator and the functionality level the product
has [14].

Despite the disparity and diversity of present classifications for usability evaluation
methods, the necessity of a differentiation by itself is undoubted. For example, if it is
inevitable to have real users evaluate the system, the choice is, hence, limited to usability
testing methods, that is, methods that involve real users as part of the evaluation. It is
also possible to combine different categorizations in order to make an informed decision
regarding which method would be best suited for the evaluation planned [5]. In addition,
e.g. for usability evaluation, nowadays, using a combination of different corresponding
methods is recommended in order to combine strengths and marginalize weaknesses of
specific methods [15].

The aforementioned suggests that all of the classifications outlined matter in the
decision-making process stated above. However, there is no clear and generally valid
approach as to how to choose and combine the right methods for the specific context of
use and area of application. Such an approach has to include not only the characteristics
of different usability engineering methods, but also the special characteristics of the area
of application, especially the existing knowledge. This leads to the approach introduced
as follows.

3 Approach

3.1 Framework

For reaching the aim of providing a framework that allows for a context-based selection
and combination of methods suited for predetermined circumstances, a new approach
is used, which is currently being developed within the scope of a PhD thesis. This
approach combines (1) considering the individual preset conditions of each usability
method used with (2) factoring in company-based and product-specific measures and
(3) regarding a knowledge-oriented analysis of the existing knowledge and knowledge
gaps in the specific area of application.

• With regard to (1), the approach makes use of exhaustively researched, detailed
descriptions and critical analyses of each usability method. Based on the critical
evaluation of each method, criteria for a categorization of methods in the form of a
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method catalog will be developed and used for defining conditions specific to each
method.

• Referring to (2), users of the framework will be requested to provide basic informa‐
tion relevant for assessing the situation of the corresponding enterprise.

• With reference to (3), there will be an analysis of knowledge which is assumed to be
existent. As a consequence, gaps needing to be filled will be identified. It will then
be evaluated which and how specific usability methods may allow for filling these
gaps.

The combination of these three aspects will enable a comprehensive and easy-to-use
methodology for choosing and combining usability methods.

3.2 Analysis of the Expertise in the Area of Application

This paper focuses on the third aspect mentioned in the framework, the analysis of the
knowledge in the specific area of application in which the selected usability method(s)
are supposed to be applied. Thus, a new application-oriented access to usability engi‐
neering methods, based on the existing knowledge, is provided to ease the dissemination
of the methods in different areas of application. The approach is derived from the results
of different projects in the mobility and transportation sector and combines analytical
and empirical case studies. Figure 1 shows the basic procedure.

Fig. 1. Schematic description of the procedure for defining suitable methods

First of all, the existing knowledge and knowledge gaps have to be identified using
either an internal or an external analysis of the area of application and related documents.
To reduce the effort of using the final framework, a question-based procedure will be
developed to extract the relevant information for the selection process. Subsequently,
the relevant information will be categorized and analyzed with regard to the selection
criteria. The selection will cover a detailed analysis of the following criteria:

• Content of the existing knowledge, e.g. user, task, system and design information
• Form of the existing knowledge, e.g. implicit or explicit knowledge
• Type of approaches used so far, e.g. quantitative or qualitative approaches

The combination of the selection criteria provides a deeper understanding of the existing
knowledge as well as knowledge gaps and allows for the final selection of suitable
methods. The result of this step will include one or more methods, which can be used
to close the identified knowledge gaps, and enables the user of the framework to select
methods, based on short descriptions.
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Additionally, steps (1) and (2) of the framework support a detailed assessment and
selection process, if special restrictions, e.g. budget or technical conditions, have to be
considered.

4 Utilization of the Approach: Case Study Mobility Scenarios

In the following, a simplified version of the approach for this analysis and first results
will be applied exemplarily to the mobility and transportation sector as a case study. As
previously described, the mobility and transportation sector provides high complexity
in regard to the context of use and the existing knowledge. Therefore, the mobility and
transportation sector allows for a detailed evaluation of the approach and its applicability
in complex areas of application.

4.1 Characteristics of the Mobility and Transportation Sector

The mobility and transportation sector is characterized by heterogeneous users, a combi‐
nation of physical and cognitive tasks, different mobility offerings and information
systems and a dynamic physical and social context [1, 2]. Even though it appears evident,
the application of usability engineering methods as well as the user-oriented develop‐
ment of information and mobility systems is nevertheless rare. Furthermore, the base
for usability engineering methods, from requirements analysis to evaluation, is insuffi‐
cient, although different activities and results from requirements engineering activities
can be used in the usability engineering process.

Content of the Existing Knowledge. The mobility and transportation sector has exten‐
sive knowledge in different areas. The knowledge covers e.g.:

• Travel behavior, e.g. distances, usage times, means of transport [16, 17],
• Ticket sales, e.g. percentage of different tickets sold [17],
• Technical regulations, e.g. communication interface standards.

However, knowledge gaps include e.g. descriptions of mobility users, including expect‐
ations and experiences, as well as tasks and concrete information needs along the
journey.

Form of the Existing Knowledge. Some of this knowledge, especially travel behavior,
ticket sales and technical regulations, is documented extensively. Regular publications
of statistical reports include this knowledge. Knowledge about mobility users, tasks and
user interface design is present among some experts from mobility companies but a
consistent documentation of this knowledge is missing, and therefore, this knowledge
cannot be accessed or easily used.

Type of Approaches Used So Far. The set of methods used in the mobility sector
comprises mainly quantitative methods. Analysis of travel behavior, derived from large
questionnaires and statistical analysis of system data, are typical representatives within
this set.
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Based on this first analysis of the mobility and transportation sector, Tables 1 and 2
exemplarily show the results for the requirements analysis and evaluation phase, which
are the base for the described selection process.

Table 1. Exemplary characteristics for requirements analysis

Criteria Analysis result
Content User descriptions are mainly related to ticket statistics. A deeper description of

expectations and experiences is missing.
Task analyses are related to basic tasks along the travel chain. An analysis of user

specific subtasks is missing.
Platform capabilities and restrictions are widely known and documented in detail.
Context analyses cover different basic classifications of e.g. stop points but lack

a non-technical perspective.
Form Explicit statistical data

Implicit expert knowledge
Approaches Quantitative approaches

Table 2. Exemplary characteristics for evaluation

Criteria Analysis result
Content Evaluations have a technical focus and users are integrated into that process while

the system is running. Evaluations with users, prior to the implementation, are
rare.

Form The technical knowledge is documented and often introduced by experts from
specialized companies.

Approaches Quantitative approaches

4.2 Requirements Analysis

Requirements analysis, with respect to Mayhew’s usability engineering lifecycle, is an
integral aspect of usability engineering. It consists of several different activities to be
carried out, e.g. generating user profiles, conducting task analysis and applying general
design principles. Finally, usability goals are achieved, which are then transferred into
a style guide, forming the basis of the actions in the following steps [18].

Given the considerations displayed in Table 1, the framework supports the identifi‐
cation of suitable methods. A method that meets the identified knowledge gaps is the
personas design tool. Personas were developed by Cooper in the late 1990ies, quickly
becoming a popular method used in the software industry [19]. Personas consist of a
variety of user-oriented data, e.g. user goals, professions, tasks and responsibilities, user
knowledge and expertise, behavioral patterns and strategies as well as user expectations
regarding a new design solution [20]. A detailed description of the method’s function‐
ality can be found in [21].

As personas represent user needs [20], they are perfectly suited for requirements
analysis. But there are more methods that may well be applied in this phase of the
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usability engineering lifecycle. For example, the user needs analysis, defining goals as
well as limitations of the target audience and their use of the design, could be useful in
this regard [22]. Another option would be resorting to scenarios that can be used to
exemplarily describe the future interaction of users with the system developed. In this
way, scenarios can fill the gap between gathering requirements and drafting respective
solutions [20].

In order to decide which method(s) would be best to use in the actual context, the
first and second phase of the framework introduced earlier should be consulted.
Factoring in both the specific conditions of each of the suitable methods and the
company-related and product-based measures will help to refine the first selection of
methods.

Different studies in German public transport, e.g. [1, 2], have shown that the persona
method provides the necessary insights to reduce qualitative knowledge gaps in the
mobility sector. In combination with e.g. focus groups and expert interviews, the implicit
knowledge in the mobility sector can be derived and documented for different stake‐
holders.

4.3 Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase described in Mayhew’s usability engineering lifecycle is part of
what follows the requirements analysis and, among others, is characterized by iterative
testing [18]. The primary benefit of iterative testing is that the design can be constantly
refined and usability problems, arising during the iterations, can be removed in between
iterations [4]. As the evaluation procedure per se is one of the crucial aspects of usability
optimization [23], the evaluation phase deserves a particular emphasis as follows.

Based on Table 2, usability field tests appear to be recommendable, considering the
lack of actual user testing in the mobility and transportation sector. Field tests are rather
informal variations of usability testing [8], in which representative users conduct prede‐
fined tasks within the real context of use [24]. Hence, there is no artificial imitation of
the system’s actual context of use [25]. On the other hand, field usability testing is
considered expensive, time-consuming and hardly controllable, compared to laboratory
testing [26].

It seems natural that, as an alternative to usability testing in the field, usability testing
in a lab-based environment could also be applied in the evaluation phase. Testing in
laboratories eases recording the sessions and provides a more structured, controllable
environment. Yet, because of the artificially created environment, results tend to not be
as relevant for the actual context of use [26]. In addition to lab-based testing, evaluations
based on heuristics would also be conceivable. Heuristic evaluations are based on a set
of well-established usability principles and involve a few expert evaluators that examine
the system with regard to their compliance with these principles, which are called the
heuristics [27]. As has been highlighted in Table 2, user data are especially rare. Hence,
it may be preferable to resort to usability testing methods involving real users. Also,
further analyzing the situation on hand, making use of the first and second aspect of the
framework explained earlier, could potentially lead to further insight as to which
method(s) may be used best for the actual context.
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Field usability tests in public transport have already proven their value in the mobility
sector [3, 28]. Knowledge gaps can be closed and user feedback can be incorporated
into the evaluation of technical systems. A combination of field and lab-based tests
seems suitable for the different tasks and the existing expertise, throughout the course
of the iterative testing process.

5 Discussion

The described approach combines the selection of usability engineering methods along
the development and evaluation process with an analysis of the existing expertise and
knowledge in a specified area of application. While this analysis, prior to the selection
of methods, is challenging, it provides new access to user-centered development and
usability engineering methods for different stakeholders in different areas of application.

An issue that arises is the necessity of transferring the analysis, described exemplarily
with regard to the mobility and transportation sector above, to a generally applicable
process that can be used to identify knowledge gaps in a particular area of application.
It is not yet decided how to design this process. There are two options to approach this
issue: The first one would require consulting usability engineering experts every time
knowledge gaps are to be identified and ask them to analyze the intended area of appli‐
cation prior to a usability engineering activity. The second option would be a generic
procedure that, based on information provided by the user of the framework, is able to
give competent support in selecting methods.

At this point, the second option, i.e. the generic approach, seems to be more suited
when it comes to achieving the overall aim of providing a comprehensive, easy-to-use
framework for selecting usability engineering methods. Deciding in favor of the first
approach would mean introducing an additional barrier created by involving another
service provider. It would lead to more effort and costs and, hence, might be a hindrance
for using the framework altogether.

6 Conclusion

First results from the mobility sector show that the expertise-based approach provides
new insights and a more systematic approach for the selection of methods. The analysis
of existing knowledge and knowledge gaps is challenging, but the approach holds great
potential to overcome the limitations of other approaches, that focus on method char‐
acteristics and economical factors only.

This paper does not provide a ready-made solution but rather an approach to be
discussed, in order to obtain more stimuli and possibly derive new solutions. The
approach to be refined was applied to one area of application only and should be broad‐
ened, in order to be able to factor in more fields of use. With this aim, focus groups with
experts in the field of usability engineering are being conducted, in order to derive
insights into which significant criteria could form the basis of the framework needed.
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Abstract. UX graph (Kurosu 2015) is a revised version of UX curve (Kujala
et al. 2011) in which the emphasis is not on the curve itself but on the episodes
that constitute the graph, hence the graph will be drawn after plotting each
episodic events. Furthermore, UX graph expands its temporal scope by
including the expectation before purchase and the anticipation for future.
Although the original UX graph was a paper-based method, Hashizume et al.

(2016) developed a smartphone/PC application that dynamically shows the graph
depending on the input episodic information and allows users to manipulate the
event and the curve by finger/mouse. Compared to the original paper-based
method, this interactive software facilitates users to change the coordinate of the
event point vertically (level of satisfaction) and horizontally (time).
Furthermore, another method is proposed under the name of “ERM” or the

experience recollection method. In this method, users are asked not to place
the events at exact temporal coordinate on the abscissa but to classify them in
the rough time zone. This will make it possible to represent past experience
stored in memory more easily and more “correctly”.

Keywords: User experience � UX curve � UX graph � ERM

1 Introduction

Based on the idea that various aspects of the user experience (UX) are to be integrated
into the concept of satisfaction (Kurosu 2015-1), the authors thought that the temporal
dynamism of UX can be represented as the curve of satisfaction, hence developed the
idea of UX graph (Kurosu 2015-2, 3).

As can be seen in Fig. 1, quality characteristics are divided to the objective quality
characteristics (above) and subjective quality characteristics (below) and they are also
divided to the quality in design (left) and the quality in use (right), thus are distin-
guished in four areas.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, Objective Quality in Design is linked to Objective Quality
in Use and Subjective Quality in Use, Objective Quality in Use is linked to Subjective
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Quality in Use, and Subjective Quality in Design is linked to Subjective Quality in Use.
In other words, all quality characteristics other than Subjective Quality in Use influ-
ences Subjective Quality in Use. And, in the region of Subjective Quality in Use, the
satisfaction is located as the ultimate criterion.

This led us to adopt the satisfaction as the measure for the UX graph. Besides, the
satisfaction can be categorized as a part of Kansei quality from another perspective,
thus the measurement of satisfaction can be interpreted as the measurement of Kansei
as well as the measurement of the UX.

2 UX Graph

Unlike the usability as a part of the design quality, the level of satisfaction is not stable.
Compared to the satisfaction, the level of usability can be measured by rather fixed
values as the rate of correct recognition, the rate of correct target discovery, and the
learning curve. These measures for the usability are usually obtained from a group of
people, thus the value is rather stable. Compared to the usability, UX and Kansei are

UXUI
Fig. 1. Quality characteristics in four regions: objective quality characteristics (above) and
subjective quality characteristics (below), and quality in design (left) and quality in use (right).
(Kurosu 2015-1)
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subjective and individualistic as written in the UX White Paper (Roto et al. 2011).
Because of its subjectivity and individualistic nature, the level of UX will change on
the temporal scale dynamically and no fixed measure can be obtained. Of course, we
can ask users to rate the degree of the UX or Kansei at any time, but there is no
guarantee that the value measured at an arbitrary time point was constant in the past and
will be the same in the future. There are many events in the life of human beings and
the degree of satisfaction may go up or down in relation to those events.

With this in mind, there are many challenges to measure the dynamic nature of the
UX or Kansei. For example, von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff et al. (2006) proposed
CORPUS that is a retrospective interview method to reconstruct the change of UX for
more than a year. But this was a qualitative approach and will not bring the quantitative
representation of dynamic change in UX.

Ando (2007) proposed the method of collaborative creation of chronological table
of usage. This method is based on the interview and the informant and the interviewer
discuss and describe major events during the long-term usage and draw a line on the
time scale. But what were written on the time scale are just the events and no evalu-
ation, e.g. in terms of satisfaction, was made.

Karapanos et al. (2010) developed an evaluation method using the computer and
named it as iScale. The use of computer in this method was to help draw the line
automatically on the display.

Kujala et al. 2011 developed UX curve method. Informants are asked to draw a line
in terms of the attractiveness, ease of use, functionality and the degree of use. Four
aspects to be described as graphs are major components of UX and do not include the
satisfaction as a generic measure. At each inflection points, the informant is asked
about the event that resulted in the change of the curve. In other words, in UX curve,
the curve was first drawn and the points were specified later.

Based on the concept structure described in Fig. 1, Kurosu (2015-1, 2) revised the
UX curve regarding following aspects.

1. The graph is only drawn in terms of satisfaction as a generic measure of quality
characteristics. It is observed that asking informants to draw more than one graph is
time taking and deteriorate the concentration of informant.

2. The order of drawing was reversed, i.e. each event is first written down with the
satisfaction rating from 10 to -10, and after that the graph will be drawn considering
the coordinate of each point. The name “graph” is derived from this procedure, i.e.
usually, the dots are drawn then (regression) line or curve will be drawn in the
graph.

3. The abscissa or the time scale was added the phase of expectation before the
purchase and the phase of anticipation at present. It is based on the idea that the UX
should include such expectation and anticipation.

As a result, the format as shown in Fig. 2 were made.
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3 Interactive Tool for UX Graph

After collected more than 300 data, it was realized that it should be better that the
computer support is introduced. There are some problems to be fixed for UX graph as
follows.

Fig. 2. UX graph sheet (in Japanese)
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1. As it is hand-written on paper, the co-ordinate points and text (experience episodes),
once written, can be difficult to correct, and even when corrections are necessary,
they may not be made at times due it to being troublesome.

2. If writing is untidy for the same reason, being handwritten, the characters in text can
be difficult to read.

3. Some people tend to mix-up the positions of the default horizontal axis co-ordinates
(prior expectations, the start of use, current, prediction) and the additional text from
the start of use to current, and forget to label the horizontal axis co-ordinates.

4. Even though a text entry area has been provided in the form for creating the UX
graphs, some people tend to write the text inside the graph area.

Hashizume et al. (2016) developed a web-based UX graph tool on the PC. The
b-version of UX graph tool is available free of charge (on http://ux-graph.com/) from
December 11th, 2015, and it can be used by anybody, under the environment of use
described later. Renovation of functions and the user interface are currently underway.

The UX graph tool can be used under a PC environment as follows.

• The device allows the mouse operation.
• The device is equipped with an internet environment that allows access to the

website.
• The device is equipped with an environment that allows for saving /browsing of

PDF files.
• The device is equipped with an environment that allows for use of modern browsers

such as the latest version of Firefox or Chrome.

Procedure for using the tool is as follows.
The first step is the entry of information on informant and the targeted experience.

The “age” and “sex” of the Informant is selected, and the artifact targeted for evaluation
is entered into the “experience” section.

Figure 3 shows the entry screen for the episodes (event). Episode entries are made
while imagining the expectations (prior expectations) before acquiring the artifact (the
targeted product), impressions at the start (at the start of use), experience episodes from
the start until now, current evaluation (current feelings) and future predictions (ex-
pectations beyond the current state).

Episodes on prior expectations, start of use, and current and future predictions were
regarded as fixed episodes, with their “content of experience” all being regarded as
essential. The number of episodes from the start of use to current can be set optionally,
and the order of each episode can be switched around by dragging and dropping
through mouse operations. Aside from the content of experience, episodes consist of
“time of experience” and “satisfaction (−10 to +10),” but the entries concerning the
time and satisfaction are optional. When all the content for each of the episodes has
been entered, a UX graph chart, drawn according to the episodes, will appear under-
neath the episodes section (Fig. 4). While all initial values for “satisfaction” on the UX
graph charts have been set to “0,” the UX graph charts were made to reflect any entries
made concerning satisfaction at the same time that episode entries are made.

The axes on the UX graph charts were set to be the time on horizontal axis (past
towards the left, future towards the right) and the satisfaction levels on the vertical axis
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(above the origin being positive, and below the origin being negative), same as with the
UX graphs. The episode point created on the UX graph chart after entering the episode
details is dragged up and down through mouse operations to control the “satisfaction”
levels, in order to create the graph.

The content of experience appears when hovering the mouse cursor over the epi-
sode point and it was made possible to edit the content of experience by clicking this
display. Furthermore, the order of the “episodes” from the start of use to current, which
are not fixed episodes (prior expectations, start of use, current and future predictions),
can be switched around by dragging the vertical axis of each episode between the left
and right. Whenever the “Satisfaction” levels are controlled, or the episode orders are
switched around, the UX graph chart is re-drawn, so as to connect the points.

4 ERM (Experience Recollection Method)

Although the usability of UX graph was improved by implementing it to the PC, UX
graph has a strong constraint for the user to specify the time of occurrence of each
event. As Ross (1989), Oishi and Sullivan (2006) and Norman (2009) wrote, human
memory is not much reliable. Some past event might be exaggerated, some others
might have been forgotten, etc.

Fig. 3. Data entry screen

Fig. 4. Graph displayed on the screen
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For example, if two adjacent events A and B were wrongly remembered as A after B,
the corrected graph with B after A will give us a different impression compared to the
graph with A after B. And the gradient of the graph is not so much important. Actually, it
was found to be difficult for users to clarify the time when each event actually happened.

Because of this nature of the UX graph, the ERM or the Experience Recollection
Method was proposed. In this method, the satisfaction graph was discarded because of
uncertainty of the time of each event. Instead, only the rough time sequence is given
verbally to the user. As can be seen in Fig. 5, there are ‘the evaluation at early days

Fig. 5. Recording sheet of experience recollection method
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from starting to use’, ‘the evaluation during the use’ and ‘the recent evaluation’ are
inserted between ‘the evaluation at the time of start to use’ and ‘the present evaluation’,
because such rough time segmentation was thought to be sufficient. Other features of
the UX graph, i.e. the satisfaction rating from +10 to −10 and the curve of frequency of
usage are kept.

The satisfaction rating is important as was in the UX graph to realize how much
each event recollected from the past experience is evaluated positively or negatively.
For the purpose of user research, events that resulted in positively should be maintained
in the next version of the product or in the future service activity and events that
resulted in negatively should be improved in the near future considering the degree of
the rating.

In the example described in Fig. 5, we can see that the big sized screen that
astonished the user at the first time was gradually accepted, hence we can think that the
size of this smartphone (iPhone 6) can be accepted by (this) user. But the hardware
feature or the battery life is a serious issue to be improved in the next version. For-
tunately, this user is not leaving the iPhone and is expecting a better new model
coming. Because other informants who filled in the ERM format wrote in the same way
about the battery life as a big defect as large negative aspect, the manufacturer should
take this issue very seriously.

The ERM is a qualitative method and it is recommended to confirm the tendency
found in the result by conducting the quantitative method, e.g. the questionnaire for
300 or more informants, based on the hypothesis generated by this method.

5 Conclusion

Based on the UX curve, we first developed the UX graph, then implemented it on the
PC. And based on the reflection that the severe temporal constraints are less mean-
ingful, we developed the ERM. We are going to implement ERM on the PC, too.

ERM is a tool to measure the dynamic change of satisfaction, that is, it can be used
for measuring the UX and Kansei (or the subjective aspect of UX).
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Abstract. In this study, we positioned automation systems as the third-
generation artifacts and developed a generalized usability questionnaire
with 18 questions for automation systems as daily used artifacts. This
questionnaire could be used to evaluate various types of automation sys-
tems and is useful for the development and improvement of automation
systems as artifacts used in our everyday life.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Automation System

Today, technological progress offers many opportunities to use automation sys-
tems such as cleaning robots and automated driving systems in everyday life.
An automation system is a technology that autonomously conducts a task on
behalf of humans [1]. Their use is expected to increase further in the near future.

Automation systems provide a completely new interaction between people
and artifacts. Classical first-generation artifacts, such as knives and hammers,
are used to support users’ physical activities. The physical structures of such arti-
facts are usually simple and their functions are easy to understand. Therefore,
in the interaction between people and classical artifacts, the artifacts normally
perform along the users’ intentions [2]. Furthermore, cognitive artifacts, such as
computers and smartphones, are used to support users’ cognitive activities by
storing, expressing, and manipulating information [3]. Such artifacts are con-
sidered second-generation artifacts. As the inner structures of such artifacts are
complex, their functions difficult to comprehend. Therefore, in the interaction
between people and cognitive artifacts, discrepancies between the users’ inten-
tions and the artifacts’ performance often occur [4].
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Automation systems, in contrast, autonomously conduct tasks in the users’
physical and cognitive activities. Moreover, when using classical or cognitive
artifacts, the central player of each task is the user, and the artifacts support
the user. However, when automation systems are employed, the central player
of each task is the system, and the users monitor and supervise the systems.
Thus, automation systems are considered third-generation artifacts. Addition-
ally, because automation systems conduct far more complex information process-
ing than first- and second- generation artifacts, users generally cannot under-
stand the internal functions of the systems. However, if the discrepancies between
the users’ intentions and the automation systems’ performance occur, they could
lead to fatal accidents [1].

1.2 Usability Test

Artifacts used in everyday life are often evaluated through usability tests. Usabil-
ity is defined as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a spec-
ified context of use” [5]; this is the world standard definition of usability [6].
The evaluation targets are usually cognitive artifacts, mainly computer software
systems, to be developed and improved [6].

On the other hand, automation systems are usually evaluated based on the
users’ trust in the systems or their assigned workload [1]. The evaluation targets,
in this case, are automated control systems in nuclear and manufacturing plants
and automated operating systems of airplanes and ships. With the increased use
of automation systems in daily life, their usability must be evaluated as well.
Objective data on the use of automation systems may be obtained in multiple
ways. However, automation systems cannot be evaluated using existing usability
test questionnaires, such as SUS (system usability scale) [7], SUMI (software
usability measurement inventory) [8], and QUIS (questionnaire for user satisfac-
tion) [9], because the features of the automation systems, their autonomy and
the complex inner information processes, are not considered in these question-
naires. Therefore, a new evaluation index is required, which will consider the
features of automation systems.

In this study, we developed a generalized usability questionnaire for evalu-
ating automation systems, which can be applied under different environmental
settings.

2 Questionnaire Design

The usability elements effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction defined in ISO
[5] were reflected in the usability questionnaire for automation systems. Effec-
tiveness is “the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified
goals,” efficiency is “the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and com-
pleteness with which users achieve goals,” and satisfaction is “the freedom from
discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the user of the product” [5].
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We added three new usability elements to the questionnaire to evaluate
automation system usability. The first element is understandability the com-
prehensibility of the intentions of automation systems. Automation systems
autonomously conduct tasks; however, as users cannot usually comprehend the
internal functions of the systems, it is desirable for users to understand the inten-
tions of the systems without discrepancies [10]. The second element is discomfort
the absence of comfort or ease in using automation systems. Because automation
systems receive information from the external environment and make decisions
using this information, automation systems sometimes achieve tasks with users’
unpredicted behaviors [10]. Furthermore, the task-performing process influences
users’ subjective evaluations of automation systems [11]; users feel comfort or
discomfort because of the task-performing process, regardless of the task per-
formance of the systems. The third element is motivation the users’ desire to
conduct the tasks by themselves. Because automation systems autonomously
conduct tasks instead of the users, users tend to significantly depend on the
systems [1,12]. Additionally, users’ overreliance on the systems reduces their
motivation and ability to conduct tasks by themselves [13]. Automation systems
should not take away the users’ motivation and ability to conduct tasks.

Based on these considerations, we developed a usability questionnaire for
automation systems comprising six questions for each element effectiveness, effi-
ciency, satisfaction, understandability, discomfort, and motivation and a total
of 36 questions, rated on a five-point scale: 1. Strongly disagree, 2. Disagree, 3.
Neither agree nor disagree, 4. Agree, 5. Strongly agree.

3 Experiment

We conducted an experiment using and evaluating automation systems with the
designed usability questionnaire to investigate its reliability and validity.

3.1 Experimental Task

Line-Tracing Task. We used a line-tracing task as an experimental task, a
modified version of the line task used by Maehigashi et al. [14]. In this task,
participants traced a line that scrolls downward past a circular vehicle. When
the vehicle veered off the line, the performance score reduced according to the
operational error. The participants were allowed to switch to either the auto-
tracing mode (operation performed entirely by the system) or the manual mode
(operation performed by participants using left and right arrow keys). The cir-
cular vehicle in the task had a diameter of 24 pixels. The window scrolling speed
was 24 pixels per second. In the line task, the line was five-pixels wide. When
operational errors occurred, a flashing red square frame appeared around the
task window as error feedback.
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Auto-tracing Systems and Task Situations. We set up two types of
auto-tracing systems: the operational pathway-displaying system and the non-
displaying system (Fig. 1). The operational path-way-displaying system indi-
cated the pathway (light green) along which the system tried to operate the
vehicle. The non-displaying system, in contrast, did not indicate the pathway.
The participants used and evaluated these systems in various situations: (1) the
system accurately traced the line or failed to trace it, (2) the vehicle stably
traced the line or unstably snaked along the line in the auto-tracing mode, and
(3) pressing a selector on the keyboard or typing a command, switch, when it
was necessary to switch from the manual to the auto-tracing mode.

Fig. 1. Two types of auto-tracing systems: operational pathway-displaying system
(left) and non-displaying system (right).

The auto-tracing system performance was controlled by the success rate of
the operation command. In the experimental task, the system’s operation in
the auto-tracing mode was generally reflected in the vehicle movements with a
50 Hz sampling frequency. We controlled the percentage of how much the sys-
tem’s operation reflected in actual vehicle movements. In one situation, the sys-
tem’s operation, which was always perfect, was reflected in 100 % of the vehicle’s
movements. Therefore, the vehicle did not veer off from the line. In another situ-
ation, however, the system’s operation was reflected in only 40 % of the vehicle’s
movements. The remaining 60 % of the system’s operation was accepted in the
experimental task system as no operational command. Therefore, the vehicle did
not appropriately trace the line.

Auto-tracing system behavior was controlled by the observed vehicle behav-
ior, independent from the system performance. If the system performed perfectly,
the center of the circular vehicle was on the line. In another situation, although
the system performed perfectly, the vehicle unstably snaked along the line. How-
ever, the circular vehicle was always on the line.

Switching from the manual to the auto-tracing mode was controlled by the
command input method. The participants either pressed the spacebar or typed
a command to switch from the manual to the auto-tracing mode. Switching
back from the auto-tracing to the manual mode was performed by pressing the
spacebar.
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3.2 Method

Participants. Forty-eight university students participated in the experiment.

Procedure. Half the participants used the operational pathway-displaying sys-
tem, and the other half used the non-displaying system. Each participant con-
ducted the task in the eight different situations created by combining the task
situations mentioned above. Performing the task in each situation took five
minutes. After the participants completed the task in each situation, they eval-
uated the system with the usability questionnaire. After the evaluation, they
took a two-minute break. Before they engaged in the task in each situation, they
were instructed to achieve as high a score as possible and to use the auto-tracing
system to evaluate the system.

Results. First, factor analysis based on the maximum likelihood method with
varimax rotation was performed on the 384 data points collected from the 48
participants. As a result, six factors were extracted that explained 73.77 % of
the variability in the dataset (Table 1).

The first factor loadings exceeded .50 in six questions for effectiveness and in
two questions for efficiency, and were below .50 in one question for motivation.
Therefore, the first factor is considered to indicate effectiveness. The second fac-
tor loadings exceeded .50 in four questions for efficiency. Consequently, the sec-
ond factor is considered to indicate efficiency. The third factor loadings exceeded
.50 in six questions for satisfaction. Therefore, the third factor is considered to
indicate satisfaction. Regarding the fourth factor, the factor loadings exceeded
.50 in six questions for understandability and in one question for discomfort.
Therefore, the fourth factor is considered to indicate understandability. Regard-
ing the fifth factor, because the factor loadings exceeded .50 in five questions
for discomfort, it is considered to indicate discomfort. Finally, the sixth factor
loadings exceeded .50 in five questions for motivation; thus, the sixth factor is
considered to indicate motivation.

Next, we selected three questions whose factor loadings were among the three
highest for each factor, and we prepared a questionnaire comprising these 18
selected questions. We performed factor analysis using the maximum likelihood
method with varimax rotation of the collected data for these 18 questions. As a
result, six factors were extracted, and the validity of the questionnaire was con-
firmed (Table 2). The accumulated proportion of the six factors was 72.30 %. In
each factor, the factor loadings exceeded .50 for three questions in each element.

Furthermore, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha coefficient among the three
questions for each factor. The coefficient was .959 for the first factor, effective-
ness; .833 for the second, efficiency; .872 for the third, satisfaction; .836 for the
fourth, understandability; .911 for the fifth, discomfort; and .933 for the sixth,
motivation. Since the alpha coefficient for each factor exceeded .80, the reliability
of the questionnaire was confirmed.
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Table 1. Thirty-six questions and factor loadings. Factor loadings greater than .50 are
in gray. (R) indicates reverse scored question.

Factors

1 2 3 4 5 6

Effectiveness

This system did not conduct the task accurately. (R) .79 .10 .25 .24 .23 -.10

I think that I would not make any mistakes by using this system. .81 .06 .29 .21 .22 -.15

I was able to perform the task accurately by using this system. .82 .12 .27 .22 .21 -.17

Using this system incurs errors during the task. (R) .77 .09 .23 .19 .13 -.15

This system prevented me from committing errors during the task. .81 .13 .31 .26 .20 -.10

This system decreases the task accuracy. (R) .76 .13 .32 .29 .19 -.13

Efficiency

Using this system incurs fatigue. (R) .40 .58 .26 .26 .30 -.08

This system made the task easier. .81 .17 .27 .26 .21 -.17

This system let me complete the task with less effort. .84 .17 .28 .27 .13 -.12

I think that someone’s support is necessary to use this system. (R) .01 .69 .23 .22 .16 -.17

I was able to get used to this system in a short amount of time. .11 .73 .20 .28 .15 -.11

By using this system, performing the tasks became more difficult. (R) .44 .61 .28 .30 .19 -.13

Satisfaction

I would never use this system again. (R) .30 .20 .81 .16 .06 -.05

I did not feel any anxiety to use this system. .19 .07 .70 .16 .25 -.24

I am satisfied with this system. .34 .19 .82 .14 .10 .02

I was worried about using this system. (R) .31 .14 .82 .14 .12 -.13

I am not satisfied with this system. (R) .30 .17 .83 .08 .11 -.08

I would like to use this system again. .40 .18 .78 .16 .03 -.07

Understandability

I was able to predict the action of the system during the task. .22 .13 .08 .74 .08 -.02

This system behaved against my expectation. (R) .27 .13 .15 .72 .38 -.07

I could predict how this system behaved. .27 .16 .19 .68 .13 .01

This system never behaved against my expectation. .27 .10 .13 .67 .43 -.01

I think nobody can predict this system. (R) .12 .20 .08 .76 .03 -.21

I had no idea what this system would do. (R) .23 .21 .16 .73 .26 -.11

Discomfort

This system behaved smoothly. .39 .27 .17 .26 .64 -.02

I did not get used to this system’s behavior. .37 .36 .19 .44 .12 -.11

This system sometimes behaved unnaturally. (R) .25 .14 .09 .62 .58 -.09

This system behaved naturally. .38 .19 .17 .38 .65 -.13

I did not feel any discomfort with this system. .34 .12 .24 .46 .62 -.09

This system behaved awkwardly. (R) .28 .30 .13 .30 .70 -.14

Motivation

Based on the experience of using this system, I feel like performing
-.02 -.10 .05 -.07 .05 .62

better by myself.

It is more fun to perform the task by myself than relegating the task
-.13 -.04 -.08 -.03 -.12 .75

to the system.

Based on the experience of using this system, I feel like performing
-.27 -.08 .-18 -.13 -.06 .84

the task by myself.

Based on the experience of using this system, I think I should conduct
-.48 -.19 -.22 -.23 -.11 .22

the task by myself, only when it is necessary.

I can perform the task by myself better without using the system. -.33 -.10 -.16 -.04 -.12 .73

I feel like delegating the task to the system for as long as possible. (R) -.57 .01 -.22 -.10 -.13 .33
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Table 2. Eighteen questions and factor loadings. Factor loadings greater than .50 are
in gray. (R) indicates reverse scored question.

Factors

1 2 3 4 5 6

Effectiveness

I think that I would not make any mistakes by using this system. .79 .29 .18 .12 .19 -.25

I was able to perform the task accurately by using this system. .78 .28 .18 .14 .22 -.20

This system prevented me from committing errors during the task. .76 .29 .27 .08 .19 -.25

Efficiency

I think that someone’s support is necessary to use this system. (R) .29 .76 .29 .19 .15 -.14

I was able to get used to this system in a short amount of time. .18 .77 .33 .22 .21 -.10

By using this system, performing the tasks became more difficult. (R) .32 .68 .33 .23 .26 -.17

Satisfaction

I am satisfied with this system. .17 .23 .81 .14 .11 -.19

I was worried about using this system. (R) .18 .22 .86 .12 .12 -.06

I am not satisfied with this system. (R) .19 .21 .86 .02 .09 -.15

Understandability

I was able to predict the action of the system during the task. .09 .22 .07 .83 .11 -.19

I think nobody can predict this system. (R) .18 .14 .08 .65 .22 -.02

I had no idea what this system would do. (R) .20 .23 -.14 .66 .36 -.10

Discomfort

This system behaved smoothly. -.11 .19 -.14 .23 .78 -.08

This system behaved naturally. .10 .26 .10 .22 .80 -.19

This system behaved awkwardly. (R) .33 .21 -.13 .32 .66 -.18

Motivation

It is more fun to perform the task by myself than relegating the task
-.07 -.09 -.07 -.04 -.11 .75

to the system.

Based on the experience of using this system, I feel like performing
-.18 -.12 .-13 -.15 -.06 .87

the task by myself.

I can perform the task by myself better without using the system. -.23 -.12 -.15 -.09 -.14 .79

4 General Discussion

Based on the conducted experiment, the usability questionnaire with 18 ques-
tions was developed, and its reliability and validity were confirmed (AppendixA).
In the following, we indicate the relationships between the six usability elements
effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, understandability, discomfort, and motiva-
tion.

We developed a structural equation model to investigate the relationships.
The model is based on two assumptions; (1) the users’ evaluations of effective-
ness, efficiency, discomfort, and understandability directly reflect the automation
system behaviors and (2) the users’ evaluations of satisfaction and motivation
are influenced by their evaluations of the other four elements. Therefore, we sep-
arated the usability elements into high-level elements satisfaction and motivation
and low-level elements effectiveness, efficiency, discomfort, and understandability
to develop the model.
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Based on the answer data for the 18 questions in the questionnaire, we per-
formed covariance structure analysis using the proposed model. First, the model
fit test results showed that the proposed model is sufficient to explain the data:
CFI (goodness of fit) = .93, TLI (Tucker-Lewis index) = .92, RMSEA (root
mean square error of approximation) = .09, and SRMR (standardized root mean
square residual) = .05. Second, the analysis results showed interactive influences
among the low-level elements: effectiveness and efficiency (r = .78, p < .001),
effectiveness and discomfort (r = .66, p < .001), effectiveness and understand-
ability (r = .58, p < .001), efficiency and discomfort (r = .71, p < .001), efficiency
and understandability (r = .68, p < .001), and discomfort and understandability
(r = .70, p < .001).

The analysis results also showed that the four low-level elements influence
one of the high-level elements, satisfaction. The path coefficients indicating the
influence of effectiveness, efficiency, discomfort, and understandability on satis-
faction were .43 (p < .001), .53 (p < .001), .13 (p < .001), and .09 (p < .001),
respectively. The effects of discomfort and understandability were very weak, but
negative. Therefore, negative influence on users’ satisfaction was the result of not
only their discomfort but also their low understandability. In this experiment,
the participants used the operational pathway-displaying system or the non-
displaying system to conduct the line-tracing task in various situations. Thus,
when the operational pathway-displaying system was used, in particular, in a
situation where the auto-tracing system did not trace the line accurately, users’
satisfaction prominently reduced because the displayed pathway and the actual
traced pathway were obviously different. Consequently, understandability affects
satisfaction negatively.

Moreover, the analysis results showed that the low-level elements effective-
ness, efficiency, and understandability affect the other high-level element, moti-
vation. The path coefficients indicating the influence of effectiveness, efficiency,
and understandability on motivation were .35 (p < .001), .22 (p < .001), and .06
(p < .005), respectively. Discomfort did not affect motivation. Higher effective-
ness, efficiency, and understandability of the system reduced users’ motivation
to conduct tasks by themselves. Additionally, there was no correlation between
satisfaction and motivation (r = −.01, p = .20).

In summary, we considered automation systems as third-generation artifacts
and developed a generalized usability questionnaire for such systems. This ques-
tionnaire can be used to evaluate various types of automation systems and is
useful for developing and improving automation systems as daily used artifacts.

A Appendix: Usability Questionnaire for Automation
Systems

The order of the questions can be randomized, and (R) indicates reverse scored
questions.

1. It is more fun to perform the task by myself than relegating the task to the
system.
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2. I think nobody can predict this system. (R)
3. I was worried about using this system. (R)
4. This system behaved smoothly.
5. I think that someone’s support is necessary to use this system. (R)
6. Based on the experience of using this system, I feel like performing the task

by myself.
7. I was able to perform the task accurately by using this system.
8. This system behaved naturally.
9. I am satisfied with this system.

10. This system prevented me from committing errors during the task.
11. I was able to get used to this system in a short amount of time.
12. This system behaved awkwardly. (R)
13. I can perform the task by myself better without using the system.
14. I was able to predict the action of the system during the task.
15. I am not satisfied with this system. (R)
16. I think that I would not make any mistakes by using this system.
17. By using this system, performing the tasks became more difficult. (R)
18. I had no idea what this system would do. (R)
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Abstract. User experience has a fundamental role in determining the effective‐
ness of image compression methods. This work presents the subjective evaluation
of a new compression plug-in for current compression formats developed by
Cogisen. The quality of image compression methods is often evaluated by objec‐
tive metrics based on subjective quality datasets, rather than by using subjective
quality evaluation tests. Cogisen’s compression method follows an adaptive
compression process that evaluates the saliency of any image and calculates the
level of compression beyond which viewers shall be aware of image quality
degradation. The Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale method was used to
conduct the subjective quality evaluation of image compression. Pictures
compressed by the Facebook Mobile lossy JPEG compression and by the Cogisen
plug-in integrated in the Facebook Mobile compression settings were used. The
results of the user quality evaluation of pictures show about a 45 % compression
improvement, with no loss in perceived image quality, for pictures compressed
by the Cogisen plug-in compared to jpeg pictures as compressed by Facebook
Mobile.

Keywords: Image compression methods · Image quality assessment · Subjective
evaluation methods

1 Introduction

The increase of multimedia applications such as information or entertainment systems
is leading the industry to find new solutions related to image storage capacity and trans‐
mission bandwidth requirements, especially for smartphones and other mobile technol‐
ogies. Over the last years, many methods for image compression have been proposed,
aiming at efficiently reducing image file size without compromising image quality or
changing image format. The compression methods proposed so far in the literature are
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often based on metrics for image quality measures such as Multi-scale Structural Simi‐
larity (MS-SSIM), Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
Structural Similarity (SSIM) [1]. Objective measures such as these evaluate the differ‐
ence between the absolute quality of a distorted picture and a reference picture, therefore,
they are fast, easily repeatable and do not require high human resources. However they
do not always predict subjective ratings provided by human evaluators in a reliable way
[1, 2]. Subjective quality evaluation is still a key process in image or video compression
methods because low perceived quality contributes directly to a poor user experience
[3, 4].

This paper shows the subjective evaluation of a new compression plug-in for current
compression formats. The plug-in has been developed by an engineering company called
Cogisen (www.cogisen.com). It follows an adaptive compression process that is able to
evaluate the visual saliency of the image and also provide a quality perception model
that is able to quickly calculate at which amount of compression a user will perceive a
reduction in image quality. In this manner with the quality perception threshold the
compression adapts differently for each image. The compression model proposed by
Cogisen has been created with a deep learning platform, with algorithms that are able
to capture processes that are highly nonlinear, sparse and have a high noise-to-signal.
Since the Cogisen filter has no effect on compatibility with other main compression
models, using the plug-in the resultant images can be made fully compliant with all
formats. Moreover, the solution has a minimal impact on mobile processor usage and
already allows for an adaptive JPEG solution, which is the most used image compression
standard. The Cogisen compression plug-in does not use any mathematical correlation
function between the aforementioned compression quality metrics for its quality percep‐
tion model. For this reason the subjective evaluation and validation of the Cogisen
quality perception model was fundamental.

This work describes the evaluation of the subjective quality perception of pictures
compressed separately by the Facebook Mobile and the Cogisen plug-in integrated in
the Facebook Mobile compression settings.

2 Methodology

The main aim of this work was to assess the user experience of the perceived quality of
color images compressed by the Cogisen’s compression plug-in. The assessment proce‐
dure was first validated by using a subjective quality dataset (Phase I) and then applied
to evaluate the experimental stimuli (Phase II).

Phase I. Implementation and validation of a web-based image quality assessment
method. In the first phase of this work, we focused on the design process and the vali‐
dation of a web-based image quality evaluation tool using a Single Stimulus method.
We used an existing image database provided with previously validated subjective
quality scores. The subjective data obtained with the new tool was compared to subjec‐
tive data provided by the reference database.

Phase II. Subjective evaluation of pictures compressed by the Cogisen plug-in. The
second phase of this work consists of the subjective evaluation of two kind of
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compressed color images: (1) pictures compressed by the Facebook Mobile application
and (2) pictures compressed by the Cogisen plug-in integrated in the Facebook Mobile
compression settings. Both groups of experimental images were compared to the quality
scores assigned to corresponding high quality reference pictures. Three compression
amounts were used in three different testing sessions: 15 % compression, 30 % compres‐
sion, and 45 % compression.

3 Phase I. Implementation and Validation of a Web-Based Image
Quality Assessment Method

This section describes the design process and the validation of a web-based image quality
evaluation tool. We selected a public test image library called LIVE Image Quality
Assessment database1 [5]. In order to build an image quality evaluation tool based on
the SurveyGizmo platform2, we used the same methodology that was used to obtain the
image quality scores that accompany the chosen database. The LIVE subjective scores
were then compared to the subjective scores obtained with the new testing procedure.
The purpose of validation testing is to ensure that the chosen method of test application
using a crowdsourcing web platform (SurveyGizmo), produced reliable subjective
image quality scores that were consistent with the reference scores obtained with tradi‐
tional methods of recruiting and test administration, as for the LIVE image dataset.

3.1 Material: Source Database

As reference image set, we selected the LIVE Image Quality database because (1) it
offers one the largest subjective image quality databases in the literature; and (2) it has
been evaluated by a subjective quality assessment study using a Single Stimulus method,
which is the most natural image quality assessment method for home viewing conditions
[6]. The LIVE database is based on twenty-nine high-resolution color images, which
are compressed in different image distortion types, including JPEG compression [6].
Since for the LIVE test each subject evaluated both the distorted and reference images
in each session, the authors calculated a quality difference score for all distorted images
and for all subjects. The LIVE experiments were conducted using a web-based interface
showing the image to be ranked using a Java scale-and-slider applet for assigning a
quality score. The subjective quality DMOS values obtained during the assessment of
the LIVE database are publicly available.

In order to create a test model for Cogisen’s web-based subjective tests, efforts were
made to replicate the LIVE test methodology. A selection of both reference high quality
and JPEG distorted images was taken from the LIVE database and used to set up a web-
based image quality evaluation test.

1 http://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/quality/subjective.htm (Last access: 25 January 2016).
2 http://www.surveygizmo.com (Last access: 25 January 2016).
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3.2 Method

In Single Stimulus (SS) method, a single image or sequence of images is presented and
the observer assigns a score to the presentation. This method is generally used as an
alternative to the Double Stimulus (DS) method, which asks observers to assess two
simultaneously shown versions of each test picture. It was adopted the Single Stimulus
Continuous Quality Scale (SSCQS) method [7] instead of a DS method because the
former replicates the single stimulus home viewing conditions.

The SSCQS allows continuous measurement of the subjective quality of images,
with subjects viewing the material once without a source reference. The technique
presents one picture at a time to the viewer. The test pictures or sequences are presented
only once in the test session. An example of a high quality image is presented only once
at the beginning of the test so the users know what a high quality image looks like and
are able to frame their expectation. The reference images are randomly shown during
the test as a control condition. At the beginning of the first sessions some stabilization
sequences (also called “dummy” sequences) are introduced to stabilize the user’s
opinion. The sequence presentations are randomized to ensure that the same picture is
not presented twice in succession. Observers evaluate the quality of each image using
a grading scale as the presentation of each trial ends.

3.3 Procedure

At the beginning of the test, a preliminary questionnaire asks participants’ age, gender,
visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, color vision, general health conditions, and prior
experience with video display systems or devices. Participants are also asked to check
the physical dimensions of their display and to regulate it to the maximum brightness.
Other information such as operating system, browser and country are directly collected
by the web service. If participants meet requirements—i.e., no vision impairments, no
desktop device less than 13-inches wide, maximum brightness on—a new page with test
instructions is shown before the test begins. The image quality evaluation test is imple‐
mented through a web-based platform called SurveGizmo. The test has been translated
into both Italian and English to accommodate the participants’ mother language.

The presentation of each image lasted 7 s. After that, a quality scale field lasting at
least 3 s is shown. The quality scale that was used consisted of integers in the range 1–
100. The scale was marked numerically and divided into three equal portions, which
were labeled with adjectives: “Bad”, “Fair”, and “Excellent”. Subjects were asked to
report their assessment of quality by dragging the slider on the quality scale. The position
of the slider was automatically reset after each evaluation.

Following ITU-R BT.500-8 [7], the test consists of 3 different trial sequences: a
training sequence (4 trials), a stabilization (also called “dummy”) sequence (5 trials) and
a testing sequence (25 trials). The training trials was presented only once per subject at
the very beginning of the test. The stabilization trial was presented immediately before
the test session without any noticeable interruption to the subjects. The stabilization
phase consists of pictures ensuring coverage of the full quality range to help observers
in stabilizing their opinion. In accordance with the ITU-R standard, the data issued
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during the stabilization phase is not taken into account in the results of the test, and the
stabilization pictures do not appear during the test session.

The trial position in each sequence was randomized to avoid showing the same
picture one after the other. The whole session is designed to last no longer than 15 min
to avoid errors due to participants’ fatigue and loss of attention.

3.4 Subjects

The subjective test was carried out in the participants’ home conditions via the Survey‐
Gizmo web platform. In total, 43 volunteers (44.2 % males, mean age = 35 years old,
Italian speakers = 39, English speakers = 4), 23 non-expert viewers (53.3 % males, mean
age = 35.4) and 20 expert users (34.7 % males, mean age = 34.5) participated in the
study. The validation test was completed between June 17, 2015 and June 20, 2015. A
post-screening of the subjective test scores was conducted prior to conducting the data
analysis. For each viewer it was first checked that they met the preliminary requirements.
The data from 19 participants was discarded from the subjective data set. The final
screened subjective data set included scores from a total of 24 viewers.

3.5 Results

Opinion Scores. Mean opinion score (MOS): Opinion scores were integers in the range
1–100. The mean opinion scores (MOS) were calculated for each subject (MOS = 53.3).
The raw opinion scores were converted to difference mean opinion score (DMOS):

dij = riref (j)−rij

where rij is the raw score for the i-th subject and j-th image, and riref(j) denotes the raw
quality score assigned by the i-th subject to the reference image corresponding to the j-
th distorted image [5, p. 4]. The Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) were obtained
by calculating the difference between the MOS of reference images and the MOS of the
related compressed images (DMOS = 18.82).

Scale Assessment. The Cronbach’s alpha of opinion scores was calculated in order to
evaluate the internal consistency measure on the 34 trials composing the whole exper‐
imental session. An index of reliability Alpha = 0.919 (Cronbach’s Alpha Based on
Standardized Items = 0.924) was obtained.

Comparison Between Subjective Scores. The Pearson linear correlation was calcu‐
lated between LIVE DMOS and the Test DMOS for measuring prediction accuracy.
Results show a coefficient R = 0.541; p = 0.005.

Comparison within Subjects. The effect of the participants’ expertise on their
performance was investigated using the One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
Results show no effect of expertise on difference mean opinion scores (F(1,23) = 0.398;
p > 0.05).
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3.6 Discussion

The analysis of the internal consistency of the proposed subjective evaluation procedure
indicates an excellent internal consistency within the evaluation test. Moreover, the
subjective quality score comparisons given by 24 subjects to 25 images strongly corre‐
late with the corresponding difference mean opinion scores provided by the LIVE data‐
base, with no significant difference between expert and non-expert participants. There‐
fore, since the subjective image quality assessment tool that was developed is internally
consistent, it can be used as a basis model for evaluating the perceived quality of images
compressed by the Cogisen method.

4 Phase II. Subjective Evaluation of Pictures Compressed
by the Cogisen Plug-in

This section describes subjective tests aimed at evaluating the participants’ quality
perception of two sets of compressed images: (i) pictures compressed by Facebook
Mobile; and (ii) pictures compressed by the Cogisen plug-in integrated in the Facebook
Mobile compression settings. Three tests – Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 – were conducted
to respectively evaluate the 15 %, the 30 %, and the 45 % gain of the Cogisen plug-in
over the Facebook Mobile compression amount. Participants were recruited through the
Prolific Academic platform3, which is a crowdsourcing platform for psychological
research. Participants who completed the whole test were rewarded with a £1.50
payment.

4.1 Material

The images used for all three tests were obtained from high quality pictures selected by
the Colourlab Image Database: Image Quality (CIDIQ)4 [8]. The CIDIQ has 23 images,
with varying attributes including hue, saturation, lightness and contrast. The resolution
of all images is 800 pixels by 800 pixels.

Fourteen reference stimuli were selected from a group of 23 high-quality pictures.
Each picture was compressed by Facebook Mobile and then additionally compressed
by the Cogisen plug-in. Each testing session consisted of 8 high-quality reference
images, 8 Facebook Mobile compressed pictures and 8 Cogisen compressed pictures.
Each test consisted of a total of 37 trials: 4 trials for the testing sequence, 5 trials for the
dummy sequence, 24 images for the testing session, and 4 attention checks, i.e., low
quality compressed pictures placed twice into the test to check participants’ attention
level. If participants assigned a significantly different rating to the same attentional
picture, they were excluded from data analysis. The sequence presentation was random‐
ized to avoid clustering of the same pictures.

3 http://prolific.ac (Last access: 25 January 2016).
4 www.colourlab.no/cid (Last access: 25 January 2016).
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4.2 Procedure

Participants are asked to answer a preliminary questionnaire and follow setting require‐
ments as described in Sect. 3.3. The three tests consisted of assigning a quality rating to
pictures by dragging the slider on a 1–100 quality scale, using the same methodology
that was designed and validated in Phase I.

4.3 Subjects

Test 1: 15 % Gain Over Facebook Mobile. In Test 1 there were 29 volunteers (mean
age = 36.6 years old, 53.3 % males, Italian speakers = 26, English speakers = 3), 16
non-expert viewers (mean age = 33.3, 38.8 % males) and 13 expert users (mean
age = 34.6, 69.2 % males) who took part in the subjective tests. All the tests were
completed in a single session between June 30, 2015 and July 6, 2015. The post-
screening of the subjective test scores consisted of determining if the participants met
the preliminary requirements (no vision impairments, only personal computers,
maximum brightness on). Viewers who did not correctly pass the training session were
discarded. Nine participants’ data sets were deleted from the subjective database.
Finally, the screened subjective database included the scores provided by a total of 20
subjects.

Test 2: 30 % Gain Over Facebook Mobile. In Test 2, 37 subjects (mean age = 27
years old, 64.8 % male, 100 % English speakers), 31 non-expert viewers (mean
age = 27.2, 64.5 % male) and 5 expert users (mean age = 26.4, 80 % male) took part in
the tests. All the tests were completed in a single session in October 07, 2015. The
screened subjective database included the scores provided by a total of 33 subjects, mean
age = 26.5 years old, 69.7 % male, 48.4 % indoor with natural lights; 51.6 % indoor with
artificial lights). Four subjects were excluded before data analysis because they did not
pass the preliminary requirements. Since 2 outliers were excluded after a descriptive
analysis, results refer to 31 subjects’ data.

Test 3: 45 % Gain Over Facebook Mobile. Thirty-five subjects (mean age = 28.5
years old, 45.7 % males, 100 % English speakers), 32 non-expert viewers (mean
age = 28.2, 46.8 % males) and 3 expert users (mean age = 26.7, 33.3 % males) took part
in the tests. All the tests were completed in a single session in October 27, 2015. The
screened subjective database included the scores provided by a total of 31 subjects, mean
age = 29 years old, 41.9 % males, 45.2 % in-door with natural lights; 54.8 % indoor with
artificial lights). Since 4 outliers were excluded after the descriptive analysis, results of
Test 3 refer to 27 subjects’ data.
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4.4 Results

Opinion Scores. The mean opinion scores (MOS) were calculated for each subject.
The Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) were obtained by calculating the differ‐
ence between the MOS of reference images and the MOS of the related processed images
(Table 1).

Table 1. Subjects’ mean opinion scores and difference mean opinion scores

TEST 1: 15 % gain TEST 2: 30 % gain TEST 3: 45 % gain
MOS Tot = 75.81 Tot = 72.51 Tot = 74.94

Cogisen = 74.04 Cogisen = 72.62 Cogisen = 75.03
Facebook M = 75.16 Facebook M = 72.41 Facebook M = 74.35

DMOS Tot = 3.62 Tot = 5.09 Tot = 3.43
Cogisen = 4.18 Cogisen = 4.98 Cogisen = 2.91
Facebook M = 3.06 Facebook M = 5.19 Facebook M = 3.94

Cogisen Pictures Compared to Facebook Mobile Pictures: Difference Mean
Opinion Scores. The Pearson linear correlation was calculated between the DMOS
assigned to Cogisen compressed stimuli and the DMOS assigned to Facebook Mobile
compressed stimuli. Results show high correlation coefficients, which means that the
Cogisen pictures are greatly correlated with the Facebook Mobile pictures (Test 1:
R = 0.944; p = 0.000; Test 2: R = 0.943; p = 0.000; Test 3: R = 0.845; p = 0.000).

Within Subjects Comparisons. For each test, the effects of (i) compression level (ii)
expertise (iii) lighting condition on the participants’ performance, and of (iv) position
of trials into the testing sequence were investigated.

Test 1: 15 % gain over Facebook Mobile

i. Compression level effect. The repeated measures ANOVA shows no significant
difference in DMOS assigned to Cogisen compressed stimuli compared to the
DMOS assigned to Facebook Mobile compressed stimuli (F(1,19) = 3.551;
p > 0.05).

ii. Expertise effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no effect of expertise on difference
mean opinion scores (F(1,19) = 0.238; p > 0.05).

iii. Lighting condition effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no significant difference in
the DMOS assigned in four different lighting conditions (indoors with natural lights,
indoors with artificial lights, outdoors with natural lights, outdoors with artificial
lights), F(2,17) = 0.712; p > 0.05.

Test 2: 30 % gain over Facebook Mobile

i. Compression level effect. The repeated measures ANOVA shows a significant
difference in DMOS assigned to Cogisen compressed stimuli compared to the DMOS
assigned to Facebook Mobile com-pressed stimuli (F(1, 30) = 0.067; p > 0.05).
ii. Expertise effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no effect of expertise on difference
mean opinion scores (F(1,30) = 0.699; p > 0.05).
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iii. Lighting condition effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no significant difference
in the DMOS assigned in two different lighting conditions (indoors with natural lights,
indoors with artificial lights), (F(1,30) = 1.36; p > 0.05).
iv. Position effect. In test 2 and 3, it was investigated if the participants’ performance
has been influenced by the position of the pictures into the testing sequence. Multiple
linear regression analysis showed that the position of the stimuli on the test was not
able to predict the subjects’ answers (R2 = 0.151, F(1,23) = 0.3.89, p > 0.05;
β = −0.388, p > 0.05). Therefore, no differences were found between the answers
given in the first half of the study and those assigned in the second half.

Test 3: 45 % gain over Facebook Mobile

i. Compression level effect. The repeated measures ANOVA shows no significant
difference in DMOS assigned to Cogisen pictures compared to the DMOS assigned
to Facebook Mobile pictures (Wilks’ lambda = F(1, 26) = 2.476; p > 0.05).
ii. Expertise effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no effect of expertise on difference
mean opinion scores (F(1,26) = 1.321; p > 0.05).
iii. Lighting condition effect. The one-way ANOVA shows no significant difference
in the DMOS as-signed in two different lighting conditions (indoors with natural lights,
indoors with artificial lights), (F(1,26) = 0.011; p > 0.05).
iv. Position effect. It was investigated the role of trials position into the test following
the same methodology as Test 2. Multiple linear regression analysis showed that the
position of the stimuli on the test was not able to predict the subjects’ answers
(R2 = 0.039, F(1,23) = 0.885; p > 0.05; β = −0.197; p > 0.05).

5 Discussion

No significant difference was found between the opinion scores assigned to Cogisen
pictures compared to those assigned to Facebook Mobile pictures, meaning that the
difference mean opinion scores assigned to Cogisen pictures were not significantly
higher than those assigned to JPEG stimuli. No significant effects of expertise, lighting
conditions and stimuli position were found on the image quality assessment perform‐
ance. Table 2 shows a summary of main results.

Table 2. Summary of the main results obtained in Test 1, 2 and 3

Test Compression method DMOS Std. dev. N. subj. Correlation DMOS difference
(1) Cogisen 4.18 3.52 20 R = 0.955; p = 000 F(1,19) = 3.551;

p > 0.05FB mobile 3.06 3.49
(2) Cogisen 4.98 5.07 31 R = 0.867; p = 000 F(1,30) = 0.067;

p > 0.05FB mobile 5.19 4.86
(3) Cogisen 2.91 2.32 27 R = 0.845; p = .000 F(1,26) = 2.476;

p > 0.05FB mobile 3.94 2.93

6 Conclusion

In this work, it was evaluated the subjective quality perception of pictures compressed
by a new plug-in developed by Cogisen which can be integrated into the compression
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settings of mobile applications such as Facebook Mobile. Three different groups of
viewers were asked to assess the quality of both images compressed by the Cogisen
plug-in and pictures compressed with the Facebook Mobile application. Since subjective
evaluation does not refer to absolute values, participants were asked to assess the quality
of high quality reference pictures randomly shown during the test. The experimental
design followed the Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (SSCQS) method. The
tests were administered by means of a web-platform that was validated by comparing
results with subjective data obtained with a traditional method. Findings highlight that
web-based solutions can be as reliable as traditional methods for both recruiting partic‐
ipants and administering tests, thus improving efficiency and inexpensiveness of
collecting data. The results of this study show that the Cogisen compression plug-in can
be applied to JPEG compressed images with no significant impact on the perceived
quality up to a gain of 45 % file size reduction compared to Facebook Mobile. This
means that the Cogisen quality perception model allows for immediate compression
gains by highly reducing transmission bandwidth and storage requirements for mobile
systems and, at the same time, avoiding a poor user experience. The next step is to also
evaluate the Cogisen plug-in for video compression by applying methods provided by
International Recommendations for Subjective Video Quality Assessment [7]. The
question of how users subjectively perceive and evaluate the quality of compressed
videos is a priority for further investigation.
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Abstract. A person’s ability to perceive and act fluently in a remote environment
through teleoperation of a robotic platform is clearly limited when compared to
acting directly in an immediate environment. Despite the contrast between tele‐
operation and direct action, there are few metrics in the human robot interaction
literature that are sensitive to these differences. Existing human-robot assessment
studies rely on observational accounts and studies that simulate domain tasks,
then applying ad hoc metrics to assess performance. These metrics are typically
properties of the task like completion time, number of targets found, and operator
mental workload. This study introduces a formal method and metric based on the
perception of affordances. The study assesses a human-robot systems ability to
perceive the reachability of an object using a mechanical arm. Affordance-based
metrics are a new tool to quantify the effectiveness of different teleoperated
sensor-robot systems designs.

Keywords: Human-Robot interaction · Psychometrics · Psychophysics · Visual
perception · Remote perception · Affordance · Human-sensor-robot system ·
Ecological perception · Teleoperation · Reachability · Simulation

1 Introduction

What constitutes a sensor-robot system is expanding. There are a growing number and
variety of systems that allow people to see and act at a distance [1]. Despite the dizzying
pace of innovation and deployment of these human-sensor-robot systems, there are few
formally derived metrics to facilitate comparison across designs [2]. Researchers have
observed the introduction of teleoperated sensor-robot systems in many different work
domains [3]. The observations from these studies can be organized into three basic
findings [1]:

1. Independent of sensor platform type, practitioners have difficulty understanding and
acting in a remote environment once their platform has left their line of sight. They
often must stop to consider whether their platform is capable of performing an action
in its surrounding environment.

2. In response to this difficulty practitioners develop ad hoc operating procedures or
kludges, through trial and error to help them carry out their goals. Practitioners adapt
their behavior to fill shortcomings in the platform’s design.
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3. While the kludges operators create are often effective, they are slow, error prone,
and require a high degree of concentration to execute.

These findings suggest that operators are unable to perceive the relationship between
the sensor-robot platform and the environment when operating at a distance. The uncer‐
tainty that operators experience while teleoperating a sensor-robot platform arises from
two sources. First, uncertainty grows from a limited ability to understand the layout of
the robot’s environment through sensors. Second, operators are unable to perceive the
action capability of the robot through the robot’s sensor feeds. Judgments such as, what
is traversable? what is reachable? or what is passable? are effortful and slow, even in
ideal visual environments.

In perceptual psychology the concept of a fit between an actor’s capability and the
surrounding environment is called an affordance. Traversability, reachability, passa‐
bility are all examples of affordances. The observed difficulties in teleoperation can be
framed in terms of difficulties perceiving affordances through the sensor system given
current platform designs. Measuring a human-sensor system’s ability to perceive affor‐
dances should be a useful and diagnostic metric to compare the effectiveness of different
platform designs.

The theory of affordances in Ecological Perception holds that organisms under‐
stand their physical surroundings in part by how the scale of that environment fits
their body’s own capabilities [4]. For example, when trying to reach for an object you
do not think about whether your arm can reach it. You immediately perceive the
reachability of the object. Psychologists have documented humans’ ability to
perceive the affordances around them and have created well-accepted experimental
methods and measures [5–7]. The current study adapts a method from the psycho‐
physics and perception literature [8] to measure a human-robot system’s ability to
perceive an object’s reachability under several different visual conditions represen‐
tative of current and proposed sensor-robot systems.

Study participants were presented with a camera feed from a simulated explosive
ordinance disposal robot and asked whether or not the mechanical arm attached to the
robot’s chassis could reach a target object. Using a within subjects design, participants
were exposed to three conditions. Each condition presented different visual cues roughly
simulating different types of operating environment. The data was analyzed by
computing psychometric functions for each of the three conditions and using them to
compare psychophysical performance across the three conditions.

2 Related Work

The following section will outline previous work on several topics, including previous
studies measuring teleoperated sensor-robot system performance, the link between tele‐
operation and ecological perception, and how the perception of affordances is measured
in the ecological perception literature.
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2.1 Research on Robotic System Effectiveness

Existing research on the effectiveness of teleoperated systems can be broken into two
large categories: observational field studies and staged world studies. Robotics field
studies describe the practicalities of operating these platforms outside of the lab. The
work of [9] represents the first time Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) were deployed
for an Urban Search and Rescue task in the field. This extensive report describes the
effectiveness of the physical platforms in the difficult, broken terrain of the collapsed
World Trade Center. In addition the report details the challenges operators had in
controlling the platform and interacting with other groups of stakeholders. One of the
co-authors, Dr. Robin Murphy, has built a large corpus of studies examining the chal‐
lenges associated with operating robotic platforms in the field [3].

Staged world studies bring robotic platforms into the laboratory, adding a layer of
control not available in the field. The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) conducted several studies of unmanned ground vehicle effectiveness in an
attempt to establish common metrics for their performance. These studies generally
involve expert operators using a teleoperated robot to navigate obstacle courses of
varying fidelity. These operators are tasked with finding targets in the environment such
as simulated disaster victims [10]. Human-robot performance is gauged by metrics like
task completion time, number of targets found, and operator mental workload.

One staged world study asked operators to use robotic platforms outfitted with a
manipulator arm to pick up a cylinder and place it into a similarly sized aperture such
that the cylinder would not fall back out. While the results of the study were not
published, the authors observed expert operators struggling with this simple task. Oper‐
ators would often spend minutes not moving the manipulator arm, but attempting to
understand the position of the arm relative to the surrounding environment (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Operator using a robotic platform with manipulator arm to pick up a cylinder and place
it into a similarly sized aperture such that the cylinder would not fall back out in NIST test case.
Performance was very poor in general and virtually impossible when the teleoperator could not
directly see the robot arm. Note: the two images shown here are of two different robotic platforms.

None of the existing human-robot interaction metrics capture the difficulties
observed in teleoperated sensor-robot systems. Perceiving a remote environment
through sensors on robotic platforms challenges the teleoperator. Measuring these chal‐
lenges reveals why current designs are limited and suggests new design directions.
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2.2 A Perceptual Model of Human-Sensor System Interaction

The work of [1] has proposed shifting the way we think of teleoperated systems.
Rather than designing a platform as an independent technological artifact, one can
think of the robot as a stand in for a human operator’s own perceptual system in a
remote environment. Thus the platform’s primary purpose becomes supporting the
human’s ability to perceive the remote environment as quickly and effortlessly as
possible. Any other goals, such as the physical manipulation of, or movement
through, the remote environment can only be effective and efficient once this is
accomplished. Reframing teleoperated systems as an extended perception opens up
new design directions based on how humans perceive their immediate surround‐
ings, and new ways to measure a design’s effectiveness.

One relevant perspective on visual perception is Gibson’s theory of Ecological
Perception [11]. Within Ecological Perception the concept of an affordance describes
the fit between the capabilities of an actor and the constraints of the surrounding envi‐
ronment. The theory of affordances also provides a solid theoretical and methodological
foundation to anchor the study of human-sensor-robot system perception. Gibson posits
that visually guided action in the world requires an understanding of the perceived match
between the properties in the environment and the known properties of the acting system,
as described by [4, 12]. Organisms navigating an environment apprehend these affor‐
dances continuously, accessing perceptually defined attributes of the environment in
relation to their own capabilities.

The work of [6] explores the affordance of passability, comparing a participant’s
shoulder width to the width of an aperture. Participants were highly proficient in judging
not the absolute width of the aperture, but the relative fit between their own shoulder
width and the width of the aperture. Similarly, several studies have measured the ability
of participants to discriminate reachable objects from unreachable objects [7]. These
studies show that the participants are quite accurate in making a perceptual judgment
about the reachability of an object, but performance begins to degrade when participants
are given time to ruminate about the object’s distance and its relation to arm length [5].

Many modern studies in the psychometric literature, and specifically the affordance
literature, use a psychometric function as a compact was way to describe a participant’s
performance. The function relates the proportion of positive responses to a stimulus
level, with the slope of the function represents the participant’s precision and the
midpoint, or 50 % point, represents the participant’s accuracy [13]. Other parameters
can also be estimated including the participant’s guessing, or lapse, rate.

2.3 Measuring Affordances in Human-Sensor Systems

Several recent studies have investigated the ability of robotic system operators to
perceive affordances in a remote environment. These studies both examined the percep‐
tion of an aperture’s passability, building on the work of [6]. The work of [14] examined
the differences in passability perception when operating a platform inside and outside
line of sight. Unsurprisingly, participants were more accurate and consistent when oper‐
ating the platform within line of sight. Additionally, [14] investigated the effects of
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camera height on passability perception, finding that both camera height and distance
to an aperture effected participants’ perception of passability.

Inspired by the work of [6, 9, 15] investigated how difficulties in perception can
contribute to Murphy’s observation that platforms would frequently become stuck in
apertures during urban search and rescue. Results showed that comparing solely the
width of the platform to the width of the aperture was insufficient to ensure good driving
performance. Rather, consistent with [6], the operator needed compare the aperture to
the width of the platform plus a safety margin.

3 Experiment

The current study examined participants’ ability to perceive the reachability of a target
at different distances from a virtual robotic platform featuring a mechanical arm. During
each trial participants were shown a feed from the robot’s camera and responded with
a binary reachable/unreachable answer in an adaptive psychophysical procedure.

3.1 Participants

Twelve participants were recruited to participate in the study, ten males and two female.
Each participant attended three 45–60 min data collection sessions within the space of
a week. All participants were between 24 and 28 years old and were screened for expe‐
rience with video games or other interaction with 3D virtual environments (e.g. CAD
software).

3.2 Design

The current study used a within subjects design, exposing all participants to three
different conditions. The ordering of these conditions was counterbalanced between
participants to counter any learning effects. Each condition contained a different number
of visual cues to depth. The conditions were labeled low, medium, and high.

The low condition contained only sparse visual cues, including target size, target
position within the camera’s field of view, and shading. The target object had a solid
color with no texture applied. This condition was created to loosely mimic operating a
sensor platform underwater, where there is no consistent horizon, indirect lighting and
few useful cues to the scale of objects. The medium condition added a ground plane to
the environment, providing a landmark with which to judge the height of the target. The
ground plane included a texture of random noise. The visual cues in the medium condi‐
tion resembled a deconstructed environment like a collapsed building, where there is no
direct lighting and few useful landmarks. The high condition added a texture to the target
and direct lighting, which resulted in a shadow being cast by the target and the mechan‐
ical arm. This high condition most closely mimicked operating a robotic platform
outdoors in direct sunlight (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. A) Three different viewing conditions used in the study based on actual experiences in
rescue robotics. B) The robot-sensor in the simulated environment for the reachability task.

In order to remove any confounding effects on distance perception, many aspects of
the virtual environment were randomly varied from trial to trial. These aspects included
target height above the ground plane, target diameter, target color, orientation of the
direct light source, ground plane texture scale and orientation, and the configuration of
the mechanical arm. The mechanical arm required additional constraints because it
provided an important landmark from which to judge reachability. In order to eliminate
the arm as a confound it was important not only to keep it in view for each trial, but to
also have it fill roughly the same percentage of the sensor feed. To achieve this consis‐
tency 20 arm configurations were predefined prior to the study, which were then selected
at random at the beginning of each trial.

In all conditions the distance of the target from the base of the robotic platform was
systematically varied using a weighted and transformed staircase procedure [16, 17].
This adaptive method changes the stimulus strength based on the participant’s response
from the preceding trial. Over numerous trials, the algorithm converges on a threshold
along the participant’s psychometric function, for example the point at which the partic‐
ipant responds that the target object is reachable 70 % of the time. This point is deter‐
mined by the algorithm’s up/down rule and the weighted distance the target is moved.
The up/down rule determines how many consecutive responses must be the same before
the target distance or stimulus strength is changed. Each time a participant’s answer
changes from reachable to unreachable, or unreachable to reachable, the target distance
is recorded as a reversal point. The algorithm terminates once it records 18 reversals
[17]. During analysis, these reversal points are averaged together to estimate the prede‐
termined threshold point.

While this method has proven accurate at estimating the position of a psycho‐
metric function [16] it does not estimate the slope - a measure of a participant’s
precision. In order to compare the precision between conditions without a slope
value, the current study estimated two thresholds on each participant’s psycho‐
metric function and took the difference. To accomplish this, staircase algorithms
were run in interleaved pairs, each pair consisting of one algorithm using a 3:1 up/
down rule and another using a 1:3 rule. The use of inverse up/down rules resulted in
two points symmetrical around the function’s 50 % point, the perceived boundary
between what is reachable and unreachable.
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3.3 Apparatus

The current study was conducted using a MacBook Pro laptop as a computer workstation
for the participant. The screen measured 19 inches on the diagonal, and used a resolution
of 1920 × 1080. Participants gave input using a standard three-button mouse. Each
participant was run in a area isolating them from outside stimuli.

The testing software was built using a 3D videogame authoring engine, Unity 3D.
This engine handled the rendering of the 3D environment and the recording of test data.
The software was engineered to maintain a rate of 60 frames per second or higher.

Virtual Robotic Platform. The virtual robotic platform used in the study simulates the
Talon built by QinetiQ North America. The platform featured a mechanical arm with
four controllable servomotors. The camera was positioned on a stalk above, behind, and
slightly to the left of the mechanical arm. The orientation of the camera was such that
the chassis of the robot was visible at the bottom of the feed.

3.4 Procedure

Each participant was involved in three data collection sessions. Each session covered
one experimental condition, and took approximately 45 min to an hour. Each session
took place on a separate day, with all sessions occurring within a seven-day period.

Each session consisted of three phases: familiarization, training, and data collection.
The familiarization phase helped the participant become familiar with the capabilities
of the mechanical arm by asking participants to use the arm to ‘touch’ a target object
with the mechanical arm’s end effector. The familiarization phase provided scaffolding
for the participants by structuring which servos could be controlled from trial to trial.
The first trial restricted control to a single servo, teaching the participant how to use the
interface. The familiarization scaffolding continues during the next three trials where
during each of these trials an additional servo. At the end of these four trials all four
servos are unlocked. All subsequent trials required the participant to manipulate all four
servos in order to touch the target.

The training phase allowed participants to practice the data collection reachability
task. During this training phase participants received feedback about the accuracy of
their response, correct or incorrect. This phase asked the participant to judge whether
or not a target was reachable at different distances. The participant was first presented
with a mask screen counting down from 3 to 1. At 1 the mask screen was replaced with
the camera feed, along with two buttons labeled “reachable” and “unreachable” at the
bottom of the screen. The participant had 3 s [5] to select an answer before the feed was
replaced with a black screen. At this point participants had unlimited time to select and
answer. Upon selecting an answer a red or green box, labeled with the words “incorrect”
or “correct” respectively, appeared, informing the participant of whether they were
correct. After 3 s, the mask for the next trial appeared and started to count down.

The procedure of the data collection phase was identical to the training phase, but
without the feedback about the participant’s correctness. The data collection in each
session was divided into three sections, each divided by rest periods up to 2 min. Each
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session presented target distances based a pair of staircase algorithms. Each trial alter‐
nated which algorithm was used so as to obscure the pattern of sampling.

After completing each session the participants were debriefed and asked if they had
any questions. Additionally, they were asked not to discuss their experience with anyone
until the completion of the study.
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Fig. 3. Individual performance data. The left panels show the difference between each
participant’s two thresholds in each condition. The right panels show each participant’s 50 %
point, their perceived reachability boundary, and highlight its displacement from the true
reachability boundary. Additionally the right panels show each participant’s inner and outer
threshold.

4 Analysis and Results

Following similar approaches to assessing affordances, data analysis in the current study
involved fitting a sigmoid function to the binomial data using a logistic regression. The
sigmoid function measures the human-robot-sensor systems ability to perceive the
reachability of a target object. This sigmoid function is the psychometric function of the
system. The psychometric function for the current study is defined by position and slope,
estimating the participant’s accuracy and precision respectively. The analysis first
compared each participant’s performance across the three conditions. Then, the analysis
was performed across all participants and conditions to examine trends.

The first analysis performed a repeated measures ANOVA on the estimated 50 %
position. The ANOVA was performed on a logistic regression with a within subjects
variable of condition (low, medium, and high). The results are shown in panel A of
Table 1. Nine of the 12 participants showed a significant different for either high, low,
or all three, while one participant showed a significant difference for medium. The high
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or low only significantly different conditions might indicate that sources of information
for perceiving depth are not sufficiently different across the different conditions.

Table 1. The table on the left (panel A) shows the estimated 50 % thresholds by condition for
each participant. The table on the right (panel B) shows the estimated slope values by condition
for each participant. The significantly different conditions at the p < 0.05 level are noted by an
asterisk (*).

A second repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the slope estimates, which
are shown in panel B of Table 1. Similar to the previous analysis, the ANOVA was
performed on a logistic regression with condition (low, medium, and high) as the within
subjects independent variable. Matching the threshold data, both participants 7 and 8
show no difference in their slope estimates. Participant 9 slope estimates are significant
but the order does not match the condition with medium being their poorest performing
condition followed by low and then high. The remaining 9 participants results matched
the predicted ordering, but without significance in some cases. This is potentially due
to the visual cues not being different enough across conditions or a possible saturation
of the psychophysical performance of the human-sensor-robot system.

The second phase of the analysis examined the threshold positions and the slope
estimates for each condition but across all participants. The thresholds were examined
individually to more closely examine the effect across all conditions. A repeated meas‐
ures ANOVA was used to test the within-subjects factors of threshold (inner vs. outer)
and condition (low, medium, and high). The analysis revealed a main effect of boundary,
F(1,11) = 52.2 p < .0001, with an effect size of ηp2= 0.32 (generalized eta-squared),
but not of condition. After correcting the degrees of freedom using a Greenhouse-Geisser
estimate of sphericity (e = 0.54), an interaction effect between condition and threshold
emerged, F(2,22) = 7.978, p < .01, ηp2 = .03. Exploring this further, Tukey post-hoc
95 % confidence intervals show a difference between all three outer thresholds. This can
be interpreted as a main effect for outer threshold. Tukey 95 % confidence intervals did
not reveal a difference between the inner thresholds.
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The slope estimates were compared next and were calculated by the difference
between in the inner and outer threshold points for each condition across all participants.
A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the slope estimates. Similar to the
previous analyses, the ANOVA was performed on a logistic regression with condition
(low, medium, and high) as the within subjects independent variable. The results for the
slope estimates for the three conditions are low (mean = 0.84, SD = 0.45, FLSD = 0.21),
medium (mean = 0.63, SD = 0.41, FLSD = 0.21), and high (mean = 0.44, SD = 0.18,
FLSD = 0.21). The repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant difference between
the low and high conditions. The medium condition was not significantly different from
the low or high conditions. Similar to the results form the per participant analyses, the
lack of difference between the medium condition and the high or low conditions is
potentially due to scaling, where the selected cues to embed in each condition did not
provide a large enough effect.

Fig. 4. Inner and outer thresholds averaged over all participants plotted by condition. Black
horizontal lines represent the 50 % point for each condition. Note the sharp drop in the outer
threshold, this suggests that participants became more precise as more visual cues were added.

Fig. 5. Distance between thresholds plotted with 95 % confidence intervals by condition. Distance
normalized to length of the mechanical arm.
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These results demonstrate that the procedure can discriminate performance differ‐
ences across different human-robot-sensor systems. These differences are based on the
ability to estimate psychometric functions for a human-robot-sensor system across envi‐
ronments with different visual cues to depth information. More specifically, the results
show that the ability of a human-robot-sensor system to perceive the reachability of a
target object degrades as the visual cues to depth in the environment becomes sparser
(Figs. 4 and 5).

5 Discussion

This work provides a new metric for assessing quantitatively one performance dimension
of human-sensor-robot systems — the ability to perceive affordances. The metric is derived
from formal and well-established methods in psychophysics transformed for human-
sensor-robot systems. The study shows that the perception of affordances, in this case
reachability, can be measured and that performance at perceiving affordances varies with
task conditions. In this study, the metric was sensitive to changing visual cues about the
structure of the environment – cues that explain how perception of the environment is more
difficult and less accurate under restricted visual conditions similar to those encountered
in rescue robotics. As a result, the study provides a new quantitative, precise measurement
tool for use in assessing the perceptual side of human-robot interaction. Moving forward,
this measurement tool can be used to compare different human-robot-sensor systems
configurations.

The method presented is a complete measurement tool, however, the method can be
expanded in several ways to increase the fidelity to real-world operations. For instance,
the simulated robot environment can be expanded to include temporal properties of the
target object. In addition, the fidelity of the simulated robot could be expanded.
Depending on the objective of the measurement this could include both the dynamics
and kinematics of the robot, but could also include a higher fidelity interface to more
closely match the operator-robot interaction. The method could also be expanded to
include other types of affordances, providing a more holistic assessment.

Future studies can also expand the method to accommodate different psychometric
procedures. The psychometric literature contains many methods to estimate participants’
psychometric function including a large family of adaptive procedures, and the method of
constant stimuli. Comparisons of alternative methods to estimate psychometric functions
will allow identification of which method maximizes the ability to discriminate perform‐
ance reliably. Additional studies are underway that use the current method and metric to
compare different sensor-robotic platform designs under different visual conditions.
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Abstract. User eXperience (UX) covers the relationship between usability,
context of use, and user emotions regarding an application. Improving the UX
and usability of an application, especially mobile applications, can influence
their acceptance by end users. Although UX and usability evaluations focus on
improving the quality of these applications, the software industry performs these
evaluations separately. Based on this, we proposed Userbility, a technique for
evaluating UX and usability in mobile applications. This technique is based on
two methods: the Heuristic Evaluation and 3E method. In order to evaluate the
Userbility technique, we conducted a study through the evaluation of five mobile
applications. The results of this study show that it is possible to identify
improvements in applications through a UX and usability inspection conducted
with Userbility and a new version Userbility.

Keywords: User eXperience (UX) � Usability � Mobile application �
Evaluation

1 Introduction

Industry analysts estimate that there are over 250,000 mobile applications available in
the various application stores, some of which are available for various types of mobile
devices, such as, smartphones and tablets [13]. As a result of this growth, software
companies began to investigate the interactions between the user and the product in
order to develop applications with higher quality [13].

The characteristics of the interaction and the interface that make an application
appropriate are emphasized by the use of quality criteria [10]. One important quality of
use criteria is usability [10]. Usability assesses how easy the interface is to use, as well
as the user satisfaction as a result of such use [9]. In the definition of usability, the use
of an application is affected by the user’s characteristics (his/her cognitive perception,
his/her ability to act upon the application and how (s)he perceives the response from
the application) [10].
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Just evaluating usability is not enough to improve the quality of an application.
Practitioners must also be concerned about the emotions and feelings of users with
respect to the applications they use. The quality related to the evaluation of the users’
feeling while interacting with a software application is defined as User Experience
(UX) [4]. User experience is associated with aspects that go from traditional usability to
beauty, hedonic, affective or experiential aspects of the system [3]. In order to achieve a
positive UX, it is necessary that the application promotes satisfaction of the human
needs of the users [4].

Therefore, usability evaluation focuses on the realization of the task, i.e. it con-
siders user performance while (s)he performs a particular activity [5], while UX
evaluation focuses on his/her experiences, emotions, perceptions and judgment in the
evaluation of applications [3]. Consequently, both are important for the evaluation of
the quality of applications, especially for mobile applications, since these applications
have features that make the evaluation difficult [2]. As examples of these features, we
have the mobile context, connectivity, small screen size, different display resolution,
limited processing capability and power, and data entry methods [2]. In these appli-
cations, the dynamism of the mobile scenarios makes the task of evaluating the user
experience, context and usability altogether more difficult [6].

Considering the importance to evaluate both, usability as user experience, in mobile
applications, we have developed a technique called Userbility. This paper presents an
empirical study of Userbility, which was carried out to verify the feasibility of the
technique when employed by practitioners without expertise in UX and usability eval-
uation. It also indicates which parts of the technique need improvement. During evalu-
ation, subjects evaluated the user experience and usability offive developed applications.
Furthermore, based on the results found, we made enhancements on the technique.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 focuses on the works related to this
research. Section 3 presents the initial version of the Userbility technique. Section 4
describes the empirical study, the obtained results and a second version of Userbility.
Finally, Sect. 5 presents our final remarks.

2 Background

Usability and user experience are important quality attributes for applications. User
experience (UX) focuses on hedonic aspects such as, fun and enjoyment [3]. Two main
types of quality attributes are perceived by the user when evaluating UX: pragmatic
quality (usability perceived by the user) and the hedonic quality (pleasure - producing
product quality) [3]. Even though hedonic aspects can meet universal human needs,
they do not necessarily have utilitarian value. This aspect is explored to make the user
experience more pleasant [3].

The Expressing Emotions and Experiences (3E) method aims at capturing the
experience and feelings of users [11]. It uses an approach in which users draw and write
their experiences and emotions about the evaluated application. The model of this
method includes: (a) a blank face, where the user can draw his/her emotional state; (b) a
speech bubble where the user can verbally express him/herself; and (c) a bubble cloud,
in which the user can report what (s)he is thinking [11]. Through this method, users can
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express themselves more freely, either by writing (through the bubbles), or drawing
(through the face expression).

Besides evaluating aspects related to the emotions, experience and feelings of the
users, it is also necessary to evaluate the usability. According to the ISO 9241-11 norm
(1998), usability is defined as the extent to which a product can be used by users to
achieve a set of goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use [5].

There are different types of usability inspection methods to evaluate the usability of
an application. One of the most accepted evaluation methods for diagnosing usability
problems is the Heuristic Evaluation [1], due to its simplicity and low application costs.
The Heuristic Evaluation is summarized in ten “golden rules”, developed for the
design and evaluation of interactive applications [9].

Furthermore, there are also usability inspection techniques to assess mobile
applications. An example is the Checklist for measuring usability of mobile phone
applications that consists of a questionnaire [12]. This questionnaire is employed to
identify usability issues in mobile applications, using a 67 items questionnaire (which
identifies a higher number of usability issues) and a 48 items questionnaire (which is
less demanding and therefore, requires less time to accomplish an evaluation) [12].

As noted above, the presented studies allow assessing UX and usability separately.
Even though it is possible to capture aspects focused on usability, this is not the only
focus of the presented UX studies. Therefore, it is important to investigate and propose
a technique for mobile applications that allows evaluating UX and usability at the same
time.

3 Userbility v 1.0

The Userbility technique (Integration ofUser eXperience and Usability) aims at helping
non-specialist practitioners in HCI to evaluate user experience, considering the usability
of mobile applications. The Userbility technique v 1.0 was proposed based on two
methods: the Heuristic Evaluation [9], as this is the most employed method to perform
usability evaluations [1]; and the Expressing Emotions and Experiences (3E) method,
since this is a method that collects rich data on the emotional response of users [11].
Therefore, the Userbility technique aims to integrate the usability evaluation with UX,
which is more focused on emotions and user experiences. This integration is important
in order to improve the evaluation process, especially for less experienced evaluators.

Based on heuristics from the Heuristic Evaluation, we defined ten aspects to
evaluate applications using questions related to UX. These aspects were included in the
Userbility technique, as shown in Table 1. We’ve simplified the ten aspects of the
heuristics from the Heuristic Evaluation to make it possible for non-specialists in HCI
to apply a UX and usability technique. Our technique consists on a questionnaire that
assesses the usability of the application and the user experience on mobile devices after
using the mobile application.

From the 3E model, where users draw and write their experiences and emotions
[11], we selected two questions (Q1 and Q2) in each aspect that evaluates the usability
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of the application: (Q1) “What did you feel regarding this aspect in the application?”;
and (Q2) “What do you think or would improve regarding this aspect in the
application?”.

The selected questions aim to assist in capturing the experience and emotions of
non-specialist evaluators about the application. Furthermore these issues are simple and
easy to understand by no experts practitioners. In order to answer Q1, the evaluator
describes how (s)he feels when observing a certain aspect of the mobile application.
For Q2, the evaluator answers by describing what (s)he “thinks” of the application,
which problems occurred when using this application, what is missing or what could be
improved in the application. As an example, let’s consider a scenario where an
inspector needs to evaluate an e-commerce app. The task (s)he might accomplish is to
create a shopping list. In question Q1 regarding aspect A1, a possible answer could be:
“I felt discouraged to find that I did not receive feedback when making a purchase”. In
this case, the user experience was negative, because the user did not manage to receive
feedback from the application. In addition, there is a possible usability problem, as
suggested in aspect A1. Also, considering the same application to answer question Q2,
a possible answer could be “I think that the application has failed in the A1 aspect,
because I did not identify that I was in the products evaluation page”. In this case the
evaluator can indicate what (s) he is thinking made A1 fail and why.

In addition, an item related to the satisfaction of the evaluator for the usability
aspects was also included. This item was included so the evaluators could provide their
degrees of satisfaction about the aspects of the technique. This item is composed of a
five-point scale (unsatisfied, little satisfied, moderately satisfied, very satisfied and
extremely satisfied) and represented by a face. These five points were chosen in order
to provide richer information about the user satisfaction on every usability aspect.

Table 1. Usability aspects based on the Heuristic Evaluation

Usability aspects
A1. The user understands the system state, feedback and alert message.
A2. The user can understand all communication with the system in its context. That is, the 
system uses a terminology that is understandable by the user. 
A3. The user can exit, cancel and redo an action on the application at any time.
A4. The user can more easily identify actions and standard terms (buttons, terminology, 
symbols and messages). That is, it treats similar items in the same way.
A5.The user receives enough information to avoid making mistakes
A6. The user manages to use the system without the need to remember any options, just by 
recognizing the options within the system. That is, the system guides the user.
A7. Shortcuts are a simpler way to perform an action. More experienced users can use 
shortcuts to perform tasks.
A8. The dialogs between the user and the system are simples, direct and without unnecessary 
information.
A9. The user can recognize, diagnose and recover from mistakes made while using the 
system.
A10. If the user has a question, (s)he can access the documentation (optional). The 
documentation must be visible, easy to access and contain a search tool in the help option.
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Figure 1 shows the Userbility v 1.0 technique and also shows its organization:
usability aspects (1), the UX questions (2 and 3) and the satisfaction items on the
usability aspects (4).

4 Empirical Study

We conducted an empirical study with the Userbility v 1.0 technique using five mobile
applications, in order to verify the feasibility of the technique and indicate what parts of
the technique need improvements. The evaluated applications were: (1) Simbora, which
provides means for university students to collaboratively get a ride; (2) GRUM, which
provides the location of events inside the university; (3) PartyNote, which informs
what festivals and events are taking place on a date or month; (4) Personal Diet, which
helps or to motivates people to keep diets when they are out-of-home; and (5) Book-
zone, which helps users find and sell their books.

The subjects of this study were student volunteers of a class on Collaborative
Mobile Systems. There were 09 undergraduate students of the Engineering and
Computer Science courses at Federal University of Amazonas (UFAM). The subjects
were also the developers of the evaluated mobile applications. However, each subject
did not evaluate his/her own applications, but another application developed by stu-
dents from other groups. All students signed a consent form. Figure 2 shows the
process of applying the Userbility technique.

Fig. 1. Userbility technique v 1.0

Fig. 2. Study’s execution phases
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The process depicted in Fig. 2 was executed following the phases in Table 2.

Table 2. Description of the study phases

Phases Activity Description

1. Training
1.1. Conducting 
training on the 
Userbility technique

First, we carried out a training, introducing the 
concepts and usability examples, Heuristic 
Evaluation, user experience and Userbility 
Technique to balance the knowledge of the 
subjects.

2. Application 
Scope of the 

activities

2.1. Present scope of 
the scenario

We introduced the applications scope to describe 
their user and their needs. For example, for the 
Simbora application, the scope was: “Simbora is 
an application for searching and sharing rides 
within UFAM. Simbora shows which users are 
available to request and offer a ride to a 
particular passenger within UFAM. This 
application also allows the driver to define routes 
in order to offer rides to other students. 
Furthermore, the application provides a chat 
where passengers and drivers may interact”.

2.2. Present scope of 
the activities

In this activity, we offered details of the activities 
to be made in the application. For example, for the 
Simbora application the following activities were 
presented: (1) log in to the app; (2) change the 
app status to "available"; (3) select the option to 
"take a ride"; (4) view the source of the route 
(where it starts); (5) choose destination of the 
route; (6) define the route; (7) view the route; (8) 
select the "ask for a ride" option.

3. Detection 
issues

3.1. Application of the 
Userbility technique

We conducted the inspection process using the 
Userbility technique to evaluate the applications.

3.2. Apply the post-
inspection 

A post-inspection questionnaire was applied in 
order to collect the perceptions of the use 

questionnaire regarding the Userbility technique.

4. Data analysis

4.1. Analysis of the 
problems of usability 
and user experience

We analyzed the collected data on the usability 
and user experience evaluation to assess the 
applications.

4.2. A qualitative 
analysis of post-
inspection 
questionnaire

We analyzed the collected data on post-inspection 
questionnaire in order to evaluate the ease of use 
and adoption of the Userbility technique.
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Table 3 shows the usability problems found in the applications and the suggested
improvements indicated by the subjects to mitigate these problems. We classified the
possible usability problems and the related improvements suggested. Moreover, it was
possible to see suggestions related to the hedonic quality attributes of user experience.
Some of these improvements were related to expectations and user experience of the
subjects, such as: “One could add favorite rides” (Simbora app); “There could be an
option to trace a route on the map.” (Grum app); “I expected more, since there should
be an incentive from the system as it is a diet” (Personal Diet app); and “The use of
words such as healthy is an attraction for the younger audience. But I do not know if
there would be an acceptance from the general public” (Personal Diet app).

Table 3. Main problems and suggestions/improvements that the subjects made regarding the
applications using the Userbility v 1.0 technique.

Usability Problems (I) and Suggestions (S)
Simbora

I1: Feedback is very visual so, initially, I had trouble understanding the state where the app 
was, but quickly started to understand it.
I2: The app did not show the option to return, cancel and redo.
S1: I would change the button that changes the status of "offering" and "requesting" ride.
S2: There could be a message to "click the map to set path".

GRUM
I3: The user can leave, cancel and redo, but not login in which, after registering with an e-
mail account, there is no way to logout and log in as it has no password and the login 
screen requires a password.
I4: The dialogues are simple but not so intuitive.
S3: Guiding messages could be added.
S4: I would add more objective messages in response to a user request.

Personal Diet
I5: It is confusing. It mixes buttons, symbols and messages and one guesses it is the same 
thing.
I6: In the registration, there was no information that all fields are required, only after the 
user tries using the option (if there were asterisks, they were hardly visible).
S5: Messages could take longer to disappear.
S6: There are only the standards commands and tabs in the application; it could improve 
with the use of icons and shortcut buttons.

BOOKZONE
I7: When errors occur, the application is not always warns to the user.
S7: The application could provide more feedback to the user.
S8: The application could provide some buttons at specific locations to become even more 
intuitive.

PartyNote
I8: In the login, I had to remember the email and password to enter.
S9: There should be more information in case there is no internet connection.
S10: There should be more symbols, to reduce the amount of text in application.
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After applying the questionnaire of the Userbility technique, we conducted the
collection activity. We generated a list of all the problems and suggestions without
duplicates (problems or suggestions identified by more than one inspector). A re-
searcher with high experience in usability and user experience evaluations grouped the
problems, and we perform the removal of duplicates. Then one researcher revised these
problems, and, finally, we conducted the discrimination activity with the participation
of two researchers.

Table 4 shows the time for evaluation, the number of duplicated usability problems,
suggestions and improvements indicated in each application. Two subjects did not
count the time spent for the inspection (P3 and P9). Furthermore, only one subject
evaluated the PartyNote application, therefore, there are no duplicated problems
(DP) and suggestions (DS) for this application.

Figure 3 shows the level of satisfaction of the subjects, on the scale set, for the
applications. We determined the level of user satisfaction, item 4 in Fig. 1, according to
every aspect of the application (A1, A2 …) identified in Table 1. In the evaluation of
the Simbora application, two subjects (P1 and P2) were satisfied with 9 out of 10
evaluated aspects. Considering the aspect A3, subject P1 was little satisfied. The most
and least satisfactory aspects are shown for each application. This analysis of the level
of satisfaction is interesting for researchers because it makes it possible to identify
which aspects satisfy or dissatisfied the evaluators.

In order to evaluate the ease of use and adoption of the Userbility technique, a
post-inspection questionnaire was applied with the inspectors. This questionnaire had
questions related to the ease of use, usefulness, positive and negative points of the
Userbility technique. For the analysis of the post-inspection questionnaire we adopted
procedures of the Grounded Theory method [8] to perform data coding. A researcher
performed the coding procedure. Then, two experts reviewed the coding.

During the coding process, three categories and 25 codes emerged. The categories
were: Benefits of the use of the technique (14 codes), Difficulties in understanding

Table 4. Inspection results: number of defects/suggestions and duplicates per application

App S T (min.) NP DP NS DS

Simbora
P1 15

06 02 08 03
P2 15

Grum
P3 -

06 01 08 01
P4 31

Personal Diet
P5 48

09 03 12 02
P6 41

Bookzone
P7 30

09 01 12 00
P8 25

Partynote P9 - 07 - 13 -
Legend: S: Subject; T: Time spent in the evaluation; NP: Number of problem; DP:
Number of Duplicated problems; NS: Number of suggestions and DS: Number of 
Duplicated suggestions.
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(4 codes) and Suggestions for improvements of the technique (7 codes). These cate-
gories are described as follows:

Benefits of the use of the technique: this category highlights the benefits per-
ceived by subjects in the use of the technique. Some of the codes were: The Technique
characterizes the usability of the application (“Easy characterization of usability fea-
tures” - P6); It guides what aspects need to be inspected (“I would not notice things like
menu navigation feedback” - P2); The technique is intuitive (“The technique is very
intuitive” - P6); The questions helped in the evaluation (“The questions raised helped in
this evaluation” - P4); The justification fields allow the evaluators to express them-
selves (“And the justification fields let us expressed ourselves in more detail” - P6). In
this category, we perceived that the technique helps and guides inspectors during the
evaluation. Also, inspectors pointed out that the questions and the fields were positive
factors in the use of the technique.

Difficulties in understanding: this category highlights the difficulties in under-
standing that were perceived by the subjects in the use of the technique. Some of the
codes were: The aspects of shortcuts are subjective (“Not the shortcuts, which is
something very subjective” - P7); Some aspects of the technique are similar and
confusing (“Some sections are similar: the system messages, communication with the
user… It just confused me” - P2); It generates repetition of information (“I felt that
once or twice I said the same thing. I gave the same answer” - P1); The item related to
satisfaction is hard to understand (“Most of them are easy to understand, but the part of
the technique that was difficult to understand was the part of symbols” - P8). In this
category, we perceived that the technique caused confusion in some aspects that are
similar and generated repetition of information. Also, the inspectors pointed out that the
shortcuts and items related to satisfaction were difficult to understand. These points
should be improved in the technique.

Fig. 3. The level of satisfaction of subjects per application
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Suggestions for improvements in the technique: this category highlights
improvement suggestions cited by the subjects in the use of the technique. Some of the
codes were as follows: Making the technique less tiring, reducing the analysis (“Being
less tiring” - P8); Allow users to comment freely (“One should be able to comment
freely on other themes, letting the user make suggestions” - P7); The technique should
provide multiple choice questions (“More options (multiple choice questions)” - P5);
Prioritize the app context in the technique (“Directly approaching what is a priority in
the context of an application” - P9). In this category, we perceived that the technique
analysis is tiring and that the subjects prefer more multiple-choice questions. Conse-
quently, we included sub-items with yes/no questions, to report problems through the
sub-items with less cognitive effort. Also, it was pointed out that we could guide the
technique regarding the app context, but it is preferred that the technique is generic to
allow evaluating different types of mobile applications.

Finally, the qualitative analysis revealed some issues that needed to be reviewed in
the technique. Taking into account the comments of the subjects, we also make
improvements in the Userbility technique based on a questionnaire to support the
usability evaluation on mobile applications [12]. This questionnaire was chosen
because, although it does not evaluate UX, it evaluated the usability in mobile appli-
cations. This new version includes usability items, example for the usability items, UX
questions and item related to the satisfaction of the evaluator.

After empirical study, we identified that some of the usability problems had not
been clearly indicated. In some circumstances, subjects did not know how describe the
problem, but gave suggestions and improvements (identified in Table 3). In these
cases, the subjects did not indicate where exactly the problem was. Therefore, we
decided to detail each aspect with sub-questions. These sub-questions have been cre-
ated in order to make the aspects easier to understand, and to be more helpful in the
process of identifying usability and UX problems in mobile applications.

Fig. 4. Exemple of the Userbility technique v 2.0
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We also propose to improve usability and UX questions adding new sub-questions
related to specific aspect of mobile applications, based on Checklist Heuristic Evalu-
ation for Smartphones Applications [7]. This new version of Userbility was evaluated
and reviewed by another researcher with high knowledge of usability and UX, which
was not directly involved in this research.

Figure 4 shows part of the new version of the Userbility v 2.0 technique. The
usability aspects are composed of items including an issue and an example to facilitate
the understanding of the evaluator.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an empirical study that was conducted in order to evaluate the
feasibility of using the Userbility technique with five applications under development.
Userbility is a technique that helps designers to evaluate the usability and user expe-
rience of mobile applications. Applying the technique makes it possible to verify two
different quality criteria: usability and user experience. Aspects of usability of the
Userbility assist the inspectors in describing usability problems, guiding subjects to
think about the experience that each of these aspects evoked. Although the technique is
not specific to identify usability problems, it leads the user to describe various problems
given that the usability aspects are based on the Heuristic Evaluation. The UX aspects
on Userbility are expectations and experiences, i.e. the aspects that the subjects
described they wish were in the application in order to improve the experience of the
end users. However, we found out that subjects were focused more on pointing out the
usability problems they encountered instead of describing what they felt regarding each
aspect.

Based on the results found in this empirical study, it was possible to identify
various usability problems in the applications and several improvements suggested by
the study subjects. Furthermore, it was observed that the Userbility v 1.0 technique
found usability problems without specifying their location. Also, it was possible to
perceive though the qualitative analysis that various issues still needed to be reviewed
in the Userbility v 1.0. Based on the performed analysis, we proposed a new version of
the technique, where verification items have been added to every usability aspect in
order to obtain more detailed results from the inspection. Thus, as future work, we
intend to execute a study with the Userbility v 2.0 and to analyze their effectiveness and
efficiency. Consequently, we expect that Userbility v 2.0 allows identifying more
specific usability problems in order to help designers when they are performing the
correction of these problems. We also hope that the inspectors report more of their
experiences and feelings when using the application that is being evaluated. In this
way, we intend to encourage the use of Userbility in the industry for rapid assessments.
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Abstract. The assumption at the basis of this work is that people are an essential
part of the city and that its different elements are adapted to the desires of citizens
who live in. In order to do that it is important to apply adequate methodologies
and tools that help to identify the user needs and to design solutions with people.
In this paper we propose to apply the c oncept of “usability”, borrowed from the
Human-Computer Interaction field, to the city environment in order to adopt a
user perspective about the interaction with a specific territory. So, we identify the
equivalences between the main features of the website quality models and those
present at the city level, through a usability framework composed by a series of
elements to consider for trying to create a human-centered city.

Keywords: Usability · Smart city · User perspective · Website quality model

1 Introduction

People are an essential part of the city, since they consciously or unconsciously influence
the definition of its structures and services. Even into the smart city paradigm, people
are a fundamental component of the smartness of the city, together with technologies
and institution. Indeed, in the academic literature many approaches focus on people as
the central element to realize a “smart city”, considering their needs as the most impor‐
tant reference for defining and implementing really effective city services. In the end,
this approach allows creating cities on a human scale [1].

However, in order to obtain this outcome it is important to rethink all the touchpoints
between people and the city, transforming them according to this vision. These touch‐
points mainly concern public spaces and public services, and in particular the different
tools that define them. In the case of spaces, we are talking for example of public infra‐
structures (e.g. a street, a square, etc.) and public furniture (e.g. a bench, a bus shelter,
etc.), while in the case of public services we are talking for example of digital services
(e.g. mobile applications, websites, etc.) or physical touchpoints (e.g. an information
desk). Therefore, the human smart city vision focuses on the importance of adapting
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these listed elements not only to the general user needs, but also to the specific human
desires of people who live in a specific territory.

In this paper, we intend to apply the concept of “usability”, borrowed from the
Human-Computer Interaction field, to the city environment. In effect, the city repre‐
sents an interface between people and the different processes occurring in the urban
context. The different urban places and infrastructures provide specific functions and
information, inviting citizens to adopt specific behaviours. However, when the city
elements do not anymore suit people’s needs and requirements, they are gradually
transformed and adapted to the new requests. In fact, it might happen that the city,
with whatever it has to offer, do not exactly match with the current citizens require‐
ments. This inconsistency between what the city offers and what people really need
negatively influences the modes of use the city, leading to a diffused uneasiness,
ineffectiveness, and inefficiency. Then, in so far as the city is used by citizens to
accomplish their needs, in this paper we draw a parallel between city and website
usability. In detail, in the next section we report a general overview concerning the
citizen centrality in the urban issues, then focusing on the pertinence of applying the
“usability” concept for the evaluation of the city elements. In the third section we
deeply analyse this concept, as applied in the Human-Computer Interaction field, and
its main characteristics. In the fourth section in order to make clear the parallelism
between city and websites usability we show through some examples how these
characteristics can be identified in the city environment. Finally, the conclusions,
with the proposal of a framework which aims to really apply the “usability” concept
for the evaluation of the city environment from the citizen perspective.

2 An Overview on the Evaluation of the City from a City User
Perspective

Generally, in the academic literature citizens are increasingly regarded as an important
element to be considered during the design process of services and applications. In effect,
Public Administration should involve people in their realization, since this involvement
would produce more satisfied citizens. This process can follow different levels of people
engagement. The basic level consists in the user-centered design approach, that Norman
[2] defines as the design process that focus on people’s wants and needs in all its stages,
while, the most engaging approach is the co-design, that lets people play an active role
during all the design process [3]. Both these approaches are increasingly applied in the
city context in order to foster the process of innovation of the territory [4]. However, if
the involvement of the city users in the design and redesign of new services, spaces, and
products has been strongly boosting, a low consideration has been given to people’s ease
of use and satisfaction. So, little importance has been given to the evaluation of the actual
city services, spaces, and products from a city user perspective.

Otherwise, the academic literature (and not only) has focused on the evaluation of
the city from a point of view that goes beyond the people scale. In effect, a lot of frame‐
works and models have been elaborated in order to evaluate the cities performances.
According to these models, cities can be measured through indicators and indices
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concerning their different characteristics that are not related to the city user perspective,
as in most cases they are extracted from statistical sources or from data collected through
monitoring technologies and sensors. On this basis “smart city” rankings are elaborated.
One of the most important smart city ranking is the work of Giffinger et al. [5], where
the six general areas of a smart city are described (smart economy, smart mobility, smart
governance, smart environment, smart living, smart people), each of them is defined by
31 factors (e.g. “Touristic attractivity”) and 74 indicators (e.g. “Overnights per year per
resident”). This work focuses on the performances of the different analysed elements of
the city, comparing them with those of the other cities. On the basis of the study of
Giffinger et al. many other works have been conducted [6, 7]. However, a specific posi‐
tion in a ranking only points out the general strengths and weaknesses of a city and the
areas in which it should improve through urban interventions, but no indications about
the lacks of the city from the city user point of view are provided. In fact, these rankings
do not let emerge how citizens live and consequently what their needs are.

On the contrary, a user perception approach to the city is necessary for evaluating
the city smartness. One of the few proposal about a possible mechanism for measuring
the level of citizen’s centrality in city policies and local governance, and consequently
their suitability to citizen’s needs, is based on the city indicators on social sustainability
elaborated by Marsal-Llacuna [8], which monitor the performance of cities in positively
impacting the citizen life. Indeed, standards are suitable tools for the evaluation of the
city performance from a city-user perspective, as they are fundamental parts in building
evaluation models. In the case of the smart city, the first standard provided is the ISO
37120:2014 Sustainable development of communities. Indicators for city services and
quality of life. Another standard, still under development, that is suitable to be applied
to the smart city is the ISO/DIS 37101 Sustainable development in communities.
Management systems. General principles and requirements. Both these standards high‐
light the importance of the human component, i.e. the community, in defining and
measuring the city performance, but they still remain mostly focused on the environ‐
mental and economic aspects of sustainability, and less on the social ones [8]. The social
sustainability certainly needs to undergo in wider standardization process.

However, in evaluating the capacity of the city in meeting the citizens’ needs from
a user perspective, we believe that it is adequate to also consider the concept of quality
of use applied to the city, since it can be seen as an interactive system “used” by people.
The concept of quality of use is strictly connected to the design and evaluation of inter‐
active digital systems, assuming the human experience as the central element of the
process. In this regard, the main reference standards are ISO 9241 Ergonomics of
human-system interaction (especially Part 210:2010 Human-centred design for inter‐
active systems, Part 110:2006 Dialogue principles, and Part 11:1998 Guidance on
usability), ISO/TR 16982:2002 Ergonomics of human-system interaction. Usability
methods supporting human-centred design, and ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Systems and soft‐
ware engineering. Systems and software Quality Requirements and Evaluation
(SQuaRE). System and software quality models. All these standards provide require‐
ments, recommendations, models, and methodologies to design and evaluate interactive
and human-computer systems. They also show the centrality of the ease of use of these
systems by a user-centered perspective. The concept of quality of use is a key point of
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this work. In fact, in this paper we apply to the city the concept of usability, derived
from the Human-Computer Interaction field, creating a parallelism between the structure
and organization of cities and websites. In effect, some websites evolve during the time
as cities do, with a continuous change and overlap of elements that produces the peculiar
structure of the sites. This process of transformation risks to not be consistent with what
people need, consequently making websites and cities unusable. So, it is necessary to
safeguard their quality of use. In general, the evaluation of the quality of use of a certain
website is determined from its usability as the capacity to let a certain target of user to
satisfy a certain objective or need into a certain context. In our work the target is repre‐
sented by the city users, the context by the city, and the objective by the quality of life.
The concept of usability as a qualitative research method applied to the city can be
connected to the Lynch’ work [9], and in detail to his book “The image of the city” [10],
where he identified the key elements of cognitive maps as being landmarks, nodes, paths,
districts, and edges, and looked at how people build a mental representations of envi‐
ronmental spaces, then elaborating the concept of wayfinding. This work has been of
inspiration for several authors [11–14] in supporting the design and evaluation of virtual
environments and websites. On this basis, in this paper we adopt a website quality model
to support interventions on the urban environment assuming the parallelism between
cities and websites as a useful instrument to meet the city user’s needs.

3 The Website Quality Models

As stated above, the approach we have adopted for the evaluation of the quality of use
of the urban environment derives from the principles of the ISO 9241-11:1998 Guidance
on usability, where the concept of usability is defined as: “extent to which a product can
be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use”.

On the basis of this standard, a lot of practical models for the evaluation of the
website’s usability (i.e. the website quality models) have been elaborated. In general, it
has been approached from three perspective: machine, experts, and users. About
machine perspective, the quality evaluation of a website is generally made through a
specific software that tests a set of established parameters [15]. For the experts’ side,
there are different techniques applied to predict usability problems, such as the heuristic
evaluation or the cognitive walkthrough. The first is a usability inspection technique in
which experts apply their knowledge of typical users, on the basis of a set of broad rules
known as “heuristics”, to evaluate user-interface elements (e.g. the ten heuristics of
Nielsen [16]). Cognitive walkthrough technique consists in simulating the user interac‐
tion with the system, checking if the user’s goals and actions can lead to a successful
interaction in completing the tasks [17]. The evaluations executed by machine or experts
have several benefits, as the possibility to focus on technical aspects, but they do not
reveal the user perception on the quality of the website. Since the websites are designed
for the end-user and their success is determined only by the end-user, it is a contradiction
that their perception of quality and usability is not measured. Lastly, concerning the user
perspective, a lot of website quality evaluation models have been elaborated. To name
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a few: the QUIS (Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction) [18] is one of the most
used questionnaire for evaluating the user interfaces; the Website Quality Model of
Polillo [19] based on seven macro-features, useful not only for the evaluation, but also
to adequately manage the website design process; the Framework for a Global Quality
Evaluation [20], based on a website quality concept made up of three main dimensions
(i.e. content, service, and technical quality). In addition, several quality models are
designed for a specific kind of website, e.g. the e-commerce site. In this case, the user
quality perception influences the customer satisfaction, encouraging the purchase.

Considered the above-cited ISO and several website quality models, we opt for the
seven macro-features identified by Polillo’s model for evaluating the usability of the
city. In effect, this model constitutes a clear and well-organized framework for a general
and complete evaluation of the website quality of use. Moreover, it highlights the
importance of the user needs satisfactions in determined the success of a website.
Following, we describe the macro-features highlighting the main issues to consider in
the evaluation and detailing the related sub-features.

1. Architecture. It identifies the general information architecture of the website with
its surfing paths, evaluating if it is suitable for the website content. In fact, a website
has a good architecture if its organization in pages is content-coherent and allows
an easy to understand navigation. The sub-features of architecture are: structure, site
map, navigation.

2. Communication. It concerns how clearly and coherently the website communicates
its aim through its visual identity. Referring to the sub-features (i.e. home page, brand
identity, graphic design), they allow to evaluate how and if the website reached its
communication aims through the brand identity hallmarks and the choice of graphic
design (from layout, colours, fonts, etc.).

3. Features. It examines in detail the set of functionalities offered by the website and
how the users could perform them. From this point of view, a good site must: have
appropriate features supporting the user in finding information; prevent and help to
reduce errors or malfunctioning; ensure the security of data entered. Indeed, the sub-
features are: suitability, reliability, privacy, security.

4. Content. It identifies the reliability, the adequacy, the level of update, and the under‐
standing of the information present on the website. The sub-features are: taxonomy/
labelling, content style, information, translation, localization.

5. Management. It concerns the workability of the website and measures the overall
quality of the website management. It is essential a continuous work to ensure proper
workability for the whole time: technical supervision, software upgrade and data
update, aids and supports to users. In fact the sub-features are: availability, moni‐
toring, update and upgrade, relations with the users.

6. Accessibility. It deals with the aspects that allow everyone to quickly and easily
access to the website. This feature examines fundamentally if the website is easy to
access for all, regardless of the age and the ability and the hardware and the software
(e.g. browser, search engine). The sub-features are: time’s access, easy to find,
browser independence, accessibility for all.
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The Polillo’s model includes another feature to evaluate, i.e. usability. We choose
to leave it out from our city evaluation framework as it concerns everything making the
website easy and pleasant to use and it does not arise from a specific aspect, but from
all the above-illustrated features. In fact, usability can be intended as the result of the
evaluation of all of them.

4 Discussion

As we said, the focus of this work is the application of a usability evaluation model to
the urban environment. In order to do that, in this section we intend to investigate the
matching points between the main features of the Polillo’s website quality model and
the main characteristics of the city environment. In detail, we specify how the peculiar
aspects of the six features emerged in the previous section find some equivalences at the
city level. For each feature some examples related to the city of Rome are provided. The
human perspective at the basis of this approach should guarantee that in this case it is
measured and evaluated how the city is perceived by the city users.

4.1 Architecture

In the urban environment, this level might correspond to the physical level, that is to say
the organization of the city, the relationship between the different elements that consti‐
tute it (for example the urban and the mobility infrastructures), and the correspondence
of the city composition (and elements) to the main city users’ needs. The architecture
also includes the tools useful for travelling within the city (e.g. road signs and directions)
and the elements for the representation of the city structure (e.g. maps).

In order to evaluate the suitability of the city architecture to the user needs, it is
mainly important to identify the general structure and composition of the city and the
main objectives of its users, by pointing out the variance between these two elements.
It is also important to evaluate the efficacy and the effectiveness of the tools that help
people moving within the city, identifying both the real correspondence between the
real structures of the city and how it is represented, and if these tools really help people
during their travel. An important element to focus on is the user understanding of the
city structure and of the different levels of the city. In this sense, just think how a tradi‐
tional tool to “navigate a city”, the map, can communicate several aspects of the city,
such as the touristic one, the administrative one and so on. As an example, many different
maps illustrate the city of Rome mostly referring to a single aspect (especially the tour‐
istic points of interest and the government buildings) and without integrating each other.
These redundancy might contribute to create information fragmentation and to add
confusion to the city user mind, impeding him/her to find the right information when
needed. So the current tools may not adequately communicate the different aspects of
Rome, as they represent a disjointed structure. This way to communicate the city of
Rome might influence the way Rome is lived by its users, i.e. enjoying a single aspect
at a time (as tourists, residents, workers, etc.).
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4.2 Communication

In the urban context, this level might refer to the entire identity of the city (official and
not) concerning its values and visual elements. In fact, different cities have different
messages and give different suggestions. So, evaluating the communication of a city
means focusing on how it communicates these contents towards the outside and on how
it emphasizes their distinctive characteristics. In detail, it is important to identify how
the city matches its visual identity with its real identity aspects, as well as if these char‐
acteristics are consistently present in the different city elements. It is also important to
focus on the evaluation of the effectiveness of the communication system in helping
people to use the city for reaching their goals.

Regarding that, we can focus on a specific similarity between the banners of the
websites and the advertising signs of the city. In fact, as well as the banners cannot be
perfectly integrated with the graphic elements of a website, by disturbing the user, also
the billboards can clash with the general city elements and they can distract the city user,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Advertising panels of the city of Rome that can distract people, also impeding a clear
visibility.

In order to avoid this negative citizen experience, in 2014 the Municipality of Rome
prepared a plan that regulates the advertising panels of the city, both protecting its
cultural heritage (that is a strong point of the city of Rome) and bringing the user to
focus only on his/her activity, with no elements that could distract him/her.

4.3 Features

In the urban environment, this level might regard the delivery of public utility services
and spaces offered by the Public Administration. So, the evaluation of the city features
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focuses on how services and spaces adequately meet the city users’ needs and how they
work. In detail, it is important to evaluate if these services (with their specific sub-
functions) or spaces (with their specific characteristics) are consistent with what people
want and with their objectives, if people always have the correct and necessary contex‐
tual information when he/she accesses to them, and if people can access to services and
spaces and to the related information in an easy way. Moreover, the concrete perform‐
ances of the different services and spaces should be evaluated.

As an example, in 2012 the citizens of Rome complained about the low quality of
the public transport service by doing “ticket crossing” actions that consist in giving the
unexpired bus ticket to the next bus passenger. This is an example that shows what a
service that does not meet the people needs can produce. Considering the high number
of protest by the city users, nowadays the public transport service of Rome is providing
them with many value-added services, in order to improve their experience within the
city, such as: promotion and discount for accessing to the services offered by the affiliated
museums, theatres, restaurants, shops, and other kind of entertainments.

About the city spaces, we observe how human behaviours has been continually
changing and influencing the urban structures. However, in general, the physical aspect
of the city is mostly shaped on the basis of well-defined plans that take time to be
effectively implemented, while behaviours change in a more quick and liquid way. So
it is very probable that the city spaces often show some elements that do not adequately
meet the current needs of citizens. This is made evident in the transformation of urban
furniture in respect of the effective use made of them by the citizens. Figure 2 shows an
example of a bottom up process of adjustment of the features offered by a public space
in accordance with the real needs of people.

Fig. 2. Seats added by citizens in a square of the city of Rome to supply to the shortage and
unsuitable arrangement of public benches.
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4.4 Content

In the urban environment, this level might correspond to the information of the city,
concerning both the physical and the digital environment. In detail, in this case it is
important to evaluate how the information is “grouped” and organized. For example,
we could evaluate how the different levels of the city (e.g. the political structures, the
shopping streets, etc.) are present within the urban environment (if they create different
areas, each dedicated to a specific level of the city, or if these levels are disseminated
into different areas) and how people consider the related configuration. Moreover, we
should evaluate the “labelling” of places and services (e.g. if the name of a specific space
is appropriate and clear), if the used language (not only the verbal language) is suitable
for the people aims, and if the provided information is appropriate and reliable. One of
the important elements to focus on nowadays is also the direction of the information,
since it is produced not only by the Public Administration that addresses it to the city
users (top-down processes), but more and more by the city users themselves that address
it to the Public Administration (bottom-up processes) or to other city users (peer-to-peer
processes). Figure 3 shows an example related to the suitability of the label to the people
aims and to the reliability of the information. In the city of Rome digital screens “as that
illustrated into the picture below” give information concerning the limited traffic zones,
and in particular if in a specific moment drivers can go in or not. If drivers can go in the
message on the screen is “Active gate” (tr. “Varco attivo”); if not, the message is “Inac‐
tive gate” (tr. “Varco non attivo”), as reported in the picture below. These labels are
generally considered not clear and people are confused when they read these messages.
The reason is that usually people associate the adjective “active” to something that they

Fig. 3. The message “Varco non attivo” (“Inactive gate”) confuses people. It communicates that
drivers can access to a limited traffic zone by using an adjective (“inactive”) usually associated
to the impossibility to do something.
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can do, and the “inactive” with something that they cannot do. In the given example,
this association is inverted, inducing many users to make mistakes.

4.5 Management

In the urban environment, this characteristic might concern the management of the city
by the Public Administration. The evaluation of the management focuses on: the avail‐
ability of the city services and spaces; the city user perception of the duration of the
possible services suspensions and the way in which they are communicated; who are
the city users that use the different spaces and services of the city and how they enjoy
them; how people see the possible maintenances of the city.

An example: the city of Rome had different problems related to the public works,
mainly concerning the road maintenance. The most important problems have been: the
lack of transparency regarding the duration of public works; the overlapping of the public
interventions on the same urban area; the security of citizens; etc. In 2015 specific
measures were adopted in order to facilitate the life of the city users, even in this sense.
Among them: the use of electronic signage providing real-time updates for the work in
progress the sharing of a map of the work on the road surface through which the city
users can be informed and decide how moving; and the preparation of a plan which
defines the different interventions avoiding the overlapping of works in the same urban
area.

4.6 Accessibility

In the urban context, this feature (truthfully already applied in the city context) might
mainly be referred to the accessibility to the physical and digital infrastructures of the

Fig. 4. One of the architectural barriers of the city of Rome
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city. In detail, this characteristic evaluates if all the people categories can access, in any
way, to the city services and structures. Moreover, this level of usability also focuses on
the times of access to the different services or structures (e.g. public buses) and on the
findability of the different places of the city (also through different means of transpor‐
tation and not only through one mean).

One of the main problems related to this feature is the presence of the architectural
barriers that impede to people with physical impairments the movement or the use of
services. Figure 4 is an example of this issue related to the city of Rome.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work focuses on the application of the usability concept to the urban environment
as a possible way to understand and evaluate the city from a user-centered perspective.
In effect, the assumption is that as the application of the usability concept in evaluating
interactive systems allows users to interact with them with efficiency, effectiveness, and
satisfaction, as the application of the same concept in evaluating a city allows the city
users to interact with the different elements of the urban environment in an effective (i.e.
assuring the achievement of city users objectives), efficient (i.e. assuring the appropriate
use of resources in achieving city users objectives), and satisfactory (i.e. assuring the
comfort in “using” the city) way.

Moreover, the concept of usability has been made arise from the interaction among
six specific features: architecture, communication, features, contents, management, and
accessibility. In fact, each of them should be considered as linked to the others.

Lastly, this work does not intend to provide specific solutions to the city issues, but
only to focus on the citizen perception and satisfaction of the city, an aim that the concept
of usability can contribute to better explore. However, both for website and city envi‐
ronments, the usability concept is not only based on the point of view of the real final
users, but also on some general solutions applicable in different contexts. In this paper
we apply these characteristics to the city of Rome with the aim to better illustrate them.
However this work aims to create a usability framework that can be used by different
cities. Moreover, it does not intend to overlook the peculiarities of a single city, since it
only provides general elements for investigating the city from the user point of view.
Indeed, the identified problems and needs should be solved by each city in a context-
based and specific way. In the future work, we intend to test it with different Italian
cities.
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Abstract. Web mashups available online today are very often characterized by
a poor quality. Several researchers justify this aspect by considering the situa-
tional, short-living nature of these applications. We instead believe such a low
quality is also due to the lack of suitable quality models. This paper presents a
quality model that tries to capture the nature of Web mashups by focusing on
their component-based nature and the added value that they are required to
introduce with respect to their single constituents. A finite set of indicators and
attributes was first determined by reviewing the literature. An analysis of data
collected from domain experts revealed a relevance of performance variables at
different levels of granularity. An empirical study was then carried out to assess
which dimensions are the most relevant with respect to the mashup quality as
perceived by users.

Keywords: Web mashups � Quality evaluation � Model validation � Relevance
identification � Empirical study

1 Introduction

Web mashups are composite applications that integrate reusable data, application logic
and/or user interfaces typically - but not mandatorily, sourced from the Web [11]. After
several years of research and development experiences on this class of applications, it is
still difficult to find high-quality, useful mashups on the Web. On the one hand, it is
true that still there are not stable development practices and tools. On the other hand,
Web mashups are meant to satisfy situational, short-living needs and in this scenario
quality might not be a primary concern. Moreover, suitable quality models, able to
capture mashup peculiarities, are still lacking. If adequate models would be available,
developers and final users as well would reach an increased awareness of how mashups
could (and should) be.

We first observed a lack of adequate quality models when we conducted a study on
the mashups published on programmableweb.com [5], the reference Web site for the
community of API and Web mashup developers. To evaluate a subset of about 100
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mashups available on that site we adopted quality metrics generally valid for Web
applications. We compared the objective results achieved by computing such metrics
with the findings of a heuristic evaluation conducted by a pool of independent eval-
uators acquainted with Web technologies and mashup development. The result was a
sharp discrepancy between the two assessments, highlighting that mashup quality
requires revised models able to capture the specifics of such applications. Certainly,
traditional quality principles for Web applications must not be neglected but, even for
simple Web mashups, generic Web models need to be repurposed.

Given the previous observations, this paper investigates the relevance of traditional
quality factors with respect to the nature of mashups and what additional factors can be
further considered to focus especially on the added value that such composite appli-
cations can introduce with respect to exploiting their single components. Drawing on
an extensive literature review, we determined a finite set of indicators and attributes
that contribute to the quality of mashups and employed them to design a conceptual
model in the form of a quality requirements tree. An analysis of data collected from
domain experts revealed a relevance of performance variables at different levels of
granularity in a quality requirements tree. With the objective to examine the validity of
the introduced conceptual model, an empirical study was then carried out. During the
study, participants accomplished predefined scenarios of interaction with a represen-
tative sample of mashups and assessed them by exploiting the quality model. Study
findings helped us determine which dimensions, among those identified in the quality
requirements tree, are considered as relevant with respect to the mashup perceived
quality.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the most relevant related
works discussing the quality of mashups. Section 3 then illustrates the model that we
defined. Section 4 describes how we validated the model and the main implications
deriving from the conducted empirical study. Section 5 finally draws our conclusions.

2 Related Work

A quality model consists of a selection of quality characteristics that are relevant for a
given class of software applications and/or for a given assessment process [13]. In the
Web scenario, the first quality models focused on static Web sites [17, 39], then some
authors started addressing more complex Web applications [25, 29]. Recently, quality
models for Web 2.0 applications have been proposed [35, 38, 41]. In the more
restricted mashup context, the quality dimensions suggested by all these works, as well
as the one proposed in Software Engineering [15, 19] and Web Engineering [4, 27]
may be partly appropriate to measure the internal quality of a mashup (e.g., code
readability), as well as its external quality in-use (e.g., usability). However, Rio and
Brito e Abreu [39] showed that, in order to effectively support system development and
evaluation, quality model must be domain-dependent, as there is a strong impact of the
application domain on the usefulness of quality dimensions. In line with these findings,
this paper aims to assess the relevance of some quality dimensions with respect to the
mashup peculiarities. This research is motivated by some past experience of some
authors of this paper that showed that quality models that generally work well for
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traditional Web applications do not help identify even sever problems when applied to
the evaluation of mashups [5].

Other works also tried to explore diverse aspects of the mashup quality and
usability. Drawing on recent standards [16] and usability guidelines for Web design,
Insfran et al. [14] proposed the Mashup Usability Model that decomposes usability into
appropriateness, recognisability, learnability, operability, user error protection, user
interface aesthetics, and accessibility. Koschmider et al. [20] then emphasized that the
selection of quality metrics also depends on the type of mashups. For example, UI
mashup should be evaluated especially in terms of consistent graphical representation,
while data and function mashups are required to fulfill criteria that address more the
integration and the orchestration of the involved resources.

Quality of the mashup can be also observed from the perspective of heterogeneous
components that constitute it [6] as well as from the aspect of the final composition
[43]. In that respect, Cappiello et al. [5] developed a model which addresses: data
quality (accuracy, timeliness, completeness, availability, and consistency), presentation
quality (usability and accessibility), and composition quality (added value, component
suitability, component usage, consistency, and availability). Nevertheless, results of a
systematic mapping study [9] suggest that there is still a need for empirical research
addressing the assessment of the proposed quality dimensions.

In this paper we capitalize on all the previous works. The quality dimensions that
we investigated were selected by carefully reviewing all such works. In addition, as
illustrated in the next sections, we experimentally show how some dimensions are more
relevant than others. We believe this effort to validate the model is original and
introduces a valuable contribution in the Web mashup domain.

3 A Quality Model for Web Mashups

Drawing on a comprehensive literature review that included prior studies on the
assessment of mashups [5, 9, 11], mashup components [6], mashup tools [37], and Web
2.0 applications designed for collaborative writing [30, 31, 33], mind mapping [33, 35,
36], and diagramming [31, 35], an initial pool of 165 items meant for measuring
diverse facets of quality in the context of mashups was designed. To ensure content
validity at all levels of granularity in the model, the relevance of items was examined
by two independent mashup experts on a three-point scale (1- mandatory, 2 - desired, 3
- not relevant). Data collected from experts were examined with two criteria: content
validity ratio (CVR) and average value of assigned relevance (�x). A total of 62 items
which have not met the cut-off values of the aforementioned criteria (CVR = 0.99,
�x � 2:00) [22, 23] were omitted from further analysis. This procedure resulted in a
quality model for Web mashups which consists of 6 categories and 24 attributes.

System quality is composed of four quality attributes: efficiency, effectiveness,
response time, and compatibility. Efficiency refers to the degree to which the
employment of a Web mashup saves resources in a specified context. In that respect,
Web mashups should be implemented in a way so that users can complete intended
tasks in the shortest time possible and with minimal number of steps. Effectiveness is
the extent to which users can, by means of a Web mashup, realize intended tasks
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completely and accurately. Perceived effectiveness can be evaluated with two objective
metrics: proportion of tasks completed and proportion of tasks that are completed
correctly [15]. Keeping that in mind, the interface of a Web mashup should provide all
functionalities needed for task completion. Response time reflects the degree to which a
Web mashup efficiently reacts to users’ actions. Considering that users have very low
tolerance threshold related to the response time, this quality attribute plays an important
role in a success of every Web application, including mashups [31]. Therefore, a Web
mashup and its components need to be quickly loaded in a Web browser whereas
execution of selected interface functionalities should take very little time. Compatibility
represents a level to which a Web mashup operates properly with different types of
devices and among different environments. Taking into account that Web mashups are
commonly referred to as one of the representatives of Web 2.0 applications [34], they
also have to meet the aforementioned compatibility criteria.

Service quality deals with attributes measuring the quality of interaction between a
Web mashup and users. It includes three quality attributes: availability, reliability, and
feedback. Availability denotes the extent to which a Web mashup and its components
can be accessed at any time. Reliability refers to the degree to which a Web mashup is
dependable, stable, and bug-free. Since this attribute belongs to a set of essential
predictors of the quality and satisfaction of users [45], a Web mashup has to perform as
intended, without errors or operational interruptions. Feedback is related to the extent
to which a Web mashup returns appropriate messages and notifies users about its status
or progress of displaying the content in its components. It originates from Nielsen’s ten
usability heuristics [26], and according to Seffah et al. [42] it can be used as a metric
which indicates to what level a piece of software congruously responds to users’
actions by supplying them with convenient messages. In that respect, a Web mashup
should timely inform users with messages that are clear, understandable, precise, and
useful.

Content Quality refers to the perception or the assessment of the suitability of the
content that the mashup provides for a specific goal in a defined context. In this
category, we consider five dimensions that analyze the provided data from different
perspectives: content accuracy, content completeness, content credibility, content
timeliness, and content added value. Content accuracy refers to the correctness of the
content that is displayed as output in the mashup. Correctness is usually assessed as the
similarity between the considered value and the correct one [40]. Content completeness
refers to the ability of mashup components to produce all expected data values [7].
Usually completeness is evaluated on the basis of the query submitted by the user. In
fact, it can be defined as the ratio between the number of values obtained and the
expected one. Content credibility is related to the trustworthiness of the mashup
components and thus to the related data sources. Trustworthiness is an important aspect
to consider especially when accuracy is not precisely assessable: if data are gathered
from a certificated source, their correctness is guaranteed. Content timeliness refers to
the fact that data have to be accessed at the right time. Data should be temporally valid.
This dimension can be assessed as the ratio between currency (the data’s “age” from
the time of component creation or last update) and volatility (the average period of data
validity in a specific context) [3]. Content added value refers to the possibility to gather
more information and thus value from integration of different components. It refers the
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possibility to perform additional queries due to the fact that data are integrated or to
acquire more knowledge simply for the fact that data are visualized together (and not
necessarily integrated [5]).

Composition Quality aims to evaluate the orchestration among components and
the way in which the mashup provides the desired features [5]. This category includes
three dimensions: component suitability, composition added value and effectiveness of
integrated visualization. Component suitability refers to the suitability of the offered
component functionalities and data with respect to the output that the mashup is
supposed to provide. Composition added value refers to the functionalities and data
offered by the mashup. In particular, the added value is generated by the new func-
tionalities enabled by the integration of components. In fact, effective mashups exploit
and combine the functionalities offered by the components in order to provide new and
advanced operations. Effectiveness of integrated visualization refers to the cohesiveness
of the visualization that is the opportunity to visualize in the same screen data coming
from different sources [8]. Users benefit from the fact that heterogeneous data are
aggregated into a unified visualization.

Effort stands for attributes, which measure the effortlessness of the Web mashup
use. The following five attributes constitute this dimension: minimal memory load,
accessibility, ease of use, learnability, and understandability. Minimal memory load
refers to the amount of mental and perceptive activity needed for completing an
intended task by means of the Web mashup. It is commonly employed for measuring
the amount of information user needs to memorize to complete a particular task [42].
Accessibility denotes the extent to which the Web mashup is usable to people with the
widest range of characteristics and capabilities. In order to achieve this goal, Web
mashups have to comply with as many guidelines suggested in [46]. For instance, both
interface functionalities and content returned by the Web mashup should be of suffi-
cient size to be readable to visually impaired people. Ease of use presents the degree to
which the use of the Web mashup is free of effort. Considering that ease of use
significantly contributes to the perceived usefulness, and users’ satisfaction [32], the
Web mashup should be easy to operate in a way that users have no need to seek
assistance of any kind when using it. Learnability refers to the extent to which it is easy
to learn how to use the Web mashup. Understandability is the degree to which func-
tionalities of the mashup interface are clear and unambiguous to users.

User experience concerns the quality attributes such as usefulness, playfulness,
satisfaction, and loyalty which directly contribute to the adoption of the Web mashup
by users. Usefulness refers to the extent to which the employment of the Web mashup
enhances users’ performance in completing intended tasks. Findings of prior study
indicate that usefulness has significant influence on users’ satisfaction and loyalty [32].
Taking this into account, features provided by the Web mashup should be advanta-
geous compared to those offered by any other alternative. Playfulness is the degree to
which the use of the Web mashup successfully holds users’ attention. Satisfaction is the
level to which users like to have an interaction with the Web mashup. It is of a great
importance that Web mashup meet users’ expectations. Loyalty refers to the extent to
which users are willing to continue to use the Web mashups and recommend it to
others. The Web mashup should be able to turn occasional visitors into regular users
that are willing to spread a good word among their families, friends, and colleagues.
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4 Quality Model Validation

4.1 Research Design

We conducted an empirical study adopting a within-subjects research design con-
trasting four Web mashups (“Gaiagi 3D Driver” (http://www.gaiagi.com/driving-
simulator), “Health Map” (http://www.healthmap.org), “Leeds Travel Info” (http://
www.leedstravel.info), and “This is Now” (http://now.jit.su)) that are heterogeneous
with respect to their purpose. At the beginning of the study, details on the architecture
of mashups, their taxonomy, and practical usefulness were presented to participants. In
the next step, predefined scenarios with representative steps of interaction with
mashups were given to each student. After finishing scenarios with all four mashups,
students were asked to complete an online post-use questionnaire. It was composed of 6
items related to participants’ demography and 103 items meant for measuring 24
diverse facets of mashups’ quality as deriving from the model illustrated in the previous
section. Responses to the questionnaire items were modulated on a four-point Likert
scale (1 – strongly agree, 4 – strongly disagree). Each attribute was measured with
between two and seven items. For the purpose of data analysis, attributes and categories
were operationalized as composite subjective measures. Values for quality attributes
were estimated as a sum of responses to items that are assigned to them. The same
holds for quality categories and overall perceived quality of evaluated mashups.

The assumption that data was sampled from a Gaussian distribution was examined
with the Shapiro-Wilk Test. Considering that in all comparisons the Shapiro-Wilk
statistic for at least one variable significantly deviated from a normal distribution
(p < .05), the analysis of collected data was conducted with non-parametric tests. With
the goal to explore differences among evaluated mashups, the Friedman’s ANOVA
expressed as chi-square (v2) value was applied as the non-parametric counterpart to the
one-way ANOVA with repeated measures. By employing separate Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank Test (Z) on all possible pairs of evaluated mashups, actual differences
existing among them were identified. In order to avoid a Type I error and declare
results of pairwise comparisons significant, a Bonferroni correction was applied to the
results of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tests. It was calculated by dividing the significance
level of .05 by number of comparisons. The effect size (r) is an objective measure that
reflects the relevance of difference between a pair of evaluated mashups. It represents a
quotient of Z-value and a square root of the number of observations. Values of .10, .30,
or .50 for the effect size can be, as a rule of thumb, interpreted as small, medium, or
large, respectively [10].

As regards participants, 43 subjects took part in the empirical study. They ranged in
age from 19 to 45 years (M = 20.93, SD = 3.900). The sample was composed of
83.72 % male and 16.28 % female students. At the time when the study took place, they
were all in the second year of an undergraduate programme in Information Systems. Up
to the implementation of the study, 51.16 % of participants had never used mashups
before. Remaining 48.84 % of students are using mashups at least once a week where
majority of them (85.71 %) is spending less than an hour on interaction with mashups.
On the other hand, study participants are loyal users of popular Web 2.0 applications
such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.Majority of students (53.49 %) are using those
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social Web applications three or more times a day. When frequency in use expressed in
hours is considered, majority of study participants (69.76 %) are spending between four
and ten hours a week on interaction with the aforementioned Web 2.0 applications.

4.2 Findings

Since another instrument for measuring the perceived quality of mashups does not exist
in literature, it was not possible to conduct benchmarking thus obtain a quantitative
measure of validity. As an alternative, Lewis [23] proposes the assessment of sensi-
tivity which affects the validity of the measuring instrument. The sensitivity of the
introduced model and employed post-use questionnaire was examined by exploring
differences among evaluated mashups.

Friedman’s ANOVA revealed a significant difference (v2(3) = 19.866, p = .000)
among the four mashups in the overall quality perceived by study participants. Drawing
on this finding, a post-hoc analysis with the significance level set at p < .0125 was
applied. It was discovered that significant difference in perceived quality exists between
This is Now and Health Map (Z = –4.302, p = .000, r = –.46), This is Now and Gaiagi
3D Driver (Z = –2.839, p = .005, r = –.31), Health Map and Gaiagi 3D Driver (Z = –

2.494, p = .013, r = –.27), and between Leeds Travel Info and Health Map (Z = –

2.476, p = .013, r = –.27).
When categories of quality are considered, composition quality is associated with

the highest level of relevance. This resulted from two large in size (.53 and .51) and two
medium in size (both .39) differences among evaluated mashups. It is followed by
quality categories user experience that uncovered three medium in size (in range from
.47 to .40) differences, effort which demonstrated one large (.50) and three medium in
size (in range from .48 to .37) differences, and content quality which has shown one
large (.50), one medium (.37), and one small (.27) in size difference among four
mashups. Finally, it appeared that system quality and service quality have the lowest
degree of relevance among identified categories meant for measuring quality of
mashups. Namely, system quality revealed one medium in size (.34) difference whereas
service quality uncovered two small in size (.28 and .26) differences among mashups
that took part in the study. The aforementioned findings are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Taxonomy of proposed categories with respect to their relevance in evaluating the
quality of Web mashups

Quality categories for Web mashups v2 Effects in size (r)
Large Medium Small

Composition quality 37.899 .53c, .51e .39d, .39b -
User experience 33.393 - .47e, .45c, .40f -
Effort 28.520 .50f .48c, .38a, .37d -
Content quality 22.584 .50e .37c .27d

System quality 8.198 - .34a -
Service quality 7.950 - - .28e, .26d

a Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. Health Map, b Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. Leeds Travel Info,
c Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. This is Now, d Health Map vs. Leeds Travel Info,
e Health Map vs. This is Now, f Leeds Travel Info vs. This is Now
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Taking into account results related to attributes, they can be classified into five
groups (mandatory, sufficient, desired, optional, and not relevant) of relevance with
respect to the quality of mashups, as presented in Table 2. If the Web mashup does not
comply with requirements specified by mandatory attributes its quality will be sig-
nificantly reduced. Sufficient attributes are also very important, but failing to meet
requirements defined by them will affect the overall perceived quality to a lesser extent

Table 2. Taxonomy of proposed attributes with respect to their relevance in evaluating the
quality of Web mashups

Quality attributes for Web mashups v2 Effects in size (r)
Large Medium Small

Mandatory
Content added value 51.618 .57e, .50c .49f -
Response time 43.793 - .49c, .41b, .38f, .37e .29a

Ease of use 43.387 - .48e, .44c, .37f, .32d -
Playfulness 42.135 - .46b, .44d, .38c, .38e -
Effect. of Int. Visualizations 40.958 .52c, .52e .42f, .36b, .34d -
Satisfaction 40.500 .54f .44b, .42e, .37c -
Sufficient
Compatibility 37.358 - .40a, .40f, .38b -
Loyalty 36.951 - .42b, .41d, .40e, .35c -
Usefulness 31.190 - .44e, .37c .27d

Effectiveness 30.404 - .48e, .38c, .34d -
Content Timeliness 28.657 - .46c, .43a, .38b -
Composition Added Value 24.467 - .39c, .38d, .35e, .34b -
Content Credibility 24.076 - .41c, .40e, .31b -
Desired
Reliability 22.941 - .38c, .37b .28a

Learnability 22.106 - .39f, .33c .28d

Minimal Memory Load 21.995 - .37f, .33c .27e

Feedback 20.610 - .40c, .39e .28f

Content Completeness 20.334 - .48e, .37c, .33d, .32b -
Composition Suitability 20.213 - .40e, .34c -
Optional
Accessibility 12.895 - .33f, .31a .29c, .28d

Content Accuracy 8.385 - .34d -
Efficiency 8.075 - .34e -
Availability 8.006 - .30f -
Not relevant
Understandability 5.140 - - -
a Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. Health Map, b Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. Leeds Travel Info,
c Gaiagi 3D Driver vs. This is Now, d Health Map vs. Leeds Travel Info,
e Health Map vs. This is Now, f Leeds Travel Info vs. This is Now
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than in the case of mandatory attributes. If requirements that constitute desired attri-
butes are not satisfied, the overall perceived quality will be penalized to some extent
but users will not reject the Web mashup. Optional attributes have similar role as
desired attributes, but their impact on overall perceived quality is lower than the impact
of desired attributes. Not relevant attributes are the ones that might be important in the
case of other types of software, but not in the context of Web mashups.

4.3 Discussion

The reported findings indicate several contributions and implications for academic
scholars and practitioners. First, the concept of quality that is introduced in recent
international standard on quality of software [15], was reworked and adapted to the
context of mashups. More specifically, the proposed model is composed of attributes
which originate from theories related to the acceptance of technology [2, 24, 43, 44],
success of information systems [12], models and guidelines aimed for evaluating quality
[4, 6, 15, 16, 28, 35, 38, 41], user experience [18, 21, 26], and usability [1, 42] thus
reflecting pragmatic and hedonic facets of quality. Next, the relevance of the dimensions
considered in the proposed model was empirically identified. Considering the results of
data analysis, all dimensions of themodel, except the understandability, demonstrated the
significant differences among mashups and can be consequently used for the quality
evaluation purposes in this context. All quality attributes together with the composite
measure of overall quality that have met the criteria of sensitivity have shown between
small (.26 in the case of the category which deals with the assessment of service quality)
and large (.57 in the case of an attribute which measures the extent to which content
returned by mashups adds value to users) effects in size (as specified by Cohen [10])
which additionally confirms their suitability in assessing the quality of mashups.

Third, for all attributes and categories that have proven to fulfill the criteria of
sensitivity, the practical relevance for evaluating the quality of mashups was deter-
mined. The set forth relevance is based on the amount of differences that were dis-
covered as well as on the effect size of each difference. It should be noted that when
two or more attributes had similar number of differences identified, their level of
relevance in evaluating the quality of Web mashups sequence was determined by the
value of their overall effect size.

Given that introduced quality model and measuring instrument add to the extant
body of knowledge, academic scholars can use them as a foundation for future
advances in the field. Practitioners can employ the post-use questionnaire in order to
examine quality of existing mashups. In addition, the reported findings can be used by
practitioners as guidelines for the development of novel mashups.

As with majority of empirical studies, the work presented in this paper has several
limitations. The first one is related to the homogeneity of study participants since
heterogeneous sample of users may have different attitude towards facets of quality in the
context of mashups. Keeping that in mind, results of the conducted study should be
interpreted carefully. The second limitation concerns the sample of mashups that were
involved in the study. Although reported findings have shown significant difference
among heterogeneous mashups, it would be worth to investigate if introduced framework
would yield significant differences among mashups that have similar purpose. Since each
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type of mashups has its specific features which may affect dimensions of perceived
quality, the last limitation indicates that reported findings cannot be generalized to all
types of mashups. Taking the aforementioned into account, further studies should be
carried out in order to draw sound conclusions and examine the robustness of study
results.

5 Conclusions

This paper represents one of the few attempts to define a quality model capturing the
peculiarities of mashups. Driven by the results of some past studies, we took a better
look at the characteristics of mashups and identified some relevant dimensions that
reflect the quality of such applications as perceived by the end users. Differently from
other contributions, we experimentally assessed the relevance of the considered quality
dimensions. Taking into account the overall difference that was found among evaluated
Web mashups together with the number and strength of differences in pairwise com-
parisons, the proposed set of attributes was classified into five different groups. We in
particular found that attributes such as content added value, response time, ease of use,
playfulness, effectiveness of integrated visualizations and satisfaction strongly con-
tribute to the overall perceived quality of Web mashups. On the other hand, it appeared
that attributes like accessibility, content accuracy, efficiency, and availability, which
have proven to be important for assessing other breeds of software, are less important
in the context of evaluating the quality of Web mashups.

We recognize that many of the quality dimensions introduced in this paper are not
easy to turn into operative metrics and to be automatically assessed, yet we also
recognize that quality assessment to a large degree will always be a qualitative process.
Our future work will be however devoted to the development of a measuring instru-
ment as an extension of a quality-aware composition paradigm already implemented in
mashup platform [8].
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Abstract. This article proposes a set of heuristics to inform web designers and
developers in the evaluation of online art magazines. The authors compiled the
heuristics from judicious literature reviews and analysis of websites from five art
magazines. The set focuses on two graphic design elements, grid and typography,
that are applied to online material. A heuristic evaluation was performed per the
proposed heuristic, which validated the set for effective application as a web
design tool.
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1 Introduction

The presence of new outlets and art magazines that are either online or digital is ever
increasing. Unfortunately, a great part of such digital objects lack adequate design
when it comes to the use of grid and typography. This is akin to the trend that
occurred when the first “bricks & mortars” stores created their websites, and
designers initially tried to transpose some design principles (such as the use of color,
grid, typography, images etc.) from paper to the digital media. Most of the initial
sites failed, just like the e-commerce websites did, simply because they did not take
full advantage of the innovative new media available to them. When it comes to
magazines, graphic design has long studied grid and typography. But there is a lack
of studies for digital artifacts, which require different solutions [1]. A grid organizes
the space in planes giving it structure, hierarchy and consistency [2]. On the web,
they differ vastly from the paper [3]. Typography is “[…] the means by which a
visual form is given for a written idea […] a visual language that enhances power and
clarity” [4]. Both grid and typography greatly define the final usability of a digital
artifact [5], and should be adapted to the new digital media. This article proposes a
set of heuristics to evaluate online art magazines for grid and typography adequacy.
Also, this paper presents the methodology used to implement the heuristics. It then
presents the set of heuristics and the results of an qualitative evaluation conducted
to validate them. They can be a tool to be used by designers and developers of online
objects.
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2 Methodology

The heuristics were derived from a study of grid and typography variables. For grid the
variables are: structure, hierarchy, and constancy and variation; for typography the vari‐
ables are: legibility, hierarchy, and identity. These variables were chosen in order to give
this research more focus. They were also the basis for the state of the art literature review
regarding the use of grid and typography for the development of good websites.

Five art magazines were analyzed according to the parameters established by the litera‐
ture review. If the site of the magazine met these parameters, they were classified as best
practices (e.g. good care regarding ergonomic principles as to the font used to enhance legi‐
bility). If the parameters weren’t met, they were classified as worst practices (e.g. the logo
identity is not identifiable– the typography is generic to the extent that it does not support a
logo: it is recommended that a more solid reference should be used in the construction of the
identity). After best and worst practices were determined, their recurrence and severity were
analyzed. Figure 1 shows the complete methodology used for generating the heuristics1.

Principles Variables Bibliographical
Research

Conditions

Guidelines

Best
Practices

Worst
Practices

Object of
study

AnalysisDesign Element
to be researched
according to its
application on
webdesign
Ex: Typography

3 Variables of 
the element
Ex: Legibility
Hierarchy
Identity

Syntesis of the
conditions addressed
by the referenced
authors

5 examples of the
object of study
Ex: Art Magazine’s
websites

Syntesis of the
analysis

Fig. 1. Screenshot showing the top of the home page

3 Elaboration

3.1 Heuristics

Guidelines for grid and typography were originated from the analyzed data. The authors
studied a total of 30 entries: five art magazines times six requirements (parameters).
Crossing this information yielded 15 heuristics – eight for grid and seven for typography.

Heuristics for grid.

Subjected to the Content. Every kind of content has its own limitations and needs, and
all of them have to be met by the grid. If the content has more text, then it requires a
different grid (than if it had more images, for instance).

1 The reference for applied methodology and the process to determine the heuristics can be found at [9].
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Emphasis to What is Important. Important elements are noteworthy and should be
highlighted, but auxiliary information shouldn’t. Avoid having secondary information
as a primary role. The hierarchy is an important factor in the content organization and
grids are directly connected to it.

Coherent Alignments. Display the items in an adequate way; random placements can
damage your layout. Shuffled or lost elements on the page mean that either the grid is
not being well used or it has to be changed. A good grid offers place for all elements of
the composition and maintains the hierarchy at the same time.

Visible Navigation. Easy navigation is a basic requirement. The grid needs to have a
place where the user can have constant access to the menu, regardless of screen roll. A
proper back navigation may also be considered. It is important for the reader to easily
know where he is and how to get back to where he came from.

Visual Elements Arrangement. Images, videos, tables and graphics, in most cases, need
to be shown fully on the screen. However, they cannot be downsized in a way that it
will compromise its visibility or legibility.

Variation According to Each Page. Different products require different structures. It is
natural that pages of any website have different styles of content. For this reason, the
grid should be adequate to the specific content of each page.

Logical Constancy. Constancy is as important as variety. Repeated elements
throughout the pages (such as the menu, the footer and margins) should be static. It helps
to create a consistency and helps the user to develop references inside the website. It is
possible to maintain constancy in other ways, such as color patterns and typography for
example, which are also associated with the construction of identity.

Responsive Web Design. It means that it has to be designed to work across devices. The
website needs to work well in any device and adapt itself to all screen sizes.

Heuristics of Typography.

Respect the Function of the Text. Employ the typeface according to the text’s function.
Texts used to call the attention of the reader can have more elaborated typefaces. Texts
whose function is to inform should be designed for readability and legibility.

Typography has Identity. The typography can communicate subjective meanings and it is
important that type identity is coherent with its purpose’s identity. This should also be
considered when choosing a typeface. When using ordinary or generic font, the site should
rely on other elements to keep the identity (through color and graphics, for instance).

Balance. Combination of typefaces needs to be balanced. The excess of different fonts
in a project can break the identity’s reference. On the other hand, one single typeface
with few variations can be monotonous. Once again, it’s the content that will determine
these choices.
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Hierarchy for Organization. The hierarchy tells the reader which information needs to
be read first and what is the sequence thereof. Important texts need to be highlighted
while less significant texts can receive less emphasis. But making a big title that is lost
in the middle of images and advertisements doesn’t work. It is essential that not only
legible the text should also be noticeable.

Value Legibility and Readability. The aim of a website is usually to communicate some
kind of information. And if this information is in a text, it’s important to make it legible
to the user. No matter how interesting, fun or exciting is your text, if it is difficult to
read; the reader might give up reading halfway. A typeface choice has to be a careful
decision.

Consider Type Size According to the Medium. The font size will depend on two factors. The
first is the typeface itself. For example, if it has a small x-height it may be necessary to
increase its size. The second factor is the device. In her book “Type on Screen” Ellen Lupton
explains that computers are usually further from the user’s face than handheld devices, such
as books or mobile phones. Letterforms appear fuzzy because of low pixel densities and
backlighting, do not mix these problems by adding a very small typography [7].

Adequate Spacing. The text must maintain a balance between lines, words, and letter
spacing because the excess is as harmful as the shortage. The line length might also
prioritize the ideal number of characters. Lengthy lines makes reading tiresome because
they allow for few pauses. Typefaces with short spacing between letters and words may
appear truncated. The space between lines should also be carefully thought. If it’s scarce,
it may cause problems to the user to find the next line, and if it’s in excess it isolates the
lines so that they can’t seem related.

3.2 Evaluation

In order to validate the proposed set, the criteria were used following the heuristic eval‐
uation proposed by Nielsen [8] where multiple evaluators are able to find problems on
an interface based on recognized principles – the heuristics. Three specialists with
Graphic Design and Computer Science background conducted the evaluation. The eval‐
uators worked parallel in order to find the problems. Then, they met to consolidate the
findings.

The succeeding topic is a summary of the evaluations. The results are divided by the
heuristics followed by the problems – elements that are not according to the criteria.
Sometimes, a problem is related to more than one heuristic and is reported only once
(in order to avoid repeating information). Logos and names of the analyzed magazine
were blurred in the images. Analyzed contents are marked and numbered.

1. Subjected to the content.

The left column mixed different kinds of content in the same area (number 1 in the
highlighted area in Fig. 2). For example, links to social media are on the same level and
in the same grid as external art bulletins. Thereafter, there is a navigation menu. One
solution could be to organize these contents in modules and to bring the menu to the top.
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2. Emphasis to what is important.

The left and the right grids are distracting from the main content (1 and 2 in the
highlighted area in Fig. 2). The ads and posts occupy two main positions and, since they
are colorful and animated they can distract the reader from the main content. These areas
should not have this much emphasis, or should be placed in a less important position
inside the grid.

Fig. 2. Screenshot showing the midpoint of the home page

3. Coherent alignments.

The header has random placement of the menus and links (3 in the highlighted area
in Fig. 2). The language links are not aligned to anything and the logo on the left of the
menus looks arbitrarily placed on the upper-left part of the page. The grid should offer
a proper position for all the elements and should make them look cohesive.

4. Visible Navigation.

The Categories menu in the left-hand side is not completely visible at the home page
(Fig. 2). Subsequently, once the reader scrolls down, the top menu is hidden (Fig. 3).
To have access to the menu again, it is necessary to scroll up the page. The solution in
this case would be fixed menus.

5. Visual elements arrangement.

Portrait images of news entries do not fit on the same page (4 in the highlighted area
in Fig. 2). It isn’t possible to see the entire image at once even scrolling down the page.
Long images should be resized in a way to fit in the screen.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of home page

6. Variation according to each page.

The grid is exactly the same through the pages. It affects text content, making the
line length extensive (Fig. 4). Different grids for different pages would allow for a better
text fit.

7. Logical constancy.

No problems were found relating to this criterion.

8. Responsiveness.

The website isn’t responsive. Images, texts, menus, and so on are not replaced or
resized in order to better adapt to mobile devices. It is complicated to read, navigate,
and use the website on a phone. Responsive layout, with grids according to the screen
size would improve the usability.

9. Respect text’s function.

On the menu, items that are links look pretty much the same as items that are not
(3 in the highlighted area at Fig. 2). That can confuse the user because there is no marking
telling if the items are clickable or not. Texts that are links should be marked as such.

The text at the end of the article has the same highlighting as the title (1 at Fig. 4 and
5 at Fig. 2). Since they have different functions they should look different, otherwise
they can mislead the user.

The “see more” link (1 at Fig. 3) looks exactly the same as the body text. Once again,
the typography does not clearly indicate the text role.
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10. Typography has identity.

No problems were found relating to this criterion.

11. Balance.

No problems were found relating to this criterion.

12. Hierarchy for organization.

The titles aren’t quite noticeable (5 at Fig. 2). They have the same size as the body
text and are next to an image that demands more attention. Perhaps they should receive
more emphasis because they are the first things to be read and are helpful to the user to
find information at a glance.

13. Value Legibility and Readability.

The magazine’s name, under the logo (3 at Fig. 2) is too small and difficult to read.
It becomes an issue first because the logo is the core of the identity of the website and
second because it could be used as a navigation item, redirecting the user to the home
page.

14. Consider type size according to the medium.

The font size is too small on mobile devices due to the lack of responsiveness. After
opening the website on a phone, it is necessary to zoom-in in order to be able to read
the content.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of an article page
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15. Adequate spacing.

The body font is hard to read (1 at Fig. 4). The tracking and kerning are tight, the
line height is short, and the line length is extensive. It makes the readability slower and
can compromise the legibility as well. The solution on this case would be adjusting
spacing and the column width.

4 Results

It was found that the analyzed website didn’t meet 12 of the 15 proposed requirements.
The evaluators related 19 problems in total. Some of them appeared in more than one
evaluation, for example: the type size under the logo, the lack of emphasis on titles and
links, and the fact that the side columns were distracting.

The heuristic that presented more problems was “Respect text’s function”. It was
evaluated as one of the major problems of the object of study, because it is directly
related to other factors such as navigation, hierarchy and legibility.

The analyzed magazine also presented several problems related to usability. The
magazine does not have a mobile version, fixed menus, and good readability: all serious
problems, as they limit the accessibility of the website.

The evaluators considered that the use of the heuristics helped them to find serious
problems in the studied magazine, thus validating its use as an evaluation tool.

In order to contribute with future studies and meet web designers and web developers
needs, these heuristics are also freely available online, on the following address: http://
annaretore.wix.com/guideline#!home/c1dmp.

5 Conclusion

Graphic design has a long history of providing best practices for visual content. Unfortu‐
nately, those guidelines are not always adequate for online devices. Little to no studies
deal directly with such issues – most of them are concerned with usability in general.
Thus, there is a need for studies to help designers to find and avoid errors caused by
inadequate use of grid and typography in digital objects.

This research proposes a set of heuristics aimed to help anyone to evaluate a website
when it comes to grid and typography. The proposed set was pivotal in finding severe
problems in an evaluation of an art magazine – ranging from navigation and responsive
layout to good legibility and readability issues. It was shown that the heuristics deal with
parameters that are more impacting than just the visual aspects of the page.

Further research, with other digital objects, should be conducted, in order allow for
generalization. The research methodology should be applied to other graphic design
elements – color – or to other object of study – online newspapers for instance.
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Abstract. An empirical study was conducted to examine whether the redesigned
version of an online interactive visual analytics platform has a positive effect on
perceived usability. 8 participants took part in the experiment, completed 8 tasks
and answered follow-up interviews. The results show that the effect on perceived
usability is positive, and it provides insights of participants’ attitude toward the
correlation between aesthetics and usability. Limitations and future work are
addressed after the discussion.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the correlation of interface aesthetics with usability has become of major
interest within the field of human-computer interaction, especially in the context of user
experience research [2]. Abundant research indicates that there is a strong connection
between interface aesthetics and perceived usability, however, with further experiment,
the significant relationship between interface aesthetics and perceived usability appears
to be questioned [13, 18, 24].

In spite of existing debates on whether interface aesthetics is strongly tied to
perceived usability, this condition is variable because different circumstances alter
different cases. Thus, in this research, we tend to focus on how users perform in two
different screen designs applied to not only the same content, but also the same function.

Due to the argument focusing on the correlation of aesthetics and usability, it’s
important to test whether aesthetics can make a positive effect on usability. The inves‐
tigation of this topic will not only provide insights to researchers for further reference,
but also provide design requirements and design guidelines for designers.

For this study, we chose the tool page of DIA2 as the research tool. DIA2 (Deep
Insights Anytime, Anywhere) is a web-based visual analytics platform [11]. One of
DIA2’s target groups are professors in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics). Moreover, the tool page is where users perform their tasks, and a refined
design for the tool page has just been finished. Conveniently, two different designs for
the tool page are suitable for this study.
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In the next section, we summarize related literatures in order to provide an impression
of what is the attitude of the academy and industry toward the relationship of aesthetics
and usability.

2 Literature Review

In the industry, [22] found that good interface design can have a positive effect on
usability, and this kind of relationship still stands even after actual use of the system [23].
[6] supported the importance of aesthetics and further suggested a theoretical framework
for future practice. In the product design area, aesthetics for vehicle interiors has been
examined and the author indicated that the impact of aesthetics cannot be ignored [7].
In the meanwhile, aesthetics of different forms of products have also been studied,
concluding that the positive effect of product aesthetics is obvious [17]. In the field of
human-computer interaction, the correlation of aesthetics and usability has been studied
for a long time, and numerous results showed support for the principle “what is beautiful
is usable” [15, 16, 20, 21, 27]. Studies related to web user interface agreed with the
correlation between perceived usability and aesthetics [4, 5, 9]. The tight aesthetics-
usability relation became widely accepted within several academic areas. The overall
attitude toward the correlation of aesthetics and usability is positive and supportive.

However, with further experiments, the significant relationship between interface
aesthetics and perceived usability appears to be questioned. [13] brought up the
conclusion that though web page aesthetics has positive effect on usability, but the
effect is small. [24] argued that the inclusion of the visual attractiveness construct
contributes more on enjoyment but less on usefulness. [18] concluded that the type
of aesthetics that is relevant to users’ perceptions appears to depend on the applica‐
tion domain. [14] indicated that multiple mechanisms could be responsible for the
relationship between attractiveness and usability. Moreover, some of the findings
showed that, although the essential result supported the correlation of aesthetics and
usability, differences between objective usability in reported problems and subjective
usability ratings have been affected by multiple factors such as halo effect and
provided content [5, 25, 26]. The existing controversy in the area of Web design and
usability points to the need for further research. We explore this topic in the context
of an online visual analytics platform. As opposed to a regular website, a visual
analytics platform’s main role is functional. Its goal is to provide clear information
to users. It does not have hedonic or entertainment purposes. Thus, we can think of
such a platform as a critical case: if aesthetics has an effect on perceived usability for
this utilitarian product, it will likely have an effect on other products that have
broader purposes.

In terms of testing the correlation between aesthetics and usability, we bring up the
research question: does the refined design of the tool page of DIA2 have a positive effect
on the usability of professors in STEM?

In the following section, we explain the method we used in this study, including
sampling strategy, participants and the procedure of data gathering.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Design

Two screen designs for DIA2 tool page were chosen for this study (See Fig. 1.). The
only difference between these two screens is the design of two parts of the interface. For
the dashboard area on the left side of the screen, we reduced the spaces between each
dashboard. We added a blue bar to indicate the active status of the dashboard. “Add a
dashboard” button changed, too. The refined version emphasized the button by adding
a blue background. For the tool bar area on the top side of the screen, we moved all the
icons toward to the right side of the screen in order to let users notice them easily.
Participants were manually assigned to use one of the screens to perform provided tasks.

Fig. 1. Current version (left) and Refined version of DIA2 tool page

3.2 Sampling Strategy

The participants were professors within areas of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM), and have been awarded, are seeking or have sought funding from
the National Science Foundation (NSF). This is because the visual analytics platform
presents data from the NSF. The sampling strategy we used is a mix of criterion sampling
and snowball sampling (one participant helped with finding another participant) [10].
These sampling strategies are advantageous to study participants that meet some crite‐
rion [12], but also with special experiences [3], and participants may be able to recom‐
mend useful candidates for study [8].

3.3 Participants

The sample of this study consisted of 8 participants, including 2 females and 6 males.
All of them were professors at Purdue University. Previous knowledge shows that they
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all have experience with trying to get funded by the National Science Foundation. Some
of them own projects that have successfully gotten funded by National Science Foun‐
dation. They had never experienced with DIA2 before this study.

3.4 Measures

Perceived Interface Attractiveness. Participants were asked to choose the screen
design they like more between two difference screens designs.

User Performance. Both quantitative and qualitative measures of user performance
were recorded. For quantitate measures, task completion time referred to the time needed
to accomplish the task. For qualitative measure, verbal expression and non-verbal
expression were recorded during the task.

3.5 Procedure

The study was conducted in participants’ offices. A laptop was provided. The whole
process lasted for approximately half an hour.

There are four sections for data gathering. The first section is a pre-task, semi-struc‐
tured interview, asking demographic information and previous experience regarding
activities related to NSF. In the second section, participants were asked to perform 8
tasks using computer provided by researcher. These tasks were selected because
performing these tasks requires more interactions with dashboard and tool bar, which
are the two main areas that differs the two versions of the tool page. After finishing the
tasks, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire regarding of the usability of the
tool page. Finally, participants answered a list of open-ended questions in terms of their
experience with the tool page. The process has been recorded with the permission of the
participants. Participants’ facial expression and screen activities during the second
section were recorded with a software called Silverback with the permission of the
participants. Please see Appendix A for interview questions and task list.

3.6 Data Analysis

The researcher calculated the time each participant spent on individual tasks. Partici‐
pants’ performance of each task was summarized and compared. Verbal and non-verbal
expressions were categorized into three categories (positive, neutral and negative
expressions) based on the scale provided by [1]. Answers to follow-up interviews were
summarized based on each question.

4 Results

4.1 Perceived Website Attractiveness

The result of the attractiveness evaluation of two screen designs is presented in Table  1.
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5 out of 8 participants chose the refined version as their preference design. 2 out of
8 thought the current version was better. One participant couldn’t choose between two
designs. She explained:

I like the consistency of this bar (the current version). The “add a dashboard” really fits into
the whole screen. The top banner tells me what this site is about. But on the other hand, here
(the refined version) has more room. This white space. The dashboard looks better in here. Oh
I didn’t notice “my project” in here (the refined version). Sorry, I…I can’t choose between. They
all seem fine to me.

Representing an aesthetics preference, the result supported the hypothesis that the
refined version of the tool page is more attractive to participants than the current version.

Table 1. The result of website attractiveness

4.2 Time Spent on Tasks

Time Spent on Completing 8 Tasks. The comparison of how much time in average
participants spent on different screens is showed in Table 2. It’s obvious that the time
spent on the refined version of the tool page is shorter that the time spent on the current
version.

Table 2. Comparisons of time spent on 8 tasks
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Table 3. Comparison of time spent on each task
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Time Spent on Each Task. Table 3 shows tasks that have significant difference among
eight performances. 4 left dots present participants using current version while
performing tasks, and 4 right dots means participants using refined version. Green lines
represent the average time spent on each task. It’s obvious that most of the performance
that involving current version took longer time than using refined version.

4.3 Website Credibility

The result of website credibility is presented in Table 4. 4 of the participants didn’t
consider the possibility that aesthetics will affect their judgment toward such website.
One participant described:

Table 4. Website credibility

I know it’s a NSF website. I won’t question it, because I already know the organization behind
it is NSF.

3 participants chose to trust the refined version more due to the “clear look” of the
design. Two of them admitted the aesthetics is one of the main reasons that affect their
judgment. Only one participant chose to trust the current version. He described:

This (the current version) is a more, how can I say, academic look to me? Yes, I feel that this
(the current version) is an academic website, instead, this one (the refined version) is too clean.

4.4 Attitude Toward Aesthetics Before Task Performance

During the pre-task interview section, we asked participants what were their attitudes
toward aesthetics versus function, in other words, do they consider function as the only
factor that will affect usability, or do they think aesthetics can make a difference to
usability performance. Surprisingly, 7 out of 8 participants thought only function
matters. One participant said:
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I don’t think myself sensitive to, you know, design? I can’t really tell which design is better. And
personally I don’t care. To this system, because there are a lot of data involved, if it is easy to
use, I can’t see how many difference aesthetics can help with me using this system.

Another participant explained his opinion from another perspective:

I mean, aesthetics is not the main focus of this website, right? All I need is to find the right
information. No matter how beautiful, how nice this website is, as long as I can find the infor‐
mation, it’s useful. Aesthetics? Aesthetics can’t help me find the information, right?

As a conclusion, participants believed aesthetics would not affect usability, which
contradicts the task performance data.

4.5 Task Performance

Below presents participants’ performance for each task.

Task One. For task one, participants were asked to change the first dashboard’s name
to “My first dashboard”. This task is designed for the purpose of testing whether partic‐
ipants can interact with the features of dashboard easily. To this purpose, all the partic‐
ipants shared the same process of naming the first dashboard: they hovered the mouse
over the text that says “name the dashboard”. After a grey shadow appeared, participants
clicked on the text. After an input box appeared, they typed “my first dashboard” into
the correct input box and clicked the “save” button. Three participants asked if they
should rename the dashboard before beginning the task. One used the current version,
the other two used the refined version.

Task Two. Task two asked participants to find the profile of a specific individual who
is currently working at the University of Michigan. We designed this task based on the
fact that in order to finish this task, participants need to interact with the tool bar. The
individual to be found was chosen because (1) the name of the individual is within a
reasonable length, (2) the spelling of the name is comparatively easy, and (3) the name
can be found within the “people explorer” tool. Similar to the first task, all the partici‐
pants shared the same process and completed the task successfully. First, participants
clicked on the “people explorer” tool icon, and then input the name of the individual.
However, two participants using the current version experienced a noticeable usability
issue. When they clicked the “people explorer,” they didn’t click right on the icon.
Instead, they chose to click the area around the icon. Since for the current version, the
tool will be active only if the icon itself has been clicked, this design caused one partic‐
ipant to click the “people explorer” twice and the other to click three times before the
tool showed up. This action indicated that participants ideally thought the entire area
between the separators should be clickable.

Task Three. For task three, participants were asked to choose a different dashboard and
name it “my second dashboard”. All the participants completed this task by simply
clicking on another dashboard and then repeating the process performed for the first
task. Yet, before starting this task, two participants using the refined version asked which
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dashboard they should choose. We responded by asking why they had asked this
question. One participant answered me by saying:

The dashboard looks like a three-step process. You see, with all these numbers and, yeah, like
this is step one, step two, and step three. They are too close, maybe.

The other one provided a similar explanation:

I firstly thought these tabs here, I don’t know why, but these seem like steps, you know, like you
need to finish these tabs then you can find what you want.

Task Four. Participants were asked to find the graph that shows the collaboration within
Purdue University. The task requires interactions with the tool bar but with a different
tool. All the participants followed the same process and successfully finished the task.
The usability issue here, however, was the same as during task two. Two participants
clicked the empty area around the icon instead of clicking right on the icon itself.

Task Five. Task five asked participants to find a specific program categorized by the
National Science Foundation. To finish this task, participants had to understand the
definition of “program” and know which tool was the correct one. All the participants
clicked the “NSF program explorer” tool without hesitating. However, the same issue
that occurred during tasks two and four also occurred during this task. One participant
using the current version clicked the tool area twice and showed a little bit of impatience.
On the other hand, one participant who also used the current version chose to move the
mouse comparatively carefully toward the icon when choosing the tool.

Task Six. Participants were asked to add two more dashboards in this task. The feature
they needed to interact with was the “add dashboard” button placed in the dashboard
area. What participants did was simply clicked the “add dashboard” button twice.

Task Seven. For this task, participants needed to delete the fifth dashboard, which is the
dashboard with a “5” on the top-left corner. All the participants deleted the assigned
dashboard by clicking the “delete” button placed on the bottom-right corner of the fifth
dashboard. However, all of the participants using the current version either scrolled the
screen or dragged it to the bottom in order to delete the fifth dashboard. The reason for
this action is that for the current version, the browser window isn’t long enough to
accommodate all the five dashboards at once.

Task Eight. Participants were asked to find the profile of another specific individual at
Purdue University. Unlike with task two, this profile can’t be found through the “people
explorer”; instead, the “institution explorer” is the correct tool for searching for such
information. Thus, this task requires more constant interactions with the tool bar. All
the participants first clicked on the “people explorer” and typed the name of the indi‐
vidual into the input box. After receiving incorrect information, they clicked the “insti‐
tution explorer” icon, found the profile for Purdue University, and typed the name into
the collaborator search bar.
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4.6 Expressions During the Task Performance

Due to the design of data gathering process, not many comments were gathered.
However, several noticeable negative verbal and non-verbal expressions were captured
during the process, and a comparatively large amount of neutral verbal comments were
recorded. Next section will start with neutral expressions, following with negative
expressions.

Neutral Expressions. During task performance, interjections and short confirmations
have been used constantly for indicating a finish of one task. “ok.” “oh, I see.”
“let’s see.” “Done.” were highly used. Other than these expressions, participants merely
said or behaved anything that could be categorized into “neutral expression” category.

Negative Expressions. Several noticeable verbal comments were captured during task
performance. During task 4, two participants using current version of the tool page said
“come on!” after clicking one icon twice but nothing happened. During task 7, all 4
participants slightly muttered when they couldn’t find the fifth dashboard on the screen.

Obvious facial expressions were also recorded during task performance. During task 4,
one participant using current version of the tool page slightly frowned when clicking twice
was not triggering anything. And during task 5, all four participants using current version
of the tool page slightly frowned when the same situation happened.

4.7 Attitude Toward the Website After Task Performance

After showing two screen designs to participants, most of the feedback to the refined
version is positive.

I like the clean look of this one (refined version) rather the other website.

For this website (refined version), I have a bigger space to put this small windows.

Cool, I like this one better. The tabs are more concise.

Suggestions were also brought up. One participant said that the dashboard looks like
“a three-step process instead of individual dashboard because they are too close to each
other”. Another suggestion is that the tab “add a dashboard” is not consistent with the
dashboard above.

Though there were two participants that prefer the current version, they didn’t
provide negative feedback to the refined version. When being asked why they prefer the
current version, one participant said that the current version looks like an academic
website to him. Another participant couldn’t explain why. In his word, he was used to
the dark blue color, which might affect his judgment in some ways.

5 Discussion

The finding shows aesthetics has a positive effect on usability of DIA2, which supports
the hypothesis. There are significant differences between the performance using two
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different screen designs. It’s obvious that participants using the refined version of tool
page performed better than the participants using the current version. Moreover, due to
the design difference, two usability problems were solved in the refined version.
Although there were not many verbal or non-verbal expressions, negative expressions
were mainly concentrated in the performance that was related to current version of tool
page, which indicated that the enjoyment of using current version was not as pleasing
as using refined version. It is confirmed that in this particular case, aesthetics helps with
usability.

On the other hand, based on the pre-task interview and feedback from participants
after task performance, though most of the participants didn’t think aesthetics could help
with usability, the result shows the opposite. The refined version, which is considered
as more well-designed, has a better performance than the current version. Faced with
this conflict, it is not surprising that a majority of arguments are focusing on discussing
whether aesthetics matter. People don’t realize the fact until they perform. They tend to
trust their own experience or knowledge and are used to judge certain unknown percep‐
tion based on their consciousness. In spite of existing conclusions that it depends on the
circumstance whether aesthetics help with usability, in this case, aesthetics does have a
positive effect on usability. Specifically, this study’s results suggest that, even for a very
functional product, and even when participants claim that aesthetics would not influence
usability, aesthetics does improve both actual and perceived usability.

In addition, this study is subject to a number of limitations. The number of partic‐
ipants is not ideal. 8 is not a suitable number for quantitative data gathering. The
environment of conducting this study is not ideal. Though we were staying in each
participant’s office, researcher provided the device they used for performing the task.
Unfamiliarity of the device may affect task performance. Besides, one of the partici‐
pants has just done an eye surgery, such situation seemed to affect his performance
in a noticeable way.

6 Conclusion

Although it is widely accepted by several academic areas that aesthetics has positive
effects on perceived usability, we consider different circumstances alter different cases.
Thus, for DIA2, this particular web platform, we conducted a study in order to find out
whether the refined version of DIA2 tool page has a positive effect on usability. Eight
participants were involved in this study by being interviewed and asked to perform
8 tasks. The result demonstrated that the refined version has a positive effect on usability,
which support the hypothesis that aesthetics helps with perceived usability when using
DIA2. Future work can focus on identifying specific aspects of aesthetics and their indi‐
vidual influence on usability, in order to produce a deeper understanding of how
aesthetics affect usability.
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Appendix A: Pre-task Questionnaire, Task List, and Pro-task
Questionnaire

Pre-task questionnaire

1. What are the department and school you are in right now?
2. Have you tried to get funded by NSF?
3. What are the most painful things for you to do while working on proposal?
4. What’s your regular procedure of finding the information you want?
5. Have you ever used any systematical system for data gathering?
6. Before using DIA2, how will you image the screen will be like?

Task list

1. Name the first dashboard “my first dashboard”.
2. Find the profile of Nancy Love who works in the University of Michigan.
3. Choose another empty dashboard and name it “my second dashboard”.
4. Find the graph that shows the collaboration within Purdue University.
5. Find out a program called “MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES”.
6. Add 2 more dashboards.
7. Find the fifth dashboard and delete it.
8. Find professor Thomas Hacker who is a professor at Purdue University.

Can’t find Thomas hacker in the people explorer and then click institution.

Pro-task questionnaire

1. What’s your overall impression of the screen of DIA2?
2. Does this screen meet your expectation? Why is that?
3. Is there any specific part you like? Why?
4. Is there any specific part you think needs more improvement? And why?
5. What is your opinion towards continuing using DIA2 after this interview?
6. By comparing with the other screen, do you think the information in this website is

worthy trusting or not? Which one will you trust more? And why?
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Abstract. The integration between Agile Methods and User-Centered
Design (UCD) has been addressed by several authors in recent years.
Nevertheless, a gap remains regarding a systematically consolidated
description of agile usability practices for the final stages of UCD. Our
aim is to describe agile usability practices based on the literature in
the form of patterns, focusing on the UCD final stages, namely “Cre-
ate Design Solutions” and “Evaluate Designs”. A literature review was
conducted to identify patterns of use of agile usability practices. The
major results of the study presented here are the selection and classi-
fication of the usability practices for the UCD final stages within the
agile community and their structured presentation in the form of pat-
terns (Name, Context, Problem, Solution, and Examples). Presenting
agile usability practices as patterns can increase their applicability; it
facilitates the visualization of the similarities between the communities
of UCD and Agile Methods and also presents the ideas more clearly to
other communities that can benefit from using these patterns in their
specific development contexts.

Keywords: Agile usability · Agile UCD · Agile UX · Best practices ·
Patterns

1 Introduction

The integration between agile methods and UCD has been addressed by several
authors in recent years [1–6]. The challenge in combining these two method-
ologies focuses on finding the best way to carry out all the activities related
to usability improvement, meeting users’ real needs, designing and evaluating
interfaces within agile environments, and having typical users involved in the
activities.

There are several agile usability practices defined in the literature with differ-
ent names, representing small variations of the same practice. The description of
agile usability practices, in a common form, help to organize similar practices in
a standardized way. It can also facilitate the visualization of similarities between
the communities of UCD and Agile Methods.

In this context, we carried out earlier research leading to a description of
usage patterns of agile usability practices in the early stages of UCD, namely
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Identify Needs for Human-Centered Design, Specify Context of Use, and Spec-
ify Requirements [7]. However, a gap remains regarding a description of usage
patterns of agile usability practices in the final stages of UCD.

This study aims to describe usability practices based on the literature using
the patterns format, focusing on the UCD final stages, namely Create Design
Solutions and Evaluate Designs, within agile environments. This paper comple-
ments our previous work [7] by answering the research question: What are the
agile usability practices related to the final stages of UCD used?

2 Background

Sy [6] suggests that the aim of integrating UCD and agile methods [8,9] is
breaking UCD stages down into the agile cycles size. To do so, UCD should be
performed aiming at applying all the activities of the UCD cycle for each fea-
ture subset in agile iterations. The basis for many UCD methods is described in
an international standard (ISO 13407: Human-Centered Design Process), which
defines a general process for including human-centered activities in a develop-
ment life-cycle, but does not specify specific methods. In this standard, when
necessary to use a human-centered design process, four activities form the main
cycle of work: (i) Specifying Context of Use; (ii) Specifying Requirements; (iii)
Producing Design Solutions; (iv) Evaluating Designs.

In 2011, the systematic literature review on UCD and agile methods con-
ducted by Silva et al. [4] presented 58 studies addressing this topic. Some of them
depict an overall picture for integrating UCD and agile methods, such as Fox et
al. [5] and Sy [6]. In 2014, the systematic literature review for agile processes and
UCD integration conducted by Salah et al. [2] identified challenging factors that
restrict Agile and UCD integration, exploring the proposed practices to solve
them. This study included a total of 71 papers. In 2015, Brhel et al. [1] analyzed
83 relevant publications. The analysis resulted in five principles for user-centered
agile software development.

With a more specific focus on practices related to the final stages of UCD,
Silva et al. [10] noticed that it is difficult to perform traditional user testing
sessions due to the tight schedules inherent to Agile. They described a set of
practices used to evaluate software product usability. This paper aims at orga-
nizing the similar practices described in the literature in a pattern format and
at providing a categorization for the patterns according to the UCD final stages.

3 Method

A literature review was conducted to find the usability practices used by the
agile community. The search criterion was defined as follows:

– ((“usability” OR “usability methods” OR “User Centered Design” OR “User
eXperience” OR “Human-Computer Interaction” OR “Computer-Human
Interaction”) AND (“agile methods” OR “agile development” OR “eXtreme
Programming” OR “Scrum” OR “agile”)).
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The filtering process consisted of: (i) Reading the title, (ii) Reading the sum-
mary, and (iii) Reading the complete study. Studies were included if they met the
following criteria: (1) The study reported how usability practices were applied
to agile communities in order to raise at least one of the following pieces of infor-
mation for each practice: context, problem, or solution; (2) For separate studies
using the same data, for example, dissertation and a paper, only the study with
the most comprehensive report was included to avoid overloading a particular
data set; (3) Studies written in English. For each phase, the studies that were
not in accordance to the inclusion criteria were excluded.

4 Agile Usability Patterns for UCD Final Stages

The agile usability practices identified in our literature review were described in
the following format: (i) Name; (ii) Context; (iii) Problem; (iv) Solution; and
(v) Example, according to the definition of a pattern [11]. Following Alexander’s
definition [11], a pattern is a structured method of describing good design prac-
tices within a field of expertise. The selection of practices to become patterns
considered only the practices used by at least three different cases.

The patterns were divided into categories according to the UCD stage [12] in
which they are present, which facilitates understanding the goal of each pattern
described. The selection and classification of the usability practices for UCD
final stages within the agile community and presentation in the aforementioned
format represent the major results of this research. This paper focuses only on
the usability practices comprising the following steps of the UCD: (1) Create
Design Solutions; and (2) Evaluate Designs.

4.1 Create Design Solutions

Pattern: Low Fidelity Prototyping

Context: Need to communicate and to validate an idea, with customers and
team members, which is developed and refined quickly in agile environments.
This communication is performed during the initial stage of an agile iteration and
in meetings with team members and/or customers while the project development
evolves.

Problem: Low fidelity prototyping for the key features of the entire system
prior to development is common in traditional usability practices. This practice is
incompatible with agile environments, in which the development cycle comprises
a series of small incremental releases. Therefore, the problem is to get feedback
from customers and typical users on the interface of a subset of features within
an iteration and not for the entire system prior to the development. The main
forces involved are:

– Force 1: Getting feedback from customers and users on the interface and
the interaction flow in the early stages of the development cycle, when the
features are not implemented.
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– Force 2: Creating the interface design according to the features within an
iteration and not for the key features of the entire system prior to the devel-
opment, taking the “big picture” into account.

Solution: Low fidelity prototyping during the initial stage of an iteration and
in meetings with team members and/or customers. The main difference between
traditional low fidelity prototyping techniques and the ones used within agile
environments is that prototypes are built for a subset of features of an iteration
and not for the entire system prior to the development. The subset of features
contains the key features of an iteration, for which improving understanding is
necessary. Team members having boards with screen prototypes at the work-
place. To specify the visual layout, teams that have interface design specialists
create low fidelity prototypes as the basis for implementation.

Examples: For several authors, prototyping happens during the initial stages
of the development and is used to evaluate usability both for inquiries and user
testing [13,14]. Patton [15] defines the practice Prototype in low fidelity, inform-
ing that the prototypes only need to be good enough to understand, to learn,
and to communicate quickly. After that, he says, they can be thrown away, since
they are consumable and not deliverable for agile development.

Pattern: High Fidelity Prototyping

Context: Need to evaluate the interface and the interaction flow of a system
during the development cycle, when the features have been implemented.

Problem: High fidelity prototyping for the key features of the entire system
prior to development is common in traditional usability practices. This practice
is incompatible to agile environments, in which the development cycle comprises
a series of small incremental releases. Therefore, the problem is to get feedback
from customers and users on the interfaces of features that have been imple-
mented in each agile iteration and not for the key features of the entire system
prior to the development. The main forces involved are:

– Force 1: Getting feedback from customers and users on the interface and
on the interaction flow during the development cycle, when the features have
been implemented.

– Force 2: Creating the interface design according to the features of an iteration
and not for the key features of the entire system prior to the development,
taking the “big picture” into account.

Solution: High fidelity prototypes are part of the system under development,
which is evolving at each iteration, already with the working code. When the
features have been implemented, they are evaluated as high fidelity prototypes
which evolve depending on the development of iteration requirements. Online
techniques such as sharing access to prototype versions on the Web are used. In
an iteration, teams create the interface design and, at the subsequent iteration,
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the team of developers writes the code implementing the design proposed in the
previous iteration.

Examples: For Williams and Ferguson [16], prototypes evolve for high fidelity
prototypes. Hussain [17] cites the use of high fidelity prototypes to conduct
inquiries and usability tests with the customer. Six [18] states that: “... a user
experience team that includes front-end Web developers can prototype or even
build an application‘s actual user interface rather than writing detailed user
experience design specifications”.

Pattern: Design Studio

Context: After some UCD tasks for gathering requirements are performed,
usually in the format of user interviews or observations, there is the need to
create and to explore design versions that meet the users goals.

Problem: Creating alternative design versions for the key features of the entire
system prior to development is a way to allow the innovation to be part of the
development of traditional usability practices. However, in agile environments,
the short time of each iteration prevents exploiting several design options. The
main forces involved are:

– Force 1: Proposing innovative solutions within agile iterations, with less time
to build different interface design ideas and interaction flows.

– Force 2: Proposing innovative solutions for features of the next iteration and
not for the key features of the entire system prior to the development, taking
the “big picture” into account.

Solution: Participants come up with several alternative design solutions for
an interface during a pre-established time. When time is over, a discussion is
performed to select a design for the system interface. In the Design Studio,
each design sketch is presented to the team, which can involve developers and
UCD specialists. Then, the team has some time for reflection and criticism. At
the end of the studio, a design concept is defined and developed. The chosen
design reflects the good parts of the ideas presented during the studio. After the
studio, the user experience team creates usage scenarios from the results. Since
the design studio makes it easier to understand what the system needs are, the
development work may proceed immediately [19]. Members of the development
team might be allocated for user interface design activities. Usually, design studio
tasks are performed face-to-face with members gathered in a room to create
design versions.

Examples: Dubakov [20] describes the Design Studio methodology as a simple
and efficient way of having agile meetings. The author reports that there are
several variations for the Design Studio, but he used a simple group containing
the following 5 steps: (1) defining a problem; (2) individually brainstorming
5 ideas without exceeding 5 min per idea; (3) presenting and divide the ideas
into categories for the team; (4) discussing positive and negative characteristics
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of the ideas; and (5) selecting the interesting ideas and creating two versions
for each final solution. According to Ungar et al. [19], design studio has four
main points: (1) Research: Design Studio is guided by user research; (2) Design:
also known as pre-work, where many projects and ideas are quickly created;
(3) Studio: a one-day workshop to evaluate alternatives, make decisions and
consolidate design and (4) Participants: a team composed of designers or user
experience professionals who are willing to learn and to grow within the design
process. Evans and Gothelf [21] describe that a design studio might generate
several iterations about the design and that there are several variations of the
studio which might be employed with good effects within agile processes.

Pattern: Collaborative and Participative Design

Context: After some UCD tasks for gathering requirements are performed,
usually in the format of user interviews or observations, it is necessary to put the
perspective of each participant involved with the development cycle, to include
typical users in the interface design process, for improvement and refinement of
systems requirements.

Problem: In traditional usability practices, the UCD team creates alternative
design versions for the key features of the entire system prior to development such
that the perspective of users and customers can be incorporated. However, when
just the UCD team is involved with creating design solutions, the understanding
is not complete for the entire team to build only what has the higher value for
the business and for the end user. The main forces involved are:

– Force 1: Gathering the perspective of each participant for a design problem
into agile iterations, with less time for each session.

– Force 2: Proposing design solutions for features of the next iteration and not
for the key features of the entire system prior to the development, taking the
“big picture” into account.

Solution: Sessions for creating design versions in a collaborative way, i.e., dif-
ferent stakeholders create designs together, showing their views in relation to
the needs that have to be met by the user interface, and in a participative way,
by involving system real users. The objective is to put the point of view of each
participant to solve a design problem based on their needs in relation to the
system and their own understanding of it. As in the Design Studio, this activ-
ity stimulates innovation. Also, it allows new requirements to be suggested and
gathered during the sessions. The involvement of developers is very beneficial to
the quality of the system, both internal and external. Additionally, it allows all
team members to become involved with the stage of defining requirements. Col-
laborative design also contributes to creating a shared view among participants.

Examples: Govella [22] includes collaborative design in his list of strategies for
the user experience, in which members of the design team may sketch, talk,
and iterate to achieve a consensual idea of the design. Details only need to be
recorded if they might be forgotten. The same happens if there is an error, but
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all members understand the general view since they have worked together. For
Beltrame [23], collaborative design is all about leaving developers do part of the
ideation process and designers do part of the development process. Developers
might help proposing good solutions, which are technically suitable, and avoiding
conceptual failures due to technical limitations. Tyne [24] describes participative
design in three main tasks: (1) sketching ideas, (2) presenting ideas to the team,
and (3) criticizing presentation based on solutions. The process is repeated three
times and the fidelity of scopes increases at each cycle.

4.2 Evaluate Designs

Pattern: Tests with Users

Context: Need to obtain a spontaneous impression from the user about a version
of the system.

Problem: Evaluating the system with real users is an essential practice in tra-
ditional usability practices. However, is not a trivial task to perform tests with
users for each agile iteration with less time to run evaluations. The main forces
involved are:

– Force 1: Evaluating the system with its real users from the early stages of
the development process.

– Force 2: Conducting usability tests according to the functionalities developed
in an iteration or agile sprint, taking the “big picture” into account.

Solution: Conducting usability tests with users employing the Think aloud pro-
tocol. The central idea is to provide tasks for the users to perform while using
the system, aiming at evaluating if the tasks are easily performed or if they
encounter difficulties discovering the right path, or even if they are unable to do
the required task. The Think Aloud protocol aims at requesting users to say what
they intend to do to complete the task, what they think about the interface, and
what they thought about the steps they had to follow to accomplish the task
successfully. While users are using the system, their impressions are gathered
so as to analyze the results in relation to the accomplishment of the task. Usu-
ally, in agile teams, tests with users are conducted with the presence of project
customers and involve usability specialists. When real users are involved, usabil-
ity specialists also participate as test mediators. However, there are reports of
projects that involved several members of the team as observers and they noticed
that the developers’ view benefited from watching how real users understand the
system. Tests with users in agile teams are mostly laboratory-based, although
there are reports of successful remote tests. Normally, developers incorporate
results from tests with users into the system during the following iteration.

Examples: Expero [25] reports that when tests with users are conducted as part
of the agile process, the tests should occur before or during the development and
should have user tasks that take the “big picture” into account more than the
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limited scope of the next release. Another unique aspect of tests with users
within agile environments is to make sure that the changes recommended from
user studies find a solution in an appropriate release. It might be the case of
planning a release for the following months. Frequently, the development team
changes characteristics and functionalities. There are several reports on tests
with users functioning as the main tool for refining user interface prototype for
the next iteration [4,5,16].

Pattern: Evaluation by Inspection

Context: Need to evaluate the interface even at the initial stages of the system
without exposing serious issues to the real users.

Problem: In traditional usability practices, inspecting interface is an important
task to refine the system before introducing the features for customers or real
users. However, in agile environments, the interface refinement should be per-
formed for each agile iteration, in which time is shorter to execute inspection
and to correct problems. The main forces involved are:

– Force 1: Evaluating system usage scenarios from the very beginning and
frequently during development.

– Force 2: Not showing serious problems to real users.
– Force 3: Evaluating the usability of features of the current agile iteration.

Solution: Inspecting user interfaces, of low- or high-fidelity prototypes, through
usability scenarios, rules, or heuristics. Usability specialists perform evaluation
by inspection to verify whether the user interface under test meets the rules or
follows expected paths for the given scenarios. Normally, two or three specialists
execute it. First, each specialist individually analyzes and then what was found
to consolidate results is discussed by all. This way, tests with users are conducted
in interfaces that were already evaluated internally, without exposing (ideally)
serious issues to the real users of the product. Specialists share results with the
development team so that problems found may be corrected. Some teams report
the involvement of developers and, in this case, they describe such participation
as positive, since it facilitates the process of sharing usability knowledge with the
team. Also, meetings for consolidating results found in each individual analysis
are mostly laboratory-based. Usually, developers solve problems found during
the evaluation by inspection in the same iteration or sprint.

Examples: Similar to what occurs during tests with users, the systematic review
by Silva et al. [4] also raised user interface refinement as the main goal of evalu-
ation by inspection, according to [13,16,19]. Obendorf and Finck [26] state it is
possible to use scenarios to guide evaluation by inspection of paper prototypes.
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Pattern: RITE Method

Context: Need to identify and to solve as many problems as possible and to
check the efficacy of solutions as soon as possible.

Problem: In agile environments, there is not enough time for usability tests and
correction of problems, for each iteration, using traditional usability methods,
which leads to rare usability tests and the correction of few bugs. The main
forces involved are:

– Force 1: Receiving feedback from corrections as close as possible to tests
conduction.

– Force 2: Shortening the distance between finding usability problems and
correcting them in the system.

– Force 3: Evaluating features within agile iterations, with less time to run
tests and to correct bugs.

Solution: Identifying and solving problems found, by using tests with typical
users of the system and checking how efficient the solutions are as soon as possi-
ble. Rapid Interactive Testing and Evaluation (RITE) emphasizes changes and
quick verifications of their efficacy. Usability testing and the quickest correction
of errors. Usually, usability specialists perform RITE and its results are shared
with other team members to be evaluated.

Examples: This practice is present in the list of best practices published by
the User eXperience Magazine, focusing on changes and verifications of their
efficiency quickly [27]. For Patton [15], RITE is used to iterate the user interface
before the development. In [28], RITE is defined as a variation of traditional
usability tests, documented by Microsoft researchers in 2002, being credited to
Medlock. In sum, by testing a design with five users on the first day, on the
second day, the design is improved based on the feedback; it is tested again on
the third day; on the fourth day, another iteration is conducted, and then the
final design is tested on the fifth day with eight users. The authors also state
that RITE is not always appropriate (if there are too many tasks, for example).
However, whenever possible, it is highly recommended by them since it saves
time, promotes collaboration within the team besides customer satisfaction.

Pattern: Acceptance Tests

Context: Need to check if the goals of real users and customers were met in a
version of the system already with the working code.

Problem: Validating whether the needs of customers and typical users are being
met by the features prior to development is common in traditional usability prac-
tices, which is incompatible with agile environments, which entail adaptive plan-
ning and iterative processes. In agile environments, this task should be performed
keeping the documentation updated in relation to features that successfully or
unsuccessfully meet the needs of users. The main forces involved are:
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– Force 1: Making the validation of the system by customers and typical users
from the very beginning and frequently during development.

– Force 2: Keeping the documentation updated according to already-
implemented user needs.

– Force 3: Evaluating features within agile iterations, with less time to run
tests.

Solution: Creating automatic acceptance tests using Test Driven Development
(TDD), which is already part of agile methods. Tests are created with the cus-
tomers or typical user participation by using standard formats similar to natural
language, such that non-experts on programming are capable of describing user
needs. By conducting automatic tests based on TDD, a report is generated show-
ing the status of the defined tests. This practice helps validating the user needs and
creates an updated documentation of everything the system does, which function-
alities already have tests, and whether the tests are executed successfully.

Examples: Dyba et al. [29] describe automatic acceptance testing as a good
practice to validate user interface design. The agile community acknowledged the
importance of acceptance tests and built tools such as the Framework for Inte-
grated Test (fit.c2.com), JBehave (jbehave.org), and Cucumber (cucumber.io) to
help automate them. Automated testing is performed frequently, at least every
day or several times a day. Manual tests with users, on the other hand, are nor-
mally conducted one iteration ahead. At the end of an iteration, many agile teams
implement a system functioning in a testing environment, where automated tests
of the system and tests with users are conducted. The team continues to develop
version N+1 of the system while gathering reports on version N. Failure reports
are treated as any other requirement: they are estimated, prioritized, and put
into a requirement list to be treated in the future [30]. According to Rice [31],
these tests should not be treated as “functional tests based solely on user require-
ments”, since you are “likely to miss the same things in testing that were missed
in defining the requirements”.

5 Conclusion

According to Sy [6], all the activities of the UCD cycle should be performed
for each subset of features in agile iterations. The patterns presented organize
the practices described in the literature in a common format. Therefore, it is
possible to select the patterns of each phase of the UCD cycle that best fit
specific development environments and apply them within an agile iteration.

In addition, the patterns presented here can help understand how to integrate
the practices of UCD and agile methods, allowing developers to visualize the
similarities shared, and also the commonalities among other communities that
could use the patterns in their contexts of development. We described a set
of patterns of agile usability practices for UCD final stages extracted from the
literature. The presentation of patterns in a format including name, context,
problem, solution, and examples can increase their applicability.

http://fit.c2.com/
http://jbehave.org/
https://cucumber.io/
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Overall, the patterns described for the UCD stage - Create design solutions
- have in common the fact of seeking knowledge sharing in order to facilitate
understanding the requirements and the user interaction flow with the system.
For the patterns described for the UCD stage - Evaluate designs - there is the
need of user interface refinement for the following iteration. The goal is to eval-
uate designs during the development process, from early stages with prototypes
in low fidelity. This work complements our previous study on the early stages
of UCD [7]. Future studies may define an order of application of the patterns
according to the stage of development in an agile environment while maintaining
the DCU cycle for each agile iteration.
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Abstract. The development of interactive software typically requires the
combined skills of software developers, HCI, platform and marketing specialists
in order to create applications with good software quality, usability, and user
experience. The combination of model-based user interface development prac-
tices with pattern-based approaches that specify HCI- and software-patterns in a
formalized way and respect emerging standards, has the potential to facilitate
and automate the software development process, reduce development costs, and
provide solutions that can easily be adapted to varying contexts of use. To
satisfy these goals we have developed a framework for Pattern-based Modeling
and Generation of Interactive Systems (PaMGIS). The paper at hand describes
the topical version of the PaMGIS Pattern Specification Language (PPSL) which
is designed to accomplish both, capturing all information required to support
model-based user interface generation and offering the highest level of com-
patibility to existing pattern description languages.

Keywords: Model-based user interface development � Pattern-based
development � User interface modeling � User interface generation � HCI
patterns � Formal pattern specification

1 Introduction

The model-driven part of the PaMGIS framework is designed in the style of the
CAMELEON Reference Framework [1]. Particularly, the ontological domain and
context-of-use models are used as proposed by the CRF. However, we decided to split
the CRF platform model into a device model and a user interface (UI) toolkit model.
While the former comprises all relevant characteristics of the respective end-user
device, the latter holds information about the user interface elements that are available
on the respective underlying software development platform. This avoids redundancies
especially in cases where the same software basis supports significantly different
devices, e.g. Android on smartphones and tablet computers. On the basis of the domain
model a dialog model is prepared that, in turn, helps to derive an abstract user interface
model which is subsequently transformed into a concrete and lastly into the final user
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interface model. The various UI model transformations are affected by the information
which is deposited within the context-of-use model. An overview of the PaMGIS
models and their interrelations is illustrated in (Fig. 1).

However, the construction of the required models is a time-consuming and

error-prone task. Hence, our combined user interface development approach uses
patterns as means to alleviate the complexity of the model-driven design and trans-
formation process. The basic idea is to equip patterns with pre-assembled model
fragments which can be used as building blocks for the construction of the domain and
UI models. In addition, certain patterns could also provide valuable input for the
various model transformation steps as highlighted in (Fig. 1) .

For this purpose, we have developed the pattern specification language PPSL which
allows us both, to particularize patterns in a formal and machine-readable way and to
coevally incorporate any kind of information required to support the PaMGIS
model-driven mechanisms. Beyond that, the design of PPSL was driven by two further
major requirements. On the one hand, we aimed at the possibility to easily adopt
already existing patterns from popular and well-accepted sources, such as the pattern
collections of van Duyne [4], Tidwell [11], and van Welie [12]. On the other hand, we
intended to raise the acceptability of PPSL by offering the highest level of compatibility
to existing pattern description languages, i.e. the Pattern Language Markup Language
(PLML) 1.1 [7], PLML 1.2 [3], and the Extended Pattern Language Markup Language
(PLMLx) [1]. We also considered the Pattern and Component Markup Language
(PCML) [9] and the Task Pattern Markup Language (TPML) [10]. However, these two
languages are not elaborated within the paper at hand due to space restrictions. They
can be translated to PPSL in an analogous manner.

Fig. 1. Overview of the PaMGIS models and their interrelations
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We already have demonstrated in [5] that patterns from [4, 11, 12] can be mapped
to PLML 1.1 in at least in a semi-automatic manner. Therefore, we now emphasize on
the aforementioned pattern description languages and how respective pattern defini-
tions can be translated into PPSL-based specifications.

2 Existing Pattern Description Languages

Within the context of the CHI 2003 Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems a workshop was held named Perspectives on HCI Patterns: Concepts and
Tools. One of the goals was the definition of a uniform description language for
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) patterns. Result was the XML-compliant Pattern
Language Markup Language (PLML) version 1.1 which was intended to standardize
pattern specifications and hence allow automatic pattern processing by means of
standardized tools. PLML comprises several description elements resp. attributes,
which are listed in Table 5 [7]. Brief descriptions can be found in Sect. 3.

PLML 1.2 is a further improved refinement of PLML 1.1 and was defined in 2006
within the context of the implementation of a pattern tool called Management of User
Interface Patterns (MUIP). Major changes have been made in terms of the PLML 1.1
elements <forces>, <examples>, and <management>. Here, <forces> consists of a
sub-element <force> which allows to specify particular influence factors separately and
hencemake themindividually searchableand reusable.Thesameapplies to the<example>
element. In addition, individual examples are structured by means of the sub-elements
<example-name>, <example-diagram>, <description>, and <known-uses>. The <man-
agement> element is enriched by the additional <change-log> sub-elementwhich, in turn,
is composed of <log-creation-date> and <log-content>. The entirety of amendments in
PLML 1.2 compared to PLML 1.1 is illustrated in (Table 6) [3].

The primary goal of PLMLx is to describe patterns in a presentable, human- and
machine-readable article-like format. Like PLML 1.2, PLMLx is based on PLML 1.1.
PLMLx introduced three anew description elements, i.e. <acknowledgements>,
<resulting-context>, and <organization>. Here, <acknowledgements> provides infor-
mation on persons who were involved in the definition of the pattern and
<resulting-context> contains a description of the context which is effective after the
application of the pattern. This might include one or more new problems that need to be
resolved. The <organization> element is intended to hold pattern-related metadata and
comprises of three sub-elements, i.e. <category>, <collection> und <classification>.
Additionally, the <management> element was supplemented by three further
sub-elements, i.e. <copyright>, <license>, and <change-log>. The complete list of
differences between PLMLx and PLML 1.1 can be found in (Table 7).
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3 Introduction of the PaMGIS Pattern Specification
Language

In order to appropriately support the modeling and UI generation process the patterns
are described according to a particular markup language named PaMGIS Pattern
Specification Language (PPSL). It incorporates the original expressiveness of PLML
1.1 and remedies some of PLML’s inherent weaknesses, notably in terms of pattern
relation modeling and provision of details required for automated pattern processing
[6]. In addition, PPSL is designed to allow straight forward mapping of patterns defined
in existing description formats, i.e. PLML 1.1, PLML 1.2, PLMLx, PCML, and TPML.
According to our terminology, the current version is called PPSL 3.0.

Generally, PPSL pattern specifications are structured by means of four top level
description elements, i.e. <Head>, <Body>, <Relationship>, and <Deployment>.

Here, the <Head> element incorporates pattern metadata, including information on
pattern identification, names, work status, synopsis, originators, change history, further
sources and literature, and legal aspects. Amongst others, pattern metadata is exploited

Table 1. PPSL description elements within the top level element <Head>

Element Brief Description
<UniquePatternID>

<UPID_PatternCompilationID>
<UPID_PatternID>
<UPID_VersionNumber>
<UPID_RevisionNumber>

Unique pattern identifier
Identifier of the respective pattern collection
Identifier of the pattern
Version number of the pattern (major changes)
Revision number of the pattern (minor changes)

<Classification>
<CLSS_PatternCompilationName>
<CLSS_Domain>
<CLSS_PatternType>
<CLSS_AbstractionLevel>
<CLSS_Category>
<CLSS_Subcategory>
<CLSS_SubSubCategory>
<CLSS_Keywords>

<CLSS_Keyword>

Information on classification of the pattern
Name of the respective pattern collection
Name of the domain the pattern belongs to
Type of the pattern, e.g., “HCI pattern”
Abstraction level of the pattern
Category within the pattern collection
Sub-category within the pattern collection
Sub-sub-category within the pattern collection
List of keywords characterizing the pattern

Individual keyword
<Names>

<Name>
<Aliases>

<Alias>

Names of the pattern
Preferred name of the pattern
List of alternative names

Individual alternative name
<Status> Work status, e.g., “draft” or “released”

<Synopsis> Concise summary of the pattern’s relevance
<Contribution>

<Authors>
<Author>

<ATHR_AuthorID>
<ATHR_FirstName>

Information on contributions to the pattern
List of pattern authors

Information on an individual author
Identifier of the author
Author’s first name
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<ATHR_LastName>
<ATHR_Organization>
<ATHR_PersonalDate>
<ATHR_ContactInformation>
<ATHR_Link>

<ATHR_LinkDisplayName>
<ATHR_URL>

<Credits>

Author’s last name
Organization the author works for
Further information, e.g., a CV
Contact details
Link to a personal website

Name of the website
Actual URL

Information on contributing persons not mentioned
within the list of authors

<History>
<Ancestry>

<ANCS_PatternCompilationName>
<ANCS_PatternName>
<ANCS_PatternID>
<ANCS_Category>
<ANCS_VersionNumber>
<ANCS_RevisionNumber>
<ANCS_Link>

<ANCS_LinkDisplayName>
<ANCS_URL>

<CreationDate>
<LastModified>
<Changes>

<Change>
<CHNG_ChangeID>
<CHNG_Date>
<CHNG_VersionNumber>
<CHNG_RevisionNumber>
<CHNG_Originator>
<CHNG_Description>
<CHNG_Reason>
<CHNG_Link>

<CHNG_Link DisplayName>
<CHNG_URL>

Development of the pattern specification over time
Information on the origin of the pattern

Name of the original pattern collection
Original name of the pattern within this collection
Identifier of the pattern in this collection
Name of the respective category in this collection
Version number within this collcection
Revision number within this collection
Link to a website providing more information

Name of the Website
Actual URL

Date of pattern creation in PPSL format
Date of latest change to the pattern specification
List of changes which were applied to the pattern

Information on an individual change
Identifier of the change
Date of change
Version number before the change
Revision number before the change
Name(s) or ID(s) of author(s)
Description of the change
Reason for the change
Link to a website with further information

Name of the Website
Actual URL

<References>
<Reference>

<RFNC_Type>
<RFNC_Title>
<RFNC_Author>
<RFNC_Description>
<RFNC_Reference>

List of related sources and literature
Information on an individual source

Type of source, e.g., “book” or “website”
Titel or name of the source

Name(s) or ID(s) of author(s)
Summary in terms of purpose and contents
Unique identifier, e.g., ISBN or URL

<LegalFoundation>
<Copyright>
<License>

<LCNS_Description>
<LCNS_Type>
<LCNS_Agreement>

Legel foundation regarding the usage of the pattern
Information on copyright restrictions
License-related information

Description of the licensing
Type of license, e.g., “GNU”
License agreement or link to it

<FurtherInformation> Further information not yet mentioned in <Head>
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to retrieve particular patterns within a pattern repository. An overview of the
description elements of <Head> are listed in (Table 1).

The PPSL top level element <Body> represents the description of the actual pattern
and is divided into the two sub-elements <Theory> and <Practice>. The former holds
theoretical background information, including descriptions of the problem to be solved,
the application context, and the solution for the given problem. The latter provides
practical examples and known uses as well as results of usability activities, e.g. user
testing. Details of the <Body> element are provided in (Table 2).

Relations between patterns can be defined by the <Relationship> top level element
of PPSL. Compared to PLML 1.1 the identification of related patterns is more precise.
Hence, relations between particular pattern versions resp. revisions of patterns can be
expressed. (Table 3) shows the structure of the <Relations> element.

Finally, the <Deployment> top level element is a further development of the PLML
1.1 element <Implementation> and incorporates, amongst others, the information
required for automatic processing and model construction within the PaMGIS
framework.

It is designed to hold fragments of PaMGIS’s fundamental models, including task
model, concept model, dialog model, abstract UI (AUI) model, concrete UI
(CUI) model, and final UI (FUI) model fragments. These model fragments are intended
to be automatically integrated into the overall PaMGIS models as soon as the frame-
work user selects and applies them. They can be regarded as building blocks for the
PaMGIS models which have the potential to speed up the model design process, feature
reuse of design work, and positively contribute to high usability and acceptable user
experience of the final user interface. The structure of the PPSL top level element
<Deployment> is depicted in (Table 4).

4 Mapping Existing Pattern Description Languages to PPSL

The mapping of PLML 1.1 description elements to PPSL is shown in Table 5. The left
column contains the PLML 1.1 source elements while the right column specifies the
respective PPSL target elements.

In a similar way, the correlation between PLML 1.2 and PPSL is illustrated in
(Table 6) Due to space limits solely the differences between PLML 1.1 and PLML 1.2
are listed.

Finally, (Table 7) outlines the relation between PLMLx and PPSL. Like before,
only the differences to PLML 1.1 are listed.

Due to lack of space we do not elaborate on the relationship between PCML
resp. TPML and PPSL. However, the mapping is feasible analogously in both cases.
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Table 2. PPSL description elements within the top level element < Body>

Element Brief Description
<Theory>

<Problem>
<PRBL_Digest>
<PRBL_Elaboration>

<Context>
<CNTX_Digest>
<CNTX_Elaboration>

<Solution>
<SLTN_Digest>
<SLTN_Elaboration>

<Forces>
<Force>

<FRCE_Digest>
<FRCE_Elaboration>

<Rationale>
<Confidence>

<ResultingContext>
<Diagrams>

<Diagram>

Theoretical aspects regarding the pattern
Description of the problem to be solved

Summary
Detailed description

Situations in which the pattern can be applied
Summary
Detailed description

Description of how to resolve the problem
Summary
Detailed description

List of forces in the environment
Force that the pattern will resolve

Summary
Detailed description

Discussion and any principled reasons
Rating of how likely the pattern provides an
invariant solution for the given problem
Context after the application of the pattern
List of schematic visualization of the pattern

Individual schematic visualization
<Practice>

<Examples>
<Example>

<XMPL_Type>
<XMPL_ExampleID>
<XMPL_Label>
<XMPL_Description>
<XMPL_Diagram>
<XMPL_Images>
<XMPL_Image>

<XMPL_Realizations>
<XMPL_Realization>

<XMPL_Modelings>
<XMPL_Modeling>
<XMPL_ModelFragmentID>

<Known Uses>
<KnownUse>

<KNWN_CreationDate>
<KNWN_KnownUseID>
<KNWN_Label>
<KNWN_Description>
<KNWN_Originator>
<KNWN_Link>
<KNWN_LinkDisplayName>
<KNWN_URL>

<KNWN_Images>
<KNWN_Image>

<UsabilityFeedback>

Pratical aspects regarding the pattern
List of application examples (within PaMGIS)

Information on one individual example
Example type, i.e., (counter)example
Identifier of the example
Name of the example
Textutal description of the example
Schematic visualization of the example
List of relevant images

Individual image, e.g., a screenshot
List of links to implementations

Individual link to an implementation
List of modelings

Individual modeling (list of links)
Link to model fragments within the PPSL
description element <Deployment>

List of known uses (outside of PaMGIS)
Information on one individual known use

Date of creation
Identifier of the known use
Name of the known use
Textual description
Name of the originator
Link to a website using the pattern

Name of the website
Actual URL

List of relevant images
Individual image, e.g., a screenshot

Results of usability activities, e.g., user testing
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Table 3. PPSL description elements within the top level element < Relationship>

Element Brief Description
<RLTN_Information> Textual description of relations to other patterns
<Relations>

<Relation>
<RLTN_RelationID>
<RLTN_Label>
<RLTN_Nature>
<RLTN_Type>
<RLTN_Reference>

<RLTN_PatternCompilationID
<RLTN_PatternCompilationName>
<RLTN_PatternID
<RLTN_PatternName>
<RLTN_VersionNumber>
<RLTN_RevisionNumber>

<RLTN_Description>

List of relations to other patterns
Information on an individual relation

Identifier of the relation
Name of the relation
Nature of relation (within PaMGIS or external)
Type of relation, e.g., “aggregation”
Identity of the related pattern

Identifier of the respective pattern collection
Name of the respective pattern collection
Identifier of the related pattern
Name of the related pattern
Version number of the related pattern
Revision number of the related pattern

Textual description, comments, and hints

Table 4. PPSL description elements within the top level element < Deployment>

Element Brief Description
<Implementations>

<Implementation>
<IMPL_ImplementationID>
<IMPL_Label>
<IMPL_Description>
<IMPL_Code>

List of possible implementations
Information on an individual implementation

Identifier of the implementation
Name of the implementation
Textual description of the implementation
Code fragments

<EmbeddingLinks>
<EmbeddingLink>

<EMBL_EmbeddedLinkID>
<EMBL_Label>
<EMBL_ReferenceClassID>
<EMBL_UMLRelationshipType>

List of links to OOA and/or OOD models (see [8])
Information on an individual link

Identifier of the link
Name of the link
Class within the OO model being referenced
UML type of relationship

<PaMGIS>
<ModelFragments>

<ModelFragment>
<MDFR_Type>
<MDFR_FragmentID>
<MDFR_Label>
<MDFR_Purpose>
<MDFR_Fragment>
<MDFR_Base>

<MDFR_BaseReference>
<MDFR_Annotation>

Information for processing with PaMGIS
List of model fragments

Information on an individual model fragment
Type of model fragment, e.g., task model
Identifier of model fragment
Name of model fragment
Description of the purpose of the fragment
Actual model fragment
List of references to model fragments from
which the current fragment has been derived

ID of an individual model fragment
Comments and annotations in textual format
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

Within the present paper we introduced the topical version of the PaMGIS Pattern
Specification Language (PPSL). On the one hand, it is designed to equip patterns with
all information required to use them as building blocks for model construction in the
context of the PaMGIS framework. On the other hand, PPSL strives for best possible
compatibility to existing pattern description languages in order to enable the reuti-
lization of already available patterns without major efforts. To this effect, we demon-
strated how PLML 1.1, PLML 1.2, and PLMLx can be mapped to PPSL. Mapping of
PCML and TPML is also possible, but not elaborated in the paper due to space limits.

Table 5. Mapping of PLML 1.1 to PPSL

PLML 1.1 Element Corresponding PPSL Element
<patternID> <Head> <UniquePatternID> <UPID_PatternID>
<name> <Head> <Names> <Name>
<alias> <Head> <Names> <Aliases>
<illustration> <Body> <Practice> <Examples> <Example>
<problem> <Body> <Theory> <Problem>
<context> <Body> <Theory> <Context>
<forces> <Body> <Theory> <Forces> <Force>
<solution> <Body> <Theory> <Solution>
<synopsis> <Head> <Synopsis>
<diagram> <Body> <Theory> <Diagrams> <Diagram>
<evidence> Merely used for structuring purposes; not required in PPSL

<example>
<rationale>

<Body> <Practice> <Examples> <Example>
<Body> <Theory> <Rationale>

<confidence> <Body> <Theory> <Confidence>
<literature> <Head> <References> <Reference>
<implementation> <Deployment> <Implementations> <Implementation>
<related-patterns> <Relationship> <RLTN_Information>
<pattern-link>

<type>
<patternID>
<collection>
<label>

<Relationship> <Relations> <Relation>
<RLTN_Type>
<RLTN_Reference> <RLTN_PatternID>
<RLTN_Reference> <RLTN_PatternCompilationName>
<RLTN_Label>

<management>
<author>
<credits>
<creation-date>
<last-modified>
<revision-number>

Merely used for structuring purposes; not required in PPSL
<Head> <Contribution> <Authors> <Author>
<Head> <Contribution> <Credits>
<Head> <History> <CreationDate>
<Head> <History> <LastModified>
<Head> <UniquePatternID> <UPID_RevisionNumber>
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To fulfill the aforementioned requirements PPSL consists of a multitude of
description elements. In order to preserve manageability of the pattern specifications
we semantically grouped them into the four top level elements <Head>, <Body>,
<Relationship>, and <Deployment>. In addition, the patterns are created, managed,
retrieved, and applied with the aid of a set of tools included in the PaMGIS framework.

Our upcoming activities will target on the augmentation of our pattern repository.
For this, we will focus on both, the translation and enrichment of existing patterns and
the development of new domain-specific patterns, e.g. for electronic vending and
commerce. Further, we intend to intensify our research on how results of usability
activities, e.g. user testing, can be exploited to improve the quality of our patterns and
hence also of the user interfaces being generated by PaMGIS. As a consequence, this
will entail more substance and structure of the PPSL description element <Body>
<Practice> <UsabilityFeedback>.

Table 6. Mapping of PLML 1.2 PPSL (differences of PLML 1.2 compared to PLML 1.1)

PLML 1.2 Element Corresponding PPSL Element
<collection> <Head> <Classification> <CLSS_PatternCompilationName>
<forces>

<force>
<Body> <Theory> <Forces>

<Force>
<example>

<example-name>
<example-diagram>
<description>
<known-uses>

<Body> <Practice> <Examples> <Example>
<XMPL_Label>
<XMPL_Diagram>
<XMPL_Description>

<Body> <Practice> <KnownUses>
<literature>

<work-name>
<reference>

Merely used for structuring purposes; not required in PPSL
<Head> <References> <Reference> <RFNC_Title>
<Head> <References> <Reference> <RFNC_Reference>

<implementation>
<implementation-name>
<code>
<other-details>

<Deployment> <Implementations> <Implementation>
<IMPL_Label>
<IMPL_Code>
<IMPL_Description>

<pattern-link>
<revision-number>

<Relationship> <Relations> <Relation>
<RLTN_Reference> <RLTN_RevisionNumber>

<management>
<change-log>

<log-creation-date>
<log-content>

Merely used for structuring purposes; not required in PPSL
<Head> <History> <Changes>

<Change> <CHNG_Date>
<Change> <CHNG_Description>
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Abstract. Globalization and digital transformation increasingly drives agility
requirements of business processes, hand-in-hand with execution support by
highly flexible, interactive and distributed socio-technical systems. The design of
such systems spans the conceptual level of business process models and the
implementation level with regard to the organizational environment (assignment
of tasks to units/people) and the IT environment (assignment of tasks to applica‐
tions or services). The organizational and IT environment are often quite heter‐
ogeneous, particularly in large, globally operating organizations. The latter may
also face specific regulations in different countries, which impacts the way of
doing business there. As a consequence, multiple business process variants are
developed, both with respect to the organization of work, and IT support.
However, such a business reality limits the desirable homogeneity of solutions.
It rather requires design concepts allowing for technical and organizational flex‐
ibility while keeping mutual coherence. We present ideas for a pattern-based
concept ensuring both. It combines System of Systems (SoS) thinking and Subject
oriented BPM (S-BPM).

Keywords: System of systems · BPM · S-BPM · Process variants

1 Introduction

Globally operating enterprises are doing business in many countries. While following
the same objective, like selling cars, operations at different locations usually vary
depending on the organizational environment, he IT support for accomplishing tasks,
and other factors, e.g., legal regulations.

Business Process Management (BPM) is a widely accepted approach to align
different operational aspects. It comprises several activities like process discovery,
design, implementation and execution. One way to capture the different business reali‐
ties is to identify process variants embedded in a specific target environment.
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Thereby, tasks specified in a process model are assigned to units/members of the organ‐
ization and their IT support is realized by integrating existing with newly implemented
applications and services.

The result is a set of Locally Executable Business Processes (LEBP), being consid‐
ered as combinations of work procedure descriptions (process models) and their embed‐
ding into the local organization and IT infrastructure.

This perspective in many ways refers to the notion of System of Systems (SoS) as
‘a set or arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful systems are
integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities’ [16]. As systems of
systems in the mentioned context can be seen:

• the overall structural organization as the sum of all local, subsidiary parts of the
organization, in the end representing the human resources (e.g., departments, teams,
places, people)

• the overall process organization as the sum of (partial) process models
• the overall IT infrastructure as the sum of all distributed IT resources, which can be

integrated in order to support operation (e.g., workflow engines, enterprise resource
planning systems, enterprise content management systems, enterprise service bus
etc.)

• the overall operational business system of the enterprise as the sum of all LEBPs,
representing the enterprise architecture. Each LEBP itself can also be seen as an SoS,
as a whole providing a particular solution for running the respective business process.

The major challenge for practical use is to effectively and efficiently design and
maintain those systems of systems. Here some of the characteristics of SoS come into
play as there are operational and managerial independence of elements, evolutionary
development, emergent behavior and geographic distribution. The exchange of
messages and the agreements upon their content facilitate the interconnection and inter‐
operability of the SoS parts. They are a prerequisite for the contribution of the single,
autonomous systems to the achievement of higher-level goals, like jointly accomplishing
business process instances, as well as for emergent behavior of the SoS. The independ‐
ence of the single systems and their lose coupling to a SoS allow changing, replacing
and adding pieces without affecting other parts. This is exactly what agile behavior of
an enterprise requires.

Following the System of Systems notion we present a pattern-based process frame‐
work for specifying building blocks of highly flexible yet consistent and coherent
process execution support systems. This is of particular interest not only for engineering
internal but also cross-enterprise systems-of-systems, e.g., along supply chains or
networks. The framework is based on the subject-oriented approach to Business Process
Management (S-BPM), which puts the communication of active entities and their indi‐
vidual behavior in a business process in the center of interest. This perspective on work
procedure level finds its analogy on IT level with the concept of communicating micro‐
services, which, however, is not part of this paper.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: After this introduction we look
at related work. In Sect. 3 we present our concept for a Subject-oriented Process System
of Systems, before we conclude in Sect. 4.
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2 Related Work

Subject-Oriented Business Process Management (S-BPM). S-BPM is a communi‐
cation-oriented paradigm focusing on subjects as acting parties in business processes
(people, systems) [7]. These parties are loosely coupled and synchronize their work on
the common goal of executing process instances by exchanging messages. Each subject
has a behavior defining the work procedure to accomplish its contribution to the process
result. Subject representatives can model subject behaviors independently as long as the
messages (interfaces) remain untouched or are agreed upon newly. This behavior encap‐
sulation allows highly flexible self-organization, with the communication structure
assuring overall coordination. It also facilitates exchanging behavior descriptions
without affecting other parts of the process model. On the implementation level the
notion of subjects decouples their occurrence in a process model from people or systems
executing their behavior at runtime. This feature fosters implementation and execution
flexibility, e.g., identical process activities can be performed by different organizational
units and supported by different IT solutions at various locations (e.g., headquarter and
subsidiaries).

Systems of Systems. [3] in their recent report introduce ‘platform’ to abstract from
concrete elements, such as vehicles, in a universe of discourse depending on a certain
context. A ‘platform architecture’, consequently, ‘may reflect the separation of payload
from platform’ (p. 3). Extending the traditional notion of industry platform they identify
a SoS platform as provider of ‘common information models (semantics) and common
communication mechanism (ibid.) It may also prescribe patterns or sequences of inter‐
action for certain SoS functions’ (ibid.). In analogy to that understanding, S-BPM as a
SoS platform supports interoperation among systems, as its subject diagrams scope
business-relevant information models that can be shared and mutually interact based on
a common communication mechanism, namely exchanging messages.

With respect to designing an SoS architecture from scratch [3] identified top-down
decomposition as one way to accomplish interoperability. Their empirical findings indi‐
cate that developers recognize the claim for architectural ‘purity’ which cannot be
achieved in a straightforward way. As a consequence not all systems of SoS are change‐
able. In those cases, rather than rethinking modularity based on a common communi‐
cation mechanism, only interfaces can be managed. From DoD’s SoS experience, the
developers concluded the focus of design should be on runtime with an integrator for
the infrastructure and the constituent systems. They warn from the effort to integrate
differently architected systems for autonomous operations to collaborate without a
common information exchange pattern (p. 15f.)

[8] recognized decomposition and bottom-up construction to be complementary
along spiral development of SoS, as it reflects the dynamics of accomplishing change.
In addition, constituent systems of SoS should be self-aware, at least on the goal level,
in order to meet challenges on a level of single systems (cf. [2]). Explicit representation
of goals could help to adjust a system in operation during build time in the sense of
identifying a ‘best fit’ for each component handling a global task before actually
executing a SoS. However, such a perspective needs revisiting Requirements
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Engineering and the embodiment of fundamental SoS categories, such as directness,
acknowledged objectives, collaboration, and virtuality with respect to control (cf. [14]).

Recognizing the resulting need of structured tool support [4] have developed
COMPASS aiming for collaborative SoS development (see also [10]). In that context,
they came up with a modeling language representing the particularities of SoS. However,
they were focusing on abstract SoS modeling concepts rather than a particular execution
logic controlling SoS behavior, as e.g., the hypergraph approach for constraint satisfac‐
tion [11].

The COMPASS language abstracts from SoS as a collection of constituent systems.
They are specified by SoS behavior which is very likely to be incomplete (as emergence
hinders capturing all cases). However, in line with S-BPM, each constituent system has

• to have a specification of its behavior relevant to the SoS
• to provide sufficient state information to allow the constituent system to be verified

and executed
• to represent a consistent abstraction of the specification, however, its internal state

need not be exactly the same as the actual system specification
• to have a specification, that is completely independent of the overall SoS. If it is not

possible to create such a specification, then it may not be a system in its own right.

In order to capture operation of SoS, a SoS model should include an infrastructure
specification, modelled as constituent systems. ‘These parts of the overall specification
are used to either bind the component systems into the SoS, or to provide a bit of extra
functionality beyond what is provided by any of the constituent systems. Full specifi‐
cations of these constituent systems must be provided in detail to all members of the
SoS’ [4, p. 452].

From a managerial perspective, SoS projects benefit from a layered approach to
define dynamic behavior capabilities in the course of analysis, e.g., as provided by [19].
Their Base Level addresses networked actors in terms of human agents. They utilize
information and resources to perform (project) activities. The Activity Level contains
networked activities abstracted from the actions (including interaction) of the networked
actors on the Base Level. The Process Level networks processes as aggregates of
Activity Level’s activities. Finally, the Project Level captures all emerging properties
from the network on the Process Level.

Modelling Process Variants. This topic has been investigated for quite a while.
Approaches range from the so-called fragmented- or multi-model concept to the consoli‐
dated- or single-model concept [5, 9]. However, [13] state ‘Striking a trade-off between
modelling each process variant separately versus collectively in a consolidated manner
is still an open research question.’ We do not discuss this question in more detail, but
rather resolve this issue pragmatically.
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3 Subject-Oriented Process System of Systems

3.1 Drivers for Locally Executable Business Processes

The number of various Locally Executable Business Processes necessary to cover oper‐
ation on all markets depends on the diversity of the respective environment. To identify
LBEPs we suggest a three-dimensional model, inspired by [1, 6, 12]. It comprises the
following, partially interdependent dimensions:

• Market. This dimension represents variation caused by the location where a process
is executed, and its consequences. Factors like differing legal regulation or habits can
limit standardization of business logic or let it seem not reasonable.

• Organization. Organization refers to the question of whether tasks of a process being
operated in different markets are executed by similar organizational units or roles.

• IT. The IT dimension serves to differentiate applications and services in place to
support processes at various locations.

As each dimension can comprise an arbitrary number of characteristics and therefore
can be split differently, the resulting body is a cuboid. It can be partitioned repeatedly
into sub-cuboids, all of which represent an LEBP, suitable for the particular combination
(see Fig. 1). Process variants not necessarily differ in all dimensions, allowing for stand‐
ardization with patterns wherever possible and reasonable. On the other hand, not all
combinations may actually occur, meaning there can exist empty sub-elements. Never‐
theless, the cuboid covers all enterprise operations.

Fig. 1. Dimensions of LBEPs

An example from the automotive industry shows how IT infrastructure causes
variants and LBEPs. The following scenario is about arranging an appointment for car
maintenance in a garage, which is part of the overall car service process. The way the
process works for the garage, belonging to a dealership, and the car manufacturer, mainly
depends on whether the dealership has an own Dealer Management System (DMS) or
not. Figure 2 depicts the resulting variants with the effect on the distribution of the
business logic.
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Fig. 2. Process variants

In variant 1 the customer articulates an appointment request to the dealer (1). There, an
employee there uses the DMS to manage customer data, dates etc. (2), to connect to an
application system AS 1 of the car manufacturer (3), to synchronize data, and to get access
credentials to be passed on to the customer (4). Then, the customer can access this system
via a portal (5, 6). Data in AS 1 is also maintained by the sales department on the manu‐
facturer’s side (7, 6). In this variant main parts of the business logic is represented in the
DMS, only a few steps for handling the data access are executed in AS1.

In case of variant 2 the customer either directly accesses AS1 through the portal (if
registered before) (5, 6), or the sales person at the Dealer’s does that by proxy, using a
browser (1, 2, 4). The overall business logic is different, the processes on both sides need
to be designed accordingly.
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3.2 Concept of the Process Framework

To cope with the sketched variety, the objective is to model process fragments, i.e.
subsystems, ensuring their maximal independence and interoperability, as well as
constructing largely generic patterns where these systems can be plugged in. As
mentioned in the previous sections the System of Systems philosophy and the S-BPM
approach as an SoS platform seem to provide conceptual ground for a process framework
meeting these requirements.

S-BPM considers humans and systems as subjects, having an encapsulated behavior
and exchanging messages in order to coordinate their activities. Systems in this context
can be processes, IT applications or services, robots etc. This notion allows building
SoS solutions for process execution support, both decomposing top-down and
constructing bottom-up as suggested by [3, 8], in any case consisting of elements loosely
coupled by message exchange in order to accomplish interoperability.

While decomposition splits processes from the business perspective horizontally and
vertically (hierarchically) into pieces or phases linked by messages, construction based
on behavior of distinct systems lets the communication structure evolve, when they need
to be linked in order to accomplish a (sub) process.

Any of the dimensions in Sect. 3.1 can give evidence for how to crop process parts
during initial design and when changes occur over time. They also determine whether
independent building blocks need to be modified, replaced, added etc.

Figure 3 depicts the frame of the already mentioned car service process, being
decomposed in subsystems representing phases of the overall process. Subject orienta‐
tion considers a business process to be a system of communicating entities. They produce
results that add to accomplishing the task of the overall process system. Following this
notion, each subsystem contains the involved subjects, their interaction and their indi‐
vidual behavior. Messages between subjects in different phases connect the parts loosely,
however, deliver results. Although linear with a back loop in the example, the commu‐
nication pattern can be networked. The figure also shows three variants of the ‘Arrange
Appointment’ phase, each of which can be plugged in the frame depending on their fit
to the concrete situation. The only constraint is to assure compatibility or adaptation of
the connecting messages.

The coupling by messages facilitates easy variation both horizontally regarding the
phases, and vertically over multiple levels of detail. This allows situative design of
LBEPs, where business and system architects can select or develop the variant fitting to
each phase or, within phases, the relevant subjects (i.e., their encapsulated behavior).
This is not only valid for initial design, but also for maintenance.

Architects can create patterns with identical building blocks for situations with
similar characteristics of the cuboid dimensions, and add or replace only those with
deviating facts. In our sample, variant 1 of ‘Arrange Appointment’ can be applied as a
pattern for all cases (countries, markets, etc.) where the dealership has a DMS, assuming
there are no differences with respect to the other dimensions. In cases without DMS, the
same process frame (pattern) is used, but with variant 2 another pattern is plugged in,
specifying different subjects, communication structure and behavior (see Fig. 3).
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Case-specific design and plugging building blocks into the frame on demand is a
compromise of existing ways to generate process variants, as there are behavior-based
and structural configurations [17]. The first starts with a comprehensive model covering
all known aspects. Subsequently, variants are derived by hiding and blocking model
parts. Structural configuration uses a base model and pre-specified changes (e.g., insert,
delete, move activities) to be applied at adjustment points. In case of many variants, both
approaches may cause extensive effort.

Major benefits from our concept can be expected w.r.t. reducing complexity while
increasing flexibility, due to encapsulating and loosely coupling of building blocks.
Replacing elements is possible with minimal effect on other parts, either at design time
or in the course of deployment. Such straightforward reconfiguration facilitates emer‐
gence of new behavior.

4 Conclusion and Further Research

We combined the SoS philosophy and the S-BPM approach to a concept for engineering
comprehensive yet flexible process execution support systems. The concept particularly
aims for globally acting enterprises requiring many different Locally Executable Busi‐
ness Processes.

The concept is in an early stage of development. It is currently tested, revised and
detailed in a practical setting in industry. Revisions will undergo evaluation efforts in
future. For instance, detailing processes refers to IT implementation in terms of LBEPs

Fig. 3. Process frame and variants
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using micro-services. This is a logical consequence as the presented concept is their
counterpart on the level of business process models. Micro-services as small, decoupled
pieces of software, implemented in different programming languages, and representing
certain encapsulated capabilities are correspond to the representatives of the IT dimen‐
sion of the cuboid in Fig. 1 [15]. By communicating via language-independent inter‐
faces, they allow building complex applications following a modular LBEP architecture
whose elements can easily be replaced. Strategic alignment of business process variants
(e.g., see [18]) is another topic to be investigated to see how the presented approach can
be related to business strategies.
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Abstract. In this paper, terms and techniques are revisited to discuss a termi‐
nology for different kinds of reuse. It identifies problems of currently used termi‐
nology and suggests using the term generic submodel. An ontology for terms like
template, component, subroutine, pattern, and generic submodel is provided.
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1 Introduction

Model-based approaches have proven to be useful for developing interactive systems
[12]. However, creating models is still challenging. Even with tool support modeling of
real world problems is still time consuming an error prone.

The number of errors can be reduced if existing building blocks can be assembled
that have proven to be useful in other projects. This phenomenon is well known from
programming. The reuse of already tested code fragments is very helpful to improve the
quality of software. For programming subroutines, templates, macros, components, and
patterns are known concepts to reuse already specified knowledge.

There have been attempts to apply similar ideas to specifications describing the
activities of humans in form of task models or workflow specifications. We will have a
look at such approaches and try to harmonize the terminology.

The paper is structured in such a way that reuse of task models and reuse of workflow
specifications are revisited and discussed separately. Afterwards, it is tried to find a
common terminology in a kind of ontology. The paper ends with a summary and an
outlook.

2 Reuse of Models

From our point of view, the reuse of models in general is best supported by Design
Patterns [11]. They allow the reuse of modeling knowledge on an abstract level.
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First, a submodel has to be identified that is a candidate for a pattern application. After
a pattern was identified that is appropriate, the solution has to be adapted to the context
provided by the submodel. An instance of the pattern is created that is ready for inte‐
gration (application). The four application steps of design patterns can be formalized in
the following way.

1. Identification: A subset M’ of the original model M is selected for pattern applica‐
tion 𝐌′ ⊆ 𝐌

2. Selection: A pattern P is selected that can be usefully applied to M’
3. Adaptation: The pattern P is adapted to the current context C of M’. As a result a

pattern instance I is delivered. 𝐀 (𝐏,𝐂) = 𝐈

4. Integration: The instance I is integrated into M’ 𝐅 (𝐌
′, 𝐈) = 𝐌′∗ (which also

changes M to M*)

Design patterns are generic solutions for reoccurring problems. UML provides a notation
for applying design patterns. Figure 1 provides an example for that.

Fig. 1. Application of the GoF patterns observer

Identification was performed by selecting the appropriate classes. Selection was done
manually to insert the pattern symbol with the name observer. Adaptation is represented
by the connecting arcs. In the above example, there are e.g. two concrete observers.
Integration is not represented. The consequences of the pattern application have to be
done manually. However, tool support is provided for pattern application in a different
way by some case tools.

Additionally to the application of patterns, UML has a notion for generic classes.
However, tool support is missing for presenting the resulting models in all case tools
we know.

In the following two paragraphs, we will have a look at approaches applying ideas
of patterns and genericity for models able to describe activities of humans.
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2.1 Reuse for Task Models

In [3] the term task pattern was discussed the first time. However, it was defined as sub-
tree only. Within the HAMSTERS environment ([9, 10]) this kind of reuse is called
submodel.

The usage of generic task patterns was suggested in [7]. Tool support for task patterns
was discussed in [13]. It was shown how generic task patterns were adapted to the context
of use and inserted into a larger model. However, in both cases the substitution of
parameter values was considered to be performed during design time only. In [5] the
runtime substitution of parameter values was discussed the first time for such models.
For those patterns, the notation of HAMSTERS was used that allows submodels, proce‐
dures, and conditional sub-trees.

To get an impression of the notation, we will specify an example that was given as
introduction to BPMN modeling [1]. It originally specifies that it is noticed that some‐
body recognizes to be hungry. Groceries have to be acquired to be able to prepare the
meal. After preparing the meal, it can be eaten. Afterwards, hunger is satisfied. Pre- and
post-conditions are not visually represented in Hamsters. Therefore, the task model
looks like the graphics presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Task model for overcoming hunger

The presented model can be generalized in such a way that activities of thirsty people
can be covered as well. The following generic task model component fulfills the
mentioned requirements. It can be instantiated to models for hungry and thirsty people
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Generic component to overcome hunger or thirst
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Two parameters are used. The first one is called item and can have the values
“groceries” for meals and “ingredients” for drinks. The second parameter result can have
the values “meal” and “drink”. Instantiating the task component with “groceries” and
“meal” results nearly in the original model. The only difference is the task eat meal that
is generalized to consume meal to abstract eat and drink to consume. A further parameter
could have been introduced to deliver exactly the original model.

Additional, to simply propagating values it is possible to make decisions based on
these values during design time as well as during runtime. Within runtime, it can be
decided, whether values for parameters are used at instantiation time or at decision time.

2.2 Reuse of Workflow Models

Van der Aalst et al. introduced 20 workflow patterns in [15]. Most of these patterns are
discussed on a low level of abstraction (see also [16, 17]). They describe solutions for
workflow patterns on the level of language features like sequences, alternatives, proce‐
dure, metaphors etc.

They are not on the level of describing something like buying or managing some‐
thing. In [6] we introduced the concept of generic components for BPMN specifications.
The hungry people example that was already used for task models [1] was generalized
to a generic component. Figure 4 provides this example.

Fig. 4. Generic workflow component for supporting hungry or thirsty people

Fig. 5. Instantiation and instance of a generic workflow component
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Parameter P1 is expected to have the values “thirsty” or “hungry”. The second
parameter P2 specifies the required resources. It can have the values “groceries” or
“ingredients”. The third parameter P3 specifies the wanted final result. The values could
be “drink“ or “meal”. Figure 5 presents the component with parameter values “hunger”,
“groceries”, and “meal” and the corresponding instance of the pattern with substituted
parameters.

Hopefully, the selected example allows a good understanding of the idea and a good
comparison of task models and workflow specifications. However, it might be too tiny
to show the advantages of reuse of existing generic component.

Therefore, an example for ordering a pizza is recalled and generalized. The pizza
that is ordered is represented by parameter <sthg> which stays for something. The term
“Hungry for Pizza” is generalized to “Keen on <sthg>”. Correspondingly, “Hunger
satisfied” is replaced by “Satisfied with <sthg>. Additionally, the roles “pizza
customer”, “pizza vendor” and “pizza chief” are replaced by “<sthg> customer”,
“<sthg> vendor” and “<sthg> creator” respectively. The resulting generic workflow
component is presented in the following Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Generic workflow component based on the pizza ordering example from [2]

The generic workflow component allows not only the specification of ordering pizzas
but also of sandwiches in a simple way.

Analysts or business process modelers have simply to instantiate the generic
submodel accordingly by providing appropriate parameter values.
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2.3 Discussion

Currently, generic components are implemented only for task models for the
HAMSTERS case tool [8]. In a case study existing task models describing tasks for a
ground segment application was reengineered.

The application is used to monitor and to control the Picard satellite that was launched
in 2010 for solar observation. More details about the system are discussed in [5, 9, 10].

The task models became smaller and better readable. The identification of possible
component applications allowed even to correct an existing modeling mistake.

Some statistical data are recalled in the following Table 1.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of the approach (from [5])

Structuring methods Number of tasks Number of operators Reduction percentage
Flat model (without

composition mech‐
anisms)

59 13 Reference model for
calculus

Structuring with sub-
models, subrou‐
tines and compo‐
nents

35 7 41 % less tasks and
46 % less operators
than in flat model

Using structuring mechanisms allowed to reduce the size of the specification by
nearly 50 %. This makes us hope that workflow specifications can benefit in the same
way. Their similarity was already discussed in [4].

The wording for the different technologies is quite difficult to follow. The term
pattern e.g. is used quite differently. Within the context of workflow specifications, it is
used quite specific. In the context of workflows, a sequence of actions is called a pattern
[15]. This is quite different for task models. In the context of tasks, a pattern is considered
to be something more abstract like buying something or running a shop. It is also
considered to be generic [7].

While reviewing the models of an existing project we identified our generic task
patterns as reusable submodels. They allowed us to model the project in a more compact
and better readable way [5]. Our first submission used the term generic patterns.

However, reviewers complained that the identified generic submodels are too
specific to be patterns. It was suggested to use the term generic component. Indeed our
specified submodels are in no way general patterns that have to be taught to analysts.
They are in some way similar to subroutines. In addition to subroutines of Hamsters,
task names are not the same all the time. With respect to this aspect, the notion of a
template describes the behavior in a better way.

However, templates assume to get all values for generic parameters at the same time.
Most of the time this parameter substitution is performed during design time. This could
be extended to instantiation time or even runtime. Nevertheless, the combination of value
propagation during design time, instantiation time, and runtime is not part of the concept
of templates.
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Therefore, the term generic component was used in the implementation and in several
publications.

Unfortunately, some aspects of the technology we are proposing do not fit to the
concept of components. In fact, components support information hiding, which is not
true for our ideas. There is one important aspect we want to support. Stakeholders should
be able to see the instances of the so called generic component like in Fig. 5. Details of
the execution should be visible and not hidden.

Therefore, the term generic submodel seems to be more appropriate than generic
component.

Figure 7 provides the suggested ontology for reusable parts of models

Fig. 7. Suggested ontology

From our point of view, generic submodels inherit all features from templates.
Parameters can be used to specify any generic aspect. In this way, names of model
elements can be adapted. The same is true for conditions or any expressions.

In addition, generic submodels inherit some features from components. Parameters
can be instantiated at several stages of development and execution. However, informa‐
tion hiding is not inherited.

Generic submodels can be patterns. However, not all submodels are patterns. It
depends on the level of abstraction and on the importance for general applications. There
can be patterns for general solutions and domain-specific patterns that are important for
reuse in a specific domain.

Additionally, there might be submodels that are important in a specific project.
However, these submodels are not general or abstract enough to be considered as
patterns. This is reflected by the inheritance relation from generic submodels to patterns.
Specific submodels are patterns but not all of them.
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However, patterns do not have to be submodels in the sense of templates and compo‐
nents. They can provide general ideas as well.

This reflected in our suggested ontology by providing inheritance from class generic
solution to class pattern.

3 Summary and Outlook

This paper has discussed some strategies of reusing models. It started with the applica‐
tion of design patterns and generic classes for object-oriented class diagrams and
continued with task models and workflow specifications describing activities of users.
Such specifications are very important for human-centered design of interactive systems
in general and for user interfaces in detail.

It was discussed, how terms like templates, components, submodels, and patterns
are related to each other. It was suggested to use the term generic submodel in connection
with tool support for task models because not all useful model fragments are patterns.
Additionally, patterns do not have to be some kind of template, component, or submodel.
They can provide more general and abstract ideas as well.

Additionally, it is important to notice, that users can be presented models with
appropriate names and terms from the domain, that is modelled and that is familiar to
the users. Names and terms are presented in a way they are used to. Models can be easily
reused in a way that allows user friendly specifications.

Based on the experience with task models in Hamsters, an implementation of generic
submodels is under development for a BPMN editor of an open source projects. Experi‐
ments with business process modelers have to show how predefined generic submodels
are used.

Later, libraries of already specified submodels have to be created that support a good
overview of the generic submodels. Additionally, they have to provide efficient search
strategies.
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Abstract. Conventional visualization systems in industrial automation
are equipped with powerful library systems that offer aggregated reusable
visualization elements. These represent important domain-specific knowl-
edge and promote the necessary consistent look-and-feel of visualizations.
In contrast, modeling languages used in model-based workflows do not
offer library systems. This hinders the acceptance of such approaches in
industrial automation.

Hence, this paper presents an approach towards a library system for
the model-based development of visualizations. We present a generic app-
roach that can be applied to a variety of modeling languages. A case
study demonstrates this for one specific modeling language and illus-
trates the application of the library system.

Keywords: Human-machine interfaces · Library system · Model-based
user interface design · Model transformation

1 Introduction

In industrial automation, human-machine interfaces (HMIs) are used to super-
vise and control technical processes and machines. Developing these HMIs is in
general performed manually by an HMI engineer with industrial visualization
systems like Simatic WinCC 1 or Wonderware InTouch2. Such visualization sys-
tems offer powerful tools and editors, one key asset being their very extensive
library systems that offer different domain- and/or company-specific libraries.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, such libraries are created by domain experts and contain
reusable parameterized elements (called widgets, symbols, or faceplates). These
library entries contribute to the supply of built-in elements that can be used by
an HMI engineer for the creation of an HMI. Thus, they represent important
domain-specific knowledge and promote a consistent look-and-feel of visualiza-
tions that is especially important in industrial automation. In order to browse
the entries that are available inside a library as well as to retrieve and insert a
selected entry into a target HMI, library systems also offer a set of management
algorithms (cf. Fig. 1).
1 http://w3.siemens.com/mcms/human-machine-interface/en/

visualization-software/scada/simatic-wincc/.
2 http://global.wonderware.com/DE/Pages/WonderwareInTouchHMI.aspx.
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Fig. 1. The role of library systems during the development of HMIs

However, the available industrial visualization systems are committed to a
single target technology resp. to a fixed set of target platforms. Model-based User
Interface Development (MBUID) approaches like UsiXML [1] or MARIA [2] try
to solve this problem by allowing an HMI engineer to specify the functionality of
an HMI via declarative models [3] that abstract from implementation details and
can ideally be used to generate executable HMIs for different hard- or software
platforms. Whereas MBUID has been a hot topic in the research community for
many years, acceptance by the industry is according to [3] still a major issue.
While most approaches offer more or less powerful graphical editors and limited
tool support, one of the main problems compared to industrial visualization
systems is usually the missing availability of library systems.

Hence, this paper presents an approach for a model-based library system that
supports HMI engineers in the creation of HMI models. As there is a variety of
modeling languages currently used in MBUID, a generic solution that can easily
be adopted for a specific modeling language or workflow is proposed. Therefore,
general requirements are discussed in Sect. 2. Our generic approach towards a
model-based library system is presented in Sect. 3 and a specific adaptation for
the modeling language Movisa is demonstrated in Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses
related work in the field of library systems for model-based approaches. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Requirements for Model-Based Library Systems

As library entries usually aggregate multiple HMI elements, their complexity can
range from simple (e.g., symbolic representations of switches, valves, or lamps
according to [4]) to complex (e.g., faceplates for the visualization of complete
silos including multiple sensors). Consequently, a library system has to enable
the persisting of such aggregated HMI objects as library entries. In contrast
to a normal aggregated HMI object, the structure of the child objects inside
a library entry is treated as immutable: If changes to the structure are to be
made, a new library entry has to be created. The same applies to most attribute
values, e.g., for the position of a contained object relative to the enclosing entry.
Instead, a library entry offers only a dedicated interface that is made up of a
set of parameters. The types of elements to be stored as library entries as well
as the types of parameters that are necessary/useful depend on the concrete
structure, capabilities, and semantics of the used HMI meta-model and have
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to be predefined by the library system to support the definition of new library
entries. For example, the library system may state that every entry must define
exactly one parameter that allows the customization of the entry’s size upon
instantiation in an HMI model. Furthermore, every library entry usually can be
equipped with additional metadata like a name or an ID, a version, a description,
or a thumbnail in order to be identifiable by the user.

Currently, different modeling languages are used for MBUID depending,
e.g., on the application domain, on prior knowledge, or on suitable tools [3].
Most of these languages base upon similar concepts and use similar modeling
technologies, though. Thus, it is reasonable to define a generic data structure for
the persisting of library entries that can easily be adapted to a specific modeling
language or workflow.

A library system is also responsible for organizing the otherwise loose col-
lection of various library entries into different (e.g. domain-specific) libraries
and enable their integration with HMI tools and editors. Hence, library systems
require management functions that allow to browse, add, remove, and instan-
tiate library entries. In summary, a model-based library system has to comply
with the following requirements:
1. A data structure has to be provided that allows to define and persist the

different parts of a library entry:
(a) the immutable structure of aggregated HMI objects and attribute values,
(b) a dedicated parameter interface indicating modifiable elements,
(c) metadata for the identification by a user or a model transformation

2. Library management algorithms have to enable a user or a model transfor-
mation to browse, add, remove, and instantiate library entries

3 Generic Model-Based Library System

This section introduces the concepts necessary for the realization of a generic
model-based library system – the GenLibrary . Herein, the term generic describes
the fact that the concepts presented are not tied to a single implementation
for a specific modeling language. Instead, they are designed to be used and
easily extended for any HMI modeling language and workflow. In this paper, we
focus on the realization of a generic extensible data structure (cf. Sect. 2) – the
realization of the management algorithms is not discussed in detail but briefly
covered as part of the case study presented in Sect. 4.

HMI library entries consist of reusable parameterized visualization snippets
comprising parts of an HMI description. In MBUID, the HMI description exists
as an HMI model. Consequently, the library entries should be realized as para-
meterized model snippets, i.e. excerpts of an HMI model representing an aggre-
gation of HMI elements. That way, the same tools and frameworks that are also
employed for the realization of editors and model transformations for the selected
modeling language can be used. We have created the meta-model that defines
the data structure for these model snippets by means of the Eclipse Modeling
Framework3 (EMF) as it offers powerful tools, editors, and a simple possibility
3 http://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/.

http://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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to store and load models via the XMI4 standard. EMF-based meta-models may
consist of a set of classes (EClass) that hold a set of attributes (EAttribute)
and a set of references (EReference) to other classes. References can be either
containment (meaning that the referenced object is included in the referencing
object) or non-containment (representing a cross-reference).

3.1 Simple Model Snippets

As every element of an EMF model (except the root element itself) must be
a direct or indirect child of the root element via containment references, every
model can be displayed as a containment tree with cross references. As described
above, a library entry comprises a model snippet (a part of such a containment
tree) as illustrated by Fig. 2: It shows a sample model (for a hypothetical HMI
meta-model ABC ) with a root element of type AContainer. The snippet in the
dashed box shall be stored as library entry. It consists of an element of type
A and two elements of classes B and C that are contained in A and coupled
via a cross-reference. This could, e.g., represent a text label (A) that contains
a representation (B) as well as an animation (C ) that is referenced by the
representation. The additional file f could represent an image file used by the
representation.

Fig. 2. Hypothetical sample library entry instance (dashed box) as part of a model
containment tree

Because of the XMI standard, it is easily possible to create a copy of the
element (and its child elements) and persist this model snippet as a library entry.
The GenLibrary meta-model must however additionally enable the specification
of metadata like an ID or a version (cf. Sect. 2). Therefore, it introduces the
element LibraryEntry that represents one entry inside a library (cf. Fig. 3). In
order to persist the actual model elements of a library entry (e.g. the structure
presented in Fig. 2), an abstract base class LibraryItem has been defined that
has to be extended by concrete implementations for a specific HMI meta-model.
For the purpose of illustration, a simple example for such an implementation is
represented by the hypothetical element ABCLibraryItem that allows to store
instances of type A by directly referencing the respective element (EClass) from

4 XML Metadata Interchange, http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/.

http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/
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Fig. 3. GenLibrary meta-model and hypothetical concrete extension (upper right)

the corresponding HMI meta-model (in the example the EClass A from the
meta-model ABC ). Note that all contained elements (e.g. the elements b and c
in case of the structure presented in Fig. 2) are stored as well automatically even
if their types are not directly referenced by the GenLibrary meta-model.

This mechanism allows specific implementations to declare the type of ele-
ments that may be stored as library entries by referencing a specific HMI mod-
eling language with its meta-model. In the case of MBUID, this will usually be
elements representing simple widgets, complex widgets, or complete panels (as
well as their children). If necessary, even multiple elements that are not con-
tained within each other can be stored. This may be necessary if elements that
reside at different parts of the HMI model but logically belong together shall be
stored in the library item (e.g. a widget plus information about access rights).

3.2 Parameterized Model Snippets

As described in Sect. 2, a library entry has to provide an explicit specification
of the parameters that may resp. have to be specified by the user or by a model
transformation. The meta-model elements required for this specification can be
abstracted from the tasks that have to be performed during the instantiation of
a library entry (i.e. the insertion into a target model). These tasks can also be
obtained from Fig. 2 if we consider the dashed box not as entry to be created
but as existing entry that has been instantiated in a model.

The first and most obvious task is the insertion into the target model at a
specific position in its containment tree. This is equivalent to the creation of a
containment reference from an existing element in the target model (the new
container object) to a top-level element of the library entry (cf. symbol ➀ in
Fig. 2). If multiple top-level elements exist as described above, a parent element
has to be determined for each of these elements. The second task consists in
the creation of non-containment references from the inserted library entry to
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Table 1. Types of tasks executed during the instantiation of a library item and infor-
mation necessary for the execution

Type of task Necessary information/elements to be specified

➀ Creation of containment
references

• Contained element (a top-level element inside the
library entry)

• Container element (part of the target model)

➁ Creation of external
references

• Source element (part of the library entry)

• Target element (part of the target model)

➂ Changing of attribute
values

• Attribute to be changed (part of the library entry)

• New attribute value

➃ Copying of resources • Name of the resource (as stored in the library)

• New path of the resource

existing elements of the target model (cf. symbol ➁)5. Third, it can be desirable
or necessary to change attribute values of internal elements of the library entry
during the insertion process (cf. symbol ➂). The last task is responsible for
the copying of resources or files that are required by the library entry to a new
location (usually inside the project that the target model belongs to) as indicated
by the symbol ➃ in Fig. 2.

As summed up in Table 1, each of these tasks requires specific information for
its execution. Thus, an own parameter type representing each task is required.
We have realized this by means of the ParameterDescription element (cf. Fig. 3)
that is composed of the four abstract parameter types deduced above. The nec-
essary information for each parameter type as of Table 1 is represented by cor-
responding attributes and references. The references are realized by means of
generic types (indicated by the dashed boxes on the top-right corner of the
parameters) which enabled a generic implementation of the execution of the
four tasks as part of the management algorithms. Concrete implementations of
these parameters are again dependent on the actual HMI meta-model. They have
to be specified by extending one of the abstract parameter types and with that
by binding the generic types to concrete types.

4 Case Study: Library System for Movisa

To illustrate a concrete adaptation of the introduced generic library concepts,
an implementation for the HMI modeling language Movisa [5] is shown in this
section. Movisa is a domain-specific language created for the description of HMIs
in industrial automation. A simplified subset of its meta-model is shown in the

5 Non-containment references from the target model to elements of the inserted library
item are also possible but not part of the insertion process of the library item.
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Fig. 4. Top: Simplified subset of the Movisa meta-model (cf. [5]); Bottom: Specification
of the MovisaLibraryItem

top of Fig. 4. The top-level element (VisualizationApplicationModel) contains
two sub-models: The PresentationModel divides the visual aspects of an HMI
into Panels which consist of multiple HMI elements (UIComponents), e.g. con-
tainers, buttons, and text labels. The ClientDataModel aggregates variables in
a collection of DataItems (logical viewpoint) that can be used to, e.g., animate
the UI components. Therefore, every variable can be updated via a process data
server. This is realized by means of the ServerDataItems (technical viewpoint).

Information from both sub-models is necessary for a widget to be functional.
Therefore, a library implementation for Movisa has to be able to persist library
entries containing (1) a UIComponent (that may contain aggregated compo-
nents) and (2) associated DataItems. Therefore, we have created an extension
of the GenLibrary meta-model. This Movisa-specific extension introduces a con-
crete implementation of the abstract LibraryItem – the MovisaLibraryItem (cf.
Fig. 4, bottom). In order to enable the persisting of the two parts described
above, the MovisaLibraryItem provides corresponding references to the Movisa
meta-model. As the concrete process data server should not be specified in a
library entry (because the entry should be independent of a specific communi-
cation technology) only the DataItems are saved without the associated Server-
DataItems. Consequently, a parameter has to be created that allows to specify
the server information upon instantiation of a library entry. As this is performed
via the creation of a non-containment reference to a concrete ServerDataItem
(reference pointsTo in Fig. 4), an ExternalReferenceParameter (cf. Fig. 3) has to
be used. This is implemented by the ServerDataItemParameter shown in Fig. 5
which needs to be defined for each DataItem of a library entry. The parameter
type therefore binds the SourceType to elements of the type DataItem. Similarly,
the TargetType is bound to elements of the type ServerDataItem so that only
elements of this type can be specified as target of the pointsTo reference to be
created upon instantiation of the library entry.

Another parameter required for the insertion of a library entry into an exist-
ing HMI model is the UIComponentContainerParameter (cf. Fig. 5) that allows
the container specification for the library entry, i.e. the selection of the panel
that the UIComponent inside the entry should be displayed in. In contrast to
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Fig. 5. Subset of the specification of the Movisa-specific parameters (The grayed out
references are only shown to emphasize the result of the type binding.)

the UIComponents that can be displayed in one of the multiple panels defined in
a Movisa model, the DataItems are always located at the same spot in its con-
tainment tree (directly below the single instance of ClientDataModel). Thus, we
have implemented the insertion of the DataItems as part of the specific extension
of the library system’s management algorithms in order to reduce the number
of container parameters necessary for each library entry.

Besides the extension of the meta-model and the management algorithms,
we have also integrated the set of generic wizards that is offered by our library
system into the existing Movisa editors. These support the user in the manual
application of the library system. Figure 6 illustrates the import wizard that sup-
ports the user in the insertion of a library entry into an existing Movisa model6.
Once all parameters have been specified, the instantiation of the selected library
entry can be executed. The parameters specified in the wizard are used to insert
the library item into the target model, create the non-containment references,
and resize and position the UIComponent on the selected Panel. Figure 7 shows
the result of this process: The elements inserted during a single instantiation are
shown in a tree view of the Movisa model. It can be seen that the UIComponent
(represented by a SimpleContainer) has been inserted into the panel NAVTOP
and the DataItems have also been added to the ClientDataModel.

An example for the application of the library system in a more complex
MBUID workflow is presented in [6]. It demonstrates the automatic generation
of HMI models from a more abstract model via a model-to-model transformation.
In such a case, a missing library system requires the specification of the entire
target model only with the help of simple built-in elements. All knowledge about
aggregated elements has to be implicitly represented in the transformation rules
that get unnecessarily complex. The library system enabled a significant sim-
plification of the transformation rules and ensures a consistent look and feel by

6 Another similar wizard allows to export existing HMI elements as a new library
entry but is not shown due to reasons of compactness.
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Fig. 6. Specification of the MovisaParameterDescription

Fig. 7. Result of the insertion of a library entry into a Movisa model displayed in the
model containment tree

using the already available domain-specific library entries and the corresponding
management algorithms for their insertion.

5 Related Work

As discussed in Sect. 2, a library system has to implement two main functionali-
ties: (1) the provision of a data structure to persist parameterized library entries
and (2) library management algorithms. Most modeling languages currently used
for MBUID like UsiXML [1] or MARIA [2] neither offer any possibilities to
store parameterized model snippets separate from their enclosing model nor do
they provide any library management algorithms. The modeling language UIML
introduces “a template mechanism that allows defining reusable components” [7]
that can be parametrized. However, this constitutes a special implementation for
a single HMI meta-model and not a generic solution as targeted by our approach.
As UIML does not allow the modeling of process communication because it does
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not introduce a data model [8], this UIML-specific library concept is not suited
very well for industrial automation. Furthermore, the definition of metadata and
storage concepts are not discussed.

While generative UI patterns also enable the instantiation of reusable HMI
parts, the concrete realization of a pattern differs depending on its problem
context and thus for each concrete instance (cf. [9]). Hence, the structure of the
HMI parts described by a pattern has to be flexible – e.g. concerning concrete
contents of (sub-)elements – in contrast to the immutable structure of a library
item. Consequently, generative UI patterns cannot be used for the description
of library entries. However, both approaches could be combined, e.g. by using
library entries to realize the concrete contents of a pattern upon instantiation.

Apart from the domain of MBUID, there are some approaches to use XML
dialects for the realization of data structures that represent library entries includ-
ing metadata and parameters. The most promising approach is AutomationML
[10] that is used as an exchange format in industrial automation. Based on the
data format CAEX [11], it offers a library concept that allows to define some
metadata (e.g. an ID, a version, and an author) and an inheritance concept for
library entries. However, AutomationML covers a very broad domain (including
the description of 3D data and PLC logic) but does not incorporate an HMI
meta-model. Thus, a distinct implementation for the domain of HMI libraries
based on the introduced concepts seems beneficial.

In the context of software engineering, (model) templates allow to define
parameterizable elements or models (cf., e.g., [12–14]) that could be used for
the definition of library entries. However, most of those approaches consider
templates only at the meta-model level resp. the level of UML class diagrams [14].
While the application at the model level is proposed in [14], specific extensions
that are dependent on the used HMI meta-model are not discussed. Thus, the
concept cannot be used to enforce the description of an immutable structure
or a dedicated parameter interface specific for the used meta-model. Similar
to templates applied at the model-level, declarative transformation languages
like, e.g., QVT or approaches based on graph transformations (cf. [15] for an
overview of both technologies) allow to define mappings that consist of a left-
hand side, a right-hand side, and a relation between both sides. Such a mapping
could be treated as a library entry where the right-hand side defines the element
structure to be created and the mapping including the left-hand side implicitly
defines a parameter interface (those elements that need to be present in the
source model and that are applied to the right-hand side). However, just like the
model templates described above, these approaches do not allow to restrict the
structure inside a library entry and its parameter interface as they are dedicated
to another application context.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach for a model-based library system
for HMI development that allows the definition, management, and instantiation
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of aggregated, reusable HMI objects. Our proposed generic solution enables an
extension for a variety of modeling languages. In order to use the library system
with a new modeling language, the following steps have to be performed:

1. Analysis of the used HMI meta-model concerning types of elements to be
stored in a library entry and parameters to be influenced by the user

2. Extension of the GenLibrary meta-model by realizing a concrete subclass of
LibraryItem and by defining concrete parameter types

3. Extension of the generic management algorithms and wizards to add HMI
language-specific behavior resp. integrate them in existing editors and tools

While the generic approach provides a good starting point for extensions,
the steps described above still demand considerable work. We have illustrated
this by means of an adaptation for the modeling language Movisa that has
been evaluated in the AutoProBe project (cf. [6]). As the library system can be
applied for manual application as well as to model-based workflows, it should
promote the acceptance of model-based approaches in industrial automation. In
the future, we plan to evaluate our approach by creating extensions for additional
modeling languages like UsiXML or MARIA.

An important challenge is the support for both the evolution and the aggre-
gation resp. inheritance of existing library entries. While the presented wizards
can help with this challenge (import library entries to a model, change or com-
bine them, and create a new entry via an export), our solution does not allow
to directly reference other library entries.

As an instantiated library entry is represented by standard elements of the
used HMI meta-model, our approach enables existing model transformations to
be applied (e.g., to produce an executable HMI). However, the downside of this is
that it becomes hard to distinguish between normal and library-based elements.
This makes it complicated to, e.g., completely remove an inserted library entry.
In the future, this could be solved by a tracing mechanism.
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Abstract. Task models are a well-known and common concept in Human-
Computer-Interaction. However, there is no big break-through in the usage in
daily work in industry. There are use-cases that use task models and we are inter‐
ested in their settings. We conducted a pilot-study that evaluated the special needs
for task models in daily industrial use. Therefor we interviewed five subjects that
are affiliated in two companies. One central matter is the lack of iterative support
for the development of task models. We introduce four levels of detail that support
the iterative development of task models. The subjects also need defined condi‐
tions to use the model in their future work process. We implemented these aspects
in the notation of the Useware Markup Language.

Keywords: Task models · Useware markup language · UseML · Industrial
practice · Requirements engineering

1 Introduction

Task models have a long history in the research of Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI)
and several research groups are using and still developing them. There are notations that
have an extended history of development and that are still in use. ConcurTaskTrees
(CTT) [10] is one prominent example. However, there is no significant breakthrough in
the daily use in industry. Some industrial use cases make the usage of task models
necessary and task models are already used in some. The use-cases analyzed could not
differ more; one use case aims to ease the communication between different disciplines
while the other grounds the product-development on the task models. Our goal was to
evaluate if there are special requirements for the use in daily practice that are not imple‐
mented by the existing scientific notations. We believe that the scientific use differs from
the use in daily practice. Hence, these specific features and requirements may not be
implemented.

This paper presents the results of a first pilot-study that evaluates the use of task
models in practice. The study takes part in two different industrial settings with five
participants that have different backgrounds and professions.

Section 2 gives a brief overview about task models and different notation. In
Sect. 3 we describe our methods and the participants that participated. The results of the
study are summarized in Sect. 4. Section 5 contains some aspects of the realization in
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useML. At the end, in Sect. 6 we present our conclusion and Sect. 7 gives an outlook
on future work.

2 State of the Art

Task Models are a well-known concept in research; different notation or so-called
languages were developed by many research groups. Task models have a long history
that goes back to Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) that was defined in 1967 by Annett
and Duncan [1]. HTA’s goal is to analyze the tasks of a worker and structure it hier‐
archically. Based on HTA [13], Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection Rules (GOMS)
[5] was developed to estimate the effort that is necessary to earn the knowledge to
perform a task sufficient. For this estimation, a detailed record of the tasks is needed and
GOMS offers the possibility. It is not possible to include any temporal information in a
GOMS-model. Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) is a method that supports the task-
based development of groupware [14]. Groupware supports the work of groups or more
users. It is possible with GTA to record and model the tasks in a hierarchical model.
GTA has a graphical tool called EUTERPE for the creation of task models [15]. The
Méthode Analytique de Description (MAD) is a semi-formal method to record user tasks
based on interviews [12]. K-MADe is a tool to structure the tasks and create the model
[3]. It has integrated temporal information that can structure the task model. Further‐
more, it distinguishes between user- and system tasks. It is not possible to specify inter‐
active tasks that are performed by a human and a system. The ConcurTaskTrees (CTT)
is an engineered approach [10]. It supports the creation of hierarchical task models that
can be structured with weighted temporal relations. CTT distinguishes between
abstract-, interactive-, system- and user-tasks. CTTE is a graphical tool that supports the
development with a graphical notation [9, 11]. CTTE enables the user to create a model
graphically and analyze it with a simulation. CTTE has received an update that brings
now a web-based solution, the tool is now called “Responsive CTT” [2]. Figure 1 shows
a comparison between the two versions of the graphical notation that is implemented by
the two tools. On the left the left is the syntax of CTTE depicted, the right model shows
the icons of Responsive CTT. CTT has further usages, for example HAMSTERS is uses
the concept and the notation of the integrated temporal relations [4]. HAMSTERS is an
approach that identifies possible human errors and represents them [6].

The Useware Markup Language (useML) is a notation to model the user’s tasks
within the human-centered development process [7]. UseML defines a “Usemodel” that
is further structured in “Useobjects”, in CTT this would be represented by abstract tasks.
The “Useobejcts” are structured in so-called “elementary Useobjects” that are actions
that cannot be divided further. The aim of useML is to generate a User Interface by using
different models, e.g. DISL and UIML, using transformation processes. Udit, is the
graphical tool to develop the task model that allows also to simulate it [8]. As CTT,
useML supports a graphical notation but implements it in a different way. To visualize
the elements, useML uses colored boxes with text integrated as depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Graphical notation of useML.

3 Participants and Methods

We got access to two German companies that work in different areas. One located in
telecommunication sector, is a large company that has a number of offices all over the
world, from now on called “company A”. We could talk to three people from this
company, one Interaction Designer, one Requirements Engineer and one User Experi‐
ence Designer. The other company is a German medium sized company that delivers
custom-fit solutions for many sectors, we call it “company B”. They develop both hard-
and software for different products. The products differ from coffee-machines to medical
devices. We were able to talk to one Software Developer and one User Interface
Designer.

Fig. 1. Graphical CTT syntax, left CTTE and right responsive CTT.
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We used semi-structured interviews to get information about their work and the use
of task models. To get suitable feedback, we conducted the same interview with each
of the participants. After we found the initial requirements, we did two further iterations
of unstructured interviews with the participants to evaluate the requirements. The eval‐
uations were necessary because we interviewed people from two different organizations
with different background and corporate philosophies.

4 Results of the Study

The company B uses no task models at the time of the interview. The Software Engineer
and User Interface Designer similarly mention that they have problems with the inter‐
disciplinary communication. They already tried to solve this using other artifacts like
further textual descriptions but did not succeed. They believe that task models could
solve this issue or at least ease the communication. The two participants have no special
training in the field of task modeling. In addition, the Software Engineer has no
Usability-related knowledge. Both worked for the company for more than five years and
are working in two different departments.

Right at the beginning of the two interviews it became clear that the requirements
and expectations are different. The User Interface Designer emphasized that he does not
want a tool that limits him in his creativity. He also expects a less detailed model than
the Software Engineer. The User Interface Designer argues that the actions of the user
are interesting and that he does not need a detailed model what happens in the “software’s
background”. In his opinion a graphical notation with unambiguous names of tasks as
identifiers is the best way to represent the model graphically. He argues that the model
will have to iterate to improve its quality and validity. In contrast, the Software Engineer
wants task models to be as detailed as possible. For his domain the details give each
developer specifications how the software and its User Interface has to be implemented.
This makes it easy for colleagues to understand the code since they have a reference that
is common for all. As most important we found the need for iterative development in
order to give the different discipline the possibility to get access for different levels of
detail. We collaboratively worked out four levels of detail that give the users the possi‐
bility to choose which details they want to view.

• First level of detail: This level of detail allows the user to create the initial structure
of the model. It includes the modeling of abstract tasks; the more detailed actions of
a user will not be included in this stage.

• Second level of detail: In this level the users can enhance the model and add further
detail, this includes the integration of the more detailed actions. On this level it will
be necessary to enable a simulation of the task model. The simulation will give the
opportunity to analyze the model and possibly find some problems.

• Third level of detail: Within this level the user can assign attributes to all tasks. One
example for such an attribute is the assignment to a user group. Other attributes are
the assignment of tasks to a specific platform or device.
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• Fourth level of detail: The fourth and last level provides the assignment of functions
to tasks. Especially Software Developers will be interested in this kind of informa‐
tion.

Both, the User Interface Designer and the Software Developer argue strongly for a
graphical representation that is simple and easy to understand for the user. Especially
the User Interface Designer mentions that his discipline is dominated by “visual people”
and a graphical notation will support their mindset. We compared the icon-based repre‐
sentation (CTT) with a representation that uses boxes (useML). Both subjects feel more
comfortable with the representation and syntax of useML.

We interviewed the participants of company A. Again, we interviewed the subjects
with the same questions and got similar responses. The greatest difference is that in this
company task models are already used in daily work. The used models are different to
the in languages presented in Sect. 2. In this company they call task models “Task
Flows” and they contain for example conditions that are adapted from flowcharts.
However, they have the same purpose like task models, they record and structure the
tasks that the users fulfil during their work with a system. Figure 3 shows a short extract
of such a Task Flow. It has similarities with useML and the participants would not like
to replace their notation with an icon-based notation like CTT. The Task Flow’s condi‐
tions can have many outgoing edges and only one can be executed.

The Task Flows are an integral artifact in each project and a fair amount of time is
spent on their development. The time spent depends on the complexity of the task and
the familiarity with the domain. The User Experience Designer came up with the
example of “self-care apps” that is for her an easy topic and hence the creation of a task
model will take less time than for a “large management system”. They use the Task
Flows as a base for their future development, especially the navigation concept grounds
on this artifact. They review the model at first within their department, using the “four-
eye-principle”. This means that one person develops the Task Flow and another person
will review it and gives feedback. Once they got a first draft, they give it to other depart‐
ments like the Software Architects. They will also give feedback and the Task Flow
evolves. These participants were confronted with the idea of iterative support for the
task model development process. The first impression was positive and they believe that
this modality will support their process. They told us that the four level of detail look
well-considered but we should include the refinement of the task model in the first level
of detail.

Figure 3 shows the importance of conditions in their work. The Interaction Designer
explains that for her daily work a conditional branch is a central aspect. She thinks that
if they use a scientific developed notation, it has to include conditions. To get a better
understanding of her expectations, we showed her useML and asked her to comment on
the implementation of conditions. She thinks that the existing possibilities are not satis‐
fying. Especially that they are not depicted in some way in the model is criticized by
her. She argues that conditions have to be displayed in the graphical model to understand
the model and implement the next steps. The Requirements Engineer and User Experi‐
ence Engineer agree on this. To visualize the condition in a model, two ways are
suggested by the three subjects (see Fig. 4). The first version is a simple implementation
that was the idea of the User Requirements Engineer. The second possibility is inspired
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by the flowcharts. This is a representation that Task 2 has a pre-condition and the user
is able to view it on detail. The condition could be a delay or a state, for example machine
turned on. If the condition could not be satisfied the task model could stop or a jump to
another task is possible, depends on how it is implemented.

Fig. 4. Possible visualizations of conditions.

Fig. 3. Example for a used Task Flow.
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The participants of the two companies reviewed the tools CTTE and Udit for possible
enhancements of the user interfaces and interactions. The participants mentioned that
none of the tools fit to their requirements. However, both of them have strengths and
weaknesses. The two tools implement the graphical notation in a different way. While
CTTE on the one hand implements small icons as representation, useML on the other
hand represents the tasks with boxes and a color-code. Especially the technically trained
subjects argue that the colored boxes are sufficient while especially the User Interface
Designer argues that the colors confuse him: “I don’t understand why this box is black
and the other is orange.”. Furthermore, he thinks that the direct manipulation needs to
be introduced. Both tools do not support this interaction. The implementations force the
user to choose one element in the model and then using a “right-click” and choose the
fitting element or click in the upper part on the fitting element. This indirect interaction,
he argues, will interrupt the creation process. The other participants feel also that a direct
manipulation is way more intuitive and modern. All participants wish a clear split
between the functionalities and their reduction since they believe that they will not use
them all.

During the review of the tools with the subjects it became clear that the current
implementations do not fulfil the expectations they have. The indirect interaction and
arrangement of the User Interface elements do not satisfy them. The human-centered
redesign of a task model editor was conducted; the final mockup (developed with
Balsamiq Mockup) is depicted in Fig. 5. We used the ribbons, as they are known from
other products like Microsoft Office 2010. The subjects believe that the functionalities
of the tool need to be separated. Hence, we used the ribbons above. One ribbon consists
of the basic functionality for modeling, the other consist of filter and the last one will
start the simulation. The central part is the area that will contain the task model, the

Fig. 5. Final mockup of the task model editor.
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elements are consistent depicted in the model and above in the ribbon which is important
for the subjects. Depicted is one possible graphical representation that was suggested
by the participants. In this mockup it is also possible to choose the “Level of detail” in
the upper part. The tabs “Filter” and “Simulation” switch to other views and actions.

To implement the changes that are needed we used useML since the participants
believe that this notation only needs some changes to fit the requirements they have.
Also, the tool Udit needs to be adapted according to the mockup above.

5 Realization in UseML

UseML is a XML-dialect and defined in a XSD-schema. This schema defines the
language and the rules that structure the task model (called “Usemodel”) implements
but also include the logical definitions. To implement the first and most important
improvement, the level of detail, a minor revision in the definition is needed. An attribute
that saves the current level is introduced. According to it, the graphical editor will allow
or forbid the manipulation according to the definition that is explained above.

To implement the conditions further changes are necessary. The subjects demand
two types of conditions:

• Logic condition: This condition will have two specifications, pre- and post-condi‐
tions. If a logic condition is used, the user could provide a string with the description
of the condition.

• Temporal condition: To include some waiting time or latency a temporal condition
is included as well. Two main characteristics are mentioned by the participants:
duration and instant of time. The duration could be for example the startup of a
machine. The instant of time is a particular point that is fixed, for example a change
of shifts.

A complex type “conditions” is included in the schema and extended by two attributes
that define the described types. A tool that implements all the aspects that are evaluated
during the first phase is in development.

6 Conclusion

There are special requirements for task models in industrial use that are not implemented
in scientific approaches yet. The current scientific implementations of task models do
not fit the requirements of the subjects, hence they defined their own notations. To over‐
come this gap, we proposed an iterative approach that allows the users to create their
model in different levels of detail. This offers the user the possibility to show only the
relevant information for their work. It includes four levels of detail that begin with the
initial creation of a task model. As next step the task model will be enriched by further
actions and can be simulated to find possible problems within the model. The third level
of detail includes the assignment of user groups or platforms to tasks. This is of special
interest if the task model includes tasks that only a special user group can perform. The
fourth and last level enables the user to assign functions to the tasks. This is relevant for
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Software Developers to get a richer specification of the task model. As well, the partic‐
ipants emphasize the need of conditions and their graphical representation. This is a
central matter for the subjects. One subject told us that for her work the conditions are
important and a notation without conditions will not be useful.

7 Discussion and Outlook

The results show that the scientific developed notations and languages do not fit to every
requirement that is needed for the daily industrial use. However, some already well
known concepts are valid and required for the daily use. The most prominent example
is the hierarchical structure itself and the graphical representation. But especially the
new iterative support could be a step forward to use task models more in a daily practice.
The conditions that are introduced have also an effect on the task models. Especially
that they have to appear in the model is currently not implemented. However, this is an
important aspect but can lead to a model that includes some aspects of flow charts.

As the tool is completed an evaluation will be conducted. The evaluation will include
the future users. They will get tasks and will have to solve them using the tool. The
feedback they give will be worked in next versions of the tool.
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Abstract. In the field of user-centered design of interactive systems, task
models play a major role, especially in defining requirements, or during the
system validation phase. They lean on precise semantics, based on a set of
formal operators. In this article, we demonstrate how the addition of new
description tools (pre-conditions, objects) introduced ambiguities in model
interpretation, and we propose our solutions to solve this problem.

Keywords: Task models � User-centered design

1 Introduction

Task models come from the wider domain of the analysis of users [3]. Initially oriented
towards the human factor studies, they were first used in Computer Science to help
structure the description of observable human activities, using more or less technical
aspects [5]. Gradually, task modelling explored new avenues, and turned to interactive
system design with methods such as MAD [8]. Becoming more and more formal,
authors developed tools that support the proposed methodologies, resulting in a sig-
nificant extension of task model usage, as illustrated by the pair CTT/CTTE [7].

The main strength of task modeling in the field of interactive application design
stands in the capacity to distinguish the role played by human operators from the role
played by the studied system, and to express prescribed tasks that take into account the
completeness of an activity by the way of operators that describe the task dynamics.

Meanwhile, the task models were more and more enriched, in response to the
addition of much richer elements such as actors of the activity, or the “world objects”
manipulated during the activity. Notions initially somewhat formalized, such as the
condition for the execution of tasks, were then clarified. The proposals converged.

However, the evolution of task models is also characterized by a lack of general
synthesis, which leads to inaccuracies in the interaction between separate notions
proposed by different authors. In this article, we focus on one such elements: consis-
tency between the temporal operators and task associated conditions. The latter, for-
mally developed recently in the methods, have not been specifically linked with the
dynamic semantics expressed through temporal operators, which can lead to several
inaccuracies.
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As Caffiau et al. showed [2], only the tools developed to support the models can
accurately solve the problem of model interpretation. We therefore restricted our study
to only maintained and widely available tools only, which illustrate by example the
semantic models, namely the tools including a simulator.

First, we study, illustrated by examples, basic concepts manipulated by the task
models. Then, we present some limitations to the interpretation of the task models
currently offered through a case study. Finally, we offer some clarification of the
semantics in order to lead to unambiguous semantics, before concluding with some
perspectives.

2 Task Model Key Concepts

Despite their diversity (tens of task models have been proposed within the past thirty
years), the majority of developed task models offer similar principles, based on a
breakdown of tasks inspired by hierarchical planning [9]. This is the case of historical
models such as [3, 8], but also of all those currently supported by a maintained tool
(CTT [7], K-MAD [1], eCOM, HAMSTERS [6]). Beyond this structural semantics,
they have a dynamic semantics, informally described in the first models, then for-
malized through a set of attributes attached to tasks and temporal operators governing
relations between tasks. In the remainder of this article, we will focus on three for-
malisms, CTT, K-MAD and HAMSTERS, which include a powerful simulation tool.

2.1 Common Features in Most Models

Over the years, especially because of the increasingly important use of task models in
the field of interactive system design, the different models have incorporated identical
or quite similar notions.

To illustrate these concepts, we use an example, which represents the activity of
exchanging an amount of money between two currencies as follows: the user deter-
mines the amount he/she wishes to convert, as well as the two concerned currencies,
without prejudice to the order in which he/she performs these operations, then the
system calculates the conversion rate.

Categorizing Tasks. In order to clearly identify the responsibilities between human
and system tasks, a categorization was proposed, distinguishing the tasks performed by
humans without any interaction with the system (human tasks), those conducted by the
system without human intervention (system tasks) and those involving both the user
and the system (interactive tasks). In our example, the cognitive task that determines
the amount of money to convert and both currencies is human task, while the two
entering data tasks (amount and choice of currencies) are interactive tasks, and the
calculation itself is a system task. Typically, a specific category of tasks (abstract tasks)
is dedicated to the nodes of the task tree; it breaks down into tasks of different nature,
here the main task “Converting”.
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Some formalisms such as HAMSTERS offer much finer categories, differentiating
interactive input or output tasks, cognitive human tasks, etc (Table 1).

Temporal Dynamics. Historically, the concept of planning [3, 8] was associated to
task/sub-task decomposition, giving task models the ability to express some kind of
dynamics. The definition of the first tools that interpret and render this dynamics
(CTTE, MAD*/Alacie [4]) quickly converged on the inclusion of a limited number of
operators to determine the dynamic behavior of tasks between them. Four main
operators relying on the LOTOS operators [11] have been defined, which allowed the
specification of subtasks as sequential, parallel or unordered, or a choice between
subtasks.

In the example, the conversion task of an amount of money between two currencies
is described, according to the CTT formalism on Fig. 1, and K-MAD on Fig. 2. The
behavior of these two models is exactly the same, the node tasks of the tree (Converter,
Choose Currency, Prepare) being only used for structuring the model. Operators play a
major role in the operational semantics of task models. Based on these operators,
simulators offer an interactive simulation of task models. The user is able to dynam-
ically explore the model, each elementary task is proposed according to the semantics
of the operators. So when two tasks are linked in sequence, only the first is available to
the user, and the second one becomes available only when the first one is “executed”.
Conversely, when several tasks are governed by a “no order” operator, they are all
available at the same time: the user is supposed to choose which one to do first.

In CTT, operators are binary, and located between two sub-tasks of a same task. The
“Determine” task that allows the user to provide the parameters of its conversion
(amount, and starting and destination currencies conversion) is the first to be per-
formed, because of the sequence operator (>>operator for “Activation” in CTT). Then
the operator composition allows three interactive tasks (“Enter…”) capture the different
parameters of the conversion to be performed in any order (operator | = | for
“OrderIndependance” in CTT). The task “Calculate”, which calculates and displays the
result, is a system task, and is connected through a sequence operator. In the K-MAD

Table 1. Examples of tasks in different notations

Task model Human task Interactive 
task

System task Abstract task

CTT

K-MAD

HAMSTERS
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formalism, temporal operators are linked to the task decomposition, and apply to all
subtasks of one super task. Written constraints are stronger, requiring the creation of
intermediate tasks like “Prepare” where with CTT, the task “Choose Currency” is not
mandatory. However, the bracketing is made implicit in K-MAD, while in CTT,
operator precedence solves ambiguities. HAMSTER has meanwhile proposed the
“expression tree” solution that avoids intermediate tasks for the only purpose of
structuring operators.

The dynamic behavior can be enriched as attributes with unary operators, which
apply individually to the tasks. The first of them is the optionality operator; it estab-
lishes that, during the simulation, optional subtasks can be ignored by the human who
performs the task. Thus, the optional tasks cannot belong to the system task category.

Fig. 1. A simple task with CTT

Fig. 2. A simple task with K-MAD
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The Iteration Case. The different models all offer an iteration operator for describing
a task that can/should happen repeatedly. Conforming to the strict hierarchical orga-
nization, this operator is a task attribute. If the concept of iteration is present in all
models, how to express the condition of iterations (or iteration stop) differs greatly
between models. While the first task model formalisms expressed iteration by the
description of the task schedule leaving the whole of the human initiative (Johnson,
MAD), the authors proposed two different ways to control iteration.

In CTT and HAMSTERS, the iteration stop is delegated to an external task, which
role is to interrupt the current iteration. In Fig. 3, Task_2 is iterative (indicated by the
asterisk next to the name of the task), and is divided into three sub-tasks that run in
sequence. After Task_6, Task_4 becomes available again. The only way to stop the
iteration consists in choosing Task_3, which is available at any time during the iteration
thanks to the deactivation operator ([>), which aborts the task that precedes it (Task_2).

In K-MAD, where there is no disabling operator, the chosen option is an intrinsic
condition that control the iteration, identical to a “while statement” in programming
languages. This sets the task condition within the iterative task itself. For example, for a
task that must take place a fixed number of times, it is possible to express the condition
as [3]. However, the expression of more complex terms requires having objects and
expressions.

Objects and Expressions. Since the early works on task models, the word “condition”
was always used. However it was not formalized to a great extent in the tools that
support the notations, as demonstrated in [2]. Recently, the simulators have become
capable of taking into account the actual values of objects, thus conditioning the
execution of tasks to the value of objects. K-MADe was the first widely accessible tools
offering the ability to set pre-calculable conditions used by the simulator to allow or
deny access to a task. CTTE offers the ability to set pre-conditions and post-conditions
since version 2.5, released in 2011. However, K-MAD is the only notation proposing a
“WHILE” construct. K-MADe and HAMSTERS propose a concept of edge effect
(Assignment in HAMSTERS) to describe an operation performed on objects by the
task. CTTE does not offer this feature, and the user must change the object values by
hand to enable compliance with the conditions. However, CTTE is the only tool to
manage the concept of post-condition, which corresponds to assertions on the value of
objects at the end of tasks.

Fig. 3. Iteration with CTT
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Objects can be independent or dependent from tasks. While K-MAD and HAM-
STERS define them as independent from the tasks, CTT considers them as an integral
part of the tasks, which forced its authors to add an operator to exchange objects
between tasks.

If the way to express conditions changes from one formalism to another, treatment
of pre-conditions by the simulator is universal: which the precondition is false, the task
turns unavailable to the user, which can result in blocking the task model (K-MADe) or
in its early termination (CTTE).

2.2 Task Model Limits

The primary objective of task models is to describe precisely a prescribed or observed
activity. As we mentioned in the introduction, as part of the design of interactive
applications, the clear separation of the roles or users from those played by the system
is a key item. Furthermore, the precise semantics of notations is intended to guarantee a
unique interpretation of the model. If this target is met by categorizing tasks, it is not
the same as regards to the dynamic semantic models. The multiplicity of mechanisms
can lead to inconsistencies in the model behavior, which prevents the building of
precise and unambiguous descriptions.

In this section, we will describe, with the support of examples, the concrete
problems one can meet when designing task models.

Not so Accurate Semantics. While authors of task models aim principally to avoid
ambiguity, it is clear that firstly multiple mechanisms may lead to inconsistencies, and
secondly gaps or unsaid things in the description of models can generate different
interpretations of specific situations.

The first lack of precision concerns the notion of optional task. Is it a choice made
by the system or only a choice given to the user? The second concerns the vagueness of
the semantics of errors in task models: does it mean that the model is “stuck” running,
or does it mean that the model is false? In general, the articles describing the task
models do not focus on these issues, and only the tools can give an echo of the
proposed dynamic behavior.

Case Study. To illustrate our study, consider the following example: model the task of
keeping the score sheet of a volleyball match. The volleyball rules determine that a
match consists of a maximum of five sets, the team that wins three of them wins the
game. One way of describing the activity is to say that one must play three sets, then a
fourth and a fifth if necessary. Both sets are optional, depending on system status (here,
the current set score).

The use of CTT formalism1 (Fig. 4) requires to manage the end of repetition as a
creation of a task that will disable it. By the rules of the formalism, this task cannot be
optional, hence the creation of the abstract task “Finish match.” To achieve this task,
sets 4 and 5 (if necessary) should be played, and then the score sheet needs to be

1 In these three examples, the model is shown on only three levels of decomposition.
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completed. These tasks are optional (as indicated by brackets around the name of the
task), but not left to the user’s choice: they must be based on the score result.

Figure 5 shows the same activity modeled with K-MAD. The ITER and OPT bold
symbols respectively denote the existence of an iteration on the task 2 (N 2) “Mark
normal set” and optional for tasks 3 and 3.2.

Figure 6 shows the same activity modeled with HAMSTERS. The iteration and
optional symbols are noticed to the left and right of the assigned task.

The difference in model decomposition is explained by a strict rule of CTT for-
malism: to get out of a repetitive task, the only way is to have a following mandatory
task with a disabling operator. This prohibits the shape used in the K-MAD model,
where the task following the repetition is optional (Fig. 5).

Limits of Optional Tasks. None of the three solutions is satisfactory from the point of
view of volleyball rules. When interpreting the dynamic semantics of task models, we
find that nothing prevents the user to “play” four or five sets with the same winner
team.

Fig. 4. “Keep the score sheet of a volleyball match” modeled with CTT

Fig. 5. “Keep the score sheet of a volleyball match” modeled with K-MAD
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Using Pre-conditions. From the earliest works on task models, conditionality of tasks
was highlighted. The concept of pre-condition, which allows conditioning the execu-
tion of a task to a condition expressed as a Boolean, has been proposed. According to
his/her scenario choice, the task model user is able to guide the simulation of the model
following his/her own perception of conditions. Thus, in our example, terms like “If no
team has scored 3 sets” would correspond to a good pre-condition for the game tasks of
the 4th and 5th sets. However, this condition is not based on any concrete evidence of
the model, and cannot be formally exploited by simulators. In [2], the authors
demonstrate the interest in the use of formal preconditions using computable expres-
sions in the design of interactive systems based on task modeling. In fact, the three
studied tools currently include computable expressions, based on more or less complex
objects.

K-MADe manages digital objects, boolean or text that can be used to define
pre-conditions attached to tasks or iteration terms (building “while” expressions). It
also manages collections to handle objects in lists, stacks, tables, etc. CTTE manages
objects of various types, which can be used for automatic generation of interfaces, but
only offers the basic expression operators (equality, inequality, lower, upper).

In our case, the three tools can enrich the model description using calculable
pre-conditions. It is possible to define such a condition in the form SetsA < 3 AND
SetsB < 3 for both tasks matching the 4th and 5th sets, which will prohibit the real-
ization of these tasks if the condition is not met.

One can notice that preconditions are completely invisible in the CTT model, while
K-MAD and HAMSTERS give a feedback on their existence.

Fig. 6. “Keep the score sheet of a volleyball match” modeled with HAMSTERS
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What Behavior? One might expect to have the same behavior for these models. It is not
the case, as using the simulators can show. The way the simulators work is quite similar.
At each step of the simulation, a framework offers the user a set of available/enabled
tasks. Double-clicking on one of these tasks can “run” it and the simulator then recal-
culates all available tasks (Task Enabled Set) based on the operators of the model. In the
case of CTTE simulator, actions for which preconditions are not checked do not appear
among the available tasks. However, in the case of K-MADe, they are available, but not
executable (i.e. a double-click on such a task does not result in change of state, a
message informs that the pre-conditions is false).

Figure 7 shows the enabled tasks at the end of the repetition, in a situation where no
team has won 3 sets (the game is not finished, you have to play the 4th set).

If the situation is properly managed in CTT thanks to taslk preconditions, K-MADe
offers an illogical action that pass the action “Finish the game.” This is due to the lack
of consideration of the conditions in the node tasks.

Note also that the failure to carry out an optional task is translated differently in the
simulators: in the case of K-MADe, you must explicitly “Pass” the action, while for
CTTE, simply trigger the next task. Therefore, an optional task cannot be the last task
of the model in CTT, because in this case one cannot complete the model without
running the optional task.

In both cases, what can we observe? The only graphical representation of task
models does not allows to predict the behavior of the model. Indeed, the only parameter
that appears clearly on the graph is the optional nature of the task. Although, in some
cases, the user must decide whether the optional task is done or not, in other cases, like
here, not achieving the 4th and 5th sets it is not a user’s choice, but is determined by the
system status.

The combination of pre-conditions with the optional unary operator seems to solve
the problem: in fact, adding a pre-condition on the system task “Calculate result”, we
can make it inaccessible until the conditions are not met. This solution is however not
satisfactory for several reasons.

The Ambiguous Optional Attribute. What is the actual meaning of the optionality of
tasks? Does it represent a decision to be made by the human operator who may or may
not decide to do this task at this moment, or is it related to the system status, that is to
say a situation in which the task should be performed if a condition is true, and omitted
if not? Here, in the case of volleyball, the fourth set cannot be omitted if none of the
teams has won more than 2 sets. The only way to prevent the user from validating the
optional nature of the task is to put a precondition on the next task/s, to inactivate

Fig. 7. Enabled tasks in CTTe (left) and K-MADe (right)
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it/them. Besides the fact that this has no special meaning, it imposes a writing discipline
that greatly complicates task model building and validation for modellers.

How do task models handle task optionality? In CTT, any task may be optional.
During the simulation, if no pre-conditions are present, the task can be executed or
ignored. In the absence of precondition definition, one can consider this choice as legal,
because the task model user is supposed to master every aspect of the played scenario.
However, if the preconditions are used, this behavior is no longer acceptable. Indeed, this
would allow the user to override the pre-condition of a system task. In the case of
K-MAD, a system task cannot be defined as optional, reducing the sense of optionality to
a decision of the user of the model. But in this case, it is never possible to not execute…

The Failure Semantics. The third important point concerns the semantics of model
failure. Using the only semantics of operators necessarily leads to a consistent state of
the model, with one or more tasks to run (the model is still active) or not (the model is
completed). The introduction of pre-conditions can lead to more complex situations. So
what about a model where all possible tasks contain only tasks which pre-condition are
false? CTTE ignore this case, considering that the list is empty, so that the model is
completed. In contrast, K-MADe considers that the model is “blocked”: it does not end
in a normal situation.

3 Towards a More Accurate Semantics

We believe that the existence of “holes” in the task model semantics prevents task
model authors to reach their main objective. An unambiguous semantics seems an
essential prerequisite to any good modelling.

Some authors have noted a lack in the expressive possibilities of task models. This
is the case of [10], which proposes to add some operators to CTT. Two of them are
linked to our problem: the unary “Stop” operator and a modified choice operator. The
“Stop” operator consists of an attribute that can manually interrupt the current task
model during simulation. It allows taking into account one error that occurs during a
task. The example given by the authors regard such a login task, where the user can
decide to abort his task (user selectable, called deterministic), and where the system
may fail the task if entering a wrong password (system selection, qualified
non-deterministic).

Our proposal has two points: the definition of the concept of failure of the current
activity, and the definition of a new attribute, in addition to the “Optional” attribute, to
define the “Blocking” status of a task.

3.1 Current Task Failure

A task model describes a human activity. Ideally, this activity is always legal and valid.
However, for the purpose of specifying interactive system (or parts of an interactive
system), what does a deadlock mean, where no task is attainable because the conditions
for their running are not met? The Sinnig’s “Stop” operator [10] is intended to allow
the incorporation of early termination of a task tree. It is an interruption provided
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explicitly by the task model developer. But what about the case where the model has a
more attainable solution determined by the set of expressions that govern the pre-
conditions tasks? In CTTE, the answer given is to consider that the model simulation is
finished “normally”. We believe that this solution is not suitable for using task models
to validate interactive systems. We therefore propose the following rule: as one task
remains present in the list of available tasks, the activity is completed. If a task cannot
be activated, then the activity is in error. This notion, which does not currently exist in
task models, allows us to consider the concept of validity or invalidity of scenarios.

3.2 Redefining Optionality

The examples discussed above demonstrate the lack of precision concerning the def-
inition of the optional nature of the tasks in task models. Is this optionality only due to
actions of the human actor in activity, should it be related to the system status, or the
intrinsic nature of the task?

In our example, the 4th and 5th volleyball sets are not mandatory but depend on the
system status. In a state, they are required, in another state, they are prohibited. The
Sinnig’s proposition, which consider the choice operator as either a user choice (de-
terministic as proposed) or a system choice depending on the system status (non
deterministic) cannot therefore take into account all cases. Thus, it is not possible to
define a task whose pre-condition determines the optional nature, but in the end, is also
optional from the perspective of the user. Our proposal is to distinguish between two
notions associated with the unsystematic character of a task.

• The optional nature of a task (attribute “Optional”) is only attached to the choice of
the human actor of the task model, which can freely choose to achieve the task or
not. Therefore, a system task cannot be optional.

• We propose to define a new attribute, called “blocking.” This attribute defines the
behavior associated with the possible pre-condition expressed on tasks. So if
“blocking” is true, the task cannot be omitted by the user. It shall be enforced if the
pre-condition is true. However, if the pre-condition is false, the task will block the
full model, which will then be in check. By default, a task is still “blocking”
intrinsically, without precondition (which is always true to have a pre-condition)
This task must be performed. Only the positioning of this task in a building with an
‘alternative’ operator unblocks the model.
The advantage of this solution lies in the possibility of combining the two operators
together. A blocking and optional task corresponds to the case where the user can
override the completion of a task whatsoever.

4 Conclusion

In this article, we introduced and illustrated some inaccuracies of task models, which
can be explained by the addition of new concepts in the originally defined formalism.
We offer a solution to solve ambiguities generated by these inaccuracies.
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Another field of study concerns the concept of interruption, and its link with the
dynamic models as currently defined.
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Abstract. Simulation is a well-established technique that uses what-if scenario
analysis tool in Operational Research (OR). Discrete Event Simulation
(DES) and System Dynamics Simulation (SDS) are the predominant simulation
techniques in OR. However, in recent time, a new simulation technique, namely
Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) is gaining more attention in the modelling of
human behaviour. This research focused on modelling the human behaviour
using DES and a combination of DES/ABS. The contribution made by this
paper is the information unveiled as a result of comparing DES and a combi-
nation of DES/ABS for modelling both human reactive and human proactive
behaviour in service systems; such as check-in services in an airport. The results
of our experiments show that, the level of reactiveness considered in the com-
bined DES/ABS model has a big impact on the simulation outputs. Therefore,
for service systems of the type under investigation, we would suggest the use of
hybridized DES/ABS as the preferred analysis tool.

Keywords: Simulation � Discrete event simulation � Agent based simulation �
Human behaviour modelling � Reactive behaviour � Proactive behaviour

1 Introduction

Simulation has become a preferred tool in Operation Research for modelling complex
systems [1]. Simulation is considered a decision support tool which has provided
solutions to problems in industry since the early 1960s [2]. Studies in human behaviour
modelling and simulation have received increased focus and attention from simulation
research in the UK [3]. Human behaviour modelling and simulation refers to
computer-based models that imitate either the behaviour of a single human or the
collective actions of a team of humans [4]. Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and Agent
Based Simulation (ABS) are simulation approaches often used for modelling human
behaviour in Operational Research (OR). Examples can be found in [5, 6]. The
capability of modelling human behaviour in both simulation approaches is due to their
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ability to model heterogeneous entities with individual behaviour. Another simulation
approach commonly used in OR is System Dynamic (SD). However, this approach
focuses on modelling at an aggregate level and is therefore not well suited to model a
heterogeneous population at an individual level. Because of this limitation, SD is not
considered in the present study. Human behaviour can be categorised into different
types, many of which can be found in the service sector. When talking about different
kinds of human behaviour, we refer to reactive and proactive behaviour. Here, reactive
behaviour is related to staff responses to the customer when something is being
requested and is available. While proactive behaviour relates to a staff member’s
personal initiative to identify and solve an issue. When providing services, proactivity
of staff plays an important role in an organisation’s ability to generate income and
revenue [7]. But the question here- is it useful to consider proactive behaviour in
models of service systems and which simulation techniques is the best choice for
modelling such behaviour? Thus, in this paper we investigate the impact of modelling
different levels of proactive behaviour in DES and a combination of DES/ABS. This
study compares both simulation techniques in term of simulation result using a real
world case study: check-in services in the airport.

In some of our previous studies: the capabilities of DES and combined DES/ABS in
representing the impact of reactive staff behaviour [8]; mixed reactive and proactive
behaviour in a retail sector [9] and public sector [10]. In the present paper, we look at
the capabilities of DES and a combination of DES/ABS in representing the impact of
mixed reactive and proactive behaviour on another complex public sector system.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we explore the characteristics of DES
and ABS and discuss the existing literature on modelling human behaviour in service
sector. In Sect. 3 we describe our case study and the simulation models development
and implementation. In Sect. 4 we present our experimental setup, the results of our
experiments, and a discussion of these results. Finally, in Sect. 5 we draw some
conclusions and summarise our current progress.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Human Behaviour Modelling in DES and ABS

This section reviews the existing research studies on modelling human behaviour using
DES and ABS techniques. As explained by Pew and Mavor [4], Human Behaviour
Representation (HBR), also known as human behaviour modelling, refers to
computer-based models which imitate either the behaviour of a single person or the
collective actions of a team of people. Nowadays, research into human behaviour
modelling is well documented globally and discussed in a variety of application areas.
Simulation appears to be the preferred choice as a modelling and simulating tool for
investigating human behaviour [11]. This is because the diversity of human behaviours
is more accurately depicted by the use of simulation \ [12].

In all the reviewed work, the best-known simulation techniques for modelling and
simulating human behaviour are DES and ABS. Among existing studies on modelling
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human behaviour, the use of DES is presented by [5, 6, 13, 14], On the other hand,
[15–19], recommend ABS for modelling human behaviour. [5] claims that, based on
their experiments of modelling the emergency evacuation of a public building, it is
possible to model human movement patterns in DES. However, the complex nature of
DES structures where entities in the DES model are not independent and self-directed
makes the DES model inappropriate for modelling large-scale systems. This charac-
teristic of entities in DES is agreed by [13], who have used DES in planning the
pedestrian movements of the visitor to the Istanbul Technical University Science
Center. However, due to the dependent entities in the DES model, the pedestrian
movement pattern in their simulation model is restricted to pre-determined routes. By
contrast, [17, 18] have developed an agent-based fire evacuation model which models
people-flow in free movement patterns. He states that the decision to use ABS is due to
the fact that agent-based models can provide a realistic representation of the human
body with the help of autonomous agents.

In addition to modelling human behaviour using DES, [12] have investigated
methods of estimating the impact of imperfect situational awareness of military vehicle
operators. They opined that, it is possible to use the DES model to understand human
behaviour by matching the results from the DES model with human subjects. [15]
comments that, modelling consumer behaviour when grocery shopping is easier using
ABS because, this model has the ability to integrate communication among individuals
or consumers. [16] asserts that, their research in applying ABS to simulate management
practices in a department store appears to be the first research study of its kind. They
argued that ABS is more suitable than DES due to the characteristics of the ABS
model; specifically, it allows to model proactive and autonomous entities that can
behave similar to humans in a real world system.

Instead of choosing only one simulation technique to model human behaviour,
some researchers tend to combine DES and ABS in order to model a system which
cannot be modelled by either method independently. Examples are [4] who studied the
operation of courier services in logistics, who investigated manufacturing systems, who
studied human travel systems. Others are [3] who looked at the operation of coffee shop
services, [21] who is using SIMKIT to model both simulation models and [20],
investigated the modelling of earth-moving operations. They all agree that DES and
ABS modelling can complement each other in achieving their objectives. A combina-
tion of ABS and DES modelling is useful when human behaviour has to be modelled to
represent the communication and autonomous decision-making.

The research into human behaviour using DES and ABS that has been carried out
so far suggests that DES and ABS are able to model human behaviour but take different
approaches (dependent entities vs. independent agents). The studies outlined above has
shown that DES is suitable for capturing simple human behaviour, but is problematic
when applied to more complex behaviours as the next event to occur in DES has to be
determined. In contrast, ABS offers straightforward solutions to modelling complex
human behaviour, i.e. free movement patterns or employee proactive behaviour, as
agents can initiate an event themselves. However, for ABS, the resource requirements
(computational power) are much higher and the modelling and implementation of the
model is more complex.
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2.2 The Simulation Choice

The comparison made in this study uses DES and a combination of DES/ABS. As the
focus of this research was to investigate a service oriented system in the public sector,
which involves queuing for the different services. The use of ABS is not the choice for
the investigations carried out in this research, this is because in pure ABS models, the
system itself is not explicitly modelled but emerges from the interaction of the many
individual entities that make up the system. However, as ABS seems to be a good
concept for representing human behaviour we use a combination of DES/ABS
approach where we model the system in a process-oriented manner, while we models
the actors inside the system (the people) as agents.

3 Case Study Description

The operation at the check-in counters in an airport has been chosen as third case study
[9, 10] because it demonstrates a diversity of contact between counter staff and trav-
ellers, which is essential to this study of human behaviour. Information on this third
case study is chosen from “Simulation with Arena” by [1].

Figure 1 illustrates the operation at the airport check-in service, the numbering and
red arrow represents the sequence of operation. The operation at the airport check-in
service of this case study starts from the point at which travellers enter the main
entrance door of the airport and progress to the one from the five check-in counters of
an airline company (represented by arrow number 1 in Fig. 1).

The operation at the five check-in counters is from 8.00 am to 12.00 am every day.
If members of staff at the related check-in counters are busy, the travellers have to wait
in the counter queue (represented by arrow number 2 in Fig. 1). If counter staff are
available, then travellers will move to the check-in counter (represented by arrow

Fig. 1. The operation at the airport check-in service (Color figure online)
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number 3 in Fig. 1). Once their check-in is completed, the travellers are free to go to
their boarding gates (represented by arrow number 3 in Fig. 1).

To model the human reactive and proactive behaviours, information on real human
behaviours at the airport is gathered through secondary data sources such as books and
academic papers.

The reactive behaviour that has been investigated relates to counter staff reactions
to travellers in processing their check-in requests and their response to travellers
waiting in queues during busy periods. The proactive behaviours that have been
modelled are the behaviours of another member of staff (supervisor) who is responsible
for observing and controlling the check-in services. The first proactive behaviour of a
supervisor is a request to the counter staff to work faster in order to reduce the number
of travellers waiting in queues. The decision to execute such proactive behaviour is
based on their working experience. Identifying and removing any suspicious travellers
from queues is the supervisor’s second proactive behaviour to be modelled, their
decision again based on observation and working experience. Suspicious travellers
include those with overweight hand or cabin luggage, drunken travellers and unau-
thorised pregnant women. The proactive behaviour of travellers is related to their
search for the shortest queue in order to be served more quickly. The decision by the
travellers to execute such proactive behaviour is generated from knowledge that they
gathered by observing other queues while checking-in.

After analysing the operation at the check-in counter, the level of detail to be
modelled in the DES and the DES/ABS models, as well as conceptual modelling, is
then taken to consideration.

4 Simulation Models

Both, the DES model and the combined DES/ABS model are based on the same
conceptual model (Fig. 2) but the strategy of implementation in both cases is very
different. DES modelling uses a process-oriented approach, i.e. the development begins
by modelling the basic process flow of the check-in services operations as a queuing
system. Then, the investigated human behaviours, reactive and proactive are added to
the basic process flow (Fig. 2). Two different implementation approaches are used for
developing the DES/ABS model: the process-oriented approach is used for the DES
modelling (Fig. 2) and the individual-centric approach is used to model the agents.
Figure 3 shows some state charts that represent the different types of agents in the
model (travellers, counter staff and supervisor).

Two simulation models have been developed from the conceptual models and both
are implemented in the multi-paradigm simulation software AnyLogic™ [22]. These
simulation models consist of one arrival process (travellers), five single queues, and
resources (five counters staff). Travellers, counter staff and supervisor are all passive
objects in the DES model, while in a combination of DES/ABS model, they are all
active objects. Passive objects are entities that are affected by the simulation‘s elements
as they move through the system, while active objects are entities acting themselves by
initiating actions [6].
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A discussion follows on how objects in DES model or agents in DES/ABS model
are set up:

Travellers Object/Agent. The arrival rate of the simulation model is gathered from
“Simulation with Arena” by [1]. In both DES and DES/ABS models, the arrival
process is modelled using an exponential distribution with the arrival rate shown in
Table 1. The arrival rate is equivalent to an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time

Fig. 2. The implementation of DES model
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with mean = 1/rate. The travel time as stated in Table 1 is the delay time for travellers
moving from the airport entrance to the check-in counters.

Counter Staff Object/Agent. In both simulation models, five members of counter
staff have been modelled performing the task of processing travellers’ check-in
requests. Task priority is allocated on a first-in-first-out basis according to the service
time stated in Table 2.

Supervisor Agent (only in combined DES/ABS model). The supervisor agent is
modelled in the combined DES/ABS model while in DES model the supervisor is
imitated by a set of selection rules (programming function). This is because in the DES
model the communication between the entities is not capable of being modelled. In
both simulation models, the supervisor is not directly involved with the check-in
process. He/she is there only to observe the situation at the check-in counter, so no
service time is defined for the supervisor for both simulation models (DES and com-
bined DES/ABS).

We conducted 100 replications for each set of parameters. Both simulation models
use the same model input parameter values. Therefore, if we see any differences in the
model outputs they will be due to the impact of the differences between the modelling
techniques. The run length for this case study is 16 h, imitating the normal operation of
the check-in counter at an airport. The verification and validation process are performed
simultaneously with the development of the basic simulation models (DES and com-
bined DES/ABS).

5 Experiment and Results

The purpose of the experiment is to compare the simulation results between DES and
combined DES/ABS models when modelling human reactive and proactive behaviours.
The experiment sought to find out what could be learnt from the simulation results when
modelling complex proactive behaviours for the realistic representation of the real–life
system using two different simulation techniques. The comparison of simulation results

Table 1. Travellers arrival rates

Arrival type Time Rate

Travellers arrival time 8.00–24.00 am Approximately 30 people per hour
Travellers travel time Upon arriving Uniform (1,2)- minimum 1 min, maximum 2 min

Table 2. Counter staff service time

Service time parameters Value

Counter staff service time Weibull (7.78, 3.91)
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for DES and combined DES/ABS models is conducted statistically by performing a
T-test. For our comparison we use the following hypotheses:

Ho 1: Modelling human reactive behaviour in DES model produce statistically the same
simulation results with combined DES/ABS model

Ho 2
:

Modelling human mixed reactive and proactive behaviour in DES model produce
statistically the same simulation results with combined DES/ABS model

Four simulation models have been developed: 1. Reactive DES model 2. Reactive
Combined DES/ABS model 3. Mixed Reactive and Proactive DES model and 4. Mixed
Reactive and Proactive DES/ABS models. Two types of experiments have been con-
ducted as shown in Table 3.

In this experiment, the general idea of reactive (response to environment) and
proactive behaviours as described in Sect. 4 were imitated and modelled. The first
proactive behaviour that was modelled in this experiment is related to the behaviour of
the supervisor, who is responsible for ensuring that the check-in process is under
control. The supervisor’s proactive behaviour is demonstrated by requesting counter
staff to work faster in order to serve travellers who have been waiting a long time. The
decision of requesting counter staff to work faster is based on the supervisor’s
awareness that some travellers would not move to another shorter queue. The second
proactive behaviour is demonstrated by the behaviours of travellers who require faster
service. Finding the shortest queue on arrival at the check-in services and moving from
one queue to another shorter queue while queuing have exemplifies the proactive
behaviours of travellers. Finally, the third proactive behaviour is exhibited in identi-
fying suspicious travellers by the supervisor, based on their own experience and
observation at the check-in counters.

To investigate the impact of modelling variation of proactive behaviours against
reactive behaviours in DES and combined DES/ABS models, “customer waiting time”
and “number of customers served” were used as our main performance measures. We
have selected these measures as the literature recommends them as important measures
to increase productivity in the service-oriented systems . In addition, we have used
“counter staff utilisation” and “number of customers not served” as the additional
performance measures. To execute the Experiment 2, the additional performance
measures were used based on the investigated proactive behaviours (number of
requests to work faster, number of travellers searching for shortest queue (upon
arriving), number of travellers searching for shortest queue (while queuing) and
number of travellers moved to the office). It is assumed that investigating these

Table 3. Experiment description

Experiment Description

Experiment 1 Reactive DES versus reactive combined DES/ABS

Experiment 2 Mixed reactive and proactive DES versus mixed reactive and proactive DES/ABS
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measures will provide sufficient evidence in understanding the impact of the simulation
outputs for different behaviours in one simulation technique.

The sub-hypotheses were built for each performance measure in DES and com-
bined DES/ABS according to the list of experiments to be compared. Finally, the
results of the performance measures in the Experiment 1 and 2 were gathered and
compared for both simulation models (Table 4).

The hypotheses for Experiment 1 are:

Ho1_1 : The travellers waiting time resulting from the reactive DES model is not
significantly different from the reactive combined DES/ABS model

Ho1_2 : The number of travellers served resulting from the reactive DES model is not
significantly different from the reactive combined DES/ABS model

Ho1_3 : The counter staff utilisation resulting from the reactive DES model is not
significantly different from the combined reactive DES/ABS model

Ho1_4 : The number of travellers not served resulting from the reactive DES model is
not significantly different from the reactive combined DES/ABS model

The hypotheses for T-test in Experiment 2 are the same with the four hypotheses in
Experiment A1 but these hypotheses are tested with a name link to Experiment 2 as
follows: Ho2_1, Ho2_2, Ho2_3, and Ho2_4, for the travellers waiting time, the counter

Table 4. Results of experiment 1 and experiment 2

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Performance
measures

DES Combined
DES/ABS

DES Combined
DES/ABS

Travellers waiting times (minute) Mean 18.64 18.46 6.44 3.12
SD 23.91 24.84 10.18 8.17

Counter staff utilisation (%) Mean 64 65 69 70
SD 18.58 20.59 18.21 18.7

Number of travellers served
(people)

Mean 473 473 462 459
SD 22.35 22.81 24.19 25.1

Number of travellers not served
(people)

Mean 4 4 0 0
SD 2.25 4.71 0 0

Number of requests to work faster Mean – – 1 0
SD – – 1.25 0.19

Number of travellers searching for
the shortest queue (upon
arriving) (people)

Mean – – 477 478
SD – – 25.18 50.89

Number of travellers searching for
the shortest queue (while
queuing) (people)

Mean – – n/a 223
SD – – n/a 42.18

Number of travellers moved to the
office (people)

Mean – – 15 17
SD – – 10.15 11.83
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staff utilisation, the number of travellers not served and the number of travellers served,
respectively. To complete the Experiment 2, the following additional sub-hypotheses are
needed.

Ho2_5 : The number of requests to work faster resulting from the mixed reactive and
proactive DES model is not significantly different from the mixed reactive
and proactive combined DES/ABS model

Ho2_6 : The number of travellers searching for the shortest queue (upon arrival)
resulting from the mixed reactive and proactive DES model is not
significantly different from the mixed reactive and proactive combined
DES/ABS model

Ho2_7 : The number of travellers searching for the shortest queue (while queuing)
resulting from the mixed reactive and proactive DES model is not
significantly different from the mixed reactive and proactive combined
DES/ABS model

Ho2_8 : The number of travellers moved to the office resulting from the mixed
reactive and proactive DES model is not significantly different from the
mixed reactive and proactive combined DES/ABS model

Results for the Experiment 1 and 2 are shown in Table 4 and the results of the
T-test are shown in Tables 5 and 6. Referring to Table 4, Experiment 1 has revealed
similarities in results between the DES and combined DES/ABS models. The test
results in Table 5 show that the p-values for each performance measure are higher than
the chosen level of significant value (0.05). Thus the Ho1_1, Ho1_2, Ho1_3, and
Ho1_4, hypotheses are failed to be rejected. Results in this case study have revealed a
similar impact on both simulation models when modelling similar reactive behaviour.

Hence, the simulation result for the reactive DES and combined DES/ABS models is
statistically show no differences and the Ho1 hypothesis is failed to be rejected.

Similarities and dissimilarities of results between DES and combined DES/ABS
were found in this combined-proactive experiment, as shown in Table 4. Significantly,
the combined DES/ABS model has produced a shorter waiting time, a lower number of
requests to work faster and a higher number of travellers searching for the shortest
queue while queuing compared to the DES model. This impact is significant, probably
due to the extra individual behaviour that is modelled in the combined DES/ABS

Table 5. Results of T-test in Experiment 1

Performance measures DES vs. combined
DES/ABS
P-value Result

Travellers waiting time P = 0.801 Fail to reject
Counter staff utilisation P = 0.422 Fail to reject
Number of travellers served P = 0.763 Fail to reject
Number of travellers not served P = 0.851 Fail to reject
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model. Such behaviour (travellers searching for shortest queue while queuing) is fre-
quent in the system under study and has affected the travellers’ wish to be served more
quickly; therefore no queue is longer than another. The statistical test (Table 6) has
confirmed these three performance measures (customer waiting time, number of
requests to work faster and number of travellers searching for the shortest queue while
queuing) have shown lower p-values than the chosen level of significant value (0.05).
Therefore, the Ho2_1, Ho2_5 and Ho2_7 hypotheses are rejected.

In addition, the statistical test has confirmed that there are no significant differences
in both simulation models’ results between counter staff utilisation, number of trav-
ellers served, number of travellers not served, number of travellers searching for
shortest queue upon arrival and number of travellers moved to the office, as their
p-values are higher than the level of significant value. The Ho2 _2, Ho2_3, Ho2_4,
Ho2_6 and Ho2_8 hypotheses are therefore failed to be rejected. As an overall result,
modelling human combined-proactive behaviour for both DES and combined
DES/ABS models is statistically different in their simulation results performance.
Therefore, the Ho2 hypothesis is rejected.

Modelling various proactive behaviours in the airport check-in services has proved
that the behaviour of travellers who always seek faster service is the main reason that
has influenced the performance of both simulation models. However, this is more
noticeable in combined DES/ABS as modelling travellers’ behaviours is more realistic
than in the DES model. The performance of the combined DES/ABS model in mod-
elling realistic human behaviours has a significant impact on the simulation study.

From the comparison investigation, new knowledge is obtained. The investigation
has proven that DES is capable of producing similar results to those of combined
DES/ABS when modelling the reactive human behaviour, but further complex

Table 6. Results of T-test in Experiment 2

Performance measures DES vs. combined
DES/ABS
P-value Result

Travellers waiting times P = 0.000 Reject
Counter staff utilisation P = 0.486 Fail to

reject
Number of travellers served P = 0.612 Fail to

reject
Number of travellers not served P = 0.218 Fail to

reject
Number of requests to work faster P = 0.000 Reject
Number of travellers searching for shortest queue (upon
arriving)

P = 0.766 Fail to
reject

Number of travellers searching for shortest queue (while
queuing)

Statistical test is not
available

Number of travellers moved to the office P = 0.572 Fail to
reject
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proactive modelling produced different results. Modelling detail human behaviours in
combined DES/ABS has demonstrated that modelling such behaviours produce sig-
nificance impact on the simulation output performance. This study has shown that it is
useful to model human proactive behaviour as detail as possible in the service industry
in order to get a good understanding on the service-oriented systems performance. The
best choice of simulation technique is combined DES/ABS.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have demonstrated the application of simulation to study the impact of
human reactive and proactive behaviour service systems. The study in particular
focusses on finding out more about the benefits of implementing only reactive or mixed
reactive and proactive behaviours. More precisely, our investigations have been able to
answer the question: Is it useful to model human proactive behaviour in service
industry and which simulation techniques is the best choice for modelling such
behaviour?

Previously, we have dealt with the reactive behaviour modelling [8] and mixed
reactive proactive behaviour modelling [9] in a first case study based in the retail sector
and a second case study based in the public service sector [10]. We found that mod-
elling realistic proactive behaviours that habitually occur in the real system are worth
modelling in the modelled situations as it has demonstrated a big impact to the overall
system performance in DES and DES/ABS models.

Also in this paper, we have focused on modelling different level of proactive
behaviour for check-in services in the airport. Modelling the service-oriented system as
realistically (proactive behaviour) as possible is found important. This is because
modelling such detail has a significant impact on the overall system performance, as it
reduces the customer waiting time and the number of customers not served. We found a
combination of DES/ABS model to be suitable for modelling the levels of proactive
behaviour that was investigated in the proposed case study. In the future we would like
to involve with more complex service-oriented systems, to test if we can generalise our
findings regarding the comparison of modelling different level of proactive behaviours
in DES and a combination of DES/ABS techniques.
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Abstract. One of the problems of current software development lies on
the existence of solutions to address properly the code portability for the
increasing number of platforms. To build abstract models is one efficient
and correct way to achieve this. The Model-Driven Software Engineering
(MDSE) is a development methodology where models are the key for all
project lifecycle, from requisites gathering, through modelling and to the
development stage, as well as on testing. Pervasive computing demands
the use of several technical specifications, such as wireless connections,
advanced electronics, and the Internet, as well as it stresses the need
to adjust the user interface layer to each one of the platforms. Using a
model-driven approach it is possible to reuse software solutions between
different targets, since models are not affected by the device diversity
and its evolution.

This paper reports on a tool, which is highly parameterizable and
driven to support Model-2-Model and Model-2-Code transformations.
Also, instead of using a predefined technology, the tool was built to be
scalable and extensible for many different targets and also by addressing
the user interface layer generation.

Keywords: Model-Driven Software Engineering · Model transforma-
tion · Cross-platform generation · Pervasive software development

1 Introduction

The current trends about software development for mobile platforms, namely
mobile apps development, are mainly focused on the portability for the rising
number of devices to which user interface layers can be developed. This addresses
the need to sustain this development by building abstract models as a mean to
have an efficient and scalable way to achieve our purposes.

As its well known, model driving software engineering supplies a development
methodology where models are the key for the entire project lifecycle, from
requisites gathering, through modelling and development stage, as well as on
testing. Using a model-driven approach it is possible to reuse software solutions
between different targets, since models should not be affected by the device
diversity and its evolution.
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As said previously, actual technologies are developing up at great speed in a
diversity of areas, such as hardware and software (middleware and user interface
layer). Hardware has been evolving to standardized form factors, more powerful
and cheaper, and software has become more complete, with increased function-
alities at the user interface level.

However, this development led to the proliferation of platforms and technolo-
gies where constantly there is new base software with new features, which increas-
ingly impose new restrictions to software portability. For example, each time a new
Android smartphone is released, there is the risk of old released software become
uncovered with problems such as fragmentation or “multiple screens”. This is par-
ticularly true when dealing with the user interface layer source code.

The amount of complexity brought to the software side is only possible to be
reasonably solved because of the notorious improvements around the develop-
ment methodologies, which enables us to deliver software with lower production
costs, longer lifecycle, and higher interoperability. Using models as basis of soft-
ware development allows the overcome of the current platform proliferation and
it also provides portability for new platforms that may appear in near future.

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [7], proposed in 2001 by the Object Man-
agement Group (OMG), encompass a set of standards for model-based software
development. It is intended to support ever-changing business environments,
minimising the software development time and project costs. MDA enables sep-
arating the system functionality from implementation details, keeping consistent
glue between both elements.

Software development based on MDA starts with high-level models obtained
in the specification phase. Gradually and automatically, the models should be
transformed into more specific (low-level) models until source code is reached.
The transition between models can be achieved by a set of well-defined rules
(the models glue). Then, using a tool, it is possible to achieve automatic code
generation from abstract (high-level) software models.

Tools supported by models make the software development more straightfor-
ward, because it enlaces the software portability, and the developer can choose
the abstraction layer and programming language to be used. It is important
to stress that data, behaviour and user interfaces can be modelled at adequate
abstraction levels and then rely on transformation rules to generate the corre-
sponding source code. Specific efforts on the development of each one of these
layers usually implies that the models were not properly designed.

This paper uncovers the first results of a model-based tool, MDA SMAR-
TAPP, which is driven to support highly parameterizable MDA transformation
processes. The tool is to be used in the development of the application’s busi-
ness and user interface layers meant to be accessed by mobile apps (in a first
approach Android specific) or hybrid web browser desktop applications.

The remaining document is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 it is exposed some
related work; in Sect. 3 it is presented how Model-2-Model transformations are
achieved; Sect. 4 is related to MDA SMARTAPP model editor; in Sect. 5 it is
presented the tool architecture; Sect. 6 is related to the case study; and Sect. 7
presents the conclusions.
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2 Related Work

To build a mature model-based tool, such as MDA SMART, it is important
to overcome two major different points of view: what is expected from a model-
based tool, and what could be done to support efficiently models transformation.

In a model-based tools space, there are some highly evolved tools, being the
OutSystems Platform1, or the IBM Rational Software Architect2 two success-
ful examples of such tools. Usually, these tools provide development environ-
ments with simple and high quality rendered interfaces, and a lot of features
for drag-and-drop modeling. As a result, users becomes more concerned about
the envisaged solution, instead of the implementation details. However, highly
evolved tools have a restricted structure, and the user has sometimes some dif-
ficulty to custom and expand beyond their “sandbox”. And the advantage of
model portability is many times fully dependent on the tool ecosystem and not
properly interoperable.

Several MDA implementations have already been proposed in the past [5,6].
In [2], for example, it is done a study on the applicability of MDA in the devel-
opment of large-scale software. As a result, the study proved that MDA based
approaches increases the quality and quantity of the deliverables and reduces
the overall cost once it allows people to interact at a more abstract point of
view. It is also important to note that using MDA models provides for some
durability and resistance because they are not affected by the proliferation of
available middlewares.

In [1] the development of a Fujaba [8] plugin to support Business Process
Modeling (BPM) tasks is presented. The main goal is to port BPM models for
UML activity diagrams and vice versa through Fujaba mechanisms “MoRTEn”
(ModelRound-Trip Engineering) and “MoTE” (Model Transformation Engine).
To support the transformations it was implemented a mechanism of Triple Graph
Grammars (TGG) [12] in order to achieve bi-directionality and incremental
model processing.

In [13] a prototype for the semi-automatic construction of Web Informa-
tion Systems (WIS) was built. The objective is to achieve the tool architecture
through other existent tools and some Model-Driven Development (MDD) com-
ponents.

The most successful initiatives of MDA supported tools are the ones which use
Domain-Specific Language (DSL) approaches to define model transformations.
Here the tools are divided in several domains such as mobile devices, web services
and applications, and standard desktop solutions.

Another work worth of mention is the one presented by Vaupel et al. [14]. It
presents a modelling language and an infrastructure for the model driven devel-
opment of Android apps. It also uses Ecore meta-models and it provides model
transformation and source code generation using the Eclipse plugins. It defines
a meta-model for the business layer, one for the user interface and another for

1 http://www.outsystems.com/.
2 http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/products/rsa/.

http://www.outsystems.com/
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/products/rsa/
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specifying the application’s behaviour. It uses simplified meta-models, in order to
cope with complexity, for the transformation stages. One major difference from
our approach is the fact that it only supports the transformation for Android
applications not covering both the Web and hybrid clients.

3 Model to Model Transformation Engine

There are tools that manage web, mobile and desktop development at the same
conceptual level. Even inside each one of these categories not all the existing tools
support, or can be extended to the plethora of possible technological targets.
In order to achieve this compatibility degree is the main objective of MDA
SMARTAPP, a tool that allows the using of models and provides a way to
support transformations for different target device families.

The kernel of MDA SMARTAPP is based on a model to model (Model-
2-Model) transformation mechanism, the M2M Engine. The main purpose of
M2M Engine is to iterate over all models of a MDA standard architecture until
the models reach low-level abstraction layers. This is particularly useful when
addressing the user interface controls and widgets, knowing that at model level
the developer needs that technological particularities will not change the models,
allowing to keep the discussion at a reasonably high and abstract level.

The DSL approach has been repeatedly used in model-based tools. There
are well known cases where using a DSL become a success, such as is the case
of ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) from ATLAS Model Management
Architecture (AMMA) platform.

ATL, proposed by the Group ATLAS INRIA & LINA, was aimed to imple-
ment Meta-Object Facility (MOF)/Query-View-Transformationg (QVT) [10,11]
request standard from OMG. It’s a hybrid language since it allows rules construc-
tion on both imperative an declarative paradigms. In a declarative way, simple
mappings are implemented in a straightforward way. The imperative way to use
the language is mostly used for higher complexity definitions.

The ATL virtual machine is properly equipped with a well-developed Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [9] architecture. This feature provides flexibility in
models manipulation (and respective meta-models) allowing it to cope with more

Fig. 1. EMF ATL - Operational context
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complex models. Moreover, models can present problems in the transformation
process, and these could be difficult to resolve if there is not a significant support
from the OCL side.

As presented on Fig. 1, ATL operational context follows a MOF [10] com-
pliant architecture. In this context, the input model (A) is translated to the
output model (B) through a well defined set of ATL rules (ModelA to ModelB).
The input model (A), the output model (B), and the set of ATL rules (Mod-
elA toModelB) conforms to the M2 (level) meta-models, MetaModel:A, Meta-
Model:B, and ATL, respectively. All three M2 meta-models are bridged by the
(M3) MOF meta-meta-model.

MDA SMARTAPP takes advantage of this MOF compliant architecture to
be extensible and scalable. For a new Model-2-Model configuration there is the
need to provide the input and the output meta-model (written in the Ecore
format), and the ATL set of rules. With only these three elements it is possible
to achieve software portability for any device configuration.

4 M(odel) Editor

In order to give the end user a friendly environment to edit the models we
developed a small scale graphical editor. The graphical editor component was
built using the JGraph3 library. This library presents good usability patterns,
with a rich look and feel, it is well documented, and it has become used with
success in a series of successful case studies [1]. However, it should be noted
that our aim is not to replace other tools that can be used for model edition
and manipulation, but to provide for prototyping purposes the means to easily
create a model. We believe that most developers will use their preferred tool
for model creation and through the existing formats for model interchange the
models can exchanged with other applications.

In addition to the most well known functionalities, JGraph also provides
a mechanism to implement the model validation. It is possible to reuse this
mechanism to build “a priori” a model checker, and therefore by using this func-
tionality, MDA SMARTAPP can validate the user actions and their conformity
to the UML’s meta-model. For example, it doesn’t allow the user to specify an
implementation of an UML class with respect to other class, as it should have
been done to an interface definition.

In [2] is reported how hard and unmanageable is to restart a sequence of
model transformations because of delayed detected errors. That is even more
evident when dealing with very large and complex models, with a magnitude of
several thousand objects (business and interface objects) as discussed in [3].

5 Tool Architecture

MDA SMARTAPP is intended to support the bottom layers from the
MDA architecture: Platform Independent Model (PIM), Platform Specific
3 http://www.jgraph.com/.

http://www.jgraph.com/
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Model (PSM) and source code. Therefore, this tool provides one component
dedicated for PIM models manipulation; one component for the PIM to PSM
transformations; and one component for source code generation taking the PSM
models as input. All three were designed to be abstract components, and can be
extended by specific configurations.

The first component, the M(odel) Editor, is responsible for capturing the
visual information (objects and locations) that describes the memory model rep-
resentation. Similar to a CASE tool, this includes model manipulation according
to the respective meta-model context. Also, it allows for a design environment
with good usability patterns and without the need to the user to develop any
source code.

The tool core component, the M2M Engine, is accomplished with an ATL
configuration. This component is responsible for managing models definitions
and to execute the instantiated Model-2-Model transformations.

The third component, the M2C Engine, covers the last step of a MDA archi-
tecture, and by using a template approach the PSM models are translated into
source code.

Fig. 2. MDA SMARTAPP - Tool logical architecture

MDA SMARTAPP supports UML2 for the PIM layer and Java and Android
for the PSM and source code layer. Also, there are considered three main output
targets (Fig. 2): Web applications, Hybrid clients with a server side and a client
side components, and Desktop applications. Although the definitions of web
and desktop applications are self-explanatory, it is important to define what we
understand by hybrid applications. Hybrid applications are applications built
specifically for native platforms (namely Android, iOS, or others) that exchange
information with the server side using standard web protocols (eg. Web Services).
At this stage we use Java as the platform for desktop applications and server side
components and Android code will be generated to run in the mobile devices.

6 Case Study

As a proof of concept our case study is a simple Field Force Automation (FFA)
application. The application objective is to retrieve lists of technical information
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shaped for different use cases. The biggest challenge in this domain lies on the
definition of a usable Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the mobile devices,
specially the smaller ones, that force the developer to think very carefully about
the usability and the user experience. There’s another significant challenge that
arises from the fact that the source code portability is important especially when
dealing with such constraints with the target hardware and base software.

This case study was solved with one unique abstract model, that later was
derived for desktop (Java) and mobile (Android) applications.

First it was necessary to develop some primary MDA SMARTAPP features:
this includes an UML2 domain editor (the M Editor component), UML to Java
model transformations (the M2M Engine), and finally the source code generation
for Java and Android targets (the M2C Engine).

For the UML2 domain editor it was developed a graphical view (V) of UML2
model using the JGraph library. This view is supported by a bespoke controller
(C) and the UML2 meta-model4 application program interface (M) available in
the Eclipse platform.

To support the Model-2-Model transformation, it was considered a simplifica-
tion of Java meta-model, in order to reduce the number of entities and relation-
ships. Some ATL rules were specified, and strengthened with OCL definitions.
In this particular case OCL allowed us, for example, to ensure that the UML2
packages are well unfolded to Java packages (Fig. 3), or the name of any Java
element respects the reserved words, although other more complex restrictions
could have been specified.

The source code generation of the user interfaces, from both desktop and
mobile clients, was derived from the UsiXML [4] models of the interface layer.

Fig. 3. UML2 to Java ATL rule - UML2 to Java package unfolding

Once we had a robust Java meta-model, two sets of Velocity templates were
developed for Java and Android technologies. Since it is possible to build multiple
template fragments and choose at runtime what best fits on the target device,
it is possible to overcome the slight differences from similar targets with one
unique PSM meta-model.

For our FFA application the simplified domain model is presented in Fig. 4
and it depicts the core business entities: the worker, the service and the client.

4 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=uml2.

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=uml2
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Fig. 4. Simplified domain model of a FFA application.

The domain model is transformed into a PIM model derived from the trans-
formations needed to ensure the necessary compliance to the Java meta-model.
Figure 5 shows MDA SMARTAPP platform independent model for the FFA
application.

Fig. 5. PIM model construction.
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Fig. 6. PSM model construction.

The platform specific model, the PSM, will use the same target language
(Java), so it is not necessary to change the existing UML model. Figure 6 shows
the PSM model for the FFA application.

Fig. 7. Source code generation for Java and Android.
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Figure 7 illustrates the source code generation for both the Java and Android
platforms.

Using the same template’s strategy, and starting from a UsiXML model, the
source code for the user interface layer is also generated. Figure 8 shows the
usage of templates to generate this layer.

Fig. 8. User interface source code generation for Java and Android.

7 Conclusions

In this paper a model-based tool for hybrid systems development was presented.
Through a DSL configuration the MDA SMARTAPP tool can translate abstract
models in implementations artefacts for web, hybrid and desktop targets.

This paper described the first results of a model-based tool, MDA SMAR-
TAPP, meant to support highly parameterizable MDA transformation processes.
The tool is to be used in the development of business layer and user interface
layers of applications that can be reached using mobile apps (in a first approach
it is Android specific) or hybrid web browser desktop applications. Specifically,
it supports PIM (Platform Independent Model) manipulation, PIM to PSM
(Platform Specific Model) transformations, and automatic source code genera-
tion for both web and mobile clients. MDA SMARTAPP does the setup of a
robust, extensible, and scalable model-based tool architecture where its skeleton
is independent from any platform domain, having its main core based on model
transformations.
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The use of models, and the possibility of having them to parameterize the
tool, ensures durability for any software and promote independency on changes
of the base software of mobile devices. We presented a case study that covered
this process as well as makes it possible to strive new application domains, since
the tool can work with new target platforms, such as iOS or other custom fit
solutions.

Also, this approach highlighted that with OCL it is possible to create robust
and simple (not simpler) transformation processes, with business rules included,
allowing us to shape better and target specific models, reducing the need to
rearrange the generated lower-lever models.

The use of templates for source code generation allow us to easily reshape
models in order to cover all the implementations variations from an original PSM
specification. The work reported focused on a first set of components developed
for MDA SMARTAPP and proves that highly parameterizable and complex user
interface apps for mobile platforms can be specified using well known models and
the transformations from models to source code can effectively deliver a ready
to deploy product.

Acknowledgments. This work is financed by the ERDF - European Regional Devel-
opment Fund through the Operational Programme for Competitiveness and Interna-
tionalisation - COMPETE 2020 Programme within project POCI-01-0145-FEDER-
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Abstract. The reliability of man-machine system (MMS) depends upon the
sequential interactions of the components. Conventional methods cannot take into
account the dynamic evolution of the sequential interactions. Hence we propose
a novel gate, sequential interaction gate, to model interactions in the MMS. The
sequential interaction gate can graphically and mathematically address the
sequential interactions in an adequate way to demonstrate interactive chains
leading to the MMS’s failure. An application case is given to show the validity
of the proposed method.

Keywords: Man-machine system · Reliability · Sequential interaction

1 Introduction

The man-machine in this paper refers to a closed-loop control system comprising a
machine and an actively participating human operator. For a man-machine system
(MMS), unwanted occurrences should be reduced to the minimum. To achieve this goal
the reliability of the MMS must be taken into account.

The reliability of the MMS has long served as a compelling target for reliability
theory explanations. While many theoretical attempts have been found wanting, some
classical theory concepts have been put forward. In the traditional view, the reliability
of a MMS (RS) is the series of the machine’s reliability (RM) and human’s reliability
(RH), and hence RS = RM • RH, where RM and RH are statistically independent.

Nevertheless, a typical characteristic of the MMS is interactive; hence it depends on
the joint functioning of humans and machines [1, 2].

A simple MMS for instance is shown in Fig. 1.
The controller is operated by the human, and there is a controller monitor in the

control system. When the human makes an error, the monitor will instantly detect and
then let the controller refuse to perform or ring an alarm. If human error occurs, and the
monitor sequentially fails, as a consequence, the MMS will fail.

The reliability of that system depends as much upon the sequential interactions as
on the characteristics of the components. Conventional reliability analysis of the MMS,
such as the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA),
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Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA) [3, 4], Cogni‐
tive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) [5], Technique for Human Error
Rate Prediction (THERP) [6], which separately consider the influence of humans and
machines in the MMS, cannot take into account the dynamic evolution of the sequential
interactions, methods are consequently needed which can address the sequential inter‐
actions in an adequate way to restrict the analysis to what actually happens.

However, few studies have met the requirements of adequately addressing the
sequential interactions of the MMS.

Yagoda and Coovert [7] and Liu and Wang [8], with the aid of the Petri nets and
Markov, provide methods to analyze the reliability of a MMS, which involve man-
machine interactions. As is known to all, the exponential explosion is the main limitation
for both the Petri nets and Markov. And, it’s difficult to predict potential accident
sequences in a safety-critical MMS so that vulnerable points can be disclosed and
removed [9]. In addition, Petri nets and Markov model do not own a flexible, modular,
intuitively structure, which cannot be constructed incrementally.

Conventional reliability analysis techniques cannot be applied directly and accu‐
rately to analyze the MMS. Therefore, we propose a sequential-interaction-gate-based
model (SIGM), extended from our previous works [10, 11], for the reliability analysis
of the MMS.

The proposed model is a formal approach to model the reliability of MMS as alge‐
braic representation. It can provide reliability evaluation information to aid in the choice
of different alternatives for man-machine interactions. During the operating state of a
system, the model can also provide reliability information to improve system reliability.

2 Sequential-Interaction-Gate-Based Model

A main restrictive assumption in FTA is that basic events must be assumed to be stat‐
istically independent, and their interactions are depicted by means of Boolean OR/AND
gates, so that only the combination of events is concerned, and not their dynamic inter‐
actions or sequences.

Those static gates cannot be applied directly and accurately for the MMS reliability;
hence we provide a novel gate, sequential interaction gate (SIG), to model interactions
in the MMS.

Controller 
monitor

Human 
Behavior

Fig. 1. A MMS example with controller monitor
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In this section, we recall the conventional static gates at first. Then, we define the
SIG and put forward the SIG-based reliability qualitative analysis model.

2.1 Conventional Static Gates

The AND gate (with symbol .) and OR (with symbol +) gate with 2 events A and B are
shown in Fig. 2. The AND gate occurs if all of the events occur, the OR gate occurs if
at least one of the events occurs.

A BA B A B

AND (A,B) OR (A,B) SIG (A,B)

Conventional Static gates Dynamic gate

Fig. 2. Different gates in the SIGM

2.2 Sequential Interaction Gate (SIG)

The SIG (with symbol >) with 2 events A and B is also shown in Fig. 2. Events attached
to a SIG must occur in the sequence that they appear from left to right in the graphical

Fig. 3. Cascading SIGs
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representation. As a consequence, in the case of a SIG with 2 events as showed in
Fig. 2, A and B must occur and A must occur before B for the SIG to occur, which noted
as A > B.

To represent the behavior that A occurs before B which occurs before C, the SIGs
can be cascaded as showed in Fig. 3, which noted as (A > B) > C.

Fundamental theorems which allow developing and simplifying the algebraic repre‐
sentation of the cascading SIGs are defined.

• RULE1 A.B → A > B + B > A
• RULE2 (A + B) > C → A > C + B > C
• RULE3 (A > B) > C → A > B > C
• RULE4 A > (B > C) → A > B > C + B > A > C

The whole theorems and proofs can be found in our previous work [11].

3 Application

We propose modeling sequential interactions in a MMS which is depicted in Fig. 4.

Machine1 
(M1)

Machine2 
(M2)

Human (H)

Fig. 4. An automatic, interactive MMS

There’re two machines, M1 and M2, performing the control function. If M1 or M2
malfunctions, M2 or M1 can instantly detect it and will perform the correct instruction.
The human monitors those two machines running conditions.

Therefore, if those two machines both fail, and the human sequentially makes error,
as a consequence, the MMS will fail. Thus, the SIG-based model for the MMS is shown
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. The initial SIG-based model for the MMS

According to Rule 1, the equivalent model is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The equivalent SIG-based model for the MMS

Significantly, the MMS with sequential interactions cannot be modeled exactly using
usual techniques because the system failure criteria cannot be expressed in terms of
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combinations of basic events, all using the same time frame. The SIG-based models in
Figs. 5 and 6 can distinctly and intuitively indicate interactions and sequences that may
lead to the system’s failure.

Further, we simplify the algebraic representation of the model as follows,

SIG(AND(M1, M2), H)

→ M1.M2 > H
→ (M1 > M2 + M2 > M1) > H RULE1
→ (M1 > M2) > H + (M2 > M1) > H RULE2
→ M1 > M2 > H + M2 > M1 > H

As shown in Fig. 7, M1 > M2 > H indicates that M1, M2 and H fail according to
their positions in the expression, namely, M1 fails first, M2 fails next and H fails last,
as a consequence, the MMS fails. This expression combines human and machine as a
whole, and demonstrates interactive chains leading to the MMS’s failure. In practice,
cutting off the failure chain can, in some degree, reduce the failure of the MMS.

Fig. 7. The equivalent SIG-based simplification model for the MMS

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel method to analyze the MMS reliability using sequential
interaction gate. The method is a new qualitative way that extends the existing the MMS
reliability analysis models. Further quantitative analysis can be done to obtain the
occurrence probability.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the foundation of National Key Laboratory of
Human Factors Engineering, Grant NO. HF 2012-Z-B-05.
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Abstract. This paper presents a method for integrating usability evaluations on
agile software development aiming to improve software quality and user satis-
faction. The proposed method uses three different usability evaluations and
user-centered design techniques, during the agile development process with the
Scrum framework. The main results are presented in analyses and discussions
about the use of the method on the development of two case studies: a
Socio-pedagogical Monitoring System and an Event Management System.
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1 Introduction

Agile methods have been used in Software Engineering as an alternative to tackle high
rates of failure and project delays [1]. To improve software usability quality, new
approaches have been studied to integrate User-Centered Design and Agile
Development.

Previous studies [2–5] discuss approaches that aims to integrate usability evalua-
tions on agile software development. In a first approach, Sy uses the parallel tracks of
development technique to ensure that those responsible for implementation receive a
prototype of interfaces with usability already evaluated.

In a second approach, Sy adopts the prototyping interfaces technique to refine
interaction projects. Both approaches are also observed by Silva da Silva.

Crispin and Gregory use prototype evaluation methods to help teams to understand
every system requirement, before starting source-code implementations and usability
evaluation with users, to observe them in real use cases of the system.

Lars Nielsen uses heuristic evaluation to verify developed features implementation
in each iteration.

This work presents the results obtained from a master degree research aiming to
investigate, implement, and apply a method for usability evaluations on agile software
development with Scrum framework [5], mainly to improve product quality and user
satisfaction.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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The proposed method, named AGILUS, was created based on the Agile Manifesto
principles and values [7]. It uses usability evaluation methods and user-centered design
techniques, both integrated to Scrum framework development process. In order to
verify the AGILUS effectiveness, two case studies were performed, as well as some
analyses and discussions.

Section 2 delimits the proposed method application scope on the agile development
main stages. Section 3 describes the AGILUS mainly steps, pointing the objectives of
each usability evaluation. Section 4 describes the use of the AGILUS method on agile
development process. Section 5 describes two case studies where the method was used.
Section 6 presents some analyses and discussions from method application results.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.

2 AGILUS Method Application Scope

The AGILUS method scope starts after the Product Backlog definition and finishes
when the Product Owner (PO) validates the software product increments, supported by
the results of usability tests, involving representative system users.

Figure 1 highlights the AGILUS application method scope at the main agile
development phases.

Thereby, usability evaluations that may be applied at the initial phases of the
Pre-Game, such as Product’s Vision, Requirements Elicitation, and Backlog’s Initial
Definition are out of the proposed method scope.

The Post-Game phase activities of the agile development process, which involves
usability evaluations on production environment, are also out of scope.

3 Main AGILUS Method Steps

The proposed method, named AGILUS, is composed of three main steps, with three
distinct and complementary usability evaluations adapted to the agile development, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The AGILUS method scope on agile development mainly phases
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The Pluralistic Walkthrough Evaluation in Prototype is responsible for the vali-
dation of Interaction Design in the initial step, where prototypes of interfaces are
designed. We adopt this formative and empirical method to involve different stake-
holders, including representative users in the evaluation. Thus, different project
viewpoints contribute to the interaction design validation, that will be implemented in a
parallel track of development.

The evaluation based on heuristics of usability, defined in the second step of the
AGILUS method, is an analytical and exploratory testing to verify if implemented
product increments meet usability principles.

As a final evaluation to support the validation of product increments, the Test with
Users, defined in the third and final step of the proposed method, aims to measure the
quality of usability as its efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction.

4 AGILUS Method on Agile Development Process

This section aims to increase the understanding of the AGILUS method by identifying
its steps on agile development with Scrum framework.

Figure 3 presents an overview of the agile development process where Scrum
framework events were separated from the AGILUS method steps.

The first step of the AGILUS Method is the application of the Pluralistic Walk-
through Evaluation in Prototype. This evaluation must occur in at least one iteration
before the implementation of a priority requirement, using the parallel tracks devel-
opment technique of interaction design and implementation.

At the beginning of the project, the Pluralistic Walkthrough Evaluation should
occur even in the Pre-Game Phase, after the initial prioritization of the Product
Backlog.

Fig. 2. The AGILUS method steps, usability evaluations and their objectives
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The User-Interface Prototyping and the Pluralistic Walkthrough Evaluation may
occur in more than one cycle, refining the prototype until the Interaction Design is
approved by the PO.

The approved prototype goes to the next Sprint Backlog, to be developed during the
Sprint. As the developers begin coding the requirements, part of the team, responsible for
the Interaction Design, starts in parallel, the prototyping of priority requirements inter-
faces, which are candidates to be implemented in the next Sprint, if any.

After code implementation, on the second step of the AGILUS method, the
Implementation is verified by Heuristic Evaluation, before the end of the Sprint, as part
of the definition of “Done”.

Usability problems identified from Heuristic Evaluation should be resolved in the
remaining time of the Sprint and before the Sprint Review. If the time for solutions
implementation is insufficient, within the Sprint time, new usability requirements
should be added to the Product Backlog, to be prioritized by the PO and, if possible,
implemented in the next Sprint.

Likewise, sequentially, the following Sprints receive interfaces approved prototype,
developed in the previous Sprint and, after its implementation, performs a Heuristic
Evaluation.

After some Sprints or the development of a critical requirement for the project
success, the PO must request a usability evaluation by Test with Users, as the third
method step. In this evaluation to assess whether any usability problem was identified,
one should measure the efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction to evaluate the
quality of the software usability.

As shown in Sect. 3, the Post-Game Phase is out of the AGILUS application scope.

5 Case Studies

To verify the usability quality of the developed software with the application of the
AGILUS method, two case studies were conducted: A Socio-pedagogical Monitoring
System (SMS); and an Event Management System (EMS), both developed for an
educational institution.

These projects have been developed as follows: two weeks for the initial phase, two
iterations of three weeks for development, and other two weeks for Tests with Users,
involving six developers as volunteers from each team and twenty users also as vol-
unteers being tested from each project.

To measure the usability of the developed systems, the following metrics were
used: tasks runtime to measure efficiency; error and completion rate to measure
effectiveness; and the System Usability Scale (SUS) [8] to measure user satisfaction.

Systems development were performed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In each system, six
tasks were set to perform the Test with Users in the final step of AGILUS method. For
each task, it was measured its task runtime, error and completion rate, and, at the end of
the test, the users were invited to answer the SUS questionnaire.
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6 Analyses and Discussion of Results

In the Pluralistic Walkthrough Evaluation in Prototype step, significant results on
improving projects usability were achieved:

• The diversity of viewpoints and opinions contributing to discussions;
• The product’s vision maturation;
• The improvements on interaction design; and
• During discussions, the new user needs raising from those involved, being trans-

formed into requirements. Therefore, the evaluation also has contributed to the new
requirements elicitation.

The main detected difficulties on implementing the Pluralistic Walkthrough were:

• To find available schedule among the participants to undertake evaluations;
• The reduced number of tasks and the simplicity of user interfaces, in one evaluation

have generated few improvements, becoming unproductive, considering the effort
to bring stakeholders together;

• Discussions often have dispersed the task scope and demanded the moderator
intervention to focus on its objectives; and

• Some users had to be encouraged by the moderator, during the test, in order to
contribute with their opinions.

Considering the benefits and difficulties presented in this first step of the proposed
method, it can be inferred that, whenever possible, the maximum of prioritized User
Stories must be included in a Pluralistic Walkthrough Evaluation in Prototype without
exceeding meeting time. Thus, a reduction in the number of meetings involving
stakeholders has contributed to increase the AGILUS method efficiency.

The Heuristic Evaluation, the second AGILUS method step, was the evaluation that
most allowed to identify usability problems with respect to: effort; number of involved
persons; and evaluation time.

The main benefits noticed from this step highlighted:

• The deep exploration of software functionalities;
• The verification of several errors possibilities and system status feedbacks; and
• Standards consistency.

The main difficulties found were dependencies of expertise, skill, and experience
from evaluators.

As the main empirical method for usability evaluation of the AGILUS method, the
Test with Users, applied in the third step of each project at the end of the Game phase,
aimed to measure the quality of usability and to identify problems by observing real
system users performing software tasks.

Figure 4 shows the obtained results from the two case studies with average values
of: 85 % and 84 % of efficiency, based on task runtime; 92 % and 85 % of effec-
tiveness, based on the error rate; 98 % and 99 % of effectiveness, based on the com-
pletion rate; and 86 and 88 of SUS scores, for user satisfaction. These SUS scores
results were considered “excellent”, according to the grid interpretation from Sauro [9].
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7 Conclusion

Regarding usability quality and user satisfaction, from the two case studies, where the
AGILUS method was applied, some significant results were obtained.

The main difficulties found from those two case studies were related to the appli-
cation of the Pluralistic Walkthrough in Prototype method considering: the availability
of those involved participants to arrange meetings; and the moderator need, to keep the
participants focused on discussions of task goals, and to encourage them to give
opinions during the test.

Depending on the achieved results with the application of the AGILUS method, the
authors of this research believe that the proposed method can be successfully applied
also in other knowledge domains involving the agile software development.

The authors also believe that, with few adaptations, the AGILUS method can be
adopted by other agile development methods, besides the Scrum framework, providing
software usability quality and user satisfaction.

Acknowledgments. The authors of this paper thank to the Federal Institute of Education,
Science and Technology of Sao Paulo and to the Brazilian Aeronautics Institute of Technology,
for accepting their challenges of innovation and for supporting the two case studies.
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Abstract. Lean Communication-Centered Design (LeanCCD) is a human-
computer interaction (HCI) design process, which consists of conducting a work‐
shop, detailing user goals, combining interaction models with paper sketches, and
testing them with users, supported by guides and templates. This study adapted
the Communication-Centered Design (CCD) and the eXtreme Communication-
Centered Design (eXCeeD), other communication-centered design processes
grounded in Semiotic Engineering (SemEng). SemEng defines user-system inter‐
action as a computer-mediated communication process between designers and
users. Approaches and processes based on SemEng are not used to directly yield
the answer to a problem, but to increase the problem-solver’s understanding of
the problem itself and the implication that understanding brings about. Process
evaluation in a case study, in the industry, proved itself difficult, both in carrying
out LeanCCD activities and in the correct application of some techniques and
concepts. However, unlike eXCeeD, we were able to observe a systematic use of
support questions that contributed to the designers’ reflection, aided by the
proposed templates and guides.

Keywords: Agile design · Agile UX · Semiotic Engineering · Human-computer
interaction · Communication-centered design · User Experience · Design methods
for interactive software

1 Introduction

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a field that studies the design and use of computer
technology, especially the interaction between computers and people. Recently, several
segments of the Brazilian industry have invested in HCI activities by hiring in-house
experts and adjusting their business processes [1]. However, the low maturity in HCI,
organizational culture, and the growing popularity of Agile Software Development
(ASD) have reduced design time and decreased the odds of conducting research with
end users [2].

To deal with these obstacles, many design practitioners have adopted solution-
focused approaches aimed at synthesis. These approaches promote the definition and
construction of solutions in short design cycles, increasing the understanding of the
problem through the evaluation of candidate solutions. They are mostly adaptations to
design approaches that leverage synthesis, analysis and evaluation [3, 4].
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In 2007, Aureliano proposed eXCeeD – an adaptation of a Communication-centered
Design approach that combined eXtreme Programming (XP) values with a streamlined
HCI design process grounded in Semiotic Engineering (SemEng).

Communication-centered design approaches emerged as “an attempt to ensure that
the domain concepts to be communicated to users are well represented and understood
by every team member before proceeding to later design stages” [5].

In this approach, the search for understanding is supported by expressions used by
the users when they interact with help systems (e.g.: “How do I do this?”) [5]. Knowledge
representation happens by building models that represent the interaction as a conversa‐
tion between users and the system [6].

This study aimed to adapt eXCeeD, following its proponents’ recommendations, and
to contribute and increase the understanding of the communication-centered process. In
order to achieve this goal, we observed the process adoption on a project in a corporate
software development environment.

Among the suggested changes to eXCeeD, we can list: properly enabling the partic‐
ipants to carry out the activities, including an initial stage dedicated to user research and
task analysis, besides investigating the explicit use of eXCeeD’s questions to support
semi-structured interviews with users and the study of the adoption of interaction models
and regular notes.

Among many challenges of a study like this, we focus our discussion on the differ‐
ences between a process like LeanCCD as proposed and how it is followed in practice.
This discussion motivates us to reflect on how methodical (or not) such a process should
be [7]. It also invites us to reflect on the designers’ difficulties to follow prescribed
procedures and to adopt specific techniques, particularly when they are not related to
their previous experiences [8].

In the next section, we briefly present and compare the communication-centered
approaches to interactive software design. In the third section, we present LeanCCD by
detailing the adjustments made to eXCeeD. Next, we describe the case study that applied
LeanCCD and a summary of the findings. Finally, we discuss some of these findings,
concluding with some remarks and directions for future work.

2 Communication-Centered Design Processes

The CCD authors believe that in order to design the human-computer interaction, it is
necessary to facilitate communication among designers to create a shared understanding
of the domain and how the application should support users in that domain [9]. Commu‐
nication-centered processes make use of questions used to build help systems [10] in
order to capture this knowledge. On the other hand, design is achieved using MoLIC
interaction models, among other representations.

A major contribution of SemEng to the HCI field was the proposal of a communic‐
ability evaluation method, representing breakdowns in the user-system communication
(for instance, “I can do otherwise.”). Silveira [10] used them to define expressions to
access help systems (for instance, “Is there another way to do this?”). These expressions
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evolved in eXCeeD for questions that assist semi-structured interviews with users (for
instance, “In what other ways would you {need/like} to do this?”).

With regard to the models, MoLIC has been used as a shared representation with
two distinct goals: to represent the communication between the users and the designer
(represented by the user interface, at interaction time) and to promote communication
among members of the design team (at design time). The language proposes the creation
of three representations: a model of user goals, an interaction model, and a conceptual
sign schema.

Studies with MoLIC form the basis for the knowledge related to the adoption of
CCD. eXCeeD, assuming that such an approach would generate extensive documenta‐
tion and in order to adapt it to the development using eXtreme Programming [11],
distributed activities, initially arranged in a waterfall model in the CCD, into design and
development cycles.

Each cycle starts with prioritizing and detailing a user goal or a set of user’s goals.
Then, the designers define the user interface and the system interaction through a combi‐
nation of interaction models and user interface paper sketches. Finally, they evaluate
the candidate solution with end users, using a technique called paper prototyping [12].
Figure 1 shows a summary of eXCeeD.

Fig. 1. Graphic summary from LeanCCD’s steps and activities

A case study evaluated the adoption of eXCeeD on a small project in an academic
environment. The results pointed out a lack of understanding of the users’ needs during
the description of the user goals, and the incorrect application of paper prototyping as
defined by Snyder [12]. During interaction and interface modeling, disagreement among
designers have resulted in the abandonment of both MoLIC diagrams and regular notes,
weakening the conclusions regarding to the light documentation maintenance proposed
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by the process. Throughout the study, the designers did not use the questions explicitly,
although subsequent tests have shown that designers addressed many of them intuitively.

3 Lean Communication-Centered Design

Based on the understanding reached by the evaluation of eXCeeD, we dedicate this
section to describe how LeanCCD has responded to the study recommendations. In this
proposal, the process can be summarized graphically in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Graphic summary from LeanCCD’s steps and activities

• Enabling the participants to carry out the activities:

Due to the problems of carrying out some eXCeeD activities as proposed, we
invested in defining ways of presenting the process by creating guides that supported
the application of each activity. We also made a presentation to the participants before
the case study that evaluated the LeanCCD. Then, both participants and the researcher
practiced some LeanCCD activities on a dummy project.

• Include an initial step for the analysis of users and their tasks

Motivated by the lack of knowledge of the users’ needs indicated by the study that
evaluated eXCeeD, we included a brief preliminary analysis of users and their tasks in
an initial cycle. The activities proposed by eXCeeD were accommodated in a step called
“Solution Detailing,” which is repeated in every cycle except the first, which happens
in a step called “Defining an Initial Solution”.

The initial cycle (also called cycle 0) proposes to carry out a workshop, – with the
participation of users, sponsors, developers and other stakeholders – contextual inquiry
and the creation of an initial broad solution model, which represents a preliminary draft
of the users’ goals and which answers the need for a comprehensive overall view of the
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solution, a deficiency pointed out by practitioners of agile methods [13]. The workshop
is divided into three steps:

1. Product Vision Definition: activity inspired by the product vision statement, popular
technique among practitioners of an agile method called Scrum [14]; it succinctly
defines the product name, its class of product (e.g.: game, web application, website,
portal, etc.), who should use it – with what goals and benefits and what the advantages
over its competitor are. Unlike the vision statement, the target audience is divided
between primary and secondary and a list of competitors and differentials can be
articulated.

2. Target Audience Analysis: it is dedicated to expand the understanding of the primary
and secondary target audience – defined in the previous activity. The activity makes
use of empathy maps, a technique to promote co-creation, commitment, creativity,
and innovation [15]. The goal is to define who these people that fit in that role are;
what they do, say, hear, see, think, and feel. Through this reflection, it is possible to
identify barriers and opportunities that can be addressed by the solution.

3. Definition of the Designer’s Deputy’s Profile: the goal is to make explicit the deci‐
sions on the communicative approach of a designer’s deputy to each role or to a
combination of a role and a user profile. The designer’s deputy’s profile consists of
the important utterances, attitudes, posture, tone, dialogue length and the commu‐
nication channels that the user users to communicate with the system.

After the strategy workshop, the General Solution Modeling is initiated. During the first
iteration, LeanCCD proposes that a simplified version of MoLIC represent the overview
of the solution from the perspective of a user role. LeanCCD proposes to create a user
goals diagram and an interaction model in a single representation [16], unlike the initial
strategy of creating MoLIC diagrams [17, 18].

Creating less detailed – or even incomplete – diagrams in the early design stages
promotes the designer’s reflection on alternative solutions. More elements are added as
the interaction specification evolves [19].

At each solution detailing iteration, the designers refine the definitions made in the
first stage. They also expand the general solution model, integrating the created inter‐
action model fragments. Thus, the process defines a solution iteratively and incremen‐
tally. However, unlike eXCeeD, LeanCCD takes time to an Initial Solution Definition
up-front, a common practice to design in agile software development [20].

• Investigate the explicit usage of questions that support conducting interviews with
users

The designers have not adopted the questions explicitly in the study that has evaluated
eXCeeD. LeanCCD maintained the questions, integrating them in a guide and using
sticky notes in bulletin boards as an incentive strategy of their use.

The questions were mostly used during the detailing of user goals. LeanCCD also
makes use of the questions proposed by Aureliano in order to detail a set of user goals.
However, we propose a User Target Board that groups the questions into categories
according to the related topic. Figure 3 shows the questions in the guide for each area
where the notes should be posted.
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• Investigate the adoption of models and regular notes

Fig. 3. User’s goals detailed guide with questions contained in the respective guide.

The use of MoLIC models that were built in parallel with the user interface sketches
is also part of LeanCCD. We kept this strategy as another opportunity to assess the
adoption of MoLIC models in streamlined design approaches. We added to the regular
notes the use of templates to record the information.

We also decided to propose the creation of conversation sketches, which are exam‐
ples of conversations arranged in two lanes that represent, respectively, user utterances
and system utterances, similar to essential use cases [21]. Instead of representing user
intents and system responsibilities, conversation sketches are likely to represent a linea‐
rization of a path through a MoLIC interaction model.

The conversation sketches have two main objectives: to assist in the validation of
the understanding with stakeholders that do not necessarily know the MoLIC language
and to serve as rough sketches of interaction models, enabling the designer to explore
alternatives through the simple manipulation of sticky notes.

4 Case Study

We evaluated LeanCCD happened in the software supply division of the Information
Technology (IT) department of a multinational energy company. The division has a User
Experience Center of Excellence founded with the goal of including HCI design
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techniques in the company’s software development process. The UX Center of Excel‐
lence is composed by professionals with graduate degrees in Design, Computing and
Psychology.

The study aimed to answer the questions: “How is interaction designed when
adopting LeanCCD?” and “How can LeanCCD’s evaluation collaborate to expand the
understanding about communication-centered design processes?”

The study lasted three days. The first day was devoted to the presentation of the
process and a survey of previous experiences of the designers. In the other two days, the
researcher observed the designers working on a project that aimed to develop a dash‐
board that presents metrics of call center tickets of IT solutions. Two stages of evaluation
were held, the first one at the end of the strategy workshop and the second one at the
end of the project.

As the study aimed to evaluate a process with few participants, we decided to perform
a mainly qualitative research, but with some quantitative indicators that offer an over‐
view of the opinions of the participants. The choice of a mixed methods research allows
the collection of data through different instruments in order to triangulate the results and
to make a more comprehensive discussion about the process.

The evaluation covered the following topics: clarity, usefulness, ease and intention
of adopting each process activity. Throughout the assessment, the designers completed
a questionnaire by technique, in which they assigned values between 1 (negative
extreme) and 7 (positive extreme) for each topic. The researcher also explored the opin‐
ions in depth through individual interviews. At last, the evaluation included an

Fig. 4. Graphic summary of LeanCCD stages and activities
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evaluation activity in which each participant could assign to the guides of each technique
one out of eight stickers representing three strength points, three weak points, one
extremely strong point and one extremely weak point of the technique. In the final eval‐
uation, the same amount of stickers was available to attach to a process graphic summary,
as presented in Fig. 4.

5 Findings

The main LeanCCD evaluation findings are: the positive assessment of the initial cycle,
the difficulty of assessing the general model in a small project, the abandonment of
MoLIC models and the subsequent adoption of conversation sketches, besides the
explicit use of the questions by combining boards and guides during the detailing of the
user goals.

The designers positively evaluated the workshop conclusion, although it was not
possible to notice a more active collaboration of users in completing the boards, as
intended. Moreover, the definition of the designer’s deputy’s profile was negatively
assessed according to its utility, ease and intent to adopt it.

Given the limited scope of this study, it seems reasonable that the participants did
not feel the lack of a representation of the entire solution. However, in order to prioritize
and refine a user goal, designers consulted the product vision board. The hypothesis is
that the product vision would sum up the solution in a more comprehensive way for
small scopes.

The abandonment of MoLIC models – similar to what happened to the study that
evaluated eXCeeD – and the designers’ argument that the conversation draft is more
aligned with a simplified approach raises a concern about the potential of the represen‐
tation adopted in this study and the reasons and impacts behind the recurrent abandon‐
ment of the models.

The combination of boards and guides was an important step to investigate the
explicit use of the questions in this study. However, we noticed that there is a small
space for reflection within simplified approaches. In addition to that, the construction of
the boards with A3 sheets was appointed as a limiting factor to the collaboration between
designers and other participants. We suggest that, in future studies, they should be
printed or drawn in larger dimensions, such as flipcharts and white boards.

6 Discussion

The findings presented in the previous section make us reflect on which factors influ‐
enced the behavior and opinions of the participants in this study. In this section, we will
discuss the main factors highlighted, such as the over-theoretical approach adopted, the
alignment of the proposal with simplified design processes, and the impacts of the strict
sequencing of activities, which may have fostered the perception of an excessively
methodical approach.

The perception of clarity on the activities of LeanCCD – expressed by the partici‐
pating designers – was mainly harmed by the strategy of maintaining theoretical
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elements of the Semiotic Engineering and of MoLIC as proposed by their authors. Terms
like “designer’s deputy” and “perlocutionary effect” were not understood or properly
interpreted.

This overuse of theory creates issues to be analyzed in future studies: What is the
knowledge needed to apply the process, and how can it be transmitted to an HCI design
team without prior knowledge of SemEng or MoLIC? How can this knowledge be
simplified and be adapted to the language of designers, facilitating their understanding
and application?

Since the theory was conceived as academic research, the presentation of Semiotic
Engineering concepts – if necessary – should follow a more technical discourse and be
more compatible with their interlocutors, designers in the software industry. Successful
examples of the technical discussions involving developers can be observed in the
research of communicability evaluation methods [22].

Regarding the adoption of models, the analysis of the participants’ previous expe‐
riences pointed out prototyping as a common practice, but not combined with the
construction of interaction models. As we could expect, designers have not adopted the
interaction models. Once again, theory overuse may have influenced that decision.
However, the participants of the study that have evaluated eXCeeD had an experience
with the use of MoLIC and they also abandoned the use of the model. Would this
repeated abandonment of MoLIC models on streamlined design processes indicate that
the designers only see benefits in using this kind of models in projects with higher
complexity?

Proponents of MoLIC pointed out that the main distinction is the representation of
the entire system from the point of view of a user role. Although this is a gap of agile
methods, the lack of such a representation has not been noticed in studies that have
evaluated eXCeeD and LeanCCD.

It is possible to suppose that in streamlined contexts of design, the superficial view
provided by the conversation sketches would be sufficient for designers. However, what
would the designers lose by abandoning the modeling language or adopting less struc‐
tured representations?

Further studies may investigate the effectiveness of the conversation sketches to
represent the interaction and to analyze which elements from MoLIC would not be
represented, and with what impact. The findings could point to the creation of a simpli‐
fied version of MoLIC or to invest in expanding the use of conversation sketches in
processes similar to eXCeeD.

During the final assessment using the process graphic summary, a designer scribbled
and suggested changes to the order and combination of activities. This fact may highlight
the need of flexibility to accommodate design preferences.

The sequencing of LeanCCD activity was more explicit during the evaluation
process (Fig. 4) than in the graphic summary created subsequently (Fig. 2). That may
have contributed to the perception of a methodical rigor in the way the process was
introduced. Furthermore, the designers’ opinions on the use of some techniques, such
as the proposal of the designer’s deputy profile, support the claim that some activities
may have been executed only to fulfill a protocol.
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7 Concluding Remarks

This article aims to contribute to an HCI design process that considers the communica‐
tion between designers and users in the definition of a lightweight design process, the
Lean Communication-Centered Design (LeanCCD). Among the main findings of this
study were the positive assessment of the proposed initial cycle and the explicit use of
the issues by combining boards and guides. However, we saw the non-adoption of
MoLIC models – similar to what happened in the evaluation of eXCeeD – and we had
difficulty in assessing the overall modeling of the solution due to the reduced scope of
the projected system using the LeanCCD.

For future work, we recommend evaluating the general solution modeling in a study
of broader scope – or in a less familiar area – and to conduct a few iterations to refine
the model. A summary of the information obtained using the supporting questions is an
interesting step, but it is necessary that some more comprehensive studies investigate
their real use in agile contexts. Finally, they should invest in translating the boards and
guides to other languages such as English and Spanish. This could expand the adoption
of LeanCCD.

Among the factors that have most influenced the process execution are the theory
overuse by the proponents of LeanCCD – indicating the investigation of a simplification
of MoLIC and the concepts of SemEng. In addition to that, the rigid sequencing
suggested by the graphic summary of the process may have encouraged the interpretation
of an overly methodical approach, which goes against the principle of the studies that
how designers usually behave [8]. By proposing a new graphic summary of the process
activities, we attempted to avoid that impression (Fig. 2).

Giving up a methodical approach entirely implies to assume that we would always
have experienced designers, working for companies able to deal with unpredictability,
letting go of standardization, traceability and reproducibility, to list a few factors. We
hypothesize that this is not a common scenario in which software development takes
place in Brazil.

According to [7], “methods seem more like idealizations than prescriptions, and
might better be presented as cases or exemplars rather than practical frameworks. This
shift reveals the need to present a set of sound examples of how parts of various systems
development method can be mixed and matched (perhaps with other, newly invented
parts)”.

Thus, CCD, eXCeeD, and LeanCCD can be considered examples of how you can
adopt a communication-centered approach to the design of interactive systems. Studies
such as the one reported in this paper would help to choose the approach to follow, to
increase the understanding of the adoption of communication-centered processes.

Therefore, we suggest the interpretation of methodical and non-methodical
approaches as extremes of a continuum, which can encourage us to find the balance that
motivated the creation of LeanCCD. This balance point should be able to assist inex‐
perienced designers to find design strategies, without losing the flexibility to accom‐
modate individual preferences and to react to situations related to the environment in
which these processes take place.
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Abstract. In existing Cloud Data Centres (CDCs), workload prediction
plays an important role in energy conservation, as it allows for dynamic
migration and consolidation of Virtual Machines (VMs) which are pro-
visioned on these centres. In this paper, we propose a new multivariate
time series Extreme Leaning Machine (ELM) algorithm, and use it in an
efficient CDC workload prediction framework based on energy consump-
tion. This prediction framework not only uses VM historical usage values,
but also takes into account VM and user behaviour and current states
of the data centre. We introduce a number of techniques to handle the
problem of predicting window sizes to optimize Physical Machine (PM)
utilization. The proposed ELM algorithm and prediction framework are
implemented using Google Trace data, which represents a 29-day trace
collected from a cluster that contains more than 12,500 PMs. The results
indicate that our model performs better on a variety of time series pat-
terns than other models in the literature.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Data centre management · Workload
prediction · Extreme Leaning Machine (ELM)

1 Introduction

The last ten years have seen an exponential increase in the use of cloud comput-
ing to satisfy Information Technology (IT) requirements. Data centre power is
among the largest commodity expenditure in IT services for most organizations.
The global data centre electricity usage in 2012 was 300-400 TWh, or about 2 %
of global electricity usage, and this usage is expected to triple by 2020 [1,18].
According to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), each 1000kWh of power
consumption also emits 0.72 tons of CO2 [16]. With 88 % of this usage going
to powering and cooling of IT equipments, any reduction will have a significant
impact on overall electricity consumption, and a better green technology.

Energy reduction in a data centre equipment is extremely challenging due to
complexity of systems used in a CDC. Energy consumption is not only deter-
mined by hardware efficiency, but also by the resource management system
deployed on the infrastructure and the efficiency of applications running on the
system [8].
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
M. Kurosu (Ed.): HCI 2016, Part I, LNCS 9731, pp. 565–576, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-39510-4 52
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In a CDC, proactive dynamic consolidation of VM requests is one of the most
effective way to increase resources utilization and reduce energy consumption.
This is done through monitoring, use of historical data and prediction of future
workload. Hence, VM request prediction plays a key role not only in efficient
resource utilization strategies, but also in workload-scheduling and admission
control for dynamic cloud computing environments. VM prediction module pro-
vides estimations to determine, whether or not to add more Physical Machine
(PM) resources, rearrange the order of query execution, and admit or reject a
new incoming query [7,8,15].

A formulation of VM request prediction problem can be addressed by the use
of available historical data to forecast future requests. In other words, previous
usage patterns are used to estimate future VM requests in a data centre.

In our previous work [7], we proposed a framework that combined k-means
clustering and an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm to forecast the
VM requests. Although this framework showed promising results, it also did
make an assumption that task requests made to a CDC are relatively sta-
tionary over time. But in some CDCs, the arriving rate of task requests can
vary frequently, as applications are divided into one or more processes run-
ning in different VM with different life span. Additionally, run-time of the
processes can change depending on the phases they are in [19]. Furthermore,
workloads in CDCs are driven not only by tasks characteristics, but also by user
behavioural patterns. User behaviours are significantly more diverse than task
behaviours [12]. These rapid variations in VM requests and user behaviours make
it difficult to use conventional machine learning algorithms with off-line learning,
and including the standard ELM algorithm to obtain an accurate predication of
VM requests. This suggest that a multivariate time series algorithm may pro-
vide a more suitable candidate for such applications. In this work, we introduce
a new ELM prediction algorithm to be used for a multivariate time series CDC
workload prediction. This algorithm will be combined with an efficient workload
prediction framework for CDC based on energy consumption. In our framework,
we have combined clustering algorithms for users and workload, and our pro-
posed multivariate time series ELM to forecast VM requests. The main features
of this approach are:

– We use clustering not only on VM requests, but also on user requests. This can
result in proper filtering of unexpected VM requests caused by unpredictable
users’ actions.

– We overcome the problem of time varying VM requests, depending on the
actual service demand.

– Our proposed multivariate time series ELM represents an online sequential
framework which is able to eliminate the restrictions about observation win-
dow size and number of VM clusters (inputs) for the ELM predictor.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes the proposed
general block diagram of the dynamic VM prediction framework. Section 3 will
discuss VM and user clustering. Section 4 gives details on proposed multivariate
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time series ELM prediction algorithm. Experimental results and discussions can
be found in Sect. 5. Conclusions is given in Sect. 6.

2 Proposed Prediction Framework

Our proposed real-time VM workload prediction system consists of the following
main components (see Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. Proposed prediction framework

Off-line clustering is used to create a set of clusters for different types of VMs
and users form long term historical data. The centres of these clusters will be
used to classify gathering data (new request and/or already exist VMs) during
a specific time frame, or an observation window.

Trace decomposer is responsible for mapping each request received during a
given observation window into one cluster according to long term cluster centres
calculated off-line.

User and VM Behaviours have a strong influence on the overall cloud work-
load. Comprehensive workload models must consider both tasks and users and
may even individual VM behaviour to reflect realistic conditions by excluding
unwanted VMs or users form workload estimation process.

Historical Workload represents the historical data, which should updated
periodically and used to predict the next period VM request for each observation
window. It can also be used to calculate centres of clusters form time to time
using long term observations.

VM Request Gathering includes types of monitoring which can help in detect-
ing and tracing the variations or failure of resources and applications [6] during
an observation window. For example in a large-scale CDC on an OpenStack plat-
form, we can (a) use OpenStack Ceilometer to reliably collect measurements of
the utilization of physical and virtual resources comprising deployed clouds [10],
or (b) use Data centre Infrastructure Manager (DCIM) which provides detailed
information about server configurations, hardware, network connections, and
installed software [8].
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Workload Prediction focuses on future VM request estimation, based on avail-
able monitoring and historical data. In other words, current and previous usage
patterns are used to estimate future VM requests in the data centre. This will
help the operator to place unneeded PMs in a low-power state to save energy.

Prediction Window size is the workload prediction time needed to decide
whether PMs need to be switched to sleep mode [2]. It is totally depends on
the configuration of CDC, specially the server hardware, and its values does
effect workload prediction. From predication window and based on clustering
and predication algorithm used, the monitoring frame is determined.

In the next section, and before we introduce our multivariate time series
ELM prediction algorithm, we will give a brief description on data clustering
components and algorithms used, together with some discussions on the Google
Trace data [13] used to implement and compare our results to others.

3 Data Clustering

Data clustering consists of two components: a clustering algorithm and a trace
decomposer, described in the previous section. They are responsible for mapping
each request received during an observation window into one cluster for a pre-
defined observation interval. The VM clustering is used to create set of clusters
with different types of VMs or tasks during an observation window. In other
words, VM clustering maps each VM request into one and only one cluster.

To compare our result with previous work in the literature [2,4,7], we have
used the Google Trace data, and in particular the data provided in its Task
event table. In the Task event table, each VM request represents a task. So
our prediction algorithm is to estimate the future number of task requests and
amount of resources associated with these requests.

The number of clusters should balance two conflicting objectives: (1) reducing
errors and (2) maintaining low overhead. To compare and discuss the effect of
the number of clusters, we used 10 h of Google data, where the total number of
tasks was 1,029,342, each of which has an associated value of CPU and Memory.

We will plot the Sum of Squared Distances (SSD) error as a function of
number of clusters. The SSD represents the error when each point in the data
set is represented by its corresponding cluster centre, as shown in following
equation [7]:

SSD =
k∑

i=1

∑

r∈Ci

d(r, ci)2 (1)

In this equation, Ci and ci denote the ith cluster and it’s centre, respectively,
and d(r, ci) is the Euclidean distance between then new point r and the cluster
centre ci.

Figure 2 shows the comparison between k-means and fuzzy c-means (FCM)
for different numbers of (a) VM clusters and (b) User clusters. We noticed that,
although the FCM algorithm needs long off-line training time, it produces better
results than the k-means based method for fewer number of clusters. This led
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Fig. 2. SSD vs Number of cluster for (a) VMs (b) Users

us to choose FCM as clustering algorithm, which will provide fewer number of
clusters with small error by balancing reducing errors and maintaining low over-
head requirements through the use of minimize number of inputs in prediction
algorithm [8].

Our observations shows greater variance of user cluster behaviours SSD error,
when compared to its VM cluster behaviours. Also, results shows that in some
cases user clusters have very small number of specific VM clusters. Hence, long
term data during the off-line clustering can be used to identify and remove these
types of user clusters from the predication computation. Such a filtering will
then improve the accuracy of the predication, by removing the outliers from the
dataset used.

4 Proposed Multivariate Time Series ELM

The mathematical model of the ELM is described as follow [9,11]:
Suppose there are N samples of data (xi, ti), where xi = [xi1, ..., xin] ∈ R

n

and ti = [ti1, ..., tim] ∈ R
m. The ELM algorithm is a Single-hidden Layer Feed-

forward Neural network (SLFN) with l hidden nodes and the activation function
g(x) and the output Y (t):

Y (t) =
l∑

i=1

βigi(xj) =
l∑

i=1

βigi(wi.xj + bi), j = 1, . . . , N (2)

where wi = [wi1, wi2, . . . , win]T is the weight vector of the connectors from the
input node to the ith hidden node, and βi = [βi1, βi2, . . . , βim]T is the weight
vector of the connectors between the ith hidden node and the output nodes. The
variable bi is the threshold of the ith hidden node. Approximating the samples
with zero error, i.e.:

l∑

i=1

‖ yj − tj ‖= 0 (3)
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one can find wi, βi, and bi such that:

l∑

i=1

βigi(wi.xj + bi) = tj , j = 1, ..., N (4)

Using the following substitutions: H(w1, ...,wl, b1, . . . , bl,x1, . . . ,xQ) =
⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

g(w1x1 + b1) g(w2x1 + b2) · · · g(wlx1 + bl)
g(w1x2 + b1) g(w2x2 + b2) · · · g(wlx2 + bl)

...
...

...
...

g(w1xQ + b1) g(w2xQ + b2) · · · g(wlxQ + bl)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

where β =
[
βT
1 , . . . , βT

l

]T and T =
[
tT1 , . . . , tTl

]T
, (5) can be written as:

Hβ = T. (6)

The output weights βi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m are determined through learning from
the training instances by solving the following objective function:

min︸︷︷︸
β

‖Hβ − T‖ (7)

and its solution is:
β̂ =

(
μI + HT H

)−1
HTT (8)

for l < N , where I is the identity matrix; μ is a regularization parameter.
Equation 8 represent the optimal weight current sample, this weight can be

updated for each previous time series samples to predict the one step ahead
sample according to [17]:

β̂ = β̂ + λΔβ̂ (9)

Δβ̂ =
(
μI + HT H

)−1
HTe (10)

where λ is a control parameter (0, 1) and e = [e1, e2, . . . , em]T is the error vector.
The predicted output Ŷ (k +1) will be calculated for the last estimated β̂ for

a new data set through:
Ŷ (k + 1) = hβ̂ (11)

where h is the H matrix for the new input.
Algorithm 1 describes the steps of the of Multivariate Time Series ELM pre-

dictor.
In this algorithm, ρ is an update parameter and P is the chunk data number.

When P > 1, the improved ELM algorithm can update the output weights when
every P samples are observed.

In terms of kth row of the hidden layer output matrix H denoted as hk, we
can write HT H in Eq. 8 as:

HT H =
[
hT
1 · · · hT

N

]
⎡

⎢⎣
hT
1
...

hT
N

⎤

⎥⎦ =
N∑

k=1

hT
k hk (12)
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Algorithm 1. Multivariate Time Series ELM Algorithm
1: Inputs:

Normalize X(k) and T(k) to scales [0.1 0.9]
2: Initialization:

Choose μ, l ; randomly generate wij and bi; initial error Eold

3: while 1 do � repeat for each estimation
4: for k = 1 : P do � P is the number of observed samples
5: Calculate H(X(k), w, β) using Eq. 5
6: Calculate h(z, w, β) where z = X(k + 1)
7: Calculate Ŷ (k + 1) using Eq. 11
8: Calculate new error e(k) = T (k) − Y (k)
9: Enew = Eold + 1

2

∑
e2(k)

10: end for
11: Calculate Δβ̂ using Eq. 10
12: Update weights using Eq. 9
13: if Enew < Eold then
14: μ = ρ/μ;
15: else
16: μ = ρμ
17: end if
18: end while

So the sub-Hessian matrix is defined as [17]:

qk = hT
k hk (13)

and the accumulation of these sub-matrices of Eq. 13 is the quasi-Hessian
matrix Q given by:

Q =
Q∑

k=1

qk (14)

The main idea of these additional steps is to reduce the storage space by l
elements required to calculate Q instead of storing the Q×l matrix. Additionally,
it can be seen from Eq. 13 that the matrix HT H is symmetric, hence we only
have to store its lower or upper triangular part. Therefore, only a scalar error
ek needs to be stored for each hk [17].

5 Experimental Results

The main purpose of the prediction framework, Fig. 1, is to minimize CDC power
and energy consumption through dynamic consolidation of VMs by reducing
number of PM used. So, one of the most important parameters in workload
predication is to select the length of the time period used. This time period
should be long enough to switched off unnecessary PMs. This period is estimated
based on the difference between the energy cost for keeping the PM idle and
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the PM OFF/ON power cost, as described in our previous work [7,8]. We can
calculate the energy when the PM is in sleep mode Esleep by:

Esleep = E0 + Psleep · (Tp − T0) (15)

where Tp is the length of the prediction window, Psleep is the consumed power
when in sleep mode, E0 is the energy needed to switch the PM to sleep mode
plus the energy needed to wake up it later, and T0 is the transitional switching
time. The estimated time required to keep the PM ON and idle (Tb) consumes an
amount of energy that is equal to the energy consumed due to mode transition
plus energy consumed, while the PM is in the sleep mode during that same
period, i.e.

Pidle · Tb = E0 + Psleep · (Tb − T0) (16)

where Tb is the beak-even time. This means that energy can be saved by switching
PM to sleep mode, if and only if the PM stay idle for a time period longer than
Tb. That is, Tp ≥ Tb must hold in order for the power switching decision to be
energy efficient.

According to the equation above, if we have the PM profiles, we can easily
estimate the value of Tp. In our work, we utilized the approach taken by Dabbagh
et al. [2,4], which used the energy measurement study of PMs conducted in [14]
to estimate the break-even time, Tb.

Figures 3 and 4 represent the comparison of our result, based on the proposed
ELM algorithm, and the related work in the literature [2,4,7,8]. In this compar-
ison, we have used the data provided in the Task event table form Google data
and a prediction windows of 5 min. We have also used the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), defined by Eq. 17. We have used this error measure to compare
different prediction models and scenarios with ρ = 1 and P = 3 in Algorithm 1.

RMSE =
4∑

i=1

√√√√ 1
N

N∑

k=1

(
Ŷi(k) − Yi(k)

)2

(17)

where i is one of the 4 categories used, and N is total number of samples. In
our implementation, we had to first select the number of hidden nodes l and
the regulation parameter μ in the ELM predictor. Figure 3a shows the relation
between the number of hidden neurons l , while Fig. 3b represents the effect
of regulation parameter μ for the proposed predictor. It is clear that RMSE
is reduced, when increasing the number of hidden neurons l , like any other
conventional gradient descent algorithm, while the regulation parameter μ does
not has a big effect on the value of RMSE. Therefore, we chose to use l = 100
and μ = 1/5000 for the proposed predictor.

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach, we have compared the
predictor accuracy with the followings: Simple ELM, Last minute predictors, Min
predictors, Max predictors, Average predictor, Exponential Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) predictors, Linear Regression (LR) predictors, and Wiener
filters [2,3,5,7]. These algorithms used to estimate number of request in each of 4
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Fig. 3. RMSE vs (a) Number of hidden (b) regulation parameter

Fig. 4. RMSE comparisons of different predictive approaches

clusters of VMs. Figure 4 shows the RMSE of each of these prediction approaches,
for 5 h test sample with 5 min prediction window. Our proposed predictor yields
the lowest RMSE.

Figure 5 shows comparison of several scenarios in types and size of predictor
inputs. Our investigation of the effect of inserting user behaviour (user clusters)
and the VM request prediction was based on implementations of 6 user clusters
and 4 VM clusters. The scenarios considered were: (1) ELM with 3 states of VM
clusters; (2) ELM with 3 state VM and one state user clusters; (3) ELM with 3
state VM and user clusters; (4) ELM with one state VM and user clusters; and
(5) improved ELM with one state VM clusters.

Our observations confirms that a long term filter can be used to remove VM
requests that have less probability, based on the historical data. We also noticed

Fig. 5. RMSE comparisons of different ELM inputs and states scenarios
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that adding only user clusters to a simple ELM prediction algorithm will not be
effective. Such addition will increase the error, because the principle of ELM is
to estimate the nonlinear function, and this estimation will have more error if we
add more variables. On the other hand, our approach of using both user clusters
and VM request together with the proposed ELM can provide as much as 20 %
improvement in accuracy. Further improvement in accuracy may be obtained
based on using a long term offline filter, given a set of data. Value selection for
update parameter ρ and control parameter λ can also have an impact on the
accuracy of results. In our experimentation, optimal values were found using
a trial-and-error approach. Part of future work can focus on finding systematic
way of finding off-line optimal values of ρ, λ and even type and number of hidden
neuron l.

The on-line multivariate time series ELM is able to eliminate any restrictions
on observation window size and number of VM clusters (inputs) for the predictor.
In our online computation s, instead of using all the previous state for observation
windows as inputs, we simply input the current state and used an iteration of
previous states to cover all possible observation window states. This approach
will also would reduce computational need of calculating of the inverse of Hessian
matrix in Eq. 10.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a real-time CDC workload prediction framework
that can be used for a better energy conservation strategy. A key component of
this framework is a new multivariate time series ELM predication algorithm for
VM request forecasting. The improve ELM can deal with the problem of time
varying VM requests, and eliminates any restrictions on observation window sizes
and the number of VM clusters for the ELM predictor. The framework is based
on efficient use of historical VM request, user cluster algorithms, the current
state of the data centre and an effective prediction window size. The long term
historical workload time series data form cloud computing platforms can then
be used to find the centre of VM size cluster and to filter the VM class-based
on the probability of user behaviour class. These centres and filtered historical
data with predefined window size, and the propose ELM-predictor will improve
the accuracy of estimated number of requests in different VM categories. We
evaluated the performance of the proposed framework using the Google trace
data for different sampling rates and durations. The proposed ELM algorithm
showed an improvement in accuracy of up to 20%. Further improvement in
accuracy may be obtained based on using a long term offline filter, given a set
of data.
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Abstract. Cloud Data Centres (CDCs) are facilities used to host large numbers
of servers, networking and storage systems, along with other required infras-
tructure such as cooling, Unsupervised Power Supplies (UPS) and security
systems. With the high proliferation of cloud computing and big data, more and
more data and cloud-based service solutions are hosted and provisioned through
these CDCs. The increasing number of CDCs used to meet enterprises’ needs
has significant energy use implications, due to power use of these centres. In this
paper, we propose a method to accurately predict workload in physical
machines, so that energy consumption of CDCs can be reduced. We propose a
multi-way prediction technique to estimate incoming workload at a CDC. We
incorporate user behaviours to improve the prediction results. Our proposed
prediction model produces more accurate prediction results, when compared
with other well-known prediction models.

Keywords: Workload prediction � Cloud Data Centres � Tensor factorization �
Energy Efficiency

1 Introduction

In CDCs, Physical Machines (PMs) use virtualization to host multiple Virtual
Machines (VMs), where a wide range of applications (data-intensive and compute-
intensive) are deployed and run [1]. Servers and storage systems in CDCs are used to
host and run applications, and to process, store and provision data and contents to
consumers in a client/server computing architecture. CDCs are equipped with different
PMs brands (e.g. IBM, HP, Dell, etc.) with different compute resource specifications
such as CPU cores with levels of performance, memory sizes, storage capacities and
network bandwidths. It has been estimated that data centre energy consumption will
reach 140 billion kilowatt-hours annually by 2020, costing US businesses $13 billion
annually in electricity bills and emitting approximately 100 million metric tons of
carbon pollution per year. This represents a significant increase from only 0.6 % of the
global carbon emission in 2008 to 2.6 % in 2020 [2].

In CDCs, users often request compute resources to perform different IT-related
tasks. However, not all of requested resources are used. According to Google [3], only
a small segment of the provisioned VM instances are used during deployment. Lack of
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knowledge of future resources needed by a CDC can lead to over-provisioning or
under-provisioning problems [4].

To address the above problem, we propose a prediction model that estimates future
incoming workload to a CDC. Our model predicates workload based on users’
requirements, and in particular identifies required number and types of VMs, repre-
sented by vCPU and memory specifications. To test our model, we have utilized the
available historical workload data collected from Google traces over a period of
29 days. The collected data represent Google compute cells. The tracelog contains over
25 millions tasks, submitted by 930 users who (previously) requested different types of
VMs over different time slots. The number of recorded requests is 3295896. We will
show how our model can improve workload prediction over this set of data using a
Multi-Way Data Analysis (MWDA) approach that incorporates users’ behaviour.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
workload prediction process. Section 3 describes the proposed prediction model.
Section 4 presents the experimental work. Section 5 discusses the related work. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper and suggests some future work.

2 Related Work

Research on computing resource prediction and virtualization techniques in CDCs has
gained lots of interest over the past few years, with a number of different techniques
proposed in the literature to tackle the machine workload prediction problem. In [5], Qazi
et al. used an autoregressivemoving average technique (ARMA), whereas Dabbagh et al.
[6] proposed the use of a weighted average of previous observations. Machine learning
techniques, such as ELM [7] have also been used to predict future workload. These
methods have a number of possible shortcomings because they do not consider of all the
key inputs for obtaining accurate predications. In [5], both user behaviour and actual
usage of CPU and memory were not considered. In [6], user behaviour was not con-
sidered during data processing and prediction computation. The main shortcoming of
machine learning techniques is that adding user clusters (behaviours) as inputs to the
prediction process increases the error in estimating the number of VM requests in each
cluster. This is because adding more variables (users) to a nonlinear process can nega-
tively affect estimation. This implies that traditional machine learning techniques cannot
handle multi-dimensional problem domains.

The main consideration of our work is the optimal use of the available computing
resources of PMs in CDCs. Our proposed model has the ability to capture multiple
variables in a multi-dimensional environment. Since user behaviours have a large
impact on improving prediction results, we incorporate users as one of the key model
variables in order to improve prediction accuracy. Prediction accuracy, in turn, enables
us to reduce the number of required PMs and hence to obtain better energy
conservation.
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3 Proposed Workload Prediction Process

As discussed in the previous section, our goal is to accurately estimate the right number
and size of the required VMs based on future users’ needs. This can in return result in
reduction of power consumption in CDCs. To achieve this goal, we propose using the
following three phases – data clustering (steps 1–3), data filtering (step 4) and workload
prediction (step 5):

– Data clustering
Step 1: We cluster VMs based on the calculated workload into different clusters.
In our work and in line with other work [6, 7], we consider a case study of four
VM clusters to demonstrate the effectiveness of our prediction model in which
actual resources are utilized for the prediction process. We label clusters with
ranges of workload percentages, as follows. The very big VMs cluster contains
workload of 75 % and up, the big VMs cluster contains [50 %–74.9 %], the
medium VMs cluster contains workload of [25 %–49.9 %] and the small VMs
contains workload of [0.1 %–24.9 %]. We put users reported in the data set into
different clusters based on the number of VM requests made in the past. Each
cluster is characterized by request density. Based on the experimental work we
have done [7], we observed that increasing the number of user clusters produces
more accurate results. However, at a certain point no further improvement can
be observed. We have performed the clustering process on different data sizes,
and we have found that the number of clusters between 25 and 30 gives the best
results.
Step 2: According to the clustering outcome, we count the number of requests
submitted by different users under each VM cluster. The calculated numbers
represent historical workload data that we utilize during the prediction compu-
tation process.
Step 3: We arrange the VMs’ historical workload data in a tensor of three
dimensions of users Ui, VM clusters Vj and time intervals tn. Each entry of the
tensor denotes the number of VMs of a particular VM cluster that a user has
used within a specific time.

– Data filtering
Step 4: We analyze recorded (historical) workload data by discovering their
patterns and relationships. We consider user behaviours when used VMs in the
past by calculating the linear correlations (dependencies) between users’
clusters.

– Workload prediction
Step 5: We employ a multi-way (tensor) technique to predict the incoming
workload of VMs for a future time interval (i.e. the number of required VMs of
each cluster based on users’ requests). We sum up the predicted number of VMs
of each cluster for all users to obtain the total number of VMs under each cluster
for the future time interval.
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3.1 Analyzing Workload Data for the Prediction Process

Our objective is to uncover hidden patterns (features) and dependencies among the
available VMs, which are hosted on heterogeneous PMs, and dependencies among
their users with respect to their workload information. In our previous work on web
service domain [7], we have proven that learning hidden features can improve the
prediction results.

In order to improve the prediction results, we analyze user behaviours which have
used VMs in the past. Our analysis is done by calculating the correlation degrees
among users using their workload values in series of time intervals. The correlation
could be either positive or negative. We only consider users with positive correlation
meaning that they had similar historical experiences in terms of workload they have
applied on a same set of VMs. In this work and based on the available information,
users’ similarity is determined by two criteria: if users are geographically located close
to each other and/or they have similar trends. User trends are determined by request
characteristics (how often users request VMs, workload intensity, peak season time and
off season time). We look into their historical invocations of the VMs, and then we
calculate their correlations over the history with respect to request characteristics.
We consider workload data of users with the highest degree of correlations. We denote
the space of similar users as a user neighborhood. Users with negative correlations
are those whose past experiences are dissimilar. Usually we are not interested in this
type of users since they represent noise to the prediction computation process. We
calculate the users’ correlations using Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) technique
[8]. The neighborhood contains local information of workload data. In our proposed
model, the local information is integrated in the global information (workload data of
the whole tensor) during the prediction process.

4 Proposed Prediction Model (MWDA)

To address this problem, we propose a multiway low-rank Tensor Factorization
(TF) model [9, 10]. In our model, we integrate three vectors (user-specific, VM-specific
and time-specific) into a workload matrix. The TF factorizes the workload matrix and
hence makes accurate prediction. Our goal is to map VMs and users information within
sequential time intervals to a cooperative latent feature space of a low dimensionality,
such that VM-time interactions can be captured as inner products in that space. The
premise behind a low-dimensional TF technique is that there are only a few hidden
features affecting the VM-time interactions, and a user’s interactive experience is
influenced by how each feature affects the user. TF can discover features underlying
interactions between VMs as well as between users. It balances the overall information
from all VMs (global information) and users, and information associated with users
with similar behaviours (local information). We verify our proposed approach by
conducting experiments. We use data of usage traces of a Google compute cell which is
a set of PMs packed into racks in a data centre. We specifically extract the Task Event
table that contains PMs ID, tasks sent to VMs, user ID and workload data represented
by resource request for CPU and memory [3].
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Let R denote the workload tensor. As we mentioned, R contains workload values
based on different users requesting VMs of different time intervals. The future work-
load are predicted by minimizing the objective function as follows:

1
2

k R� R̂ k2F ð1Þ

where R̂ denotes the predicted workload tensor; k : k2F denotes the Frobenius form
which is calculated as the square root of the sum of the absolute squares of R� R̂.

Since R is very sparse, only VMs with recorded workload values are factorized.
The tensor factorization term is minimized by applying the following function:

min
U,V, A

f R;U;V ;Að Þ ¼ 1
2

Xi

e¼1

X j

f¼1

Xn

g¼1
IefgðRef � R̂ef Þ2 ð2Þ

where Iefg is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if a VM is used, and a workload
value is available; otherwise it is equal to 0.

min
U,V, A

f R;U;V ;Að Þ ¼ 1
2

Xi

e¼1

X j

f¼1

Xn

g¼1
IefgðRef � R̂ef Þ2 ð3Þ

Considering the original tensor factorization term, unknown workload values (the
number of required VMs of each cluster) are predicted by learning the latent features of
all known workload values through factorizing the user-specific, VM-specific and
time-specific matrices. The main drawback for using only this term is that the pre-
diction accuracy might be poor since workload values of all users are considered some
of which could have caused noise into the prediction computation process [9]. To
overcome this drawback, we propose to add an additional regularization term to the
tensor factorization model. The new term considers the information of similar users in
predicting future workload values. The premise is that neighbours have similar inter-
active experience when using VMs. This is due the fact that users within the same
geographical locations and have similar workload patterns are more likely to have
similar VM requests in the future. We incorporate the new regularization term into our
tensor model as follows:

min

U,V, A
f R;U;V ;Að Þ ¼ 1

2

Xi

e¼1

Xj

f¼1

Xn
g¼1

Iefg Refg � R̂efg
� �2

þ r
2

Xi

e¼1

X j

f¼1

Xn

g¼1
k R̂efg eð Þ �

X
k2K eð Þ Refg kð ÞPek k2F ;

ð4Þ

where Refg kð Þ denotes workload of similar users to Ve; K eð Þ is a set of top k similar users
and Pek is the similarity weight of a similar users, and it is calculated as follows:
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Pek ¼ simðe; kÞP
k2KðeÞ simðe; kÞ

; ð5Þ

Where simðe; kÞ is calculated using the PCC method.
A local minimum of the objective function in (9) can be found by performing the

gradient descent algorithm in Ue;Vf and Ag as follows:

@f
@Ue

¼
X j

f¼1

Xn

g¼1
IefgðR̂efg � RefgÞ VT

f Ag

� �
þ rðR̂efg ið Þ �

X
k2K eð Þ Refg kð ÞPekÞ VT

f Ag

� �

@f
@Vf

¼
Xi
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Xn
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IefgðR̂efg � RefgÞ UT

e Ag
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X
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e Ag
� �

@f
@Ag
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Xm
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Xn
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IefgðR̂efg � RefgÞ UT

e Vf
� �þ rðR̂efg ið Þ �

X
k2K eð Þ Refg kð ÞPekÞ UT

e Vf
� �

ð6Þ

5 Experiments

In the experiments, we have used Google traces of CPU and memory data that are
recorded for a period of 29 days. The data are recorded with timestamps in
microsecond and it describes machines used and tasks requested by different users’
requests. We specifically used the Task event table that contains time stamps, user
information, CPU, memory and local disk resources requested by users. To demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposed prediction model, we have used a slice of the
data trace of 24 h (1440 min) with a time interval of 5 min. We mapped the recorded
CPU and memory workload data into multiple VM clusters so that each user request for
a VM is mapped to a specific cluster. During the time frame, there were 3295896
requests as inputs to the clustering process. The number of VM clusters that we have
selected is 4 which correspond to four VM categories (Small, Medium, Big and Very
Big) according to our proposed prediction process described in Sect. 2. On the other
hand, 426 users have been recorded within the specified time frame. We clustered the
users based on their historical usages of requested VMs (i.e. the number of request
users have made to VMs). We have used the fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm. In our
previous work [7], we demonstrated the efficiency of the fuzzy c-mean clustering
algorithm compared to the traditional k-mean clustering algorithm. In this work, we
used 25 clusters which produced the best results (the lowest error rate). The premise for
clustering the users is to improve the efficiency of the correlation computation process
described in Sect. 3.1.

5.1 Evaluation and Discussion

Our objective in conducting the experiments was to evaluate the prediction accuracy of
our proposed model by comparing its results with the following well-known prediction
algorithms available in the literature: (1)Mean: this method considers the average value
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of historical workload data. (2) ARMA: this method calculates the auto-regression
moving average of the training data [11]. (3) Weiner: this method was proposed by [6].
It calculates the weighted average of the training data. (4) Latest: this method takes the
training data as an input and returns the latest observation [7]. (5) nUTF: this method is
a different version of our implemented algorithm that we used in our prediction model.
It computes the tensor factorization without considering users’ correlations (be-
haviours). (6) MWDA: this is our proposed prediction algorithm in this paper. We used
a three dimensional multi-way technique to compute the prediction. We have calculated
user clustering, and incorporated user correlations (behaviours) during the prediction
process.

We have used the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) method to measure the prediction
accuracy of each of the prediction algorithms including our proposed algorithm by
computing the average absolute deviation of the predicted values from the actual data.
The smaller MAE values indicate higher prediction accuracy. The MAE is defined as
follows:

MAE ¼
P

m;n;c R̂efg � Refg
�� ��
L

; ð7Þ

where, m, n, c denote the number of the user clusters, timestamps and VM components;
Refg denotes the actual workload value; R̂efg denotes the predicted workload value; L is
the number of the predicted values.

In this work, our objective is to estimate the future workload (the number of VMs
of each type) based on historical workload values. Therefore, for the purpose of our
experiments we removed the data of the future time interval (the next five minutes)
from the tensor R. The remaining values are used for the learning purpose to predict the
removed ones. We used the cross validation method during the MAE calculation
process to obtain reliable error calculations. Table 1 shows the MAE values of the
compared prediction methods. The observation was that our MWDA model outper-
formed all other models in terms of the accuracy of workload prediction results as it
produces the lowest MAE values. The prediction accuracy is an important factor that
determines how many VM needed for the next time frame and the types of these VMs.
The better prediction results the better knowledge that is required to plan ahead of time
for optimal placements of incoming VMs onto PMs in CDCs. Eventually, we can
accurately estimate the number of PMs which can be turned off or used for other tasks.
As a consequence, a considerable amount of energy can be conserved. Relying on
users’ knowledge or using poor prediction models can make the estimation of the
number of unused PMs far from being accurate. Thus, it leads to a large percentage of
energy waste or failing to meet users’ QoS requirements. In our approach, we attempt
to build a knowledge base that is dynamically updated and relies on the actual usages of
computing resources. By training the historical workload data using a reliable pre-
diction algorithm we can accurately estimate future workload. Accurately predicting
workload can improve not only CDCs’ providers’ energy consumption but also users’
QoS experience, which heavily rely on the adequacy of compute resources.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a model for predicting incoming workload in CDCs. Our
prediction model solves the problems of machine overloading (a possible violation of
users’ QoS requirements) and underloading (unused computing resources lead to
energy waste) by accurately predicting the number and the types of VMs based on user
requirements. Using our model, we can accurately estimate the number and types of
VMs required for the incoming workload. Hence, we can free up unused clusters that
can be turned off or used for new VMs predicted by our model. Overall, the amount of
energy consumed in CDCs is reduced for environmental and economy advantage. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique that incorporates user behaviours in
a multi-way technique to improve the prediction of future incoming workload for
energy saving purposes in CDCs. As an extension of this work, we plan to develop a
placement mechanism that takes our prediction results as an input in order to optimally
place the predicted VMs onto PMs in CDCs.
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Abstract. Agile Methods and User-Centered Design have radically
transformed the way people develop software, mostly by taking more
focus on people than on processes. This study is focused on understand-
ing the integration of Agile and User-Centered Design through usability
evaluations before the development cycles. Based on a pilot study carried
out in a Scrum web-based software development team, we observed great
results regarding to rework decrease as well as the usability improvement
of the developed system throughout its development cycle. In the context
of this study, we concluded that, besides reducing rework and improv-
ing usability, pre-development usability evaluations resulted in a mindset
change, affecting both the development team and stakeholders, helping
them to understand the importance of this early integration of Agile and
User-Centered Design.

Keywords: Agile · User-Centered Design · Evaluation · Pre-
development

1 Introduction

Agile Methods have been transforming the way people work with software devel-
opment mostly by taking more focus on people than processes. Similarly, the
techniques that compose the User-Centered Design (UCD) methodology have
been contributing to enable a simpler and more intuitive human-computer inter-
action, focusing on user experience and accessibility.

There are several studies around the integration of both methodologies, Agile
and UCD, that aim to apply them together in a software development environ-
ment [11]. Basically because it is expected that once applied together they can
bring great improvements to interactive computing systems. However, there is
still a lot to be discussed about how to perform this integration.

One of them is applying usability evaluations on mockups before the devel-
opment starts in order to anticipate possible defects and avoid rework. Based on
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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this statement, the main goal of this study is to understand if the integration of
UCD and Agile through usability evaluations before development cycles is useful
to eliminate rework.

The study was divided into two phases, the first dedicated to a systematic
review based in the work of da Silva et al. [12] and the second dedicated to the
implementation of a study using a set of methods identified in the review in
order to collect results and lessons learned.

The review of da Silva et al. [12] concentrate papers about methods to
integrate Agile Methodology and UCD from the most famous HCI conferences
around the world. In order to select the studies that should be analyzed in the
systematic review we filtered the papers according to the timing of usability eval-
uation execution. We considered only the papers related to methods that propose
usability evaluations before the development cycles during the quantitative and
qualitative analysis.

In the second phase, we ran a pilot study using a set of methods from the
systematic review applied according to project’s context. The lessons learned
gathered during this experience transcended the expected benefits and brought
not only rework reduction but also a new and collaborative mindset to the teams
involved.

The remaining of this paper is organized into four sections as follows: the
second section is regarding to the systematic review results, the third one is a
description about the pilot study and the application of the methods, the fourth
one is related to the results and lessons learned and the last section presents the
conclusions of this study.

2 Systematic Review

As aforementioned, the first phase of this study was the implementation of a
systematic review based on the study by da Silva et al. [12] in order to map
usability evaluation methods applied in a pre-development stage in an agile
environment.

Starting from a total of 46 papers about the integration of Agile and UCD,
only 17 were identified by containing evaluation methods in the timing expected.
The next two subsections present the quantitative and qualitative analyzes about
the methods identified.

2.1 Quantitative Analysis

Regarding to the agile framework used in experiences reported in the papers, 4
of the 17 registered the use of XP, 3 registered Scrum, 2 used both and 4 did not
mention which agile framework was used. The other 4 papers were not about a
real experience but only a method proposal that did not mention any specific
framework. This means that the most part of the analyzed methods that applies
pre-development usability evaluations uses XP.
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Regarding to the artifacts used in these evaluations, evolutive prototypes
are the most used, in other words, prototypes that starts simple and evolves
according to user tests results and requirements grooming. The second one is
the low fidelity prototypes once the evaluations are being executed during a
phase when nothing was developed yet. These results are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Artifacts used per paper.

In relation to the distribution of papers based on the usability evaluation
method applied, user tests are still the most used one, even before the develop-
ment. The user tests are combined to the other methods (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2. Usability evaluation methods.
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2.2 Qualitative Analysis

In this subsection we present the usability evaluation methods identified and the
results presented by using each one of them.

User Tests. User Tests are mentioned as pre-development usability evaluation
method in 11 – [1,2,4,6–8,10,13,14] – of the 17 papers.

The artifacts used are mainly different levels of prototypes used alone or
combined with other artifacts such as scenarios and storyboards. About the
prototype level, each study presents different advantages, for example, in low
fidelity prototypes the users feel more comfortable to suggest changes, otherwise
high fidelity prototypes allows a better feedback about what is working well or
not.

The results presented by the papers that experienced user tests as main
method, combined or not with other methods, were positive regarding to rework
elimination which reflects directly in the reduce of project duration and cost
[1,2,4,6,7,14]. Besides that, this method not only showed results in UCD but
also in requirements grooming, setting users expectations about the project and
allowing the development team to focus on implement a more valuable software.

Chartering Sessions. This method was quoted only in one – [14] – paper
and combined with user tests based on low fidelity prototypes. The Chartering
Sessions are sessions conducted after user tests focused on the discussion of
feedback from user tests and on the analysis if the system meets users real
needs.

Decrease of rework hours and improvement on requirements prioritization
are the two most valuable results reached by using this method.

ICW - Informal Cognitive WalkThrough. This method is mentioned only
in one paper – [5] – and it is used alone and not combined to user tests. The
ICW main objective is to identify and correct usability issues easily and quickly.
It is an inspection that is based on potential usability issues and the discussions
around its solutions. The main results registered by using this are the decrease
of user participation on the process besides the decrease of rework hours once
the usability issues are fixed before the implementation.

Simplified Thinking Aloud. In the same way as the last method, this one is
mentioned only in one paper – [7] – that describes it as a method of interviews,
on which the users execute usability tests out loud exposing their objectives,
feelings and worries during all evaluation execution in order to allow the observer
to capture pain points, improvements and issues.

Once it promotes an easy language of iterative feedback, this method can
or not count with the participation of a UCD specialist, what is a great benefit
compared to the others that requires this role.
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User Journey. This method is mentioned in a superficial way in only one
paper – [2] – and it is composed by scenarios and its execution by different
personas in order to obtain what are the paths taken when executing the software
main tasks and to identify the issues that may be faced by users. The paper does
not present any information about the results obtained when using it.

Wizard of Oz. Mentioned in three papers, this is the second most used method,
one of these papers talks about its use and the others propose tools to use it [9].

The users are divided to play the roles of key users, system and help system,
the last one offering instructions about how the system should answer based on
each action and helping with key users’ doubts.

Besides the reduction of rework hours, there is the identification of important
features that should be absorbed in project scope and the assurance of users
acceptance in Users/Usability Acceptance Tests (UAT).

Data Theory. It is assumed that the iterative planning affects user interface,
also, this interactions guide usability tests that impacts on development cycle [4].
Taking this in mind, in order to prevent possible changes, the method proposes
that UCD specialists must design prototypes and conduct usability tests in order
to refine requirements two cycles ahead the first development cycle. The user
requirements were better defined and comprehended guiding the prioritization
what brings as results the decrease of rework hours.

RITE - Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation. The main problem that
this method aim to solve is the identification of usability issues before the soft-
ware implementation giving to the team a timebox to solve and improve it [3]. It
is a user story maturity model based on usability tests that are watched by the
development team that capture easily users needs and problems faced by them.

Usability Inspection. The usability inspection is usually applied within user
tests. These inspections are not executed by users but by UCD specialists. The
UCD specialists navigates in the prototypes searching by possibles usability
problems based on this methodologies principles [6]. The main advantage of
this model is the reduction of user tests cycle time once the specialists capture
and solve usability problems during user tests.

3 Experience Report

This section presents the pilot study developed based on the application of pre-
development evaluation methods identified during the first phase – systematic
review.
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3.1 The Research Site

The company where the study was carried out is a north American pharmaceu-
tical multinational. More specifically in the sub-area responsible for web imple-
mentation that was transitioning from waterfall to Agile methods using Scrum
as the main framework.

It is easy to understand that the team was not mature yet concerning agile
implementation and they were institutionalizing a more people-centered mindset
by taking the Agile Manifesto as basis.

About the User-Centered Design, the Latin America department does not
have any focus on this neither specialists with background that covers this topic.

3.2 The Project

The software deliver area aimed to improve data collection to generate software
engineering metrics. This collection has already been generated manually. A
global team is in charge of this collection through excel files filled by all software
development areas of the company.

The process of collecting these metrics presented a lot of problems to generate
metrics in addition to the overtaxed process to consolidate all the gathered
information, keeping the consistency and data standardization.

In order to optimize this process, the global team responsible by collect and
generate these metrics requested an internal project to develop a web portal that
allows project managers to input project information used to generate engineer-
ing metrics.

Besides that, the project scope was also composed by additional features as
reporting calendar configuration, roles delegation for vacation or other out of
office activities and alerts setting. The web portal should be accessed by people
from around the world with different profiles and this implies in the importance
and relevance of n UCD approach.

3.3 The People

The company implemented a new software development program composed by
technicians hired through a process based on software development marathons.
That way, the team was composed by young people with a low level of experience
lead by a senior analyst.

The development team was composed by 5 people from the above cited pro-
gram. On one hand, the team did not have maturity on software development,
and some technical problems were faced. On the other hand, this lack of knowl-
edge and experience provided a mindset change to this team and this fact facil-
itated the utilization of agile methods and UCD methods.

Regarding to the Scrum Master, he did not played this role before and did not
know about UCD despite some trainings related to that. Also, the development
team and Scrum Masters were allocated in the same room during the entire
project.
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The Product Owner also did not have any knowledge related to agile or
UCD. He was a member of the global team accountable by software engineering
metrics definition and consolidation. Also, this person was not even allocated in
the same country as the rest of the team and participated remote in all meetings.

3.4 Methods Definition

During the Sprint 0, user stories and high fidelity prototypes were created besides
the identification of the key users. Based on these artifacts and information
available in this preparation phase, that occurs before the beginning of devel-
opment cycle, the following methods identified during systematic review were
chosen to be applied: user tests with high fidelity prototypes and usability inspec-
tions. Besides that, guidelines based on Nielsen’s Heuristics were created to drive
team’s mindset implementation and UCD application.

About the other methods identified during the systematic review:

– Chartering Sessions could not be applied because the team did not count with
any UCD specialist;

– ICW has as main motivator for its applicability decrease the hours of user
participation, but it was not a problem in this context, contrariwise, the user
engagement was really good once it was an internal project.

– The Wizard of Oz requires users together in some sessions, and it was dis-
carded because once the users works in different projects, they had some
difficult to participate in the same sessions.

– Once the project already had a set of high fidelity prototypes and user stories
defined, Data Theory was also discarded.

– RITE was not used once it takes a lot of time from development team in
usability evaluations and this fact goes against the conditions presented by
leadership team – not use development teams time to usability methods in
order to not impact project’s implementation.

3.5 Methods Application

When presenting the proposal of applicability of UCD evaluation methods pre-
development for the agile project stated here, the company allows the pilot
execution using the two methods mentioned before, if the following conditions
were respected:

– Development Team should not be allocated for too much time to work in the
execution of UCD methods.

– Not all usability issues identified during the UCD evaluations would be cor-
rected but only the prioritized ones.

– The usability evaluations should not generate rework to development team.

In order to start the application of evaluation methods, the first step to
be performed was the definition of personas based on the stakeholders already
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identified by the product owner. Once the personas were defined, at least one
person representing each persona was called to execute the user tests based on
the high fidelity prototypes.

After the execution of user tests, the identified defects were organized in
an artefact to be presented to the Product Owner in order to be prioritized.
The artefact used was organized by dividing the defects by the total number of
people who reported it, starting from those ones reported by the most part of
the personas until those reported by only one.

Once the defects were prioritized, they were fixed according to the Product
Owner definition. After the defects fixing, the prototypes were updated in order
to reflect the changes applied and the first sprint development was based on
them.

Once UCD was a method never used before by the development team, the
absorption of its application importance took more time than expected. To
aware the team and help them to apply this methods, a workshop was presented
explaining UCD methodology, focusing mainly, in the Nielsen’s Heuristics and
how to use it in usability inspections. Examples using the interface of this project
itself were used in the workshop as a way to facilitate team’s engagement and
learnability.

After the workshop, usability inspections were performed in the updated high
fidelity prototypes and other versions were created to fix the issues identified.
Also, as an alternative to help the team to develop the expected mindset, a
guideline was developed contemplating Nielsen’s heuristics and usability best
practices (e.g. error messages standardization, buttons design, etc.).

After the guidelines implementation, every sprint from the second onwards
followed the same rules. The team kept developing user stories until the product
backlog be completed and the deploy was executed. During all the development
cycle the team worked on the continuous improvement of the guidelines in order
to cover all the rules that could help them to increase the use of usability methods
and provide a portal that allows a better and easier experience to the user.

In order to gather conclusive information, after the deployment, the user
tests were executed again and the results generated were analyzed and com-
pared to the results obtained in the user tests executed in the prototypes in the
preparation phase (Sprint 0).

4 Findings and Discussion

We observed great results with regards to the main goal of this experiment
that is rework decreasing. Also, the integration of User-Centered Design and
Agile Methodology worked very well even with this change in the way usability
evaluations used to be applied.

Besides the expected results already mentioned, it was verified mindset
changes from the stakeholders, Product Owner and the development teams
regarding to the importance of usability matter.

Those results will be detailed in the next sections.
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Rework Decrease. The results obtained regarding to the decrease of rework
hours and the usability issues identified on each sprint were recorded and com-
pared.

In the first sprint, one user test was already executed in the preparation
phase but the workshop was not been executed yet. Therefore the team was still
immature and the usability issues were bigger than in other phases. From the
moment that the workshop ran and the team was presented to UCD concepts and
methods, the usability issues number were decreasing, sprint by sprint, according
to the team experience and the guidelines were being improved.

Fig. 3. Usability Defects per sprint

As expected, the usability issues were anticipated once the evaluations were
been executed pre-development cycles and, this way, the most part of the user
stories were fixed even before its implementation.

Usability Improvement. The results generated in the first user test – that
occurred before the usability methods – were compared to results of the user tests
that occurred after the pilot implementation and evaluation methods application.

It is important to mention the measure used to compare those two user tests.
During the user tests, the key users representing personas executed 9 tasks. For
each task it was registered if the key user had success on completing this or not.
Also, for each task executed it was count the quantity of steps needed to finish
the task. Comparing the results from both user tests, in the second round of
tests, a hundred percent of the key users executed the tasks with less steps than
in the first round.

Regarding the results, it can be observed in the Figs. 4 and 5 that the quantity
of issues decreased substantially once the usability methods were applied and the
improvements were made based on it.
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Fig. 4. User Tests before evaluations.

Fig. 5. User tests after evaluations.

Besides the counting of steps mentioned before, another used measure was to
analyze if the user experience was improved or not. After the user tests, each key
user provided feedback about the system usability. In the first user test, the team
received a bad feedback from key users once they reported a lot of difficulties
to complete the tasks and understand the system. In the second user tests, the
feedback received were really positive and some of them mentioned how great
was execute those test before development cycles.

5 Conclusion and Lessons Learned

We faced a lot of barriers to implement this method. Aware the team about the
importance of usability quality and avoid rework by doing usability evaluations
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before the development begins was not a problem once the team was young and
had already the mindset of continuous improvement pretty ingrained.

Still, one of the challenges faced was the defects report to development team.
In the beginning there was a little discomfort with the quantity of usability
defects reported. However, after the workshop presentation, the team learnt
about usability evaluations, defects, and the importance of a good system usabil-
ity. This was essential to change their behaviour with regards to the defects
reported. After this workshop they created a critical opinion about system usabil-
ity quality and the team itself started to report usability defects and fix them.

The main challenge faced to implement this model was the part of convincing
the leadership board that it was an important matter and it has value including
to spend time from development team. In order to go through this and receive
the free pass to implement the proposed model, it was presented to them the
results from user tests A, the comments added by key users in feedback sessions
and mainly, all of this organized in the way to exposure how many defects were
identified and tasks that were not completed.

Another interesting issue that should be mentioned is regarding to the project
team profile: the team were not composed by any UX specialist and even this
way, the team could execute usability evaluations and identify usability defects
and, also, correct them before development what avoid rework, as mentioned
before.

Another important issue is that, besides the team mindset change, the usabil-
ity evaluations started to be appreciated also by the PO team and indirect stake-
holders. We shared with them all work executed based on Usability heuristics
and user tests and how the system was improved by that. This impacted the
way they evaluate a system quality and even in UAT tests, they requested some
changes regarding to the usability. In other words, their mindset changed and
they also recognized the importance of this matter.

About the rework reduction, it is clear, based on the discussed results, that it
was successful. Also, the goal to integrate Agile methods and UCD worked well
even executing the usability evaluations before the development begins and the
results exceeded the expectations affecting also the sphere of team and stake-
holders mindset.
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Abstract. Software reusability is an important concept, as well as a
powerful tool, to achieve modular solutions in the design and implemen-
tation of modern software systems. There is a wide array of research
studies conducted in this area ranging from conceptual level to software
construction level. Despite all these good pieces of work, software engi-
neers still need to face the complications that strictly separate design
time activities from those carried out at software construction time, to
shift their mental gear between high level specification properties and
low level implementation details. To bridge this gap, we propose a unified
approach to facilitate software reuse. We seek to carry out this enterprise
surrounding an abstraction, namely Situation. More specifically, we have
created a computing environment and, under its runtime support, a func-
tional programming language called Situf in which domain experts can
capture the features of a software system in terms of functional expres-
sions. For each Situf program, declarations and functional expressions
provide essential definitions of Situations. Some language constructs of
Situf , such as the import and include directives, are designed to make
it easier to compose new software features by reusing existing ones.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Software reuse [9,10] is a powerful concept and realistic technique in the design
and construction of modern software systems. Often in a mutually promotive
relationship with modular programming [20], software reuse advocates a system-
atic embrace for the ideal of fully exploiting existing well tested code towards
building new software under reduced development time, increased productivity
and reliability.

The support for software reuse from modern programming languages,
component-oriented and framework-based technologies, middleware, as well as
from the state-of-the-art of modern software construction practices, has steadily
improved over the years. All these advantages, among other factors such as psy-
chology of programming and human factor improvement, are good preparations
leading software reuse to a certain degree of success [19]. On the flip side however,
problems such as idiosyncrasies and heterogeneities between different software
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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applications and application domains have been constraining the growing impact
and effectiveness of software reuse.

1.1 The Power of Abstraction and the Abstraction of Situation

Through the development and maturation of software engineering, as well as
of programming languages, we have fully witnessed the power of abstraction
[11,13,14]. By introducing abstractions, e.g., data abstractions, iteration abstrac-
tions, procedural abstractions etc., and in particular, by relating modularity to
abstraction [12], the composing, understanding, as well as the debugging and
maintenance of a gigantic computer program can be carried out in separate
manageable pieces. Consequently, the need for literally going through all the
coding details has thus been mitigated.

We propose to utilize an abstraction called situation, which is distilled from
our previous work on Situ framework [5,15–18]. The concept of situation can
be traced back to its root in mathematical logic [2,3], and thereafter applied to
AI [21] and theoretical computer science [4]. Situation as a concept also marched
into the realm of human computer interaction, contributing to the success of
situation awareness technologies [8].

Extending from the situation abstraction, we come up with an infrastructure
and a functional, domain specific programming language called Situf imple-
mented to secure the situation abstraction into concrete and practical software
engineering circumstances.

2 Functional Style Situation

From Situ framework [5], the behavioral context of a situation represented by
A as in (d,A,E)t, refers to the interaction of a software system through its
interface, usually a GUI, with its human user. The concept of situation intimately
portrays integrated use case scenarios, including the features of the software
system.

Functional programming paradigm [1] is about computing with values, where
the control flow of the entire program is deeply akin to the evaluation of a mathe-
matical function, with little, or no side effect [1]. It is more of a what rather than
how process. Due to its high expressive power and elegant computational effect,
in recent years functional programming paradigm keeps gaining momentum, and
has already been absorbed and built into some high impact computing technolo-
gies or well known infrastructures. Google’s MapReduce [6] for the processing of
big data is such an example.

In this work, we argue that functional situations present a powerful abstrac-
tion to model software features. The motivation behind this paper is this: if
we can program functional situations, where runtime environment1

1 Figure 4 is such an environment.
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links situations with software features, then software reusability can
be translated to situation reusability.

map ( (submit review.download), [paper1, paper2, . . . papern] ) (1)

(1) above is an example functional expression:

– It features a functional expression, where higher order function map is used;
– For map, the composite function submit review.download is one of its inputs;
– The composite function submit review.download intrinsically reflects a tem-

poral order: download goes first, submit review second;
– (1) specifies a paper review situation, corresponding to a software feature like

in MyReview software2, shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Paper review situation vs. paper reivew software feature under MyReview
software

The most important software features shown in Fig. 1 are marked by red
arrows along with the names of the two functions in functional expression (1),
i.e., “dowload” and “submit review”. Further, a moment’s reflection reveals that
the functional expression (1) captures the bareback essentials of the software
features demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Indeed, functional expression (1) models the software features that allow
the user, in this case a paper reviewer, to download papers and to submit
reviews. It is a situation whose semantics is resulted by evaluating the functional
expression (1).

It is a key observation from the preceding example that a situation may nat-
urally take its form, or syntax, from extending a functional expression like (1).
2 http://myreview.sourceforge.net.

http://myreview.sourceforge.net
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In addition, a functional expression like (1) can semantically capture the essen-
tials of the targeted software features. Situations thus proposed is a solid abstrac-
tion that carries both its syntax and semantics.

We further state that situation is an easy to use yet powerful abstraction
for domain engineers. Using Fig. 1 again as an example: without the situation
abstraction, Fig. 1 simply points to a bunch of software features for MyReview
system; with the situation abstraction, Fig. 1 is simply one situation, namely
paper review situation, for example. Its meaning is expressed via functional
expression (1). The abstraction of situation is applied here in a natural and
intuitive manner. On the following pages, we present a domain specific, func-
tional programming language, named Situf to further promote the abstraction
of situations.

3 The Design of a Functional Domain Specific Language

To introduce Situf , we follow the reverse order: we will first present a program
written in it, i.e., Program 1 given in Fig. 2. Program 1 is a Situf program for
the paper review situation just discussed.

Fig. 2. A Situf program for paper review situation

Program 1 defines context-oriented paperReview situation, following the orig-
inal Situ framework, where all situations are based on behavioral and environ-
mental contexts.

1. The notion of @ creates an IO channel in a Situf program called paperRe-
view to bind data and action to their real world counterparts: a paper can
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be downloaded from Review.php, whose server-side url is specified; Review
can be submitted and later on collected also through the same page. Each
time a paper is downloaded or a review is submitted through Review.php,
the contextual information will be captured by @ and sent back to program
paperReview. @ is an I/O based language feature. Once declared, data and
action can be used to construct a situation.

2. ( ) is another I/O based feature Situf offers. It is a data constructor: at run-
time paper() returns a list of papers resulted by a series of paper downloading
actions performed on Review.php of the deployed MyReview system. Figure 3
helps illustrate this point.

3. Closely related with SituIO and its @ operator is the <program url>3 defined
in the attribute grammar of Situf at Table 1. This symbol specifies where
Situf runtime is able to find the external counterpart that supplies contextual
information to declared data, actions and situations defined in Program 1
(Fig. 2.) Situation services provides the implementation.

Fig. 3. Runtime expansion of “paper()”

3.1 Syntactical Features

The details of the attribute grammar for Situf are given in Table 1. The data and
action declarations in Program 1 (Fig. 2) set up the data, as well as the action to
construct a situation. @ operator connects data structures like paper and Review
to their real world data source. For Program 1 (Fig. 2) the source of data for
paper and review is the server-side Review.php. This simply means that each
time the user downloads a paper through Review.php, the context data related
to that paper such as author list, email contact and abstract etc. . . . will be
collected over the Graphical User Interface and sent back to Program 1 runtime.
More concretely, through paper(), context information of all assigned papers
3 <prog url> denotes a program url which takes the form of

server IP address:serverside absolute directory. For programs on your local
machine, simply use 255.255.255.255; .
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are captured incrementally one after another and are given as input to review
action. When the user finishes reviewing that paper and generates a Review4,
the Review will be captured in terms of its context ensemble: an aggregation of
review comments, review score, suggestions to the Program Committee, etc. The
communication is carried out while all intermediate results are recorded through
XML intermediate representation.

Situf provides four built-in functional patterns as situation constructors
to propagate contexts, or in attribute grammar’s terms: attributes, to the
entire parse tree. These four built-in patterns are map, filter, reduce and
apply. The map pattern is used in Program 1 (Fig. 2) in statement “map sub-
mit review.download paper()” to describe a situation where a reviewer needs to
download and then review every paper assigned to her/him. The map pattern,
commonly found in functional programming paradigm, applies its first input,
i.e. the temporally combined action of downloading and then reviewing (“sub-
mit review.download”) to its second input, which is a list of papers. Readers
familiar with functional programming know that map is a higher-order function
that applies the first argument it accepts, which is a function or a composed
function, to its second argument, usually a sequence of data such as the paper
list aforementioned. Situf introduces map pattern so that its first argument can
be re-used for all members in its second argument. Overall, applying map pat-
tern over a list is to transform the list to another by working on each and every
member of the list according to its first argument; in Specification (1), a list of
reviewed papers that are attached with review comments and scores etc. are the
end result for the main success scenario for Specification (1).

3.2 Situf-based Environment

The situation model that Situf is built upon is context-oriented, where context
data are derived from actions exerted by a user over a software system. However
a software system itself does not provide extra functionality to support context
data collection tasks. The design of Situf keeps that in mind and proposes a
special include directive to “include” situation services that provide context
collection capabilities. Situation services are programs with implementation to
collect context information for different Situf programs.

With concrete examples, this section elaborates on the technical details of
context specification, situation services, their relationship with XML, their affil-
iation to a Situf program and finally the active roles they play towards a Situf -
based environment.

According to the grammar of Situf language, the major constituents of a
situation are data and actions. In a Situf program, the situation constructors,
i.e., map, reduce, filter and apply, are used to assemble data and actions declared
into a meaningful situation. This means that the context information in a Situf

program is classified into two categories: data context and action context. Action
context is built on top of data context, as the input and output of each action

4 the data type declared in Program 1 (Fig. 2.) .
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Table 1. Attribute grammar for Situ f

(1) <program> → [include <service list>][import <situation spec list>]
program <identifier> data <dataDeclList>
action <actionDeclList> situation <SituStmtList>
{< SituStmtList >env = < dataDeclList >env

∪ < actionDeclList >env ∪ < service name >env

∪ < situaion spec >env }

(2)<identifier> → [ a . . . | z | A . . . | Z | ]+[ 0 | . . . | 9 | a . . . | z | A . . . | Z | | \]∗

(3)<dataName> → None
{ < dataName >env = φ}

(4)<dataName> → <identifier>
{ < dataName >env = {< identifier > .id} }

(5)<dataDeclList> → declare <dataName>@<prog url>
{ < dataDeclList >env = < dataName > .env

∪ {< prog url > .id} }

(6)<dataDeclList1> → declare<dataName>@<prog url>; <dataDeclList2>
{ < dataDeclList1 >env=< dataName > .env

∪ {< prog url > .id} ∪ < dataDeclList2 >env }

(7)<action> → None
{< action >env = φ}

(8)<action> → <indentifier>
{ < action >env = {< identifier > .id} }

(9)<actionList> → <action>
{ < actionList >env = < action >env }

(10)< actionList >1 → <action>.< actionList >2

{ < actionList >1
env = < action >env ∪ < actionList >2

env }

(11)<input> → None
{ < input >env = φ }

(12)<input> → <identifier>
{ < input >env = {< identifier > .id}}

(13)< input >1 → <identifier>,< input >2

{ < input >1
env = {< identifier >id} ∪ < input >2

env }

(14)<output> → None
{ < output >env = φ }

(15)<output> → <identifier>
{ < output >env = {< identifier > .id}}

(16)< output >1 → <idnetifier>,< output >2

{ < output >1
env = {< identifier >id} ∪ < output >2

env }

(17)<actionDeclList> → declare<actionList>(< input >: < output >) @<prog url>
{ < actionDeclList >env = < actionList > .env

∪ < input > .env ∪ < output > .env
∪ {< prog url > .id} }

(18)<actionDeclList> → declare<actionList>(< input >: < output >) @<prog url>
;<actionDeclList>
{ < actionDeclList >env = < actionList > .env

∪ < input >env ∪ < output >env

∪ < prog url > .id ∪ < actionDeclList >env }

(19)<situStmtList> → <situStmt>
{< situStmt >env = < situStmtList >env}

(20)<situStmtList1> → <situStmt>;<situStmtList2>
{< situStmt >env = < situStmtList >env

< situStmtList2 >env = < situStmtList1 >env}

(21)<situStmt> → map <actionList> <dataName>()
{mapenv = < situStmt >env ∪ < actionList >env

∪ < dataName > ()env}

(22)<situStmt> → filter <actionList> <dataName>()
{filterenv = < situStmt >env ∪ < actionList >env

∪ < dataName > ()env}

(23)<situStmt> → reduce <actionList> <dataName>()
{reduceenv = < situStmt >env ∪ < actionList >env

∪ < dataName > ()env}

(24)<situStmt> → apply <actionList> <dataName>
{applyenv = < situStmt >env ∪ < actionList >env

∪ < dataName >env}
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Fig. 4. Situf -based environment: the overview

come from data. We will concentrate on explaining data context, through which
action context should seem easy.

In Situf environment, context information, either for data or for action, is
represented and transmitted using XML format. We use XML Schema to con-
figure “context” templates to synchronize the communication between a Situf

program and the external context collection capabilities, i.e., situation services,
under a Situf -based environment.

To provide concrete explanations and illustrations for key issues involved, let
us revisit the paper review example given in Program 1 (Fig. 2.) The attribute
grammar of Situf given in Table 1 requires that each declared data, represented
by grammar symbol <dataName>, have an attribute called env, meaning envi-
ronment. This is a composite attribute. Its runtime implication depends on the
context specification the Situf program imports. In fact each paper declared
in Program 1 (Fig. 2) contains the following attributes: abstract, author name,
author affiliation, email contact, paperID, submitTime, and target trackName.

This detailed context information is generally beyond the concern or knowl-
edge of a domain expert, but it is very important to answer the attribute gram-
mar requests. Situf ’s support of separation of concerns [7] bridges this gap.
More concretely, Situf offers an import clause feature. As seen in Program 1
(Fig. 2), the “Context Spec MyReview” following the “import” directive is an
instance of <situation spec>, which is encoded as an XML Schema given in
Fig. 5.

In fact, XML Schema enables user-defined data types, comprising simple data
types, which cannot use elements or attributes, and complex data types, which can
use elements and attributes [22]. Complex data types can also be defined from
already existing data types. The XML Schema given in Fig. 5 essentially provides
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Fig. 5. An XML schema-based context template for the paper data type

a template to help bind paper, a data variable declared in Program 2, and its
closely related context. Note that Fig. 5 provides detailed attributes pertaining
to the specific situations associated with the MyReview system. The associating
power is further enhanced by the use of namespace MyReview in Fig. 5. That
said, a paper under a different circumstance, such as the “EasyChair” software
system, could involve completely different attributes, the use of which requires
the importing of a different XML schema. Besides, the use of namespace in
an XML Schema helps to disambiguate identical naming and to differentiate
between separate situation domains, e.g., MyReview vs. EasyChair5.

Upon the import of a context specification where relevant information for
a paper is provided, the Situf compiler automatically executes the following
action (Note: the initial env attribute of paper only includes its id information.
To see that, from production (4) given by the attribute grammar in Table 1:
< dataName >env= < identifier > .id, when paper is declared, it replaces
<dataName>.):

paperenv = paperenv ∪ { abstract, author name,
author affiliation, email contact, paperID,
submitTime, targeted trackName }

In Fig. 5, “paper” is defined as a new type, where abstract, author name,
author affiliation, email contact, paperID, submitTime, targeted trackName and
conference name are its built-in fields. Each field, corresponding to the respective
context of a “paper”, is of a precisely defined data type, such as string, integer,
etc. . . The diverse data types available in XML Schema make XML Schema pow-
erful enough to specify highly diverse data different Situf programs may face.

5 For more background information on namespace mechanism of XML schema, please
consult [22].
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Figure 6 is a direct instantiation of the XML Schema based context template
given in Fig. 5. Given that Fig. 6 strictly follows the format prescribed by Fig. 5,
the latter is hence named Context Template.

Fig. 6. A sample runtime collected context value stored in XML

Figure 6 presents a concrete runtime example of a data value traveling through
SituIO. This XML element is a value for the data variable “paper” declared in Pro-
gram 1 (Fig. 2). It is generated under the governing of “Context Spec MyReview”
file, which contains theXMLSchema given inFig. 5. TheXMLcontext information
shown in Fig. 6 for “paper” also presents itself as a sample value for env attribute of
<dataName>, a grammar symbol instantiated by “paper,” from Situf ’s attribute
grammar in Table 1. Figure 6 shows a concrete instance of context values.

3.3 The Inclusion of Situation Services

Situation services extend the capability of a Situf program that includes them.
Situation services are either made by a third party provider and hosted on the
cloud, or they can be hosted on the local machine. The default situation service
for Situf is called “common service GUI”. The default service offers the capa-
bility that, once deployed at the targeted url site, it can capture and record
a software user’s action information, which is then sent back through SituIO
to where the Situf runtime is deployed. What is captured by the default ser-
vice is real time behavioral and environmental contextual information, which
is configured by the central Situf program that generally contains program url
addresses.

The design and runtime support environment for Situf as introduced facili-
tate the domain experts, who have domain specific knowledge of existing software
features, to compose new ones. Consider again the software features of MyRe-
view shown in Fig. 1. The paper reviewers can use it to download the assigned
papers for a conference and submit their reviews. The corresponding situation
program in Situf named “paperReview”, is found in Program 1 (Fig. 2.)
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Fig. 7. A Situf program for review reminder

Now that there is a need to add a new feature named reviewReminder to
the MyReview system, which aims to send a reminder email, after certain date,
to the reviewers who have not finished their review assignments. The overall
requirement for the reviewReminder feature is to go through all paper reviews
and to count the number of words in the review comments, by which empty
reviews bear zero word count. Below a certain count value, the relative reviews
will be considered incomplete. Correspondingly, a reminder message is emailed
to the related reviewers.

A good question to ask is how to take full advantage of, or, re-use, the
existing system features to compose reviewReminder. To this end, being able to
expressively and immediately compose the essential linkage, between exist-
ing features and reviewReminder, gives the software designer a leg up towards
a high quality software construction. Using Situf language and with relative
ease, the domain experts can propose a short solution, i.e., a Situf program,
shown in Fig. 7.
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Abstract. Cloud computing is an emergent technology that brings together all
aspects of IT infrastructure from software installation and upgrade to platform
oriented services to network and to hardware and storage. However, there are
various security concerns that prevent customers from taking benefits of the cloud.
Many studies have offered a wide range of possible solutions to deal with cloud
security issues. Some of these solutions are very expensive therefore not suitable
for Cloud. For example, data encryption is considered as a vital tool and mecha‐
nism for securing business data. However, it is not feasible to deploy data encryp‐
tion on every piece of data. Anthes argues that encryption is sometimes seen as
the ultimate security measure, but in fact, encryption is a complex and costly
process since encrypted data needs to be downloaded and decrypted for local use
and then possibly uploading the results [1]. This study offers a robust, fast and
cost effective security measures for protecting Cloud data residing on virtual
machines (VMs) without the need for any additional monitoring package or
introspection at VM level.

Keywords: Cloud computing · V2LAN · Virtualization · Identification ·
Authorization · Multi-tenancy

1 Introduction

Cloud technology is a radical IT innovation that brings together operational changes to
every stage of computing from software installation, upgrade, maintenance and backups,
to security [2]. This brings enormous possibilities of continuous innovation [3]. At the
same time these changes are precarious [4], and need previsioning of complementary
resources [5].

The Cloud technology completely redefines computing infrastructure, in which the
infrastructure ownership is migrating to the subscription fees. There are many benefits
of Cloud over the existing in-house IT infrastructure, including but not limited to: (1)
On demand self-service, (2) Broad Network Access, (3) Resource Pooling, (4) Rapid
elasticity, and (5) Measured services and (6) Platform Independency. Cloud computing
offers also three main services: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). On the other hand there are many security
and privacy issues discussed in literature associated with each of the above services.
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Many customers desire to have the security, ethical and confidentiality principles
provided by their LANs while connecting to a cloud. This is in particular important for
mission critical applications such as financial data, R&D and clients private information
among others. As such data management and data security is one of the core components
concerning many organizations. As such understanding what is public cloud data and
what is secure private data are among the most challenging and important tasks that face
the adoption of cloud computing by businesses. In addition, cloud data is one of the main
sources of today’s “big data”. Hemerly argues that the term big data not only describes
size, it also describes the speed, volume and computational and analytical capacity
required to manage data and derive insight [6]. It is important to secure as much as
possible the processes and procedures about generating, computing, collecting, dissem‐
inating and securing data. Cloud security has always been the main concern for providers
and for service consumers. Every provider implements its own best practices and
security frameworks to serve customers’ needs better and, at the same time, to comply
with regulations and government requirements. According to a 2010 IBM Global IT
Risk Study 77 % of respondents think that Cloud technology makes data privacy protec‐
tion more difficult; the main concern of 50 % of respondents is data loss or breach, and
only 23 % worry about corporate network security as the main concern [7]. In 2010,
IBM started a new initiative to make the Cloud more secure. IBM understands that one
security policy would not fit the variety of customer requirements, so IBM provides
teams of security consultants that work with customers on their specific security needs.

The scope of Cloud security is massive by any measures. It is clear that all aspects
of security including authorization, authentication, accountability, and endpoint-to-
endpoint security are important, but broader considerations such as data protection,
business continuity, and disaster recovery are very important to businesses as well.
Customers’ data storage and usage is an ongoing struggle for data privacy management,
data misuse and violation.

2 Cloud Security Issues

Using Cloud computing brings significant benefits, including increased operations and
economic efficiency, enhancing scalability and collaboration, and low start-up and
maintenance costs. However, without proper security and privacy solutions the whole
concept could be a big failure.

Identification and authentication define who can log into a system, while author‐
ization provides permission for users to have access to specific resources based on indi‐
vidual or group memberships or assigned roles. Common authentication procedures
provide at least one of the following factors: something you know, something you have,
something you are, and where you are. Accountability’s role is to keep track of the
users’ and system log to help identify security violations and analyze security inci‐
dent [8].

With the SaaS model, providers implement built-in security features. In the public
Cloud end-users utilize features available for this application to protect data, while in
the private Cloud organization is flexible to allow for the implementation of an
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acceptable level of security measures. In the PaaP model developers are responsible for
securing their own applications, while providers hold the responsibility to secure the
operating system and separate applications for tenants. In the IaaS model developers
are in charge of the whole system and have to provide low-level system security and
application level security.

Multi-tenancy is the Cloud concept of sharing resources among many end-users.
This concept raises additional security concerns. Different Cloud providers resolve this
problem in their own ways. For example, Salesforce.com separates users on a database
level, securing data with carefully written databases queries, whereas Amazon imple‐
ments virtualization on a hardware level to separate tenants [9].

A Service level agreement (SLA) defines the quality of service that a Cloud provider
will deliver. While up time and bandwidth can be easily measured, security and privacy
are not quantifiable. However, with proper monitoring and auditing, security incidents
can be detected and brought to the SLA bargain process [9].

Compliance and regulations can potentially cause many jurisdictional problems in
terms of which laws or regulations should apply depending on the data type or the user’s
residence. Also, depending on the business, companies have to comply with such regu‐
lations as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), the Sarbanes Oxley Act on IT
Security (SOX), Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation (Bill C-28) and others [10].

Security issues in Cloud are multiplied by issues at every individual service and
application. Cloud computing virtual environments are independent domains with
different privacy, security and trust relation approaches. Cloud service providers some‐
times combine a few services to create new, better-quality application services. Such
environmental domains use individually configured applications, services, and other
settings. Hence, particular procedures have to be in place to guarantee that this dynamic
structure is designed and maintained securely and security incidents and breaches are
efficiently monitored and examined during the exploitation process. Even though each
separate domain’s policies are under control, security breaches can simply happen
during integration [11].

3 Security Threats and Challenges

Cloud solutions integrate different parts of the computing infrastructure. As a whole,
infrastructural security solutions are a product of all involved levels. Attacks can be
accordingly divided by targeting levels as well: Data, Application, Host, and Network
levels (Fig. 1) [9].
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Fig. 1. Infrastructural levels of security

3.1 Network Level Attacks

At the Network level, security assumptions are different for Private and Public Clouds.
In the Private Cloud, since the infrastructure lies within a company’s premises, the firm
has full control over this Cloud infrastructure. That means that all Cloud vulnerabilities
and threats are the same as for corporate’s services, and all firm’s implemented threat
mitigation measures can be applied to the Cloud infrastructure as well. For the public
infrastructure security of access control, ensuring confidentiality, integrity, and availa‐
bility (CIA) of data accessible through the Internet are the major risks on the Network
level security [12].

Access control can be affected by reusable IP addresses. The IP v4 address pool is
limited, and Cloud providers re-assign the same address to a new client when the address
is released. At the same time there is some delay in updating DNS cash servers so a new
customer may be exposed to some risk when accessing his/her Cloud resources through
old DNS records to his/her new (re-assigned) IP address. Similar problems can occur
with a reverse address resolution when the changed physical address is not updated at
the ARP table. The Amazon Cloud provider offers elastic IP addresses where customers
can fully control IP release. This helps avoid the aforementioned problem if the customer
carefully manages their address space. However, this problem still cannot be resolved
if customers use internal (non-routable) IP addresses within one Cloud provider [13].
An access control audit for network level logs in the Public Cloud is also cumbersome
and may affect all types of Cloud services [13].

The confidentiality and integrity risks of customers’ data that are exposed to the
Internet are significant. When Amazon implemented Amazon Web Services (AWS)
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Signature Version 1, a vulnerability report showed that the solution is insecure and many
customers were unsatisfied with the provided level of security. Soon after that Amazon
released AWS Signature Version 2, or suggested switching to HTTPS to mitigate integ‐
rity and confidentiality risk [14]. Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/
TLS) is using to establish a protected, encrypted connection between a website and a
client’s web browser. Such connections are used to securely manage all features of
provided Cloud services. The Internet researchers Juliano Rizzo and Thai Duong found
a way to hack into the secured channel. They suggested using java script code built into
a browser that acts as a Trojan horse, along with a network sniffer. This allows attackers
to interfere with a secured tunnel, and to break SSL encryption. This attack was named
BEASK (Browser Exploit against SSL/TLS) and has the potential to affect millions of
websites [15].

The availability of data stored on the Cloud provider’s premises is getting more
important as more and more customer data is being saved on the Public Cloud. There
are different types of attacks that can affect data availability. Some major attacks
including but not limited to: DDoS attack on servers, DNS cash poising attack, IP
spoofing attacks and ARP cache poisoning attacks [16, 17, 21].

3.2 Host Level Attacks

Security issues at the host level differ for Cloud models such as SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS and
public or private deployment types. Threats at the host level are associated with its
Virtual Machine (VM) vulnerabilities. For PaaS and SaaS services the Cloud provider
does not share its platform with customers, therefore the provider is responsible for
implementing the appropriate level of protection for VMs. A secure model of VM
implementation which will be discussed in this paper is the main focus of this paper.

The following security threats are associated with IaaS services:

Hypervision Security Threats: When an attacker controls software that provides virtu‐
alization. The biggest threat is from “zero-day” vulnerabilities and can be anticipated
by implementing the best security practices and frameworks that include, but are not
limited to, host hardening, and patching and updating hosting software.

Perimeter Security: In some cases, virtual servers can reside outside of a firewall, which
makes their securing more complex. Even when the servers are behind a Public Cloud
provider’s firewalls, they can be cracked by attackers inside the premises. A partial
solution is to isolate virtual resources within their perimeters.

VM Security: Guest VMs are isolated from each other with hypervision software. Once
a VM is allocated to customers, they are recommended to use a secured connection to
manage their allocated resources. These are, for example, SSH and SSL/TLS. Other
vulnerable services and protocols, such as FTP and NETBIOS, should be eliminated or
substituted with their more secure analogs. Public Cloud providers should implement
some operating procedures for properly deploying firewalls and enforce the use of strong
passwords for user accounts [18].
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3.3 Application Level Attacks

At this level customers have a lack of access control to audit logs, updates and patch
management. In the public deployment model customers have to rely on providers’
protection measures, while in the private model they can implement an appropriate
amount of security at the host level. Security for hosting applications should be built
into the software development life-cycle and provide quality assurance security testing
at each stage of this cycle. The Open Web Application Security Project identifies ten
security risks in web applications [19]. These security risks are: (1) Injection, (2) Cross-
Site Scripting, (3) Broken Authentication and session management, (4) Insecure Direct
Object References, (5) Cross-Site Request Forgery, (6) Security Misconfiguration, (7)
Insecure Cryptographic storage, (8) Failure to Restrict URL Access, (9) Insufficient
Transport Layer Protection, and (10) Invalidated Redirects and Forwards.

3.4 Data Level Attacks

Data level security is important for all Cloud models. Several aspects of data security
have been discussed by [12]. These aspects including but not limited to: Data-in-transit
is all data transferred across the network. Data-at-rest is data on file-servers and other
storage areas. Data lineage is the process of tracking a data’s origin and restricting that
data’s distribution to within defined premises for only audit and compliance purposes.
Data provenance is the process of ensuring data integrity, which means precise and
accurate data computation. Data remanence is the residual information present even
after the data has been erased or moved to another location.

4 Virtualization Issues

Virtualization is a mechanism that connects physical hardware and virtual machines. It
is also in charge of resource allocation and management for underlying services. The
hypervisor or VM monitor compartmentalizes tenants on the physical computer and lets
users run independent instances of VMs simultaneously and independently. This is
fundamental for Cloud infrastructure, as providing a high level of security for virtuali‐
zation is essential. The following types of VM vulnerabilities are most common [22].

4.1 VM Hopping

An attacker in such attacks resides on one of VMs and obtains access to a different
instance of VM that is hosted on the same server, and the invader has to know target’s
IP address. There are different vectors of attacks and they are based on the type of host’s
hypervisor and other system vulnerabilities. After the attacker obtains access to the
target’s VM, he/she can modify the victim’s configuration, and delete or tamper data.
This type of attack targets IaaS and PaaS infrastructures, although it can indirectly strike
SaaS since it uses the other types of infrastructure for its foundation. This type of attack
is very common because it thrives on the basic Cloud principle of multi-tenancy [23].
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4.2 VM Mobility

Almost all Cloud providers offer VM image replication features. Users can choose to
use one of the pre-setup configurations from a repository. This feature facilitates quick
configuration deployment but also distributes the same vulnerabilities that pertain to that
particular setup. The attacker can know and use the configuration weaknesses. The
results of this type of attack can lead to completely compromising a large number of
new guest VMs. The attack mostly targets the IaaS model, as Cloud providers offer
hardware resources and pre-installed VM images that users can customize. At the same
time confidentiality, integrity and availability of the SaaS and PaaS models can be
compromised, as they are exposed by the underlying IaaS vulnerabilities [24].

4.3 VM Diversity

Virtualization allows users to effortlessly deploy new virtual configurations in seconds.
Users can choose different types of operating systems and pre-setup software configu‐
rations. That configuration diversity makes security management more challenging. The
Service Level Agreement between a Cloud provider and a user can help to anticipate
this issue. For the IaaS model, the Cloud provider obliges to supporting the hypervisor
and servicing security, while the user has to strengthen his/her VM instances by applying
patches, updates, and implementing best security practices. Similarly, for PaaS and SaaS
models SLA can define and regulate a provider’s and user’s responsibilities for security
management processes [25, 26].

4.4 VM Denial of Service

A Denial-of-service (DoS) attack happens after a guest’s VMs occupies the CPU,
network bandwidth, or hard drive throughput, and the hypervisor cannot allocate the
resources to other guest machines. The base way to withstand this attack is to have a
SLA that defines resource allocation to user’s VMs. The SaaS Cloud model is less
exposed to such attacks compare to the PaaS or IaaS models [25].

A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack happens when attackers take control
over a number of computers with some vulnerability, and initiate a flood of traffic to the
target machine.

4.5 The Insider Threat

All security counter-measures make sense only when attacks are external. However,
data from VM can be compromised by anyone with administrative access, by whom all
security precautions and efforts to monitor malicious activity can be circumvented.
According to a VMworld magazine survey, 93 % of companies have mission-critical
data at some virtual environment, and more than 70 % of respondents think that their
colleagues could attack that data if they wanted to [27]. The only way to contend with
the insider threat is to implement the same standards, audit practices, processes, and
tools that a company uses in-house.
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5 Virtualization and Multi-tenancy

Most articles so far already identified multi-tenancy and virtualization as main threats
to cloud security. A paper called “A Distributed Access Control Architecture for Cloud
Computing” discusses a possible solution to these problems using distributed architec‐
ture. The authors [28] discuss the system where both security management and software
engineering techniques are used together. The authorization requirements are built using
the following three components:

1) VRM (virtual resource manager) is located at each layer of the cloud and is respon‐
sible for providing and deploying virtual resources

2) DACM (distributed access control module) is also located at each layer and enforces
access control policy

3) SLA (service level agreement) performs role mapping, prevents side-channel attacks
by describing isolation constraints and presents a virtualized view of resources.

The only way to deliver secure multi-tenancy is to have some kind of isolation
between tenant’s data while at rest and in transition as well as physical location trans‐
parency where tenants can’t determine where their data and resources are located to
prevent side-channel attacks [30]. For example, Amazon Virtual Private Cloud allows
the customer to specify set of virtual machines that can communicate only through an
encrypted channel. There are some products on the market aimed at enhancing cloud
security – IBM’s Websphere Cast Iron and Cisco IronPort both provide among others
secure messaging [30].

5.1 V2LAN

As indicated most of Cloud security discussed above are related to VMs (see Table 1).
This study offers a Virtualized Virtual LAN (V2LAN) for protecting VMs locating on one
or more physical servers. As we know each physical server is capable of providing many
virtual machines providing computing resources to multiple organizations. Securing VMs
against any data leak or unauthorized access is one of the main responsibilities of cloud
providers. On the other hand customers should be aware of the importance of SLA in
providing legal support in case unauthorized access to data and data leak occurs. We
should not forget the fact that Cloud products and services are available to evry organiza‐
tion and to every individuals with the swipe of a credit card including hackers. This study
offers a robust solution to secure VMs against any type of data leak.

A Virtual LAN defines a broadcast domain in which only those nodes that are
grouped within a cluster are able exchange messages if desired. This feature provides a
high level of abstraction and security at layer 2 level (as defined by OSI). For example,
a common backbone connection shared across VLAN trunks or infrastructure can
provide a very high level of security with great flexibilities. As such many Cloud features
such as security, scalability and virtual machines are supported by VLAN. In fact a
Cloud-aware switches have support for device virtualization at both layer 2 (datalink
layer) and layer 3 (network layer). These types of switches are often referred to as a
layer 2.5 protocol. For example Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches can be configured to
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support Virtualized VLAN or V2LAN for short. They support the so called Virtual
Device Contexts (VDCs). Each VDC runs as a separate logical entity comprising
switching, security, and services that is designed for physical, virtual, and cloud envi‐
ronments. It uniquely integrates with servers, storage, and orchestration platforms for
more efficient operations and greater scalability [31]. As shown in Fig. 2 each VDC is
a complete unit capable of layer 3 routing via its virtual route forwarding (VRF) as well
as layer 2 VLAN.

Fig. 2. Integrating V2LAN with VMs

Table 1. Virtualization IT environments, security impacts.

Source: Tsai et al., 2012.
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5.2 V2LAN Implementation

The routing structure offered by VLANs in connection with VDC has a close and similar
implementation with those of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) in which packet
forwarding mechanism use Forwarding Information Base (FIB). FIB is based on a data
structure called Routing Information Base (RIB). RIB is essentially a routing table. To
make a decision about the best route, V2LAN FIB is relying on information provided
by RIB for its outgoing traffic (traffic outside VM environment).

Figure 2 above shows a physical server containing some VMs (VM1 through VM15).
Assume that only VM4 through VM9 are designed for Customer 1, and the rest of VMs
belong to other clients. Our Cloud switch via its V2LAN1 component defines a unique
broadcast domain that includes only these VMs; no other VMs can access or listen to
message exchange within the domain of V2LAN1. V2LAN is acting as a buffer against
data leakage within the context of virtual machines. This IaaS-based security feature is
deployed in addition to SaaS-based VM security offered by the hypervisor. Anthes has
noted that IBM Research deployed a method for securing VM known as “virtual machine
introspection”; in which it puts security inside a protected VM running on the same
physical machine [1]. Recent VM security employs a number of protective measures
such as whitelisting and blacklisting of the guest kernel functions [1]. These activities
are aimed to determine the operating system and the version of the VM. While V2LAN
provides strong buffer against these types of activities, it eliminates the need of deploying
or cloning such functions at VM levels.

V2LAN implementation is a secure and cost effective solution for increased business
agility with VMs and their motilities [31]. It reduces capital and operational expenditures
through more efficient use of hardware and storage devices and more efficient manage‐
ment, Create an architecture that supports futures growth, server performance, and
storage and virtualization goals [31].

6 Conclusion

There are many advantages in using Cloud-based systems. However, there are also many
technological problems that have not yet been solved. The Cloud is a technology that is
widely used in the whole IT sector. Retaining factors such as data privacy and infor‐
mation security issues, computing power efficiency, and SLA related concerns are still
holding back complete adoption of the technology.

Acceptance of the Cloud requires a shift in its perception and also the understanding
of all its accompanying problems, especially security related ones. Although some
security risks are already present at the traditional computing model, while using Cloud,
the security risks might have a higher impact on businesses. Currently Cloud security
has a lot of loose ends that deter potential Cloud customers from migration there. Until
proper security mechanisms are in place, prospective customers are not going to leverage
the advantages of Cloud technology.

As indicated above, VMs are one of the main sources of concern within the context
of Cloud security. In this study we offered a cost effective solution to tackle this issue.
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It offers a layer 2 and 3 solution to harden communication among interrelated VMs and
prevent issues such as black listening or data leak.

Finally, it is important to note that this study is limited to VM issues and more
specifically the issues related to data leak as such it does not claim that it has addressed
all Cloud security issues as discussed in this paper.
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